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Sunday, January 4, 2009
Time to Warm Up the Printing Press
Jim Sinclair writes today:

Dear Comrades In Golden Arms,
Ok, I am not shy. Mugabe move over, here comes the US Federal Reserve.
Zimbabwe will happen in the US. The dollar is going to tank like never before!!!
Consequences, consequences, consequences. They are unavoidable.
The US dollar is not worth a Continental. This is just how Zimbabwe today started!
Fed has abandoned monetary policy, critic says
Sat Jan 3, 2009 9:58pm EST
SAN FRANCISCO (Reuters) - The Federal Reserve has embarked on a campaign of unsupervised industrial policy to end
the country's financial crisis, a move that could undermine its independence, a former top U.S. official said on Saturday...
Link to full article
In case you haven't noticed, we have three different entities acting sometimes in concert, and sometimes individually, to
"bail out" the entire system. We have Congress with it's $700 bn + TARP, the Fed with it's trillions of "liquidity", and we
have the Executive Branch/Treasury with it's auto industry bailout.
So with this new penchant for printing and easy money give-aways, what can we expect in the coming months?
Well first of all, the states want a trillion dollars...
Governors of five U.S. states urged the federal government to provide $1 trillion in aid to the country's 50 states to help pay
for education, welfare and infrastructure as states struggle with steep budget deficits amid a deepening recession.
Do you think the states will be denied when their public pension funds start failing?
Giant home builder Lennar Corp. started 2007 with a thud, writing off up to $500 million in real estate assets because of
deteriorating market conditions.
But the news wasn't all bad. On Jan. 2, 2007, the same day it revealed the write-offs, the Miami home builder and a partner
announced they'd sold a nearly $1 billion stake in a real estate deal called LandSource Communities Development LLC.
The buyer: the California Public Employees' Retirement System.
The investment was one of CalPERS' biggest bets on real estate, and one of its worst. Centered around a huge unbuilt
development near the Magic Mountain theme park north of Los Angeles, LandSource ended in a bankruptcy court filing and
could well cost CalPERS its entire investment. It stands as a stark symbol of the troubles haunting the big pension fund's
real estate portfolio.
The steel industry also wants a trillion!
Its executives are waiting anxiously for details of President-elect Obama's stimulus plan and adding their voices to pleas for
a huge public investment program — up to $1 trillion over two years — that will lift demand for steel to build highways,
bridges, power grids, schools, hospitals, water-treatment plants and rapid transit.
On top of that, the Treasury Dept. is considering more Citi-style bailouts:
The Treasury Department opened the door Friday to using a Citigroup-style rescue package to help other troubled financial
institutions.
The financial lifeline thrown to Citigroup Inc. in late November involved backing billions in risky assets and providing the
banking giant with a fresh capital infusion.
[..]
"This program will be applied with extreme discretion in order to improve market confidence in the systemically significant
institution and in financial markets broadly," the department said. "It is not anticipated that the program will be made widely
available."
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Okay, sure, whatever you say.
Even the newspapers have their hand out for some of the fresh cash. Mmmmmm... govt. funded news!
Relying on government help raises ethical questions for the press, whose traditional role has been to operate free from
government influence as it tries to hold politicians accountable to the people who elected them. Even some publishers
desperate for help are wary of this route.
Meanwhile, Congress returns tomorrow to work on the $1 trillion stimulus bill:
Obama aides said the president-elect and his team will help make an all-out push to convince Americans that the
government must spend almost $1 trillion to create jobs, provide cash for spending and shore up the finances of the state
governments.
Obama aides and congressional sources have said the package under development is likely to contain three broad categories:
infrastructure investment, tax breaks and direct aid to states.
But does it stop there? I doubt it. Just yesterday Obama upped his pledge to 3 million new jobs, including 600,000 new
GOVERNMENT jobs:
In his radio address today, President-elect Obama uses some new language when discussing what he wants the stimulus
package to achieve in terms of jobs. First off, he has a name for the package -- the "American Recovery and Reinvestment
Plan."
The president-elect says he wants to "create three million new jobs" -- this is a change from a few weeks ago, when he said
he wanted the plan to create OR SAVE two million jobs.
He says the "No. 1 goal of my plan ... is to create three million new jobs, more than 80 percent of them in the private
sector.”
If you do the math: 20 percent of three million means 600,000 new government employees.
So now that you have glimpsed the future, have a look at this article in the Los Angeles Times from three days ago:

Zimbabwe's money man plans to keep on printing
Gideon Gono

Central bank chief Gideon Gono makes no apology for continuing to crank out money, which economists say fuels
hyperinflation. Critics call him a megalomaniac with a vise-like grip on the economy.
By Robyn Dixon
January 1, 2009
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Reporting from Harare, Zimbabwe — Gideon Gono prints money, lots and lots of money that's worth next to nothing.
Depending on whom you talk to, the architect of Zimbabwe's hyperinflation is a megalomaniac, a workaholic, a thief -- or
the country's savior.
Zimbabwe's central bank chief seems to have a finger in every government ministry. No project goes ahead without his
approval. No underling approaches without fear and trembling.
Gono

He makes no apologies for his furious money-printing, as the country, mired in disease and hunger, inflation beyond
calculation and political crisis, keeps on spiraling downward. Extraordinary situations call for extraordinary measures, he
says.
The 49-year-old former tea boy, target of Western economic sanctions and confidant of President Robert Mugabe has made
more enemies in the ruling ZANU-PF party than any other senior member. And some people think he may be its weak link.
But for now, it's his obsession with photo ops and his autocratic control over government affairs that dominate.
President Robert Mugabe
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One pro-ZANU-PF banker shudders while recalling Gono's summons of top banking officials to his office in early
December. It was a made-for-television ambush. As the cameras rolled, Gono berated the bankers for releasing new bank
notes a day before their launch.
They weren't even his employees, but he fired them anyway. On television. But Gono wasn't done with them. The lobby was
full of police waiting to arrest them when their elevator opened on the ground floor.
"I had to sleep on the floor in the cell," the banker said, deeply shaken, two days after his release on bail. "I've never slept on
the floor in my life. There was water dripping everywhere." He spoke on condition of anonymity for fear of jeopardizing his
trial.
As pressure on Gono has grown with the collapse of Zimbabwe's economy, he has blamed banks, the stock exchange, black
market currency dealers and insurance companies. As well as firing the bankers, he blacklisted 20 investment companies
and froze their accounts.
As a survival tactic, it has worked. Despite the highest inflation rate on Earth, estimated by independent economists in at
least quadrillions of percents, Mugabe recently reappointed Gono for another five-year term. It sparked as much outrage in
the ZANU-PF as it did in the opposition.
Mugabe

"Not only is he destroying the country, he is destroying the party," growled one senior ZANU-PF official.
Gono employs florid, indignant rhetoric and wears a large, flashy gold watch. When he strides into the bank at his usual
breakneck pace in the morning, there's a flurry of panic. A security guard who fails to open the door before Gono reaches it
faces certain punishment and possible dismissal, according to one Reserve Bank manager. The manager, who like others
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interviewed for this story, is afraid of getting fired and spoke on condition of anonymity.
Gono usually works until midnight. Under his leadership, the Reserve Bank has taken on myriad tasks unrelated to central
banking: buying government cars, supplying farm equipment and fertilizer, setting up and supplying "People's Shops" to sell
cheap goods, setting up foreign currency shops, supplying medicines to state hospitals, mobilizing rigs to drill bore holes for
clean water in the cholera crisis and a biofuels project, to name a few.
"He's now like the head of state. He's reaching almost everything," the manager said.
"People fall over each other to please him and some get hurt in the process, and he likes that. He likes that attention. He
likes power," said another Reserve Bank employee. "He's very vindictive. He can hold a grudge for weeks."
Like Mugabe, Gono blames Zimbabwe's ills on Western sanctions. U.S. and European countries imposed bans on senior
officials, preventing them from traveling to or doing business with the West. Gono is among those under sanctions.
The Times requested a phone interview with Gono but did not receive a response.
Rejecting what he calls "traditional" economics (like the principle that printing money endlessly causes runaway inflation),
he contends that printing money is actually a form of "sanctions busting."
"I must reiterate that I am going to print and print and sign the money until sanctions are removed and there is balance-ofpayments support. It's a commitment I am ready to be fired for because we need money for infrastructural development,"
Gono said, quoted in the government-owned Herald on Oct. 1.
But the senior ZANU-PF official scoffs at that argument. "If the money was being provided to build hospitals, schools and
roads, it might be sanctions busting. But it's being used for conspicuous consumption. Everywhere you go there are
Mercedeses."
Gono

Gono's own website, www.gideongono.com, gives a taste of the Reserve Bank governor's ego, charting his course from tea
boy and cleaner at a provincial brewery to becoming one of the most powerful men in the country.
But Gonogonow.com, a website run by activists, offers a sense of how loathed he is. It (and his enemies in ZANU-PF)
accuse him of massive looting of state finances, claims he has denied.
The activists print anti-Gono fliers in English and Shona and target people standing in line at banks to withdraw money.
They feature cartoons of Gono loading Reserve Bank money into the back of cars or gulping down feasts, usually with his
foot on a child's skeleton.
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"IT'S YOUR MONEY -- TAKE IT NOW!" screams one flier.
"IF GONO STAYS WE WILL ALL DIE!" bellows another.
"Gono is the weak link in the Mugabe regime because he's become incredibly powerful and incredibly bloated, and he's got
very few friends in the system," said one activist involved in the project, who spoke anonymously for fear of reprisals. "No
ministry can get access to cash without going to Gono. He controls everything. He's become this power-mad individual
who's loathed by the whole country."
He said other members of the group regarded the GonoGoNow project as their most dangerous anti-regime activity. "They
think Gono would kill over this," said the activist.
Gono

Gono recently launched his book, "Zimbabwe's Casino Economy," dashed off in 60 days. In an economy where most U.S.
dollar transactions are banned, his book is priced at $40.
Tony Hawkins, an independent Harare-based economist whose citation awarding Gono an MBA distinction is appended,
these days describes Gono's performance as "disastrous."
"We've got to the point where his policy seems to be living from day to day and making sure there's cash. There's no policy,
there's no strategy, there's no direction, there's nothing," said Hawkins.
But Gono sees himself as the country's shepherd. Blaming him for the economy, he said, "is the worst form of diabolical
nonsense and the highest form of intellectual naivete and dishonesty . . . only matched by a hyena trying to tell a flock of
sheep that the worst enemy is their shepherd," according to a report in the Herald on Sept. 30.
Before he went to the Reserve Bank, Gono had a reputation as a solid banker. In 2003, Hawkins warned Gono not to take
the Reserve Bank job because it would destroy him.
Hawkins remembers: "He said, 'No, I'm going to sort everything out.' "
robyn.dixon@latimes.com
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Tuesday, January 6, 2009
A Story That Caught My Eye Today
Remember this post by Karl Denninger on October 28th?

Heh Merkel: Bite me!
Before you start lecturing people over on this side of the pond regarding transparency and open markets, you might want to
take a look in your own back yard.
See, it appears that Volkswagen had a little short squeeze.
Well, maybe not so little.
See, Porsche has held a stake in the company for quite some time to protect a supply of parts that it gets from VW. All fine
and good.
But apparently unlike in the United States, there is no requirement that they be transparent with their intentions or timing.
Or, for that matter, to be able to finance what they claim to intend to do.
So when Porsche announced its intention to raise its stake to 75% from 42.6% it set off an insane short squeeze, as the
announced intended stake exceeded the firm's float.
This caused VW's stock to rise by eight hundred percent in the space of two days.
Volkswagen has been a favorite short of hedge funds. And why not? Automakers into an economic downturn? An obvious
short, right? Car deliveries slowing, automaker profits under pressure. Looks obvious to me, and did to them too.
The body count of hedgies being carried out on their shields should be most impressive over the next few days.
Two problems are immediately apparent with Porsche's announcement and give rise to questions about whether this was an
intentionally-engineered event and not a legitimate business transaction:
**Their "stake" Porsche claims to intend to accumulate appears to exceed both their market cap and any ability to finance
the transaction, especially in today's environment.
**There are cash-settled option positions outstanding which are not required to be disclosed under German law.
Transparent markets eh? Hmmmm....
Looks to me like someone decided to manufacture a short squeeze, which by the way, is illegal in the United States. Of
course without full transparency its rather difficult to know exactly what was really going on, isn't it?
I have no idea if this was an intentionally engineered squeeze or whether such things are illegal in Germany or not, but this
little episode does demonstrate that market manipulation, legal or not, is alive and well in Germany, and that before Merkel
and others start throwing stones at the United States in regards to this little banking crisis and transparent markets, not to
mention regulation and inappropriate (if not felonious) game-playing they may want to look around and insure they're not
living in a glass house.
Perhaps we could start that inquiry with a discussion of Deutche Bank's leverage ratios and the transparency of their balance
sheet.....
I remember it well. It was at a time when nothing in the markets seemed real. There was a lot of talk (in certain groups)
about the PPT "fixing" markets. I remember posting about how people making correct bets get hurt when the PPT makes a
27 offsuit the winning hand. It even seemed to be happening over in Europe. I mean, try to comprehend this: In the middle
of a recession, with auto sales plummeting and General Motors just weeks away from bankruptcy, Volkswagen briefly
became the worlds MOST VALUABLE COMPANY! Even exceeding Exxon Mobil in total market value. Something is just
not right about that.
Two weeks later on Nov. 12th, the PPT was caught in Poland "in what newspapers dubbed a "miracle" fixing session". See
my post on Goldforum titled PPT EXPOSED!.
The market manipulators may think they are doing everyone a favor by propping up a failing system. But they are clearly
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not doing EVERYONE a favor...
Yesterday, the 94th richest man in the world, a multi-billionaire in Germany committed suicide by train. See the story here
and here.

The tracks where Adolf Merckle died yesterday

Evidently he lost a good portion of his net worth, perhaps a loss of $2 billion, on that Volkswagen surge. He had been
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shorting Volkswagen. In fact, he was the biggest short seller of Volkswagen stock.
His fortunes worsened dramatically last year after he was caught on the wrong side of trades in Volkswagen shares, whose
price spiked when Porsche revealed it controlled more of VW than had been thought. Merckle had borrowed VW shares to
sell them short in expectation of their price falling, while other trades also went against him.
Could that Volkswagen short squeeze have been aimed intentionally at this man? Look back at the news stories on October
30th. Porsche denied insider trading or manipulation, and instead, blamed the pop on the short sellers. I ask now... who
profited? This question raises all kinds of thoughts in my mind regarding market manipulators the likes of JPMorgan,
Goldman Sachs, Hank Paulson and Ben Bernanke. All I can say is, keep an eye out for these kinds of stories.
Postscript: I do understand that short covering often causes a spike in price. I am simply connecting a few dots and noticing
that a billionaire was taken out (literally) by a suspicious market move. Perhaps he just wasn't part of the "in crowd" of
billionaires.

Jan. 7, 2009 - Wife of China's wealthiest billionaire who disappeared in November is now under police guard to prevent
her from leaving the country.
Jan. 7, 2009 - CEO in India admits to fraud which created "50.4 billion rupees ($1 billion) worth of "fictitious” cash on the
company’s balance sheet at the end of September... Mr Raju insisted that he did not take "even one rupee/dollar from
[Satyam] ... on account of the inflated results. However, analysts quickly dubbed the fraud he created "India's Enron" and
suggested the fallout out would take months to settle."
Jan. 7, 2009 - Real Estate mogul "found dead of an apparently self-inflicted gunshot wound Monday in his Jaguar in a
forest preserve outside Chicago".
Jan. 7, 2009 - The woman once known here as "Austria’s woman on Wall Street" has disappeared. Kohn collected more
than $2 billion from rich investors in Russia and across Europe for Bernard Madoff through her firm, Bank Medici.
Touting her connections, she promised investors entrée to bigger fish in the finance world, including Madoff. Some say it’s
not out of the question that she’s hiding from Russian clients (do we dare say, perhaps, the Russian mob?)
The Shrinking Bezzle - Eric Janszen

Sunday, January 11, 2009
Open The Mint To Gold!
by Antal E. Fekete
Could a Private Firm Force the Government to Do It?
How to rebuild the shattered credit system
People ask: "Isn't the Mint already open to gold, producing Gold Eagles and Buffaloes?" Opening the Mint to gold has a
technical meaning, namely, opening it to the free and unlimited coinage of gold on private account. The Gold Eagles and
Buffaloes are produced on Treasury account in limited quantities and sold at a premium as souvenir coins. It is a ploy to
show that gold coins would just not circulate as money. Well, they would if there was no premium and the market was
saturated.
Not until that happens do I see any hope for the world's greatest and most permanent asset, wealth tied up in gold, to leave
its hiding place, get mobilized and start discharging its duty for which it is so superbly suited: rebuilding credit and
refinancing world trade on a sound basis. Irredeemable promises to pay by default-happy governments can under no stretch
of the imagination serve as a sound basis for world credit and world trade.
Unless the ice is broken and one country does open its Mint to gold, the same pattern that was established in 1971 (when the
U.S. Government defaulted on its international gold obligations) would continue to the further detriment of the world's
prosperity. The output of the world's gold mines, plus whatever gold trickles down from the public sector, will go into
hiding and will not benefit society. The world economy is literally bleeding. It is bleeding credit that keeps factories
humming and cargo ships sailing. There is no other way to stop the hemorrhage than opening the Mint to gold. The battle
cry should be: put gold back into circulation to save our civilization and to save the world! People must be aware what the
malady is and what the remedy should be.
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The full meaning of 1971
Apart from the enormity of a great government reneging on its solemn obligation, sealed by international treaties, confirmed
by several sitting Presidents, to pay holders of its short-term debt gold at a fixed rate of exchange, we should remember
another aspect of the 1971 default. It triggered the world's greatest deflation ever to take effect with a lag lasting about one
generation.
The world prospered before 1971 because it had the U.S. Treasury as its residual supplier of monetary gold. The wholesome
effect of this arrangement was that people were willing to pay out gold. They were confident that they could get back their
gold exactly on the same terms. Confidence permeated producers, banks, trading houses, shipping lines, right down to the
lowliest consumer. They could make deals with one another in the belief that the world's monetary system is not run by
tricksters. It is run by upright men who know the meaning of the word 'honor'.
But once the commitment to redeem dollars in gold was broken, people became reluctant to pay out gold. They were no
longer certain that they could get their gold back on the same terms. This froze the stock of the world's monetary gold. More
ominously, newly mined gold started to go into hiding, and the world economy had to be financed through the creation of
synthetic credit.
For those of us who do not subscribe to the Quantity Theory of Money, this was deflation waiting to happen. The synthetic
credit was - what else? - the broken promise of the defaulting banker. People with a logical mind knew that this arrangement
had to be temporary. Only a deranged man would reward default by promoting the dishonored monetary instrument from
the bottom of the garbage heap to the position of the highest-powered money of the international monetary system. After all,
the U.S. government did have the gold it needed to run the world's credit system. What it did not have, but could easily get
with incorruptible politicians, a matching foreign policy free from entanglements, and a matching social policy free from the
'free lunch' mentality.
The present deflation is open-ended, as it is not known how much devaluation the dollar will have to undergo before it can
be tethered once more to gold - as it was done exactly 75 years ago. To stop deflation, the flight into gold must be stopped
first, as it was done by the U.S. in January, 1934. President-elect Obama has already named his candidate to run the
Treasury. An historical opportunity has been missed. The very same people who engineered and orchestrated the present
crisis will be put in charge to rectify it. They are dyed-in-the-wool Keynesians or Friedmanites.
America's antagonists are just as helpless
Of course, the Arab countries, the Muslim countries, as well as the Asian powers (including Russia), which do not have
carry the heavy Keynesian and Friedmanite ideological baggage, would love to start a new currency based on gold, and then
take credit for saving the world. If they could, that feat would pass the torch of human civilization back to the Orient, and
thereafter the Western governments could be deservedly castigated as the selfish and stupid satraps that landed the world in
this incredible economic mess. They would hardly be invited to sit in the councils of nations, let alone to lead them. Worse
still, the fear is that without the free flow of gold the world may get lost in the quagmire of a New Dark Age, in which law
and order disappears, along with the disappearance of gold and silver.
Yet all the attempts of the Arab, Muslim, and Asian powers to put gold back into the monetary system have misfired,
precisely because they have 'forgotten' to open their Mint to gold, which is the key to a New Golden Age.
Why gold?
I have dealt with that question several times in my earlier writings, but I shall say it again. Gold is absolutely indispensable
for reconstruction, far beyond the limits imposed by gold's present valuation in the markets. The reason is that, once
remobilized gold, and only gold, could carry a weight thousands of times greater than its nominal value. Gold, once put
back into circulation, will regenerate credit which, under Western tutelage, has been allowed to disintegrate. The Western
powers have fallen victim to the most inept and stupid Ponzi-scheme ever inflicted on people who are otherwise not
illiterate: the Ponzi-scheme of Keynesian and Friedmanite economics. The 'miracles' that these two so-called economic
systems can work depend on what I have described as a check-kiting scheme between the Treasury and the Central Bank.
They conspire to accept each other's irredeemable promises to pay. For a time the shills could whip up sagging gambling
spirit by their spectacular off-take at the gaming tables. But, ultimately, this Ponzi scheme, like any other, depends on an
infinite supply of new fools. While the supply of fools in the world is very great indeed, it is not infinite. That is the only
weak point in Keynesian and Friedmanite economics.
Without rebuilding credit on a gold foundation there is no hope for reconstruction, president-elect Obama's grandiose
reflation plans notwithstanding. The U.S. Treasury is empty, nay, it is in a hole, of the size of several years' GDP.
Government revenues are fading. American industry has been dismantled. Foreign creditors of the U.S. have had enough of
the make-belief world of giving up real goods and real services in exchange for irredeemable promises to pay. Even if you
put them under duress using military blackmail, they badly need those goods at home because they are themselves in deep
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trouble.
De facto opening of the Mint
I have been greatly discouraged and dismayed that the Western governments, in their dogged stubbornness, have refused to
listen to the voice of reason and allowed their antagonists to advocate the return to a gold standard. The Western
governments should have taken the initiative and made a coherent statement on their own position.
But then something unexpected happened, which gives us a ray of hope. Canada has been my adopted country for over half
of a century. In many ways it is a decent country in this world of indecent governments. Canada has not used conscription to
coerce young men to become cannon-fodder in foreign imperial and colonial ventures. It did not succumb to the 'Rooseveltsyndrome' in confiscating the citizens' gold. While taxes are high, on balance it may be a price worth paying in exchange for
clean cities, sane banks, safe streets, and universal health care.
Canada's gold policy was free of the neurotic aspects of the American. Gold has never been declared contraband in Canada.
While it is true that fools were put in charge of government-owned gold, and they sold it for a pittance to invest the proceeds
in irredeemable obligations of the U.S. government, the Royal Canadian Mint started issuing gold coins as early as 1967 (to
commemorate Canada's centennial.) Later, in 1979, with the issue of the Canadian gold Maple Leaf coin of one Troy ounce,
9999 pure, the Royal Canadian Mint created a coin that may well become the standard coin of a new emerging international
gold standard. By now, 30 years later, many other countries are issuing gold coins to the same standard of weight and purity.
As I shall explain below, the world treats these coins as being as perfectly fungible as only money can be, and refuses to
treat them as souvenirs, keepsakes, or as a conversation-piece, which was the intention of their designers.
To be sure, the Royal Mint of Canada is not open to gold in the legal sense of the word. If it were, it would have made a
commitment to convert gold, 9999 pure, free of seigniorage charges, into Maple Leaf coins, ounce for ounce, in unlimited
quantities, to all comers. If there is no de jure commitment, is there a de facto commitment to the same effect?
That's what a Canadian firm decided to find out in 2007, and so far the results are encouraging. They show that the Royal
Canadian Mint has taken upon itself the burden to provide the world with a reliable source of gold coinage at an acceptable
cost. This firm buys the standard international "good delivery gold bar" of 400 Troy ounces or about 12.5 kg, 999 fine and
exchanges it at the Mint for 400 Canadian Maple Leaf coins, paying a premium that, according to the firm, is small enough
that it can sell the Maple Leafs profitably at the normal 7-9% premium, even during this latest rush into gold coins. As soon
as the coins are sold, the firm is buying more good-delivery bars and converts them into Maple Leafs at the Mint. It keeps
doing this. This is the exact opposite of the great coin melt of F.D. Roosevelt's fame, who confiscated the citizens' gold coins
only to melt them down and to mark up the dollar value of the resulting ingots - a symbolic gesture to show that gold has
been demonetized.
This Canadian firm leads the way to gold remonetization. It uses the agency of the Royal Canadian Mint to do it. Needless
to say, there will be imitators both at the Mint level and at the arbitrage level. In particular, the premium on coined gold will
decline. There will be a race of governments to offer the same service on a competitive basis. (Remember how the
Kugerrand has found imitators in all major countries of the world?) Willy-nilly, the Mints are going to do what they have
been conceived to do in the first place: put the citizens in charge to decide what the money supply should be. By the U.S.
Constitution the power to create money is reserved directly to the people themselves, and should not be delegated.
As you can see, the Royal Canadian Mint is open to gold de facto. As more imitators enter the field, the de facto
commitment to monetize gold will become permanent.
Reason for optimism
I think it is impossible to exaggerate the importance of this fact. While the 7-9% premium is an eyesore and takes away
from the purity of the scheme, and the lack of a de jure commitment to keep this facility open through thick and thin is
deplorable, the bottom line is that the first tentative steps have been taken by a Western Country (blessed with a strong goldmining industry, and with an unbroken history of gold trading and sound banking) to opening the Mint to gold. This gives
plenty of reason for optimism.
A new stage in gold's evolution?
Two professors at Prince Sultan University in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, H. Assenov and K. Petrov, have published a paper with
the title: A New Stage in Gold's Return to Money (see References below.) In this paper they put forward the hypothesis that
the market monetizes the one ounce standard gold coins regardless of shape and country of origin, as long as they have the
right weight and fineness, as witnessed by the uniform price at which they are traded. They say that this is a new
phenomenon that first appeared in December, 2008, the same time when gold backwardation first appeared as a threat to
close down Comex warehouses. It means a great leap in the marketability of these coins due to perfect fungibility. Now a
much larger pool of coins backing the trade is available. Both buyers and sellers dismiss the coins' idiosyncracies that would
be of interest to numismatists and collectors. The authors suggest that this is a proof that gold's remonetization is in
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progress. Gold is not yet money, but it has cleared one of the most serious hurdles towards becoming money. The market for
the standard gold one-ounce coin, 999 fine, is no longer fragmented.
The authors make no reference to the fact that the Royal Canadian Mint is de facto open to gold as shown by the activities
of a private Canadian firm. This fact, in my opinion, plays a large part in the phenomenon the authors describe: the uniform
valuation of all standard gold coins. However, it is significant that they noted the simultaneous appearance of backwardation
in the December gold future contract at the Comex. They also quote Carl Menger's theory on the origin of money, that is,
the rise of indirect exchange. Both the ugliest and the most beautiful gold coins are traded in indirect exchange strictly by
the quantity and quality of metal content, completely disregarding the outward appearance of the coin. Whether the coin
features the effigy of a bearded man or a kangaroo is of no consequence. The authors conclude their paper as follows:
Under the current financial order we use paper tickets with the picture of a bearded man that are currently printed in the
trillions by another bearded man. Those tickets have had no backing for many decades, so there has been no restraint in their
printing. Up until recently there has been a modicum of self-restraint in the printing process. However, since the Summer of
2008 all restraint has been thrown out of the window by the bearded man, a.k.a. Bailout Ben, who has indulged Congress
and the Bankers in an historic multi-trillion dollar printfest. In response, common-sense people have rushed into gold as a
store of value. Now that the value of gold is driven entirely by its purity and quantity, it is only a matter of time before gold
is used again as a medium of exchange. Gold coins are no longer a numismatic delight, nor do they appear to be a Barbarian
Relic. Gold is becoming money once again. Dollar holders beware!
Sprott Money Ltd.
I tease my readers' curiosity no longer. I disclose that the Canadian firm that has harnessed the Royal Canadian Mint to
change the course of history is Sprott Money Ltd., established in 2007. The inspiration came from its founder, Mr. Eric
Sprott himself. I salute him here as a man of great insight and courage. He firmly believes that gold should again be the
international currency, by the choice of the people. He believes that the U. S. economy is in a state of total systemic failure.
He says that we are in a depression today. He points out that the average bank is leveraged 25 or 30:1. He does not beat
around the bush: he says that in a true mark-to-market, probably no bank would have any tangible capital left. He does not
think that any economy that is paper-based can be insulated against the contagion of debasement that is the hallmark of the
U.S. dollar.
In a recent interview (see References below) Sprott stated that during the past three years his organization has converted a
lot of gold bars to gold coins at the Royal Canadian Mint, and then he went on:
We have lots of inventory; we are not seeing any signs that we are going to eat through our inventory of coins. But I always
do worry that I've got to be able to buy the 400-ounce bars back, too. So we'll see. If it happens that I can't buy the bars
back, I don't think I'll be selling the coins. (Emphasis added.)
I have included this quotation for its value as it so closely relates to the problem of backwardation in gold. When Sprott
cannot buy any more 400-ounce bars, that's it: the curtain has fallen on the Last Contango in Washington. Backwardation is
here to stay. And you will know it immediately because Sprott Money Ltd. will simultaneously withdraw its offer to sell
Canadian Maple Leaf coins to retail customers. Not for sale at any price quoted in dollars, whether Zimbabwean or U.S.
We need lots of imitators for Sprott and lots of imitators for the Royal Canadian Mint, if we want to shorten the painful
death-watch of this reactionary episode in the history of money, the experiment with the paper dollar backed, as it is, by the
greatest collection of weapons of mass destruction: debt and thermonuclear warheads - if not much else.
References:
By the same author:
The Rise and Fall of the Gold Basis, June 23, 2006
Monetary and Non-Monetary Commodities, June 25, 2006
The Last Contango in Washington, June 30, 2006
Gold, Interest, Basis, March,7, 2007
Gold Vanishing into private Hoards, May 31, 2007
Opening the Mint to Gold and Silver, February 5, 2008
Has the Curtain Fallen on the Last Contango in Washington? December 8, 2008
These and other articles of the author can be accessed at the website
http://www.professorfekete.com/
The Only Real Monetary Asset, http://www.sprottmoney.com/
Eric Sprott: Gold: The Go-To Asset in Any Environment, The Gold Report 01/09/2009, http://www.theaureport.com/
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A New Stage in Gold's Return to Money, by H. Assenov and Dr. K. Petrov
http://www.f inancialsense.com/editorials/petrov/2008/1226.html
Calendar of events:
Szombathely, Martineum Academy, Hungary, March 28-29, 2009
Encore Session of Gold Standard University Live.
Topics: When Will the Gold Standard Be Released from Quarantine?
The Vaporization of the Derivatives Tower
Labor and the Unfolding Great Depression
Gold and Silver in Backwardation: What Does It All Mean?
San Francisco School of Economics, June-August, 2009
Money and Banking, a ten-week course based on the work of Professor Fekete.
TheSyllabus for this course is can be seen on the website: http://www.professorfekete.com/
January 12, 2009
_______________________________________________________
Related:
I had similar thoughts back on October 6th when I posted Congress, Remonetize Gold (and Silver) NOW and Save America
From a Terrible Fate just as the markets were melting down.
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Monday, January 12, 2009
CBS - Paper Oil
Question: What happens when any market becomes driven by buyers and sellers who don't even want the product, never
touch it, never see it, in some cases don't even like it, and are only interested in taking paper profits from the movements in
price?
Change is a constant whether perceived or not; but only when we see it do we believe it has occurred. Then, it is too late.
The phrase, speculative bubble, is used to describe the financial tumescence that characterizes the often manic unfounded
rise of asset values. The phrase, however, is inadequate for it fails to convey the destructive aftermath that follows; for such
purposes, train wreck, is a better description. In 2009, the largest train wreck in economic history is about to occur.
Unfounded manic speculation, e.g. the 2002-2007 real estate bubble, is not new. Similar manic speculation occurred in
internet stocks in the 1990s, radio stocks in the 1920s, as it did in railroad stocks in the 19th century and in tulip bulbs in the
17th century. Manic speculation is as human as the markets.
THE DELUSION OF RATIONAL MARKETS
The first stock exchange in the world was the Amsterdam Stock Exchange, established in 1602. Amsterdam was also the site
of the world first speculative bubble, Tulip Mania, which appeared shortly thereafter, 1621-1636
This is from Wikipedia’s recounting of Tulip Mania:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tulip_mania:
.. traders signed contracts before a notary to purchase tulips at the end of the season (effectively futures contracts). Thus the
Dutch, who developed many of the techniques of modern finance, created a market for durable tulip bulbs.
Short selling was banned by an edict of 1610, which was reiterated or strengthened in 1621 and 1630, and again in 1636.
Short sellers were not prosecuted under these edicts, but their contracts were deemed unenforceable…
As the flowers grew in popularity, professional growers paid higher and higher prices for bulbs with the virus [a tulipspecific virus that caused more spectacular colored tulips]. By 1634, in part as a result of demand from the French,
speculators began to enter the market.
In 1636, the Dutch created a type of formal futures markets where contracts to buy bulbs at the end of the season were
bought and sold. Traders met in "colleges" at taverns and buyers were required to pay a 2.5% "wine money" fee, up to a
maximum of three florins, per trade.
Neither party paid an initial margin nor a mark-to-market margin, and all contracts were with the individual counterparties
rather than with the exchange. No deliveries were ever made to fulfill these contracts because of the market collapse in
February 1637…
The contract price of rare bulbs continued to rise throughout 1636. That November, the contract price of common bulbs
without the valuable mosaic virus also began to rise in value. The Dutch derogatorily described tulip contract trading as
windhandel (literally "wind trade"), because no bulbs were actually changing hands. However in February 1637, tulip bulb
contract prices collapsed abruptly and the trade of tulips ground to a halt.
It is clear that today’s “complex and sophisticated” markets are not as unique as some would believe. What is new, however,
are the circumstances and consequences of the current collapse. Today, financial markets are a global phenomena; and so,
too, will be the consequences.
The invention of the stock market in Amsterdam in 1602 combined with the issuance of the Bank of England’s credit-based
paper money in 1694 was to change the course of human history for the next three hundred years. That epoch is now ending.
The world that credit gave rise to is collapsing as is its credit-based foundation, turning like the proverbial carriage into a
pumpkin at midnight, as the hoped for financial fairy tale turns instead into a nightmare of defaulting debt in 2009.
The collapse of global markets and global trade is a sign we have reached the end of this epoch. The current financial
collapse is the beginning of its end. When it is over, so, too, will be the era it spawned. Human history moves in waves.
Another is about to begin.
From "2009 The Train Wreck" by Darryl Robert Schoon
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I will go so far as to argue that the above applies to the entire stock market and the entire bond market including Treasuries.
Not that all who purchase stocks and bonds are market-destructive, but that those who only view these paper proxies as a
way to make a profit from price movements. This is completely a problem caused by Wall Street.
I am not against free markets by any stretch of the imagination. I am not one who blamed the short sellers or the speculators.
But instead, I am blaming the system that Wall Street has built.
For example, bonds are a great investment for the retiree who just wants a fixed income from his capital investment. But the
bond market is now driven by bond traders who have no interest in holding those bonds to maturity. Instead, they buy and
sell bonds to reap profits from changes in price. And they place large bets on which companies may default on their bonds.
In some cases these bets become self-fulfilling prophecies, leaving the poor retiree with no income at all.
In the stock market, most people know nothing about the companies they buy. They don't buy stock in a company because
they believe in it's product, or because they want to support it's business. Instead, they buy the stock with the intention of
selling it at a higher price. Contrast this to the way a Venture Capitalist invests in a young company to promote it's growth.
Or the way Jim Sinclair invests in mining companies, after visiting the mine and meeting the management.
It is this disconnect from reality, this blind faith in the sustainability of paper markets, that is bringing down the system. As
Darryl Robert Schoon said, this is the end of an era. And the new era which will arise will differ in the way I just described.
Capital investments will be made by people with an actual interest in a real product, not just the profits that come from
paper trades.
As Another said in 1997 and 1998:
If you owned an oilwell in your back yard and no-one could take control of it, then oil is the best investment. But, most
people use various forms of western paper to trade oil and that paper will burn in a currency fire. Make no mistake, a
currency fire is now in process and it has much fuel remaining.
[..]
If one owns real gold , it will be with ease to view the world currency developments. They will be truly of biblical
proportions!
[..]
The US$ has risen on a flight of fear. That will now end as the LBMA shorts are given to wolves. If this fire burns too hot,
gold will turn and it's trading halted. The price of oil will explode as gold becomes the "world oil currency"! Even now oil
has locked the IMFs gold, Asia will bid against them no more. We come to extreme times.
Risk not your wealth in paper, we enter a period of truth.
[..]
In that day, debts will burn and currencies will war, and you sir will, with honor, raise your standard of living with Gold!
[..]
During this result, all paper will burn and the world economy will start over.
[..]
My proposition: Revalue gold to represent all currencies. Perhaps many thousands US/oz. and all governments buy and sell
gold for these currencies, in the open. In this outcome, we find no more "black market physical gold" than there be "black
market physical currencies"!
[..]
Few can, or will understand what makes a currency, a currency. Gold has not changed, nor has it lost it's place in the world
as money. It is still the test of currencies, yesterday, today and tomorrow!
Thank You
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Wednesday, January 14, 2009
On "Hyperinflation"
Two definitions are important in this discussion. These are from Webster’s Dictionary:
Currency (1699) 1 a: circulation as a medium of exchange b: general use, acceptance, or prevalence 2 a: something (as
coins, government notes, and bank notes) that is in circulation as a medium of exchange b: paper money in circulation c: a
common article for bartering d: a medium of verbal or intellectual expression
Money (13c) 1 : something generally accepted as a medium of exchange, a measure of value, or a means of payment
Note that the first known use of the word Money in the English language was in the 13th century. The word Currency didn’t
make it into the English language until more than 400 years later.

In Deflation, “Cash is King”
From our deflationist friends like Mish, Karl Denninger, The Privateer, Rick Ackerman and others, we are learning every
day that the world economy is shrinking in a crushing deflation of asset values, production cuts, job losses, bankruptcies,
and demand destruction that is likely to continue for many years.
From what I can tell, this is all true.
And from our inflationist friends like John Williams, Jim Sinclair, Peter Schiff, Jim Willie and others, we learn that
hyperinflation is a currency event, not an economic event, that the Fed and the Treasury are massively increasing the money
supply and the national debt, that the US Treasury market is in a bubble phase, and that the popping of that bubble could
trigger a hyperinflationary event.
And from what I can tell, this is all true as well. So in this post my intention is to bring these two seemingly different
opinions together in one unifying explanation.
A truism that we have all heard is that in deflation, “cash is king”. But according to Webster’s, cash is "ready money", not
necessarily ready currency. There is a difference that this post will show. But to clear it up in our Western minds, let’s think
of this truism as “in deflation, MONEY is king”.
Western Perception
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Most of us are completely immersed in the Western mindset. This is the mindset that sees all value denominated in US
dollars. This is how we have known all things since birth. We lack experience, the experience of loss of currency.
In other cultures people learn to cross-value things. In our Western culture we are taught to value things in dollar terms first
in order to compare values. This will be a true handicap in the years ahead.
You might ask, “how could gold ever be valued at $30,000 per ounce?” But someone in China or Russia might also ask,
“how can the US dollar be of such high value when there are more dollars in the world than stars in the heavens, and when
new dollars seem to grow like leaves on trees in Washington, DC?”
Please understand that money, whether it be paper, metal, sea shells or fur pelts is only as good as the perception of value in
the minds of men. If all the gold on earth became known as money, it would be used to revalue every real thing at a fair
price. A tiny fraction of gold would buy much production of goods and services, on an equal basis for ALL men, not as a
debt for later settlement as currencies are now.
For us Westerners, we first have to think, “how many dollars is this worth?”, and then “how many dollars is that worth?”, in
order to compare the value of two things. So one could ask, if we only know value in terms of paper, can we really know
value at all?
We think, what can I buy today for the lowest price? But in the modern world economy, the lowest price is a function of
currency exchange rates. If the Yen falls against the dollar next year, Japan will offer its televisions in America at a lower
dollar price. So which value is correct, the price today or the price a year from now?
The point is that all value judgments today are subject to exchange rate competition. And it is in this paper exchange rate
environment that we denominate our net worth. Is this a safe way to hold our wealth for the future? We should ask an
Icelander or an Argentine.
What we need to understand is that today, our real wealth is not what our currency says it is. In this world, paper currency is
for trade only. It is for buying, selling, earning and paying, not for holding as wealth. Know this, the printers of paper never
tell us, the holders of paper, what that paper is worth. That judgment is reserved for the person we offer that currency to. So
once again, how can we know the true value of our assets when they are known only in a currency that finds its worth only
in the exchange rate of another paper currency? [1]
FreeGold
Everything in life is relative. What this means is that every valuation we make must be made against something else. The
concept of FreeGold refers to the emergence of a fair and true valuation of gold against all things, in the absence of
government controls or price manipulation.
FreeGold is completely separate and free from hyperinflation. We may see either one or both in our future. I argue that
FreeGold is inevitable some time in the near future. I also argue that hyperinflation is approaching inevitability. On our
current course it is inevitable. But neither one of these concepts requires the other one. And while FreeGold should be
celebrated, hyperinflation or currency collapse should most definitely NOT be celebrated. It is a horrible thing to witness,
especially first hand.
FreeGold can exist just fine along side a functioning paper currency. The currency is used as stated above, for buying,
selling, earning and paying, and gold is used as a store of wealth par excellence for the common man.
So it is with great sadness that I watch our leaders destroy the currency when it does not need to happen.
Currency Collapse=Hyperinflation
Currency collapse and hyperinflation are two sides of the same coin. When a country experiences hyperinflation like
Weimar Germany or Zimbabwe, that experience is the collapsing of the currency. And likewise, when a country experiences
a currency collapse like Mexico, Argentina or Iceland, a hyperinflation of prices in that currency is what is experienced by
the people.
It is very common for people living in these countries to receive US dollars sent to them by friends or family living in the
States. This gives them a tremendous advantage for survival. The question is, who will send us money when the US dollar is
no longer any good?
Hyperinflation looks more like Deflation
The reason I posted the hyperinflation videos yesterday was to demonstrate that the ground level experience of a
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hyperinflation looks a lot more like the Great Depression than a period of high inflation like the 1970’s in America. The
reason is that really the only thing inflation and hyperinflation have in common is in the name. Inflation is normal in a fiat
money system. Deflation and hyperinflation are both abnormal states for paper money. For contrast, deflation in a strict gold
currency shows economic growth. But with paper currency, mild inflation is what you want.
Hyperinflationary Depression
The answer is yes, we CAN have a deflationary depression AND hyperinflation at the same time. And I DO mean
hyperinflation both in money supply and prices.
In order to see this in your mind, think of “money” in terms of “trade goods”, gold being “trade good par excellence”. Other
trade goods will include silver and other precious metals, non-perishable food goods, gasoline, alcohol, tobacco, aluminum
pots, soap, generators, etc…
Now denominate the price of “assets” in this new “money”. The assets I’m talking about would generally be considered
luxuries, and would include anything and everything not needed for survival. Boats, stocks, bonds, big screen TV’s,
computers, etc… will all continue to decrease in value when measured against real money. Denominate like this. A house
costs 100,000 packs of cigarettes. Or a boat costs 60 ounces of gold. Or a 60” plasma TV costs 3,000 cans of peas. Deflation
means that the price of these non-necessities will decline in “real” terms for probably the next 10 years or more.
Necessities will be the first items in which we will witness the arrival of hyperinflation. These include at the most basic
level, food, bottled water, and other gear that usually shows up on survivalist lists. These are the same things I am calling
“trade goods” aka “money”.
Remember, in deflation, “money” is king.
In dollar terms, these items will skyrocket. Then soon after, in dollar terms, assets or luxuries will also follow. But they will
lag, and they will rise slower in dollar terms. But in real terms, those assets will continue to decline.
Remember, everything is relative. Let go of Western dollar-based thinking.
Houses are a little different. They are essentially a commodity and a necessity. However they are still in a bubble deflation,
and the fact is, recently built homes exceeded the size needed for survival. So they will continue to decline in real terms
until they reach a certain equilibrium, then they should start climbing in price along with other trade goods and
commodities.
The Privateer
In his most recent newsletter The Privateer drove home the need for people to save. But then he asked this:
OK – I Should Save – But WHAT Should I Save?:
In our previous issue, the headline which began this page was: “Nowhere To Go – But Back To MONEY”. The only
“collateral foundation” which remains under the US Dollar (and all fiat currencies) is its continued acceptability as a
medium of exchange. The only “collateral foundation” which remains under US Treasury debt paper is its continued
acceptability as means of “storing” unconsumed wealth.
The problem about what to save is exemplified by a recent headline in the UK Telegraph newspaper: “Savers facing
accounts with no interest”. This article was published on January 2. On January 8, the Bank of England cut official interest
rates to 1.50 percent, the lowest level in their 314-year history. The telling statement in the Telegraph article was this: “A cut
in interest rates raises the bizarre possibility that some savers may soon end up having to pay banks to keep money in
them.”
Bizarre indeed. What the article did NOT ask was a very simple question. Why would anybody keep money in a bank which
is in existence solely due a government bailout and which guarantees in return that their savings will grow smaller the
longer they keep them in that bank? Clearly, the UK Pound is not worth saving and its huge dive on currency markets over
the first week of 2009 illustrates that fact. With official US rates now at ZERO, the US Dollar is “not worth saving” either,
as we maintained in our last issue. Right now, people have come to their senses or have been forced by circumstances to
curtail their consumption and start at least attempting to save. As the year progresses, the question about WHAT to save will
grow. The Privateer will be keeping a very close eye on this one as the year progresses.
I have the answer for The Privateer. SAVE REAL MONEY. Remember, in a deflation, cash is king.” And cash is “ready
money”. And money is “something generally accepted as a medium of exchange, a measure of value, or a means of
payment.” And in the very near future, gold will be the best example of this kind of real, ready money.
I don’t mean to sound like a broken record, but it is our Western perception that makes us think only in terms of dollars. And
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it doesn’t help that during the Great Depression, dollars DID rise in value to a degree. But back then, gold was made illegal
in America, yet still backed the dollar internationally. So that is a poor example to base our thinking on in today’s crisis.
An excellent “portfolio” right now would contain a lot of gold, some smaller denominational silver, a full pantry of nonperishable food, plenty of bottled water, a generator, some back-up gasoline, and many other things that I’m sure you can
figure out. These will all maintain their value. Some will gain much value. They will also serve a purpose in your life and
those that are close to you.
I have said this before, but gold is money par excellence. If you have gold, you will be at the top of the new food chain.
Anything that you forgot to stock up on will be obtainable if you have gold.
This is my answer to The Privateer.
Triggers
There are some obvious events that could trigger the onset of hyperinflation. A collapse of the bond market, or even just the
US Treasuries market could do it. Any kind of a panic selling of dollar holdings, or paper investments, will signal a shift in
confidence.
The Chinese or one of the many other holders of our debt might decide they want out. This is similar to the bond trigger.
A food shortage or a gas shortage could cause panic in the people.
A large crash in the stock market, or a Force Majeure being declared by our leaders, leading to a de facto default on the
COMEX could do it.
There are other potential triggers which are less likely that relate to actions taken by other governments like Russia or the
Middle East. But the bottom line is that there are so many possible triggers, that I now believe a currency
collapse/hyperinflation of the US dollar to be almost unavoidable.
Signs to look for
Many people ask, “What signs should I watch for that will tell me that hyperinflation is here?”
There is not an easy answer to this, because it will likely surprise almost everyone, including me. But I do have some
thoughts.
Watch for a “bond crisis”. Watch the shelves of your local supermarket, especially canned goods, dry goods, and bottled
water. When shortages come, hyperinflation won’t be far behind.
When the government finally imposes price controls, it is already here.
Listen to the news. Take the pulse of the public’s state of mind when it comes to shortages of food, gas, or any other
necessity. Panic is the key.
Watch for a large spike in the price of oil. This could happen soon after an eruption of violence in the Middle East, or a large
failure of the stock market in New York.
I could go on and on, but if you get the picture, you can develop your own list.
Should I panic?
Obviously the answer is no. But get prepared. This is fairly easy to do right now. But once it starts, it will be very hard to
prepare. Preparation must be done before the dollar collapses.
Transfer of wealth
When historians look back on this chapter in our existence, one thing will be clear: That a massive transfer of wealth took
place. The transfer was from those who held paper wealth to those who held REAL wealth.
And I will say it one more time, gold is real wealth par excellence. It is not the only real wealth, and it is not the only
money. It is simply the best.
Whether you buy the idea of FreeGold or not, to own gold right now is to not only be prepared for any situation, but to put
yourself on the receiving end of the transfer of wealth that is coming.
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True and fair valuations can only be analyzed in hindsight. So it is imprudent for me to put a true FreeGold valuation on
gold at this time. But I have done so in previous posts on this blog, and bear in mind that those valuations are PREhyperinflation.
I believe that history will show that these coming years were a time of massive deflation, when measured against the true
valuation of gold. Yet at the same time, history will record a hyperinflation of the world’s reserve currency, and possibly
ALL paper currencies during this same deflationary MASSIVE depression.
I do not relish this, yet I see it coming quite clearly. So the best that I can do is to prepare for myself and my family and to
help as many others as I can to prepare.
And if you prepare smartly, you will still profit from the experience even if (by very small probability) I am wrong.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
[1] Much of this Western Perception section was paraphrased or directly copied from here. My intention was to make the
point without quoting Another. It was not plagiarism.
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Sunday, January 25, 2009
Looking Ahead
Prognostication
I am going out on a limb in this post to make some medium term predictions. This is fun for me because it exercises my
deductive logic. I read a lot every day, and putting it together into a story that may be instructive going forward is my goal.
But at the same time, I employ an economy of words. So what I am trying to say is that while I don't list all the reasons for
what I say, I am not making these predictions without reason.
All Quiet on the Western Front
Ender has pointed out that things are quiet right now. Yes, the calm is all over us, but what lies just beyond the horizon? A
storm is raging, but it is just barely off our radar… for now.
Banking Crisis
I believe that very soon, perhaps within the next 6 weeks, we will have a major bank failure or three. This will lead to
another bank run. Yes, we had a “secret run on the banks” on October 10th in the UK. Link!
As if people don't already have a reason to hoard cash, this bank failure will make even more people go to the bank to take
out a significant amount in cash. Many of these people will be retirees who have lost a lot in the stock markets. And our
banks simply can't handle this. So we will have a “bank holiday”, I would guess within the next two months. During this
time, you will be limited to only a certain amount of cash per day from the ATM, say $100. Your bills that you pay by check
or wire will still go through, because that money stays in the system. It is physical cash that is in short supply.
The Fed would have to print about $2 Trillion dollars to pacify a cash run. That is a lot of printing. With $100 bills as our
largest denomination, it would require 20 billion $100 bills (not to mention the $20's). At a printing rate of 100 crisp new
bills per second, or 6,000 bills/$600,000 per minute, that would take 6.5 years of printing if the presses were running 24
hours a day, 365 days a year. Even if they only had to print half that, it's still 3 years of printing.
But the Fed wants desperately to preserve public confidence in paper money. So it DOES want savers to be able to withdraw
cash if they so choose. But in order to accommodate this stampede, and as a result of the bank holiday, perhaps even
DURING the bank holiday, (and perhaps they have already started this), the Fed will bring into regular circulation and begin
printing $500 and $1,000 bills. (Note: These have existed for a long time, just not in circulation.) They will also print some
$10,000 bills for those savers that want to take large sums into cash. This is just the very earliest beginning of our
Zimbabwe experience.
You think this is crazy? It is the only way they will be able to print $2 Trillion fast enough to calm the masses. You can't just
keep the banks on holiday forever.
A Psychological Turning
At some point soon, we will see a psychological turning of the masses. Things of substance will happen before this event,
and much will change after it. But the event itself, the mass psychological turning is what will drive us into the next leg of
this crisis.
When will this “turning” occur? Perhaps, as Morpheus said in the Matrix, we should consult the Oracle.
Martin Armstrong may not have much in common with the Oracle in the Matrix Trilogy, but his story DOES read like a
Hollywood movie.
At age 13 he got his first job with a coin dealer. At 14 he became fascinated with gold being at $35 an ounce when it had
once cost $162 an ounce back in 1869. (This was in the 1960’s that he started thinking about these things!) At 15 he claims
he made his first million dollars and at 21 he opened his own coin business.
In the 1970’s he developed a system of forecasting based on economic cycles which he believed could predict major turning
events. His prediction of a major turn to inflation in 1976 confirmed in his mind that he was on to something.
In the 1980’s he fine tuned his system to the point that he was able to predict the (low, or turning point of the) stock market
crash of 1987 TO THE DAY! This fact, the to-the-day accuracy astounded even him. He went in search of any underlying
connections his system might have with “the universe”. He found some, including a startling connection between the
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mathematical number Pi and his basic business cycle of 8.6 years. There are exactly 3,141 days in 8.6 years, and Pi is 3.141.
He discovered this only AFTER his system had performed to the day.
During the 1990’s, he created a market timing computer program based on his system. It was so accurate that he ended up
managing billions of dollars. His system of market forecasts caught the attention of both the CIA and the SEC. The SEC
accused him of actually manipulating the markets because his moves were so closely related to the market’s moves. And the
CIA wanted to own his program.
When Armstrong turned down the CIA's offer, he was prosecuted and jailed for market crimes and the CIA went into his
office and confiscated his computers. But once they tampered with his program, it self-destructed, just as he had
programmed it to do.
This was in 1999 and 2000. Since then, he has been in jail for contempt of court. (Because he reportedly has $45,000,000.00
worth of gold bars buried somewhere, and he won't tell them where!) Only recently has he started serving a 5 year sentence,
which will ultimately be a 12 year sentence when he is released in 2012. 12 years in prison for charges that AT MOST, carry
an 8 year sentence!
While in jail, he has been writing. And he has expanded upon predictions which his model made back in the 1990’s, and
which include specific dates for turning points well beyond this decade.
Suffice it to say that so far his dates have been spot-on. And also suffice it to say that another one is coming soon… April
19th to be exact.
Now, of course I have only told one side of this story, and I have greatly abbreviated it. But I have read all the
documentation which is linked at the bottom of this post and I believe that Martin Armstrong may be on to something. This
all concurs with my view of the world from a Chaos Theory perspective (emerging patterns from apparent chaos). And his
dates concur with my general observations and deductive reasoning.
So I am going to go out on that limb and predict that the mass psychological turning will occur on or about April 19th, 2009.
This is right after tax day, and that too has MUCH significance.
Some of you will no doubt point out that Martin states the date as March 19th in one article, and April 23rd in another. But
without going into too much detail, I'll just say that he has mistaken his own math. He hasn't changed the date "2009.3" in
more than a decade, and by his own math, that is April 19th.
Predictions
So what can we expect? Well, I expect that one of the major shifts that will occur around that time is that all those who are
so sure of deflation will start to think differently. I expect that gold will finally pass $1,030 (and hopefully with some
velocity). I expect that the Obama administration will finally realize the meaning of "quantitative easing" and "monetizing
debt". And I expect that we will start to see the first signs of less-well-stocked shelves at our local supermarkets.
Things will all come together in a way that there will be a visible shift in the public’s mindset and in the public discourse.
And if you haven't fully prepared yourself by then, preparations will start getting very difficult at an accelerating pace.
Martin Armstrong
I highly recommend that you read Martin’s latest article here. It is from December. He lays out an historical case for what is
happening right now. And he says that it is not only the end of the monetary system, but more importantly, it is the end of
socialism that we are going through right now. That may be counterintuitive considering the economic stimulous package,
but give it a read. You won't be disappointed:
Martin's original 10 page transcript
Edited version
This link is background on Martin’s life in his own words. Highly recommended:
Link
These are two very good articles about Martin Armstrong on good goldbug sites:
Gold-Eagle Article
Seekingalpha Article
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This is a New York Times piece on his incarceration:
NY Times Link
And this last link is his 77 page “book” which he wrote in jail and released on October 10th, the same day as that secret
bank run in the UK:
It's Just Time
All excellent reads, and listed in the order of my recommendation for reading.
Conclusion
In conclusion, I would like to ask for more comments from y'all. I appreciate every one!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
Martin Armstrong
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Posted by FOFOA at 10:23 PM
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Tuesday, January 27, 2009
Deflation/Inflation/Hyperinflation
On GIM right now there is an open poll. Open, in that you can see who voted for what. Initially hyperinflation was leading.
But now inflation is leading in the poll. This is curious because I think "inflation" is the least likely of the options, by a
LONG SHOT.
This (inflation) is what the Fed hopes for. It is what Ben prays for every night. And it would be a smashing success for the
Fed. Whereas undershooting (deflation) or overshooting (hyperinflation) would represent a complete Fed Fail.
At this point it is like trying to throw a baseball and land it right on the fence. Most likely you will either not throw it high
enough or you will throw it over the fence. (Remember these charts from Richard Mayberry?)
From http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2008/09/collapse.html
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Both deflation and hyperinflation represent doom and gloom, and a return to inflation represents a return to normalcy. It is
nice to hope for the best, but incredibly dangerous to prepare for the best.
I have said before, I give deflation about a 5% chance, hyperinflation about a 95% chance, and "normal" inflation about a
0% chance. And I have invested accordingly. Incidentally, my hyperinflation investments would do very will in deflation.
But the reverse is NOT the case. So my investment strategy would also be correct for someone who gives hyperinflation and
deflation each a 50% probability (in my opinion).
If deflation were to persist, the Fed would not be happy, but the spendthrift Congress would be perfectly happy. As this
crisis continues they would get more and more bang for their buck. Those newly printed and minted bucks. As their makework programs proceed, they would be able to print more and more dollars and those dollars would buy ever-increasing
amounts of American labor and foreign and domestic materials like steel and fuel. Is this how you view the future?
These poll results surprise me mainly because the site is called Gold Is Money. I can only assume that those that voted for
inflation don't understand that a.) inflation is the only economically healthy outcome, or b.) the extent and depth of what is
happening right now. I can even understand the deflationists better than the inflationists.
After reading the statements of some of the leading deflationists, a couple similarities emerge. For the most part, they don't
consider that Gold Is Money. They say things like, "gold will go down for a while, but overall it will perform better than
most other investments". And the other similarity is that they all seem to view "hyperinflation" as a simple extension of
inflation. As I have said before, the only thing inflation and hyperinflation have in common is in the name.
I would expect that regulars on a site called Gold Is Money would have a better understanding of what is happening right
now. Because trust me, Asia understands very well what is going on in Washington, DC.:
Excerpt:
Seigniorage is the revenue that a government raises by printing money. Suppose it costs one dollar to print a US$100 bill.
As long as the world deems this bill worth $100, the US government receives the revenue of $99 every time it prints out a
$100 bill (the difference being an approximation of the costs related to producing the bills) and circulates it to the markets at
home and overseas. This is a perquisite of the US under the present world currency system. Neither Europe nor Japan,
among other major economies, can enjoy the benefits of seigniorage globally because the euro and the yen have not become
international settlement currencies.
"The US is the only nation in the world, as the key currency nation, to have privileges to earn huge seigniorage," Iwao
Nakatani, a renowned economist in Tokyo, wrote in his recent best-selling book Why did capitalism self-destruct?, which is
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sparking a debate in Tokyo, the financial center of the world's second-biggest economy, over United States-led global
capitalism.
"If the FRB [Federal Reserve Board] or the US government issues dollar bills and spreads them abroad, that's sufficient to
earn enormous seigniorage - as long as people around the world see the dollar's value as stable," he wrote...
Bernanke's views on seigniorage
It's intriguing to note what Federal Reserve chairman Ben Bernanke, then Princeton University economics professor, said
about seigniorage. He wrote in his Macroeconomics textbook, co-authored with Andrew Abel, that the government can print
money when it cannot (or does not want to) finance all of its spending by taxes or borrowing from the public. In the extreme
case, imagine a government wants to spend $10 billion (say, on submarines) but has no ability to tax or borrow from the
public. One option is for the government to print $10 billion worth of currency and use this currency to pay for the
submarines.
If you replace the word "submarines" with "bailout funds", that will mirror the present US situation.
Bernanke and Abel continue: "Governments that want to finance their deficits through seigniorage do not simply print
money but use an indirect procedure. First, the Treasury authorizes government borrowing equal to the amount of the
budget deficit, and a correspondent quantity of new government bonds are printed and sold. However, the new government
bonds are not sold to the public. Instead, the Treasury asks (or requires) the central bank to purchase the $10 billion in new
bonds. The central bank pays for its purchase of new bonds by printing $10 billion in new currency, which it gives to the
Treasury in exchange for the bonds." [FOFOA: The Fed says it is going to buy the long end of the bond "to keep interest
rates low" to help out the housing market. This will not work and they know it. It is simply the reason they give publicly for
their REAL purpose which is to start monetizing the deficit!]
This is what the Bernanke Fed is thinking of doing in the coming months and years. It has already snatched up a big chunk
of soured mortgage-backed securities guaranteed by beleaguered mortgage-guarantors Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.
Bernanke has also said the Fed may buy "longer-term Treasury or agency securities on the open market in substantial
quantities", using the Fed's balance sheet and money-creation authority to aid the ailing US economy. [FOFOA: The reason
it buys Freddie and Fannie is also NOT to help the mortgage market, which is not working, but to put a bid in for the
Chinese that are dumping Freddie and Fannie, so they will keep buying Treasuries. This won't work forever.]
The latest Fed data showed the monetary base jumped to more than $1.7 trillion this month, more than double from around
$840 billion in August - a vertical takeoff in the supply of dollars.
Temptation of seigniorage
The US economy has benefited from seigniorage by printing dollar bills to finance a huge current-account deficit, for which
the trade imbalance is by far the greatest reason. This enabled Washington to take its expansionary monetary and fiscal
policy amid ballooning debts.
Unlike Japan, China and Europe, among other nations, the US did not have to tap the market of its own goods and services
desperately. Simply put, by just printing money, it could get whatever it wanted from abroad, even without any cash on
hand...
Jan. 23, 2009 - Asia Times
Today, Chris Laird of the Prudent Squirrel put out this alert:
Subscribers,
Here is an interesting personal story of a guy in Argentina (now a banker) who lived through their currency collapse earlier
this decade. He describes the phases - steps that happen before the collapse. He is not totally english proficient but this is
very interesting regardless...his story correlates well with the other stories about the Argentina currency collapse and what
happened...
"4) The politicians "keep spending to the end"
>> These happened in most of the countries which headed quickly to total collapse. This is clearly visible in USA. The
incoming president proposed the "Change" and brought more of 3) More deficit ( Obama plan 1 trillion dollar in february
2009)
This is EXACTLY what happened in Argentina. The "new president" proposed the "change", but he brought more spending
and country collapsed later. He escaped in a helicopter. ..."
Link
8:05 Central
Best
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Chris
And here I repost the above link in full because of it's importance:
lunes 26 de enero de 2009

Strongman Shelford 's experience and predictions with meltdowns for YOU NOW.
Hi . You all know me
For those who don`t know me, I am a bank analyst in South America .
I trading stocks for almost more than 10 years. I followed the US markets for years too.
I have lived my first hyperinflation times in full conciousness at the age of 9.
I remembered those times in a very clear way.
Times like 50% inflation per MONTH OR MORE. yES. Prices just double in matter of weeks.
I remembered the people talking about the DOLLAR ( save haven) every day every week.
The key was to collect your month pay, and run to buy all the food and stuff.
I remember that While we were shopping , a food store employee was changing prices with some kind of machine, can by
can, product by product.
The key was to grab your food to the cashier before it got the new "price tag". ( not all the food store owned those codbars
systems like now).
Life made me live in full consciouness the Argentinian collapse in 2001.
Just like the Iceland collapse of now.
Bank run, devaluation overnight... freezing bank accounts, mess, president and economy minister escaping in a helicopter...
food shortages... riots...the whole mess.
I got a business degree some years after the collapse at a very prestigious university . With this knowledge, I looked
backward and I could understand the crisis very well. There are "Patterns" developing before a total meltdown.
I am trying to build your confidence in my words. Since I am afraid to tell you that most of the American people and
certainly most of the people in the planet CANNOT ACCEPT THAT AMERICA IS HEADING TO A TOTAL
MELTDOWN SOON. I DON`T UNDERSTAND WHY PEOPLE LIVE IN DENIAL.
I HAVE ALERTED FRIENDS, RELATIVES, and even some co-workers.
But people live in "denial". America is "super power". "The dollar will not collapse." " It is "safe haven" for all the
countries... " So, the whole sheeple of all the countries around the world live in denial about this great event that is going to
take place , i believe, this year or next year.
I read 2 or 3 hours per day news from all around the world ( business news , market news: CNBC,BLOOMBERg,CNN
MONEY,blogs, message boards, you name it).
And you can see a "shift in the paradigm" and these patterns developing that is SO CLEAR that you can`t believe why so
many people cannot see it.
This guy , H. Paulson was a crook right?
Ok, now there is another "crook" who is taking care of the "Treasury" ( being looted thorough "stimulus package" and
providing a real party of inside trading there for crook friends)
The new guy, T. Geithner> he is starting very well! ( Senate look away "his tax income issues" ...LOL)
AND THE arrogant stupid is telling CHINA ( country with the power to decide when USA is going to collapse) "hey you
are manipulating your currency".
China, with their chinese patience, politely responded "mind your own business , moron. Eh, No, I am not interested in
bringing you chaos right now. Go play with your printing press for now..."
IT is just unbeliavable.
And the SOLUTION: BUY THE PROBLEM. YES . Just create a bank to dump the garbage...or nationalize all the banks.
let`s "buy the problem". LOL.
YOU CAN`T BUY THE PROBLEM!!! They are just winning time ( a.k.a looting the treasury to last moment) before
everything goes to hell.
THE PATTERNS MENTIONED HERE ARE:
1) STATES or provinces collapse BEFORE federal government ( it happens in all collapsing economies. Just read economic
history)
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>> Pattern visible in USA: California and other states
2) DEBT/GDP > above 100% and rising
>> I think is above 300% ( not counting the biggest liabilities I think)
3) FISCAL DEFICIT AND TRADE DEFICIT
>> This was the thing that brought Argentina to its knees.
>> USA is totally visible. Both "twin deficits" formed a "guaranteed" pattern of doom.
4) The politicians "keep spending to the end"
>> These happened in most of the countries which headed quickly to total collapse. This is clearly visible in USA. The
incoming president proposed the "Change" and brought more of 3) More deficit ( Obama plan 1 trillion dollar in february
2009)
This is EXACTLY what happened in Argentina. The "new president" proposed the "change", but he brought more spending
and country collapsed later. He escaped in a helicopter.
5) Smart money escaped to foreign assets or hard assets.
>I am TIRED of reading about this. Thank GOD THERE IS smart and honest PEOPLE warning there like Peter Schiff to
the sheeple masses.
6) Honest politicians are ignored or "minimized" by MAIN MEDIA.
>>> this is what happened to Ron Paul. They only congressman I heard that understood very well the situation of the
general economy. Maybe there are more out there. I don`t know.
7) In this kind of "BIG meltdowns" people live "above their credit possibilites" too. Not just the government.
> pattern is clearly visible too. A "credit card bubble" and "home equity spending" ( home equity spending, that is just
amazing! Americans do it big)
8) A minority of smart people started to get ready for the collapse.
> There is always a "smart minority" that take advantage of meltdowns.
I will tell you WHAT WAS THE BIGGEST BUSINESS in Argentina :
a) take a mortgage loan
b) buy a house ( in USA is difficult since a housing bubble burst simultaneously, so maybe it is not a fully applicable for the
US meltdown)
c) convert all your saving to foreing and safe assets
d) wait overnight devaluation
e) brinng back your assets .
f) cancel your debt.
g) Shazaaam! A house for a tiny part of your savings! Well done !
Ok, enough of economic history.
Bond bubble is starting to burst.
gold & silver is moving up again.
1) Be careful with your pension "money" ( IRA)
2) Keep your money safe in PHYSICAL ASSETS AND SAFE ASSETS LIKE GOLD IN SWITZERLAND
uSE GOLDMONEY IF YOU WANT OR OTHER SOLUTIONS
3) Don`t DENY THE INCOMING COLLAPSE. IT CAN TAKE TIME, BUT IT WILL ARRIVE.
These are my best wishes for all you.
It took me 20 minutes think and write this for you. I am sure it will help, and save you money!
Best wishes.
Publicado por Strongman Shelford en 17:39
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Just as Strongman Shelford sees it so clearly, so do I. He talks about "patterns that are clearly visible". This is the emergence
of patterns from the apparent chaos. And the end result is unavoidable regardless of the twists and turns along the way.
I said it before, Currency Collapse EQUALS Hyperinflation. This is the unavoidable end result. It is coming at us like a
freight train. The arrival time of the collision is the only variable to consider.
Jim Sinclair sees it clearly too. This posted today:
Dear Friends,
They say this is impossible and will never happen in the West. The transition however is clear and common to all
experiences of hyperinflation - a currency event whose foundation is in the sand of weakening confidence.
Money:
First is a contract between the issuer and holder as in the gold certificate. Then it is a piece of paper whose amount
outstanding is politically motivated that promises nothing and contracts for less.
a. In Zimbabwe there was a transition from reputable management to special interest favouritism. Such a change has been
considered by many as an example of Fascism.
b. In Zimbabwe government income was non-existent when compared to government expenditures.
c. In Zimbabwe the military became the favored industry for government spending.
d. In Zimbabwe all the economic initiatives failed miserably.
e. In Zimbabwe there are rumors of bank and public fund looting.
f. In Zimbabwe economic statistics are unreliable by many.
Could such a thing occur in the West or has it already? If it could occur or has occurred it swamps anything that ever
happened in any previous example of hyper-inflation, a currency event based in the weak foundation of confidence.
The conclusion is clear. Gold is the only Honest money there is, has even been or will ever be.
Respectfully yours,
Jim
There is a lot of concern in the USA right now about our apparent turn to nationalized banks and car companies and our
shift to obvious socialism and stupidity with the stimulous package that may pass tomorrow. This is all noise. It doesn't
matter if they raise or lower taxes. We have already reached the point of maximum returns. It is diminishing returns from
here on out. The work projects will fail. The socialism will fail. The Fed will fail. The bailouts will fail. The stimulous will
fail. It will all fail. This is not what I hope for, it is just how it is.
This is the end of our monetary system and the end of the socialism we have been saddled with since the last Great
Depression. That is why this depression is completely different. The last one led to 80 years of socialism. This one will lead
to something else. I like to call it FreeGold.
I post this link one more time to Martin Armstrong's latest (10 page) pdf article. I hope you all will read it.
The Collapse of Capitalism - or is it Socialism? What does this mean for gov't?
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Thursday, January 29, 2009
Fun With Numbers
I liked the way Mike Hewitt and Krassimir Petrov defined money supply measurements in their article Global Money
Supply and the Value of Gold:
Quite commonly, money is conceptually defined across a continuum from narrow money to broad money. Narrow money
typically includes highly liquid forms of money that serve the function of medium of exchange, while broad money
additionally includes other less liquid forms of money that serve the function of store of value. Monetary aggregates are
conventionally denoted in ascending order by M0, M1, M2, M3, etc. Smaller aggregates like M0 and M1 correspond
conceptually to narrow money supply, while larger aggregates like M2 and M3 correspond to broad money supply. We
should note that in the heady days of monetarism, economists have further elaborated those aggregates and have devised
M4, M5, M6, etc.
Did you catch that? M0 is "ready money", and the higher aggregates, M1, M2 and so on are paper derivatives of the lower
aggregates that serve as a store of value!
In the above article the authors compare only the global M0, or all the paper money in the world, to all the gold in the
world. This is a useful comparison, but it is only a mere fraction of the whole story.
First let's go back to the pre-Nixon Bretton Woods years. M0, or paper money, was essentially a derivative of the value of
gold. Gold was valued by the whole world, so paper money derived it's value mainly from the gold held in Fort Knox. That
is the very definition of a derivative; something that derives its value from something else. In the case of money and
banking, we use a system of fractional reserves. So while the M0 derived its value from the gold, it was allowed to exceed
the amount of gold by strictly controlled multiples. (Or not so strictly controlled as the case may be.)
Now let's look at M1. This includes checks, ATM cards and traveler's checks (in the amount that they are backed by
deposits). M1 also includes all the physical paper money in M0, but for the purpose of this post, I would like to refer to each
level of M as only it's new contributions. So for the purpose of this post, when I say M1, what I mean is M1- (minus) M0.
And when I say M2, I mean M2-M1-M0. Okay? Good.
So now we can say that M1 is all the "derivatives" we can use to spend our ready money. These are not money in and of
themselves, but they serve as "access" to our money when we want to spend it. And once again, these are allowed to exceed
the amount of actual physical cash in the world because they will never be all converted to physical cash at the same time.
(At least that's the theory.) So M1 is a derivative of M0 which is a derivative of gold. (Or was a derivative of gold until
Nixon closed the gold window.)
M2 includes savings accounts, CD's and money markets. This is the money you've socked away which isn't readily
spendable like M0 and M1. In fact, the people you have entrusted this money to do more interesting things with it. That's
why savings accounts pay interest, CD's have time limits, and money markets invest in bonds. So we can call this M2 a
"close substitute" for money, or we can simply call it a derivative of M1.
M3 is basically the same as M2, only on the institutional level. So it includes LARGE money market funds and even short
term re-purchase agreements, which are essentially short term contracts. So while this wealth is fairly liquid given a short
amount of time for liquidation, it is not really money, and it is a further expansion of what we call "money" and it is yet
another level of derivative.
M4, M5 and M6 broaden the definition of money further. And in so doing, their monetary aggregates are further away from
being liquid and more of a means of storage of wealth, than the traditional use of money in commerce. So I think it is fair to
say they are derivatives beyond derivatives.
And not included in any of these monetary aggregates are all the derivatives that we have come to love, like Credit Default
Swaps, Collateralized Debt Obligations, Mortgage Backed Securities, even stocks, bonds, ETF's, mutual funds, index funds,
and just about any other paper instrument you can find to "store your wealth in". These all require some work in order to
"deleverage" them down to "ready money". But that is what is happening right now.
So let's build a "derivative ladder". The bottom, the "foundation" as it were, will be the "raw value" that everything else
derives its value from. This first one is pre-Nixon:
CDS's, CDO's, MBS's
ETF's and Funds
Stocks and Bonds
M5
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M4
M3
M2
M1
M0 "Cash dollars"
Gold "The foundation"
Notice that everything above the M's is what we currently call "investments". Or more specifically, "paper investments".
Now let's look at that ladder post-Nixon. Since gold is no longer the "foundation", and it is instead an "investment", we'll
move it up the ladder.
CDS's, CDO's, MBS's
ETF's and Funds
Stocks and Bonds
Gold
M5
M4
M3
M2
M1
M0 "Cash dollars" "The foundation"
Now, supposedly we have a "liquidation" or a "deleveraging" happening right now. Other's call it a "flight to safety".
Basically what it works out to is a mass scrambling down the ladder to the safety of the foundation.
But unfortunately the foundation is made out of paper right now. So certainly we see a lot of value flowing into that. But
how long can that paper foundation hold up? Some value scrambles down the ladder only to find a paper foundation and
then scrambles back up into bonds, or more specifically, sovereign bonds, TBills and such. But there again, you are sitting in
a non-liquid derivative which derives it's value from a paper foundation. So how long will that last?
If you have read this blog for any length of time, you know that what is happening right now is that "all paper is burning" as
Another told us it would. And you know that the only safe place to run is into gold. And not only is it safe, but it has
EXPLOSIVE upward potential, since sooner or later, everyone else will realize the same thing you were lucky enough to
stumble upon here. And then, all will pile into gold and it will be forced by the weight of the world back to the position of
foundation once again.
This is FreeGold.
So let's try to figure out how much value will pile into gold! Let's have some fun with numbers!
I believe that M0 will still be necessary in our new FreeGold economy. Probably M1 as well. But for the rest of it, gold will
clearly be the best option as a place to "store value" as the article put it. So how much value must fit into how much gold?
If we looked at the entire net worth of the entire world, including land, property, machinery, and everything... it would be in
the range of $500T to $1 Quadrillion. Perhaps even double that if you include the marked to myth (MTM) derivatives. But
those have already deflated, even if the banks won't admit it.
Anyway, we aren't concerned with all that tangible wealth like land and factories. That will still be here and it will still be
owned by someone. What we are concerned with is this "paper" wealth that is right now on fire. So let's consider some
statistics.
The global net worth of high net worth individuals is estimated at $50 Trillion. Those are the individuals with more than a
million dollars not counting their primary residence. This includes Bill Gates. But it does not include corporations or banks.
In order to throw in all the little people, we need to look at Global Assets under management, or AuM. This has dropped in
the last year to around $100 Trillion. And this is defined as "bankable assets".
So basically we can say that aside from corporations, governments and central banks, all the people in the world have about
$100 Trillion worth of "paper assets".
Now we also know that the banks have about $1 Quadrillion or more in "paper assets" (OTC derivatives anyone?) that the
governments and central banks are trying desperately to prop up with bailouts, quantitative easing and so on. But for the
moment, let's just ignore this silly sideshow.
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The article at the top of this post told us that all the gold in the world is now worth about $4.3 Trillion. But remember, we
are ignoring governments, corporations and central banks for now, and we are focusing on individuals the world over. And
really only those individuals who have saved some money over and above their tangible assets like property. So we must
also ignore the gold held by governments and central banks at this time.
Wikipedia tells us that central banks hold about 19% of the gold. So we'll multiply $4.3T by .81 to get $3.48 Trillion worth
of gold in the world in private hands. That is based on a price of $806.62/oz. and the current price is 12% higher so we will
adjust and get a total value of above ground gold in private hands of $3.92 Trillion.
So if private paper value of $100 Trillion were to flow into this much gold, the price of gold would have to jump to $23,205
per ounce. This is the price it would take for gold to soak up the paper "savings" of individuals the world over.
Of course there are some things we are still ignoring. For one, for that value to all flow out of paper would probably halve
the value, as the paper would decline until there were no more bids and then it would plunge. But we are also ignoring
corporate and bank money and debt as well. And also central bank buying, like China, who would like to increase their
holdings to 4,000 Tonnes.
Another thing we are ignoring is inflation and/or hyperinflation of the world currencies. But again, we are just looking at
flow from paper assets into hard assets, namely gold.
As I have said before, I believe the FreeGold valuation to be much higher. I believe that gold will have to reach a height at
which it can not only absorb people's savings, but also the obligations and debts of nations.
The article at the top of this post concludes by telling us that the long term price of gold is driven by global money supply.
But what if Another was right? What if we are witnessing "all paper burning"? What if paper as a "store of value" loses the
confidence of the whole world? Where will that value run to? Can you tell me any place other than gold that will not
degrade with time? In this case would not the "price" of gold be driven by the flow of wealth instead of by mere M0
printing?
This is why I say that FreeGold and hyperinflation are two totally separate events. We may get one or the other, or both. At
this time, my money is on both.
As a bonus, I leave you with this snip from Steve Hickel:
In order to determined what value gold needs to “be risen” to in order to pay off $20 Trillion in debt and still have one-half
of US gold free and clear, we simply need to divide $20 Trillion by 256,000,000 ounces and double the value (keeping half
– remember?). The author’s calculator suggest that amount to be $XX per ounce ($XX per ounce doubled). Or, if you
prefer, divide $20 Trillion by one-half of 256,000,000 or 128,000,000 ounces. In any case, the answer is 20 trillion divided
by 128 million = one hundred fifty-six thousand two hundred fifty or $156,000 per ounce.
We need to factor in the current value of the audited US gold at $42.22. Subtracting $42.22 from $156,000 gives us the
amount that the gold needs “to be risen to” in order to pay of the assumed $20 Trillion in US debt and to keep half of US
gold in the process. That amount is $156,182.78. To put this in perspective, gold needs to rise from $860 (current value last
Friday) to $156,128.78 – that is a 181.54 increase in the current price of gold. If someone disagrees with the above math,
please speak up now.
As far fetched as this plan would seem and to account for any variances that may arise due to European confessions and
audits and accounting of debts and other countries such as China and Russia factoring their thoughts, it will actually keep
the DOW from falling to 1,000 and will put the US and Europe and other countries on much more solid financials. DEBT
Free!
If some financial institutions failed to confess that they may have been naked short gold as this process unfolds (and failed
to go long), they may find having to buy gold at $156,128.78 per ounce daunting. In fact, it would most likely bankrupt
them and their 3rd generation offspring. But that was what the process of confession was to accomplish – show us where all
the skeletons are so we can deal with them prior to “having gold rise” to $156,128.78 per ounce.
Some may take exception here and state that this is the same as inflation rising by a factor of 181 times. They may also
claim that it is the same as going on the gold standard. The author respectfully disagrees. He thinks that this a one-time
adjustment. Raise the price of gold, pay off the debts, then figure out a better way to do things going forward.
In case the confessors believe that gold should be kept from the hands of the masses by attempting to confiscate gold or
make it illegal for common man to own, the author believes they are missing the point. The points is to raise the price of
gold one time very quickly to $156,128.78. Pay the debts public and private and come out the other end with a better system
that those smarter than the author would know how to do.
Sincerely,
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Saturday, January 31, 2009
No Go

In this priceless interview with our friend Gideon Gono of Harare, we learn that President Robert Mugabe compares to
Barack Obama, that God, himself, has come down to vindicate Gono, and that Gono and Mugabe are actually NOT
descendents of St. John and St. Paul, that they are actually human.
Also, Gideon Gono, father of the 100 Trillion dollar bill, teaches us that "economics is not an exact science".
I hate to give away the whole interview, but this is just so much fun. Check out this quote:
Gono: "I printed Z$1.5 quadrillion, but the [stock] exchange was operating with Z$100 sextillion. So I said, "Who is doing
my job?" Unless there is more discipline..." I mean, you can't make stuff up this great.
Oh, oh, and as the "Central Banker of Zimbabwe", he compares himself to Ben Bernanke and Alan Greenspan!!! (Well,
maybe he on to something there)

‘It Can’t Be Any Worse’
The head of Zimbabwe's reserve bank explains the policies that have led to hyperinflation.
Alaina Varvaloucas and Jerry Guo
Newsweek Web Exclusive
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Alternatively heralded as an incompetent fool and a tragic hero, Gideon Gono has been at the center of Zimbabwe's
economic decline since he was appointed governor of the country's Reserve Bank in 2003. A ZANU-PF insider and by
many accounts president Robert Mugabe's right-hand man, Gono generally keeps himself shielded from the foreign press,
fortifying himself in luxury hotels or his 47-bedroom mansion in Harare. Gono is known in some circles as "Mr. Inflation"
because he has overseen the printing of billions of dollars in worthless notes, most recently Zimbabwe's trillion-dollar bill,
to be launched later this year. But he is more than a central banker. He is thought to have had a hand in many of Zimbabwe's
controversial government ventures, from rewarding party loyalists with land to downplaying the magnitude of the cholera
epidemic. In an exclusive interview with NEWSWEEK's Alaina Varvaloucas and Jerry Guo in Johannesburg, Gono
addresses his critics in the international community. He blames most of his country's woes on Western economic sanctions,
though Western officials maintain that the travel and business bans directed at top members of the Mugabe regime cannot
undermine an the economy. Gono sees himself as a rags to riches success story with a Puritan work ethic: he says he doesn't
drink, only sleeps 4 hours a night, runs daily and has a blood pressure of 120/60. Excerpts:
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NEWSWEEK: A lot of people have blamed you for Zimbabwe's economic collapse.
GONO: The West wants you to think it's because of mismanagement. But sanctions have had quite a devastating effect on
the country. I cannot think of any genocide that is worse that that. By their very nature, sanctions are supposed to induce
fear. It's like terrorism. It's callous.
But the United States maintains that the sanctions are targeted toward top members of Mugabe's regime, like
yourself.
They do have an impact [on me] but it is the degree of suffering that the world is missing. It's not like I'm an international
persona non grata; I often travel. Quite contrary to what the world has been made to believe, the sanctions are not really
hitting the middle to high-income bracket. The impact of sanctions is to deny the country access to credit facilities, and then
we are unable to import fuel. Then the poor suffer.

Now the global economy is also going through a credit crunch. What do you make of that?
I sit back and see the world today crying over the recent credit crunch, becoming hysterical about something which has not
even lasted for a year, and I have been living with it for 10 years. My country has had to go for the past decade without
credit.
Your critics blame your monetary policies for Zimbabwe's economic problems.
I've been condemned by traditional economists who said that printing money is responsible for inflation. Out of the
necessity to exist, to ensure my people survive, I had to find myself printing money. I found myself doing extraordinary
things that aren't in the textbooks. Then the IMF asked the U.S. to please print money. I began to see the whole world now
in a mode of practicing what they have been saying I should not. I decided that God had been on my side and had come to
vindicate me.
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Do you feel optimistic about Barack Obama's incoming administration?
I don't want anyone to put unnecessary pressure on Obama and hold him to supernatural powers. He's coming into a
situation that is untenable already. By the very same standards, I don't like anybody saying if President Mugabe was to go
tomorrow, the fortunes of Zimbabweans will change for the better, as if he is personally liable for our situation.
A lot of people do hold Mugabe personally liable. Wouldn't sanctions be lifted, at the very least, if Mugabe lets go of
power?
[Laughs]. The sanctions will not be lifted because Mugabe leaves office. It is not about Mugabe.
How so?
Unless they are engaging in some colossal intellectual honesty, they will not admit the sanctions are political. There are
other countries with serious human rights shortfalls, even war, but you find [Western] investors going there.

Would you do anything differently if you had the last five years to do over again?
There are certain things, policies with the benefit of hindsight, where we could've managed our affairs better. I don't want to
leave you with an impression that Gono or Mugabe are direct descendants of St. John or St. Paul. We are human.
What would you have changed?
There is a very high level of indiscipline and corruption in the Zimbabwean economy. I would enact tougher legislation that
would ensure offenders would never do it again. I would also deal differently with the critics of our land-reform programs,
and invest more in educating them. We were outwitted in the propaganda war. We didn't go out there to explain to the world
how our war of liberation came about in the first place.
Is it time to change course then?
Only a fool does not change course when it is necessary. Because economics is not an exact science, you want to be able to
be relevant. The only constant is change and adaptation.
In November you shut down Zimbabwe's stock exchange. Will you open it again?
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The stockbrokers were creating a money supply that wasn't there. I printed Z$1.5 quadrillion, but the exchange was
operating with Z$100 sextillion. So I said, "Who is doing my job?" Unless there is more discipline and honor, the exchange
will stay closed. I can't be bothered. I don't know when it'll open. It's a free market, a business which must be allowed to
succeed or fail.

So will 2009 be a year of improvement or disaster?
It's got to be a good year. What keeps me bright and looking forward to every day is that it can't be any worse. And those
who have studied the history of economies know that we are down, but that the only thing that can happen is we will move
up. That is a certainty.
What about the cholera epidemic? Many have called the government's handling of the health crisis a crime.
The cholera is under control. I've been personally involved in ensuring that we minimize and finally eliminate the disease.
Every year there is a cholera outbreak in southern Africa; the epicenter of the disease just happened to be in Zimbabwe this
year.
Do you view your term as a success?
It's a mystery to many how I have survived. I am modestly credited with the survival strategy of my country. The issue is if
you want to break Zimbabwe and want it to fall, just deal with one man. You deal with Gideon Gono.
That sounds a bit egotistical.
I owe a lot of my character and who I am today from a humble background. I was poor. I got my start making tea and
keeping house. That is when I developed my own philosophy of life. Don't look down on anybody. I still lay claim that I am
the best tea maker in the world. Of cleaning floors and toilets I take pride. I'm a normal guy: I miss going to the
supermarket. One would like more freedom.
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Do you have constant security?
It's elaborate. It's an occupational hazard. If you ask Bernanke or Greenspan, it's the same, but it just differs in intensity. If
you raise the interest rate you'll be friends of people who have access to money. If you lower the interest rate, you'll be the
darling of borrowers, but pensioners will curse you to hell. It's never about popularity. At all times you are definitely hurting
some people in the economy.
Many say you profit off the poverty of others.
That is simply not true.
What do you think of your many critics?
I have been in the trenches during every moment of survival for my country. Any central bank governor is of necessity.
When things go bad, we governors are the fall guys. No other governor in the world has had to deal with the kind of
inflation levels that I deal with, no other governor has to come up with the gymnastics and strategy for the survival of his
country. But let me say that in my bank resides the cutting edge of the country. I'm privileged to be the leader of that team.
You've been called Mugabe's right-hand man. How closely involved in politics are you ?
It's impossible to be directing the course of an entire economy and divorce yourself from politics. Politics are important
because the turnaround of the economy hinges on political stability, but I can't tell when that will happen.
URL: http://www.newsweek.com/id/181221
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Don't you just love this guy?
FOFOA
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Tuesday, February 3, 2009
Random Musing
IMF issuing bonds?
Banks should be landlords
Pension Funds
Survival Prep
Deflation Arguments
Goldforum, Fekete, FreeGold and Goud.com
New Information?
IMF issuing bonds?
It seems everyone wants to print these days. At least anyone who can. We hear of California issuing it's own bills of credit,
or IOU's, the Fed wants to issue its own bonds, and now the IMF wants to issue bonds. Issuing of bonds is the exact same
thing as taking out a loan. So you can bet that anyone issuing bonds is hurting for money right now. And once issued, these
bonds trade in the free market. But I ask, who would want to buy debt issued by the IMF in the secondary market, let alone
the primary market? All I can say is don't be fooled by any of the various "derivatives" that will be popping up as this crisis
unfolds. Put your capital into positive value like gold, not negative value like the debt of barbarous relics like the IMF.
Banks should be landlords
An interesting thing happened this week. The house on one side of me has been on the market for a little over a month. It is
the same size as mine and the asking price is only 8.5% lower than I paid for my house 21 months ago. The seller is the
homeowner. And just this week, the bank owned property on the other side of me, a slightly larger house, went on the
market. It's asking price is 45% lower than I paid. This pretty much crushes the hopes of the seller to my right. So I got to
thinking...
On CNBC the other day, I heard a banker complaining that one of the problems with the "Bad Bank" idea is that it will force
certain assets into some sort of a market. And these are assets that as of now, have no market. So the smaller banks that can't
take part in the Bad Bank scheme may be hurt by having to all of a sudden "mark to market" these assets.
This is just like houses. All sellers have to mark their house to market or else it will not sell. This includes the banks. And
we all know that the market is at saturation level with all the bank owned properties. Incidentally, the house to my left is
owned by Wells Fargo Bank.
In my very first post on this blog I predicted that the end result of this crisis will be that "most houses will be occupied by
renters, not by homeowners, even in the nicer neighborhoods." And that "these same people will be enslaved to landlords
rather than to mortgage companies." I still believe this is true. And I believe that these banks will ultimately be forced to
expand their business model to include "Property Management". They will ultimately become our landlords.
I think that if the biggest banks were to take this painful pill now, and rent these bank owned properties at discounted rates,
it would have a very positive effect on the economy. Not that it would solve all our problems, but it would be a good start.
Think this through. I have thought this through quite far and I think it would have positive effects on the bank's balance
sheets and on the housing market as a whole. It would also help to provide affordable (rental) housing for individuals in
distress. The only segment that would be hurt would be the current group of landlords, as their market would experience a
supply spike and rental prices would be driven down.
Pension Funds
I read a very good article in the February edition of Reason Magazine which talks about pension funds being The Next
Catastrophe. I believe this is true, and that we will be hearing more on this subject in the coming months.
There is one prominent union pension fund that I know well, so I decided to dig in and do a little research. What I found is
quite shocking. In their latest newsletter, Fall 2008, they give enough details for me to calculate the real truth.
First the fund assures its pensioners that all is well in spite of the bad economy. That they are managing the money well. But
at the end of the newsletter they make some disclosures and disclaimers that are required by law. The law requires that all
pension funds be 100% funded, meaning that their funds under management must cover the "cash out" value of all the
pensioners. If a fund becomes underfunded, it must start making adjustments like raising contributions and lowering future
expectations.
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Well this large ($2.5 bn) fund reports that it was 60% funded at the end of 2007. And it also reports it's annual liabilities to
pensioners at $170 million. It also reports that at current levels it has enough funds to continue paying liabilities for 14 years
(as of 2 years ago). Note that the governments Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) does not have to step in and
take over a fund until it is insolvent by their definition, which is "can't even cover benefits for ONE YEAR". That's pretty
darn insolvent.
Anyway, there were some more data points I was able to use to figure out how this fund is doing right now. My conclusion
is that they are currently about 30% to 35% funded and that covers about 9.5 years of liabilities. Also, their formula as laid
out in the newsletter is based on 8% to 9% annual returns from investments. So I am assuming that this fund's trend line will
continue in the same direction for one or two more years at the bare minimum. And it doesn't really matter what happens
after that, because at this rate, this particular fund will be insolvent within two years by any definition.
If you or anyone you know is relying on a pension fund for your retirement, take note. The key is to cash out while these
funds are still lying about their performance. Once they are forced to admit the ugly truth (I'm guessing soon after April
19th), your cash out amount will likely be cut by 2/3rds. And your monthly amount will likely be cut by 1/4 to 1/2. If the
PBGC takes over it will be cut by about half and there will be no cash out option if I understand it correctly.
Survival Prep
There's a lot of advice being given out on the Internet regarding survival prep. It's easy to get caught up in this and to feel
like you never have enough. Like there's always something else you need to do or get. Well, I'd like to add my two cents on
this subject.
If and when the manure hits the wind farm, we'll all be in the same boat together, so to speak. And the key to survival is to
simply be better prepared than most of the competition. This doesn't mean being TOTALLY prepared for every possible
challenge. What it means is secretly having a little more of this and that so that you can outlast the group that will be trying
to solve each problem that comes along.
A good rule of thumb is to have a good supply of stuff that is SO necessary for life that even gold may not buy it if supplies
are short enough. For example, if clean water or food became rare enough, not even a ton of gold would buy some. Aside
from those things, try to have enough gold (and some silver) to buy what else you may need. To prepare for EVERY
possible scenario is prohibitively expensive. But if you buy gold now, you will be able to acquire those things that turn out
to be necessities.
Deflation Arguments
I have read several convincing opinions on deflation lately. Almost enough to make me switch camps. But not quite.
The most convincing arguments center around the fact that bank created credit money is much more significant to the
money supply than the relatively small M0, or monetary base that the central banks "print". And that it is this "large
aggregate of money" that is contracting. Here is my response to one piece as I put in an email to a friend:
This is very good. When I read clearly stated pieces like this, I am tempted to enter the deflation camp. But I keep coming
back to the same thing. And that is, I haven't seen a good explanation for existing known hyperinflation events that includes
large money aggregates which come from bank lending and not from Central Bank printing.
Look at all the examples of hyperinflation, Weimar, Zimbabwe, Argentina and Brazil. In all the cases the economy was
basically dead and so was banking. The hyperinflation was brought on by CB printing.
In my last post Gono states that Zimbabwe has lived without credit for 10 years. Yet they have hyperinflation.
I think that the explanation lies in the fact that those large money aggregates that come from Bank lending and debt flow
into large assets, like Real Estate and bank created derivatives. When that source of monetary aggregate dries up, those
things contract, deflate.... deflation.
But it is M0 which is generally used to buy necessities like food. In Zimbabwe, those assets that are driven by Credit money
supply no longer matter. They are as irrelevant as the credit itself. All that matters is cash in hand (M0) and the price of
necessities... survival necessities.
And I think we can come to that point quickly here. With food stocks around the country being only good for a few days
(Just In Time economy), we could hit a shortage very fast if something happens to the supply chains.
If someone can show me a good explanation for the existing known examples of hyperinflation that includes credit money
aggregates, I will switch camps. The explanation that "the US dollar is different because it is the world's reserve currency"
doesn't suffice for me. I see that as an Achilles Heel, not a strength.
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Goldforum, Fekete, FreeGold and Goud.com
If you haven't visited GoldForum.com lately, please do. I know for a fact that there are some very smart people reading this
forum. I hope that more will start contributing. In my FreeGold thread over there I just posted a great new interview with
A.E. Fekete.
The founder of GoldForum.com has kindly forwarded his domain FreeGold.com to this blog. It's easier to remember than
the full URL. Also, I wanted to mention his other site, Goud.com (Dutch for gold), where he posts the freshest gold and
economy related videos I have seen. It is a great place to stop by once a day.
New Information?
Lastly, I will leave you with these intriguing posts made this evening on the USAGOLD forum:
mikal (usagold.com 03February2009; 13:34)
New information
I’ve received some astounding, though not unexpected, new information that tells me definitely this year, possibly this
quarter will see a brand new monetary system.
Almost 100% certain, and gold is beginning to dissappear again, for this and and a number of reasons, though it’s much
more urgent that you all finalize your preparations, especially to make yourself and your family safe and secure in the
coming transitions. I’ll return later this evening.
Golden Ratio (usagold.com 03February2009; 13:46)
@mikal
Wow, you’re really going to leave us hanging like that?
So cruel.
Paper Avalanche (usagold.com 03February2009; 13:49)
@ mikal…
Please do share. I will be refreshing my browser frequently to see your news.
PA
Jesse (usagold.com 03February2009; 14:30)
@mikal
From Holland:
For me in the Netherlands it’s bedtime now, but thanks to your post I make an exception.
Jesse
Ender (usagold.com 03February2009; 16:33)
@carpenter
Or oil for gold?
Sir Mikal, well done.
Crystal ball gazing… I would say by July 4th. that will be the day that we learn the value of the Euro. And, by Sept 20th
there will be more than enough for all on earth to use them.
slingshot (usagold.com 03February2009; 16:35)
Sir Mikal
You have my attention.
Slingshot—————-$
mikal (usagold.com 03February2009; 17:01)
@Ender, Carpenter, Jesse, slingshot, Golden Ratio, PA
@Jesse - Go to bed! If you have gold, you should sleep well. I will be writing more later this evening as I said. It is all I can
do to keep up with snowshoveling, spontaneous developments and research but I WILL have more to offer daily as long as
this forum is here along with our fine hosts.
@Ender, slingshot, Carpenter- Thank you. You are very aware and unintimidated.
@Golden Ratio- You have not been raeding the forum? I have been making “cruel” predictions here for over ten years!
mikal (usagold.com 03February2009; 17:29)
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Re: My prediction
This is nothing new to some.
I am not the first.
In fact I have been leaning strongly in this direction since last summer or earlier when top-level officials and academics
began appearing in mainstream publications calling for gold-backed dollars and world currencies and broad reforms to the
global monetary system, most of which appeared here at the forum as breaking news.
I also have been receiving information since then from what can be called “lunatic fringe” sources I cannot disclose just yet
but which I know some of you here and some of the other forums I visit, access through the internet or radio.
So some people either openly or privately agree with my full conclusions.
Some are undecided as yet or completely skeptical. Some are moving closer to my position as evidenced by their concerns,
observations and deep insights.
Keep up your excellent work. Its nice to know that there are people such as yourself who are aware of what is happening
and are prepared to warn others.
I need not now rehash the many reasons for Another’s gold reserve thesis or validate the existance of a multitrillion(actually over 1 quadrillion) derivative juggernaut or other content we continue to cover and expand upon.
For example, the political, social, financial, economic and other gold-relevant issues and news we’ve already covered is just
part of our gift to one another and our preparation for even better things.
While the current crisis is accelerating rapidly, our preparations shield and reward new pathways both anticipated and as yet
unknown- those whose details only upcoming developments will disclose.
Ender (usagold.com 03February2009; 18:20)
@carpenter
Oil is a currency with intrinsic value. Gold is a currency with intrinsic value. Exchanging the two could be fair trade.
Now, if there is no gold for oil to buy, what can oil do? And what will they do? Either, they ask for it directly, which
immediately changes the world reserve currency, or they ‘back’ (a) currency(s) that commit to allowing the free functioning
exchange for gold in that currency. In other words, as long as gold can be bought (some amount, not much) in the currency
used by oil, that currency functions.
If Another’s words are true that dollars + some amount of gold have given us what we have today. And, if demand has
removed the ‘some amount of gold’ from the equation, the dollar is not functioning for acquiring gold. The dollar would be
on a short road to nowhere.
The Golden Warrior Sinclair has hinted recently regarding a US system that mimics the Euro. If I understand him correctly,
gold will reenter the monetary system as a reserve ‘currency’ that will be treasured by governments – thus may not trade.
It’s the people’s gold that will cover settlement. It’s the people’s gold that oil will have to bid for. In that bid we may find a
world that’s willing to trade.
My fellow-metal heads, we are on the doorstep of discovery regarding the Euro. It’s very survival demands a settlement
price of gold that functions. If they do not make it happen we may very well be faced with the hardest economic conditions
imaginable. Stand strong. Gold is freedom.
FOFOA
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Saturday, February 7, 2009
Rogue Wave Alert

Something has changed in the last 48 hours. I can feel it in my bones. Can you feel it too? The collective "we" have taken
our eye off the ball. Energy waves that propagate through civilizations as described by Martin Armstrong are crossing right
now to form a deadly rogue wave. Will it hit us this week? I don't know. Soon I think.
One wave that is peaking right now is that which led Obama to the presidency and the democrats to control of the congress.
It is the wave that has made us into Bailout Nation. It is the wave of the little guy saying "give me some".
The converging wave is the reality of the mess that our monetary system, our banking system, our stock market system, and
our international system of trade is facing. That reality and the stimulus bill in Congress are going to cross any day now.
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We are told that one wave is peaking while the other is troughing, and that when combined, they will have a calming effect
on markets and the economy. But the fact of the matter is that one does not even begin to counter the causes and effects of
the other. As the amplitudes cross, they will combine in unexpected ways. And there are other waves converging as well,
which Armstrong describes in "It's Just Time".
One thing I think we will see very soon is that the private pension funds that are in big trouble will soon announce their
troubles. It's like the homeowner wondering if it is time to stop paying his mortgage, so that he can get his piece of the
bailout money.
The public pension funds cannot hide their bad performance. But the private ones have been lying about their performance
for more than a year now. And I'm sure they are discussing the merits of "coming clean" right now so that they can get some
attention from their "rich uncle Sam". This would mean announcing their true funding level and cutting benefits as well as
cash out values by 50% to 75% and then hoping for a bailout.
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Bob Chapman made some comments regarding the Reason article, The Next Catastrophe, which I mentioned recently:
The next bomb to hit will be the pension bomb. Both the stock market and bond markets are headed much lower; 50%
lower. That is bad news for pensions and insurance companies, as well as anyone invested in those markets. The only thing
left that is safe are gold and silver assets.
The implosion will probably begin in state, local and private pension plans. Good portions of their assets are illiquid,
perhaps 15% to 20% and there is no telling how long they will remain that way.
Last year funds lost about 30%, the worst year on record. Cities such as Vallejo, California has filed for bankruptcy, and
CALPERS lost 35%. San Diego is on the edge of disaster as well.
America’s 500 largest companies have a deficit of $200 billion in their pension plans. We would guess that if our prediction
of a 4,000 Dow becomes a reality that the deficit would rise to $400 to $500 billion. Those with defined-benefit pensions
may soon find themselves choosing between making payroll or pumping money into their pension plans. You know what the
companies will do – stop contributing. As usual government will let them off the hook. They may cut benefits by 50% to
75%, so get ready for it. It’s when government decides to cut back on Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, etc., that the real
revolution will get underway. We predicted all this eight years ago and it will soon come to pass.
Only 19% of corporate workers have pension plans. The retirement system of 2,600 public pension funds, federal retirement
accounts and union-based defined benefit plans and union pensions are worth $4.5 trillion. They cover 27 million people or
30% of the $15 trillion held in retirement accounts. Many of the pensions were heavily into socially responsive investing,
which has proven to be an expensive experience. The most aggressive has been CALPERS, which lost 35% last year. Others
were AIG, Citigroup and Bank of America, all of which are bankrupt. Social issues should play no part in investment
decisions, especially when it is someone else’s money you are losing. It is not the intention of retirement pools to become
political footballs. Over a 20-year period public pension plans earned rates of return substantially below those of other
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professionally managed funds. This is a result of political pressure and outright payoffs. CALPERS sold all their tobacco
stocks and following that tobacco stocks rose 250% versus S&P and 500% versus Nasdaq. Financial stocks were just right
for pension and profit sharing funds. We do not have to tell you what a disaster they’ve been. The geniuses at CALPERS
had 25% of its $20 billion in real estate assets in the California market that is still a long way from the bottom with no
buyers in sight. What happens when there is a shortfall in pension assets is that taxes are raised. The pension bomb is on the
way. Within two years the worst will begin to be realized.
As I said, the trick is to get out while they are still lying. I don't expect that a bailout of the pensions will be great for the
pensioners. It will probably be more like the nationalization of retirement money in Argentina. The government will likely
put this pension capital to good use, just like all that money in the Social Security Trust Fund, and then it will guarantee you
some fraction of what you were supposed to be getting, perhaps 50%. And it will also take away the option to cash out and
manage your own money. Essentially, they will take in several trillion worth of capital, spend it, and then print fresh money
to make monthly payments to you and others.
For the last 20 or so years, the game the unscrupulous rich would play was to park their wealth in offshore accounts.
Cayman Island accounts or numbered Swiss bank accounts. This would shelter their money from the prying eyes of the IRS.
Then they would invest that money in large IPO's (Initial Public Offerings) offered only to insiders. Those investments
would show up on the books simply as "foreign investments". Then they would watch their money grow 50 to 100 times
larger. A $10 million investment of this kind could make a man a billionaire in just a year or two, all tax free.
If this makes you angry, just know that this game is now over. These offshore accounts are now dumping their American
clients in ways that are visible to the IRS. It's all about the Swiss banks protecting themselves now, and not their rich
American clients. Additionally, there are no more explosive investments (like the Google IPO) for them to grow their
money in. Just like you and me, these super rich are watching their wealth shrink.
The good news is that there is a similar investment opportunity for us now. If you have anywhere from $1,000 on up to
about $250,000, you can do what the super rich did in the 1990's. If you have more than that, it will be a little more difficult
to get the same benefits I am talking about. But don't wait too long. The window of opportunity is closing. The rogue wave
approaches.
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Need I say more?
FOFOA
Disclaimer: The above is presented for educational and/or entertainment purposes only. Under no circumstances should it be
mistaken for professional investment advice, nor is it at all intended to be taken as such. The commentary and other contents
simply reflect the opinion of the author alone on the current and future status of the markets and various economies. It is
subject to error and change without notice. The presence of a link to a website does not indicate approval or endorsement of
that web site or any services, products, or opinions that may be offered by them.

On the Pension Front
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Detroit Municipal:
DETROIT—Two Detroit municipal pension plans have lost $2.5 billion over 18 months, and analysts say the 30 percent
drop could create a cash crunch in a police and firefighters retirement fund.
The losses between June 30, 2007 and Dec. 31, 2008 aren't much different from those of other American public pension
systems hit by the worldwide economic downturn.
For example, holdings by the California Public Employees' System fell 26.7 percent to $184 billion, and the Florida
Retirement System Pension Plan lost 28.6 percent of its worth, falling to $97.3 billion, the Detroit Free Press reported
Sunday.
An analyst for Detroit Police and Fire Retirement System, Richard Huddleston, wrote board members Jan. 28 that while the
fund had $3.1 billion at year's end, only $1.27 billion was readily available.
"The cash requirements are dangerously high," Huddleston said. He said cash management could become an "untenable
proposition."
"I'm concerned," said City Councilwoman Barbara-Rose Collins, a member of the police and firefighters fund board. "We
should be responding to this as an emergency."
Ford and General Motors:
Feb. 6 (Bloomberg) -- Ford Motor Co. may have to contribute $4 billion to its pension plan after a 2008 shortfall, a cash
drain that risks dragging the second-largest U.S. automaker closer to a federal bailout.
The collapsing stock market left the fund with a $4.1 billion deficit for its projected obligations...
“Any time you’re underfunded, that’s not a good thing,” Executive Vice President Mark Fields said in an interview. “We’ve
got to watch it carefully.” ...
The prospect of a pension contribution is “further stressing cash levels,” and Ford may need to seek government assistance
later this year...
General Motors Corp., which has been pledged $13.4 billion in federal loans, has said its pension plan had a shortfall of
$1.8 billion as of Oct. 31, down from a $20 billion surplus 10 months earlier. The biggest U.S. automaker has said it has no
plans to contribute to the fund soon.
Ford and GM’s pension liabilities also may put stress on the government.
The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp., which bails out failed retirement plans, estimated that there was a collective pension
shortfall of $47 billion at companies with debt ratings below investment grade, a group that includes Ford and GM.
Almost half of the deficit was from manufacturers including automakers and suppliers. The PBGC said it has worked with
13 bankrupt auto-parts companies since 2005 to keep their plans from failing, and took control of the program at partsmaker
Collins & Aikman Corp. after its 2007 liquidation.
Canada:
The spectre of huge losses at large Canadian pension funds has people in the financial sector calling for a re-evaluation of
risk models adopted by the Canadian institutions...
If it's true, "that's a staggering loss," says Tawfik Hammoud, partner and managing director at The Boston Consulting Group
in Toronto. "It's unclear to me how you get out of that hole," he adds...
There is an expectation that many pension funds will face a public backlash. "I think the person on the street looks at the
headlines and says: ‘Those idiots lost [a huge amount] of my money,'"
And from The Privateer:
When Governments Go Broke - Public Servants Go Bankrupt:
It is an economic truism that public servants cannot pay taxes! Their entire salaries and wages ARE taxes. It follows directly
from this that when they go shopping, they pay for everything with taxpayers’ money. And that goes for whatever
“contributions” they make to their public service pension plans.
The US Center for Retirement Research has just reported that state governments ran up pension fund losses totalling $US
865.1 Billion in 2008. The assets in 109 pension funds dropped 37 percent to $US 1.46 TRILLION in the 14-month period
ending December 16. CalPERS , the biggest fund of all, had $US 260 Billion in assets at its height in October 2007. That’s
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comparable to the GDP of Poland or Denmark.
At the end of 2008, CalPERS stood with $US 186 Billion. This is repeated across all state governments.
The “Hidden” Deflation - Global Pensions:
In the above analysis The Privateer has, perhaps, gone into somewhat turgid details. This problem must be understood,
however, because it is both global and truly enormous. It includes both public and private pension funds! In this sense, the
US has only been used as an example. Across the world, global pension fund assets in the 11 major Western pension
markets fell by a huge $US 5 TRILLION in 2008!
Over 2008, Western global pension assets fell to $US 20 TRILLION from $US 25 TRILLION, a fall of 20 percent. That is
the same as taking $US 5 TRILLION out of the purchasing power of pensioners’ money which would have been spent
during their retirement. In historic terms, those who are near retirement placed a huge bet - not only on the honesty of their
politicians but also on the credit money system - when they were younger. Forty years ago in 1969, had any of them bought
a single one ounce Gold coin for $US 35.00, that coin would today get them $US 900. That’s an increase of 2470 percent.
Had they bought one such coin each month over the past forty years, they would today have no fears about retirement. What
must be understood here is that it is NOT gold which has climbed in purchasing power, it is paper and credit money which
has fallen in purchasing power. When paper and credit money fall in purchasing power, it is called inflation. Gold cannot be
inflated, it can only be mined.
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Wednesday, February 11, 2009
Interesting Times
"May you live in interesting times" is reputed to be an ancient Chinese curse.
_____________________________________________________
Rumors seem to be flying around on a number of different topics, and it would seem to be an insurmountable task to make
sense out of all of them. But once again I fall back on the Economic Confidence Model of Martin Armstrong and his theory
of waves of energy that pass through the people and converge in amplified peaks at very specific times.
According to Armstrong, it is actually the time of his prediction that is most accurate and not necessarily the content of the
predictions. At very specific times, and in very specific intervals, things simply happen. At some intervals, with enough
convergence, his model is expected to be exact TO THE DAY. At other times, it is expected to be correct within a couple
weeks. The name of his 77 page tome, "It's Just Time" is a great description of this principle. He got the name from
something Margaret Thatcher said to him personally in the 80's. That the conservatives were going to lose the election in
England not because of anything specific they had done, but because "it's just time".
Here is one paragraph from "It's Just Time":
The 37.33 month cycle is equal to 3.11 years. This also is very close to Pi being 3.141. To show the hidden order, I will for
the first time publicly or even privately illustrate a point. Take the high of the previous wave 1998.554298. Add Pi in terms
of years and months 3.141. This produces the date 2001.695. Take 365 days and multiply .695 yields 253.675 days into the
year 2001. That amounts to September 11th, 2001. So much for the CFTC claiming that my forecasts manipulate the world
economy because nobady can predict a specific day years in advance. For as much as things may appear to be random, it is
more like Neo in the Matrix. Suddenly he can see not the walls, but the code.
I am sure that most people will dismiss this for any number of reasons. But I suggest that you read the entirety of "It's Just
Time" before you make up your mind. There are many including Jim Sinclair who hold Marty Armstrong in very high
regard.
The Economic Confidence Model turning point we are approaching right now is April 19, 2009. It is one that is expected to
be correct within a couple weeks. The next point that is expected to be correct TO THE DAY, is June 13, 2011.
The rumors that interest me the most relate to gold, a change in the monetary system, and supply line failures, or shortages
in the necessities of life. I read one thing in the last 24 hours that makes me speculate that our government has planned a
practice exercise for some sort of emergency. And this exercise is scheduled for... early April.
As I have speculated on this blog, shortages combined with monetary stimulus can lead to rapid hyperinflation which can
lead to a change in the monetary system which can lead to FreeGold. So that is the basic structure I am building around the
evidence I am seeing. Perhaps, and this is only speculation, we could see shortages this spring and the monetary change
during the "hot" days between Independence Day and Labor Day. This timing reconciles with multiple sources I follow.
There was an interesting note I came across out of the UK that makes me think the contango trade we saw recently with oil
tankers being used to store oil while anchored at sea has spread into grains. I'm not sure what this means, but I also
anticipate gas shortages at some point this year. So it seems to fit.
This has all reminded me of a fictional story I read back in October, when things were looking pretty bad. This short essay
was written by John Galt and posted on his blog on October 26th, 2008:
Mary Jo Schlumpunfunk (with all kudos to Glenn Beck) was driving home from work in the suddenly cold November air of
her home town of Jeffersonville, Indiana. Mary Jo was sick and tired of listening to the depressing news about all the
problems all those rich bankers and Wall Street types were having so instead of listening to the news station, she switched
over to her favorite pop music station tuning out reality and enjoying the drive back to her humble apartment on the
outskirts of town. Her neighbors greeted her with a friendly ‘hello’ as she walked up the steps and they asked her if her
company was going to shut down or not next week for the holiday. Mary Jo paused with a puzzled look and said “We are
open, even for Thanksgiving Day as far as I know.” They nodded and looked at her like she was crazy and then went inside
out of the cold air of the night. Mary Jo’s position as the Assistant Manager at the local Kroger’s gave her the confidence
that her job was secure because after all, people had to eat.
As the alarm went off at 3 a.m. Mary Jo did not even think about what was being broadcast and just hit the off switch on her
clock so she could start getting ready for work. She turned her computer on as she passed by it on her way to the bathroom
so she could get ready to relieve the night manager at five. Mary Jo returned to her computer after getting ready to log in
and check her email only to receive a message on her browser that there was a connectivity issue. With that frustrating bit of
news, she looked at the cable router and sure as heck, it was down again. The regular routine of having to dig an old cable
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bill out to call the idiots at Time Warner has long been replaced by having the tech support number on speed dial on her
telephone and cell phone. When she picked her telephone up, it was dead with no dial tone or service of any kind. Then she
grabbed her cell phone and called finally getting through only to get the message “We are aware of the current outage in all
of our services and we are working diligently to restore service to all of our customers as soon as possible. At this time, all
internet access is restricted to certain business accounts only and will be restored to residential customers as soon as we
can.” With that cheery bit of good news, she grabbed her coffee and hopped into her car to go to the local combination gas
station to grab some breakfast and gas on her way to work.
With a little bit of stunned disbelief she pulled into the pumps at the local Gas-N-Go where literally every pump but hers
had a car sitting there and the inside of the store was packed with people. She dutifully popped the gas cap off and slid her
debit card into the slot as her breath steamed up the morning air. The card reader displayed “INVALID CARD, PLEASE
SEE CASHIER” in the tiny LCD display. With that she grabbed her keys and purse and huffed inside to the station now
leaving her only forty minutes to get to work. The line at the poor cashier was murder with people yelling and screaming at
the young lady demanding that she fix the problem immediately but she kept saying she couldn’t and was on the verge of
tears. Mary Jo grabbed a bagel and a bag of chips the hopped into the line from hell. When it was her turn at the front she
started to say “My card…” and was cut off by the young lady who blurted out “I know, I know, it does not work. It doesn’t
matter what card, what bank, whatever but none of them are working and I don’t know why. I can only take cash now.
Would you still like to buy gas at Pump 4 or not?” Mary Jo said “Sure give me $20 worth plus this stuff”, knowing full well
that would leave her less than twenty bucks in her wallet after buying all the groceries and gas but she could get more food
at work because after all, she worked in a grocery store.
After that encounter she turned the radio off in her car and headed off to work, listening to her favorite Johnny Cash CD.
“The heck with all this idiocy” she thought to herself. Maybe work will be peaceful and we can get the Christmas food
display moved to the front of the store to boost the sales. Mary Jo pulled into the parking lot expecting to see only the usual
five or six cars that were normally there. Instead of a usual day, she would see what happens when the world is turned on its
side, as the lot was full and there was a line of people standing in front of the ATM machine outside which had to be forty
plus people deep. On a day like today, Mary Jo knew she would have to park in the back and sneak in through the receiving
door just like it was the peak shopping season. After parking the car, she wolfed the bagel down while walking inside while
trying to slurp down her coffee. Oh the shock she would see.
The night manager was sitting in the receiving area with his head in his hands sobbing like a baby. Mary Jo would not think
this was unusual except he was a fifty-three year old man, and as an ex-Marine his will usually was emotionless, all
business, and stalwart. “Mike, what is the matter, are you okay?” Mary Jo tried to ask as she approached him in an effort to
comfort him. Mike replied “You should never have come here Mary, this is a disaster. Do you know how many times we
have had to call Law Enforcement out here to restore order? Don’t you listen to the news or anything? This is a nightmare,
an utter, disastrous nightmare.” Mary Jo noticed a half empty bottle of bourbon at his feet and that enraged her immediately.
She snapped back “Get your self together mister. There is nothing that severe that justifies drinking on the job. You have a
job to do and you need to get your damned butt on that floor out there right now!”
“Mary Jo,” Mike said in a soft spoken and measured manner, “you do not have a job. I do not have a job. Kroger’s does not
have a job for us any longer. You need to go report to the new resource manager who is running the show here. We are just
clerks in their eyes and you had best get used to it. The State of Indiana Resource Manager showed up at one o’clock in the
morning. His name is Tom O’Donnell and he’ll remind you of his power every hour, on the hour. Our store has never been
the same since.”
“Mike, you’re drunk. You need to get home and sober up. I’ll go meet Mr. O’Donnell and straighten this out now!” Mary Jo
confidently stated as she slammed the doors of the docks open and walked out on to the floor. As she looked at the shoppers
in the meat and deli section, her only reaction was to drop her full cup of coffee on the floor, creating a huge puddle of hot
steaming java on the floor. She stomped up to the manager’s office in the front of the store only to be greeted by a deputy in
the doorway who told her “Ma’am, only authorized personnel are allowed in that office.” She snapped her name badge off
her bloused and put it in the deputy’s face and in an angry tone told him “I’ve been in this office longer than you’ve had
your job son. Now let me into my office to meet with Mr. O’Donnell and find out what is going on in my damn store.”
As she walked into the office she closed the door and saw another deputy, this one armed with a shotgun, the resource
manager and the store manager, Bill. Mary Jo looked at him sternly and spouted out “Why are there two men armed with
assault rifles in my deli department?” Bill, looking tired, disturbed and frustrated already said “Mary Jo, please sit down. We
have a lot to cover. Let me introduce you to our new boss, Tom O’Donnell from the State of Indiana Department of
Resource Allocation.” Stunned and now silent, she fell back into a chair in the office as Mr. O’Donnell arose to shake her
hand and said “Hello Mary Jo, I know this is going to be difficult, but I think we can all work well together. I assume you
have not heard any news since you woke up early this morning?” Mary Jo in a soft voice said “No, I was listening to a
music CD in my car. I noticed my debit card did not work and that is about the only thing that was unusual other than my
internet being down, but that’s a regular problem now.”
When she was finished, the news was dropped on her. Mr. O’Donnell explained to her that 11:30 p.m. last night President
Bush declared a banking holiday and shut down all civilian internet access and non-emergency telephone communications
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to insure a smooth transition while the cash rationing and bank consolidation programs were implemented nationwide. Mary
Jo stuttered “why the internet, if you do not mind my asking?” He explained to her that it was to prevent an external internet
based attack on the financial system and that the U.S. stock and bond markets would now be closed for thirty days until the
new banking system could be implemented. Mr. O’Donnell then went into a detailed explanation that ATM machines would
be reactivated at 6 a.m. sharp and that each individual will be limited to $50 per week, regardless of the number of bank
accounts in their name. He went on further to highlight that all credit cards will be suspended for the same time period as
the stock market to enable the banks to evaluate who would be allowed to own or utilize the cards in the future.
After that bit of shocking news causing tears to well up in her eyes, Mary Jo then asked the obvious question, “So what is
your position in all this?” O’Donnell knew this was coming and replied “Emergency food, gas and energy rationing has
been declared nationwide. Every state officer or manager with a certain clearance level received training from FEMA and
the Department of Treasury as to this possibility this past summer. Every American has to be guaranteed access to food and
energy and those gas stations that do not have a military or state police unit there by now, will have one by 7 a.m. We have
to insure safety and stability to prevent people from over-reacting as the Bush administration transitions over to the Obama
administration in the next sixty days. I will be helping you with re-organizing your store into a more efficient model to deal
with the foodstuff and merchandise purchase restrictions so the civilians will not freak out. Only forty customers will be
allowed into the store at any given time and each customer will be handed a shopping list that they can abide by until the
rationing program moves into full swing. Price controls are in full effect and we are in the process of working with your
main offices to reprogram all computers to these limitations. We can accept cash today and hopefully the debit card system
returns to normal in the next two hours. Sadly, we are rationing everything this cold winter, including electricity and most
importantly, money.”
Mary Jo was speechless. She looked at her store manager and wanted to cry but couldn’t. “What do you need me to do?”
was all she could say. Mr. O’Donnell explained that the entire Christmas display had to come down as well as any nonessential goods removed from the shelves. He handed her a file and said “At all times you will have an armed escort for
your protection. I know these are your neighbors and regular customers but you never know when someone will go Waco on
you.” As she opened the file, she realized the gravity of the situation. She had to remove the entire electronics and gift
section. Christmas decorations and greeting cards had to be removed; alcohol shipped on a company truck to the new “State
of Indiana Resource Distribution Center”; all drugs including over-the-counter moved into the pharmacy. It was a stunning
bit of news. And she realized with the dread of the moment that this had been planned for months, perhaps years.
Mary Jo now realized why the headline on the Louisville newspaper said “Closed for Business” and announced the
government program on the front page as well as a brief story about the midnight bankruptcy filing for the paper. She
thought to herself “I guess America is now closed for business also” as she sauntered over towards the cashiers to comfort
them and begin the process of re-organizing the store to the new Federal and state mandated standards.
John Galt also posted some commentary after this story and you can read the rest of his post here.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Friday, February 13, 2009
Meet John Williams
Wall Street Journal - Market Watch Video (below)
$100 Bills As Toilet Tissue? 2/12/2009
Efforts to avoid a deflationary depression will probably produce the opposite -- a nasty bout of inflation, says John Williams
of Shadow Government Statistics, who advises hoarding gold and even Scotch to barter. Alistair Barr reports.
John Williams tracks the monetary stats better than the government itself, and with no need to distort the findings. If you
haven't yet, please read John Williams' Hyperinflation Special Report. It is a must-read primer on our future.
Some Biographical & Additional Background Information
Walter J. "John" Williams was born in 1949. He received an A.B. in Economics, cum laude, from Dartmouth College in
1971, and was awarded a M.B.A. from Dartmouth's Amos Tuck School of Business Administration in 1972, where he was
named an Edward Tuck Scholar. During his career as a consulting economist, John has worked with individuals as well as
Fortune 500 companies.
Formally known as Walter J. Williams, my friends call me John. For more than 25 years, I have been a private consulting
economist and, out of necessity, had to become a specialist in government economic reporting.
One of my early clients was a large manufacturer of commercial airplanes, who had developed an econometric model for
predicting revenue passenger miles. The level of revenue passenger miles was their primary sales forecasting tool, and the
model was heavily dependent on the GNP (now GDP) as reported by the Department of Commerce. Suddenly, their model
stopped working, and they asked me if I could fix it. I realized the GNP numbers were faulty, corrected them for my client
(official reporting was similarly revised a couple of years later) and the model worked again, at least for a while, until GNP
methodological changes eventually made the underlying data worthless.
That began a lengthy process of exploring the history and nature of economic reporting and in interviewing key people
involved in the process from the early days of government reporting through the present. For a number of years I conducted
surveys among business economists as to the quality of government statistics (the vast majority thought it was pretty bad),
and my results led to front page stories in the New York Times and Investors Business Daily, considerable coverage in the
broadcast media and a joint meeting with representatives of all the government's statistical agencies. Despite minor changes
to the system, government reporting has deteriorated sharply in the last decade or so. -- John Williams

_________________________________________________________
Here is a great quote from Richard Russell who is not always this excited about gold...
As I see it, the frenzy, the speculative phase of gold, the rush of a frightened public -- lies ahead. Big bull markets always
find a way to keep you frightened and OUT. Big bull markets are devils with no conscience -- to get in you have to "close
your eyes, and just do it." Not easy, but in this business nothing is easy except losing money. Which is why I've always
loved the gold coins. You buy 'em, you're not tempted to trade 'em, they look great and they feel great. And they're not made
of paper, nor can they be created with a computer. Ultimately, "There's no fever like gold fever." And I'm beginning, just
beginning, to feel the fever now. When I look at the chart, I can sense the fever rising.
Fiat paper fans and the Fed denigrate gold. They fear gold and despise it. They prefer the Federal Reserve Notes that they
can manufacture at will. But as gold rises, they must face the fact that the Notes they manufacture are being devalued. You
see, for thousands of years gold has been the standard against which all assets and currencies are measured. When the big
bear arrives and everything faces the fire, "gold will be the last man standing, not dollars, not political talk or Presidential
promises -- the only survivor will be the eternal and ultimate safe asset -- gold.
Notice the difference in gold trading during the day? Very little profit-taking. Buyers are buying gold to hold rather than to
grab intra-day profits.
Richard Russel - Dow Theory Letters - Feb. 11, 2009
And this quote comes from Bill H. at Lemetropole Cafe...
I cannot imagine [I have tried] a more bullish scenario for Gold, Silver, and anything related, than what we currently have.
This is the end of a global currency system, this is the end of long held "truths", the end of something for nothing. If you
hold metals now, you will be paid for at least 40 years of lies and false values. All of the global fiat that has piled up year
after year will accrue back into the value of metal. What "could never happen" will happen to the extreme. I have no way to
know how this will all shake out except that all roads of capital will lead to metal. The current situation has literally only
one exit door, it is Golden. Regards, Bill H. - Feb. 12, 2009
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And last but certainly not least, this article is a fantastic addition to the Inflation/Deflation debate...
Puncturing Deflation Myths, Part 1
Inflation During The Great Depression
Daniel R. Amerman, CFA, InflationIntoWealth.com
Overview
As the financial crisis continues to deepen, many people are deeply concerned that collapsing credit availability will lead to
powerful monetary deflation, much like it did during the US Great Depression of the 1930s. As compelling as these
arguments seem to be – are they backed up by the actual historical evidence?
In this article we will:
1) Ask a crucial real world question about deflation theories;
2) Revisit the US Great Depression with a focus on 1933 rather than 1929;
3) Show that the central monetary lesson of the US Depression is not the unstoppable power of deflation, but rather, the
historical proof of how a sufficiently determined government can smash monetary deflation and replace it with inflation – at
will and almost instantly, even in the midst of a depression;
4) Examine two historical and logical fallacies that lead to the mistaken (albeit widespread) belief that the Depression
proves the modern deflationary case, when it in fact proves the opposite; and
5) Briefly discuss the third logical fallacy that threatens many investors’ standards of living over the years to come,
particularly those who are retired or investing for retirement.
A Simple But Vital Question
I received a letter from “GW”, an economically astute and well read person who had attended one of my inflation solutions
workshops. GW said that I had made the most compelling case for inflation he had ever heard, but that he remained
troubled. There were a lot of deflationists out there, and there were some highly intelligent and credentialed people who
were making some powerful theoretical arguments for deflation. GW asked: would I be willing to debate some of those
arguments with him?
I replied that I would, but I would only debate theory if he could first answer a simple, real world question:
Name an example of a modern, major nation where the domestic purchasing power (as measured by CPI) of its purely
symbolic & independent currency uncontrollably grew in value at a rapid rate over a sustained period, despite the best
efforts of the nation to stop this rapid deflation?
GW thought he had two answers – the usual two of the United States during the Great Depression, and modern Japan.
Understanding why neither of those answers were correct is the subject of this and the following article. This article, Part 1,
will be devoted to uncovering some lessons from the US Great Depression that will surprise many readers, while Part 2 will
separate truth from fiction regarding Japan’s deflationary struggles, even as it separates asset deflation from price deflation
Please carefully note the underlined words in the central question above. They are essential. Consumer price deflation has a
long and sometimes infamous history, as we will discuss below. However, a specific argument being made by many
observers is that the United States (and other major modern economic powers) run the risk of falling into a powerful
deflationary trap as the availability of credit collapses, the volume and velocity of money shrink, and this combination will
then lead to major and rapid monetary and price deflation that the government will be powerless to stop. On paper – some
powerful theoretical arguments appear to exist to support this assertion.
However, before millions of investors shift their portfolios to protect themselves from unstoppable deflation, or neglect to
protect themselves from inflation because they do not know whether the future holds inflation or deflation – isn’t it
worthwhile to first demand that proof be provided of at least one fully relevant real world case study where this actually
happened? Simply stated:
Where’s the beef?
What is the specific example of a modern, major economic power proving powerless to stop the rapid rise in the domestic
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purchasing power of its own independent currency, as measured by the CPI?
And if such a deflationary example cannot be produced and defended – but we do have a very long and repeated history of
inflation across nearly all modern nations with modern currencies – is this not the single most important data point that
individuals should consider in weighing the relative risks of monetary deflation versus inflation?
The Great Depression: A Succinct Statistical Summary
The Dow Jones Industrial Average reached a peak of 381 on September 3, 1929. By July 8, 1932, it had reached its floor of
41, a plunge of 89% in less than 3 years. (This is a historical tidbit that those who think they are “bottom fishing” at current
stock market levels should keep in mind.)
The United States Gross Domestic Product was $103 billion in 1929. By 1933 it had fallen to $56 billion, a decline of 46%.
Accompanying the freefall in both the economy and the markets, price levels were falling as well – meaning that the value
of a dollar was rising rapidly. The Consumer Price Index was at a level of 17.3 in September of 1929, and by March of 1933
had fallen to a level of 12.6. This means that what cost $1.00 in 1929, cost 73 cents (on average) by 1933. This 27%
deflation, this fall in the average cost of goods and services, represents a 37% increase in the purchasing power of a dollar.
For some people, the effect of this deflation was to increase both their wealth and their standard of living. These are the
people who had substantial money savings, either in physical cash, or fixed denomination financial assets that survived the
economic turmoil, such as accounts in banks that did not go bust, or the bonds of companies that did not default. For these
individuals, all else being equal, their standards of living rose because they had the same amount of dollars, and each dollar
bought more than it had previously.
However, this increase in the value of a dollar was achieved at great cost for most of the nation (and the world). The reason
for the increase in value was that dollars had become scarcer for businesses and most individuals. The destruction of the
banks and much of the financial markets had dried up access to money on attractive terms. Widespread unemployment
meant fewer dollars available to buy goods and services, which drove down the prices, which is what dropped the Consumer
Price Index.
Most importantly, the deflation was not independent of the plunge in the markets and economy, and not just a result, but
most economists agree that this monetary deflation was actually a reason why the Great Depression got as bad as it did.
Because there was not enough money, the source of funding for growing businesses was gone. Because there was not
enough money, and the money outstanding had grown too dear, consumers were not spending. Because there wasn’t enough
spending, businesses had to lay people off. Which further reduced consumer spending. The nation was caught in a vicious
deflationary cycle, which it seemingly could not break out of.
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Yet, the United States did break out of the deflationary cycle, as illustrated in the graph above. After rapidly plunging for
about 30 months, with the CPI seemingly in free fall and not able to find a floor – there was an abrupt turnaround. Not only
was a floor found, but an immediate cycle of inflation replaced the seemingly unstoppable deflation. The nation turned
essentially “on a dime”, from unstoppable deflation to inflation instead. A cycle of inflation that has continued until this day.
What happened?
March 9, 1993
President Franklin D. Roosevelt was inaugurated on March 4, 1933. He came into office with a mandate and agenda to stop
the Depression, and that meant breaking the back of the deflationary spiral. His actions were swift, beginning with a
mandatory four day bank holiday imposed the day after his inauguration. Five days after Roosevelt took office, on March
9th, the Emergency Banking Relief Act was passed by Congress. This was the first in a series of executive orders and bills
that would take place over the following weeks and year, and would cumulatively take the United States government off the
gold standard – and would also effectively confiscate all investment gold from US citizens at a 41% mandatory discount.
From 1900 to 1933, the US government had been on a gold standard, and had issued gold certificates. In a matter of days in
March of 1933, there would be a radical change, a veritable 180 degree turn, that would not only repeal the gold standard,
but effectively make the use of gold as money illegal in the United States.
Fallacy One: Confusing Apples & Oranges
There is a common simplification that people make when they look at money over time. They think that a dollar is a dollar,
even if the purchasing power has changed a bit. This is a quite understandable mistake, particularly if your profession does
not involve the study of money.
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When we look back over history – nothing could be further from the truth. This assumption instead reflects an elementary
logical error, that may be quite dangerous for your personal future standard of living, if it leads to your drawing the wrong
conclusions. The term “dollar” is only a name (the same holds true for the “pound”, “franc”, “peso”, “mark”, and all other
currencies). What matters is not the name, but the set of rules – or collateral – that back the value of the currency, during a
particular historical period. When we look back over long-term history, then sometimes it is gold, sometimes it is silver,
sometimes it is both, and sometimes it is something else altogether. (As a creature of politics, money has always been of a
complex and quite variable nature, given enough time.)
So when we say history “proves” something about a currency, we need to be very, very careful that we are talking apples
and apples, rather than apples and oranges. For instance, when we look at precious metals backed currencies, the deflation
of 1929 to 1933 when the US was on the gold standard was nothing new. It was just the latest development in the ongoing
cycle of inflation and deflation that characterizes this type of currency. Indeed, there were four major deflations during the
century before Roosevelt ended the domestic gold standard, and the deflations of 1839-1843 and 1869-1896 were each
much larger than the deflation of 1929-1933, with the dollar deflating roughly 40% in each of those earlier major deflations.
This deflationary history does not, however, reflect the value of the “dollar” (as we currently know it) bouncing up
and down, but rather the value of the tangible assets securing the dollar bouncing up and down around a long term
average.
Going off the gold standard was nothing new either. Many nations have gone through periods, particularly during wars,
when more money is needed than there is gold or silver to back it up. So, they issued symbolic (fiat) currencies that were
backed only by the authority of the government, or debased the metals content of the coins. These fiat currencies almost
always turned out badly. Instead of cycling up and down in value over time, they tended to go straight down and never come
back up. While global monetary history is complex and long, it is highly, highly unusual for a symbolic currency to
experience major and sustained deflation at the levels that are the norm with precious metals backed currencies.
It is this quite understandable but wrong belief that a “dollar” is a “dollar” that creates the ironic situation of many millions
of people believing that the deflation of the US Great Depression proves the case for deflationary dangers in the current
crisis. Not at all – what we have instead is the elemental logical fallacy of mixing up apples and oranges. Yes, the US
experienced powerful monetary and price deflation during the early years of the Great Depression, but that was with a dollar
that was backed by gold. A currency in other words, that has almost nothing to do with today’s dollar, other than the name.
A currency type whose long term history is radically different than fiat currencies – such as the dollar today.
Fallacy Two: Reversing The Historical Lesson
Let’s revisit the sequence of events and what actually happened. The United States was stuck in a powerful deflationary
spiral with a gold-backed currency, that seemed unstoppable. A currency that had little to do with what we call the dollar
today, other than sharing the name.
So, the government changed the rules, and replaced the old dollar with a new dollar, whose value was not based on gold. A
dollar much like we have today (albeit not quite the same as there was still a gold backing on an international basis). And
what happened?
In the depths of depression, at the height of a deflationary spiral, the government successfully broke the back of deflation
within one week. In the midst of deflationary pressures far greater than we are seeing today, the government not only
stopped the deflation, but replaced it with inflation. Indeed, by May of 1933, only two months after the currency rules
changed, the monthly rate of inflation hit an annualized rate of 10%, and even hit a 40%+ plus (annualized) monthly rate by
June of 1933.
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If you’re concerned about a new US depression leading to unstoppable price or monetary deflation because of what
happened in the 1930s, let me suggest that you study and remember the graph above. When you get worried about monetary
deflation – take another look at March of 1933. Remember as well the one near universal lesson from the long and
convoluted history of money: every time the rules governing a currency lead to a problem that causes too much pain for a
government to bear – the government just changes the rules. The bigger the problem – the bigger the rules change (and the
bigger the wealth redistribution, as discussed in the full version of this article).
So, when we look not at near irrelevant gold certificates, but the dollar we have today, what the Great Depression of the
20th century in the United States historically proves is not the unstoppable power of deflation, but the opposite: that
a sufficiently determined government can smash deflation at will, virtually instantly, even in the midst of depression,
and replace it with inflation.
In the process of breaking the back of deflation - the nature of the dollar itself fundamentally changed. Throughout the 19th
century and the first 30 years of the 20th century, the value of the dollar went both up and down, as the (usually) goldbacked currency experienced regular cycles of both inflation and deflation. This cycle was replaced entirely by a new
pattern – which could be characterized as down, down, down, as illustrated in the graph below.
(The graph below may look like it starts at 95 cents, but it doesn’t, it starts at $1.00. The fall in the value of the dollar in 1933 once the gold
standard was abandoned was so fast it can’t be seen with a 75 year scale and monthly increments.)
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A 76 year old man or woman born in the 19th or 18th centuries would have seen the value of their currency go both up and
down over their lifetimes, and there is a pretty good chance that at age 76, the dollar (or pound) would be worth the same or
more than it was when they were born. When the US Government fundamentally changed the nature of money in 1933, it
created an entirely different pattern – all down, and no up, so that for a 76 year old person today, a dollar will only buy what
6 cents did at the time they born.
So as we try to decide whether the danger ahead is inflation or deflation today, what is the monetary lesson for us from the
US Great Depression?
The common belief is to say the Great Depression proves the awesome power of deflation, that the government can have a
great deal of difficulty in fighting it, and may not be able to fight it at all. This is an extraordinary misunderstanding, and
constitutes the second of our logical and historical fallacies.
What the Great Depression showed was that if you have a tangible asset backed currency, such as gold or silver, and you
enter a depression, then history has shown time and again that you're likely to have a period of substantial deflation.
However what March of 1933 shows us, is that even in the midst of a terrific burst of asset deflation, even in the midst of a
terrible depression, if you take away the tangible assets that back your currency and you introduce a purely symbolic
currency, than the force of inflation that is associated with a purely symbolic currency (as well as the changes in monetary
policy that are thereby enabled) can be so powerful that it overcomes the depressionary economic pressures and forces
inflation.
Indeed what March of 1933 shows is that the value of money can turn on a dime when we are using a symbolic currency.
We have absolute proof that even in the middle of a depression, the government has the power to stop a deflationary spiral at
will. We further know this deflation fighting strategy was not a one time anomaly, but was so successful that it broke the
ongoing inflation / deflation historical cycle, and led to a 94% destruction of the value of the dollar over the next 76 years.
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It is a great irony that this lesson is so widely misunderstood. Unfortunately, this misunderstanding is highly dangerous for
investors, as it leads them to worry about what is likely not a problem, instead of concentrating on the grave dangers
illustrated by this same historical example. Dangers that involve the simultaneous combination of asset deflation (the
destruction of the purchasing power of your assets) and monetary or price inflation (the destruction of the purchasing
power of your money). As I have written about in other articles and books, these are a potent wealth destroying combination
with a long and very real history of destroying wealth in general – and retiree wealth in particular – in societies that are in
economic distress.
Some People Understand What Happened Very Well Indeed
While misunderstanding what happened in the Great Depression is common, it is not at all universal, particularly among
economists. Indeed, what really happened during that period between 1929 and 1933 has been a career-long source of
fascination for one important economist in particular: Ben Bernanke, Chairman of the Federal Reserve. Bernanke believes
that a major mistake was made – and it wasn’t abandoning the gold standard. No, Bernanke’s quite public belief is that the
economic contraction that was the Depression was much deeper and longer than it needed to be, and the reason was that
monetary stimulus was too small and too late in coming. In other words, his belief is that if the rules governing the nature of
the US dollar had only been changed earlier, so that there was inflation instead of deflation by 1930 or 1931, the economic
devastation inflicted on the nation by the deflationary spiral would have been much less. (Some economists look to the
example of Japan abandoning the gold standard in 1931, two years earlier than the US, and the shallower and shorter
economic contraction that was experienced there.)
Bernanke got his nickname of “Helicopter Ben” from a flippant comment he made, in which he dismissed deflationary fears
with a joke about dropping money from a helicopter if needed. This is a very important joke, with drastic implications for
your personal net worth. Instead of fearing deflation, Bernanke finds fears about deflation to be humorous because he
understands the principles described in this article very, very well indeed, and has for many years. There are no immutable
and awesome powers of deflation that render governments helpless. Because once it is freed of its connections to precious
metals or other currencies – money is really just a symbol with an inherent value of zero. What gives a national currency
value are the rules that are set up by the government. And if the rules become inconvenient, well, what’s the point in being
in power, if you can’t change the rules when you need to?
Changing the rules is not a theory about what Bernanke might do. It is a description of what he has already been doing on a
massive scale. The self-imposed shackles that used to restrain past Fed chairmen are already history. The Fed is creating
money at a rate never seen before, trillions of dollars a month, effectively out of thin air. The Fed typically doesn’t do this,
because, of course, such actions rapidly destroy the value of the currency. But if the person in charge of the money supply
understands that destroying the value of the currency is how you prevent deflationary spirals from getting started – and
believes massive and fast government intervention is the best way to stop an incipient depression before it gets any worse –
then much of what the Fed has been doing becomes more understandable.
The Third & Most Dangerous Fallacy
Our first fallacy was the widespread belief that the Deflation of 1929 to 1933 proves that major deflation is a major risk for a
nation in depression – when what it actually proves is that deflationary spirals are a major risk for gold-backed currencies,
even while providing concrete historical evidence that symbolic currencies which are backed by nothing but government
policies (like the dollar today) can be forced into inflation even in the very middle of a severe depression.
Our second fallacy was believing that price deflation can grow so powerful that it can render a country’s monetary policy
almost helpless to fight it – when what March of 1933 shows is that a sufficiently determined government can break the
back of monetary deflation at will and almost instantly, simply through changing the rules that govern the value of that
currency. (The far more dangerous problem of asset deflation is a quite different matter, as we will explore in Part 2.)
There is a third fallacy which is perhaps the most important, and that is the belief that inflation or deflation changes wealth
for the nation as a whole and there's nothing that you personally can do much about it. This belief that we are all in the some
boat together is perhaps the most dangerous mistake of all for individuals seeking to protect their wealth. Inflation and
deflation do have an impact on the real wealth of society, they do affect the creation of real goods and services, and impact
the real GDP, but they also do something else that is every bit as powerful, that is even more immediate and that is deeply
personal. What inflation and deflation do is that they redistribute the rights to wealth within our society.
When we look back to the Great Depression in the years 1929 to 1933 then, for retirees at that time who did not have their
savings in the market or in banks that went bust, those were actually good years for them financially, particularly relative to
the rest of the population. Monetary deflation redistributes wealth from society at large to many retirees.
However, sustained and major monetary deflation with a symbolic currency is quite rare, and hasn’t happened in modern
times. This brings us back to that central question regarding the case for deflation: “where’s the beef?” Where is that
example of “a modern, major nation where the domestic purchasing power (as measured by CPI) of its purely symbolic &
independent currency uncontrollably grew in value at a rapid rate over a sustained period, despite the best efforts of the
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nation to stop this rapid deflation?”
If actual history is what matters to you rather than theoretical discussions, unfortunately, we have a long history of what
happens with nations in severe economic distress, when they have a symbolic, independent currency (not explicitly tied to
another currency). That history isn’t one of those fiat currencies soaring in purchasing power, despite the best efforts of the
economically wounded nation to keep that from happening. No, the very well established pattern is that the currency
collapses in value (price inflation), even as the purchasing power of assets is collapsing (asset deflation), much like what is
happening with Iceland today.
That collapse in the value of the currency necessarily forces a major redistribution of wealth, and the segment of the
population that is most devastated by this seems to always be the same. It’s the retirees, and the people close to retirement.
When we look to Germany, when we look to Argentina, when we look to Russia – it is the pensioners who are impoverished
more than any other group.
Unfortunately, history is repeating itself again. When we look at the headlines about the destruction of retiree investment
values, pension assets and so forth, we're really just seeing the beginning. Because the crisis "solution" that is being chosen,
which is creating dollars without the ability to pay for those dollars, essentially represents the annihilation of most of the
retirement dreams of the baby boom generation, even if that is not yet recognized. There is not an even cost that is being
born by society as a whole, rather some segments are bearing much more of the burden than others. If your peer group
(particularly Boomers and older) is headed for disproportionate financial devastation, then happenstance is unlikely to offer
a personal way out. Instead, you must instead take quite deliberate actions to change your personal financial position so that
wealth is redistributed to you, rather than away from you.
To get out of step with your generation, and have wealth redistributed to you even as your peer group is being devastated by
this extraordinary destruction of wealth, you need to start with an essential and irreplaceable step: education. You need to
gain the knowledge you will need to turn adversity into opportunity. This will mean looking inflation straight in the eye and
saying: “Inflation, you are likely to play a big role in my personal future, and instead of ignoring you or thoughtlessly
flailing away at you – I will study you and your ways. I will learn the deeply unfair ways in which you redistribute wealth,
and the counterintuitive lessons about how some investors will be destroyed by inflation and repeatedly pay taxes for the
privilege, even while other investors are claiming real wealth on a tax-free basis. I will learn to position myself so that you
redistribute wealth to me, and the worse the financial devastation you wreak – the more my personal real net worth grows. I
will examine the official blindness to inflation within government tax policy that creates the Inflation Tax, and instead of
raging or despairing, I will understand that a blind opponent is a weak opponent, and I will take advantage of your blindness
and use tax policy to multiply my real wealth.”
(This article is Part 1 of a series of public and private articles on puncturing deflation myths. Part 2 will separate truth from
myth with Japan’s deflation, and uncover some dangerous logical fallacies in the common treatment of this deflation. In
addition to Japan, the relevance of modern era deflation in China, Hong Kong and Argentina will also be briefly examined.
The full versions of these articles, with expanded discussion of the investment implications for investors in general and
retirement investors in particular, are available to Turning Inflation Into Wealth mini-course subscribers. Subscription is
free.)
Website: http://InflationIntoWealth.com/
FOFOA
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Tuesday, February 17, 2009
Ratios
I don't expect this will be a very popular post among some of you out there. But I would like to comment on a couple of
ratios in light of the writings of Another and FOA some years ago.
The gold:oil and gold:silver ratios right now seem to many like an explosive opportunity in both silver and oil. I would just
like to lay out an opposing view of this that was presented many years ago at a time when these ratios were much less
inviting.
Another and FOA made some specific predictions which can be compared with the current state of things in order to give us
some fresh perspective. It is clear right now that paper-based wealth is burning. This can most recently be seen in the
foreign currency exchange-based derivatives purchased as "insurance" by a Polish manufacturing company. Purchased
insurance should only come into play when needed, and to positive effect. But in the case of these derivatives, this paper
investment has collapsed the very manufacturing company it was supposed to protect. This is what I would call the
explosive potential of paper.
Another said that "all paper will burn". This can also be seen happening in your own 401K, and nearly all mutual funds,
pension funds, and any other kind of fund you can think of. Paper wealth is burning away.
Because of this phenomena which he predicted would happen, Another predicted that gold would be set free to seize the
day, to mop up the mess. This free gold would rise to heights that most people would never imagine, mainly because their
foundational understanding of the world is based upon thinking about the value of things priced only in US dollars.
Ratios are simply a way of pricing things in something other than US dollars, and this really gets down to point of this post.
First, let's look at the gold:oil ratio. Most observers assume that regression to the mean will rule the day when all is said and
done. This would mean that ultimately this ratio will return to 10 to 1. On average, most people believe that one ounce of
gold should buy 10 barrels of crude oil. Right now, one ounce of gold buys 28 barrels of oil. This means that in dollar terms,
either oil must go up in price, or gold must come down.
But in Another's world, we are entering a time of transition. Martin Armstrong would call it a phase transition in the wave's
frequency and amplitude. If we apply some of Another's more specific predictions, like that a very tiny amount of gold will
buy a barrel of oil, we come up with a ratio of 1,000 to 1. One ounce of gold will ultimately buy 1,000 barrels of oil. Or
stated another way, 30 milligrams of gold will buy one barrel of oil. More on this in a moment.
If we look at the gold:silver ratio right now it stands at 69:1. One ounce of gold will buy you 69 ounces of silver. In most
people's minds, regression to the mean here would be back to around 20:1. But in FOA's world, we are heading to a much
higher ratio. FOA puts a worst case ratio for silver at 2000:1, but I find that hard to imagine. Perhaps he was exaggerating in
order to make a point. The worst case ratio I can imagine for silver is 500:1.
I am sure this is hard to believe and even harder to stomach if you own some silver like I do. So all I will say is read the
entirety of his writings linked on this site and make up your own mind. Also, this does not mean we will head straight from
here to there. We could certainly see a great bounce in this silver ratio before it ultimately settles where it will.
The point I want to make is that there is an alternate opinion out there, even among hard money advocates, as to whether
these current ratios are an explosive opportunity to buy silver and oil, or whether they are simply confirmation of a very
interesting prediction made more than ten years ago that is only now coming to pass. And that this alternate view should be
factored into any investment decision.
Back to oil. You might ask "why would the oil producers ever part with a barrel of oil for only 30 mg. of gold?" The answer
to that question lies in letting go of your dollar-based thought process. If you can do that and enter into the world of
Another, you will see that 30 mg. of gold will be a great increase from the price they are receiving right now. It will be a fair
price. And for that price, the oil will flow freely to anyone who has some gold with which to pay for oil.
Most importantly, this price for oil will be stable and sustainable, impervious to speculation, currency fluctuation, market
manipulation, inflation, deflation, and even hyperinflation. You need to look no farther than this statement for the answer to
many vital questions that plague the world today.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Sunday, February 22, 2009
Fiat Guarantees and Real World Barter Deals
These two subjects will shape the next year or two as we move forward through time. I believe they will bring about two
distinct phenomena. The first is a hyperinflationary collapse of all paper, including paper currencies. And the second is
FreeGold.
First, let's look at fiat guarantees. Governments around the world are frantically guaranteeing everything tied to paper
money. They do this because they possess the printing press as an ultimate backstop. And they do this to prevent a run on
the system, in which anyone and everyone will simultaneously attempt to remove their wealth from the paper/electronic
system. This has almost happened twice already in the last 6 months. It will happen again very soon.
But these guarantees don't just end with bank deposits. Government guarantees go much deeper, to include treasury bonds,
money market funds, toxic loan performance, retirement funds, failing industries, and so much more. And there will be
many more guarantees which will soon present as we find out that state and private pension funds are totally insolvent. You
see, governments fear civil unrest more than anything else. And the pension fund crisis will certainly bring civil unrest. So,
without a doubt, even private pension funds that are "too big to fail" will be guaranteed. And the only backstop to all these
guarantees is the printing press.
Guarantees are made to preserve the status quo. They are not meant to be used. But this year will be different. All these
guarantees will have to be used, to prevent civil unrest. But the outcome will be even worse, as the performance of the
guarantees will start an unstoppable cascade of exponential growth of the monetary base. And since no new wealth is
created by the printing press, the insufficient value that will be redistributed through these worldwide government guarantee
programs will be sucked directly away from anyone holding any paper currency or derivative thereof. To quiet two
screaming babies, they will yank a pacifier away from one quiet baby.
At the same time, in the real world, a new system of trade will emerge. It is already under development. This system will be
a fractal on the global scale of the barter system on the individual scale. When one country ships real goods, it will receive
real goods in return. No longer will printed paper suffice.
One of the byproducts of this system of barter will be FreeGold. Gold, as the ultimate extinguisher of debt will be the final
trade settlement of any trade imbalance. This will ultimately be true on all scales of the fractal curve. Reserves of gold will
be held by nations, private companies, and individuals. And these reserves will lend credibility to each of these market
participants under the new barter system. For if at "the end of the day", any imbalance of trade exists, it can be settled with
the ultimate extinguisher.
As a trade partner, you will be willing to ship your goods for the goods of another country, but only if you are confident that
any imbalance can be settled by something other than the printing press. This is the function of FreeGold.
On an individual level, your gold will bring you credibility as well. NINJA loans will no longer exist. (NINJA = No Income,
No Job, No Assets). Some new form of fiat currency will surely replace the old, but credibility will be scrutinized when
loans are given. And even the credibility of the fiat currencies themselves will be scrutinized. For a country to print a
successful fiat currency, it will need to have reserves of real things with which to settle any trade imbalance at "the end of
the day".
And at $1,000 per ounce, there is not enough gold in the world for gold to perform this crucial function. Therefore, as the
above chaos comes to pass in whirlwind of change that is about to descend on us all, the trading of gold will simply go into
hiding for a period of time and then emerge at a level at which it can fulfill it's new duty. The timing of all of this, I believe,
is upon us. Watch the stock markets and gold this week for signs.
Of course this is all just my humble opinion. Please do your own due diligence. ;)
FOFOA
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Thursday, February 26, 2009
Some Thoughts
The problem with gold physical supply is very real indeed! But, there is no way that the CBs will continue to sell off an
asset for it's commodity price that has many times more value as money! The talk of sales will continue for years but the
real act may come to a close very soon as they try to take the LBMA off the supply hook by offering "gray paper" deals.
If they are not buying it, then: The falling markets worldwide are an early warning that the gold for oil deals are coming
undone! As the big players are now heading for the exits in anticipation of exploding oil prices, the selling pressure from the
CBs will quickly come off gold. The end of a parallel gold market pricing structure will leave many, many players holding
nothing at all! The third world markets are the first to go as their currencies are crushed time and time again. Europe will be
next, closely followed by the USA!
As for the US$ and T- bills held overseas, "they don't really exist"!
In the world today there are only three assets, gold, oil and currencies. The paper currencies, so long admired and accepted
are now in a war of self destruction. They will consume each other in an end battle of "I'm the last man standing but have
lost all use as a unit of value". Each nation state is trying to add a "kicker" or "premium" to it's trading paper as a means of
buying oil. This does not mean any country will go without oil, they will have to work with "oil priced at a value rendering
them uncompetitive". National stock and bond markets do not like this kind of news!
Inflation? We are not speaking of currency price inflation here. This is currency "destruction" because my national IOUs are
being devalued by cheap oil supply problems!
Will Japan sell US treasury debt and risk taking dollars out of "usage"? Not in your life! Nor will any other CB! They will
talk about it. They will sell a little. But sell a lot? It will not happen. You see oil is the key and that connection to the dollar
is changing. Foreign CBs will even sell some gold to try and keep the US$ in play ( see my other posts ) . Ever wonder why
the US treasury has not sold gold, it would have the opposite effect! The oil that since the early 70s, held together the world
monetary system is now causing it to slide apart! We are not going to see inflation or deflation again. What we are now
seeing is the "destruction" of our paper monetary system.
30 Days
At this moment in time and space, the price of oil in US$ terms is about to roar! It will crush the Pacific Rim and South
America. It will drive the US$ sky high in terms of other major currencies but the dollar will collapse in terms of gold!
Short term interest rates in the USA will be driven thru the floor much the way they have been in Japan from the early 90s.
This will be done to combat an imploding equity market. Long government bonds will almost stop trading as their yield
soars from the oil price fears of "inflation"! Because of today's "new digital paper markets" this entire act will be played out
in 30 days or less. Yes, you are right! During that time we will have inflation and deflation.
What to look for
The actual buying of gold ( no other metals ) by huge players is not a prediction, it is ongoing. In 1997 it exploded! The
price of the metal in currency terms will be made for all to see as it moves quickly upward for a very short period of time
( 30 days ) . After that only black market traders and third world nobodies will understand it's price! When is this going to
happen? I have no idea. Is there anything to look for that will tell us when the problems have started? At first the US$ and
gold will go up together against all other assets!
________________________________________________________
The above was written by Another in November of 1997. I ask you, was he wrong? Or was he early?
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Friday, February 27, 2009
Gold Price Suppression Explained
In any discussion of the future of Gold, or of the price of Gold, the first thing that must be realized is that Gold is a
POLITICAL metal. In the true meaning of the word, its price is "governed".
This is so for the very simple reason that Gold in its historical role as a currency is fundamentally incompatible with the
modern worldwide financial system.
Up until August 15, 1971, there has never in history been an era when no paper currency was linked to Gold. The history of
money is replete with instances of coin clipping, printing, debt defaults, and the other attendant ills of currency debasement.
In all other eras of history, people could always escape to other currencies, whose Gold backing remained intact. But since
1971, there is NO escape because NO paper currency has any link to Gold.
All of the economic, monetary, and financial upheaval since 1971 is a direct result of this fact.
The global paper currency system is very young. It depends for its continued functioning on the BELIEF that the debt upon
which it is based will, someday, be repaid. The one thing, above all others, that could shake that faith, and therefore the
foundations of the modern financial system itself, is a rise (especially a sharp rise) in the U.S. Dollar price of Gold.
-The Privateer
Some of you may have seen the following posts on the USAGold forum. But they will quickly be bumped and I thought
they were worth framing.
Chris Powell from GATA explains the gold price suppression scheme nicely and succinctly. Given the evidence, it is very
hard to deny that this is happening. And more importantly, the implications of this being the reality in which we live are
huge. Especially now, and especially for anyone with some gold.
Here is Chris Powell:
__________________________________________________________
It works this way.
While central banks traditionally have said they lease gold to earn a little money on a supposedly dead asset, in 1998
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan told Congress that this was not true. Central banks lease gold, Greenspan
admitted, to suppress its price:
http://www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/testimony/1998/19980724.htm
For years prior to 2000, gold leasing fueled what was called the gold carry trade. Investment houses leased gold from
central banks, paying the central banks a tiny annual interest rate, usually well below 1 percent of the value of the gold
leased, and then sold the gold into the market and invested the proceeds in government bonds, earning perhaps 5 percent
annually. The huge difference in interest rates meant a virtually free stream of income for the investment houses, income
paid by central banks as interest on the government bonds purchased by the investment houses, secure as long as the
investment houses could be protected against sudden rises in the price of gold.
Gold-leasing governments liked this scheme because it supported government bond prices and government currencies and
kept interest rates down — below where a free market would have set them. The results were the worldwide, credit-fueled
boom, a vast misallocation of capital into unprofitable, unsustainable enterprises, and the worldwide bust now under way.
When the price of gold reached bottom in 1999 and turned up, threatening the investment houses that had sold leased gold
even as Western central bank gold reserves began to decline markedly, the Western European central banks, under the
supervision of the U.S. government, announced the Central Bank Gold Agreement:
http://www.reserveasset.gold.org/central_bank_agreements/cbga1/
The U.S. government was not formally a signatory to the agreement, but it was announced in Washington and has been
called the Washington Agreement. So it is fairly surmised that the U.S. government helped organize the agreement and had
a big interest in it — the continuing support of the U.S. dollar and U.S. government bonds through gold price suppression.
Gold price suppression was the essence of the “strong dollar policy.” The Washington Agreement was a plan of dishoarding
and sale of the gold reserves of the Western European central banks. While the agreement’s participants said they meant to
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support the gold price by limiting and co-ordinating their gold dishoarding, in fact they were arranging cash settlement of
their gold loans, allowing the investment houses that were short gold to close their positions in cash rather than in gold
itself. The investment houses were allowed to settle in cash because if they had been required to settle in gold, they would
have had to go into the open market to get it and the gold price would have shot up very high, bankrupting the investment
houses and greatly diminishing the value of all government currencies and bonds.
That is, central banks do not want their leased gold back. That is what you are missing.
Ever since the Washington Agreement in 1999 the Western central banks have been managing their controlled retreat with
the gold price, letting gold rise a fairly steady 15-20 percent per year on average, stretching out their dishoarding as far as
they can while trying to maintain some gold on hand for emergency intervention in the currency markets.
Barrick Gold, the biggest hedger (short) among the gold miners, confirmed all this when it announced some years ago that
most of its gold loans had 15-year terms and were what the company called “evergreen” — always allowed to be rolled over
year after year so that the gold never had to be repaid as long as Barrick paid the tiny amount of cash interest due on it every
year.
Barrick is short more than 9 million ounces of gold and until a few years ago was short much more than that. Who would
lend so much gold indefinitely and for a mere pittance in interest? Only a central bank that meant to suppress gold as part of
a scheme to keep government currencies and government bonds up and interest rates down.
That is, gold is only the tail on the dog here. But it’s a very strong tail.
You can find more detail about the gold price suppression scheme here:
http://www.gata.org/node/6519
One more thing. I should have added that in defending against Blanchard & Co.’s gold price-fixing lawsuit in U.S. District
Court in New Orleans in 2003, Barrick went so far as to claim to be the agent of the central banks when it leased and sold
gold and to share their sovereign immunity against lawsuit:
http://www.gata.org/files/BarrickConfessionMotionToDismiss.pdf
-Chris Powell, Secretary/Treasurer
Gold Anti-Trust Action Committee Inc.
________________________________________________________
This game is ending now, as we await the final decision of paper dollars versus gold.
FOFOA
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Tuesday, March 3, 2009
Bankrupt Economics
Self Destructive Behavior
Have you ever known someone in serious financial trouble? Someone who has dug themselves into such a giant hole of
debt, and is now facing income adversity, that they are a likely candidate for bankruptcy? Have you noticed that they always
seem to go on a spending spree right before bankruptcy? It's like a last hurrah. They will go out to expensive dinners, buy a
new TV, buy some new clothes, take a vacation, and generally top off their already maxed-out credit cards.
This is a psychological implosion. They know they should be cutting up credit cards, saving whatever money they can, and
stop spending on anything but necessities. But the overwhelming feeling of looming disaster makes those positive steps
seem like merely a drop in the bucket. So instead they go hog-wild in the opposite direction. The thinking is, "If I can just
keep spending like there's no tomorrow, then I must not be completely broke". The problem is that there is no tomorrow,
financially speaking, for these people. They are accelerating toward their own financial death.
Desperate people act desperately and with reckless abandon. This desperation and reckless abandonment of responsibility is
never directed towards fixing things. On the contrary it is intentionally ignoring the problems. Which of course only speeds
up the process and makes it more painful.
This is our Congress and our Treasury that I speak of.
Debt Denominator
What most people don't understand is that it is the denominator of this debt that is at risk. This debt is denominated in
dollars. The dollar only still has value because of the international confidence in the US Government to be responsible,
which allows things like oil and gold to be priced (denominated) in US dollars all over the world. The dollar only has value
through its usage in the global marketplace. This confidence is ending right now. The real value of a paper dollar without
this international backing is zero. That is where it is headed. What is $10 trillion times zero? It is zero.
When the dollar finally dives in value it will be very fast and will catch everyone off guard. It will wipe out state's debt, our
national debt, and all other debt denominated in US dollars. It will also wipe out anyone's savings which are in dollars. And
it will also wipe out paper investments denominated in dollars, like mutual funds, pension funds, stocks, bonds, annuities,
insurance policies, Social Security promises, etc...
The dollar system is no longer mathematically viable. Dollar numbers can no longer be reconciled (like you reconcile your
own checkbook). "Trillion is the new Billion". They (Washington) are completely out of control. Pension promises are
lurking like a nuclear time bomb that will ignite widespread civil unrest. It is only a matter of time. All the numbers coming
out of Washington these days are so unbelievable because they are complete fiction. You cannot create new value by
printing paper dollars. You destroy value by doing that. Only production from private enterprise creates and adds value to a
country. Washington is right now destroying the capitalist engine that made this a great country.
This is why it is important for anyone with savings to buy gold. And more specifically, physical gold in your possession.
When the world finally dumps the dollar (most likely within less than a year), it will probably be replaced by something that
is backed by gold. So by buying gold, you at least preserve the purchasing power of your savings. And more likely, you may
find your savings multiplied many times over because of this transition. Other parts of the world, like the Middle East,
Russia, China, Germany, and many others, are already planning a new system of trade without the US dollar.
Jim Willie has been tracking this developing situation for a while now. Here's his latest.
A New Currency
In this video, Glenn Beck speaks with Ron Paul about the G7 working on a new currency system since the US dollar-based
reserve system has apparently failed.
This is pretty important stuff for anyone holding dollars. Do you think they will do anything to protect the value of the
dollar or the value of people's savings if and when they switch? No. That's the whole point of switching. It's like a Biblical
Jubilee for dollar denominated debt, and the collateral victims are retiree's with savings.
What they don't talk about openly in the media is that there is actually a battle raging behind the scenes about what the new
system will be based on. The UK, France, Italy, and most of Europe want a new global fiat system (New World Order)
where they get the privilege of printing the new paper reserve currency. The PRODUCING countries, on the other hand,
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want a currency that is backed by a basket of commodities like oil and gold. Rumor is that the "BRIC" (Brazil, Russia,
India, China plus the Middle east) countries already have this new global currency ready to roll out in January 2010. If they
do this, and they price their oil, gold, and everything else they produce in this new currency, it doesn't matter what Europe
does. All that matters is what currency oil is priced in. That becomes the world reserve currency through usage demand.
What it all boils down to is the final settlement of trade imbalances. Right now, the producing countries export more goods
than they receive. And the imbalance is settled with printed paper representing future debt. They don't want that anymore.
That's where gold comes into play. Gold is a final settlement that represents no one's debt. Gold cannot be defaulted on.
Once you hold it, you have been "paid in full".
Funny Muney
Whenever government spends money "to move a mountain", it is sucking in real value from the real economy in one way or
another. When we borrow the money from China, we are sucking in the real value that China created and stored from their
trade surplus. And when we print new money, we are drawing in the real value in the form of the inflation tax. Any activity
that prompts men to work and materials to be used up is drawing that capital from somewhere else in the real economy
through the trickery of our monetary system.
Think about a home poker game, where the guests buy in with real money and receive plastic poker chips with which to
play. Now imagine that half way through the game the host, who is also playing, reloads his own chip stack from the box of
plastic chips. He owns the chips, so he doesn't add any more real money to the till. What he has done is to dilute the value of
everyone else's poker chips at the table. Sooner or later the other players will figure this out and leave the game.
For those of you who don't gamble, imagine a game of Monopoly where the host feels it is his right to add more Monopoly
money to his tray as he buys up the boardwalk and everything else. How long can this last? How long will he have friends
to play with?
As I watch the stock market and the gold market make moves that go against all logic (especially once New York wakes
up), it is becoming more and more clear that our government feels it is their job and their right to spend hundreds of
millions of dollars on any given day in order to delay the inevitable for just one more day. This is the absolute height of
arrogance. The hubris is breathtaking. Where does this money go? It goes to the large funds that sell those same holdings the
very next day at a higher price than they should have been able to.
As I watch the Congress spend like there's no tomorrow, promising to stimulate the economy and dig us out of this hole, it
occurs to me that they have no real value to spend. That they are using this money game to suck value from the environment
and to redistribute it as these morons see fit.
Our Federal government has turned itself into the largest global parasite ever known to man. As it sucks in the life blood of
this planet and destroys it as Mugabe has destroyed Zimbabwe, so many of us feel completely helpless to act. We are only
along for the ride.
My friends, we already are Zimbabwe. We just don't know it yet. Zimbabwe is simply a scale fractal model of where we are
heading. It is a sample, a warning. Study it, and study those that suffer under Mugabe's rule for answers to what would be
the best preparations you can make on an individual level.
As always, I hope for the best and prepare for the worst. To me, the best would be a quick collapse that would cause the
public faith to turn away from our failed government and toward real solutions and real reform. The worst is a slow descent
into the depths we are heading.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Wednesday, March 4, 2009
The Time Is Right For A CHANGE OF EVENTS
We will have a "change of events", please read,
They traveled a long road to get here. Back in the early 70's they ran out of gold after printing too many dollar
commitments. If they couldn't use gold anymore, what else could be used? You know and I know that the buck would have
been dumped real fast without something behind it! All the talk back then and now, "everybody's gonna hold the greenback
because of the USA economy and it's military might", yea, right. Didn't see any coverage on the TV, showing the behind the
door financial rooms. Truth was, everybody was going to move straight to the hard currencies and gold! Damn the effects on
the world economy, figure that out later.
But, look here, the oil states said, "we will settle all oil payments in US$" ! Buy the oil in any currency and rate, but when
you make the check, dollars please. The US agreed to float gold up to $250 if they went along. At that time, oil agreed
because they held a hunk of gold in the NY fed bank vaults. Looking at it back then, 250 looked to cover anything! Well,
anything happened and Carter had to slam gold in 78 when it crossed 250! Guess the US thought oil would just stop buying
gold with excess cash, per the "agreement back in 71". Anyway, the rest is history through the 80's. Everybody learned to
"love the dollar and hate the Russians"!
Everything changed in a hurry during Desert Storm. Remember how gold got hammered, big time! War in the oil fields and
gold down? Looked good on the TV news, "America is winning, the dollar is good" Gold? No need! Here's what really
happened.
In a very real way, the US dollar was inflated so much that even oil couldn't back it! Yes! The US ran through the gold
backing in the 70's then went to a much larger oil backing in the 80's. But, even oil couldn't contain the huge expansion of
dollar commitments that were created by the early 90's. Back to the drawing board. This time the US had to add gold to the
oil backing mix, if the dollar was to remain on top!
A little political thought first, then we continue:
Do you really think the US is the only country that will stand a military in the oil fields? What if they told the US, NO, we
want someone else to defend us? You think there are no other takers? The truth is, everyone is lined up to offer defense. The
price of "oil backing the defenders currency" is worth almost anything! All the deficit spending you want, goes to the
defender! Even Russia, if you can believe it! As my friend would say, "you think long and hard on this"!
Now, back to gold. The deal: you may stand your army for us, in return, "oil will back the dollar, if the dollar is made strong
by gold" "in as much as our people may replace the lost value of oil with gold" "in as much as we will produce oil in
amounts to equate a gold/oil/dollar ratio close to that which existed at out previous agreement in the 70's" And, pray tell,
how does the USA make the dollar strong in gold? The BIS leads the creation of a paper gold market that will lower the
world price of gold to the extent that it remains above "production costs".
Guess what, it worked! Contrary to all expectations of oil shortages, inflation, debt collapse and what have you, It Worked!
But, there is one small problem.
The BIS and other various governments that developed this trade (notice I didn't use conspiracy as it was good business, as
the world gained a lot), thought that the paper gold forward market would have allowed the gold industry to expand
production some five times over! Don't ask where they got this, as they are the same people that bring us government
finance and such. But, without a major increase in gold supply, the paper created by this "gold control operation" will either
be paid by, 1. new supply. 2. the central banks. 3. rollover existing. 4. cash? 5. or total default! As the Asians started buying
up everything (in 1997), number 5 started looking like the answer! When the CBs started selling into this black hole of
demand, the discussion of #5 started in their rooms also.
What is really interesting is how gold is being viewed and traded in some areas. Some people are using it's future "reset
price, in terms of oil" as a value discount. In other words, they use paper gold to buy things based on the new oil/gold
relationship perceived as a given in two years or less! It is assumed that this proportion of paper gold held by oil, will be
converted, no matter what? We are talking, many thousands an ounce here!
So where are we now? I'm not sure! How much gold paper is out there? If you look at the Comex ratio of average daily
volume to open interest, it's sometimes around 8. Funny thing that ratio is close to the gold commitments traded in London.
Multiply, say 40 million ozs by the ratio of 8 and we get 320,000,000 ozs. of gold. Now, the money is in this gold paper,
paid up. Just no gold yet, I think? That's about 10,000 tons, I'll be damned! That's a lot of IOU gold, don't you think? Add to
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this, that between the IMF and what CBs could sell, only about 1/3 of it is available at a much higher price, if at all! Then
again, I'm not in any position to know this, am I?
Wonder if anybody else knows or thinks this? Sure could mess up a sweet deal for the world economy. Does anybody have
a plan, a currency plan, if things change? But, then again, just like in the early 70s, nothing changes. Does it?
________________________________________________________
Once again, the above was written by Another[1] in February of 1998. At what point did you realize this was an old repost?
Sincerely,
FOFOA
[1] This particular post may have been FOA writing on behalf of his friend, Another.
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Sunday, March 8, 2009
That Accursed Propensity To Save
by Antal E. Fekete
“Thank Heaven for little Keynesian Nobel laureates… without them what would little Keynesian Treasury secretaries
do?...”
At the long last we got the official explanation how we got into this mess. In his March 2, 2009, column in The New York
Times under the banner title Revenge of the Glut Paul Krugman tells us that it is all the fault of the Asians. They save damn
too much. They test the endurance of unhappy Americans’ who bankrupt themselves in trying to work off all that darned
excess saving fast enough. Even though they do their best, they could not keep up with the prodigious output of the Asians
and “global savings glut” is the result. It was the cause of the U.S. current account deficits in the first place; now it is
causing more mischief by creating turmoil in the financial markets and in the banking system. In this scenario, the good
guys are the Americans. They are heroically trying to stave off disaster through their unselfish consumption. The bad guys
are the Asians, tormenting their American victims in force-feeding them with overdoses of consumer goods all the way to
the bankruptcy court.
Although Krugman does not say it, the implication is all too clear: there is one especially pernicious form of saving, namely,
saving in the form of gold. Keynesians, through half a century of hard work, ably assisted by their Friedmanite comrades,
have developed a highly efficient system to embezzle superfluous savings in an antiseptic way. Their sophisticated contrasaving devices through currency debasement anesthetize those bastard savers so that they can be pilfered and plundered
without touching a raw nerve. It is a clean job, causing a minimum of commotion.
Unfortunately, these methods do not work on those who do their vicious anti-social saving in the form of gold. These guys
will have to be taken care of by other methods, such as threats of central bank gold sales, bubble-bursting and price-busting
techniques in the paper gold markets, and other similar tactics. If everything else fails, the guillotine could be reactivated as
an instrument of monetary policy, last used in this way during the French Revolution. At that time, if you were found in
possession of undocumented gold, your head would be chopped off in summary justice.
***
It is very doubtful that in the long and checkered history of science there is another episode comparable to this deliberate
misuse and abuse of knowledge for the exploitation of those who do not have a full measure of it. What makes it
particularly odious is that Keynesian obscurantism and anti-scientific propaganda is put in the service of a hidden agenda: to
cover up the mismanagement of the economy through Keynesian precepts, the sabotaging of human cooperation under the
system of division of labor, and the destruction of capital through the corruption of the monetary system.
The monetary system was developed to serve and protect society as a whole: savers as well as consumers. After all, at some
point during our lives we are (or ought to be) savers, so that later, in our harvest years, we could be consumers. If it does not
work in the opposite order, Mother Nature is to be blamed for that. Saving always had to precede consumption. Saving has
always been primary and consumption secondary, like it or not.
But Keynesians have overthrown Mother Nature. They say that it is possible to have consumption without prior saving.
Having corrupted our monetary system and having destroyed society’s capital, Keynesians have rendered people unable to
fend for themselves. They treat them as they would treat livestock in the feedlot. In exchange for fattening them (in
preparation for the slaughterhouse) livestock is being relieved from the need to gather feed in the summer for winter
consumption. Keynesians, self-styled directors of the national economy, reserve the job of the feedlot operator to
themselves. They declare savings and capital obsolete. Synthetic credit manufactured at the central bank in the service of
collectivism is used as a substitute.
***
Apparently it never has never occurred to Krugman that his imaginary savings glut may have something to do with the
imperfections of the monetary system. Why can’t we have a monetary system that allows people to save to their hearts’
content? Why do we have to have one that sets up the Treasury and the Federal Reserve as partners in the crime of checkkiting? Maybe the idea of delegating unlimited power to these agencies was not such a good idea after all. Maybe the U.S.
Constitution imposed a wise limitation on the power of government in refusing to sanction irredeemable currency. Maybe
no one should have the privilege of issuing liabilities without countervailing responsibilities. Maybe our corrupt monetary
system carries the seeds of self-destruction in allowing structures like the quadrillion-dollar strong derivatives tower to get
conceived and to grow beyond all limits until it topples on the people of Babel. Questioning the efficacy of our monetary
system in particular is taboo. All these questions are neatly side-stepped by Krugman as he trots out that old Keynesian war-
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horse, the theory of oversaving.
***
There is just one disturbing element in Krugman’s centrally planned economy. It is the golden thorn in the Keynesian flesh.
It is gold, the barbarous relic. Man’s greedy little palm is itching to touch the stuff. Visual contact in museums, churches and
art galleries will not suffice. Keynesians have a job here cut out for them: they have to ‘educate’ people that wanting gold is
like wanting the moon. They can’t have that; at any rate, green cheese is just as good, and the government has an efficient
green cheese factory, the central bank, that can manufacture it in unlimited quantities. Those who like gold had better learn
to like green cheese.
By the way, this is vintage Keynes. It is in the Bible, the green cheese factory and all, entitled The General Theory, written
by the Prophet in 1936. Go look it up, and see it for yourself. It shows the endless cynicism and contempt for the
intelligence of others by the author.
We are anxiously waiting to see how the pupils of the Prophet will deal with this piece of unfinished business: to cure man
of auri sacra fames, “the accursed hunger for gold” (Virgil, Aeneid, III. 57.)
***
Krugman ends his piece on an alarmist note. The savings glut is still out there, ready to gobble us all up. In fact, it is bigger
than ever, now that suddenly impoverished consumers have rediscovered the virtues of thrift; now that the worldwide boom
which provided an outlet for all those excess savings has turned into a worldwide bust.
One way to look at the international situation right now, Krugman says, is that we’re suffering from the “global paradox of
thrift”: around the world savings exceed the amount that businesses are willing to invest. And the result is a global slump
that leaves everyone worse off. We are being prepared to swallow the conclusion, one that may be coming in the form of
future Krugman pearls of wisdom, that we need a savior. One to save us from ourselves and our own destructive saving
habits. The government is our savior. It can tax savings up to 100 percent if need be.
***
It is hard to imagine a worse way of standing facts upside down upon their head. The exact opposite is true what Krugman
has the cheek to suggest. The falling interest-rate regimen inspired by Keynes has destroyed capital across the board. The
only way to replace or to replenish it is through saving. Krugman adds insult to injury in suggesting that there is too much
saving in the world, instead of too little, with the result that businesses will stop investing. So it falls upon the government
to take up the slack and start spending ourselves into prosperity. Krugman’s is a recipe for the ruination of what is left of the
world economy. The trouble is that he and his cohorts at the Treasury and the Federal Reserve have all the means of
coercion at their disposal to finish off the job. They control the monetary system, they control taxation, they control the
White House. They also control the guillotine that is being dusted off just in case it may be needed again as an instrument of
monetary policy.
***
There you have it: Krugman’s theory of the saving glut, and my theory of wholesale capital destruction in the world as a
result of serial halving of the rate of interest by Keynesian monetary policy. I am ready to submit my thesis to a public
debate that it was Keynesian measures that started capital destruction that I warned about eight years ago. If they had any
decency, Keynesians should admit that they were wrong and let others come in with the new Obama administration and
repair the damage. After all, Keynesians have amassed unprecedented power in Washington with their savings glut fable
once before. There is absolutely no reason why they should be given a second chance to try their hare-brained schemes of
oversaving on innocent people. But the idea of giving up power has never crossed their mind. They just won’t, even if blood
is flowing on the streets of Detroit and Los Angeles. That’s the nature of the so-called Keynesian revolution. It is not a
branch of economic science; it is a branch of Leninism, a blend of collectivist ideology with unmatched expertise on
conspiracy, street fighting and barricades.
***
In a nutshell, here is my theory of wholesale destruction of capital as a result of Keynesian monetary policy of serial halving
of the rate of interest. The regime of falling interest rates is lethal to businesses, whether financial or producing, as it
clandestinely wipes out capital through increasing the liquidation value of debt on past borrowings. Lower rates are not
helping business as the issue is not the cost of future borrowing.
Chartered accountants and bank examiners ignore the erosion of capital due to falling interest rates, most likely with the
connivance of governments if not on direct order from them. So there is no advance warning, and the destruction of capital
presents a surprise fait accompli when it is already too late to do anything about it.
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The wholesale destruction of capital is a social disaster of the first magnitude, in many ways worse than the destruction of
physical capital due to war, precisely because wartime damage is expected and preparations are made to cushion it. Capital
accumulation is the result of decades or even centuries of arduous saving by hundreds of millions of individuals that,
nevertheless, can be frittered away in a matter of a few years. To rebuild the capital base of society will take a concentrated
effort to save for decades to come. This great task of reconstruction is certainly not being helped, rather, it is being retarded,
by the vicious Keynesian agitation about a mythical savings glut.
***
Gold offers a ray of hope in an otherwise thoroughly gloomy picture. Gold represents that hard core of capital that cannot be
destroyed by the credit collapse. Gold is the only asset that survives any consolidation of balance sheets. Other bank assets
are canceled out upon nationalization of the banks. At any rate, they are subject to counter-party performance that cannot be
taken for granted in a credit collapse. If civilization survived, it would have a head start in rebuilding capital through
enlisting gold in the reconstruction effort. One ounce of gold would go farther than all the make-belief credits created out of
the thin air by all the defunct central banks of the world. This is the triumph of gold: it can be bad-mouthed all the
Keynesians want. But gold and those who control it will have the last laugh.
E-mail: aefekete@hotmail.com
March 8, 2009
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Saturday, March 14, 2009
Sell Your Sole, Not Your Gold
"Sell your shoes before selling your gold!"
"I would really put gold and silver at the bottom of the list of any assets to sell right now. They will be the way in which
many people will go from rags to riches."

Hear me now, what the wealthy and powerful know: "real value does not have to always be stated or converted thruout time.
It need only be priced once during the experience of life, that will be much more than enough!"
Sir, the world is going to change, and the rules of engagement will also change. Gold will be repriced, once! It will be
enough for your time of life.
As it has always been, time moves the minds of people to change, and with this, the thoughts of value also change. In this
day, as not in the past, the loss of paper value as a concept will destroy the very foundation of wealth that this economic
system is built on. This drama has started and is well underway!
There are nations that will try to "resource a new currency" as the old financial system implodes. Oil or gold or both may be
used. If it is done at the correct time, much will be gained by all! Fail this Attempt, and gold will never trade on an open
exchange again, in our lifetime! We will see this end in our time.
-ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
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Monday, March 23, 2009
All Paper is STILL a short position on gold
Think about this great business idea for a minute. Let's borrow some surplus stuff and sell it for whatever we can get. We'll
buy a futures contract to get it back at some certain future date, so we're covered. Meanwhile, we'll earn an interest spread
plus commissions. While we're at it, let's sell puts and calls against the stuff even if we don't have it on hand. Our
mathematical models will guarantee that our position is always neutral, and we'll clean up on commissions, interest and
other fees on the options too.
The foregoing approximates the rationale of the present day, little-known gold derivatives pyramid. John Exter, a famous
gold analyst almost two generations ago, was the first to suggest that gold related to paper assets in the form of a pyramid.
He described the relationship of gold to paper assets as an inverse pyramid balanced on trust. Currency at one time was a
gold derivative. Government issue was backed by physical gold held by central banks. Because currency was a claim on
gold, it was in effect a short position against a physical asset that was relatively easy to calculate. Governments hated the
idea because they could never seem to stop issuing new paper. Even the pretense of a link has been long abandoned. Since
currencies no longer have gold backing, and the world still appears to function, nouveau central bankers assert that gold is
superfluous.
The gold derivatives pyramid is a vigorous free market creature. It cannot be put down with a simple declaration
that the paper is no longer redeemable in gold, as governments did with currency. It is a short selling scheme that has
become a trap from which few short sellers will escape. Paper claims in the form of derivatives far exceed the
underlying physical metal on which they are based. The trust, which balances this new pyramid, is based on false
assumptions and lack of information. Paper gold claims have proliferated at a pace rivaling any government printing
press. A surfeit of paper gold has driven down the price of the physical on which it is based.
The above was written by John Hathaway in 1999. Here is John Exter's inverse pyramid:
Click on images for a larger view

Today I read an article titled "Hyperinflation is Impossible: Part 1" by Matt Stiles. It articulates the position of the
deflationists well and it makes some powerful arguments in this regard. The most powerful argument is quoted in this
article. It is:
It is often said that we live with a "fiat currency" or with "paper money." This is not entirely accurate. A very small portion
of our total supply of money and credit is in the form of physical currency. It depends on how you count it, but regardless, it
is under 10% of the total. This is what differentiates our monetary system with that of Zimbabwe or Weimar Germany circa
1920's. Their economies were based on nearly 100% physical currency because nobody would accept the promises of
government in order to issue credit.
The vast majority of our money supply is in the form of electronic credit. Electronic credit can be destroyed, while physical
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notes issued by a central bank cannot. This is why deflation is possible in a credit based monetary system, but not in a paper
based monetary system.
This is an argument that seems very convincing on first glance. So I decided to make a few comments on Stiles full article.
Here they are:

Hyperinflation is Impossible: Part 1
by Matt Stiles
The government and Fed only control a small portion of the total supply of money and credit
I get a lot of emails and questions from readers and friends about whether I think the U.S. Dollar could collapse and start a
bout of terrible hyperinflation. The questions are usually stemmed from watching an interview on TV with extremely biased
energy/gold analysts. People who have every reason to sell you on hyperinflationary doom in order to make themselves a
quick buck. I have no respect for these people, so I will not publish their names. They know who they are. I call them the
"opportunistic hyperinflationists."
FOFOA: With the people he says he greatly respects in the next paragraph, I'm not sure who he is referring to here. Are Jim
Sinclair and John Williams out to make a quick buck? Perhaps he is talking about Jim Willie who charges for a newsletter,
but also writes many public articles as well. Chris Laird? Same story. Even some of the deflationist newsletter writers like
The Privateer are now talking about a hyperinflationary collapse. So I'm not really sure who it is that he disrespects so much
that he won't name. Maybe it's Glenn Beck.
But there is another group of "inflationists" who I do respect greatly. Guys like Peter Schiff, Jim Rogers, Doug Casey and
Jim Puplava. These guys have spent years, if not decades, railing against the growing debt bubble and warning that it would
end badly. A large faction of the Austrian School of Economics (of which I consider myself a student) had been doing the
same. They are the "ideological hyperinflationists."
However, this group of economists/pundits/analysts have been terribly wrong in predicting how this debt bubble would
unfold. And I am certain that they will continue to be wrong as it continues and reaches its ultimate conclusion. Typically,
these folks have a fundamental dislike of our current system of currency. They feel it is immoral, illegal by the U.S.
constitution and is doomed to failure as all paper currencies have been since the beginning of civilization. I agree with them
on all counts. But as a function of their dislike for paper money, they have been enchanted by its most obvious replacement:
gold. They carry it around with them and flash it at interviews. They become walking salesmen for the return to a gold
standard. And they point to a rising price of gold as proof that they have been right all along.
They haven't and aren't.
FOFOA: Matt, in this section I think you expose your anti-gold bias, and you also draw into question your statement that
you are a student of the Austrian School. I realize from later statements you make that you are paying attention to the
psychology of the markets instead of just the math (which is an Austrian tenet), but that may be where your Austrian
similarities end. Let's see.
Their arguments are usually the same. That in order for the massive amounts of debt to be repaid, the Federal Reserve and
other central banks are going to have to resort to monetizing that debt via the "printing press." Their claims are well
documented. Even the chairman of the Federal Reserve has promised to do this, should it prove necessary, earning him the
nickname "Helicopter Ben" (after promising to drop money from helicopters to prevent deflation). And it appears he has
already started. We can see it in their own figures. By now, I'm sure all of my readers are familiar with the Monetary Base
"Hockey Stick" graph below that shows how the Fed has essentially doubled the monetary base in just a few short months.
This, claim the inflationists, is visual evidence that hyperinflation is already occurring and will inevitably start showing up
in everyday prices:
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Another common claim by these folks is that inflation is running at far higher levels than what is reported by the very
flawed CPI measurement. For proof of this claim, they'll point to John Williams' "Shadowstats" counting of inflation in
charts like the one below. It shows that if we only counted inflation like we did pre-Clinton Administration, inflation would
be much higher than we're told.

In this article, I will explain why these arguments are wrong.
Money and credit
First and foremost is the apparent misunderstanding of the differences between money and credit. At times, they may appear
to have the same characteristics. At other times they act completely opposite from one another. As an economy is
expanding, an increase in the total amount of credit would appear to have the same effect as an increase in physical dollars
because credit is widely accepted as an equal to money. In a sense, they are the same. They are both "fiduciary media" (in
english they are both a representation of something else, rather than having intrinsic value themselves). But when the
economy is contracting, the prospect of default is thrown into the equation. When this happens, money increases in value
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relative to credit. Money is more valuable than credit because in the event of default, the physical dollar holders are king.
Yes, the U.S. treasury could default on it's obligations. Holders of treasury bonds would get a big, fat zero, while holders of
physical currency would still have a claim. In effect, they act similar to a preferred share as opposed to common stock. They
are a step above in terms of priority.
FOFOA: You make a very good point in this paragraph. Physical currency (M0) is farther down on the inverse pyramid than
the higher M's, and certainly farther down than debt like TBills. And during an asset deflation, capital flows down the
pyramid. In deflation "Cash is King", a point I made in On "Hyperinflation". But the question is what is really the "cash"
that statement is referring to? What is really the bottom of that inverse pyramid that capital is striving for? Is it government
paper? Or is it still the old foundation, gold?

It is often said that we live with a "fiat currency" or with "paper money." This is not entirely accurate. A very small portion
of our total supply of money and credit is in the form of physical currency. It depends on how you count it, but regardless, it
is under 10% of the total. This is what differentiates our monetary system with that of Zimbabwe or Weimar Germany circa
1920's. Their economies were based on nearly 100% physical currency because nobody would accept the promises of
government in order to issue credit.
The vast majority of our money supply is in the form of electronic credit. Electronic credit can be destroyed, while physical
notes issued by a central bank cannot. This is why deflation is possible in a credit based monetary system, but not in a paper
based monetary system.
FOFOA: The differentiation you are making here needs to go even further. Yes, electronic money credits can be spent just
the same as paper money. But the actual electronic money credits that can be spent, cannot be destroyed, unless a bank fails
and actual M1 deposits are not replaced by the government (FDIC). The only credit which is destroyed is money that has
been stored in assets (asset deflation) and the ability of people to draw money into the present from their future productivity
(credit cards, financing, etc...). The destruction of those do not reduce the money supply. They create "asset deflation", but
not monetary deflation more commonly known as "price deflation".
So yes, we have more electronic money, and less actual paper money in circulation than either Zimbabwe or Weimar
Germany. But that electronic money, especially if it is backed by the government through the FDIC, is just as
hyperinflationary as the paper in Zimbabwe. In fact, it may be even more so, as it can be created cheaper, faster, and easier
than physical printing. (See my last post, New Stimulus Plan).
There are hundreds of trillions of dollars floating around the world in credit. Much of that is an insurance contract on top of
another insurance contract, on top of a securitized mortgage, on top of an asset. The total value of all the aggregate claims
on the asset vastly outnumber the value of the asset itself. That is what this crisis is about at its very heart. Picture an inverse
pyramid with assets occupying the bottom bit, securitized mortgages in the middle, and credit derivatives at the top. A stable
economy would have a right-side-up pyramid with assets occupying the bottom, etc.
FOFOA: Here, let me help you out with this picture. During a credit expansion like we have had for the last 27 years or so,
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capital flows UP the inverse pyramid. And as the private sector leverages up and creates credit money in many multiples of
real money, it creates new products to buy. New places to store this "wealth". John Exter created his inverse pyramid in the
1970's, so let's add some new, monstrous levels for the 21st century. The arrows show how capital flows during a credit
expansion:

Our problem now, is not that the assets are going to go to zero. It's the value of the much larger derivatives and mortgages
that back the assets going to zero. Their values were derived from faulty computer models that grossly underestimated risk
in the underlying asset, but more importantly in the ability for a counterparty to make good on their promise in the event of
a default. The counterparties, like AIG or Citi, issued 30 or 40 times more in insurance than there were in assets to back
them up. Their models told them that the possibility of all the different assets declining at the same time was negligible,
therefore justifying such enormous leverage. Now that the assets have fallen by at least 20-30%, the holders of the securities
that were tied to them want to be paid for their insurance. Only there's nothing to pay them with. So the people that hold
these contracts are trying to get rid of them as fast as they can, and for whatever price, because they fear that if the
counterparty goes belly-up, they'll get nothing. If they can sell, they take the loss. If not, they keep the asset off their balance
sheet in what's known as a SIV (Special Investment Vehicle) until they can be sold. While they are kept off the balance
sheet, they are still considered to be worth 100% of their original value.
FOFOA: Here, let me help you with this one too. Again, it is the flow of real capital that we need to look at. And which
direction is it flowing now?
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That's right, it's flowing down the inverse pyramid as those upper levels shrivel and dry up. There is much loss of perceived
value in this downward flow. In fact, that's what's causing it. But as we bail out entities like AIG so they can pay off the
winning tickets held by Goldman Sachs and others, we are feeding more good money into this downward cascade. What
should have been a loss of perceived wealth is actually being converted into REAL, SPENDABLE wealth at the taxpayer's
expense. "Whew!", says Goldman Sachs as he collects on his winning ticket. Do you think that fresh digital money he just
collected is going to go back UP the inverse pyramid? Not a chance! It will go down to safety along with everything else.
The total amount of these assets is far greater than the equity banks have and their sum represents future losses that
eventually need to be realized. No, the value of these assets is not completely nil - because the value of the underlying assets
are not nil. But for all intents and purposes, it might as well be zero because it dwarfs their tangible equity.
FOFOA: In the inverse pyramid, each level you go up is essentially a derivative of the lower levels. And during
expansionary times those derivatives yield a little more than the lower levels. That is why capital climbs during the good
times. But when PRINCIPLE is destroyed, this dwarfs the meager benefits of a yield and the capital scurries down the
ladder to safety.
That was a very long-winded explanation of what the difference is between "money" and "credit" but it is essential to
understand this difference. Not only if you want to be an econo-weenie like myself, but in order to understand the very
essence of our economy, banking or investing. Any other information is essentially useless unless you can wrap your mind
around this concept.
FOFOA: Got it! Thanks. But wasn't that more of a long-winded explanation of the difference between "money" and "assets"
(or let's say between "wealth" and "perceived wealth")? Credit is essentially the ability to pull future capital into the present.
Digital money credits are different, they are actually money, just like printed paper money. And wealth held in shitty assets
is neither credit nor money. Right? It is simply an asset, or a derivative of an asset that gives you the perception of holding
wealth, until "all that paper starts to burn".
So the next time you hear that the Federal Reserve is "printing money," please do not automatically assume that they are
printing physical notes. They are creating electronic reserves (credit) to support the balance sheets of the big banks. There is
absolutely nothing inflationary about this. The banks are simply taking it and using it to cancel out their derivative losses or
are hoarding it in order to prepare for future losses. Previously, banks would have used the electronic reserves to go out and
make 10x that amount in loans to consumers or businesses (in reality the order was the other way around - loans first, then
reserves). That is not the case anymore, and until the bad assets are completely liquidated, it will not be the case again.
FOFOA: With all due respect, I think you are wrong here. If the Fed "prints" electronic reserves (credits) it is absolutely as
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inflationary as printing physical notes. These "electronic credits" are being used to "make whole" some investments that
went bad because of counterparty failure. And when someone's misfortune is reversed, when they are made whole, they now
have real spendable currency. And with that currency they are able to pay their people. And those people (that may have
otherwise been out of a job) can now go spend their bonuses on whatever they want. It is not credit at that point, it is
spendable money they wouldn't have had if the Fed had not created "electronic credits".
Thus far, we have a total of $9.7 Trillion dollars in total government/central bank assistance in the United States. An amount
equal to that and more has been provided by their counterparts around the world. More is promised. But the fact remains
that the minimal inflationary impact these actions have are negligible in comparison to the amount of "problem assets" being
devalued around the world. Much of it is just in guarantees - that is, more insurance. The Federal Reserve will offer to swap
good assets for bad. All this does is cancel out debt from somewhere else. It's like moving money from one pocket to
another. The act of putting money in your right pocket does not make you any richer.
FOFOA: No, it is making a bad investment that should have been a total loss whole again. In fact, it is turning an "asset"
into "money", which the free market already ruled should be a loss. Those top levels of the inverse pyramid are already
dead. And you will notice that the lower levels of the pyramid are much smaller. So it will only take a small portion of the
capital from higher up being made whole and flowing down to overwhelm the bottom of the pyramid. We are already seeing
this in the Treasury bubble and the US dollar bubble. But you've got to ask yourself, are those really the final destination of
this downflow?
Zimbabwe and Weimar Germany never had those higher levels of the pyramid. They never had the credit system to create
them. But as those levels collapse here they offset all that credit that made them possible, and the downflow of remaining
capital here in America will be like Niagara Falls trying to fill a plastic kiddie pool.
All in all, the central banks are not nearly as powerful as they'd have you believe. The amount of the total money supply that
is controlled by them is minimal. They won't tell you that. They'd prefer you to think that just by them moving their lips
they can affect the entire economy's decision making processes. It simply ain't so.
FOFOA: This is a true statement, but not for the reasons you think and not to the ends you expect. See my posts on
Freegold.
This begs the question: why is gold going up? Who knows. It has a mind of it's own. But if it really only moved due to
inflation concerns, it wouldn't have declined 75% over two inflationary decades (80's, 90's) would it? If inflationary
concerns were real, we would see TIP yields rising along with the gold price. They're not. We'd also be seeing other typical
inflation hedges rising - like property prices. That is obviously not the case. A better explanation is that gold is rising
because of increased instability. People want to own a little bit "just in case." As they should. But an even better explanation
is that it is going up because it is going up. Pure speculation.
FOFOA: Matt, you must be talking about "paper gold". It is true that the prices you follow are heavily driven by speculators
in the paper markets for gold. But what you are missing is that real physical gold is not an inflation hedge, it is simply a
wealth reserve. And it is a wealth reserve that will survive and prosper even through the nuclear annihilation of paper assets.
It is a hedge against the collapse of the system. This, and the official control of the gold price as presented by GATA, are the
reasons the price of gold stagnated through the 80's and 90's. But that era is over now. We are entering a new era.
But I do understand why you think the way you do. You are 26, right? Born in 1982? You see, ever since 1971 the
establishment has convinced you and almost everyone else that they successfully moved the very foundation of the inverse
pyramid and placed it up amongst the investments categories:
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But ask yourself this. Did they actually move it? Or did they just create the illusion that they moved it? As John Hathaway
said at the top of this post, "The gold derivatives pyramid is a vigorous free market creature. It cannot be put down with a
simple declaration that the paper is no longer redeemable in gold, as governments did with currency. It is a short selling
scheme that has become a trap from which few short sellers will escape."
All Paper is STILL a short position on gold!
No matter how much credit is issued, it cannot make up for the massive contraction elsewhere. The net result will be
deflation - even though it will be less than it would be without any interventions. Japan has discovered this over the last two
decades - and they had huge demand for their exports, whereas the current situation is global. America discovered this in the
30's - and they had a far smaller debt burden than now. We will discover the same.
FOFOA: No, the net result will be ASSET deflation, not deflation. Japan had a slight net INCREASE in the CPI during the
lost decade even though they had massive ASSET deflation. Asset deflation and monetary hyperinflation are completely
compatible with each other, they happen at the same time, and they happen together in all cases of hyperinflation.
Hyperinflation and currency collapse are basically the same thing. Hyperinflation and deflation are almost the same thing.
And hyperinflation and inflation are similar in name only. Please read the Daniel Amerman articles linked at the bottom to
learn about the differences between asset deflation and monetary or price deflation. You will also learn that what was
discovered in the 30's was actually the opposite lesson. It was that a determined government CAN stop deflation on a
freaking dime whenever it wants to. Yes, we will discover the same... very soon!
Will the U.S. Dollar collapse?
Closely tied to the belief in imminent hyperinflation and a skyrocketing gold price is the misplaced belief that the U.S.
Dollar is on the brink of collapse. Essentially, they are one and the same. Many of my arguments against hyperinflation are
the same against a dollar collapse. But there is even more evidence stacked against such an occurrence.
Ultimately, the Dollar will end up at zero - but that is not going to happen any time soon, and I would argue is likely
decades away. Until then, the massive amounts of deleveraging will increase our appetite for dollars to pay back debt. There
is too much credit in the system, and as we rid ourselves of it slowly, we need to acquire dollars. A large portion of the credit
derivatives I mentioned above are denominated in dollars even though the underlying asset may be priced in another
currency. This is a theoretical short position on the dollar. A "carry trade" in other words. It must be unwound, just like the
Yen carry trade.
FOFOA: It is all about the flow of capital. You will notice that the dollar is at the bottom of the inverse pyramid, right above
gold. So as capital flows down the dollar certainly sees a rally. But that will be short lived. You see, the dollar is not the true
foundation of the pyramid and it is neither an asset nor real money. It is merely a "symbolic currency". And as such, its
value can be EASILY controlled by the Fed. We saw a hint of this last week. It is not decades away, it is happening right
now. Sure, it is true that we need dollars to pay off our debts. That is because it is legal tender. But we don't need to store
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our extra wealth in dollars. That would be silly. And foreigners don't either. That would be even more silly. And the higher
levels on the pyramid have simply become too dangerous for storage of wealth right now. So there is really only one place
for capital to flow to. Gold!

If everything above the dollar is a "theoretical short position on the dollar", then it is all (including the dollar) STILL a
theoretical short position on gold. Think about it. Yes, this carry trade WILL be unwound!
This is what is meant when we call the U.S. Dollar the world's "reserve currency." Most people hear the word "reserve" and
automatically conclude that because many other countries hold the dollar as their primary currency in their foreign exchange
"reserves," that is what is meant by "reserve currency." It is not. Total foreign exchange reserves of dollars are far smaller
than total foreign credit contracts denominated in U.S. Dollars (reserves worldwide are "only" ~4.6 Trillion). It is the
reserve currency because it is the default currency for international trade and commerce in general. In order for that to
change, 100's of trillions in contracts would need to be re-written. Not practical.
As such, demand for U.S. Dollars will persist.
FOFOA: Close, but not quite. The dollar is the reserve currency because it currently supplies the "usage demand" of the
world. That is changing. As such, demand for U.S. Dollars will die down. Once necessities on the world market, like oil, are
priced in something other than the dollar, no one will need to hold dollars, dollar reserves, or contracts denominated in
dollars anymore. The global flight from dollars will be so fast we will likely hear a sonic boom.
Additionally, the U.S. Dollar is not alone in its state of affairs with an overindebted government and central bank getting
itself in all sorts of trouble. In fact, nearly every other currency has the same issues facing it. And even though the numbers
aren't quite as dire elsewhere, they are far more likely to collapse than the U.S. Dollar due to the reserve status. Fair? No.
But neither is life.
FOFOA: True, all fiat currencies are in a race to the bottom. And as such, the floating exchange rate system which first
appeared on this planet in 1971 is likely to be the greatest systemic threat out there. Time will tell. But one thing the dollar
has that all those other currencies don't have is an Achilles heel. That heel is the fact that the dollar has been spread so far
and wide being the reserve currency for decades that when it collapses, the flood of dollars coming home will make the
collapse of other currencies seem like a local boom in comparison. The dollar itself was hyperinflated long ago as it was
shipped off by the boatload to all of our trading partners and creditors.
In summary, there are many multiples more debt than capital in the world economy. Debt is being liquidated and will
continue to do so until it reaches a sustainable level relative to capital. The process of this debt liquidation puts a higher
value on dollars relative to debt, thus ensuring an oversupply of dollars is impossible.
FOFOA: So in your view, Ben Bernanke, Geithner, Obama and our fine Congress can keep printing and buying their own
debt with more printing for years and years to come? And those newly created dollars will keep increasing in purchasing
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power the whole time? The government can build bridges, trains, museums, wind power, and all the other great projects
with newly printed money and each year that money will buy more and more because it is increasing in value? All because
an oversupply of dollars is impossible?
Matt, I have some reading recommendations for you as I mentioned earlier.
Here are the two articles by Daniel Amerman that will explain the difference between asset deflation and price or monetary
deflation:
Puncturing Deflation Myths, Part 1
Puncturing Deflation Myths, Part 2
I also recommend that you read Another and FOA to give you a different perspective on gold, the new gold market, and the
possibilities for the future of gold, Freegold.
Most sincerely,
FOFOA
_______________________________________________
Update:
Here is a "derivative" of John Exter's pyramid found on Zero Hedge. Notably absent is the gold foundation.
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Thursday, March 26, 2009
Some thoughts from FOA
Below are some thoughts from FOA in 2001, prior to 9/11.
War can tend to extend the life of a currency. Which perhaps explains the delay. Back in 2001, FOA viewed the Euro as the
likely recipient of World Reserve status once the dollar imploded. Today is a little different, but not much. Aside from the
financial problems in Europe, the structure of the Euro remains intact. It still has gold reserves marked to market. It still
views its management directive as anti-inflationary. And so far, it is not participating in the printing orgy of the dollar/pound
faction.
In any case, with the G20 coming up and with all the talk of a "new world reserve currency", perhaps these thoughts are
worth reviewing once again. The big players in this game are still basically the same. And so are the fundamentals... Gold!
So I offer these few select thoughts at face value. As always, do your own due diligence and seek out your own personal
beliefs for peace of mind.
From FOA on The Gold Trail:
_______________________________________________________
Just as Koan (a USAGOLD poster) long ago expressed bewilderment at how gold moved as fast or faster than silver and
most gold stocks after the WA, the coming true break in the system will make that percentage comparison to paper look like
nothing at all. Investors that do not believe this should rejoice for the experience, it will be a chance to see something few
ever get to see (smile)...
We must not confuse a currency's "total demise" or "falling out of use" with a "loss of identity". In our time there have been
few major moneys that went away. Today, we have a whole world of national fiats "in use" and "not demised" that still carry
their nations identity. They lose value at an incredible rate, are mismanaged to the highest degree, are laughed at and
despised. But, still they are "in use" as they function for their governments and economies. Usually, they function along side
whatever major reserve currency is in vogue...
NO, "this country will not turn over and simply give in" as you state. But, we will give up on our currency! Come now, let's
take reason in grasp. Our American society's worth is not it's currency system. Around the world and over decades other fine
people states have adopted dollars as their second money, only to see their society and economy improve. Even though we
see only their failing first tier money. What changes is the recognition of what we do produce for ourselves and what we
require from others to maintain our current standard of living. In the US this function will be a reverse example from these
others. We will come to know just how "above" our capabilities we have been living. Receiving free support by way of an
over valued dollar that we spent without the pain of work...
Debt is designed for default as fiats are for debasement.
--- My friend, debt is the very essence of fiat. As debt defaults, fiat is destroyed. This is where all these deflationists get their
direction. Not seeing that hyperinflation is the process of saving debt at all costs, even buying it outright for cash. Deflation
is impossible in today's dollar terms because policy will allow the printing of cash, if necessary, to cover every last bit of
debt and dumping it on your front lawn! (smile) Worthless dollars, of course, but no deflation in dollar terms! (bigger smile)
At $30,000 POG the US [dollar?] as we know it will be no more, agreed?
-----Agreed, but still in use. Just like all those Pesos around the world! But remember, at the very least, the first $10,000 of
that figure would represent the current purchasing power of the dollar today. We will most likely get there long before price
inflation jumps way up. Once the current dollar gold market fails and gives way to a free physical price, we will see that
figure even as our economic function drives all other hard money metals into the toilet. I'm talking about .50 cent silver.
while gold races past it's first grand. When we see it we will understand it.----------What advantage would it be to the Power Elite to destroy the dollar.
-------- Wrong context. What advantage does the Power Elite gain by expending assets to save an already failed currency.
Better to do what major players have done for centuries and are doing now, buy gold and evolve your power base to use the
next reserve.----------Your (Randy's) words:
--------China is simply lagging by one Century in performing this act. Many of the other nations of the world unleashed their
silver reserves near the arrival of the 1900's when the usage of silver was abandoned as redundant within the banking
sector. And in contrast, not surprisingly, global gold reserves have GROWN since those days. Further, the dollar can be
expected to suffer a worse fate than silver when it, too, loses its particular reserve and settlement role within the
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international banking system. And gold? All reasonable signs show that it shall maintain the king position as THE reserve
asset par excellence for a long time to come. Get you some. -----------------Following your chain of thought about China silver,,,, I noticed a comment from Bush that we would fight them over
Taiwan. Then silver gets hit real good (the day the comment was made). Could it be they are unloading silver so as to buy
Euros and gold prior to calling it splits with us? They do have more silver than their needs require (possibly more than all of
us require).
If they are, indeed, going to run with the Euro later and the ECB is marking gold (not silver) as their main "wealth reserve",
then it makes sense for China to position themselves this way. It also makes sense because as an addition, Hong Kong has
so many dollar reserves they, too, could never unload them. Following the Euro system lead, they could afford to let
their dollar reserves burn as long as they had even 15% of that value in gold prior to full "Euro roll-in"...
The big difference today (from the HUNT problem then) will be in the nature of this default. His was brought on by private
investors buying a commodity. Today, gold market default and failure will be forced upon the dollar gold world by a sudden
lack of "price setting" credibility. And that loss of credibility will stem from the stressed conversion of dollar contracts into
Euro denominated units that demand "market based performance" (physical priced valuations) or an escalated (higher) Euro
based cash settlement. This all will manifest in a lack of credibility in paper dollar gold trading that can no longer be marked
to the market at the same value of physical gold.
This failure of price matching,,,,, this failure of contract conversion into metal,,,,,, this failure in the world gold market to
any longer be able to correctly price real bullion,,,,,, will lead to a wholesale dumping of all dollar contracts that have US
based performance,,,,,,and start a fall away of all dealings based on present protocols dollar market gold exchange.
As a side note: This will not apply to the paper silver markets as silver will not have the Euro vs. Dollar political struggle. A
struggle where the ECB members are trying to loosen their main asset (gold) as a reserve wealth backing to replace
the massive loss of dollar reserves. Remember, further back on the trail we covered how these reserve dollars will be
simply cast down. In this light, silver trading will bear the brunt of selling in an effort to balance loses from a gold exchange
that no longer works. Because silver has no hope of an official free market, it's paper pricing system may run amuck until
it's price plunges to ??? This is the reason so many countries that are contemplating a switch from dollar to Euro use are
selling physical silver and buying gold (China, India, etc). It also explains to movement of gold between countries that
planned outright Euro conversion....
Suddenly the tide has turned and the ECB is seen as ahead of the curve while still in a non inflationary management
position; relative to the dollar. Going forward everything the fed does will be seen as stoking US price inflation. Perhaps this
is the reason Another said that Mr. D, of the ECB, can and is about to leave. His hard job is done! Only to see Mr G, of the
Fed, beating a hasty retreat! Truly, no one wants to reside over the transfer of our US horde of political gold as prices soar,,,,
both of gold and all local goods!
Even further:
This not only has "everything to do with a gold bull market", it has everything to do with a changing world financial
architecture. And I have to admit: if you hated our last one, you will no doubt hate this new one, too. However, everyone
that is positioned in physical gold will carry this storm in fantastic shape. This is because the ECB has no intentions of
backing their currency with gold and every intention of using gold as a "free trading" financial reserve. None of the other
metals will play a part in this.
Clearly, the coming drastic constriction in dollar financial trade will trigger a super "print press" response from the Fed.
They will not be pushing on a string; rather picking up the ball of twine and throwing it! All the while using the old 1980s
"monetary control act" that opens their use of monetizing almost anything and everything. They won't be adding reserves to
the banking system in the future; rather buying any and all debts from anyone that needs fresh cash. Believe it!
For the first time,,,,,,,, our industrial production, along with the demand for industrial metals like silver, will fall away even
as hyper inflation in prices takes hold.
For the first time,,,,,,,, demonstrating that no other asset is equal to gold, even though promoted to be!
When the coming paper illusion price of gold is destroyed, sending its trading price way up and way down, several times,
before shutdown,,,,,,,,,,,,,, the thinner paper markets of lesser metals will be absolutely devastated. Yes we will see $50.00
silver in our time,,,,,, $50.00 for a hundred ounce bar,,,,, that is! No less a relative price decline for the other metals is in
store. Even if these actual dollar numbers prove incorrect,,,,,, relative inflation adjusted prices will show the exact same
ratios to gold. The gain will truly be in gold!
Gold,,,,,, a wealth for changing times,,,,, a wealth as new as it is old!
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thanks
TrailGuide
_________________________________________________________
FOFOA: I do not wish to pick a fight with silver. On a weight basis, I personally own more than a pound of silver for every
ounce of gold. But I will confess that I stopped purchasing silver quite a while ago. The way I look at it, go with the
guaranteed winner.
The above quoted thoughts are considered taboo on most hard money websites, and they are rarely discussed. This leaves
many newcomers with the impression that they do not exist. So I offer them to you as only an independent blog that doesn't
rely on popularity or ad revenue can. Not as gospel, but simply as another piece to the puzzle.
Perhaps in the paper market game, silver will see some wild fluctuations soon that will reward the bulls with paper profits. I
hope so. And perhaps silver will play an important role in a future (temporary) barter economy. But in the end game, I tend
to agree with FOA. Silver may well be "the poor man's gold". But just think about that statement.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
Disclaimer: The above is presented for educational and/or entertainment purposes only. Under no circumstances should it be mistaken for
professional investment advice, nor is it at all intended to be taken as such. The commentary and other contents simply reflect the opinion of the
author alone on the current and future status of the markets and various economies. It is subject to error and change without notice. The presence
of a link to a website does not indicate approval or endorsement of that web site or any services, products, or opinions that may be offered by
them.
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Monday, March 30, 2009
All the Gold in China
So how much gold does China really have?
Occasionally a discussion in the 'comments' section is the genesis of a Thought that warrants a new post. Hat tip to Martijn
and Max Keiser for this one.
Watch this 10 minute video. It is a good discussion about what is needed to create a new reserve currency...

In the video, Max Keiser essentially says China is not a worthy adversary to the dollar because it only has 600 tonnes of
gold.
Max is referring to the World Gold Council's official accounting of CB gold when he says that China only has 600 tonnes.
These numbers are based on voluntary reporting by the members.
If you go to the Wikipedia page, you will notice that China is the only country in the world with a nice clean number
reported, 600.0 metric tonnes exactly. All the other countries have reported fractional numbers like 765.2.
While you are there, you can click on the History tab at the top, and then go to the earliest version of the page, which
happens to be back in 2004. You will notice that the numbers haven't changed much. In fact, China hasn't changed at all.
And remember, China recently announced it's desire to obtain 4,000 tonnes of gold... officially.
Back in 1998 Another wrote about China accumulating a lot of gold through back channels that would not affect the price or
show up on official records. According to Another, the special ongoing deal between the dollar faction (US and UK) and a
few Middle East oil producers was noticed by China. And China wanted a piece of this deal. Here are a few references from
Another...
Sir, Some think my thoughts are as "hogwash"? Several CBs use "agents" to buy gold. Some agents, small, some large,
some "BIG". They buy much from $365 down, all last year. Even today, it does not show. This world, it is strange, yes? I
would say "Big Trader" has little time for "washing the hog"! But you sir have a large shovel and dig very deep!
It is written, "all holes in earth lead to china"!
Any nation/state can put it's economy/currency on a gold standard. They only have two requirements. Own a stockpile of
gold and raise the price very high!
In the past, when currencies were gold, a nation could not lower the amount of gold backing it's currency ( raise the price of
gold ) because it lowered the currency unit worldwide and created payment imbalances. Today, no nation/currency is on a
gold standard. The first country that starts will own the rest for some time.
Find me a country with many needed resources, little debt in relation to the assets and a national pride to lead? Let them
price gold at many thousands not only in their currency but also in their resources! The world would buy from them,
cheaply in gold but dearly in all other unbacked currencies. The markets would do the rest!
The large modern currencies, of today have only debt ridden economies to back them. They cannot change as debt blocks
their path. "To change is to live and to live, some debts must die". The owners of much of this debt must lose if change is to
occur. Even the new EURO will not be backed by gold! It will HOLD gold only as insurance against the worst outcome,
war.
Yes, an oil state comes to mind! It could even be China!
I think, China was buying a great deal of gold and gold commitments ( paper gold ) thru a HK trader. They became much of
the "not enough physical gold " problem for the oil/gold trade. China dumped much of this paper and continued to take in
gold even today. Japan is a story of "no happy ending" as they are seen as "not aligned with Europe" or the BIS way of
things. The EURO may send Japan down with the USA dollar! Asia will be lead by China, as they do understand a "Euro
world". The ECB does know that "all holes in earth, lead to china"!
They brought the Chinese onto their side by neutralizing the rest of the Asian competition. China hates Japan and would like
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nothing better than to watch them die as they stick with the US and the dollar. China also picked up huge gold holdings
these last few years with the help of the BIS. They will easily fit into the Euro world and enjoy a massive trading block with
Europe!
Sir, I feel he is correct in this thought. Europe does grasp for a relationship with Asia as the US did have with the Japan. It
would build a mighty economy on a foundation of oil and gold as backing for new money. As China and Arabia was once a
part of the Europe economy, in a small way. They may now return with no fear of Russia. Britain? A lost nation. Japan? This
one is "of the American Economy" and is to live and die by it! They will seek your Alaska oil before loss of face with gold.
A dead Yen be a dead Japan.
Mr. Powell, In China, persons own gold for reasons that reach far from the past. They see the price of gold, in dollar and
Yaun terms, not as gold value rising or falling but as these currencies rising or falling. As such, gold is viewed as "the stable
wealth" and currencies as the "changing asset value"! Not unlike the Dow Jones stocks, always moving, so it is of the paper
currencies of today. . Much is written of how gold does not come to China, as it is "expensive" and "citizens have no money
to buy"! I say, they have money, just not your paper money, as they were taking in gold from before the birth of currency
and will do so till the end of time! In that country, China, where gold was purchased in great quantities, from before the
existence of America, this will not change if the Yuan is devalued.
What will change is the currency China uses in world trade. They have yet to "secure" the Euro against their US dollars held
in Hong Kong. They will make this trade for the benefit of their "old trading partners" that ended with the "Orient Express"!
If traders sell gold as the Yuan is devalued, I think that gold will ride this train route to Berlin, Yes?
Poland and China are good customers for the BIS. This is real physical gold they are taking out of circulation, not the pay
me back when you have a chance lease deals. They really do have the IMF/Dollar countries over the barrel. Under these
conditions it's easy for them to drain the Canadian gold reserves. Soon, these goldless countries will be left with nothing but
high yield US dollar treasury notes. Later, when new issues of this paper is yielding 15%-20% these Central Banks will
wish for the day when they held an assetthat offered no return! Gold!
The world currency crisis is heading for resolution. I think most of the reallocation of reserve assets is complete. Now the
war can commence. The Dollar NEEDS a lower gold price to keep it up. London tried to use the Russian gold story as an
excuse to send it down. My understanding is that whatever collateral was freed up from the USSR , the BIS picked up for
others. It left the brokers selling leases for almost nothing or 1/2% or so. No one was buying them so the rate just fell on no
volume. This was a lucky move for them as the perception was that massive sales were taking place. I don't think the BIS
wants to be seen as a currency destroyer so they are doing the buying quietly.
As Martijn said, "the plot thickens..” Let's dig further, this is getting interesting... In 2001, FOA mentioned 'Big Trader' in
this post...
Japan is a different problem. They have been locked into the US dollar economy for so long that they cannot escape. There
is simply no way that China will let them into the Euro house. The HK / China central bank system, also known as Big
Trader, simply wields too much economic sway between Asia and Europe. In historical precedent, the orient express always
headed to Europe and never saw "The Japans".
Actually, Japan doesn't want to go there and has risked a decade of time waiting for some economic change in the US. I
have said from way back, that Japan will go down with our (US) inflationary tide. They will waste away their dollar assets
following our lead. Those that think that these peoples want to be part of a third world currency block do not know them. I
do,,,, but that is another story.
With this in mind, let us jump back to 1997 and peek at a few times Another mentioned 'Big Trader'...
When everyone that has exchanged gold for paper finds out it's real price, in oil terms they will try to get it back. The great
scramble that "Big Trader" understood may be very, very close.
Now my friends you know where we are at and with a little thought , where we are going.
If real physical gold trading dries up it's price will rise forcing down the value of oil. All this year physical gold volume kept
drying up as paper short volume exploded. But,each time before a squeeze started to run the price the CBs would sell thru
LBMA . You see, when paper trading ( of anything ) volume dries up it's a bearish sign but when real physical gold volume
drops it's bullish! Thats because gold is being cornered on a scale never seen in history. LBMA is doing it's best to show real
volume exists! The problem is, "if the CBs don't expand their roll as "primary suppliers" LBMA will implode and in the
process create the greatest bull market in oil and gold the world has ever seen. That is why some "Big Traders" are holding
ONLY gold as events unfold. Interesting, don't you think?
A big change in the gold market actually started last spring. You couldn't tell by the charts or news stories but it had the CB
trading rooms going nuts. Up untill then they were using 3rd party transactions to sell, then the boomshell hit that the
Merchant Banks were doing deals for 10 to 20 times what was offered! Well "boys will be boys" and someone is now stuck,
big time! That's why "Big Trader" and his bunch closed out all paper and pulled in bullion. Don't worry about the CBs
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selling everything, the market is huge compared TO WHAT THEY HAVE! And Comex is nothing, if "only a silly game".
Worldwide trading in gold could be cut in half and still equal all the metal in existance!
Well a funny thing happened right after the Gulf war ended. What looked like big money before turned out to be little
money as some HK people, I'll call them "Big Trader" for short, moved in and started buying all the notes and physical the
market offered. The rub was that they only bought low, and lower and cheaper. They never ran the price and they never ran
out of money. Seeing this, some people ( middle east ) started to exchange their existing paper gold for the real stuff.
One more thing, Big trader left HK some time ago and is now in a waiting game.
Big Trader is ( was ) from HK and is in the business.
Date: Sun Nov 09 1997 21:58
Shek ( home ) ID#287279:
Another, 6-7 months ago, a poster ( BigTrader ) made similar predictions to yours. He even gave timeframes. His final and
boldest prediction coincided with a big drop in gold prices. BigTrader vanished from this site.
Shek,
Big Trader has vanished from view, but he and his gold still exist.
The great mistake by the BIS was in underestimating the Asians. Some big traders said they would buy it all below $365+/and they did. That's what forced LBMA to go on a spree of paper selling! Now, it's a mess.
At some point the fire in Asia will drive all of them into gold. It will end at that time.
ALL: I do not offer to prove my thoughts. If what is written was easy for all to find, the information would be of no use to
you.
"Today, the paper gold market only affects the physical as the price is pushed down! It is the physical market that destroys
the paper gold as price rises. In a falling market, paper can be settled in physical gold or cash! In a limit up market, paper
can only be settled in more paper or cash!"
It is of this knowledge that wealthy ones and some CBs are taking in physical gold.
Look to LBMA, for currency looking for gold! Compare the Comex average open interest with it's average daily trading
volume. Now use average daily trading volume at LBMA and convert to open interest in London, using comex ratio. Here
you will find "real currency" in "paid for" gold derivatives ( not futures ) ! This money is now looking to convert to
physical! It is caught in this paper with no way out! Know that this amount covers not CB gold moved by big trader! That
wealth is safe, as it is for the good of all in those countries!
On a closing note, I will point out that nothing at all happens in China without the blessing of the Communist Party elite. It
is truly a two-tiered society in China. There are the people, and then there are the Communist Party insiders. These insiders
live extremely well. And they use the Communist system for personal gain in any and every aspect of life. So if the
"official" gold held by the BOC belongs to the people of the People's Republic of China, rest assured that the actual decision
makers have also set some "unofficial" gold aside for themselves.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Thursday, April 2, 2009
CB Gold Sales = Looting
Loot (1845) 1 a: to plunder... b: to rob especially on a large scale and usually by... corruption 2: to seize and carry away...
to engage in robbing or plundering...
When Bernie Madoff realized the jig was up last November, he tried to quickly distribute the last of the till to his friends
and family. There was about $300 million left at the time.
When Merrill Lynch went down last year they rushed through bonuses to the executives so that money would not flow
through to Bank of America, Merrill's soon-to-be-owner.
When AIG realized there would be no way around going back to the government for more bailout money, they eased up on
the negotiations with CDS counterparties, paying out more tax-payer dollars than necessary simply "to make friends and
influence people".
The list of recent looting goes on and on. The basic idea is that when "the collective group" is in distress, individuals
without morals will steal from "the group" for the benefit of themselves and their friends and family members.
There is no difference from a moral perspective between this and the looting during the LA riots in South Central LA.
Let's say I am the trusted manager of a Circuit City store that is going out of business in one month. I have received a
liquidation plan from corporate headquarters that authorizes me to mark down all the inventory by 10% for the first week,
25% for the second week, 50% for the third week, and anything that is left can be marked down 75% for the final week of
liquidation. So as the manager, I move a few 52" LCD TV's off the showroom floor and put them back in the warehouse. I
keep them there until the final week when my friends come down and buy them at 75% off. I did not do anything I was not
technically authorized to do. But did I do something wrong? Am I somehow less of a criminal than the South Central
looters?
A Central Bank is the printer and controller of that countries' currency. And that priveledge is given by the confidence of the
people of that country or group of countries. The gold held by a CB is the treasure of the people that gave that bank the right
to print currency. In the case of the ECB (which recently sold some gold), the gold it holds was deposited by the countries
which joined the union. And in the case of the IMF (which is planning a sale), the gold it holds was also deposited by
member countries.
In the old days of the gold standard, when a certain currency was convertible to gold, that CB's gold could leave the vaults
in exchange for the currency by anyone who held that currency. This kept the CB's honest and it kept their printing in check.
Today there is no such control and even though gold is still held by the CB's, it is also traded as a commodity on the open
market. Under this setup, gold should flow INTO the CB's on behalf of the people. The CB's can actually print money to
buy gold as a commodity on the open market now. There should be inflow, to protect that CB (and its people) against an
unknown future. So why the outflow?
When CB's like the ECB or the BOE sell gold now, they say they are doing so "to raise funds". But why? They are the
priveleged few who can actually PRINT new funds. So they say they are selling the gold to raise "foreign funds". But that is
what currency swaps are for. If I am Argentina doing a currency swap with China, we both print the funds and exchange
them at the current exchange rate. So with the ability to print unlimited paper, why would I part with the one FINITE asset
that I hold? Is it an admission of the weakness of the paper I make? As a central banker, I am like that Circuit City manager,
only my store is the CB. So am I distributing "the good stuff" to friends? Why? What's going on here?
Please give me your thoughts in the comments.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Saturday, April 4, 2009
Mr. Chang's Gold
The following is an excerpt from a 2002 speech given by coin shop owner, Burton S. Blumert, titled "The King Doesn’t
Like Gold, Never Has, Never Will – Unlike Mr. Chang".
_______________________________________________________
Will the price of gold ever go up? Yes.
Will the house of cards collapse? Yes.
Will the paper dollar be repudiated in the marketplace? Yes.
When?, you ask.
There will be a clear signal. The fat lady will finally sing when there is a hemorrhage of dollars leaving the US. That will be
your indicator.
Where will those dollars go? Nobody knows – but it won’t take many of the greenbacks seeking refuge in precious metals to
cause an explosion in price.
By the way, as the gold price increases, the king’s intervention will become more desperate. Remember, the king doesn’t
like gold, never has, never will.
The last small rally that gold enjoyed carried it to $306 per ounce (it has since fallen back to $290). One of the reasons
given for the run-up was that new money was pouring into gold from Japan and China.
We don’t get much reliable information about those markets but I’ve experienced very strong inclination among Asians
towards gold.
Which reminds me of my favorite Chinese customer, Mr. Chang.
I don’t remember when he first became a customer but it had to be a decade before 1974. He barely spoke English, and I’m
not even sure he was legally in the US. He worked in food service at United Airlines, and his wardrobe was Shanghai
c.1930.
We didn’t have much in common. His English was primitive and my Chinese non-existent.
The only thing we shared was his interest in gold and my desire to sell it to him. In those days we were prohibited from
selling anything that could be considered a bullion coin. That didn’t matter to Mr. Chang.
There was only one coin he would buy and that was the US $20 Liberty Head coin. He was familiar with it from China and
to him the Liberty $20 gold coin was gold and gold was the Liberty $20 gold coin. Any other gold item might as well be
counterfeit.
Through the years I saw him almost monthly. He brought his paycheck, would negotiate price, and then decide how many
coins he wanted. (The $20 Liberty cost about $50 each.) I would give him change against his check.
Originally, I was amused that he came with his own balance scale. It was made of bamboo with a plate at one end and a
weighted rock at the other. It was designed to balance the $20 Liberty. If a coin failed, it was either shaved or counterfeit.
After about a decade I became annoyed with his scale. "Mr. Chang, when in heaven’s name will you trust me and not need a
scale?"
He considered the scale just part of doing business, but he got my message and was embarrassed. Although his scale was
present for the next purchase, I never saw it again after that.
In those days it wasn’t easy getting information about the gold price. There was no US market and the London AM and PM
fixings were sometimes available on the radio but it often required seeking the financial pages of the Wall Street Journal to
learn the value of an ounce of gold.
Mr. Chang followed the price very closely. He would call almost daily, and ask, "Wuddah prica London gol?"
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Upon getting the information he would respond: "Very thank you," and that was that. There was never any doubt about it. It
was Mr. Chang on the phone.
Then we didn’t hear from Mr. Chang for months.
"Has anyone heard from Mr. Chang", I asked? I was sure he was ill or worse.
Then one day there he was. "Wuddah prica London gol?"
I had answered his call and asked, "Mr Chang, have you been ill? We’ve missed hearing from you."
Dead silence.
How in heaven’s name did I know it was him, he wondered. Gold dealers are amazing, with wondrous perceptions. I guess
he believed that every customer said, "Very thank you."
Mr. Chang retired. I don’t know if he had social security checks coming in, but his gold coins provided for his retirement.
He came in as regularly as when he was a buyer. Only this time with one or two gold coins to sell. As he came in the front
door, I noted he had coins in his hand, wrapped in tissue paper. He pretended he might be buying to keep me honest, but of
course I knew that was not the case.
Then we learned from one of his old Chinese cronies that Mr. Chang had passed on. In fact he had gifted several coins to the
friend who gave us the sad news. We dearly missed Mr. Chang, although "Very thank you" had become a part of the
language in our office.
Some year or two later a young Chinese woman, whom I later learned was Mr. Chang’s grand niece, came in. She was an
accountant and evidently had found Mr. Chang’s check stubs with Chinese characters on them breaking down how he had
spent each check.
She was convinced there were gold coins some place and wondered if we were actually storing them. It was clear that she
was not part of Mr. Chang’s inner circle.
She left rude and angered.
As if rehearsed, my employees looked at me and in unison we all said: "Very thank you."
______________________________________________________
Burt Blumert died on Monday after a battle with cancer. He was a friend of Ron Paul, a coin shop owner and the publisher
of LewRockwell.com.
Please read Jason Hommel's piece for some touching background.
I have not read anything by Mr. Blumert before today. But I will probably take a peek at that archive.
FOFOA
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Monday, April 13, 2009
Hyperinflation by any other name
Hyperinflation by any other name, like devaluation, revaluation, monetary or currency collapse or "the denouement of
unlimited money-creation", is still hyperinflation.
Hyperinflation is a psychological and monetary event. It is not an economic or financial market event. It occurs during and
because of an economic and financial market collapse which includes catastrophic ongoing asset deflation.
Antal E. Fekete, in his latest article, discounts the Quantity Theory of Money (QTM), stating...
I maintain that the Federal Reserve banks are not creating money out of the thin air.
Professor Fekete

He goes on to say...
The QTM is a linear model that may be valid as a first approximation, but fails in most cases as the real world is highly nonlinear. My own theory predicts that it is not hyperinflation but a vicious deflation which is in store for the dollar. Here is
the argument.
While prices of primary products such as crude oil and foodstuffs may initially rise, there is no purchasing power in the
hands of the consumers... It turns out that the price rises are unsustainable as the consumer is unable to pay them. They will
have to be rescinded. Retail merchants will start a damaging price war underbidding one another...
Apparently we won't be buying food if prices rise.
He then tells us that our dollars will continue increasing in value...
No longer can it be taken for granted that the denouement of unlimited money-creation will be hyperinflation with the
Federal Reserve notes rapidly losing purchasing power. On the contrary, it could be an unprecedented deflation with the
Federal Reserve notes being hoarded by the people, firms, and institutions as their purchasing power is actually
increasing...
This is good news for Congress, that all those stimulus dollars will continually buy more and more real goods!
And finally he ends with...
The QTM, the corner stone of Milton Friedman’s monetarism, is the wrong prognosticating tool. The marginal productivity
of debt is superior as it focuses on deflation rather than inflation.
The financial and economic collapse of the past two years must be seen as part of the progressive disintegration of Western
civilization that started with the sabotaging of the gold standard by governments exactly one hundred years ago when in
France and in Germany paper money was made legal tender...
Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke, who should have been fired by the new president on the day after Inauguration for his part in
causing the cataclysm, a couple of years ago foolishly boasted that the government has given him a tool, the printing press,
with which he can fight off deflations and depressions, now and forever. The reference to the QTM is obvious.
Now Bernanke has the honor to administer the coup de grâce to our civilization.
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I have a few thoughts on this as you probably guessed. First of all, notice that Fekete is talking about "financial and
economic collapse of the past two years". This is what precedes hyperinflations. But he ignores the psychological event that
will follow and, as I stated at the top, he discounts and dismisses the monetary event.
From what I can tell, this is in contrast to his writings prior to a few months ago. Back then he focused on the psychological
event that was "backwardation" in the gold market.
From June 3, 2006...
People from around the world keep asking me what advance warning for the collapse of our international monetary
system, based as it is on irredeemable promises to pay, they should be looking for. My answer invariably is: "watch for the
last contango in silver".
It takes a little bit of explaining what this cryptic message means. Contango is that condition whereby more distant futures
prices are at a premium over the nearby. The opposite is called backwardation which obtains when the nearby futures sell at
a premium and the more distant futures are at a discount. When contango gives way to backwardation in all contract
spreads, never again to return, it is a foolproof indication that no deliverable monetary silver exists. People with inside
information have snapped it up in anticipation of an imminent monetary crisis.
From August 30, 2008...
That will be the most dramatic event in the entire history of money, an event that I have, tongue in cheek, called "The
Last Contango in Washington". The basis will give you an early warning signal...
...The basis will tell you well in advance when all the offers to sell real gold or silver are about to be withdrawn in all the
markets of the world. Once that happens, infinite demand will confront zero supply. Don't say it can't happen here. It
has happened locally in France in 1796, in Germany in 1923, in China in 1947, to mention but three episodes. This
time it will happen globally.
What happened "in France in 1796, in Germany in 1923, in China in 1947"?? Oh yeah, hyperinflation happened! (to
mention but three episodes)
Then, on December 14, 2008, Fekete appeared defensive with Mish, writing...
Backwardation in gold has nothing to do with the opening salvo for hyperinflation. "Gold is not for sale at any price" is not
the same thing as a runaway gold price. Rather, it is an indication that it has dawned on people how foolish it is to accept
irredeemable promises to pay in exchange for gold, the ultimate means of payment.
What Mish seems to be missing is that it is not unthinkable that gold futures trading stops altogether for want of deliverable
material, while the price of oil, grains, and other highly marketable commodities keep falling along with the rate of interest
-- symptoms of deflation. This is precisely the problem that needs to be researched, but no university or government thinktank is doing it.
Mish says that the United States is not Zimbabwe. Who said it was? However, the United States dollar and the
Zimbabwe dollar are no different in principle, if not yet in practice. They are both an irredeemable currency. Managers
of the U.S. dollar are just making the first tentative steps to join the managers of the Zimbabwe dollar in Dante's
Inferno. The eighth of the nine circles in Hell is reserved for perpetrators of fraud and false pretenses, among others, the
managers of irredeemable currencies. As Dante describes it, their punishment is to be kept submerged in a cesspit full of
excrement. Honestly, they don't deserve to be washed clean by Mish or anybody else.
This may have been Fekete's first encounter with Mish. And as we know, Mish and Karl Denninger are practically
synonymous when it comes to deflationist bloggers. So it seems that Fekete spent 3 1/2 months reading Mish and at some
point also started reading Denninger. Then, on March 30, 2009, Fekete published The Marginal Productivity of Debt in
which he not only sounded exactly like Denninger, but he referenced Denninger twice, quoted him, and included a link to
the Market Ticker at the bottom.
Now I suspect that Fekete took some direct criticism for this apparent credulity toward Denninger, because the article has
now been deleted from Fekete's own site. [UPDATE 4/15: The article is back on Fekete's site today] And he has since
written two more articles which don't mention Denninger once. I find this quite interesting.
Back to Fekete's latest article. He is still making the same mistakes that all "the deflationists" are making. He is seeing
"asset deflation" and calling it deflation. He fails to differentiate between assets and necessities. He fails to differentiate
between inflation and hyperinflation (which is really just asset deflation combined with monetary collapse). He fails to
recognize that "financial and economic collapse" and asset deflation are not only compatible with hyperinflation, but they
are prerequisites of it. And he fails to acknowledge that the monetary portion of hyperinflation is already baked into the
cake, and all that is missing now is the psychological trigger. Previously Fekete had an acute awareness of this trigger, in his
writings about backwardation. But now he seems to be backing away from that Thought and backing into something which
fits the deflation he thinks he is seeing and reading about on the Market Ticker.
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Remember, hyperinflation by any other name is still hyperinflation.
The following is a very good excerpt from Chris Laird of the Prudent Squirrel. He is not exactly a "hyperinflationist". But
look at how he describes what he sees coming...
Huge tax deficits from a weak economy – higher taxes and likely targeting the huge pool of tax deferred accounts for
revenue. Even possible nationalization of retirement funds – IE being forced to hold US T bonds. All it takes is an economic
emergency for Congress to do all this – or a Presidential executive order. In other countries, just substitute your own
country’s Treasury bonds for the US T bonds. Probably all the same things will happen in your country.
After that happens in the initial Bond market heart attack for US Ts, we get to phase two – effects on the USD and USD
system…
This phase begins with a bond revolt and will either be an immediate cause of instant emergency tax hikes, and likely
government nationalization or at least big tax hikes on tax deferred account withdrawals. The government does all this
rapidly with little debate, as in last Fall 08, rapidly pushing through emergency measures.
The USD likely will start devaluing immediately if there is a bond revolt. Depending on when this bond revolt comes, the
USD can devalue either orderly or rapidly and chaotically. Hopefully it is orderly. Think of an initial halving of your
purchasing power, say over a period of a year.
Prices double or triple on everything essential in a year.
(Remember, we mentioned this is possibly going to happen in a few years, I am not talking in ten or twenty).
If the US bond market rebels on US Ts, expect foreign exchange restrictions. Expect your retirement accounts to have
restrictions placed on them. On withdrawals, limits put on, etc. You will not be able to legally take money out of the US (or
your own country).
In phase 3, the US fiscal deficits rapidly multiply to $4 or 5 trillion. Now the world holds its breath. Estimated time of this to
happen is 2 years out max.
Phase 3 marks the beginning of the actual end of the USD and final devaluation of its remaining value. Hopefully, this is an
orderly process. The likelihood is it’s not orderly, but chaotic.
OK, if the USD at this point is halving in value, prices doubling or tripling, we will have shortages. If prices cannot be
raised fast enough, supply lines stop being refilled.
Once the USD starts its final decent, expect severe shortages in stores and even gas stations.
After all the chaos and so on, a new currency is started, probably one that is global or has global components.
I hate to say this but a typical revaluation of a totally collapsed currency will drop two to three zeroes off its denomination –
devaluing your money by a factor of 1000 in purchasing power.
If the revaluation number is two zeroes, then if you have 10,000 USD today, when the new currency comes in – call it
NewDollar – you will receive $100 in new dollars, 100 ND for your $10,000.
If you have not already put your wealth into paid off real things, and not relying only on financial accounts, you will lose
your savings either through taxation or devaluations.
None of us in the West have seen anything like this, although there are a few older people who lived through the Depression
who saw it, but then the USD did not collapse. This time it is going to collapse. Hard to say just when, but it’s already baked
into the mix.
Sounds like hyperinflation to me.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Wednesday, April 15, 2009
Martin Armstrong on Goldman Sachs
Martin Armstrong takes a break from his usual cyclical talk to give us his description of what he has seen "behind the
curtain". With nothing left to lose, sitting in prison, Martin is one who claims to have glimpsed behind the curtain, and who
is able to talk about it.
You will likely find some of the things Martin says to be shocking. But I have noticed a consistency in his recollections that
flows through his various articles. He often mentions different parts of the same stories from his past in his many articles.
This makes me think that at least he is not making these things up. They are true recollections.
I believe that to Martin, this may be his most important article written while in prison. It is his "tell all". The following is a
text version of his typewritten and scanned pdf which is available here.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
___________________________________________________

Looking Behind The Curtain
The “Real” Conspiracy
April 9, 2009
by Martin A. Armstrong
former Chairman of Princeton Economics Int'l, Ltd.
and the Chairman of the Foundation for the Study of Cycles
Many people have written asking about Goldman Sachs and its conspiracy to control the Financial Markets. I have even
been asked whether I believe that the attempt to assassinate me of May 10th, 2007, was connected to Goldman Sachs? Let
me explain this subject very carefully. I realize that there is a storm cloud brewing with conspiracy stories with Goldman
Sachs at the center. These theories are not perhaps absolutely correct, but they are not far off either.
The February edition of Portfolio Magazine ran an outline of the Goldman Sachs' "conspiracy" written by Matthew Malone.
It reported eight (8) essential core elements to why people are beginning to suspect something is going on. Where I differ,
what I was investigating was a group of houses and individuals who were banding together to manipulate markets. Goldman
Sachs perhaps is the leader no doubt for they control what others cannot - politics! But the core element that is at issue is
that we do not live in a world that we think we do. I have been behind the curtain. I was invited to join this "club" expecting
me to bring billions of dollars from Japan. I was asked to bring $10 billion back in ·1998. That meeting was with Dov
Schlein President of Republic National Bank. To put this in perspective, Republic National Bank was sold to Hong Kong
shanghai Bank Corp ("HSBC") for about $10 billion. So these were the days when a billion really was a lot of money — the
old days when the prime residential street in London by the Park was still known as millionaire's row, compared to today it
is Billionaire's Row. So in modern terms, I was asked to bring over nearly a $100 billion in today's money that the bankers
could have fun. with offering only a AAA guarantee from a consortium. I declined. I explained that I would have to
personally guarantee such a project by my word, and I would not do that. They wanted to grab the commodities of Russia,
and they as a group, did not believe in analysis — They believed in absolute control.
I must praise Portfolio Magazine and Matthew Malone for having the courage to even run this story. You will never see this
even hinted at in the major Newspapers. You have no idea that behind the curtain, there is also no free press, for the US
Attorney will call and ask for favors. It is like trying to negotiate with a criminal pointing a shotgun in your face. He who
has the power, makes the rules. The Executive will not tolerate a free press that would ever expose them. Look at the case of
the New York Times journalist Judith Miller thrown into contempt and held in prison until she was willing to testify and
turnover the whistle blowers against the Government. D0 you really think there can be any remaining free press after that?
who will now reveal the truth to the media? If they do, the journalist can be tortured until they testify against you. what that
case did, was turn out the light on American liberty forever. we will never know the truth, because anyone who prints it, can
now be imprisoned.
The courage to even print this story by Portfolio Magazine is remarkable. I can only hope that the spirit of independence
will not die. We need desperately to restore the free press. In the instant matter, you are not likely to see this story in a major
newspaper for two reasons (1) it exposes the truth about the game is rigged, and (2) Goldman Sachs is a powerful force that
not merely controls the government in so many ways, but they can dictate the fate of a newspaper by the revenue and by
implication with the criminal prosecutorial powers.
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In the financial industry, just to get an interview at Goldman Sachs was like appearing before God himself. The image spun
around the firm was one that somehow Goldman Sachs was just always better than everyone else, and was someone so
smart, they were always able to one-up everyone else. Goldman Sachs got the biggest deals, was able to groom its
employees for top level government jobs securing political control both in the United States as well as Europe. They paid
the highest bonus deals that amazingly are never criticized even in this atmosphere. It is a popular view that Goldman Sachs
is like a cunning cat that always lands on its feet, simply because it has developed an unfair advantage with regulators and
politicians alike. As Portfolio Magazine reported, when their alumni were asked about the "some didn't appreciate the joke.
Goldman said that such claims are ludicrous." Nobody would expect Goldman Sachs to admit what they have been doing.
What we must understand, is why!
Goldman Sachs is not interested in controlling the world, just the world economy pulling the strings behind the scenes. We
should not expect the SBC nor the US Attorney to admit they look the other—way. All we can do is examine the evidence,
for those involved would never admit anything. The whole Sherman Anti—Trust Act was based on precisely this sort of
activity. Never has anyone really found a corporation guilty in the essence of what the Anti.-Trust Act was suppose to
prevent. The theory that corporations could band together to manipulate markets or industries, would be a bust unless they
included members of government. The only way to succeed is by controlling the political powers. Unfortunately, we do not
live in a real democracy, for we do not elect the treasurer, head of the Federal Reserve, SEC, or Attorney General. These are
positions that are the spoils of politics that can be bought like a hooker.
The alleged Goldman Sachs Conspiracy
The alleged Goldman Sachs Conspiracy as reported by Portfolio Magazine last February, centered around eight (8) primary
points.
(1) Hank Paulson let Bear Stems collapse, and be absorbed by J.P. Morgan at a mere $10 per share.
a) Rumors were that traders at Goldman Sachs were shorting the stock of Bear Stems to force its collapse.
b) Conspiracy was that Goldman Sachs and other firms retained a "grudge" against Bear Sterns since 1998 when Bear
refused to join in the $3.6 billion bailout of Long Term Capital Management.
Truth:
Bear Stems was not part of the Investment Bank "club" and thus fought in competition against the organized market
manipulations. This will be explained in greater detail below, but the stock of Bear Sterns was aggressively being attacked
in an effort that appears to force its collapse.
(2) CEO of Merrill Lynch John Thain was once co-President at Goldman Sachs. Thain in the middle of chaos, sold Merrill
Lynch to Bank of America for an actual premium when days later Lehman was bought for pennies by Barclays of Britain.
a) the conspiracy theory was that to protect a former Goldman co-president, the forces behind the curtain moved Geithner
and Paulson to urge Bank of America to buy Merrill
Truth:
It is unlikely that this conspiracy to sell-off Merrill was designed to protect the reputation of Goldman Sachs or of John
Thain. There was exposure interrelated and Merrill Lynch was the biggest retail client base.
(3) AIG Bailout of $85 billion, was later raised to $123 billion. It was Hank Paulson who installed who, Ed Liddy as AIG's
new CEO who just happened to be another Vice Chairman of Goldman Sachs.
a) the Conspiracy theory claims that rescuing AIG was necessary to protect Goldman Sachs who had $20 billion exposure
itself to AIG.
Truth:
AIG bailout was quite simple, they were one of the founding members of the manipulation club. Gretchen Morgenson of the
New York Times reported that it was J .P. Morgan who took the whole idea to AIG about creating the CDS product. AIG
participated in numerous market manipulations from London, for that operation was set up outside of the United States to
ensure privacy from regulators.
(4) The Paulson $700 Billion Bailout package ended up extorting from Congress a vast amount of money far beyond what
the banks needed, as a last ditch effort to grab while Paulson was there. Only $250 billion was drawn down of which $10
billion was given to Goldman Sachs, but Paulson refused to give only $6 billion to LehmanBr0thers, because Goldman
wanted their clients.
a) Dick Fuld, CED of Lehman Brothers, was asked by Congress why AIG was bailed out but not Lehman? He responded:
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"Until the day they put me in the ground, I will wonder."
Truth:
Lehman had always been a fierce competitor to Goldman Sachs. The chance to put them out of business was far too
tempting. Goldman Sachs through Hank Paulson, achieved its goal and took one step closer to eliminating the very
competition they disliked so much. The dream at Goldman Sachs was always to be the dominant force no matter how that
had to be achieved from the rumors that poured out of that firm.
(5) Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley are allowed to become bank holding companies allowing them to take deposits that
are now FDIC insured.
a) Lehman was the first to approach the Federal Reserve with this idea, but was resoundingly rejected.
Truth:
It is amazing that the Federal Reserve would reject Lehman yet support Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley who dreamed
up these nightmares and sold them to AIG to use their AAA rating and name as a major insurance company. Why did
Goldman and Morgan need to become FDIC insured? They were huge in getting their money from money—market funds.
That was cheap, but uninsured and the average maturity was at best 30 days. Both Goldman and Morgan needed long—term
capital to play with. what they needed were bank deposits from the average person to keep the game going. The business
model was changing, and they saw the light, and stole the idea from Lehman.
(6) Outlawing Short-Selling: On September 19th, 2008, the SEC Commissioner Christopher Cox announced a one month
ban on short—selling financial companies. It is true that both Bear Stearn and Lehman Brothers long complained to
regulators that "traders" were shorting their stocks trying to create a panic. The SBC protected Goldman Sachs and the key
manipulation "club" yet when the share prices of Goldman Sachs fell by 20% in just three days, the SEC acted to protect the
golden child.
Truth:
There is no explanation as to why the SEC would never act when the source of short—selling was from Goldman Sachs or
friends. The SBC does not in any way protect the markets. They prosecute a lot of small-time offenders to create the image
that they have teeth, but they are as corrupt as any third world Banana Republic. They do not audit any of the big houses,
and yield to their desires. Even Hank Paulson when he was head of Goldman Sachs argued for greater leverage to stay
competitive with overseas. Who was using the leverage overseas? Could it have been Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and
of course AIG?
(7) Bailing Out Citigroup: Yes it was true that even after a $20 billion injection for Citigroup, their stock fell by 60% in a
single week. This led to another $25 billion package and then the government agreed to add more if their losses exceeded
$29 billion.
a) Who was the Citigroup advisor? Robert Rubin, former US Treasury Sec. and another Goldman chairman who was paid
$62 million in fees between 2004 and 2007.
Truth:
Citigroup was too big to fail, but they had Robert Rubin as their white knight. The conspiracy theories that claim this was to
help Rubin, are a bit far-fetched.
(8) Obama was the golden Manchurian Candidate of Goldman Sachs, is perhaps a bit over the top. It is true that the
employees at Goldman Sachs were among the largest donors to Obama as reported by Portfolio $884,000.
a) the Rumor was that Goldman Sachs manipulates Obama and is on its way to become its own superpower.
Truth:
Goldman Sachs did not only back Obama. You will see they supported McCain as well. They know how to play politics
very well. Goldman Sachs works very hard at controlling government. They groom their own for positions within the
executive branch. Yet don't forget New Jersey Governor Jon Corzine. Also do not for a moment think this is limited to the
United States. We also see the World Bank run by Robert Zoellick, who was a managing director of Goldman Sachs. We
find Mario Draghai, who is leading the European Union response to the crisis is yet an0ther..Vice President of Goldman
Sachs previously. Hank Paulson, appointed a 35-year old Goldman Sachs vice president Neel Kashkari to head the $700
billion Troubled Assets Relief Program ('1'ARP). The Goldman Sachs power base is even on both sides of the Atlantic, and
we find that the Merrill Lynch CBO John Thain was also a former co-president of Goldman Sachs and the head of Wachovia
Robert Steel was a former Goldman Vice Chairman. This amazing group of political connections runs deep into the
workings at the International Monetary Fund as well. The real question is; How Can a Treasury Secretary still have stock in
Goldman Sachs?
25 Years in the Making
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For at least the last 25 years, there has been a group of "professional" so called traders that have not really been interested in
trading, but in manipulation. Perhaps it began with the Agricultural markets. Like the movie Trading Places with Eddie
Murphy that centered on commodity brokers who were looking to get access to an agricultural report from Government that
would move markets, there was some of that going on. But there were others who actually manipulated the inventories by
moving product from one warehouse to another. Not all warehouses were within the official exchange inventory. Therefore,
moving product in and out of the warehouse could manipulate markets on a short—term basis since the average traders
tended to rely upon fundamental news. The advent of technical analysis was the early 1970s. It was a lost art after the 1929
collapse.
The manipulations of this sort dominated the 1970s and 1980s. There were even expansions into the tax arena. Commodity
traders invented tax straddles whereby one could buy say gold in December and sell gold in March the next year
simultaneously when gold was clearly declining. This would enable the loss in the December contract to afford a tax
deduction while the profit offsetting the loss was then moved forward into the March contract for the next year. Thus, a
fictitious loss could be taken in one year, pushing off the profit into the next year, avoiding taxation. The IRS then figured
out what was going on and put a stop to that trick.
The 1980s, however, brought home a new invention — desk top computers. While I had gone to a computer engineering
school back in the 1960s when they still filled a room. Integrated Circuits were born in the 1960s and it became clear that
these huge computers that had already shrunk down from a football field running on vacuum tubes with the invention of
transistors, the chips allowed us to see that a desk top would be possible. The problem strangely was not building the
computer. The question was; what would someone do with it? The vision of just build the baseball field in the middle of the
cornfield and they will come, was not exactly business policy. There was no one who could foresee Microsoft. The answer
was, build it, and someone else would figure out how to use it.
IBM a decade later, created the desk top computer. During the late 1970s, there were companies creating word processors
using 8" floppy disks like 3M Corp. But it was IBM that saw the future and gave it a shot. The first desk top computers that
were the top—of-the-line were about $6,000 in the early 1980s. Nevertheless, this allowed much more sophistication that
was soaked up by the Investment Banks.
The problem with the modeling employed by the Investment Banks, was the limited scope of data. They turned more to
professional math genius types who lacked the experience in trading. This blending was a disaster and contributed greatly to
the (hash of 1987. Models used by the industry were short-term. Even today, most system offering screens and charting for
stocks and commodities, only now provide any long—term charts back as far as 1980. If your database is this short, then no
model will ever be able to comprehend, no less forecast, an event like a Great Depression.
The modeling on derivatives was far too short-sighted to see the long-term trends. The mind-set of the Investment Bankers
was still captivated by the 1970s and the efforts to rig the game. Like Leona Helmsley was quoted saying that taxes were for
little people, the Investment Bankers view "speculation" was also for little players. The sure bet was the key to consistent
success.
During the late 1970s, the silver market was claimed to be "cornered" by the Hunt Brothers. That was far from true, for
what they failed to understand, was that the attitude of the major brokerage houses was not that you were a pure tradercustomer, but someone to pick—off for profit. During the 1980s, I had to take on some hedging projects that were awesome.
One was in platinum. When you are the largest trader in a narrow market, they watch everything you do. If I was to sell,
they assume the whole lot is being sold and jump in front. You suddenly find yourself trapped. I was a witness to the Hunt
collapse. They couldn't get out of the market at any price. The dealers were selling in front of them taking short positions
looking to buy back when the Hunts were in a state of panic dumping at any price.
I learned early on that to professionally hedge, one had to navigate the brokers. The only way to deal with them, was to play
one-off-against-another, use related markets to confuse and hide your strategy, or else fall prey to the Investment Bankers.
In other words, if you had a large position of gold that you wanted to sell, you go to a broker asking for a market in silver.
He gives you a quote, and you then buy taking what will become an intentional loss. You go back to the same broker and
now ask for a quote on the real market you are trying to sell - gold. He will anticipate you intend to buy because of the
silver, shifting the quotes to pick up extra profit assuming you are a buyer. when you sell the gold, you just got a higher bid,
you are out of the position, and he is scrambling to cover with other brokers. If you hit all the brokers the same way at
precisely the same time, they are all now short, and are trapped trying to get out selling back gold that they just bought from
you.
These games are at times necessary in the cash markets because the brokers themselves are not satisfied with just making a
real market. They need to create an edge. So when you are the 800 pound gorilla, you need defensive measures. It helps to
understand the method to the madness of the game.
The market manipulations that really began back in the 70's with force, became intermixed among the Investment Bankers
with technology. we began to see grouping of houses by the later 1980s and early 1990s. Perhaps at first, they were looking
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for another Hunt. They needed to sell some billionaire on the virtues of cornering and manipulating a market.
The first real coordinated scheme began back in 1993 that I could verify. The target market was silver, and the central
player, broker-dealer, was Phillips Brothers who were a big commodity outfit in Connecticut, picked up by Salomon
Brothers who was later absorbed as well. This ms known as PhiBro of the same fame relating to Marc Rich.
PhiBro had a huge client who they were acting for to buy up the silver market in 1993. This was an aggressive professional
strategy. The Commodity Futures Trading Commission could easily see where the buying was centered in real force. They
went to PhiBro demanding to know who their client was. PhiBro refused to give up the name. The CFTC ordered PhiBro to
just get out of the market. They did. They just dumped everything at the market wiping out small investors in the blink of an
eye.
The CFTC just walked away. Had this been a small broker or money manager, he would have been criminally prosecuted.
But the CFTC is notorious for never even once bringing a complaint against a major house. The sources I relied upon, gave
me the name of the client —Warren Buffett. Based upon this information and belief, when his name came up again in 1997,
it ms not a shock.
Nevertheless, this incident set in motion the origins of our current debacle. It is why AIG set up its financial division in
London, out of the way of US regulators and the freedom to manipulate whatever markets they desired. Moving to London,
was caused by this CFTC failure to regulate.
Manipulations began to spread like wildfire. Rhodium, platinum, silver, British pound, Japanese yen, and even the Russian
bond market just to mention a few. They began to move in packs, one to cover up a manipulation by making it appear to be
a broad market move, and second, to buy strength in numbers. Yes, they even tackled oil and while oil should have gone up
to about $100 for 2007, they had their analysts tout like those at Goldman Sachs that oil was headed to $300. The trick is
always over-shoot the target to create sucking-in power.
It was during the 1990s that the group began to be called behind closed doors, the "Billionaire's Club." For short, the word
"club" was entirely sufficient. They relied upon the well known fact even among those that covered the prosecutions of the
CFTC and the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"), and admitted to me personally, that neither the SEC nor the
CFTC would bring charges against the big New York houses. Just as you saw there were whistle blowers on Madoff that the
SEC would never investigate, had those whistle blowers been a “club" member, the SEC and CFTC would then prosecute
whoever the "club" handed them.
Michael Milken at Drexel Burnham is a classic example. Drexel was a Philadelphia firm originally, not New York. Milken
created the junk bond market and was truly a brilliant visionary. But Drexel created a market those in New York wanted
desperately. The way to get that market, was to instigate the powers of government to take down a competitor.
Drexel was not part of the "club" of "white shoe" members. Drexel embarked on creating a new market based upon debt
popularly called "junk bonds" that were thus focused upon profit, rather than the equitable model employed by even the
"club" and the Federal Reserve. There were companies with great potential, but could not qualify using collateral other than
intellectual property so—to—speak. Alcoa Aluminum was perhaps a classic example of the problem. The inventor of
aluminum went to all the banks, showing his discovery, but not a single bank would lend money. The last bank he went to
was that of Andrew Mellon (1855-1937). Mellon personally called the inventor into his office. He told him his bank could
not lend him any money. He then informed him, he would do so personally. The Fed model prevents innovation, the very
source of economic growth.
What Milken did at Drexel was perhaps the most innovative advancement in the history of banking so to speak. He created
a market for innovation that did not exist, and the "club" felt they were left behind. They conspired as always with those in
power at the Department of Justice to bring down competitors These government lawyers are the people who dictate the fate
of nations through their own personal greed and self-interest of furthering their career. They are responsible for so much
economic damage that far more innovation has left the nation than many suspect. They were the sole reason for breaking up
AT&T, and tried very hard to destroy Microsoft. They did destroy Drexel Burnham, and that was certainly not in the public
interest.
The S&L Crisis was used as the excuse to destroy Drexel. To set the record straight, James Baker came up with the idea of
creating a G-5, back in 1985. The whole idea was to manipulate the dollar down by 40% so they could increase US exports.
I personally wrote to the white House warning that this was crazy, would lead to excessive volatility, that would end in a
crash. Beryl Sprinkle, Chief Economic Advisor to Ronald Reagan, wrote back. He explained that Princeton Economics was
the only firm with volatility models and until others concurred, they could not rely only upon one model. when the 1987
Crash hit, we were urged to immediately provide our analysis since now everyone agreed, "volatility is the number one
problem." The 1987 Crash took place because of the G-5, and the failure to understand the offset of the Capital Account
against the Current Account. The more foreign investment that poured into the United States, goes through the Capital
Account, but the profits in the form of interest and dividends go through the current Account confusing many that the
problem is trade that will result in declining sales and domestic jobs. They forgot, the Japanese had bought almost 33% of
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the National Debt, real estate, and stocks. Manipulating the dollar down 40% set—off a massive selling of US assets that
resulted in the 1987 mash. When traders call their broker asking why the Dow was down 500 points, the answer was "I don't
know!" It was a currency induced Crash caused by the formation of the G-5.
The Democrats gaining control of Congress, wanted more taxes from the rich. They altered the amortization of real estate.
They created the S&L Crisis for they destroyed the investment trend in that sector that created a one-way market to just sell.
Property values crashed and then their insane regulations of the S&L industry more-or-less required that they lend into the
local market with the focus of real estate using the collateral equity model. Suddenly, the S&Ls had portfolios that the taxes
wiped out and the mark-to-the-market accounting rendered many insolvent.
The Government prosecuted two people trying to blame them for their own mistakes. Charles Keating became famous for
his S&L went broke defaulting on bonds that the prosecution theory was he knew 7 years in advance that he would default
and thus it was a criminal fraud. Keating spent some time in jail, but his conviction was later quietly overruled and new
prosecution was blocked as being political. The other high profile became Milken, targeted because many S&Ls purchased
junk bonds that declined with the 1987 Crash. The "club" supported the destruction of Drexel to take the market they
created, and my sources reported even instigated it.
The theory used to destroy Drexel on behalf of the New York institutions, was to flip inside trading upside down.
Unfortunately, the Judiciary protects nobody and will allow the Executive to circumvent the law as if it were a dictatorship.
The inside trading issue emerged from the Great Depression. The crime was that a director of a company knew it was broke.
He then sold all his stock on inside information, and delayed his action of making a public announcement.
Rudolf Giuliani flipped it all on its head. Suddenly, if two people decided to take-over another company, the crime became
that a third person was defrauded out of the same opportunity to make money. No one lost money. The courts should have
applied the strict construction, but accommodated the will of prosecutors destroying over 50,000 jobs in the process. Office
managers at Drexel came into trading—rooms and just told the people to go home. There was no company any more. Never
had insider trading ever been used in reverse. Because you cannot win when the courts are not real but controlled by the
same employer, everyone was forced to plead. There was one exception. A small timer went to trial, and the jury acquitted
him.
The Club is probably the most powerful force behind the curtain. There have been conspiracy theories about secret groups;
but they work together like Anti—Trust groups to just rig the financial markets. They do not aspire to control all
governments. They evolved into professional market manipulators that led to both the 1998 Long Term Capital Management
crisis, and now the current crisis that began from the very same source. Even Gretchen Morganson of the New York Times
traced the idea for the Credit Default Swaps to J.P. Morgan Stanley, who took the idea to AIG in London.
The Club has been untouchable because they can hire government attorneys directly, or "recommend" a large law firm who
relies on their business hire one as a favor. In Congress, a politician cannot go immediately work for a lobbyist. There are no
such ethical restraints on government attorneys who truly control far more than anyone has been willing to expose.
We kept track of what the "club" was doing and warned our clients whenever their antics were conflicting. One of the big
ones that blew the lid off, was again silver. In 1997, I warned that silver was going to rise from $4 to $7 between September
and January 1998. I was even invited to join them, and told to stop fighting, and put out false forecasts. I declined. Their
strategy became insane.
At first, a friend of mine who had been Prime Minister Thatcher's economic advisor became a board member of AIG in
London. He called one day and asked if he could drop in to Princeton the next morning when he arrived from London. I
naturally said OK. To my surprise, he arrived with the head trader from AIG London who then proceeded to try to convince
me to stop talking about the manipulations. I told him I would not ever reveal any names, and the government didn't care
anyway.
Things got insane thereafter. An analyst on the payroll of PhiBro had a main contact at the Wall Street Journal. They decided
to slander me and get the press to target me claiming I was trying to manipulate the market. It was an interesting strategy,
but one I cared nothing about since I was primarily a institutional and corporate advisor, and they were not really interested
in silver.
The journalist from the Wall Street Journal called me. He accused me of this nonsense and we argued. It got quite heated.
He said if silver was being manipulated, then give him the name. I told him he wouldn't believe me anyway. He demanded
the name and so I said fine, go ahead, let me see you print it, knowing he never would. The name I gave him was Warren
Buffett. He laughed. Told me everyone knew Buffett did not trade commodities I told him that was how much he knew.
The Wall Street Journal published the article. The London newspapers were fed stories by the "Club" that I was now the
largest silver trader in the world. This became all a joke to me. Even the CFTC could look at positions and knew I was not a
big player in silver.
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The mistake made by the "Club" by turning out the press against me, was they actually created such a worldwide story that
the CFTC was forced to call me. They knew I was not the source. They asked me, where was the manipulation taking place?
I told them it was in London, out of their jurisdiction. They told me that they could pick up the phone and find out. I told
them that they had to make that clear decision. I hung up. Never did I expect that they would really do anything.
A few hours later, my phone rang. It was a good source in London who also was helping to monitor the "Club" actions. He
told me that the Bank of England had called an immediate meeting of all silver brokers in London in the morning. I was
shocked. The CFTC had made the call. But then again, I had given them no names so perhaps in their mind, this was fair
game.
Within the hour, Warren Buffett made a press announcement. He admitted he had purchased $1 billion worth of silver, in
London. He denied he was manipulating the market. Claimed the silver was a long—term investment. Everyone was
shocked that Buffett was suddenly exposed as a commodity trader after all The next day, the wall Street Journal called me.
The writer asked — "How did you know?" I told him it was my job to know! Silver thereafter declined and made new lows
going into 1999. So much for the long-term investment.
Curious enough, Warren Buffett has now been exposed to be human. He has lost about 50% like everyone else. But there is
the curious purchase regarding oil. Buffett invested in 011 at; the very top at the same time Goldman Sachs was forecasting
oil would nearly double. The burning question is; Did Buffett get trapped in at the top in oil along with those manipulating
oil this time around?
Warren Buffett has admitted he was "dead wrong" in his oil purchase. Buffett had to post a 62% decline in net income, but
the revealing loss comes from oil and derivatives that he publicly criticized others for getting involved in. The so called
"Oracle of Omaha" had to explain his derivative losses suddenly claiming he was just managing the risk. Yet the other
contradiction is the huge purchase of Conoco Phillips stock when oil prices were at their high. Does this have anything to do
with his old contacts at PhiBro at a time that all the "club" members were seriously long oil and had their analysts telling the
public it would still double? Its called talking your own book.
There have been organized market manipulations in search of that perfect trade based upon inside information for a long
time. The whole inside information crime is bogus. It is one thing for a director of a company to sell his shares before he
announces the company is broke, but it is a difference concept when the inside info is to get your hands on government
reports or watching what someone else does. There is no 100% guarantee in such a setting. In fact, the movie wall Street
with Michael Douglas portrayed inside information as a young broker following executives around and guessing correctly
what the merger would be. Sorry, that is not a crime unless the prosecutors want to make a name for themselves.
What we are talking about is much more close. to corruption than inside trading. There have been major manipulations of
markets such as rhodium and then there was the manipulation of Platinum. Cornering a supply is far too risky. What the
"club" did was to join forces with Russian politicians. The deal struck was to recall the Russian supply of platinum to
suddenly take an inventory. Platinum soared in price. Of course the long positions were already laid in before the
announcement. Russia had never before recalled its entire supply to take an inventory. Nevertheless, it worked. They were
able to force platinum up for the auto—industry were buyers. At the top, the "club" sold their long positions, reversed into
short positions, and then instructed the Russians to end the inventory. Platinum crashed. Even Ford Motor Company sued
over that one.
The first major failure was 1998 - the Long Term Capital Management bailout. It has been widely reported that this was a
failure of their derivative trading. That is only partially correct. The derivatives were E the cause of the chaotic event, but
merely the domino in a complicated chain. The real target was Russia. The "club" was deeply involved with Russia and saw
this as an opportunity that was perhaps a once in a lifetime.
You will recall that Russia was borrowing heavily from the International Monetary Fund ("IMF"). The interest rates were
exceptionally high for short—term paper. I was again approached to join the "club" and was invited to Washington, DC
where Edmond Safra of Republic National Bank had rented the entire National Gallery for a party he paid for in honor of
the IMF. Everyone was there. Both current and past politicians and dignitaries, right down to Paul Volker.
They were trying persistently to get me to join the "club" for it was not just money, they were trying desperately to get me to
join to tout their ideas. You must understand. Princeton Economics was renowned for our independence. We provided key
research to governments, but mostly in times of crisis. We never charged for our service, but always contributed our .time as
a public service. The primary reason for this generosity, was self preservation. Once you accept government funds, you
suddenly find requests attached. Suddenly, you are asked to generate reports that support predetermined outcomes. You are
quickly turned into a Economic Prostitute. This is why when the European Union was forming, a request for a delegation to
attend an institutional lecture in London was received. When the Asian Crisis hit, I was requested to fly to Beijing to meet
with the Central Bank. China did not pay anything, we would never accept any funds from any Government. This was the
primary reason for our stellar reputation, but it was also a target to destroy the messenger, when the result cannot be
controlled.
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Government has not been the only one who wants to control forecasting. As early as 1983 I was invited to Geneva where the
Gaon family held a huge party for me and was trying to impress me by introducing me to the mover & shakers of Europe.
They had :offered we $5 million to use my name to create "Armstrong" Financial or brokerage of something like that. I
hesitated, confused why someone would offer me so much to just use my name. I was invited to the grand opening of
Herald Square in New York that I was led to believe was owned and built by the Gaon family.
For those who are not European, you may not know who the Gaon family was. They owned the Hilton Hotel Chain in
Europe known as the Noga Hilton. They had also owned the Nigerian oil reserves before the coup and nationalization. It
was the Nigerian issue that caused the GALN family to bake in silent partners. 'Do show how "conspiracy" theories are not
always nuts, the events that followed was like receiving a shock treatment.
It turned out that Herald Square in New York was really the property of the renown Ferdinand Marcos who was President of
Philippines between 1965 and 1986 who lost power just as the Economic Confidence Model shifted from a Public to a
Private Wave causing a revolution right on time. The other silent partner was the head of Libya — Mu'ammar Muhammad
al-Qaddafi. when Marcos fled the Philippines, the FBI was helping to search the world for missing gold reserves. I had long
been viewed as an expert on gold after the model accurate pick the precise day for the 1980 at $875 on January 21st, 1980.
Adding to the coincidence, I was on the list of invites for the grand opening of Herald Square. If this was not enough,
suddenly when the FBI came knocking on my door citing these links, I told then I did not know Marcos, nor did I ever
advise him of the Philippines. They then pointed out Marcos had purchase a house in Princeton, New Jersey.
Conspiracy theories are what the FBI and government rely on. It is hard to convince them to the contrary. what the Gaon
experience taught me, nothing is always what it seems. We had a client in Geneva, Grainedex, who I believed was a major
grain dealer common to Geneva. It turned out they were a front for the KGB. I soon realized, things were different behind
the curtain.
Edmond Safra
Edmond Safra of Republic National Bank, has always been one of those nebulous bankers whose reputation was in a
constant state of flux. There were rumors that he even assisted the CIA in the Reagan years with Iran Contra laundering of
money. This has never been substantiated, but his right hand man, a Mr. Zucker, seems to have been caught up in the whole
mess.
Yes, Princeton Economics did business with Republic National Bank to my regret. But they had a AA rating and were too
cheap to try to compete with us in Japan. The problem about dealing with Goldman Sacks, they try to steal not merely your
clients, but the very business plan itself. One cannot deal with those who are constantly trying to defraud you no matter
what.
Edmond Safra was not one of the ranks of Goldman Sachs, but he was clearly one of the main players in the "club" and I
believe his death, or better put his plain assassination, was retaliation for lot of questionable dealings. Through Republic I
was solicited several times to join the "club" and was told specifically to stop fighting them. The "club" was so well
structured, they held literally the keys to government regulation. No one would ever question them, and never would the
press utter a single word. To wield such power was truly awesome. But we clashed for one primary reason - I believed in
forecasting and modeling - they believed in control and domination.
Based upon solid information and belief, Edmond Safra was deeply involved in a bold plot to control the government of
Russia. Boris Yeltsin, former head of Russia, was convinced to take $7 billion from the IMF loans to Russia. Two friends of
Edmond were involved, Barisnofsky and Gazinsky. One owned all the media in Russia and the other was a partner with
Yeltsin's daughter in the national airline.
The scam was to set up a company in Geneva to pretend it was doing the refurbishing of the Kremlin. $7 billion was wired,
and Republic steered the wire through the Bank of New York. The rumor was that Mr. Zucker organized this one for Sara.
As soon as the wire took place, Republic National Bank contacted the US Attorney and alleged that Bank of New York, a
hated rival, was deeply involved in a $7 billion money laundering scam. The Feds ran in, and the biggest money laundering
case was created.
Once Republic got the Feds to go after Bank of New York (not a member of the "club"), they then turned to Yeltsin,
instructed him that they would protect him, but he was not to run again, and to appoint either Barisnofsky or Gazinsky as
the new head of Russia. Yeltsin, realizing he had been set up, surprisingly turned to former KGB head Putin, who promised
to clean up the affair if he was appointed as the new head of Russia. To the shock of the world, Yeltsin, who was preparing
for reelection, stepped down, and this is how Putin really came to power.
Almost overnight, Barisnofsky and Gazinsky fled. Their assets were confiscated. On December 3rd, 1999, Edmond Safra
was assassinated. All his bodyguards were given the night off. Monaco didn't respond to an alarm at Safra's apartment for
nearly 3 hours, and in the end, they charged criminally his male nurse who spent 6 years in prison for starting the fire to try
to pretend to save his boss. Nearly 6 years later, a truly amazing event took place. The criminal charges were dropped, the
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sentence was vacated, and the high court merely stated that the judge and the prosecutor colluded to deny him a fair trial. He
was put on a plane and sent home. Never would such a result take place in a Federal American court. They just cannot bring
themselves to rule against the government very often. In a high profile case, it is the old Puritan view it is better to admit no
wrong, kill them all, and let God then sort it out.
It was August 1999 when Republic banged on the door of the US Attorney to turn in Bank of New York. Again, after nearly
6 years, the two brokers at Bank of New York were sentenced to no jail time, Lucy Edwards and her husband. When the
judge asked who was the $7 billion for, they responded, it was a ransom for some rich Russian businessman. The judge
asked no more questions. The American courts will hide the truth more so than any other country.
Eliminating Princeton Economics
It was also Republic National Bank that started the case against Princeton Economics and myself . They lied to the US
Attorney, SEC and CFIC telling them that we were managing money and hiding losses. what they failed to explain, it was
their own staff that were illegally trading in the accounts. On August 29th, 1999, I went to local counsel Richard Altman
who sent an email to Dov Schlien, President of Republic National Bank giving them 1 week to return missing funds or we
would file suite. By the end of that week, the US Attorney was storming the office, taking as much as they could, including a
computer on which I did personal computer modeling. Republic has issued several hundred Net Asset Value letters to
Princeton, confirming when funds arrived or how much were in accounts. They were on file and audited by Republic
beginning in 1995 up to 1999. To escape these, they told the US Attorney they were false to escape liability. But if they were
false, why would they actually be on file within Republic?
The government arrested me without ever speaking to a single note holder. They admitted there was no default. They also
admitted that the notes were meaning that they were not the accounts of any client. The notes were issued for (1) purchasing
preexisting portfolios of Japanese stocks as part of a bailout plan whereby the face value of the note owed, was not the net
asset value when sold, but the original purchase price of the portfolio. The allegations of the Government made no sense
insofar as the accounting reported by the note holder was always time face value, not net asset value because this was a
bailout no different than buying depreciated mortgages from banks today; and (2) we issued fixed rate notes paying 3-4% in
Japanese yen, repayable in yen, and again, no trading with such funds would be the property of a note holder. Hence, the
clear allegations were false - these were not managing money for investment purposes with profits or losses flowing back to
the note holder.
Removing All Lawyers
I was raised to believe in the United States, that we were a honest and decent country, the beacon of liberty to the world.
Then you step behind the curtain and you see a pervasive wholesale corruption. Justice Stevens wrote, "disposing of lawyers
is a step in the direction of a totalitarian form of government." Walter v Nat'l Ass'n of Radiation Survivors, 478 US 305, 371
(1985). Indeed, this is the very objective of the government - to win at all costs and cover-up all mistakes. This is why not
only is America the largest penal colony in the world even exceeding Russia and China combined, America has risen since
1987 from a 72% conviction rate to 99% exceeding the worst tyrannical institutions in history like the Star Chamber,
Spanish Inquisition, Hitler, and we are nearly tied with Joseph Stalin. Prosecutors are very proud in never losing, for they
cannot see beyond their own self-interest that what they have done is destroy everything that made us a great nation.
Part of what we call Due Process of law is being served so you are given notice of an action to defend against. In the case of
Princeton Economics, there was never any service. The SEC and CHC insisted upon no lawyers, and then appointed their
own equity receiver entering into a secret written Memorandum of Agreement directing the receiver Alan Cohen to withhold
all evidence from myself, my family, and any partners to prevent any defense whatsoever:. This alone was a criminal act for
it amounted to an illegal seizure without notice.
Within about 30 days, Alan Cohen then pled Princeton Economics essentially guilty without ever allowing any defense,
investigation, or counsel. Can you image if you were criminally charged, denied any lawyer, and then Alan Cohen stands up
and pleads you guilty with no right to even speak?
Alan Cohen also seized all evidence gathered in our investigations of the "club" that was still in the office, and more than 40
tapes recording sources. Alan (then threatened my personal lawyer Richard Altman to imprison him on contempt if he
refused to turnover that evidence. This seizure was truly astonishing, for the major firm we were keeping track of Goldman
Sachs, and then after seizing the evidence, he was given a job at Goldman Sachs — Executive Vice President in charge of
all things, "Global Compliance." How does an Executive Vice President of Goldman Sachs end up running Princeton
Economics under court order? And you still believe in Santa Claus?
Martin Weiss had offered to rent Princeton Economic Institute to keep its staff and the publication and forecasting operating.
Suddenly, Alan Cohen's counsel had revealed that, just perhaps, this case had something to do with other than fraud. In an
email, Tancred Schiavani of O'Melveny & Myers, LLP, to Charles Heck, counsel of Martin Weiss, he insisted that now I had
to turnover the source code of the model.
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"So that there is no misunderstanding, we are going to ask the Court direct that any compensation payable to Armstrong, Sr.
by Weiss be deposited into a frozen escrow account pending a determination of title and compliance relevant portions of the
PI. In part, we are doing this because Armstrong Sr. has refused to turn over the uncompiled source code for the model that
is being licensed. Without the uncompiled source code, no one can repair the model other than Armstrong. Accordingly, it
looks like Armstrong structured the 'consulting‘ agreement to benefit indirectly from a corporate asset that he has withheld.
Among other things, we are concerned about leaving him in a position to constantly blackmail Weiss who have no other
choice but to turn to Armstrong to maintain the software as long as it remains missing.
Never would the Government ever admit that they were holding me publicly until they forced me to tum over the model to
them. I also believe, that Alan Cohen gave every stitch of programing materials he could uncover to Goldman Sachs. Of
course, neither would ever admit to that one. Mr. Weiss made it clear, they did not require the source code, and that a
complied version of the model had been running well for years and did not require routine repairs.
Alan Cohen and Tancred Schiavoni threatened our London lawyers with contempt, and put border watches on all partners
just in case they tried to come to the United States to assert their property rights. Let one person enter the United States, and
they were prepared to have them arrested and thrown in prison without trial for perhaps life under the pretense of contempt.
This is the real America most people do not see nor do they even believe is possible. In a letter dated January 25, 2002 from
one of our London partners, he quoted the view of our London counsel who said he "hoped he never had to deal with such
unprincipled people again." This dynamic duo, have been so oppressive, one cannot even imagine that they would believe in
God for they care nothing, and will argue against every Constitutional right shifting the burden to a citizen to prove there is
even a Constitution.
How is it possible to pretend publicly that there is a fraud when there was no trading for any third party, and how can they
pretend the model is a fraud, yet when the curtain is down, demand that source code as well? By stacking courts with former
prosecutors, there is just no hope of ever obtaining a fair trial. There are no rights to liberty or property when the
Government is your adversary. To pretend that they are so fair, justice, and magnanimous in front of the curtain, and so evil
when you step behind it, is certainly not the America the general public believes in.
When I was thrown in jail on civil contempt on January 14th, 2000, it was for an alleged failure to turnover $1.3 million out
of an alleged $3 billion. This was so minor, but when friends were willing to put up the whole $1.3 million in cash for bail,
Cohen and Schiavoni objected and prevailed. I was denied bail at any price that could mean only one thing - it never was
about money, it was about shutting down Princeton Economics at all costs.
Whatever illegal act it takes to win, Cohen and Schiavoni engaged in based upon my belief. All civilized nations agree in
1992 to prohibit "torture" and of course we know that Bush and Cheney did whatever they wanted in Cuba. They failed to
respect that whatever they viewed they could do even to an alleged terrorist, others could do the same to American soldiers.
Either we respect International Law, or we have no right to demand others do so when we cross that same line.
Congress enacted the 'Torture Victim Protection Act in 1992, and accepted the world definition of constituted "torture" as
the deliberate coercion of indicted persons regarding alleged crimes. This mattered not to the American Government, nor to
Cohen and Schiavoni, for they publicly had me thrown into cells along side of alleged terrorists. For more than 7 years, they
argued to keep me in jail, even when there was clearly no justification. Instead, they did their best to mislead the press, the
public, and the courts to cover up their shenanigans. They had signed secretly a Memorandum of Agreement on or about
October 14th, 1999, agreeing with the SEC, CFTC, and the US Attorney, to deprive me of any ability to present a defense
by refusing to produce any discovery, including my own files they confiscated. This document set it out plainly and is part
of the official court record.
§13(b)
The Receiver and the JPLs acknowledge and agree that they shall not and they shall direct their respective agents and
representatives not to provide any non—public information regarding Group or its Assets to Martin Armstrong, Martin
Armstrong, Jr., Victoria Armstrong, any person or entity known to be under their direct or indirect control or acting in
concert with any of them, any other former officer, director or employee of PEI or PQI, unless the provision of such
information is either (a) agreed to by the Receiver and the JPLs, (b) required by applicable law, or (c) required by order of
Either Court.
This was about as unconstitutional as you can get. Yet they still would not obey the Constitution or recognize any rights at
any time. when Republic National Bank pled guilty in January 2002, they admitted guilt and agreed to pay back what was
taken, $606 million, in return for absolute immunity. The "club" was caught, but still the Government would not criminally
prosecute and only made them pay back what was missing - nothing else. This should have ended the contempt since why
should I remain in prison if all victims were made whole? Cohen and Schiavoni then lied to the court claiming there were
still huge losses that predated doing business with Republic, that were not included, yet strangely, there was no actual
description of any such fraud. But one existed, as Cohen told the court, and I was then held for another near 5 years without
any indictment or even civil complaint describing the alleged crime. There was nothing at all!
ALAN COHEN: Losses that occurred in the Prudential period and at the period at Republic prior to the first false NA[V]
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letter [by Republic] are not embraced within the restitution of HSBC because obviously they weren't in the predeposition
period, they weren't involved in it, and in the period before the false NA[V] there is no as description of criminal liability.
(Transcript; 1/7/02, p17, L1—4)(99—Civ-9667)
Cohen, now Executive Vice President of Goldman Sachs, is informing the court that in his opinion there are huge losses not
included, but there is no list of alleged losses, no list of victims, and no charges either civilly or criminally. You may think
that in America there has to be at least some charge before we hold people in jail. Think again.
What proof do I have that Cohen and Schiavoni knew they were lying to the court to keep me in prison for another 5 years?
The US Attorney was deeply involved and I believe did their best to protect the "club" not merely giving HSBC and
Republic Bank absolute immunity for that implies there must have been criminal conduct: at the highest levels or else why
even give immunity, but when lies are told consistently for so many years, they slip, and the truth springs forth like a weed
in the crack of a sidewalk. Assistant US Attorney Alexander Southwell was so eager to get Judge McKenna to recuse
himself when he heard that his wife had represented HSBC in some real estate settlements,the truth came out in 2005, more
than 3 years later.
ALEXANDER SOUTHWELL: So to be clear, in the event of a conviction, we will request, your Honor, that there be an
order of contribution reimbursing ultimately HSBC, who basically made good and paid out these losses for whatever
reasons that they did. They compensated the victims ... We frankly think that there is money available, which is part of the
reason why Mr. Armstrong has been held in civil contempt. . .
(Transcript 6/24/05, p11-12)(99—Cr-997)
Suddenly, in 2005 the US Attorney admits that there are no other victims and that any restitution they would want to be paid
to the very criminals that they had given absolute immunity. Not only was there no alleged huge losses prior to dealing with
Republic, but there was never any such criminal or civil charge. The "club" did what it had to do to prevent me from ever
being released, regardless if there was not even an alleged crime.
Conclusion
We are just not the honest and God fearing country we believe we are. The fact that ever since the Willy Horton
advertisements, the Judiciary is so afraid of being viewed as "liberal" that the entire Constitution has been reduced to a scrap
of dust.
Even when the "club" gets caught with their hand in a cookie jar, they still are told to give the money back and walk away.
_The Goldman Sachs Conspiracy as is now being talked about is far broader than most suspect. One must ask; How does
Alan Cohen end up running Princeton Economics when we were investigating the "club" that included Goldman Sachs? The
answer is simple. The "club" does more than influence politicians, they also control the Judiciary and the Justice Department
well beyond anything the most outrageous conspiracy theory can create.
On May 10th, 2007, a murderer pending trial was allowed in my cell. He came in and strangled me from behind. After I
passed out, he beat me with a typewriter breaking into pieces. He then jumped up and down on my chest trying to cave—in
the bone structure to pierce my heart. His name was Mr. George. Inmates yelled for the guard, but I was told he did not push
the panic button and waited for Mr. George to finish and he came out proudly yelling he had killed me. I was taken to
Beekman Hospital. I obviously did survive after 1 week in intensive care. Mr. George was never criminally charged. Why?
Many people, including my family, believe this was an assassination attempt to get rid of me. Of course, when the Feds
prosecute everything, and would not prosecute this event, I am myself skeptical about why it took place. I write today
because they do not want me to write. I have no doubt that they would kill me if they could. So I sort of have resolved
myself to living only for the moment. When you are in the belly of the beast, there is not much else you can do.
© Martin A. Armstrong
_____________________________________________________
Related:
Conspiracy? Is Goldman Sachs Running the Plunge Protection Team?
_____________________________________________________

How Goldman Sachs reported a profit this first quarter...
2008 fiscal year for GS ended Nov. 30, 2008.
In 2009 they switched to a calendar year, making Dec. '08 an "orphan month".
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They took a bunch of writedowns in December, which will not show up on either year.
Then with the help of the new FASB rules they had an INcredible profit of $1.8bn in the first quarter of '09.
They promptly used this good news to raise $5bn from stock offerings, so they can return the TARP money and get back to
paying big bonuses to their executives.
Link 1
Link 2
Link 3
Link 4
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Thursday, April 23, 2009
Covert Market Operations?
We all know that the twelve members of the FOMC (the Federal OPEN Market Committee) meet eight times a year in
private to decide what their OPEN market operations will be in the interim between meetings. The FOMC was created two
months after the gold confiscation of 1933 by the Banking Act of 1933 (also known as Glass-Steagall) at the height of the
banking crisis. The hope was that it would stabilize the banking system. The FDIC was also created by that same act.
And we also know that at the latest FOMC meeting on March 17-18 they decided to begin OPENLY purchasing long-term
Treasury securities, up to $300 billion worth. This is the boldest OPEN market operation ever, as it signifies an open
monetization of official US debt even if its stated purpose is to help the housing market by lowering interest rates. The
FOMC will meet again next week on April 28-29.
So I think it is fairly safe to say that OPEN market operations have hit historic levels in the past 6 months.
But what about COVERT market operations?
I want to avoid sounding like a conspiracy nut here, so I will focus only on the facts.
On March 18, 1988, President Ronald Reagan signed Executive Order 12631 creating the President's Working Group on
Financial Markets. Like Glass-Steagall, this act was a reaction to a crisis. In this case, the crisis was in the stock market.
Ronald Reagan created this group as a direct response to "Black Monday", the October 19, 1987 collapse of the stock
market with the goal of "maintaining investor confidence". This "Working Group" is a kind of FCMC (Federal COVERT
Market Committee), consisting today of Timothy Geithner, Ben Bernanke, Mary Schapiro of the SEC and Michael Dunn,
chairman of the CFTC. (Special note: Barack Obama's nominee for chairman of the CFTC is Gary Gensler, "former
Goldman Sachs employee and derivatives cheerleader", currently being blocked in the senate.)
In an October 27, 1989 article in the Wall Street Journal titled "Have Fed Support Stock Market, Too", a former Federal
Reserve Board member Robert Heller opined that "Instead of flooding the entire economy with liquidity, and thereby
increasing the danger of inflation, the Fed could support the stock market directly by buying market averages in the futures
market, thereby stabilizing the market as a whole."
In a January 1997 speech given in Belgium, Alan Greenspan said the Fed could use "direct intervention in market events."
In a 2006 London Telegraph article titled "Paulson Reactivates Secretive Support Team to Prevent Markets Meltdown",
George Stephanopoulos, former Clinton aide is quoted saying the Working Group has "an informal agreement among the
major banks to come in and start to buy stock if there appears to be a problem."
In 2001, the London Observer reported that "the Fed, supported by the banks, will buy equities from mutual funds and other
institutional sellers if there is evidence of panic selling in the wake of last week's carnage."
In March 2002, the FT quoted an anonymous Fed official saying the Fed was considering "buying US equities", and that
they could "theoretically buy anything to pump money into the system", including "state and local debt, real estate and gold
mines, any asset."
Then in May 2002, the Australian Financial Review attibuted a 234 point surge to this secretive group, saying "There is a
belief that this team represents a powerful and secretive hand that is ready to act any time the Dow looks ready to tank bigtime." [1]
Now I'm sure that there is plenty that goes on behind the scenes within the hallowed chambers of Wall Street and
Washington, DC. But I have identified three main periods of market activity during the past year that have a particular
stench.
The first runs from July 15 through September 15, 2008. I chronicled my observations in the post Connecting the Dots:
July 11, 2008 – INDYMAC bank is seized by the FDIC.
July 14, 2008 - This document is signed by the Comptroller of the Currency and the Director of the Office of Thrift
Supervision.
July 15, 2008 - It is also signed by the Secretary of the Federal Reserve and the Executive Secretary of the FDIC.
July 16, 2008 – The above document is released which tells banks how much capital they must have. This is an international
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issue known as the Basel II Accord. It requires banks to be properly capitalized or else foreign (European) banks will be
forbidden from doing business with them. These guidelines must be met by the end of the fiscal year, 2008, which is
September 30, 2008.... TODAY!
July 15, 2008 – Gold again peaks, stocks hit new lows, and the PPT along with the world's Central Banks go into action. For
the next two (2) months, stocks go up, the dollar goes up, and gold goes down. This is a massive intervention effort to give
the remaining banks a chance to get in compliance with Basel II. To get recapitalized. Which didn't quite happen like they
hoped.
The second period runs through September and October of 2008, when US Treasuries staged an unbelievable rally,
ironically called a "flight to safety". Jim Willie describes this questionable period in Gold and Treasury Feeder System:
Notice how the primary impetus behind the supposed USTBond rally was the mountain of purchases this past autumn by the
USGovt and UKGovt, as seen in the Caribbean banks, where their fingerprints are often found without any mention in the
press whatsoever. The US & UK illicit games conducted in Caribbean banks is given cover from hedge funds and Arab
accounts, but not enough to hide what is really happening. In July 2008, the Caribbean bank center ledger item showed $117
billion in USTreasurys. By October 2008 the amount zoomed up to $204 billion. This is not Bermuda and Bahamas
redeeming sea conch shells, molasses barrels, and salvaged marine vessels for USTreasury Bonds. These are games played
by the syndicates running the central banks.

The bigger question is whether USTBonds were purchased with newly printed money. Clearly they were in my view.
Indeed, Jim, this is the biggest question of all.
The third and final questionable period I will highlight started March 9, 2009 and continues today. It is the ongoing stock
rally in midst of a really ugly reality.
Tyler Durden over at Zero Hedge has been beating the drum that Goldman Sachs seems to have an unusually high level of
"participation" in this rally:
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This is getting surreal. Goldman principal program trading is now well over 5x compared to its customer and agency trades
and a 150 million share pick up compared to last week. For yet another week, Goldman's principal trading represents more
than half of all NYSE member firm principal transactions.

And from Helena Handbasket in the comments section:
GS traded more than 50% of all trades initiated FOR THEIR OWN ACCOUNT, but that volume (1B shares) was 20% of
the total traded on the exchange. As in everyone. 1 in 5 trades on the exchange were initiated by Goldman for their own
benefit.
On April 18, Zero Hedge posted The Visible Hand with a 2005 report from Sprott Asset Management exposing the PPT
(The President's Working Group). This report is a great read on the subject, but what I found more interesting were a couple
comments below the post, presumably by a floor trader. For some reason the first comment was subsequently deleted, but
Hat Tip to alek_a for preserving it here on this blog:
[First Comment (deleted)]: It's just an article from years ago confirming the PPT. I didn't read it but here is the real truth.
These days there is no single entity, rather there are 6 large hedge funds located in the Reston Virginia, and DC area who are
the commercial accounts.
The commercial accounts take their direction from either the Treasury or Fed depending on which branch has the lead.
These hedge funds are the ones placing large orders to GS, JPM, etc... Market moving orders. So when you hear that 'paper
is buying' large quantities on the floor you cannot really tell who it is and all you can do is speculate. It looks like it's
coming from GS but they are just executing an order for a client. There is no trail back to Uncle Sam.
Do you really think the government would go directly to GS or JPM to place orders? That is laughable. Anyway the end
result is the same, you are all getting gamed.
And our hero Tyler is the only one who is exposing the `real` truth so stay tuned to Zero Hedge.
[Second Comment]: The Reston6...
The big block orders(market movers) come into the pit through paper. When I ask paper(GS, JPM,etc) who are they buying
or selling for there are 6 funds that always are referenced. The Reston 6.
(Here is an aerial photo of PJM Capital near Reston, Va. Possibly a front operation for the President's Working Group
according to the commenter.)
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Jesse's Crossroads Cafe describes the recent action in the S&P500 with a bit of asian color:
The action in the SP futures market has been particularly heavy handed and blatant since the heads of the money center
banks met with the Community-Organizer-in-Chief at the White House. This market is being shoved around like a gaijin
granny on the Tokyo subway in rush hour...
These kinds of COVERT market operations require immense sums of money to pull off. Money that certainly does not
come from the sale of Treasuries if they are using it to also buy Treasuries. Think about it.
The Caribbean Treasury purchases in September and October alone were at least $80 billion. So where does this money
come from? Sea shell sales? Let's see what Ben Bernanke had to say about this on November 21, 2002:
"...the U.S. government has a technology, called a printing press (or, today, its electronic equivalent), that allows it to
produce as many U.S. dollars as it wishes at essentially no cost."
I ask you this; If they are crediting dollars electronically in order to manage the markets, what does this mean? What are the
implications? Would this not be bigger than Watergate? Is this not like cheating at poker?
And what about the temptations? Where is all this money ending up? Who is profiting? And who is losing?
And if something like this were credibly exposed, if someone blew the whistle, what would be the consequences? What
would China do?
Is a market rally worth the risks? How about the possibility of a resumption of public confidence? Is that worth the risk?
Perhaps only private profits are worth a risk like this, assuming it is even happening.
Then again, does it really matter how this is being funded? Or is it simply the appearance of impropriety without credible
explanation that really matters? Someone wise once said, "As I've matured, I've learned that it takes years to build up trust,
and it only takes suspicion, not proof, to destroy it."
FOFOA
[1] Quotes sourced in "Bad Money" by Kevin Phillips
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Saturday, April 25, 2009
MK on China and Gold
From the USAGold forum...

MK (usagold.com 25April2009; 12:50)
China and gold: In the footsteps of giants
There may be something of a misunderstanding with respect to the increase in Chinese reserves. The bulk of that gold has
come from purchases of their own domestic production, not open market purchases. The impact on the price is therefore
indirect. However, because China is the largest gold producer in the world, and it is retaining the bulk of its production for
reserve diversification purposes, that impact is significant.
Consider, for example, if South Africa had been able to retain the bulk of its production during the years it was the prime
producer. It would today be one of the richest countries in the world. As Pierre Lassonde reminded us in the recent past,
there haven’t been any large scale in-ground discoveries in many years. That puts China in a very strong position with
respect to the gold market, and from what we can gather, it has decided to play that card. Because of its strong exports, it
doesn’t need to export gold like South Africa did to sustain and strengthen its economy. China will be able to build gold
reserves and make the yuan stronger — its financial muscle the weight of its gold holdings which are likely to grow year to
year, and perhaps even accelerate as new fields are brought into production. In addition, as the price of gold rises, so too will
the value of its gold reserve. The currency advantage is the one thing the press reports yesterday and this morning
overlooked, and as time passes, that may be the most important.
Now, I realize that all of this is not quite so glamorous as China buying up every loose official sector ounce, but, at the same
time, what I have described above will have a greater long term impact than any purchase of a one-off official sector sale.
China, true to its reputation for patience and steady, long-term progress toward its goals, has taken the golden path and now
they want the world to know about it.
Last April in my Golden Gut Check essay I mentioned the importance of China keeping its gold production home. At the
time, the market overlooked it as a major factor in future pricing considerations. Now, with publication of a reserve gain
which occurred over a five year period, hard numbers are available. China seems to want to make a point and the general
market seems to have recognized its importance. (The China gold story made the front page of today’s Financial Times
weekend edition.)
Taking this discussion a step further (and this might be worth another essay by itself) at some point, the Chinese might be
very interested in a revaluation that compensates it for its dollar stockpile, and others might be willing to go along as the
least offensive means to bringing balance to the international economic equation. That revaluation could occur informally
with the market moving steadily higher over the years in a free-market dynamic, or it could occur formally as a return to the
gold standard. I do not need to explain to this forum’s readers and participants what that would mean to gold owners the
world over.
While we ponder the meaning of Chinese gold reserve growth, let’s not set aside the other major gold story from China
during the past week. It’s request to the IMF that it sell the entirety of its 3217 tonne reserve coincides with its
announcement on reserves and is intended to deliver a message to the financial markets: It sees gold as an important part of
the overall international monetary scheme — a scheme that may evolve to a system in time. If China were to purchase the
full 3217 tonnes at $1000 per ounce, the price would be $103 billion. With current foreign reserves (of all description) at
$1.95 trillion, the purchase price of all the IMF gold would amount to a paltry 5.25% of China’s total reserves. China has
made the IMF gold sale bludgeon look more like a wet noodle.
From China’s perspective here’s how it looks:
$1,950 billion total reserves
$ -103 billion cost of 3217 tonnes of IMF gold
______
$1,847 billion total reserves remaining
(And by the way China would then become the largest holder of gold in the world after the United States and the European
Union.)
The message contained in China’s actions of the past week is unmistakable. China knows that gold is making a comeback
almost as a force of nature. Its return to the center of value will be dictated by history and events with or without the help of
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the world’s governments. I believe China is preparing for that day, and from its perspective apparently it cannot prepare fast
enough. The first step toward stability for both individuals and nation states is a step in the direction of gold and China has
taken it.
Talk about following in the footsteps of giants (with a nod to my old friend, Another). . . . .
__________________
FOOTSTEPS OF GIANTS POST
Sat Jan 10 1998 21:03
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Someone once said, “noone wants gold, that’s why the US$ price keeps falling”. Many thinking ones laugh at such foolish
chatter. They know that the price of gold is dropping precisely because “too many people are buying it”! Think now, if you
are a person of “great worth” is it not better for you to acquire gold over years, at better prices? If you are one of “small
worth”, can you not follow in the footsteps of giants? I tell you, it is an easy path to follow! An experienced guide is not
needed for this trail, look around you and see. The real money is selling ALL FORMS of paper gold and buying physical!
Why? Because any form of paper gold is loosing value much, much faster than metal. Some paper will disappear all
together in a fire of epic proportions! The massive trading continues at LBMA, but something is now missing? The CBs are
no longer lending! They will not anymore! We have reached production costs. Oil will have nothing of “gold paper” if gold
must stay in the ground! And a CB values the wishes of oil far above it’s return of leased gold! Hear me now, “if gold tries
to go lower than US$ $280 the BIS will buy it OUTRIGHT in the OPEN for all to see”! They must! They will! I know. For
no currency system could stand if “Oil” were to bid for gold!
Oil has kept “the deal” as the CBs sold paper to lower golds price! All is fair. Asia will bid for gold not as in the past. They
now know that the free flow of oil has more value than the Pacific economy. But the price that was paid may be more than
the world currency system can endure.
To close:
The US$ has risen on a flight of fear. That will now end as the LBMA shorts are given to wolves. If this fire burns too hot,
gold will turn and it’s trading halted. The price of oil will explode as gold becomes the “world oil currency”! Even now oil
has locked the IMFs gold, Asia will bid against them no more. We come to extreame times.
Risk not your wealth in paper, we enter a period of truth.
The complete writings of ANOTHER - (USAGOLD)
Onward my friends and Semper aurum,
Michael J. Kosares
The ABCs of Gold Investing: How to Protect and Build Your Wealth with Gold
Owner, USAGOLD-Centennial Precious Metals, Inc.
____________________________________________________
Related:
Gold - The Yuan Goes Global – Consequences!
By Julian D. W. Phillips
SNIP:
We do not believe there will be a Gold Standard because it is anathema to all bankers, central bankers included. What is
likely to happen is that a formula will be worked out where gold can be used to increase the credibility of and confidence in
paper money again.
CHINESE DIVERSIFICATION STRATEGY
By Jim Willie
SNIP:
It is my firm belief that the Chinese controlled the G20 Agenda totally, with direct coordination from the Russians, but made
gentlemanly agreements not to reveal their control. My firm belief is that the Chinese and Russian leaders at the G20
Meeting in London had contentious private meetings. Premier Wen Jiabao and Dmitri Medvedev probably informed
President Obama that the USDollar is dead as a uni-polar global reserve currency, that the Chinese yuan would expand its
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global function, that the Special Drawing Rights could fill a void until more specific new currencies could be launched in
the future, but that the choreographed glitz of the London meeting could proceed on its carefully planned stage.
GATA’s Credibility Soars On China Gold Buying News
By Bill Murphy
SNIP:
As a result of Frank Veneroso’s brilliant supply/demand work in years past, we mentioned that one of the demand areas, that
the likes of a GFMS was not accounting for, was China, and that someday their stealth buying would be reported. Voila…
FOFOA
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Monday, April 27, 2009
The Judgment of Value
The central banks, the printers of money, the governments, the treasuries, the powers that be have no say in the value of a
dollar. That judgment of value is reserved for the recipient of those freshly printed dollars.
Even those of us that hold dollars, that hoard them in our mattresses or bank accounts, have no say in the value of those
dollars. The people that we offer those dollars to have the power to judge their worth, and to decide how much time, labor or
real goods they are willing to part with for a piece of paper.
Think about the fact that Ben Bernanke said that he can control the value of the dollar with the printing press (or today's
electronic equivalent). Can he? Does he have that control? So far he seems to be printing with reckless abandon yet we, the
people, still receive those dollars and judge them to be worth the same as before. Have you insisted on a raise at work? Have
you told your boss that you will not come back to work unless you receive more dollars for each hour of your valuable
time? Of course not.
So by what mechanism will the recipients of dollars finally tell Ben that he cannot have as much "stuff" for his magic paper?
Ben truly does not have control of this. Everyone EXCEPT Ben does.
The problem is that most of us don't have a choice. The only thing we have to part with in exchange for paper dollars is our
time. And at that, we are living right at the margin. In other words, we trade time today for what we need tomorrow. And
paper dollars are the medium of this exchange. So we don't have the luxury or the power to pass judgment.
Those that DO have the luxury and power of passing judgment on the value of the dollar are the people that have great
surpluses of wealth and real goods. Those that control the industries of the world and those that control the stockpiles of real
wealth and the stuff we all want and need.
The mechanism by which they pass this judgment is an enormously complex and recondite concept. Our government tells
us this concept is called "inflation" (or "deflation"). They tell us that these people of great control either "inflate" prices or
"deflate" them. But in reality, these people are simply trying to balance the goods they can receive in the future against what
they are willing to part with in the present. To do this, they weigh what they have in stock against what they need and want.
And they pay close attention to the cost of those other things as well as the availability and time horizon for acquiring them.
Of these people of great surplus, there are actually two groups. One group controls the distribution of wants, and the other
the distribution of needs. In the simplest terms, think about the people to whom you offer your paper dollars. There is your
grocer who exchanges food for your dollars in the latter group, and there is the electronics dealer who exchanges televisions
and iPods in the former. Together, these two groups bid for your dollars with the amount of goods they offer in exchange.
And in this way, they judge the value of the dollar. The central banker has no say in the matter.
The wants and needs groups can be differentiated by saying that wants are subjective and needs are objective. In other
words, EVERYONE has certain needs, but WANTS are subjective to the individual and to current circumstances. Needs
require very little marketing. They do not have to convince you that you need something like food. But wants require a great
deal of marketing. Those people that control the "wants stockpile" must convince you that THEIR want is actually a need,
especially during hard times.
So it follows that one group has greater control of the judgment of a dollar's value than the other. One group will always
have people lining up to offer their dollars for judgment, while the other group must actually line up FOR your dollars. Do
you see the difference?
When it comes to needs, people are in a long line with money in outstretched hands waiting for that money to be judged.
When it comes to wants, SUPPLIERS are in a long line with "wants" in outstretched hands waiting for their WANTS to be
judged by you and your dollars. So in a way, they no longer have control of the judgment of the value of currency. They
have LOST that power during hard economic times.
Ben Bernanke says he is worried about "deflation", or his definition of deflation which is these suppliers LOWERING their
prices. So in order to fight against this, he is attempting to double and triple the amount of currency in circulation. The idea
being that with more dollars out there, these suppliers won't want to part with their goods for the same amount as before.
They will want more.
The problem is that Ben (and the deflationists) are looking at the suppliers that NO LONGER HAVE CONTROL OF THE
JUDGMENT! Ben is reacting to the actions of people who are only reacting to the bad economy. These people are not
lowering their prices because they judged the dollar to be more valuable. They are at the mercy of collapsing bubbles and a
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bad economy. So Ben is printing in vain based on his theory and his objective.
But on the other hand, there is a sinister undercurrent to this situation. That group of suppliers that still DOES have control
of the judgment of the value of dollars is still out there. It has not lowered its prices and it is watching these developments.
It is watching Ben's frantic and reckless printing and it is wondering, "as I part with these life necessities in exchange for
your dollars, will I be able to later recoup a commensurate amount of stuff?"
This group is watching this very closely. It is weighing its own stockpile of "needs" against what IT wants and needs, and it
is paying close attention to cost, availability and time horizon for acquiring stuff.
This group is being completely ignored by Ben Bernanke and the other deflationists. But the fact of the matter is that this
relatively small group of people is like the Supreme Court of Judgment for the value of the dollar. Once this group decides
that the dollar will no longer work as a medium to transfer to them a commensurate amount of stuff with what they are
parting with in the present, watch out!
This group which is being ignored is a little jumpy right now. They know they are being ignored and they know what is
going on. They know that they are sitting on stuff that everyone needs, including themselves. And they are paying close
attention to the size of their stockpiles. They are worried about the resupply lines. They are worried about getting "caught
with their pants down". They are worried about waking up one day and finding themselves with empty shelves and a bag
full of worthless paper.
So far they have not acted on this worry. They are still playing along. But make no mistake, they alone have the judgment
power that makes ALL the difference. Be nice to them, because THEY will ultimately judge the value of your dollars. And
if this makes you nervous, then why not exchange a few of your dollars for something they will judge well once they have
sent the dollar to the stockade? Then, when empty shelves are everywhere, you will still have something they will want in
exchange for what little they have left, hidden in the back.
Posted by FOFOA at 12:19 PM
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Friday, May 1, 2009
Mayday Thoughts
Looking back a year I wonder, were the economy, the financial sector, the stock and bond markets and the US dollar more
unstable then, or are they more unstable now?
A year ago, stocks were much higher than they are today. Since then, they have collapsed and then rebounded a bit. Let's
look at RIMM, Research In Motion, the maker of the ubiquitous Blackberry cell phone. A year ago its price was $148 and
today it is $72. I mention this one because I can remember many "buy" recommendations for RIMM around this time last
year. Those didn't turn out so well.
A year ago, the dollar had recently bottomed (at 72) and was heading up. Today the dollar has recently topped (at 89) and is
heading down. The dollar portion of the "flight to safety" may be winding down. Where to safety next?
A year ago the economy was in recession, but the people believed the government that told them it was not. Today the
economy may be in a depression, but the people believe the government that tells them it is only a recession.
A year ago the financial sector looked much different than it does today. There was more competition. Merrill Lynch,
Morgan Stanley, Wachovia Securities and Lehman Brothers were all independent competition to the big boys. A year ago
Goldman Sachs (with competition) was trading at $203. Today (with little competition) it is trading at $128.
Incredibly, gold is almost exactly the same as it was a year ago, but other non-monetary and less-monetary commodities are
down an average of 30% from a year ago. This should say that fear of inflation is down from a year ago, but fear of systemic
collapse is not. So I wonder, was "everything" more unstable a year ago, or is it now?
Many of the threats I was vaguely aware of a year ago seem to be much more in play right now. A year ago I thought the
Chinese might "dump the dollar" right after the Olympics. They didn't, but now they are talking about it.
A year ago I thought that trouble in the Middle East might affect the price of oil and gold. Today some of those problems
seem much more close at hand than they were a year ago.
A year ago most of the "doomers" were marginalized by the media. Today they are much more mainstream (see Roubini,
Celente, Taleb, Schiff). This is because from September to November we got a real taste of the doom.
But is it over? Has the worst passed, as Jim Cramer tells us?
If I am right in my post Covert Market Operations, then the market is much more manipulated today than it was a year ago.
So with this in mind, lets compare signals from the market.
On inflation: A year ago the market signal was for inflation. Today, the (lying) market signal is for deflation.
On the financial sector: A year ago the market signal was a slow and orderly decline in the profitability of the financials.
Today, the (lying) market signal is for a renewed confidence in the (now much more concentrated) financial sector.
On the economy: A year ago the market signal was for an economy heading toward a recession. Today, the (lying) market
signal is for a recovery by the end of the year.
On the stock markets: A year ago the market signal was for a declining equities market. Today, the (lying) signal is for rally
and recovery.
On the dollar: A year ago the dollar was recovering slightly, but still near an all time low. Today, the (lying) signal is nothing
less than "the strong dollar policy".
Basically, the signals we can take from the markets today seem very confused, unless you accept that the markets are
manipulated and the signals are lies. In that case, once the manipulators run out of steam, we can expect a sharp downturn in
the value of the dollar, a collapse in the stock market, a collapse in the economy, a collapse in the financial sector, and some
serious inflation dead ahead. And I'm not talking about the economically healthy inflation. I'm talking about the inflation
caused by a seizure of the producing sector followed by a flood of currency schemes from the government, the monetizing
of debt of all kinds.
Bottom line: I think "everything" is much less stable today than it was a year ago, even if some prices have corrected. The
actions of government have created a new kind of instability. One that is based on hope and change, when what we really
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need is reality and stability in the rules of the game so that confidence can return.
Posted by FOFOA at 11:49 PM
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Tuesday, May 5, 2009
Why All Paper Will Burn (In plain English)
Zero Hedge has been doing a great job exposing the story of the six-month-old Supplemental Liquidity Provider program
(SLP) in which Goldman Sachs has taken control of the New York Stock Exchange.
In the comments below the latest article on this subject, Jus7tme asked a good question:
ZeroHedge/TylerDurden, Can you distill the significance of all this a little more? What exactly is it that GS gets to do that
the rest of us don't, and how are they using it to screw us? I'm going to re-read the old article now, but I'm having trouble
reading all the between-the-lines stuff.
This question made me start to think about answers. The answers are not as obvious as they might seem. So first, let us
deconstruct the market process.
Imagine a live auction.

It really doesn't matter what is being sold. What is important is the transparency of the process. First of all, you can clearly
view the product being sold. In the video above, the product is the house in the background. Secondly, you can observe the
bids and you can see who you are bidding against. You can also see how many people want to buy the product, which gives
you a gauge of how far and fast the price might rise. In this primitive market process, basically everything is transparent.
Now, imagine that you can no longer see the product. Instead, if you want to participate in this auction (which is completely
voluntary), you must rely on the description of the product that is put out by the auctioneer.
Now, imagine that you can no longer see the other bidders. They are hidden in something like a voting booth. You really
have no idea who is bidding or how many people are interested in the product.
Now, imagine that you can no longer see the auctioneer either. In fact, imagine that the auctioneer is part of a company,
which puts out the product being sold, and that this same company also hides people in some of the "voting booth" tents.
At this point, let us take our imaginary auction to the computer screen, since pretty much all of our real-world senses are
gone. So now, imagine something along the lines of a quick Ebay auction. Only we know that the person running the
auction is the person selling the product, and we trust his description of the product (at least we must if we have voluntarily
agreed to participate), but we also know that he is bidding against us among the other bidders.
Now lets throw in a twist. Let's say that the price in this bidding process now has the ability to fall as well as rise. In the
above video, once the bids started coming, the price could only move in one direction, up. Once it stopped moving up, the
auction was over. But in our new iteration let's assume a new method for the price to fall. Let's say that this auctioneer
created a second product, which is essentially the antithesis of the first. And as people bid on this second product, its price
goes up but the price of the first product goes down.
Now lets say that there is a large, but finite quantity of these two products. So we are no longer bidding on one house, but
we are bidding to buy one of many identical houses. But since they are so big, let's just say we are bidding on one sheet of
paper that says we own something. That will keep it simple.
Now it is getting quite complex, so let's get rid of the paper. After all, paper just kills trees. So now we will be bidding on
what used to be this paper saying we are the owner of something, but instead of killing trees, this auctioneer is just going to
put a little digital computer mark by our "auction number" on the screen. If we win the auction, we get the mark.
But you know, this has really morphed from the video above. In the video, if we won the auction, we had a nice house to go
play in. Now we just have a mark. So let's imagine that the whole motivation of the game has changed. Now, as soon as we
win our auction, we can resubmit our little mark to be sold to someone else. And if they pay more than us, then we make
some money. But don't forget, we are also playing this game against the guy who is creating and selling the product,
because some of those other "auction numbers" on the screen represent him buying his own product... from himself! And
why would he do that? Well, he would do that to make the price go in one direction or another.
Oh, and he also has that opposite product. Let's call it a "short ETF". This "short ETF" is essentially a way to put downward
pressure on the bidding process which was an impossible task in the house auction above.
Now here is where it starts getting a little crazy. You know I said that these "products" are in a "limited quantity". Well, let's
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now imagine that the auctioneer, or any one of the other secret players, can sell either one of these products even if they
didn't buy it first. In other words, "supply" can be added to the market process with the click of a mouse. And this "supply"
can be either the main product, created by the auctioneer, or it can be the inverse product, also created by the auctioneer.
Well, up until now, we were relying on supply and demand fundamentals combined with price movements we watched and
analyzed in order to squeeze a little bit of profit out of this game. But it is getting very difficult to do now.
So now let's say that we just say "sorry, we no longer want to play this game." Remember, it is a voluntary process.
But wait. Not so fast. Imagine now that your retirement pension fund has been "playing" this game. And not only that, but
someone else is managing it. So you take a close look and you realize that your pension fund has fallen in value about 40%.
What the heck? "This auction process is so rigged", you say to yourself. But then on a closer look, you realize that at least it
has been going up a little over the past two months. What do you do?
Now, imagine that you find out that the game has actually been changed for the last few months. Now, the auctioneer
himself is buying and selling more of his own product than everyone else combined. This gives him total control of the
price. So you think, "well, he must want my pension fund to go up in value". But how can this be? He is obviously in this
game to make a profit for himself. And as you know, this is a zero-sum game. So something must be going on.
Perhaps this crazy auctioneer stole so much money from all the players that he now has to give some back or else his game
will come to an end. Or, perhaps he has some special deal going with those players that are managing your pension fund. At
this point, it is really hard to tell what is going on, but it can't be very good for your pension money in the long run. You
know this auctioneer is not Santa Claus. Or is he?
What if... this auctioneer can not only create more of these products, but he can ALSO create more MONEY? What if he is
pumping some of this new money into your pension fund to keep you from withdrawing your wealth?
Boy, this gets complicated. What do you do? I suppose you could just sit back and take the free money. But how big is this
game? You have no idea. And if he is creating money just like he creates product, doesn't that very "money" become as
suspect as the product? Eventually it must. And if he is NOT creating this money, then something else sinister must be going
on. Either way, I think you have a problem.
At this point you start to wonder, "what has become of our market system? And what is becoming of "money" itself?" At
this point you start to long for the markets of old. Where real goods were exchanged for real money, and an entrepreneurial
spirit like yourself could make a real profit with a little hard work and a little knowledge.
I think what has happened is that our market system and our monetary system have grown so complex over the last hundred
years that only the very operators of the system can now profit from the system. And on the rare occasion when it appears
that someone OTHER than the operators are profiting, what is actually happening is only "appeasement" in order to keep the
system going. The very operators are giving a little bit back, knowing full well that whenever they decide the other
participants have been calmed, they can reverse operations and start taking again.
When the Fed prints money and gives it to the US government, the government spends it and real, physical capital, real
physical things and human effort are diverted from "we the people" to "they the government". This happens in the here and
now. It is happening right now!
And when the Fed prints money and gives it to our "auctioneer", real market-driving power is diverted from "we the people"
to "they the operators of the system". Perhaps some of that is given back to us to keep us sedate. But is that enough? I think
not.
Here is the problem. More and more people and nations are aware of what is going on. It is not always talked about openly,
because that is not the best way to prepare yourself to abandon "this system". The best way to profit from the GLOBAL
ABANDONMENT OF THIS SYSTEM is to prepare in secret. To get your affairs in order while "they" think they have
sedated the masses.
This system can only continue for as long as a simple majority of people believe in it. And here is a list of the "groups" that
are preparing for ABANDONMENT. China, Russia, South America, Middle East, Southeast Asia, perhaps 30% of Europe,
and perhaps 1% of the rest. So let's check the numbers.
Total World Population 6,707,000,000
Africa 973,000,000
Asia 4,054,000,000
Europe 732,000,000
Latin America 577,000,000
Northern America 337,000,000
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Oceania 34,000,000
To be fair, let's put in the US$ camp, Northern America, Europe, Oceania and half of Africa. That works out to
1,589,500,000 people.
The rest of the planet, Asia, Latin America and half of Africa works out to 5,117,500,000 people.
So by my calculations, that is roughly 25% of the world in the dollar camp. And 75% of the world preparing to ABANDON
the dollar.
I am sure you are aware that the 25% in the dollar camp holds most of the world's "dollar denominated paper wealth".
However, that other 75% actually holds more REAL wealth in the form of commodities, minerals, land, oil and gold, both in
and out of the ground, which is suppressed in (relative) value by the dollar system.
So if the ABANDONMENT of this system happens, what do you think will happen to the balance of wealth in the world?
What will be the outcome? And how can you prepare for this? I think the answer is clear.
Avoid the rigged auction and all the fraudulent paper. Soon it is going to burn in a massive fire. Very soon.
Posted by FOFOA at 3:10 PM
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Thursday, May 7, 2009
Worst Case Scenario (12" Remix)
A few days ago Seeking Alpha had a good piece by "Big Jake" called The Worst Case Scenario (Someone Has to Say It). In
it he describes a pretty bad scenario with ten predictions. These predictions seem pretty reasonable to me, however they
miss the slightly wider view that FOFOA likes to take. This wider view looks at the very foundation on which all the events
listed stand, and more specifically, from a global monetary perspective.
One advantage of this wider view is that it provides an antidote to the pain and suffering, on any scale you want. The wider
view will often get the actual details and short term developments wrong. But in return, it provides a high probability
prediction for the end result, one in which said antidote works wonders. Think of this antidote as a kind of flu vaccine. It can
be taken by individuals or by entire nations. It can even be taken by the entire world. And once you are immune, the stress
created by this slow motion train wreck just seems to disappear.
So without further adieu, I will dig into Big Jake's predictions and add a little international monetary flavor. Please read his
intro at the above link as I am jumping right into the predictions:
Prediction one. The twenty-five-year equities bubble pops in 2009. U.S. and foreign equities markets will stop treading
water and realign with economic reality. Stock prices will cease to reflect the “greater fool” mentality and will return to
being a function of dividend yields, which have long been miserable. The S&P 500 will sink below 500. In a bid to stem the
panic, the government will enforce periodic “stock market holidays”, and will vastly expand the scope of its short-selling
prohibitions—eventually banning short-selling altogether.
Globally (which includes the interior of the United States) equities will be recognized for what they really are; pieces of
paper representing a promise from an untrustworthy individual or group of individuals. No one will want this toilet paper
any more. As companies frantically issue billions of new shares to raise capital, diluting and extinguishing the value of
existing shares, these pieces of paper will be shunned by the entire world. Short sellers won't even matter any more. Because
there will be no buyers except for the insiders who are still trying to rig the charade. In the end, the entire stock market will
either go to zero, or it will be owned in toto by Goldman Sachs and the US Treasury/Fed. Anyone still holding wealth in
paper will lose it all as paper burns.
Prediction two. With public pension systems and tens of millions of 401k holders virtually wiped out—and with the Baby
Boomers retiring en masse—there will be tremendous pressure on the government to get into the stock market in order to
bid up prices.
Therefore, sometime in 2010, the Federal Reserve will create and loan out hundreds of billions of fresh dollars to the usual
well-connected suspects, instructing them to buy up stocks on the public’s behalf. This scheme will have a fancy but
meaningless name—something like the “Taxpayer Assurance Equities Facility”. It will have no effect other than to serve as
buyer of last resort for capitulating smart-money types who want to get out of stocks entirely.
First off, I've got to say, "as if the government isn't already IN the stock market." But this issue is beside the point. The stock
market will be so low in value relative to the things pensioners need to survive from day to day that the government will
find it much more efficient to monetize the monthly pension payments than to try and boost the underlying securities. This
will happen either before or after the rest of the world has given up on the US dollar. If it happens before, then it will
CAUSE the demise of the dollar and bring about hyperinflation. If it happens after, then it simply won't help the pensioners.
A pensioner will receive his $4,500 per month for the rest of his life directly from the Fed, but it won't even feed him for
one day.
Prediction three. Millions of new retirees—including white-collar people with high expectations for a Golden Retirement
—will be left virtually penniless. Thousands will starve or freeze to death in their own homes. Hundreds of thousands will
find themselves evicted and homeless, or will have to move in with their less-than-enthusiastic children. Already strained by
the rising tide of the working-age unemployed, state and local welfare services will be overwhelmed, and by 2012 will have
largely collapsed and ceased to function in many parts of the country.
"Golden Retirement" Isn't that a nice hint to throw in there? I can't add much to this prediction other than to say that any
retiree who has taken STANDARD MAINSTREAM ADVICE and held at least 1% of his retirement in (physical) gold will
at least preserve his wealth, and will probably do fine. 10% would be much better.
Prediction four. “Quantitative easing” will fail to restart previous patterns of lending and consumption. As the government
sends out additional “rebate” checks and takes ever-more drastic measures to force banks to lend, hyperinflation could take
hold. However, comprehensive debt relief via a devaluation of the dollar is even more likely. This would entail the
government issuing one “new” dollar for some greater number of “old” dollars—thus reducing both debts and savings
simultaneously. This would make for a clean slate a la Fight Club.
Big Jake makes a good point here. Devaluation or revaluation can come from either internal or external actions. And the
way it works is that the first entity to act profits the most from the action. Everyone knows this. By everyone, I mean China,
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Russia, Europe, the UK, and even the US Fed. At this point we are simply in a game of chicken. Who will veer away from
the dollar first? They are all positioned for a quick maneuver, muscles tightened, hands on the wheel, leaning forward,
speeding toward each other at a combined 250 miles an hour.
As there are many more debtors than savers in the U.S., the vast majority would support devaluation. The Chinese and other
foreign holders of our bonds would be screaming mad, but unable to do anything. Every country that has not found a way
out of dollar-denominated reserve assets by 2012 will see its reserves eliminated.
This is true. The vast majority within the 25% of the world that makes up "the dollar camp" would support an internal
devaluation (thereby screwing "the rich" as well as the rest of the world). So the question is will the other 75% of the world
just sit around and wait for it to happen? Or are they instead, secretly converting dollars into something more golden?
Prediction five. The government will stop pretending that it can finance continuous multi-trillion-dollar deficits on the
private market. By late 2010, the sole buyers of new U.S. Treasury and agency bonds will be the Federal Reserve and a few
derelict financial institutions under government control. This may or may not lead to hyperinflation. (See prediction four).
I think this prediction is perhaps a year too late. I would say that by late 2009 this will be the case. For all we know, it
already IS the case, thanks to the transparency of the bond markets. Primary dealers have long been short selling bonds to
the point that there are more Treasury bonds being auctioned in the markets than have even been issued by the Treasury.
Foreign governments and sovereign wealth funds have all but stopped buying new issues at this point. And if they are
buying a few, what they are really buying is TIME. They are buying time to trade in other paper assets for something more
golden.
Prediction six. As the need for financial industry paper-pushers declines and people have less money to spend on lawyers
and Starbucks (SBUX), unemployment will rise until the private sector has eliminated all of its excess capacity and
superfluous or socially needless jobs. The government’s narrow unemployment figure (U3) will rise into the high teens by
late 2010. The government’s broader unemployment figure (U6) will cease to be reported when it reaches 25 percent—it
will simply be too embarrassing. Ultimately, one in three work-eligible Americans will be unemployed, underemployed, or
never-employed (e.g. college grads permanently unable to find suitable work).
This prediction deals with the service sector or the FIRE economy versus the real producing sector. It is a very US-centered
prediction. When we step back, we see that within "the dollar camp", about 80% of the people work in the service sector
and only about 20% actually produce real wealth. In the "non-dollar camp", the statistics are reversed. The term "reality
bites" has a lot of meaning here. Like a rubber band breaking when it is stretched to the limit, the entire world will snap
back to reality. And reality is that the service sector is reliant on the productive sector, not the other way around.
Wealth comes from producing real things. Only an excess of wealth from producing can support a vibrant service sector.
And in the regions where 80% of the people are living off of the other 20%, most of that excess wealth is held as paper
promises, which are now burning. So it will be a long time before we ever see the service sector in the US even approach
50% of the economy. First it must decrease to maybe 25%, and then slowly grow back. This could take a couple
generations.
Prediction seven. With their pension dreams squashed, and their salaries frozen or cut, police and other local government
workers will turn to wholesale corruption in order to survive. America’s ideal of honest, courteous, and impartial cops,
teachers, and small-time local functionaries will have come to an end.
The key to this prediction is that the real power that comes with the badge and gun will remain. Only the loyalty that comes
from payment will disappear. This will probably be one of the most difficult developments to work through. Look no further
than Mexico to see what happens. The local police take money from the drug cartels who basically run the local economies.
If we see this turn of events in the US, then it will be best to keep a very low profile. And if you happen to have some
mysterious "income stream", it would be wise to befriend and financially help out your local cops. They will need it and
they will appreciate it.
Prediction eight. Commercial overcapacity will strike with a vengeance. By 2012, thousands of enclosed malls, strip malls,
unfinished residential developments, motels, truck stops, distribution centers, middle-of-nowhere resorts and casinos, and
small-city airports across America will turn into dilapidated, unwanted, and dangerous ghost towns. With no economic
incentive for their maintenance or repair, they will crumble into overgrown, plywood-and-sheet-rock ruins.
Again, notice that all of the facilities Big Jake lists are related to the service sector. They will be the first to go. In fact, they
are already going. As the entire world turns away from the promise of financial paper and the rigged New York auctions we
call "markets", it will focus with great intensity on real value. Real value comes from production. Real value comes from
gathering the salt of the earth and making something meaningful and useful. And when it comes to trade, if direct trade
(barter) is not sufficient, then the intermediary "money" must also carry real value. To store real value, you can either own a
producing factory, real things that have already been produced, or the intermediary of choice which is held in high esteem
by the entire world. This is gold.
Prediction nine. By the end of 2010, tens of millions of households will have fallen behind on their mortgages or stopped
paying altogether. Many banks will be unable to process the massive volume of foreclosure paperwork, much less actually
seize and resell the homes.
The problem here is that the medium of paper money is dying. Yet this medium has been so interwoven into all these deals
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that the deals themselves will crumble. The laws themselves that created this mess will have to change if there is to be any
hope of working this out. Once again, the first people or countries to adopt real change will benefit the most. People have to
have motivation to go to work in order to earn something with which to pay mortgages. Mortgage companies want
something of real value in return for the underlying asset. This whole system is predicated on the flow of paper money,
which is dying. It is hard to predict how it will all play out. But the final outcome is not very hard to see.
Devaluation (as mentioned in prediction four) could ease the situation for those mortgage holders still afloat, but it would
also eliminate any incentive for most banks to stay in the mortgage business. In any case, the housing market in many parts
of the country will lock up completely—nothing bought or sold.
With virtually no loans being made, even the government will finally acknowledge that most banks are fundamentally
insolvent. A general bank run will only be averted through a roughly one trillion-dollar recapitalization of the FDIC,
courtesy of new money from the Federal Reserve.
A bank run cannot be averted, even as he says. But this bank run will be much different than the 1930's. This will be a bank
run from dollars themselves. Perhaps for a short time, maybe one month, we will see a run to physical cash like Professor
Fekete has described. But ultimately the run will follow the global giants to gold.
Prediction ten. As an economy is never independent of the society within which it functions, the next few paragraphs will
focus on social and political factors. These factors will have as much of an impact on market and consumer confidence as
any developments in the financial sector.
Whether rightly or not, President Obama, having come to power at the dawn of this crisis, will be blamed for it by over 50
percent of the population. He will be a one-term president. In response to his perceived socialization of America, there will
be a swarm of secessionist and extremist activity, much of it violent. Militias and armed sects will be more prominent than
in the early 1990s. Stand-off dramas, violent score-settlings, and going-out-with-a-bang attacks by laid-off workers and
bankrupted investors—already a national plague—will become an everyday occurrence.
On the global scene, leaders of all colors who stayed in "the dollar camp" will be blamed. Some leaders who have secretly
straddled the fence, like the ECB and Saudi Arabia, will need to openly declare their "secret preparations" in order to stay in
power. Leaders who had the foresight to move from dollars into gold will be held up as heroes. In many cases, these will not
be the most noble and moral personalities. But economic reality will trump political ideology and humanistic morality, at
least for a while. Because of this dynamic, we will see the next generation heavily influenced by personalities from the East.
For both economic and social reasons, millions of immigrants and guest workers will return to their home countries, taking
their assets and skills with them. The flow of skilled immigrants will slow to a trickle. Birth rates will plummet as families
struggle with uncertainty and reduced (or no) income.
What's more interesting here than the flow of immigrants is the flow of real capital. First, (at least for those in the dollar
camp), "capital" will be almost instantaneously redefined. This redefinition of capital will resemble a massive instantaneous
flow from west to east. Then, once redefined and revalued, real capital will continue to flow away from the West until the
rule of law returns and capital can once again find safety here. The East is not a safe place for capital. But it is far more safe
than the West is right now. Everything will be relative.
Property crime will explode as citizens bitter over their own shattered dreams attempt to comfort themselves by taking what
is not theirs. Mutinies and desertions will proliferate in an increasingly demoralized, over-stretched military, especially
when states can no longer provide the educational and other benefits promised to their National Guard troops.
Property crime will explode among nations in "the dollar camp" as desperate, insolvent governments lash out like zombies
hungry for brains. One by one, nations will desert this camp until no one is left. This is already happening.
There will be widespread tax collection issues, and a huge backlash against Federal and state bureaucrats who demand
three-percent annual pay raises while private sector wages remain frozen or worse. In short, the “Tea Parties” of tomorrow
will likely not be so restrained.
In the global analogue, the "bureaucrats" are the Fed and the US Treasury, who can print the world's reserve currency to pay
themselves. As the rest of the world's governments struggle to make ends meet, they are watching Obama smile as he
simply "prints" his own prosperity. The international "Tea Parties" of tomorrow will be against the US dollar itself.
Finally, between now and 2012, we are likely to see another earth-shaking national embarrassment on the scale of the 9/11
attacks or Hurricane Katrina and its aftermath. This will demonstrate conclusively to all Americans that their government,
even under a savior-figure like Obama, cannot, in fact, save them.
We will also see another major financial and monetary "earthquake". This will demonstrate conclusively to all the world that
the dollar, even under a savior-figure like Ben Bernanke, cannot, in fact, save them. Only gold can.
By 2012, there will be a general feeling that the nation is in immediate danger of blowing up or coming apart at the seams.
This fear will be justified, given that the U.S. has always been held together by the promise of a continuously rising material
standard of living—the famous “pursuit of happiness”—rather than any ethnic or religious ties. If that goes, so could
everything else. We were lucky in the 1930s—we may not be so lucky again.
We don't have to wait until 2012. In 2009 there is already a general feeling among 75% of the world that the global financial
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system is in immediate danger of blowing up or coming apart at the seams. This fear IS justified. For 65 years the world has
been held together by the US dollar. Even through the betrayal of 1971, the rest of the world forgave the US and continued
using this piece of paper as a substitute for real wealth. But this is over.
March 18th, 2009: Ben Bernanke announced that the Fed will purchase billions of dollars of mortgages and government
bonds.
March 20th, 2009: At the Independent Community Bankers meeting a Bernanke squeeze doll was handed out, and Bernanke
was the target of ridicule. The only thing backing the fiat paper dollar is the credibility of the US central bank. When
foreigners see the Fed’s own banking community jeering the Fed honcho, the loss of confidence in the dollar is imminent.
March 23, 2009: China’s central bank governor said the US dollar should be replaced as the world reserve currency. That
was the most powerful attack yet on the dollar’s credibility. (China is the largest holder of US dollar assets.)
April 24, 2009: China admitted that it has boosted its gold reserves by 76 percent since 2003.
May 5, 2009: The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) held its most recent meeting to discuss the Khaleeji, a new gulf-wide
currency that, starting in 2010, will displace both the dollar's usage demand in pricing and purchasing oil, but also its
reserve demand among oil producing and oil consuming countries the world over.
The writing is on the wall, dear friends. Sure, we will have some chaos and turmoil in the coming years. But more
importantly, we will have an entire paradigm shift away from paper wealth toward real wealth. This shift is going to deflate
the value of all paper until it reaches its intrinsic value of zero. And in that same action, the perception of value that flows
out of paper will flow into gold. Gold is about to realize a return to its long history as a wealth reserve.
In the near future, we will all be familiar with the various forms of gold that one can hold to protect one's wealth. But right
now, only about 1% of us (in the West) are aware. More than ever in the history of the world, gold IS the antidote that I
mentioned at the top. It is the flu vaccine for the dollar flu. Get some and become immune to much of the stress that is
heading our way. Turn a worst case scenario into a best case scenario. Not only on a personal level, but also on a global
scale. Freegold will be for the good of all mankind.
FOFOA
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Saturday, May 9, 2009
Martin Armstrong Makes The Case for FreeGold
Or something pretty close to it.

In his latest article, Martin argues for a One World Currency. He shows how gold has for centuries been the de facto one
world currency. And he points out the problems of a fixed gold price in a gold standard, as well as the benefits of a floating
gold price. Everything he describes seems to dance nicely around the Freegold concept. Here are the first few pages
followed by a link at the bottom...
_______________________________________________________
The Coming One World Currency
How do we do it?
by: Martin A. Armstrong
former Chairman of Princeton Economics International, Ltd.
and Foundation for the Study of Cycles
May 1st, 2009
There is no doubt we will see a new One World Currency. This is the next step in the evolution process of Okinomikos
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(Economics) as Xenophon (431-352BC ca) first coined the word as the title to his book that today probably would have
been given the illustrious title - How to manage your estate including your wife and slaves - for Dummies! (meaning = how
to regulate the household).
Until 1971, the world for the most part, relied upon gold as money. It was the neutral store of wealth that was recognized
around the world. There were times when the gold standard was suspended, such as during the American Civil War. And
there were times when some countries adopted a silver standard because they had too little gold to create a viable money
supply domestically such as in China and Mexico during the last quarter-century in the 1800s. There was a suspension of
the gold standard during periods of war, but we must exclude these interregnum periods for now.
The Monetary Crisis Cycle of 37.33 years has come on target - 2008 as calculated from 1971 turning point when the gold
standard died. Go back another 37 years and we come to 1934 when Franklin D. Roosevelt confiscated gold and created a
Two-Tier Gold Standard whereas gold was illegal domestically, but served as the ultimate store of wealth to settle the
balance of payments among nations. Go back yet another 37 years and we come to the crisis of 1986 where J.P. Morgan had
to gather a consortium of banks to lend the US Treasury a $100 million in gold because it was bankrupt. If we go back yet
another 37 years, we come to 1860 with the break of the Union and the abandonment of the gold standard thereafter for the
Civil War. We can keep going back in time and find amazing correlations to the various currency crisis periods that seem to
appear like clockwork. Perhaps it just takes 37 years before man routinely screws up everything one way or another. The
answer to the regularity is a bit deep than that and is interlinked with a host of other regular events including weather. That
is for another day.
There is a rising discontent politically behind closed doors where some of the noise is filtering out through the cracks. Both
China and Russia are raising the question about the dollar and its global reserve currency status. China has even suggested
that it wants a "guarantee" that its $1 trillion reserve will not be just devalued by spendthrift domestic stimulus packages.
Those who seem to have great difficulty in believing there are even cycles, fail to understand that there are a limited number
of options, and the one thing that remains unchanging, is human nature. Just as China has asked for a "guarantee" now, so
did Britain in 1971 that fueled the closing of the gold window by Nixon. History does repeat!
The One World Currency Cometh
There will be no avoiding a One World Currency - after all is said and done, that is what the gold standard was. There will
be the biblical soothsayers who will be carrying their signs that the end is here and repent. But for the most part, we always
had a One World Currency meaning gold. The real issue that seems to get the juices flowing is the idea that the Anti-Christ
will control all commerce and thus will prevent the buying or selling of anything with a One World Currency and accepting
the number of his name 666 stamped on your forehead or right hand. Perhaps the Anti-Christ was really Karl Marx, and his
posterity are organized governments who follow Adam Smith's Invisible Hand insofar as their self-interest dictates more
and more power is needed to control the population. Look well at the shenanigans of government, for there lies the true
threat to the liberty of the people.
For now, the real problem we have is that the floating exchange rate system is causing economic distress that may break the
back of the average person. On the one hand the United States wants to be the world leader. On the other, it wants freedom
to expand Marxism to create a social state. Either we abandon the world leader shit and worry about our own, or we
abandon our own and tell the people you must suffer because the politicians want to play king of the mountain. We cannot
have our cake and eat it too under such a current system.
At the same time, there is about $5 trillion outstanding in the world dollar reserves outside the United States. Those people
holding the dollars believe that they have a right to be heard in economic policies that will affect the value of those reserves.
We cannot say; "Here support the dollar, but shut up about our domestic policies." If we double our money supply
squandering that on infrastructure payments that do nothing to stimulate either the domestic or international economy, then
there is going to be concern about the lack of a voice in those policies. Remember what the slogan was that symbolized the
American Revolution? "No taxation without representation."
The complaint of the founders of the United States was that England was raising taxes, but Americans had no seats in
Parliament. There was no voice to even object to the spendthrift policies of King George III. We are doing the same thing
right now to those who hold $5 trillion worth of dollar reserves. If you want to see a real economic crisis, what if they said
here, take them back now! It will be time to turn out the lights.
How do we retain sovereignty?
The real question then is this. How do we retain sovereignty for domestic policy yet at the same time respect the views of
those outside the United States? The idea of creating a new enhanced SDR (Special Drawing Right) at the IMF
(International Monetary Fund), will not work. The IMF lacks integrity and is long known behind closed doors for being an
economic prostitute that can be bought. Those put in charge would be subject to favorite appointments, and this would yield
sovereignty to an agency that is just not trust-worthy.
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So how do we create a new world monetary system that is still viable, retains individualism among nations, and reduces the
threat of global war be it either physical or economic? The answer is to create a new Global Central Bank kind of like the
EU where the head rotates among nations, rather than appointments from private Investment Banks groomed for the job. We
need not a single currency used in each national locally, but a Two-Tier Currency system where international payments only
are filtered.
A Two-Tier Currency System
A Two-Tier Currency System would allow us to retain the individual sovereignty that embraces the "culture" of each nation
and simultaneously create accountability among nations. The whole problem with Bretton Woods back in 1944 setting up
the U.S. dollar as the reserve currency, was that it was inflexible and polluted the global economy causing it to suffer by
exportation of domestic economic policy from the United States.
Bretton Woods was not well planned. It "fixed" the dollar to $35 of gold, but it did not account for domestic policy
interfering with international stability. If politicians stood up and ran for office promising new spending programs, they did
not consider the impact upon the supply of dollars relative to gold. Had gold been allowed to float, then perhaps the
domestic policies would not have been exported to the global economy that led to (1) the establishment of a two-tier gold
standard in 1968 when gold began to trade on the London Metals Exchange establishing a "free market price" for gold that
rose to $42 at one point, and the "official" standard between nations of $35; (2) the entire collapse of the gold standard by
1971.
Europeans began to see massive increases in dollars, but no corresponding increase in gold reserves. The Europeans began
to "put" dollars to the US Treasury demanding gold at $35. This effort was led by the Swiss and French. Yet finally, in 1971
even Britain joined and asked for a "guarantee" that the United States would secure the value of the dollar with gold. That
sparked the closing of the gold window where gold was exchanged for dollars, and thus the end of the gold standard
officially took place.
Bretton Woods was a total failure. Why? Because it did not recognize that no matter what the nation, politicians always
spend more than they have. There was no practical way for the world to force economic responsibility upon American
politics. American politicians would never yield sovereignty to the world, for how else could they run for office if they
could not promise gifts for the people?
It Must Be Practical
We cannot design a system that sounds nice, but has no possible hope of long-term survivability. It must be Practical or we
will end up with another bandaid. Bretton Woods failed because it left the politicians in charge of the money supply with no
sense of responsibility whatsoever for its relationship to the gold supply. If gold had floated freely, perhaps we could still
have a monetary system that survived. But gold is so rare, there is less than 1 ounce (troy) per person in the entire world. Its
real value would probably be in excess of $10,000 per ounce. But we have to be practical and also realize that the supply of
gold does not increase automatically with economic growth nor with population growth. Fixing gold would amount to an
official form of deflation by decree, for the value of goods and all services would decline against gold when its supply does
not increase in proportion to economic growth or population growth. Instead of there being 1 ounce per person, the day
would come when there was 1/2 ounce per person. That is institutionalized deflation.
The creation of money is largely today in the hands of the private sector. This takes place through leverage in debt creating a
spiral of velocity whereby the same $100 is multiplied in a cascade of loans. If you really look close at the books of some
institutions, you will see net revenues of a few hundred million dollars but the "risk" factor from leverage may be hundreds
of billions of dollars.
To be practical, government will not surrender their sovereignty to some one world government. Those notions of grand
conspiracy theories are not remotely even possible unless there was a major world war and all government no longer
existed. That extreme circumstance set aside along with visions of the Illuminati or whatever else we may call them, neither
the people nor the politicians would surrender all their individuality and customs to some sort of central control.
Yet at the same time, we must respect that there has always been one reserve currency since ancient times. Even during the
Dark Ages of Western Europe, still it was the currency of the Byzantine Empire that circulated and was the only minted gold
coin that circulated among the various regions of the world. While the formal name was the gold "solidus" much as we
formally have a "dollar," the slang name became known as the "Byzant" as we call the dollar a "greenback" or a "buck" and
a wide variety of other names here and there...
Click here for the full 23 page PDF and you can pick up where I left off on Martin's page 4 (page 5 of the pdf).
FOFOA
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Sunday, May 10, 2009
The Underwater Beach Ball Effect

Today, a technical analysis of the markets is misleading, mainly because the Fed is pumping the USTbond and Agency MBS
markets and the President's Working Group including Goldman Sachs is propping up the equities markets. Also, the
currency markets are distorted by the turbulent capital flows driven by fear, and the interventions by central banks into those
currency markets. And the commodities markets, including the gold and oil markets, are the beaten down stepchild of all the
powerful forces listed above.
So if technical analysis is misleading, perhaps a fundamental analysis gives us a clearer view of the future. It is well known,
after all, that market interventions can create short term market movements, but they always succumb to the larger secular
trend in the end.
When reading about interventions in the gold market we often hear of the big "bullion banks". The following article posted
today on GATA is one of the best I have read at describing what has been going on with these "bullion banks" and why we
may soon see what a beach ball does when it is released under water. And for those of you that have been following Martin
Armstrong's writings, there are some interesting connections here!
________________________________________________________
Murray Pollitt: The gold monetization scheme is ending
By Murray Pollitt
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Pollitt & Co., Toronto
Thursday, April 30, 2009
The G8 appears finished but their policymakers continue to try to bend the G20, and the world, to their will. The
establishment, the Fed, the Bank of England, the Bank for International Settlements, the same gang that has been setting
policy for decades, is still at it. They appear to remain in charge (with nary a whimper of criticism about the trillions of
dollars' worth of damage their policies have caused) but, when it comes to gold, they are slowly losing their grip.
Besides setting the stage decades ago for sub-prime paper, CDSs, and so on, it appears policymakers embarked on a
scheme, at more or less the same time, to monetize the hundreds of billions of dollars' worth of gold lying sterile in central
bank vaults. The temptation was too much. One-percent income on gold for a central bank was better than nothing, so the
argument ran, and for the Lehman types borrowing gold (and selling it) provided lots of money (capital) to play games with.
It was so easy. Besides, the gold carry trade involved selling lots of gold into the market and this helped keep the price down
(and hopefully the dollar up), a subject near and dear to policymakers.
It also led to: a) huge mine hedging with the two biggest miners, each with a link to Morgan, together short over 30 million
ounces ("making money on gold in the ground" was the argument) and b) significant outright central bank sales, which may
have been interventionist or may have been for portfolio diversification, however ill-advised.
And if banks and markets didn't always follow the script, there was always high-level intervention. To illustrate the mindset,
in 2004 one William White, advisor to the BIS, talked about the need for "international credits and joint efforts to influence
asset prices (especially gold and foreign exchange) in circumstances where this might be thought useful." The idea of
rigging markets is as old as the hills, and if the government is on your side. ...
Anyway, the great gold monetization (mobilization?) scheme appears to have started in the 1980s and the following events
that, in part, characterize it are not necessarily in sequence.
1) Goldman bought gold dealer J. Aron.
2) In an early gold carry trade, Drexel borrowed hundreds of tonnes of gold from Portugal.
3) All the big swinging banks sought to get into the gold game and they bought all the London gold dealers except
Rothschild, which was definitely in on the game on its own.
4) Mine hedging was pushed very hard, to a peak of about 120 million ounces.
5) Greenspan and others dropped broad hints that central Banks stood "ready" to supply gold to the market.
6) Drexel went broke and it apparently took Portugal five years to recover its gold.
7) Two long-term gold players, Republic and Safra, each with a somewhat checkered past, had a shotgun wedding. Later
Mr. Safra was fried to death in his Monte Carlo apartment, presumably for nonrepayment of gold.
8) Two of the largest American players, JP Morgan and Chase, also had a shotgun wedding and now carry more gold
derivatives than can be imagined.
9) Much of the Drexel brain trust apparently went to work for AIG, which promptly started boasting about mine hedging.
10) HSBC (often advised by Paul Volcker) bought Midland Bank (which had earlier bought bullion dealer Samuel
Montagu) and, in another shotgun wedding, bought Republic, transactions that made HSBC one of the major gold players.
HSBC's U.S. subsidiary is now the custodian for the SPDR ETF.
11) When the gold price started to move up, Rothschild said enough and sold its "book" (at a loss?) to Barclays.
12) Finally there was recently a shotgun wedding between Dresdner bank and Commerzbank.
Crisp details are rare, but the past generation has seen hundreds of millions of ounces of gold bled into the market. Canadian
and Australian gold reserves are gone; Britain, Switzerland, and many others are down by two-thirds.
But this doesn't count the gold that has been lent. In general it seems that the same sort of banks that got into trouble
investing in high-yield, low-quality sub- prime paper have also taken short positions in low-yield, high-quality gold. Too
many favorite-son banks are on the wrong side of the market for policymakers to be rational. Given the option between
common sense and helping a bank, well, the record is clear. This is probably the main reason the establishment remains anti-
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gold today -- the old ideological reasons are not that relevant.
So once again they trot out the idea of International Monetary Fund gold sales. What rubbish. The IMF hasn't sold gold
since the 1970s, but every year the idea is advanced to frighten the gold market. Why would the IMF sell $10 billion of gold
when central banks are printing $10 billion of new money every day? Gold is the only IMF asset worth 100 cents on the
dollar -- everything else is junk.
As well the establishment hammers on the idea that the gold price is high, and GFMS continues its weird forecasts.
Well, the gold price is not high. Oil and several other commodities have outperformed gold since World War II. A good
underground gold mine may grade 5 parts per million (ppm) while a good open pit may grade 1 ppm.
Nobody who has said the gold price is high has ever spent a nine-hour shift drilling rock -- it's a tough business. God only
knows the blood-to-gold ratio for old Roman mines in Spain or Spanish mines in Peru, and getting the gold from mine to
home base was often not easy. Much Victorian gold went from Ashanti by caravan through Timbuktu, the Sahara, and on to
Europe -- the Brits were hardly keen to auction it off then.
Gold mine production is down about 12 percent from the 2001 peak (and still falling) and Barrick shares have barely moved
in a decade. Much of the industry's cash flow is attributable to accounting magic, and the long years, even decades, of gold
price suppression have taken their toll. There are few major new mines on the horizon, and lots of old ones on the way out.
Notwithstanding, GFMS has consistently forecast rising production for the past eight years (even though it has consistently
fallen), raising the question: Why?
Our guess is that GFMS' big clients are the very banks we refer to above, the ones on the wrong side of the market, and for
them Ms. Rosy Scenario needs the healthy, and expanding, industry model that GFMS gives them.
What are companies like Commerzbank and Societe Generale doing sponsoring GFMS anyway? Neither Germany nor
France has any gold mining industry at all.
One would have to be barking mad not to see the benefits a higher gold price would have on vast chunks of the global
economy. Even long-suffering Zimbabwe would be a huge beneficiary, and more wealth in Africa and Latin America would
mean more exports of Fords and Cats from the United States. The establishment may not care, but that won't stop G20
members (and others) from connecting the dots and following China's lead in increasing gold weighting in monetary
reserves.
Gold is again becoming a preferred central bank asset and the great monetization scheme is coming to an end. Western
policymakers and banks have pushed their game too far for too long and the combination of the shift of power from G8 to
G20, plus the reduced availability of gold, will turn the tide. You can sell gold only once, although, in the new wondrous
world of derivatives, maybe somebody has actually sold it twice.
Posted by FOFOA at 3:01 PM
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Friday, May 15, 2009
Taking Delivery of Physical

Image: Several thousand 28lb bars of 24-carat gold stored in the Bank of England's massive underground vault.

It is said that if everyone would just take delivery on the gold contracts they buy, then the price of gold would shoot the
moon. This is because there is not enough gold in the warehouse to cover all the outstanding contracts.
And the reason there are more contracts than gold is because the banks like to sell contracts "short", meaning they will sell
you a contract for some gold they do not have because they know you will not take delivery.
They do have some gold for the small percentage of people that take delivery. And they will gladly tell you all about this
gold to prove to you that your contract is backed by the real thing. But this is still very much like "fractional reserve
banking".
In fact, fractional reserve banking began with gold. The banks realized that they could issue receipts for the gold they stored
and those receipts would circulate just like money... just like gold!
One of the things that Another first brought to our attention was that in today's gold market, there are perhaps 100 times as
many receipts trading as there is real gold available for delivery. This was an incredible revelation. This is from the
introduction to Another's (Thoughts!)...
When the once highly secretive London Bullion Market Association (LBMA) -- its venerable membership comprising the
world's largest gold dealers -- published its daily clearing volume for the first time in January 1997, it rocked the tight-knit
world of international gold traders and analysts...
Now this first LBMA report forced analysts, investors, and brokers to reassess their understandings of the gold market.
While some reveled in the glow of the large LBMA numbers, others began to raise some very important and rather
unsettling questions. First, Why was this much gold on the move? Second, Where was all this gold going? And third, Where
was all this gold coming from?
Then, in October of 1997 at the internet's only gold discussion forum of the day (hosted by Kitco), a series of remarkable
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postings began appearing under the pseudonym "ANOTHER", offering plausible answers to those questions. What followed
in a seemingly incongruous stream of thought over many months was, in the fullness of time, seen to blend into a logical
whole by many astute readers following the complete text.
What Another revealed was a "deal". A deal between the dollar faction (Washington and London) and a few MidEast oil
producers. This deal was meant to keep the dollar strong in the absence of a gold standard by "backing it with oil". In other
words, all oil in the world would be priced in dollars, and the dollar would remain strong through usage demand.
In exchange, the dollar faction would keep the price of gold low so that these oil producers could exchange their dollars for
gold, kind of like before Nixon closed the gold window. Here is more from the intro...
If ANOTHER's claims are true -- that a consortium of oil states has cornered the gold market (and given the impressive
circumstantial evidence, this could very well be the case) -- these "footsteps of giants" become the most salient and
persuasive case for gold ownership I have seen in the past decade, if not the full twenty-eight years I have been in the gold
business.
Now the way you would "corner the gold market" in a deal like this is to take delivery of your gold while the rest of the
world is caught up in a game of paper gold. A game that is meant to give YOU a good price on physical gold in exchange
for cheap oil.
There are a couple ways to "take delivery". One way is to bring your gold home. The other is to insist on delivery of
physical, but to allow the bank to hold it for you. So the gold never actually moves, physically.
One other thing to consider is that not all the MidEast oil producers were in on the deal. This is to say that they were not
privy to the valuable knowledge of the intentional suppression of the price of physical gold through the issuing of abundant
paper gold.
What happened in the mid-to-late-90's that caused this "deal" to start to fall apart was that a "Big Trader" in Hong Kong
found out about the deal, and began to partake to the same extent as the original parties to the deal. This put a certain stress
on the system which first forced the LBMA to admit (albeit not quite a full admission) to evidence of the shenanigans.
Secondly, it eventually caused the price of gold and oil to start to rise, putting downward pressure on the dollar.
According to Another, we were very close to a full collapse of the system right around the turn of the century. This collapse
may have been delayed by several years because of the massive support the US received following 9/11, and then by the
subsequent blowing up of bubbles until the pin prick of 2007.
Today the whole dollar system is more fragile and unstable than it has ever been. Even more than in the late 90's. Today
there is no room for a rescue of the dollar by another disaster or through quantitative easing or anything else they may try.
Today we come full circle back to 1999. Only this time Y2K is real!
Gulf Nations to take back their Gold from London
A few days ago this story hit the wires out of Dubai:
Gulf ETFs, nations may take their gold back from London
Much of the region's gold that has so far been held in London may soon return...
Prominent gold dealers in Dubai say that it's "only natural" for the central banks in the region to store their gold in DMCC
instead of London, where they have typically held their bullion reserves so far...
Almost immediately, Michael Kosares (MK, who wrote the above intro to Another) posted this on his website:
Over the coming weeks and months the Dubai story may turn out to be bigger than it appears on the surface.
Aleksandar also made several astute observations:
1. "What has been holding us back is the difference in gold specification between London and Dubai"
I wonder what gold specification means.
2. "While the gold allocated to DGS is kept at HSBC's vaults in London, the gold reserves held by the Gulf Cooperation
Council's central banks are held by various other vaults in London, market sources said."
Reading between-the-lines, this story is REALLY about the GCC and the Arab Central Bank reserves! Not some silly
ETF.
3. Have these banks [holding the Gulf's gold] been practicing the "gold carry trade"? [If so, they may owe gold to the
western Central Banks as well as the Arabs] This call from the Arabs is effectively asking for delivery of the physical.
Scary stuff.
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[Alek had a couple more, but I paraphrased and edited his Thoughts for the purpose of this post]
So what does this mean? The MidEast oil producers have decided to form their own currency union, their own central bank,
and their own reserve currency for pricing oil. And now they want their gold!
Every couple months the gold writers get all worked up over "taking delivery" from the Comex. But is it possible that "oil"
is about to take delivery of 30 YEAR'S WORTH OF GOLD PURCHASES?
Do you think the shorts will have to cover? Will there even be enough physical gold to cover? And what if the CB's have to
cover for the banks [like the ECB recently did for DB], will they? Another said they would not:
"The US$ has risen on a flight of fear. That will now end as the LBMA shorts are given to wolves. If this fire burns too hot,
gold will turn and it's trading halted. The price of oil will explode as gold becomes the "world oil currency"! Even now oil
has locked the IMFs gold, Asia will bid against them no more. We come to extreme times.
Risk not your wealth in paper, we enter a period of truth."
Either way, whether they take all the gold or if they are denied delivery, we are very close to what Another was trying to
say!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Sunday, May 24, 2009
Weimar Reloaded

“It was horrible. Horrible! Like lightning it struck. No one was prepared. The shelves in the grocery stores were empty.You
could buy nothing with your paper money.
– Harvard University law professor Friedrich Kessler on the Weimar Republic hyperinflation (1993 interview)
Some worried commentators are predicting a massive hyperinflation of the sort suffered by Weimar Germany in 1923, when
a wheelbarrow full of paper money could barely buy a loaf of bread. An April 29 editorial in the San Francisco Examiner
warned:
“With an unprecedented deficit that’s approaching $2 trillion, [the President’s 2010] budget proposal is a surefire
prescription for hyperinflation. So every senator and representative who votes for this monster $3.6 trillion budget will be
endorsing a spending spree that could very well turn America into the next Weimar Republic.”
In an investment newsletter called Money Morning on April 9, Martin Hutchinson pointed to disturbing parallels between
current government monetary policy and Weimar Germany’s, when 50% of government spending was being funded by
seigniorage – merely printing money. However, there is something puzzling in his data. He indicates that the British
government is already funding more of its budget by seigniorage than Weimar Germany did at the height of its massive
hyperinflation; yet the pound is still holding its own, under circumstances said to have caused the complete destruction of
the German mark. Something else must have been responsible for the mark’s collapse besides mere money-printing to meet
the government’s budget, but what? And are we threatened by the same risk today? Let’s take a closer look at the data.
So begins an article by Ellen Hodgson Brown, author of "Web of Debt", titled TIME TO GET OUT THE
WHEELBARROWS? ANOTHER LOOK AT THE WEIMAR HYPERINFLATION. In it she very nicely lays out the case
that the Weimar hyperinflation is misunderstood.
She explains that in the Weimar Republic of 1923 the mark collapsed to one-trillionth of its value just 9 years earlier. She
then points out that no one claims the hyperinflation was CAUSED by a trillion times dilution of the mark, so the cause can
not be as simple as supply and demand. Something else must have happened.
Light is thrown on this mystery by the later writings of Hjalmar Schacht, the currency commissioner for the Weimar
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Republic...
What actually drove the wartime inflation into hyperinflation, said Schacht, was speculation by foreign investors, who
would bet on the mark’s decreasing value by selling it short.
Short selling is a technique used by investors to try to profit from an asset’s falling price. It involves borrowing the asset and
selling it, with the understanding that the asset must later be bought back and returned to the original owner. The speculator
is gambling that the price will have dropped in the meantime and he can pocket the difference. Short selling of the German
mark was made possible because private banks made massive amounts of currency available for borrowing, marks that were
created on demand and lent to investors, returning a profitable interest to the banks.
At first, the speculation was fed by the Reichsbank (the German central bank), which had recently been privatized. But
when the Reichsbank could no longer keep up with the voracious demand for marks, other private banks were allowed to
create them out of nothing and lend them at interest as well.
So the cause of the hyperinflation, according to Brown, was the foreign currency speculators and the banks that paid off
their bets with newly created marks. But she doesn't stop there. Not only did the government NOT cause the hyperinflation,
but it was Hitler's national protectionism and make-work programs that brought it under control...
If Schacht is to be believed, not only did the government not cause the hyperinflation but it was the government that got the
situation under control. The Reichsbank was put under strict regulation, and prompt corrective measures were taken to
eliminate foreign speculation by eliminating easy access to loans of bank-created money...
While Hitler clearly deserves the opprobrium heaped on him for his later atrocities, he was enormously popular with his
own people, at least for a time. This was evidently because he rescued Germany from the throes of a worldwide depression
– and he did it through a plan of public works paid for with currency generated by the government itself. Projects were first
earmarked for funding, including flood control, repair of public buildings and private residences, and construction of new
buildings, roads, bridges, canals, and port facilities. The projected cost of the various programs was fixed at one billion units
of the national currency. One billion non-inflationary bills of exchange called Labor Treasury Certificates were then issued
against this cost. Millions of people were put to work on these projects, and the workers were paid with the Treasury
Certificates. The workers then spent the certificates on goods and services, creating more jobs for more people. These
certificates were not actually debt-free but were issued as bonds, and the government paid interest on them to the bearers.
But the certificates circulated as money and were renewable indefinitely, making them a de facto currency; and they avoided
the need to borrow from international lenders or to pay off international debts. The Treasury Certificates did not trade on
foreign currency markets, so they were beyond the reach of the currency speculators. They could not be sold short because
there was no one to sell them to, so they retained their value.
Within two years, Germany’s unemployment problem had been solved and the country was back on its feet.
Brown goes on to draw comparisons of Germany's money printing to money printing schemes of early American colonists
as well as Zimbabwe. She points to the law of supply and demand with supply being real economic goods and demand
being paper currency as the culprit that leads to hyperinflation...
The dramatic difference in the results of Germany’s two money-printing experiments was a direct result of the uses to which
the money was put. Price inflation results when “demand” (money) increases more than “supply” (goods and services),
driving prices up; and in the experiment of the 1930s, new money was created for the purpose of funding productivity, so
supply and demand increased together and prices remained stable. Hitler said, “For every mark issued, we required the
equivalent of a mark’s worth of work done, or goods produced.” In the hyperinflationary disaster of 1923, on the other hand,
money was printed merely to pay off speculators, causing demand to shoot up while supply remained fixed. The result was
not just inflation but hyperinflation, since the speculation went wild, triggering rampant tulip-bubble-style mania and panic.
This was also true in Zimbabwe, a dramatic contemporary example of runaway inflation. The crisis dated back to 2001,
when Zimbabwe defaulted on its loans and the IMF refused to make the usual accommodations, including refinancing and
loan forgiveness. Apparently, the IMF’s intention was to punish the country for political policies of which it disapproved,
including land reform measures that involved reclaiming the lands of wealthy landowners. Zimbabwe’s credit was ruined
and it could not get loans elsewhere, so the government resorted to issuing its own national currency and using the money to
buy U.S. dollars on the foreign-exchange market. These dollars were then used to pay the IMF and regain the country’s
credit rating. According to a statement by the Zimbabwe central bank, the hyperinflation was caused by speculators who
manipulated the foreign-exchange market, charging exorbitant rates for U.S. dollars, causing a drastic devaluation of the
Zimbabwe currency.
The government’s real mistake, however, may have been in playing the IMF’s game at all. Rather than using its national
currency to buy foreign fiat money to pay foreign lenders, it could have followed the lead of Abraham Lincoln and the
American colonists and issued its own currency to pay for the production of goods and services for its own people. Inflation
would then have been avoided, because supply would have kept up with demand; and the currency would have served the
local economy rather than being siphoned off by speculators.
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Finally, she brings us to our current crisis and the current threat of hyperinflation. Describing the risk, she compares the
mountain of OTC credit derivatives to the foreign currency speculators of 1923, and she compares the Fed's "quantitative
easing" to the German banks that paid off the bets...
The $12.9 billion in bailout funds funneled through AIG to pay Goldman Sachs for its highly speculative credit default
swaps is just one egregious example. To the extent that the money generated by “quantitative easing” is being sucked into
the black hole of paying off these speculative derivative bets, we could indeed be on the Weimar road and there is real cause
for alarm.
And on a positive note, she compares Obama's stimulus package to the successes of Hitler and Benjamin Franklin...
Using quantitative easing to fund infrastructure and other productive projects, as in President Obama’s stimulus package,
could invigorate the economy as promised, producing the sort of abundance reported by Benjamin Franklin in America’s
flourishing early years.
Concluding the piece, she offers a solution...
We have been led to believe that we must prop up a zombie Wall Street banking behemoth because without it we would
have no credit system, but that is not true. There is another viable alternative, and it may prove to be our only viable
alternative. We can beat Wall Street at its own game, by forming publicly-owned banks that issue the full faith and credit of
the United States not for private speculative profit but as a public service, for the benefit of the United States and its people.
So, to summarize, it is not the government's reckless deficit spending that causes hyperinflation, but the evil speculators that
drive down the value of paper currency through short selling, and the evil private banks that pay off the CORRECT bets on
paper being worth... well... what paper is worth. NOTHING.
Here is where Ellen Brown gets it wrong. By relying on the fundamentals of supply and demand, she equates the value of a
paper currency to the value of the real goods it buys. And she believes this equation is real. Therefore, all that is needed is
for economic goods to increase at the same rate as worthless paper. That, and of course the hog-tying of the evil speculators.
The reality is that the monetary base of dollars does not need to be increased a trillion times for the dollar's value to drop to
one-trillionth. The reality is that the paper (or digital) dollar is really only worth that already. The fact that we can still buy
real goods with our dollars is the result of the façade or "matrix" that has been built. But this façade is now crumbling.
The speculative bets are not the disease. They are simply the visible symptom of the disease. The disease is the purely
symbolic currency we trade for real goods from all over the world. Think of this from a medical perspective. To only attack
the symptom of a deadly disease, or worse, to believe the symptom IS the disease, is a sure way to a quick death. This is
where the dollar is going. And the many misconceptions about hyperinflation that are circulating on the internet ensure that
death will at least be quick, even if it is not painless.
FOFOA
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In 1992, I coined the term Chaostan — meaning the land of the Great Chaos — for the area from the Arctic Ocean to the
Indian Ocean, and Poland to the Pacific, plus North Africa.
Thereafter, for nine years, I warned incessantly that federal officials did not understand Chaostan, and if they did not stop
meddling in those countries, we would end up in a war. And, the war would wreck the economy, because the government
would pay for it by borrowing and printing dollars; the debt and inflation of the money supply would lead to economic
chaos.
Obviously, that prediction has come true, so today I'm going to explain three more things that the government and
mainstream press seem not to understand.
The title of this speech is, "What Obama Doesn't Know." The first draft was 14 hours long, but I have cut that quite a bit.
You might ask, how can the president of the United States — the most powerful, most well-connected person in history,
with all sorts of intelligence agencies — not know something important?
The answer is that a successful politician is not an expert at economics, foreign policy, military affairs or any of the other
areas in which he makes decisions.
A successful politician is a person who is an expert at winning elections. That's how he gets the job — by winning elections.
That is his skill, his career, his area of expertise. Winning elections.
In other words, to be president, he needs to be highly skilled at illusion. He must be a better actor than his competition.
I sometimes think we need a change to the Constitution. Every six months, a president's job performance should be
evaluated, and if he isn't doing well, we should call up Hollywood Central Casting and tell them to send over another
president.
Since the president isn't really an expert at anything presidential, except how to get the job, he doesn't know what he should
look for when he hires an advisor or cabinet member. Generally presidents just hire their drinking buddies, or whoever their
drinking buddies recommend.
You can see that with Obama's group of economic advisors. Before he was sworn in, he formed one group of advisors, then
on February 6th, only three weeks after he took office, he hired a second group. Now he has two groups of economic
advisors.
Why? Well, if you know a bit about economics, you can make a good guess.
During his election campaign Obama admitted he knows very little about economics.
The first group he hired were people who were prestigious, but they have different economic models. Some are Keynesian,
some monetarist, some socialist — I'll say more about the different models shortly — and I'm sure every time he got a
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dozen of them in a room and asked for an explanation of what's happening, he got a dozen different answers.
He hired a second group, and he's probably getting a dozen different answers from that group, too.
So, I'm going to explain three crucially important topics the president — and mainstream press — seem not to know
anything about.
When I'm finished, you will know more than Obama does.
The first I'll cover is the fact that ...
...the economy is not a machine
When we listen to politicians and the mainstream press talk about the economy, we usually hear comments such as, the
economy is sluggish, or, the economy is slowing down. We need to speed it up, to jump start it, or repair it, or tune it up.
But the economy is not a machine. It's an ecology, made of biological organisms — people — you and me and our loved
ones, and millions of others.
Economics is not a math course. It's not the study of charts, graphs and equations. It's the study of living, breathing,
thinking, feeling humans.
Especially feeling. And I'll say more about that shortly.
Economics is not a branch of mechanical engineering, it's a branch of biology — because we are biological organisms.
The economy is an ecology, the human ecology, and it is by far the most complex ecology on earth. I think, for instance, the
typical big city hospital probably contains more complexity than all the other so-called natural ecologies in the world put
together.
Think about it. Not only are the physical bodies and brains of the patients unimaginably complex, but so are the thoughts
and feelings of the medical staff and patients, the personal interactions, the decisions, the knowledge base, the experience
and training, the chemicals in the color of the paint on the walls, the production of the raw materials used in the bathroom
tiles.
The contents of that one building are so complex no human will ever understand them.
Yet, for more than a century, politicians and bureaucrats have been meddling in the human ecology, which means they've
been playing God.
The economic trouble we see around us today is the chickens coming home to roost.
Right now, there is a big political movement to increase the number of regulations on the financial industry. The industry
already labors under tens of thousands of regulations, that no one understands, and it broke down. So how is more
regulation going to help?
I submit that the financial industry only needs one regulation, of four words: thou shalt not steal.
Let me be very clear about this: the politicians and bureaucrats have been taught to see us and our loved ones as machines
that have broken down, and they plan to do whatever they think is necessary to jump start us and rev us up.
If someone elected you God, and gave you the power to meddle in a rain forest, or a tropical reef, with all its coral, fish and
underwater vegetation, where would you start?
How would you tune up your tropical reef so that it ran more smoothly?
How would you jump start your rain forest?
If you've read my Uncle Eric book called WHATEVER HAPPENED TO JUSTICE?, you know that the human ecology is
vastly more complex than a rain forest or tropical reef, and yet for more than a century politicians and bureaucrats have
operated on the assumption that they are God and they know how to improve it.
So, they wrecked it.
I'm sure that if we gave federal economists control of the Amazon rain forest, it would never occur to them to just leave it
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alone!
The first thing they'd do is set up the official Amazon Federal Reserve, and start arguing about the formulas they'd use every
six weeks to loosen or tighten the supply of water.
A hundred years later, the Amazon rain forest would be a lifeless desert, two million square miles of sand.
The most complex thing ever discovered is the human brain, and the economy — the human ecology — is comprised of 6.8
billion of those brains.
So, does Obama understand that the economy is an ecology?
Well, just listen to the terminology he uses. He has said — and these are his actual words — the economy has "structural
problems." It's "locked up." It's "out of balance." It's "sluggish." It's "frozen." It's "slow." It's "clogged up."
The man thinks he's a plumber.
The next topic Obama — and the mainstream press — seem not to understand is...
...economic models
All mechanical engineers and architects use Newtonian physics. Cars, ships, trains, skyscrapers, they're all built on
Newtonian physics, because Newtonian physics has been proven right billions of times.
So, for most of what we do every day, Newtonian physics is the model. No engineer or architect would for one minute
consider using anything else.
Economics students in college are led to think there is just one model in economics, too. But there isn't. There are five main
models: Keynesian, monetarist, socialist, fascist and Austrian, and there is no consensus about which one is correct.
Yet, every financial analysis, every investment recommendation, begins with a choice of economic models. It cannot be
avoided. Whether he knows it or not, the analyst is using some kind of economics to do the analysis, because all financial
work builds upward from economics — meaning, from the study of the human ecology.
Economics is the foundation. I would like to see the whole financial industry, including every article or book you read,
disclose under the name of the writer, the economic model the writer is using, so that the audience can tell what the bias is!
In my own case, the article would show the title, then "by Richard Maybury, Austrian." An article by John Doe would say
"by John Doe, Keynesian," or monetarist, or whatever.
When I was in college, we were never told what model we were being taught. In one course, the professor would be a
monetarist, in another a socialist, another a Keynesian, and they never disclosed it.
So, most of us didn't even know there were different models.
Ever since, I've talked with college students, and found this has not changed. I almost never run across a student who even
knows there are different models.
So they come out of college thoroughly confused. To them, the human ecology is a huge mystery. They've been taught a
mass of contradictions, and they think there must be something wrong with them personally — their brains are defective —
because they can't make sense of it.
Several times I've had people with college degrees in economics read my little book WHATEVER HAPPENED TO
PENNY CANDY, which is written to be easily understood by a 12-year old, and these people have told me that for the first
time in their lives, they understand economics.
I use the Austrian model, which is the one that most closely dovetails with the beliefs of Thomas Jefferson and the other
American founders. It's the only one that sees the economy as an ecology not a machine.
As far I know, I'm one of the very few people in the whole country who ever disclose their model — because I'm proud of
my model.
As for Obama, I'm sure his confusion comes from the fact that he doesn't know or is only vaguely aware that there are
various models, and he doesn't know how they differ. If someone asked him, which economic model do you think makes the
most sense, and why, I'm sure he'd have no answer.
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So the result in the White House is confusion.
It cannot be any other way when the advisors have different models of how the world works.
The third topic Obama and the mainstream press apparently know nothing about is...
...velocity & money demand.
Jim Powell has pointed out that the tens of millions of people who are still working — and that's 91.5% of the workforce —
have received a huge pay raise, because prices of houses, cars, refrigerators and a lot of other things, have been cut
drastically. The buying power of their wages has soared!
And, it's the best kind of pay raise, because they didn't need to work any harder to get it, and it's not taxed.
This is a huge windfall. It's probably the biggest, most widely shared windfall in all of world history.
So why aren't these tens of millions of people out celebrating? They should be delirious with joy. Why aren't we seeing
dancing in the streets?
Because people are scared and afraid to spend the money. And that brings us to what economists call velocity.
As this war was developing during the 1990s, I repeatedly warned that it was likely to bring a dollar crisis, and advised my
readers to always have part of their savings diversified into non-dollar assets such as Swiss francs, New Zealand dollars,
gold, silver, platinum, oil, and other raw materials.
Incidentally, in March on our web site, I ran a special bulletin telling my readers that I think there is an 85% probability the
bottom in non-dollar assets has occurred, or is occurring, and I think those investment suggestions are now as solid as they
were ten years ago.
A major reason is velocity. As far as I know, my Early Warning Report is the only publication that says much about it.
I think velocity has become the key driver in the entire world-wide economic crisis, so here is a quick explanation of it.
Money responds to the law of supply and demand just as everything else does.
If people do not want a particular currency — let's say the British pound — then the value of a pound will fall.
Sellers will demand more pounds in trade for their goods or services, and prices in Britain will rise, even if there has been
no change in the supply of pounds.
On the other hand, if the demand for pounds rises, the value will rise and prices will fall even if there has been no change in
the supply of the currency.
Velocity is the speed at which money changes hands. When demand for the money is high, money changes hands more
slowly, and velocity is low.
When demand for the money is low, velocity is high.
A key point is that velocity and money supply can act as substitutes for each other. A 10% rise in velocity has the same
effect as a 10% rise in money supply.
The biggest problem with velocity and money demand is they can turn 180 degrees overnight. If people trust the currency,
and suddenly perceive some kind of big threat to their futures, money demand can shoot up.
That's exactly what happened last year. The supply of dollars certainly did not go down, but when the real estate crash
happened, people became so frightened they were afraid to let go of their dollars.
Within a few days, money demand shot up, people stopped spending and held onto their dollars, and this had the same effect
as an instantaneous deflation of the money supply.
If you don't spend your money, that's the same thing as taking it out of circulation.
This can instantly cause the equivalent of a sharp deflation of the money supply by 10 or 20 percent, or more.
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That's what happened in the Great Depression. The Fed was inflating. In 1932, the money supply[1] was $20 billion, and by
1940 it was $38 billion. But fear was so great that velocity was falling faster than money supply was rising.
This is why Franklin Roosevelt said in his first inaugural speech, "The only thing we have to fear is fear itself." People were
afraid to spend their money, as they are now, and velocity was falling, which has the same effect as deflation, because if you
don't spend your money, it's not in circulation.
So, speaking economically, I think that is where we are now. Changes in money demand and velocity are running
everything.
And, my key point is, it's all controlled by emotions. By fear.
What are you more afraid of? The dollar becoming worthless? Or losing your job and running out of dollars?
The whole world is constantly shifting back and forth between those two fears, so money demand bounces up and down like
a yo-yo, and velocity — the speed at which the money changes hands — does, too.
These wild shifts in money demand and velocity have the same effect as massive, instantaneous shifts up and down in
money supply. It's like we're having a huge inflation, then a deflation, every few hours — because our fears change every
few hours — because the politicians have all this arbitrary power and we don't know what they're going to do to us!
Now, do you see why it is so important to see the economy not as a machine but as an ecology. Machines don't feel, they
don't have fear, or joy, or optimism.
But people, biological organisms, do have feelings. They do fear, and their fears can change instantaneously.
The human ecology, especially these days, is driven very largely by emotions.
How are the politicians and bureaucrats who are playing God ever going to control, or fine tune, or repair, or speed up or
slow down, our emotions?
Okay, so I've given you three of the things politicians and the mainstream press say little or nothing about, probably because
very few of them understand these things. The three are:
#1, The economy is not a machine, it's an ecology made of unimaginably complex biological organisms, meaning people.
#2, Models. There is no single economic model, like there is in Newtonian physics. Obama probably does not realize his
advisors are giving him conflicting advice because they have different models.
#3. Velocity. The speed at which money changes hands is dependent on emotions.
Now you know some of the things Obama doesn't.
Perhaps a good summary of what I've said so far is, when people play God, they always do it badly. And, the politicians and
bureaucrats have been playing God with the human ecology for more than a century, and now the chickens have come home
to roost.
On March 29th on our web site, we posted a special bulletin telling my readers that I think there is an 85% probability the
recent deflationary stage of the crisis is ending and the next inflationary stage is beginning.
I can't prove it, but I think the bottom in non-dollar assets has occurred, or is occurring, and now is the time to get into nondollar assets: Swiss francs, New Zealand dollars, Canadian dollars, Australian dollars, oil and other raw materials, real
estate, and especially, gold, silver and platinum.
Pat Gorman at Resource Consultants can help you with the gold, silver and platinum. I've been recommending Resource
Consultants for precious metals for twenty years or so, and never had even one complaint from any of my readers.[2]
If I'm right about this new inflationary cycle, then within two or three years, we will see oil at $300, gold $3,000, platinum
$3,000, and silver at $50.
I think we have three to five years of chaos ahead of us, but a lot of new fortunes will be made by those who are
knowledgeable and prepared.
We're going through a giant, and very painful, object lesson. But when it's over, America will be back on track to a new
golden age, and the people who were knowledgeable and prepared will enjoy a prosperity far greater than anything ever
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seen before.
That's the objective of my newsletter, Early Warning Report, to get you through the hard times as comfortably as possible,
so that you can enjoy the golden age that will come after.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------This speech is copyrighted, but permission to make and distribute copies is hereby granted.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------[1] As measured by M1. Source: Historical Statistics of the U.S., Colonial Times to 1957.
[2] Neither Richard Maybury nor his company Henry Madison Research, Inc. receive any kickbacks, commissions or fees
of any kind for recommending any broker, dealer or publication. Mr. Maybury works for his subscribers, and no one else.
Posted by FOFOA at 8:29 PM
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Saturday, May 30, 2009
Mona Lisa or Ben Franklin?
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When Paradigms Shift
When paradigms shift, the change occurs in the minds of men. The changes are subtle at first, but then, almost over night,
the whole world sees a monumental shift. The subtle changes are happening right now, in plain view, even in the
mainstream media. You need only to know what to look for.
Storing Wealth or Making Money?
In the olden days, there was a difference between what you collected as a store of wealth and what you traded or deployed
into the marketplace to make money. Man has a basic need to collect and store wealth. This need derives from the
awareness of his own mortality. Every man knows that someday he will grow old and die. And in those later years, he will
need to draw from the wealth he has stored throughout his productive years.
Today's international financial and monetary system has evolved to where the demarcation line between the two, wealthstorage and trading-to-make-money, is hopelessly blurred. To see an example of this, look at the traders who play in the
gold markets. Why are these traders drawn to the gold markets when there are many other markets with much higher
leverage and profits? Perhaps it is because they have an innate understanding of the way things once were, yet they are
hopelessly confused by today's international financial and monetary system.
The evolution of this system has bestowed upon the governments and bankers of the world a way to skim value from the
wealth you store during your productive years. It is as if they are not only clipping the coins that pass through their
possession, but they are also coming into your home and clipping the coins you have hidden for later use.
In order to achieve this magical feat, the system has grown excessively complex. And under the weight of its own
complexity, it is now collapsing. Soon we will find ourselves back in the olden days, where there once was a difference
between wealth preservation and "making money".
The evolution that brought us here took 100 years. The return trip will seem almost instantaneous when it is later recorded
in the history books. And for a person to gain an understanding of what is changing, now, in the midst of the transition, will
later be recorded as one of the most valuable "epiphanies" ever.
The Productivity of Debt
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What is debt? In the olden days, if I saved an ounce of gold I had two choices. I could simply hang on to that ounce of gold
forever, or until I needed it in my old age, or I could loan it to you. But if I loaned it to you there were a couple of vital
requirements. First, I would only loan it to you for a productive purpose. You would need to prove to me that you had a way
to grow the investment through productive means. This would ensure not only that I got my gold back, but that something
good, some profit would come out of the exchange.
The second requirement would be collateral. Just in case your attempt at productivity failed, I would want to receive
something of equal value to my loan. This collateral could be something you already possessed like a family heirloom, or it
could be my ownership rights to whatever you used the gold to purchase, like farm land or farming equipment. In either
case, if I didn't get my gold back (and some profit), I would at least get something of equal value back. Without collateral
and a productive purpose, I might as well just hang on to my wealth in the form of gold.
Today we are encouraged by bankers and by our government to deploy our savings into the marketplace without either of
these guarantees, neither productivity nor collateral. Even entire nations (like China) "invest" their savings in the nonproductive, non-collateralized debt of the United States government, supposedly the safest investment on Earth. China is
slowly realizing the flaw in this paradigm. Accordingly it is asking for guarantees (collateral?) and also diversifying into
physical gold.
Today we have been conditioned to believe that debt does not need to be productive as long as the economy is growing. We
loan our money to (invest in) companies that do not pay dividends simply because we believe new people (suckers?) will
later pay us a higher price for these companies. We loan money (through fancy securities) to people for the unproductive
purpose of home ownership. And in many cases, because of the excessive complexity of securities, we don't even retain the
collateral rights to the underlying house.
The whole system has evolved to where there are no guarantees. Securities are no longer secure. We loan money to someone
in the hopes that they will loan it to someone else, and they will loan it to another person, and that somewhere at the end of
the line, someone will be productive. But instead, it has become an infinite loop of non-productivity... with no collateral.
Today, debt is completely unproductive, without guarantees. So why do we even bother to part with our money?
Fiat Versus Physical
What is money? This question explains why we are willing to part with our money for such risky and unproductive
promises. It is because for 100 years now, money has been steadily declining in purchasing power. It has failed in its third
and final function, to be a store of value. So the system that evolved has taught us that we cannot just hide our money in the
mattress and hope to later pay for our "golden years". Today, we must send our little (dollar) soldiers out into the world and
hope that they multiply.
This brings us back to those traders that play in the gold market. They choose gold because they understand the problems
with fiat money. Yet they use gold in the same way that fiat money works, they trade it back and forth hoping to profit from
price changes. The same way we loan to (invest in) non-productive companies with the hope that someone later will pay us
more. And in doing so, they never even touch the physical gold metal.
This is the ultimate confusion of fiat and physical. We instinctively know one thing, yet we are completely immersed in
something else. The gold that these traders trade is no different than fiat money. It is a piece of paper that holds its value
based on faith in the system, and it can be created from thin air (in great quantities). It is someone else's non-productive,
non-collateralized debt. We lend them our money with the hope that someone else will later pay us more for that debt.
The paradigm shift that is now in progress will change the gold market from this fiat paper gold market (price betting) to a
purely physical gold market (wealth reserve). When this happens, it will be instantaneous. When this happens, your fiat
paper gold will disappear like a magic trick, and your physical gold will suddenly feel like the Mona Lisa herself.
Current Beliefs
The current paradigm we live in contains many firmly held beliefs. These beliefs have developed over many decades and
have been passed down for several generations. Most of these beliefs are flat wrong. And as one by one they are shattered in
plain view, we will see the paradigm shift.
Here are a few of the current beliefs. A house is more than just a home, it is the most important investment you will ever
make. The right balance of stocks and bonds offers predictable long-term risks and returns. The modern economy requires
an ever increasing supply of money. Deflation is bad. Inflation targeting (by central banks) is good. US Treasuries are a riskfree investment. Gold is only a hedge. I could go on and on. Can you think of a few?
There is an old saying, "You can't teach an old dog new tricks." This is true. Unfortunately this mean that the most
vulnerable to a paradigm shift will be the last to recognize it. But as I said, the signs of change are already on TV for all to
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see.
Subtle Changes
I have the TV on today in the background. I am not actively watching. But just in passing I have seen two examples of the
change in the minds of men that leads to a paradigm shift.
The first was a lady reporter talking about General Motors. She was talking about how the government is investing $70
billion of taxpayer money in a company that the market currently values at only $457 million! She made the statement,
"Nothing is risk-free these days." Would you call that an understatement?
The second was a housing expert talking about how houses should only be purchased as a domicile, and not for any other
purpose. He talked about property taxes and maintenance and all the reasons houses are expensive to own. He talked about
the fallacy that a house can be a retirement nest egg. And he stated that houses should never have been considered
speculative investments, as if he was sharing an age-old wisdom. Well, actually he was, but I wonder if he was saying the
same thing five years ago.
FreeGold
Think about an object that means "great wealth" to you. It can be an old family heirloom or a fine painting in a museum.
Now imagine that you are holding that object in your hands. Imagine it is yours, to do with as you please. Imagine you are a
wealthy person and this object in your hands proves it.
Now ask yourself a few questions. Would you actively trade this object with other people, handing it back and forth, in
order to make dollar profits from the fluctuations in its dollar value? Would you leverage this item (take a loan against it) in
order to make dollar profits investing in non-productive, non-collateralized companies, knowing that if your investments go
down you will lose this object of wealth?
And most importantly, ask yourself this. Under what special or extreme circumstance would you sell this item?
This is the paradigm shift that is underway. In the minds of men, physical gold is becoming this object of "wealth". Over the
last year I have seen the change in the minds of some very unlikely people (in my own family). So I know first-hand that
this is under way.
This change is not only happening in the minds of individual men, but it is also happening in the board rooms of national
treasuries, sovereign funds and central banks.
The economy of man is an unimaginably complex biological organism. It is an ecology. And as with any ecological system,
when stress is applied the system adapts and evolves. This is happening right now in the human ecology, the planetary
organism made up of 6.75 billion individuals, each dealing with stress in his or her own way.
Some have had the foresight to take positions that will be massively beneficial as the paradigm shifts. This was the message
of Another ten years ago. This is also the message of the Euro. Even with its many flaws, the Euro is positioned to benefit
greatly from a paradigm shift to FreeGold.
The US dollar maintains its link to gold even without the gold standard. It must. This is because the US dollar competes
against gold for global wealth reserves. This creates an inverse relationship between gold and the dollar, a relationship
which must be managed. But very soon the dollar will either release its control over gold in an effort to save the
unproductive debtors, or it will be forced to relinquish control over gold as productive creditors hoard all remaining physical
gold in defense against the collapse of the unproductive debtors.
The Euro, on the other hand, has severed its link to gold. It now holds gold as they did in the olden days. The Euro holds
gold as a wealth reserve giving it the credibility that comes with wealth, as well as a universal reserve to be deployed only
in the most "special" of circumstances. The Euro holds its gold "marked to market". This means that as the price of gold
rises, so does the value of the Euro's reserves. In turn, this lends rising credibility to the Euro. This is the opposite of what
happens to the dollar as the price of gold rises.
We can all position ourselves like the Euro. Or we can stay positioned with the dollar. The choice is ours. The paradigm
shift is happening whether we like it or not. The subtle changes are already there to be seen. We only need to know what to
look for. And when this thing happens, when the dollar and gold part ways and head off in opposite directions, gold will be
closer in value to the Mona Lisa than to a Ben Franklin.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Wednesday, June 3, 2009
Like an Arab Sheikh

A handout picture made available on October 26, 2008 from the media office of Sheikh Mohammad bin Rashed al-Maktoum shows Sheikh
Mohammad bin Rashid al-Maktoum, Vice President, Prime Minister and Defense Minister of the United Arab Emirates and Ruler of Dubai,
walking through an aisle of the second Emirates Airline A380 superjumbo at Dubai international airport. The rich Gulf Emirate received the
second A380 on October 24, 2008. Emirates, which is owned by the government of Dubai, is the largest customer of the A380. It has 58 on order
in a deal worth about 18.8 billion dollars based on list prices. (AFP/Getty Images)

Blogger Finem Respice speculates on The Next Bubble.
Whatever it is, he says it is already here, and ready to pop.
He points out that many are speculating it is oil or energy or gold or high-beta stocks or even Treasuries.
He then states his belief that federal government is the next bubble to pop (state governments are already popping).
I will take his prediction one step further. I will take it global and say that the socialist promise of heaven on earth is the
next bubble to pop.
In this prediction, I believe I have the agreement of Martin Armstrong, Anonymous, and even Another.
Anonymous asks and answers his own question:
What was the motivation behind freegold !?
Politics,...I mean the (colluding) debt driven political economy,...lives on one single dynamic : We promise the sheeple
heaven on earth, and...let themselves pay for it, dearly !
"The promise" is already popping as well as the ability of the sheeple to pay.
The new political class, meanwhile, is acting like children in a candy store, oblivious to deafening "POP".
In just the past week we have watched President Obama jet around the country like an Arab sheikh backed by oil wealth.
Obama flies his 747 across the country to party with Harry Reid in Las Vegas. The cost of the trip is estimated at over half a
million dollars. Then on to New York City to catch a Broadway show.
Obama has managed to spend more "money" in his first 100 days than all other presidents COMBINED.
(Wall Street Journal | Opinion) Mr. Obama's $3.6 trillion budget blueprint, by his own admission, redefines the role of
government in our economy and society. The budget more than doubles the national debt held by the public, adding more to
the debt than all previous presidents -- from George Washington to George W. Bush -- combined.
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But who... or what is going to pay for this IN-YOUR-FACE profligacy? The rich? More taxes? China? Future generations?
No, no, no and no!
The answer is EVERYONE will pay. At least everyone who has any dollars, dollar-denominated financial assets, or anyone
relying on fixed payments from a pension or even Social Security. They will ALL pay dearly for Obama to globetrot and
party down like an Arab sheikh. And they will pay for both parties', virtually everyone in Washington DC's,
misunderstanding of economics and money.
Neither side gets it.
We don't determine the value of the dollar.
The dollar right now has two problems.
First it must worry about usage demand. This is the day to day operational demand of the global economy. This demand is
fading.
Second, it must worry about financial product demand. This is the demand from savings, storage of value, wealth
preservation.
The financial product demand is severely impaired. Dollar-based assets of all kinds can no longer be trusted to retain value.
Even Treasuries are extremely risky. When interest rates rise, liquidation value of Treasuries falls, trapping the buyer in the
investment, forcing him to ride it out and hope that inflation doesn't eat away his value. And in an environment of rising
interest rates, the purchase of bonds is an immediate loser, like buying a new car and driving it off the lot.
So from a supply and demand perspective, just when the supply of fresh dollars and fresh dollar-assets-for-sale (Treasuries)
is peaking, demand is plummeting.
Even Master of the Bond Universe (MOBU) Bill Gross is saying run, don't walk...
June 3 (Bloomberg) -- Bill Gross, founder of Pacific Investment Management Co., advised holders of U.S. dollars to
diversify before central banks and sovereign wealth funds ultimately do the same amid concern about surging deficits.
The only solution to this deadly conundrum is a massive devaluation of the dollar. Does it really matter WHO devalues the
dollar? No, of course not. But as I wrote in The Judgement of Value:
The central banks, the printers of money, the governments, the treasuries, the powers-that-be have no say in the value of a
dollar. That judgement of value is reserved for the recipient of those freshly printed dollars.
Even those of us that hold dollars, that hoard them in our mattresses or bank accounts, have no say in the value of those
dollars. The people that we offer those dollars to have the power to judge their worth, and to decide how much time, labor or
real goods they are willing to part with for a piece of paper.
So when Timmy Geithner tells the Chinese that we still believe in a strong dollar, he is only blowing hot, stinky air into the
face of the judge himself.
It is the PRODUCERS of the world that have the power to judge the value of our dollars. The fate of the dollar is in their
hands. Our political leaders believe they can control the value of the dollar through various means. They also believe they
can control the global stock and bond markets. This disturbing fact is becoming more and more evident as each day passes.
But what is clear to anyone with half a brain is that today's status quo is not sustainable in ANY way. Something's gotta
give. The bubble WILL POP! It has already begun.
"So," you ask, "if we are all going to pay dearly for Obama's jetsetting ways and Congress' profligate spending, what will
we receive in return?"
The answer is nothing but pain. These final death throes of the socialists' promise of heaven on earth are only the final
TWISTING of a knife that was thrust long ago. You will pay dearly in the near future for everything you received in the last
thirty-odd years. The bill has now come due. There will be no present-day reward for the complete surrender of your
treasure.
There is, however, one small loophole in this tax of doom. There is a very small window of opportunity and only limited
seating for the show. "Freegold" is the name of the show, and it is not playing on Broadway. So I doubt the Obamas caught
it.
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Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Sunday, June 7, 2009
The Bermuda Triangle of Currency
Question: How long do they disappear in the Bermuda Triangle? How do they describe the experience?
By candylove Asked Jun 15 2008 3:50PM
Answer 1: By Suzycue
They don't describe it because they are never found again!
Answer 2: By Annon
They go forever. They don't describe it.
I watched a docco though. It said, one of the reasons that planes keep going down in that area is that it is a highly active
storm region. You seen the movie, 'The Perfect Storm'? It's a bit like that - different drafts and different temperatures of air
bashing around in that particular area, all meeting there for some unknown reason, creating some wicked storms.
But you know, they don't know, because people just disappear when they go there.
-answerhag.com

Poker and the Stock Market
In some card rooms where people play poker, there are employees called Prop Players. The name is short for Proposition
Player, also known as a House Player, a Stake Player or a Shill.
Card rooms sometimes employ house players in order to ensure that there are enough players to start and maintain games or
to gain an additional source of revenue from the player's winnings. Many gaming jurisdictions have rules governing whether
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or not house players are permitted, whether or not they are required to identify themselves, and the purposes for which they
may be used. Player attitudes toward house players vary based on the type of house player in use. The use of easily
identifiable proposition players is generally accepted on the one hand, while on the other hand the use of shills generates
distrust.
In the poker world, these prop players play with their own money. They can win or lose hundreds or thousands in a single
day. But normally, they are paid a salary for staying at the table when the paying customers start to thin out.

The main reason card rooms use prop players is to lure in real players with the illusion of a bustling and vibrant game. In the
stock market, the prop players are the large market makers that receive rebate money in exchange for "providing liquidity".
Keeping the market liquid means that any real participant will always be able to buy or sell, even if the price is not ideal. It
gives the illusion of a bustling and vibrant marketplace.
Now imagine a card room where the majority of the people at the tables are shills. Imagine that they are not only being paid
to play, but they are actually allowed to play with the casino's unlimited chips, not their own money, yet they get to keep the
profits they make. Going even deeper, imagine that the casino allows them to cheat in various ways to maximize profits.
You would not want to play in this card room if you knew what was going on, right? Over time, the entire card room would
become a festering snake pit of shills just waiting for an unsuspecting victim to walk through the door. What kind of a game
would this be? Would you call this a scam? A swindle? A trap? A fraud? How about a racket?
The difference between Real Money and Play Money
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When you first sit down at a table, you must exchange your dollars for plastic chips. This exchange of "real money" for play
money is made possible by the faith of the players that at the end of the game they will be able to turn in the plastic chips at
the same exchange rate. And also because of the expectation that, with a little luck and skill, the players will be able to gain
some chips prior to cashing out.
In the real world, this same exact faith-based system is used to entice people to exchange real, valuable goods for paper
notes. The expectation is that later, someone else will take those paper notes from you and give real, valuable goods in
exchange. And while you are holding the mere paper, the real world "casino" offers you many games in which, with a little
luck and skill, you MAY be able to gain some more paper notes before cashing out.
The big difference between the real world and the casino is that the casino still operates a "Cashier Window" or a "cage". In
the real world they permanently closed the "Cashier Window" back in 1971. So today, in "the big game", you can only cash
out your chips as long as fresh new players are coming through the door.

So now, imagine that you were lured into playing poker in that festering snake pit of shills. After a few hours of losing, you
start to realize where you are. You go to cash out your remaining plastic chips and you are told that the Cashier is closed.
You glance at the doors and realize that you haven't seen a new player come in for hours. Without showing your panic, you
must now formulate an exit strategy. You must identify the few remaining "real" players and try to sell them your chips. As
your panic grows, you may even be willing to take less than full face value for your plastic chips. What a nightmare, huh?
Now you know how China feels.
Credit doesn't even matter, Neither does M2 or even M1 really
We all know that prices have collapsed. Since early 2007, the average house price has collapsed about 32% (Case-Shiller).
In 2008 through late November, the S&P 500 collapsed 49%. Over the past two years, a "balanced" 401K has collapsed in
value about 35%. But does this mean we have "deflation" as so many deflationists have been proclaiming? No, it does not.
As Adam Hamilton explains in Big Inflation Coming 2, you must look at the cause of the falling prices:
Deflation is purely a monetary phenomenon. If prices of anything are falling simply for their own intrinsic supply-anddemand reasons, and not as a consequence of monetary contraction, then it is not deflation. In reality, the money supply was
skyrocketing in the panic.
To get around this small problem, the deflationists tell us that "the money supply" is different today. They tell us that the
money supply includes credit, and since credit has collapsed, so has the modern money supply, ergo, DEFLATION. But as
Adam Hamilton explains, credit is simply access to someone else's money!
Only a central bank can directly affect the base money supply. Yes, commercial banks can expand credit through fractionalreserve banking, but credit is not money. Credit is just access to someone else's money. If I offered you a $100k check as a
gift, you'd be pretty excited. If I offered you this same $100k as a loan, you wouldn't be. Money and credit are very different
beasts, so don't make the mistake of assuming credit contraction automatically means general deflation.
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To get around this small problem, the deflationists expand their definition of "the money supply" to include "broad money",
which really means "assets" or "derivatives of money" that people generally believe to be "as good as cash". These are the
assets where people "park their money". But the money doesn't stay parked. It gets loaned out or reinvested by the banks.
And the people that hold these assets hold only a paper promise of the later return of their paper money notes.
To give you a few examples, M3 used to include "large time deposits, institutional money-market funds, short-term
repurchase agreements, along with other larger liquid assets." [Wikipedia]
M2 includes smaller CD's, savings accounts and money market accounts. "M2 represents... 'close substitutes' for money."
[Wikipedia]
Even M1, which is generally considered "narrow money", is still not money. It includes checking accounts, debit accounts
and traveler's checks. While these types of accounts "spend" like money, they are still one step away. They are still a
derivative of money because the banks do not hold all the money you think you have in your checking account in a
segregated account waiting for you to spend it. They only hold a small portion of it. The rest they loan out or reinvest. So
when you empty your checking account in the process of a large purchase, the bank must demand cash from somewhere
else in order to pay for your purchase.
This demand for real cash actually affects the supply and demand curve of money itself. If everyone tried to empty their
checking accounts at the same time this would create a HUGE demand for real cash, whether or not it is digital credits or
physical paper FRN's. This is called a run on the banks. In the 30's, this happened when people took out physical cash to
stuff in their mattresses. Today it could also happen if everyone maxed out their debit cards at the same time, spending the
money into the market place.
In either case, this massive demand for real cash (whether it be digital or physical) exiting the banking system will create an
upward spike in the value of the dollar. As long as you are simply "hoarding" your money in a checking account, you are not
affecting the supply and demand of money. You are not affecting "inflation" or "deflation". In fact, you are not holding
money. You are holding the promise of "real cash".
This "real cash" is best described as M0, or the Monetary Base. M0 is "currency (notes and coins) in circulation and in bank
vaults, plus reserves which commercial banks hold in their accounts with the central bank (minimum reserves and excess
reserves). This is the base from which other forms of money (like checking deposits, listed below) are created and is
traditionally the most liquid measure of the money supply. The monetary base is sometimes called M0, but this
denomination seems to imply that M0 is part of M1, which is not the case."
The important point here is the part of the Monetary Base that is not included in the M1, M2 or M3 measurements, namely
"real cash" reserves (whether digital or physical). These are the reserves from which the banks can pay your vendor when
you empty your checking account. And these reserves RELIEVE the upward pressure on the value of the dollar that a
modern "bank run" would cause. In other words, they RELIEVE the risk of true deflation, even amidst a wide world of
misunderstanding. In fact, they not only relieve one risk, but they become potential energy poised to create the OPPOSITE
effect.
So, let us take a look at what the heck is going on with the Monetary Base. For this, we return to Adam Hamilton of Zeal
LLC:
M0 growth was trending lower in 2008... But then the stock panic erupted and the Fed panicked, getting swept away in the
fear. Bernanke decided to inflate far faster than has ever been witnessed in the Fed’s entire history since 1913.
In October, the scariest month of the panic when the S&P 500 plummeted 27% in less than 4 weeks, the Fed suddenly
expanded the monetary base by $224b. This was a 25% surge in a single month, just insane. And it led M0 to rocket to its
highest YoY growth rate ever by far, up 36.7%! But the Fed was just getting started in its unprecedented inflationary
campaign.
In November it grew M0 by another 27% over the prior month, yielding 73.0% YoY growth. In December it again grew M0
by 15% MoM leading to a mind-boggling 98.9% YoY gain. In 4 short months, the Fed had literally doubled the US
monetary base! Something like this has never even come close to happening before, so we are deep into uncharted inflation
territory here.
Click on image to enlarge
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By late December this information slowly started to leak out and contrarians who have studied monetary history were
appalled. Was the Fed mad? Bernanke responded to these growing criticisms in Congressional testimonies, promising that
the Fed would remove its “accommodation” (a euphemism for inflation) as soon as possible. Even though the Fed has never
shrunk the money supply noticeably, Wall Street curiously took Bernanke at his word.
So every month since the panic ended in mid-December, when the VXO fear gauge fell back out of panic territory, I've been
watching M0. In 3 of the 4 months since (May data isn't out yet), the Fed has actually grown M0 further! In January,
February, March, and April, the absolute annual M0 growth rates weighed in at 106.0%, 88.5%, 97.9%, and 111.0%! And in
April alone M0 surged to a new all-time record high. And by late April the stock markets had already rallied 29%, yet the
Fed was still rapidly growing M0.
Friends, this data is flabbergasting!
Friends, this is the perfect setup for hyperinflation, which is similar to "deflation" in that it happens during the WORST
economic conditions, similar to "inflation" in name only, and in all practical ways, the same thing as "currency collapse".
Inflation/Deflation is the wrong focus, Currency Stability/Collapse is what we should be watching
Please don't take my illustrations the wrong way. I do not expect that my Thoughts will ever make it into an Econ 101
textbook. I am simply making some broad points for you to think about.
As Albert Einstein said, "everything should be made as simple as possible, but no simpler."
This is part of my problem with the common understanding of economics; it is far, far, far more complex than anyone
realizes. And it is far too complex for our simplistic understanding of "inflation" and "deflation". In fact, the discussion of
these topics, "the debate", is so horribly flawed by simplicity and misunderstanding that it is simply worthless and pointless.
I find myself to be a "hyperinflationist", yet I agree with the "deflationists" on economic grounds, and with "inflationists" on
monetary grounds, and I agree with the "Austrians" that most of the world completely ignores human psychological factors
to the point of global catastrophe.
So this is my attempt to shape my own Thought process on our developing situation. Perhaps some of you can help!
Simple minds (and I'm sure you know a few) look at the average price of everything to determine inflation or deflation.
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If prices are moving up, we are in "inflation". If they are moving down, it's "deflation". For the most part, this includes the
MSM.
There is just one simple dot (prices) that exerts pressure on this ephemeral thing we call 'f lation. What could be simpler?
Moving along, we have government minds. They see this same dot exerting pressure in one direction or the other, but they
try to control what it is saying to the world by carefully defining a basket of goodies.

When the government's "basket" is getting more expensive, we have inflation. Of course, being the government, they also
have "the power of substitution"! So if steaks are getting too expensive, they will substitute ground beef. Or if gas and food
is too volatile in price, they will just ignore gas and food. Or if personal computers are remaining stable in price, but the
processor speed is growing, they will say that the price of "processor speed" is falling.
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Suffice it to say that government minds are a "basket" case when it comes to inflation and deflation.
Also in the one-dot category we have some purist Austrian minds.

I mean no disrespect to the Austrians. Like Richard Maybury, I use the Austrian model. But to many unsophisticated
modern followers of the Austrian school of economics, inflation and deflation is simply a one dimensional function of the
money supply. Money supply up, inflation. Money supply down, deflation. This view ignores many important variables, like
economic growth and contraction relative to the money supply (to name one).
At least the modern Austrians apply a firm definition, which you can't say for the simple minds or the government minds.
But by sticking to such a strict definition and model for inflation, in my opinion, you make "inflation" itself irrelevant to the
current situation. (More on this in a moment.)
As we get a little more sophisticated, we come to Keynesian minds. These highly educated (read: programmed) minds see
two dimensions where simple minds and government minds see only one. The two dimensions are the supply and demand
forces of both money and goods.
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In this linear model, each dot can exert up or down pressure on the other. You could have money supply growth and a stable
supply of goods and you will get demand pull inflation. The demand for goods from the high money supply pulls upward on
the price of a limited supply of goods.
Or if you have a shrinking supply of goods in an economic contraction paired with a stable money supply, you will get cost
push inflation. Here the cost of a smaller basket of goods pushes up the price relative to a fixed quantity of money.
Of course you can have varying levels of up and down pressure exerted from each side onto the other, causing varying
levels of inflation or deflation. The first derivative of this supply and demand pressure is the velocity of price movements.
The second derivative is what the Keynesians watch closely. This is the acceleration or deceleration of inflation. This
measurement can give you readings like "disinflation", or a slowing of the rate of inflation.
After taking these measurements, the Keynesians adjust the valves, meaning they print money at a slightly different rate.
You see the Keynesians believe they can control the economy with one tool, the speed control of the printing press. It is
kind of like trying to build a house with only a hammer.
Personally, I believe that this thing we pay so much attention to, this thing we call "inflation", is vastly more complex than
any of the models even recognize. I believe it is unimaginably complex like Richard Maybury's ecology of biological
organisms (PEOPLE).
But in an effort to follow Einstein's advice, here is my diagram:
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While I believe that money and goods exert supply and demand pressure on each other, I believe that the much more
important variable is the psychological state of the humans through which the money and goods pass. Human psychology
provides the actual demand. Money and goods provide the supply. Human psychology provides the analysis of the supply
and, in certain circumstances, fear drives the action.
But because I must compete with a few different (fairly well defined) definitions of inflation and deflation, I will make the
bold statement that inflation and deflation are not what we should be worried about in our current situation. Instead, we
should be watching to see if our currency is stable (behaving normally) or collapsing (behaving like all fiat currencies
eventually do). In other words, is our currency simply having a mid-life crisis, or is it 96 years old and dying?
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I think that right now we are in the midst of the Perfect Storm for a currency like the dollar, a purely symbolic fiat currency
that has spread itself over the entire globe.
Look at the above diagram. The monetary base has literally exploded parabolically. The economy is contracting which is
applying at best, second derivative downward pressure on the supply of goods, and at worst downright shortages are already
in the pipeline. Meanwhile the state of global human psychology is very dollar-negative. The demand for necessary goods is
high and growing. The fear of inflation is starting to come back. And only God knows how long it will be before the fear of
starvation starts to spread.
I know many people who are stocking up on durable food-goods. So these Thoughts are circulating. The trend is
established. The second derivative is showing acceleration and we are no where near reversal.
So forget about inflation versus deflation. Think instead about currency stability versus collapse.
Julian Robertson Bets the Farm on Inflation
Simply put, Julian Robertson is the definition of a hedge fund legend. And, his success is noted by the fortune he has
amassed as he now graces the Forbes' billionaire list. He has pioneered a successful investment methodology, he has
generated outstanding returns at his famous hedge fund Tiger Management, and his influence has sprouted some of the most
successful modern day hedge funds in the form of the 'Tiger Cubs.' And, most importantly, he predicted the financial crisis
two and a half years ago in an interview with Value Investor Insight. When he talks, you listen...
Julian Robertson is "betting the farm" on inflation. Billions!! Yet he avoids gold, saying, "I've never been particularly
comfortable with gold as an investment. Once it's discovered none of it is used up, to the point where they take it out of
cadavers' mouths. It's less a supply/demand situation and more a psychological one - better a psychiatrist to invest in gold
than me." Adding, "Zinc would also seem to me to be a very good inflation hedge."
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The point is that this exemplifies the danger of being right when you are watching the wrong thing. Jim Sinclair is exactly
right...
[Julian] Robertson is right, so we are right, as the [interest] rates he looks for come compliments of a currency event that
delivers hyperinflation. He just has to be sure the other side or sides of his OTC derivative puts up margin on a daily basis or
he could be 100% right and not get paid one penny.
If you are cruising through this crisis with your wealth stored in financial products that derive their value from someone
else's promise, or if you are "going to cash" as the deflationists recommend, then you might as well be flying through the
Bermuda Triangle in a rickety old airplane, low on fuel, during the perfect storm. And actually, that is a poor analogy,
because the dollar faces more dangers than that airplane.
This IS the perfect storm for the dollar. The trend is established. The second derivative is showing acceleration and we are
no where near reversal. The Fed is still expanding the monetary base. This man is your pilot. He has mastered (Keynesian)
ground school, but he has never flown through a storm like this. But don't worry, he has "theories" on how to make it
through.
So do I.
FOFOA
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Wednesday, June 17, 2009
Dead End

There is much talk about the future availability of oil. Or shall we say "cheap oil"? Almost everything we enjoy today is a
result of the constant flow of oil over the last century. And it follows that all of the PRICES we pay for everything we enjoy
today is a result of the CHEAP flow of oil. But is this "CHEAP flow" a natural phenomenon, or a manmade one?
Oil has been the key to the fantastic success of the West over this period of time. Therefore it follows that the true VALUE
of oil is immeasurable! We complain when the cost of a gallon of gas rises to nearly $5, but can we possibly know the true
VALUE until we have to do without?
The COST of living without oil is perhaps the greatest burden [PUNISHMENT] that can be placed on a modern nation. For
this reason, oil is the MOST POLITICAL TANGIBLE.
In the past, nations have paid a VERY HIGH PRICE for oil when manmade conditions prohibited (rather than ENABLED)
the "CHEAP flow" of oil. South Africa under sanctions (1985-1991) is one example.
So what is the TRUE PRICE of oil? What is the TRUE VALUE of oil? Is it $3 per gallon of gasoline? Or is it the VERY
DEAR PRICE we would pay if it wasn't flowing our way?
What is a responsible government to do? It must look to the future and SECURE the inflow of oil. Why has the US stopped
looking for new oil in the ground? Because long ago it SECURED the "CHEAP flow" of oil! A manmade phenomenon! The
future "CHEAP flow" of oil can only be secured three ways. 1.) Own the oil in the ground, 2.) amass wealth reserves desired
by those who own the oil in the ground, or 3.) fool (trick) OTHERS into paying the VERY HIGH PRICE (in gold) for the
"CHEAP flow" of oil to your shores.
Arabia has oil in the ground. It does not have gold in the ground. But it does VALUE the precious metal very highly. It
always has. Even BEFORE oil became WEALTH.
The exploding world dependence on the "CHEAP flow" of oil has brought GREAT WEALTH to Arabia. Up until 1971 the
ease of trading oil for dollars was accepted because these "casino chips" could be exchanged at the CASHIER WINDOW
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(the gold window). Then, in 1971 the "CASHIER" was closed for good.
What followed was "the oil crisis of 1973". From Wikipedia:
End of Bretton Woods
On August 15, 1971, the United States pulled out of the Bretton Woods Accord taking the US off the Gold Exchange
Standard (whereby only the value of the US dollar had been pegged to the price of gold and all other currencies were
pegged to the US dollar), allowing the dollar to "float". Shortly thereafter, Britain followed, floating the pound sterling. The
industrialized nations followed suit with their respective currencies. In anticipation of the fluctuation of currencies as they
stabilized against each other, the industrialized nations also increased their reserves (printing money) in amounts far greater
than ever before. The result was a depreciation of the value of the US dollar, as well as the other currencies of the world.
Because oil was priced in dollars, this meant that oil producers were receiving less real income for the same price. The
OPEC cartel issued a joint communique stating that forthwith they would price a barrel of oil against gold. This led to the
"Oil Shock" of the mid-seventies... Until the Oil Shock, the price remained fairly stable versus other currencies and
commodities, but suddenly became extremely volatile thereafter... The substantial price increases of 1973-74 largely caught
up their incomes to Bretton Woods levels in terms of other commodities such as gold.
Then, in the early 1980's, the situation was brought back under control. A leveraged system of paper gold forward sales was
set up to keep the price of gold (DOWN) under control, so that OTHER people's PHYSICAL gold could be shipped to
Arabia at a low DOLLAR price. This would satisfy "the owners of the oil in the ground" and SECURE the "CHEAP flow"
of oil to the US who had the SOLE privilege of creating those dollars out of thin air. From Another:
It's more complicated than this but here is a close explanation. In the beginning the CBs didn't sell their own gold. They
( thru third party ) found someone else who had bullion. That "party" sold to a broker who sold forward for a mine or
speculator or government ) . In the end the 3rd party had the backing from the broker that he had backing from the CB to
supply physical if needed to put out a fire. The CB held a very private note from the broker as insurance and was paid a
small fee. This process mobilized free standing bullion outside the government stockpiles. The world currency gold price
was kept down as large existing physical stockpiles were replaced by notes of future delivery from the merchant banks ( and
anyone else who wanted to play ) .
This whole game was not lost on some very large buyers WHO WANTED GOLD BUT DIDN'T WANT IT'S MOVEMENT
TO BE SEEN! Why not move a little closer to the action by offering cash directly to the broker/bank ( to be lent out ) in
return for a future gold note that was indirectly backed by the CBs. That "paper gold" was just like gold in the bank. The
CBs liked it because no one had to move gold and it took BIG buying power off the market that would have gunned the
price! It also worked well as a vehicle to cycle oil wealth for gold as a complete paper deal.
So, in 1983 Barrick Gold was formed...
And once again physical gold was flowing INTO Arabia and "CHEAP" oil was flowing OUT. But SOMEONE was paying
the TRUE PRICE for this oil.
Then, probably sometime in the early 1990's, a group of Europeans that had been planning for a single currency in the
"Eurozone" with the ECU that began in 1979 (at the height of the dollar crisis) and later became the EMU and the Euro,
came to the realization that the path the dollar (and the entire international monetary and financial system) was on was
essentially a DEAD END. It was not sustainable! At some point in the future this system, and its MONETARY
FOUNDATION, would (MUST) collapse. This was not a plot to collapse the dollar. It was, instead, a RECOGNITION of
the inevitable!
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So what is a responsible government to do? "It must look to the future and SECURE the inflow of oil." And given the three
choices listed above, ONLY ONE COULD WORK! [2.) amass wealth reserves desired by those who own the oil in the
ground.]
So the Euro was founded with the requirement that gold reserves MUST be (PHYSICALLY) held and MUST be marked to
the (RISING) market price of gold. What the Euro architects recognized was that this new dollar PAPER gold market would
(MUST) at some point transition into a purely PHYSICAL gold market. This was a MATHEMATICAL CERTAINTY.
Back to Another from October, 1997 [emphasis mine]:
Everyone knows where we have been. Let's see where we are going!
It was once said that "gold and oil can never flow in the same direction". If the current price of oil doesn't change soon we
will no doubt run out of gold.
This line of thinking is very real in the world today but it is never discussed openly. You see oil flow is the key to gold flow.
It is the movement of gold in the hidden background that has kept oil at these low prices. Not military might, not a strong
US dollar, not political pressure, no it was real [PHYSICAL] gold. In very large amounts. Oil is the only commodity in the
world that was large enough for gold to hide in. No one could make the South African / Asian connection when the question
was asked, "how could LBMA do so many gold deals and not impact the price". That's because oil is being partially used to
pay for gold! ["CHEAP oil to the West" was the HIDDEN part of the price Arabia was paying for large quantities of
PHYSICAL gold. HIDDEN --"gold hiding in oil"-- and did not affect the VISIBLE $demand fundamentals because most
Westerners were perfectly happy with PAPER gold] We are going to find out that the price of gold, in terms of real money
( oil ) has gone thru the roof over these last few years. People wondered how the physical gold market could be "cornered"
when it's currency price wasn't rising and no shortages were showing up? The CBs were becoming the primary suppliers by
replacing openly held gold with CB certificates. This action has helped keep gold flowing during a time that trading would
have locked up.
(Gold has always been funny in that way. So many people worldwide think of it as money, it tends to dry up as the price
rises.) Westerners should not be too upset with the CBs actions, they are buying you time!
So why has this played out this way? In the real world some people know that gold is real wealth no matter what currency
price is put on it. Around the world it is traded in huge volumes that never show up on bank statements, govt. stats., or
trading graph paper.
The Western governments needed to keep the price of gold down so it could flow where they needed it to flow. The key to
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free up gold was simple. The Western public will not hold an asset that's going nowhere, at least in currency terms. (if one
can only see value in paper currency terms then one cannot see value at all) The problem for the CBs was that the third
world has kept the gold market "bought up" by working thru South Africa! To avoid a spiking oil price the CBs first freed up
the public's gold thru the issuance of various types of "paper future gold". As that selling dried up they did the only thing
they could, become primary suppliers! And here we are today. [1997] In the early 1990s oil went to $30++ for reasons we
all know. What isn't known is that it's price didn't drop that much. You see the trading medium changed. Oil went from $30+
+ to $19 + X amount of gold! Today it costs $19 + XXX amount of gold! Yes, gold has gone up and oil has stayed the same
in most eyes.
Now all govts don't get gold for oil, just a few. That's all it takes. For now! When everyone that has exchanged gold for
paper finds out it's real price, in oil terms they will try to get it back. The great scramble that "Big Trader" understood may
be very, very close.
Now my friends you know where we are at and with a little thought , where we are going.
The LOW price of gold (1981-2001) was meant to trick YOU into giving up your PHYSICAL gold, so that the CB's didn't
have to. But some non-Westerners knew better! They got on the RECEIVING end! Once YOU gave up all your gold, the
CB's had to contribute some of their's to this PHYSICAL FLOW. More from Another:
Well a funny thing happened right after the Gulf war ended. What looked like big money before turned out to be little
money as some HK people, I'll call them "Big Trader" for short, moved in and started buying all the notes and physical the
market offered. The rub was that they only bought low, and lower and cheaper. They never ran the price and they never ran
out of money. Seeing this, some people ( middle east ) started to exchange their existing paper gold for the real stuff.
[Today, think about Dubai requesting delivery of its gold from London] From that time, early 1997 LBMA was running full
speed just to stay in one spot! In other words paper volume had to increase to the physical volume on a worldwide scale,
and that was going to be one hell of a jump. It could not be hidden from the news any longer. [ LBMA daily volume leaks
out on January 30, 1997 --> 07:05 AM on Monday July 14, 1997 LBMA goes public with daily volume ]
This was not far from the time that "Big Trader" said that "if gold drops below $370 the world would see trading volume
like never before seen". The rest is history. Now the CBs will have to sell 1/3 to 1/2 of their gold just to cover what's out
there. [Hello Gordon Brown?] To use the Queens English "it ain't gonna happen dude"! [Apparently Gordon Brown didn't
get the memo!]
Everything is now upside down and reversed. The more the CBs sell outright the more the price will rise.
It's not a bearish sign anymore. They will now sell to keep the price rising slowly.
So in early 1997 some serious cracks appeared in the dollar castle walls. Ever since that time, the explanations we hear
about "official gold action" in the news media is actually the OPPOSITE of what is really happening behind the scenes.
What is happening is a FUNDAMENTAL shift in the FLOW of gold as these GIANTS prepare and SECURE their future
flow of oil. No more is it gold for oil. Today it is dollars for gold for FUTURE OIL.
Someone once said, "Pricing power is a very limited freedom." So who is pricing the dollar today? Who is pricing oil? Who
is pricing gold? Do ongoing pricing changes reflect a CONTROLLED DEMOLITION? If so, why? Who is controlling?
[This blogger suspects that the dollar system of leveraged paper derivatives has ALREADY lost control of pricing
PHYSICAL things! (Think about PHYSICAL oil stored in tankers! For profits you must control the PHYSICAL now.) And
it (the dollar system) is receiving a HUGE assist from OTHER FACTIONS. (Think about the sale of 1 million ounces of
gold to DB by the ECB - this barely avoided a collapse of the paper gold market) This ASSIST is only temporary to enable
some last-minute REBALANCING and EVACUATIONS from the dollar den! Once this ASSIST is terminated...]
More questions. Is it really necessary to keep another man [nation] in debt to you, in order to have wealth?
With so little physical gold metal available, HOW DO these true giants get large quantities?
And ever since we have evolved to virtual, digital, purely symbolic monetary units of credit for trade, does it make ANY
sense AT ALL to store these things as savings?
In the future, if the US dollar turns out NOT to be what you thought it was, how will you get what you need?
Does the US dollar fulfill the definition of money? Including the "store of value" part?
Watching the gold market today, are we seeing an evolution of supply and demand principles the same as in all
commodities? Or are we witnessing a fundamental shift of THOUGHT as the world rebalances PHYSICAL GOLD
POSSESSION?
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When the revaluation/devaluation happens it will happen fast. Within 30 days. During that time there will be no more
REBALANCING. Possession will be OWNERSHIP, and ownership will be LOCKED. There will be no last minute
CONVERSION from paper to physical. Paper will be paid with paper, and physical trading will STOP. When it starts again,
the entire gold market as we know it today will be a PHYSICAL GOLD MARKET. And the price of gold will be whatever
the world sets it at, WITHOUT the leverage of paper futures contracts to hold it down.
When it is all said and done, we will still have paper money for the ease of daily transactions. We may even have fancy
purely digital units of credit. But for the "store of value" part of the system, we will have the PHYSICAL GOLD MARKET.
The INEVITABLE, MATHEMATICALLY CERTAIN conclusion of the US dollar financial system's RACE down a DEADEND STREET.

Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Wednesday, June 24, 2009
Glossary of Acronyms
$IMFS - The dollar international monetary and financial system (Wall Street and its global reach + the dollar reserve
currency + all $-denominated debt globally)
A/FOA - Another and Friend of Another (see archives linked on the blog)
BB - Bullion Bank
BIS - The Bank for International Settlements (Central bank of central banks)
CB - Central Bank
CBGA - Central Bank Gold Agreement (same as WAG)
CFTC - Commodity Futures Trading Commission
COMEX - Commodities Exchange (US)
ECB - European Central Bank
ECBMB - ECB member banks
ECB-MTM - ECB's mark to market concept for gold reserves (freegold, or free floating gold price)
ECU - European Currency Unit (prior to the euro)
EMU - Economic and Monetary Union of Europe
EU - European Union
IMF - International Monetary Fund (part of the $-faction)
LBMA - London Bullion Market Association (UK)
ME - Middle East
MTM - Mark to Market
RPG - Reference Point Gold
SDR - Special Drawing Rights (IMF super sovereign currency)
USG - United States Government
WAG - Washington Agreement on Gold (same as CBGA)
Posted by FOFOA at 3:17 PM
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Wednesday, June 24, 2009
The Triumvirate of Wealth
Triumvirate n (1584) 3: a group or association of three
There is a battle under way right now. In this battle there are three things to watch.
The Dollar

What is a dollar?
To different people and groups it is different things.
To the average American the dollar is a unit of measure for trade and the denomination of debt owed. To the Chinese the
dollar is a mandatory middleman for international trade and a mandatory store of value for the excess wealth China receives
from trading with the West. To bankers the dollar is the denominator of contracts holding others in debt to the bank.
There is a particular meme spreading right now that a very large mountain of contracts denominated in US dollars is
somehow SUPPORT for the US dollar. As one example, I quote the latest Prudent Squirrel newsletter:
There is no clear alternative to the USD system at present. China, Russia, Brazil, India are taking steps to diversify their
foreign exchange, but the amounts involved are a few tens of $billions, and nothing compared to the USD footprint world
wide which I previously estimated at $2200 trillion for all USD stocks, bonds, contracts world wide, not to mention that all
important commodities are still priced in USD – sort of like the US having its own private world wide ‘comex’ in
everything from money markets to commodity markets to you name it.
That's $2.2 Quadrillion in contracts denominated in US dollars! That is not wealth. That is one entity holding a contract that
INDENTURES another entity or individual.
The question I want to ask is does this mountain of contracts lend de facto SUPPORT to a continued dollar regime? Or is it
the fatal FLAW of the regime?
Chris Laird seems to think that the usage demand of the dollar as a middleman for international trade must somehow be
weighed against contracts of debt held by the banks. And if the debt weighs more than the net usage demand, then the dollar
must continue on as the reserve currency.
But as I said, the dollar is different things to different people.
And my thesis is that the dollar's Achilles' heel is that it must perform TOO MANY functions. The dollar's fatal flaw is that
if any one function fails, they all fail.
Think about the mountain of contracts held by the banks. Compare this mountain to a bag of groceries. If the price of a bag
of groceries goes from $20 to $100, the entire mountain of contracts (derivatives) collapses and the banks go bust.
Now think about global usage demand. This is a funny thing. Intuitively you would think that if the price of oil rises it will
hurt the dollar. But in fact the opposite happens. As the price of oil climbs, all the world must buy more dollars to get the
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same amount of oil!
This creates demand for dollars which keeps the dollar strong. But here's the Catch 22. The rising price of oil also raises the
price of a bag of groceries. This puts downward pressure on the value of the dollar. All those banks holding contracts
denominated in dollars lose value when the price of a bag of groceries goes up.
So the dollar's interconnectedness in the global marketplace combined with its reliance on performing too many functions
creates a very unstable environment for survival (of the dollar).
If all of a sudden dollars were not needed to pay for the rising price of oil, there would not be the usage demand to
counterbalance the rising price of everything else. And this is why a few tens of billions in usage by the BRIC countries is a
DEADLY threat to the $2.2 Quadrillion in derivative contracts.
Gold

What is gold? What functions does it perform?
To different people and groups it is different things.
But not for long. Soon it will perform its one and only function, wealth reserve par excellence!
But for now, to those bankers who sit precariously on a mountain of contracts denominated in dollars, gold is a tool used to
lie to the people about wealth. There are a couple problems though. Most of the people being lied to have no wealth to
preserve. And those that do are starting to see through the lie.
One more thing. In order to lie through gold, they must have a fractional reserve of gold from which to pay physical gold to
those that see through the lie. For the last 10 years that gold has been provided by Gordon Brown and the central bankers.
But now things have changed. Now the central bankers are net BUYERS of gold.
The lie is coming to an end.
During the last century many things have come and gone. Wars, nations, leaders, parties, ideas, ideals, blood was shed,
promises broken, much chaos. But one thing has been steady. The evolution of gold!
First we had a regime of fixed gold prices ($20, $35, $42) and all the while the dollar printing exploded! Then we had the
regime of semi-fixed gold prices from 1971 to 2001, and dollar printing exploded even more! Finally we had a decade of
"controlled demolition" or controlled gold price inflation, as gold tripled in value at the same time as oil rose SIX times in
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price and the US dollar printing EXPLODED like never before!
So what is next in the steady evolution of gold? It is free gold pricing and the recognition of its one and only function,
wealth reserve par excellence! This is next!
What to watch for? Watch for when gold starts to outrun oil to the upside. So far over the last 10 years gold is up 3 times
and oil is up 6 times. When gold outperforms oil it will mean that the process has shifted into high gear.
Oil

What about oil?
Do we have an energy crisis on our hands? Did we have an energy crisis in 1973?
How can we possibly know?
Certainly a monetary crisis and an energy crisis are not mutually exclusive. They can happen at the same time. But what we
know for sure is that monetary manipulation distorts free market pricing mechanisms, causes massive malinvestment, and
masks the reality of whether or not we are facing a true resource crisis.
In just one year we have seen the WILD fluctuation of the price of oil from $147 to $30. At $147 per barrel the producers
and anyone holding oil should have been jumping out of their seats to sell, yet we were told there was a shortage. At $30,
we were told that demand was low. Buyers should have been jumping out of their seats to buy! So why all the confusion?
Can we really know the true availability of resources while prices are so distorted by currency fluctuations in our fiat
system? No, we can only speculate.
No disrespect to my favorite active Peakist! As I have said before, I am agnostic when it comes to this subject. And yes,
Hugo, I did read your post.
The End
So how will we know when the end is near? When Helicopter Ben comes under attack for being too tight with the printing
press, the end is near. When helicopter drops are not enough to satisfy the beast, the end is near. When the US borrows more
in one week than it did in an entire year seven years prior, the end is near. When scorched earth self-preservation tactics, inyour-face theft of public funds, and outright corruption is done in broad daylight without fear of reprisal, the end is near.
This is what to watch for. Please let me know in the comment section if and when you happen to see any of these signs. We
all need to be on the lookout!
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Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Friday, July 3, 2009
Gold, Oil and Money in the Free Market
This article provides some answers to questions that have come up in the open forums...
GOLD & MONEY: More Than Meets the Eye
By Aristotle
Written in 1999
Reposted from here.
Thanks in advance to Aragorn III for his direct input and valuable insights for what I am embarking on here. Much of this I
hope will help to illuminate many of the developments and ideas that have been valiantly offered by ANOTHER and FOA
over many preceding months.
Part 1 --- Stormclouds Gather...
The estimable economist Milton Friedman stated his forgettable opinion in 1974 that OPEC would collapse and oil would
never get up to $10 per barrel. In all fairness to Professor Friedman, we must recognize his position as coming from a
staunch monetarist, emphasizing money supply as the "true religion" for the Federal Reserve to keep the US Dollar as good
as Gold. At times, he half-seriously argued for the abolition of the Federal Reserve in light of the simple monetary policy
guidelines that could serve in its stead, with the economy returning to a state of self-regulation. (In the past sound-money
days, economic hardships were far from unnatural, and they were not necessarily attributable to acts of government.
However, modern attempts to centrally manage the economy ensures that any blame for systemic difficulties today may be
clearly laid at government's feet.)
Milton's mistake was two-fold. First was his knowledge that Arabian oil could be produced for one dime of real money, and
that inevitable competition among OPEC members would surely keep the price close to cost of production. Second, and
most importantly, Milton failed to account for the possibility that the government would abandon such reasonable monetary
management to keep the dollar nearly as good as Gold. This fact was NOT lost, however, on the oil producing countries.
Ask yourself, what would YOU do if your business or trading partners suddenly started offering you payment with
Monopoly money instead of "real" money? Would you shun real money as though it were the plague, and embrace
Monopoly money as the greatest thing since sliced bread? If you would, then I have got a job for you!! Bring your shovel
and some work-clothes, you have been hired for life...
Upon the 1971 declaration by the United States that redemption of dollars for Gold would be terminated, the entities in
receipt of dollars for balance of trade settlements had no difficulty recognizing this as an outright default on payment
contracts. The scramble was on to make sense of this new payment system in which the dollar was no longer a THING of
value (a small amount of Gold), but was now reduced to a CONCEPT of value; an undefined unit with which the world
would denominate the amount of value in contracts for goods and services. The problem ever since has been in coming to
terms with the meaning of value for this shifting and undefined unit, and its vulnerability for mismanagement and abuse.
Jelle Zijlstra, who became head of the Bank for International Settlements, said while with the Bank of the Netherlands in
regard to the 1971 severing of Gold from the dollar, "When we left the pound, we could go to the dollar. But where could
we go from the dollar? To the moon?"
As I continue this tale, I hope it becomes clear that not only have we gone to the moon, but that Gold is going there also.
Part 2 --- A Transition: Things Are what they Are...
Do you see the world as it is? Or, do you see the world as you are? A tough obstacle, to be sure, as our experiences weigh
heavily on our perceptions, and many people have no practical earthly experience with real money. There is hope..."the
Truth is out there!" as a popular show is quick to proclaim. Albert Einstein puts an interesting slant on this theme: "My
religion consists of a humble admiration of the illimitable superior spirit who reveals himself in the slight details we are able
to perceive with our frail and feeble mind."
So with a ready admission our minds are frail and feeble, let's prepare to tackle something so ponderous it must hopelessly
remain an abstraction to us mere mortals. I refer to the U.S. national debt, expressed in dollars, that stands at 5.6 trillion.
Wow! What does that really mean? To put it in some perspective, we will revisit the 1970's, and try to get our arms (and
feeble minds) around some much smaller numbers, and yet numbers that themselves are large enough to be abstractions.
Let's examine the incredible and overwhelming wealth and economics of oil.
Imagine having claim to a sandy and barren land that reaches 120 degrees Fahrenheit in Summer, making your living
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through the ages on goats, dates and Pilgrims to Mecca. Not a posh existence when compared to America in the Roaring
1920's, but the passage of time reveals the fortunate few that were in the right place at the right time. When the Standard Oil
Company of California was granted an exploration concession for Saudi Arabia in 1928, the 35,000 Gold sovereigns paid by
Socal were reportedly counted by Sheik Abdullah Sulaiman himself. Wispy shades of things to come! This can be thought
of similarly to how you might view a collection of skinny stock investors who found themselves heavily invested in penny
internet stocks when the technology market exploded in the 1990, making them all millionaires. Except this: Oil is much,
much bigger! We will soon examine what it means to be in the right place at the right time.
I will talk about pricing and balance of trade in the next part...stay tuned for the biggest transfer of wealth the world has ever
seen. The key-currency gets debased in 1971, and Gresham's Law rules the land.
Part 3 --- It's Only (a mountain of) "Money"...
Having purchased this Saudi Arabian concession, in subsequent drilling Socal's Damman Number 7 struck oil in 1937 (I
believe old Number Seven is still flowing.) Socal partnered with Exxon, Mobil, and Texaco to form the Arabian-American
Oil Company. Over a thirty year period, Aramco discovered petroleum reserves in Saudi Arabia in excess of 180 billion
barrels...a quarter of the known reserves of the planet at that time. And as the world aged and changed, the amount of oil
consumed daily in world trade climbed dramatically, from 3.7 million barrels per day in 1950, to 9.0 mbpd in 1960, to 25.6
mbpd in 1970, to 34.2 million barrels per day in 1973 during the first Oil Crisis.
Consider this for better perspective: the average yield per well at the end of the 70's in the United States was 17 barrels per
day per well, in Venezuela (one of the co-founders of OPEC) it was 186 barrels per day per well, and in Saudi Arabia (the
other OPEC co-founder) it was 12,405 barrels each day per well. Wow! Just imagine if the internet companies today issued
new, additional shares each day at this same rate as oil consumption...the stock price would plummet! But unlike internet
stocks, because this oil is consumed, it must be replaced (and paid for) every single day.
But before I can move into the fascinating region of this miniseries that sheds light on how and why the Gold market is as it
is today, this background is vital, so please bear with me, and I shall thank you for your patience. Oftentimes, understanding
is its own reward, but in this case it may well prove essential for wealth preservation at a minimum. To begin, we must look
at life in these United States (and in the process we will see a compelling reason that import barriers must be fought tooth
and nail)...
What does the Texas Railroad Commission have to do with this story? Plenty. So much oil was being produced in Texas in
the 1930's that engineers were concerned about depletion and wastage, and the owners would fret over the effects of
oversupply that would at times bring the price per barrel down to ten cents. Tiny independent producers were often drilling
side by side with the majors, but when the price slumped their profitability suffered more because they didn't have income
from the downstream processes like the majors did. Because some of the individuals operating these independent companies
happened to be multimillionaires, their complaining voices were heard thanks to their political contributions.
The state government responded by giving the Texas Railroad commission the power to regulate drilling. And while they
didn't have the authority to set prices, they could regulate production levels. By setting an appropriate rate of production, oil
would be conserved and this restricted supply would achieve price levels high enough to keep the independents in gravy.
This Texas price became the American price, and also the world price (in the 1950's the U.S. was producing half of the
world's oil.) This meant pure profit for the major companies with overseas production that cost only ten cents per barrel. To
keep the price of oil up, what started as a gentlemen's agreement among the American oil companies to limit the imports of
cheaper oil later became enforced by the U.S. government--known as the "invisible dike" against the outside world of cheap
oil. Throughout the 1960's, the Persian Gulf offered the world oil at $1.80, while inside the "invisible dike" oil was being
sold to the nation at the Texas price of $3.45 per barrel by the end of the decade.
The great irony is that a Venezuelan lawyer (and oil minister) named Juan Pablo Perez Alfonso studied and used the Texas
Railroad Commission as his model for OPEC, which he co-founded with the Saudi Arabian director of the Office of
Petroleum Affairs, Abdullah Tariki, in 1960. OPEC from the beginning maintained that oil was a depleting asset, and it had
to be replaced by other assets to balance national budgets and fund developments.
Now that we know a bit about the producers and the price and cost of oil during the era of "real money," let us take a look at
the dollar itself. The dollar and the world was pegged to Gold via the post-WWII Bretton Woods agreement in which $35
was convertible to one ounce--but for foreigners only, not U.S. citizens. The rate for international currency exchange was
coordinated through the International Monetary Fund (IMF), with each currency pegged to each other through the dollar and
Gold. The U.S. economy steamed along nicely in the 1950's, producing half of the world's oil as I've already stated, and half
of the cars that burned up this oil. By the arrival of the 1960's, American industry was buying foreign factories, equipment
and raw materials. In addition, the government was spending for its foreign bases and troops, and Vietnam was funded
largely in the red.
An overhang of dollars was developing overseas--and while at first the foreigners were reassured that the Gold guarantee of
the dollar was solid, as ever more dollars piled up, ever more of them cashed in the dollars for Gold. General de Gaulle
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summed up the sentiment, saying that America had "an exorbitant privilege" in ownership of the key-currency. By that he
meant that the dollars America was able to issue via simple printing carried the same value in trade as the dollars that had to
be earned by other nations through meaningful productivity. It quickly became clear that too many claims had been issued
on the limited Gold, and President Nixon was prompted to close the Gold exchange window in the face of a certain run on
the Treasury.
In a quick repeat from Part 1: " Upon the 1971 declaration by the United States that redemption of dollars for Gold would
be terminated, the entities in receipt of dollars for balance of trade settlements had no difficulty recognizing this as an
outright default on payment contracts. The scramble was on to make sense of this new payment system in which the dollar
was no longer a THING of value (a small amount of Gold), but was now reduced to a CONCEPT of value; an undefined
unit with which the world would denominate the amount of value in contracts for goods and services. The problem ever
since has been in coming to terms with the meaning of value for this shifting and undefined unit, and its vulnerability for
mismanagement and abuse."
With OPEC in place, and the dollar now rendered meaningless by traditional standards, the stage is adequately set to
describe what followed. With OPEC now united and able to conserve, and threaten to cut back in the grand tradition of the
Texas Railroad Commission, they were able to name their terms of payment, and decide essentially what value the dollar
would have in oil terms. That is important enough to repeat: They were able to name their terms of payment, and decide
essentially what value the dollar would have in oil terms. The increased world demand for oil ensured that the price would
be met (Texas was pumping around the clock and still coming up short), and the printing presses essentially ensured that
there would be no lack of dollars, so to speak.
It is important here to realize the attitude of OPEC, and notably the Middle East. In the mid 1970's, the finance ministers of
both Kuwait and Saudi Arabia stressed that their needs were only to provide for the welfare of their citizens, and that oil in
the ground is better than paper money. Who from the West can argue with that? They called our money's bluff, fair and
square. So in 1971, while the Texas price of oil was $3.45, OPEC re-priced their Middle Eastern oil up from $1.80 to $2.20
(such audacity, don't you think?) only to see the market price due to demand in 1973 overtake the official posted price, at
which point OPEC saw the writing on the wall, and in October raised the price per barrel to $5.12 while curbing production.
By December, the Shah of Iran called a press conference to announce the official price would now be $11.65. Well, why
not? It's only paper to you if you are not in NEED of this currency through a debt to someone else. And so began the First
Oil Crisis of the 1970's.
Just as America had been issuing claim checks on the national Gold throughout the 1960's, its spending habits didn't change
with the advent of the all-paper dollar. As a consequence, the world's greatest transfer of wealth was underway. Watching
the rising cost of real estate became a national pastime in the 1970's--an odd distraction from the gas lines and cost of fuel.
By raising the price of oil $10, from $1.80 to $11.65, at those current production levels OPEC raised its annual revenues by
approximately 100 billion dollars. Now recall from Part 2 where I promised you we would tackle some large numbers,
though nowhere near as incomprehensible as the $5.6 trillion U.S. debt. Here we go...
How much IS 100 billion dollars per year? It can't be much, because we all know the Middle East is heavily in debt with
struggling economies even now at the end of the 1990's. Right? Well, I invite you to follow along, and judge for yourself.
Let's try to spend that $100 billion, and remember...it is 1974. And let's not waste time on small stuff, we'll go right for the
big ticket toys.
How about some F-14's? Fully equipped (minus missiles because we are a peaceful bunch) they are ours for $9 million
each. Grumman on Long Island assembles 80 each year. Hell, let's take 'em all for $720 million. How about some F-15's
too? At $12 million each, we conclude our visit to McDonnell Douglas with 100 under our arm for a cool $1.2 billion. Let's
take home the biggest brute the U.S. has to offer--a top of the line nuclear-powered aircraft carrier for $1.4 billion. Better
yet, make that two carriers. Throw in some destroyers, some submarines...let's see... We've spent a total of $2 billion on a
kicking air force and a little more than that on a fine little navy. How much money is left in round figures? About $100
billion. And this amount comes in not only this year, but the next, and the next, and the next... [a side thanks to Mr.
Goodman for these historical prices.] $100 billion is a large annual paycheck, and we haven't even touched the $30 and $40
dollar prices brought about in the Second Oil Crisis. Now consider again that America has written future claims on $5.6
trillion dollars. Can you imagine how such a figure might be settled? Ouch.
Where did all of this money come from? It would seem that America found an efficient means to issue claims on the country
in exchange for something that goes up in smoke. Would OPEC own America lock, stock, and barrel? What would OPEC
do with all of that cash? And would there be any end to it? How are the poorer countries that must EARN their dollars, as
General de Gaulle indicated, going to fund their own oil needs? Banks are the answer. Buy banks, fill banks, and recycle the
petrodollars. Oh, and let's not forget Gold. Straight from two ministers of finance, "We would rather keep the oil than have
the paper money." We thank you for that insight.
Now that I have properly set the stage, in the next part I shall relate the really good stuff of Aragorn's tale suggesting where
this money went, and how the system survived 20 years after the end was nigh, bringing cheap Gold crumbs for anyone
mindful enough to pick them up. To quote that good knight, "With a payday reaching that magnitude, the question of destiny
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begs no answer. You set your own, and hope for nice weather."
Part 4 --- A 1970's History Lesson (without the disco)
One Oil Crisis down, one to go. We looked at some pretty incredible figures in Part 3. Where did this money go, and maybe
more importantly, where does it come from? For the sake of brevity I will assume the reader is well acquainted with the
process of money creation via modern banking. If not, then you have some important questions to ask and research to do.
For now, accept on faith that new money is created (as a simple ledger entry at a bank) through the process of borrowing. A
loan creates new money, and banks collectively may create money far in excess of what they hold on deposit. As a contract,
the loan is quite real, but the dollar is not. A dollar is an undefined concept--an undefined unit of measurement for value, so
to speak. You can see how such an arrangement favors those in a position to name their price.
As you can well imagine, for a country such as Saudi Arabia that had been subsisting on simple agriculture and the business
of Pilgrims, a sudden infusion of such a magnitude of money can be seen as pure profit, and a fine opportunity for capital
improvements to national infrastructure. Much of this money flowed back to the rest of the world to pay for international
contractors and materials. But clearly, much more money was coming in than could possibly be spent. Vast sums of it found
its way into the world's largest international banks--the five largest American, three largest Swiss, three biggest German, two
biggest British, and then on to the next tier... Suddenly there were over one hundred banks that set up shop in tiny Bahrain:
Citicorp, Chase Manhattan, Barclays, and Bank of Tokyo among them; all competing for surplus oil profit deposits. Paris
suddenly found itself host to over 30 new Arab banks.
So much money flowed in, and so much was lent in turn to the poor countries that could scarcely afford to buy oil with their
meager exports, that the financial system became a large game of musical chairs, and the biggest risk was that the music
might stop. There were no chairs to sit on! To protect themselves from the unthinkable--that the Arabs might pull their
deposits out of an individual bank--the banks developed a system. This system provided for the relatively smooth interlending of funds. Because even though a bank can create new money "out of thin air," they have to have deposits in the bank
as a starting point. If these funds were to be withdrawn, the bank must locate other deposits to cover their outstanding loans.
If the money were pulled, say from a British bank, it had to go somewhere; the amount of money was too great to "hide" for
long. This British bank could call around, and arrange to borrow the funds back from a Swiss bank, or German bank, by
paying a nominal interest rate on this inter-bank loan. The important concept to grasp here is this: as long as the petrodollars
stayed in the banking system, the banking system would survive.
In fact, that is how the world weathered the storm of the First Oil Crisis. Such a grand scheme of inter-reliance was
formalized by several central banks in a meeting in Switzerland to handle any event should money come up short in one
area or another--the Basel Concordat. Have you ever heard of the LIBOR in any of your financial reading? Some credit card
issuers make use of the LIBOR instead of the US. prime rate in their contracts. It is the London Inter-bank Offered Rate,
and functions as the international bank borrowing rate, and it is the tie that binds the group together into a nearly seamless
global financial System.
When the First Oil Crisis caused a global tightening of belts, only America, as the issuer of the key-currency, could
shamelessly create new money with ease to pay its bills. Other countries had to balance their own books with productive
output, or else turn to the banks to borrow the needed funds. And borrow they did! Let there be no doubt that these
petrodollars were recycled through the banking system. Throughout the Oil Crisis and the distractions of the Nixon
Watergate scandal, the former Secretary of Defense under the Johnson administration, and then president of the World Bank,
Robert McNamara, was focused on one thing only--maintaining the good graces of OPEC. McNamara had to ensure
continued access to OPEC's funds. During 1974, the World Bank had drawn on OPEC for $2.2 billion, for a total at the time
of $3 billion--one quarter of all World Bank debt. For Euroland banks, business was booming because lending was their
business. And the IMF had its hands full trying to hold together the international currency exchange system.
Some of the countries that quickly found themselves behind the eight-ball: Brazil, Korea, Yugoslavia, the Philippines,
Thailand, Kenya. (You can easily imagine that there aren't enough coffee drinkers in Saudi Arabia to achieve a meaningful
balance of trade of coffee beans for oil for a country like Kenya.) So in a move driven more by politics than banking to ease
the financial squeeze upon a nation's citizens and industry, the governments would turn to their central banks and to the
international and multinational banks to secure the needed money. And the banks couldn't stop lending, because many
countries relied on new loans to pay off the old loans in addition to their continued need for oil. Loans in default were
simply rescheduled. There were no chairs, and the music could not be allowed to stop.
If a bank were to fail, what would the Arabs do with their remaining deposits, now clearly in jeopardy? Further, the
inflationary impact of all of this borrowing was also a fact not lost on the OPEC nations. Many of the OPEC members'
advisors and ministers held Ph.D.'s from prominent American colleges. They did not have their heads in the sand. The
inflation would lead to a new price of oil just to recapture the value that was lost, and the cycle would intensify in the next
round. OPEC knew the western currencies were depreciating faster they were compensating with price hikes. They were
getting less "real" money as a result. Hopeless.
Remember Jelle Zijlstra with the "moon" comment earlier? As head of the BIS in 1980, he confidently predicted that the
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Second Oil Crisis could be worked through, slowly, but that the System (international financial system) could not survive a
Third Oil Crisis--the inflation would make it impossible to recycle the petrodollars to the oil importing countries with any
hope of repayment, trade would crumble, and the System would be brought to its knees. On that grim note, we need to take
a quick look at how the world reacted to the Second Oil Crisis. It opens the door to everything that follows.
By now you are patiently awaiting mention of Gold. There it is. Now back to the story... No, seriously, pay attention here,
and things will start to fall into place. I hope you have noticed the few references to oil prices throughout this series. In most
cases, the oil was made available at a posted price. In the 1960's, OPEC's posted price was $1.80 (though sometimes the
producers would undercut that to gain an advantage through additional volume), then it was $2.20, then $5.12, and within
weeks it had been changed again to $11.65 (in late 1973). By May 14 of 1979 the posted OPEC price was $13.34 per barrel,
but life was about to change. The key element to keep in mind is that oil was not priced directly by the market. It was
mostly sold under long-term contracts at posted prices that were set by the producers after careful analysis of what the
market could bear under self-determined production levels.
When the Ayatollah Khomeini's revolution deposed the Shah, Iran's 6 million barrel per day production fell off dramatically,
and the resulting shortage sent the downstream processes scrambling for sources of oil anywhere to feed their refineries.
Many turned to Rotterdam for oil, to fill their empty tanks. The deepwater port at Rotterdam was the principle harbor where
huge tankers could be found to deliver oil on the spot, and hence the spot market for oil was often referred to as the
Rotterdam market--but in truth, the spot market was available worldwide. This spot market was never meant to determine
the price for oil, but was only supposed to supply day-to-day purchases.
Due to the stresses of low supply, the Rotterdam price sailed above the $13.34 posted OPEC price on Tuesday, May 15,1979
to $28, and two days later it reached $34. Iran immediately took what little production remained and sold on the Rotterdam
market. OPEC then set a ceiling price for oil at $23.50 per barrel, but that was soon broken by Libya and Algeria.
Obviously, Rotterdam was the place to sell oil at the best price, so many tankers with long-term contracts for oil stood
empty waiting for delivery while ever more of OPEC-member production was diverted through Rotterdam. Countries and
many companies looked at the low levels in their storage tanks, and soon they were rushing to support the Rotterdam market
with their business. The "spot" price reached $40 per barrel as uncertainty about the future brought forth every empty tank
or dilapidated tanker out of retirement to be filled.
Gresham's law can help explain this phenomenon-- bad money is spent and good money is saved. Oil was being bought and
saved as a store of value, while paper money was spent. The flames of this Rotterdam inferno were eventually cooled as the
last available storage tank was filled to capacity. This display of the spot value for oil reinforced OPEC's concept of value,
and they had no qualms about raising the posted price to the spot value. Please recall, "We would rather keep the oil than
have the paper money." Any student of history will also recall that the explosion in Gold prices also occurred in 1979 to
early 1980, showing us Gold priced at $850 per ounce.
So what exactly has changed in the world since 1980? There haven't been any similar blowups in the pricing of important
assets...so how was this wild tiger tamed? Is the money better than it once was? Or are the OPEC nations now suddenly and
truly beggars upon the West's doorstep? What happened? Are the multinational banks (once scrambling to hold together the
System) now calling the shots with nary a care in the world?
In Part 5, I put an end to this tale, and answer the biggest mysteries about Gold in the easiest of terms. The road will seem so
straight and fair to travel, you will kick yourself for struggling through the brambles for so long, and wonder at your
neighbors who STILL can't see the path, though it is truly a freeway.
Part 5 --- Gold, Money, and the Free Market
Before I conclude this commentary, let me first express my gratitude to USAGOLD for hosting this illuminating site, and
for the tolerance I've been extended by so many here for my four long posts that up until this moment probably didn't seem
germane to the topic of Gold.
On any journey, the first few steps are the most important, and in this case they were also the most difficult--to include
enough for context without drifting off-topic. This last part is easy. The task at hand is to provide an explanation of Gold's
pre-eminence as a monetary asset. Gold is, in fact, Money, while the dollar and others are merely currencies--an importance
difference!
I am not claiming to be offering new findings of my own. The inspiration for this tale originated from many sources,
comments Aragorn III offered to a small group last month, a knowledge of history, and keen perception. I have been
challenged to render this tale into the clearest of terms suitable even for those not acquainted with Gold and worldly
economics. If I have succeeded in my challenge, at the conclusion of this final part you will fully grasp how the free market
has managed to provide a sophisticated asset (Gold) at a laughably minute fraction of its relative value. You will know that
Gold is Money, and will gain new respect for its "price." Although this information isn't new, it might be new to you, and
hopefully this explanation of financial operations with Gold, together with the background information of the 1970's Oil
Crises, will help you anticipate and conclude for yourself an outlook for events ahead, and will also help you to better
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understand and evaluate the important messages being presented by ANOTHER and FOA, in addition to the other worthy
knights of this Table round. Knowledge is power, and with it your destiny shall be yours to decide.
To start, I'm going to paraphrase some specific remarks made by Aragorn III that some people need to hear and think about,
though most of the Forum posters are already in tune with this.
'The falling price of Gold has had various effects on people. The common person says, "Of course it is falling, because Gold
has been demonetized." The Goldheart knows better, so the falling price has a more remarkable effect, bringing out
insecurities and irrationalities of some. Though these people don't question that Gold is money, their insecurities start to
question whether the world really needs money at all...that somehow this greatest device of mankind has been antiquated.
Simply preposterous. If they knew the truth they would confidently buy today at triple the price and call it a bargain of a
lifetime. People ask, "Why waste effort to dig up Gold from the ground, only to rebury it in vaults?" I say, "For the same
reason the central banks toil to print millions of fancy notes that nobody reads. If you've read one, you've read them all."
The effort is needed to prevent cheating, though we easily see the fancy cash does not stem the abusive tide of money from
nothing. People also say, "Gold is a dead asset. It does not earn interest." What is the point of such a comment, to
demonstrate their naiveté? Did banks not pay interest when coins were stamped from Gold?
You see, it is not the nature of money itself to earn interest, but rather, it is the investment risk that maybe earns a reward. A
modern dollar in a shoebox is as a Gold coin beside it. No interest for either. You should know the interest paid by a bank
savings account is not a product of the money itself, but instead it is the rewards on the risk the bank takes with the money
you have provided for their investment use. Sometimes these banks choose poorly, and in those cases even the modern
dollar earns no interest, and does not come back at all--lost with the closing of the bank doors. Money must be risked
(invested) to expect a yield, and in this regard, the big players in the world risk Gold money as they do paper money (though
often not as aggressively), while the small players are content with the shoebox yield. You are forced to be more aggressive
(more risky) with paper because its value dies quickly, unlike Gold that stands forever even in a shoebox of no risk.'
With that, I will now conclude this tale that shows Gold functioning in its role as Money. And because preconceived notions
of words often cloud a person's ability to see the case before them, I shall try to deliver this message with the slightest use of
such terms as Gold loans, leases, shorts, etc. In fact, I will be so bold as to simply refer to Gold as Money (I will write it as
"Money (Gold)" to ensure you know my meaning, but as you read, simply pronounce it as money). As far as what you
might think is money (dollars, yen, pesos, etc.), I shall from this point forward not call them money, but refer to them by
their given name (dollars, yen, pesos, etc.) or else will call them "fiat currency," or just "currency" for short. Fiat means "by
decree, and fiat currency is currency because the government tells us it is.
Enough of the preamble. Let's pick up where we left off from Part 4. In days past, the oil exporters had been poor to modest
countries scraping by when two things occurred. They discovered that they owned lots and lots of oil, and they also found
that the rest of the world had developed a voracious appetite for oil. Think how different the world situation would be today
if this supply of oil had simply never existed. We are certainly lucky to have its availability, and it is a reasonable
expectation to pay fairly for all that we take. As bald as that statement is, it is necessary because some people have
suggested (as Kissinger did in the 1970's) that warfare is a possible alternative to obtain what isn't ours. Such a world!
We've already discussed much of the turmoil that resulted from consumption that outpaced ability to pay. Payment in
Money (Gold) was terminated, and many payment scenarios were developed in addition to the ever rising prices in paper
currency. While it can be suggested that currency is a reasonable means in which to track balance of trade accounts
(equating oil exports with similar value of imports such as infrastructure improvements), it should be readily admitted that
paper currency is an unacceptable means in which to pocket one's profits. Book the trade balances with paper currency, but
pocket the profits (savings) with Money (Gold). That's what I do every month, too!
Paper currency was falling fast in value when it was no longer tied to Money (Gold), and this was causing international
settlement difficulties on many fronts in addition to oil. It is instructive to investigate some of the tools of the international
financial System, because what worked for Money (Gold) and currency back then, certainly works for Money (Gold) today.
(Please reread the paraphrasing of Aragorn's money comments if you have forgotten them already.)
Back in the 1960's when dollars were still tied to Money (Gold) under the Bretton Woods agreement, the American penchant
to spend for goods abroad led Kennedy's Undersecretary for Monetary Affairs, Robert Roosa, to fear a mass "cashing in" of
these dollars in international hands for Money (Gold)--a run on the Treasury. Roosa created a new financial device, referred
to as a "Roosa bond," which was a special issue of Treasury bonds that were denominated in Swiss francs. As the bonds
were sold to the world, they would sop up excess U.S. dollars with the terms that repayment at a future date would be in a
given quantity of Swiss francs. (Notice I said quantity, and not value.) While these Roosa bonds stemmed the tide of a
possible run on the Treasury, they ended up costing America more because the Swiss currency appreciated versus the dollar
during the life of the bond.
In 1978, the U.S. issued 10 billion dollars worth of bonds denominated in foreign currencies (marks or yen) to milk extra
life out of a dying dollar system, and the fix lasted until the 1979 Oil Crisis made mincemeat of it. It was an
acknowledgment that some foreign investors wouldn't hold U.S. government obligations that would be repaid in dollars
worth less than originally spent on the bond. Further, it was at this time that the U.S. promised to sell Money (Gold) from
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the Fort Knox stockpile to foreign central banks unwilling to hold dollars. (On his last day of office, March 31, 1978,
Federal Reserve chairman Arthur Burns suggested that the entire $50 billion of the nation's Gold stock be sold for foreign
currency in defense of the dollar, at which time the foreign reserves could be used to buy up the collapsed dollar in
international markets. While this plan was originally rejected, within three weeks the Treasury Department was forced to
announce it would auction Money (Gold) on a regular basis.)
Treasury Secretary Michael Blumenthal pledged in a meeting two days later with top-level Arab businessmen that the
integrity of the dollar would be defended vigorously, and asked them to do their part to stabilize the global economy by
keeping a price freeze on oil in place at least through 1978. (You should have no questions now about where the dollar
found its value after the 1971 delinking with Money (Gold). The asking price by oil--influenced by many factors--is what
established the dollar's value.)
It is also important to realize that not all international arrangements are conducted on the open market. For example, to
avoid the German mark from being bid up in strength with a result of ever more people bringing them dollars for an
exchange, Germany's Bundesbank issued bonds directly to the Middle Eastern buyers, avoiding the marketplace impact
altogether. This was at the time Saudi Arabia was swimming in cash and spreading the excess among the world's largest
banks (as mentioned in Part 4). My point is this (which I shall expand on soon): don't be surprised that banks are far more
creative in their operations than revealed in your common experience through savings and checking accounts and home
loans.
Eliyahu Kanovsky, an oil economist, won renown by many for accurately forecasting long-term oil production and pricing
trends by OPEC where all others had gotten it wrong. In the 1970's he maintained that economics, not politics, were the
determining forces behind the decisions of OPEC. In 1986 he wrote in response to the prevailing notion that OPEC would
eventually own the world as a result of its oil wealth: "It is, by now, abundantly clear that these forecasters committed gross
errors not only in terms of magnitude of change, but, far more important, in terms of direction of change. Instead of
increased dependence on OPEC and especially Middle East oil, there has been a very sharp diminution. ... Oil prices have
been weakening almost steadily since 1981 and there has been a collapse since the end of 1985. Instead of rising
'petrodollar' surpluses, most OPEC countries, and Saudi Arabia in particular, are incurring large current account deficits in
their balances of payments, and are rapidly drawing down their financial reserves."
In the 1990's, Kanovsky maintains that OPEC has lost its ability to raise income through raising prices, and that oil below
$20 is virtually assured. (This should remind you of Milton Friedman's poor prognostication from Part 1.) Kanovsky claims
competition among producers ensures an end to price fixing. They can only pump it and sell it for whatever the market will
provide. He contends (rightfully so) that Iraq can be counted on to "pump like mad" upon lifting of UN sanctions. He also
contends that with the current account deficits of many OPEC members, notably the Saudis, they have no option themselves
but to add to the oil glut with overproduction to raise revenue.
Since it has been brought to our attention by Kanovsky, let's take a look at the Saudi budget, and the toll taken on it in the
aftermath of the Gulf War. IMF data reveals that the Saudi deficit climbed from $4.3 billion in 1990 to $25.7 billion in 1991.
Oil had been selling at around $14 per barrel until June 1990 when Saddam Hussein pressured OPEC to raise the price to
about $20 to help repair Iraq's national budget (which had been wiped out and sent into the red by their 1980-88 war on
Iran). Iraq's subsequent invasion of Kuwait in August 1990 temporarily spiked the price higher.
Here I must ask you to pause for a moment to reflect on those huge oil trade surplus figures we toyed with in Part 3, and
recall that they were from early 1970's oil demand at a price of $11.65 which caused the First Oil Crisis. What happened to
the vast amounts of petrodollar revenue that was being pumped into international banks, and recycled as fast as the loans
could be written to borrowers throughout the 1970's? Further, what happened to the earnings that were surely being
generated on these deposits through the activities of the lending institutions? As I noted at the end of Part 4, the System
miraculously survived the Second Oil Crisis of 1979, and concurrently the skyrocketing price of Gold promptly abated in
1980. Further, Kanovsky points out that oil prices started weakening in 1981, and then plunged in 1985. Force yourself to
make the connections. You will be one step ahead of Kanovsky, who has identified the effect, but no doubt has missed the
cause entirely. Let us now tie together everything we know, and fill in the remaining pieces.
Historically, the price of oil had been simply posted by the producers for contracted delivery until it was unleashed to
respond to daily supply/demand forces on the "spot" Rotterdam market, at which time the price exploded in 1979-80.
Although the dollar had been historically fixed to Money (Gold), after it was unpegged in 1971, the currency price of
Money (Gold) was determined by the daily supply and demand, similar to Rotterdam. Gold auctions began in May of 1978
because the U.S. had trouble getting international entities to accept its dollar currency. After "booking" their trade balances
with dollars, the House of Saud, among others, wanted to "pocket" their profits with Money (Gold), and therefore competed
with everyone in the world for Gold on the spot market. As the price shot right through $700 it was clear that every ounce
purchased made it that much more difficult to purchase the next ounce. There was little trouble raising the price of oil as
needed, except the financial structure of the world was coming apart at the seams. Each dollar withdrawn from international
banks to buy Money (Gold) made life ever more difficult for the banks to square their books against outstanding loans or to
write new loans. There had to be a better way...the return of Money!
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The high price of Gold brought mining companies out of the woodwork. The Earth was suddenly crawling with geologists
looking for the next jackpot Gold deposit. The mining companies needed capital to finance the construction of these
numerous new mines. It's not strange to you to accept that banks can lend currency. It should not be difficult for you to
accept that banks can lend Money (Gold) also. Struggling with that thought? Don't. They lent Money (Gold) in the days
prior to Roosevelt's 1933 confiscation of Money (Gold) in exchange for currency, and they can lend Money (Gold) today. In
fact, they can even create Money (Gold) out of thin air, in a manner of speaking, and I'll walk you through it.
Sometimes a parallel familiarity assists comprehension. Consider the existence of Government-Sponsored Enterprises (GSE's) such as the Federal National Mortgage Association (commonly known as Fannie Mae). Fannie Mae is in the business
of creating financing for people to acquire a house. The government's involvement in this affair is that they underwrite the
risk of a default on the repayment of the loan. Dollars are borrowed, dollars are lent, and dollars are repaid. It doesn't matter
what happens to the exchange rate of the dollars versus other currencies. A certain amount of dollars are owed, plain and
simple, under the terms of the loan contract. If a home mortgage loan is sold on the secondary market, the purchaser of the
loan is effectively buying not the house that was financed by this loan, but rather the rights to receive the borrower's
scheduled repayments over a span of time.
Think of a loan to a mining company in a similar fashion. Interest rates on Money (Gold) loans are often much less than on
currency loans because the Money (Gold) holds its inherent value over time (despite its "price,) whereas the paper currency
fails so fast you must return more for the lender to at least break even, not to mention show a profit for the risk. Because
miners will be pulling Money (Gold) out of the ground, it makes the most sense to them to seek a loan of Money (Gold)
rather than currency in order to finance their new mine construction. But because Caterpillar has its head in the sand, it
requests dollar currency for the purchase of its mining equipment, so an exchange must be made for paper currency as an
integral part of this Money (Gold) loan. These arrangements can take place in every conceivable fashion, but this following
example will be representative.
As 1980 arrived, the Saudis naturally still wanted Money (Gold) for their oil, and the rest of the world was struggling with
liquidity. Much currency "wealth had already been transferred to OPEC, leaving many countries toiling to service their own
debts--much of their credit existing as recycled petrodollars. Let the lending continue! Bullion banks would facilitate these
deals, and central banks (CB's) would act in the same capacity as with the G-SE Fannie Mae, guaranteeing ultimate
repayment in the event of a borrower's default. In this simple example, the House of Saud could be looked at as the principle
lender (although the borrower doesn't see this)...providing the currency equivalent of the Money (Gold) borrowed by the
mining company to pay for Caterpillar's equipment to build the mine. Because this is contracted as a Money (Gold) loan,
Money (Gold) must be repaid over time. In a sense, from the Saudis' viewpoint it is similar to the Roosa bonds where U.S.
dollars are paid for the bond, with a fixed amount of another currency (in this case, Money (Gold)) expected to be returned
upon maturity.
With the simple but vital central bank guarantee against the default of these Money (Gold) loans, the House of Saud, for
example, would have no qualms about supplying the cash side, effectively buying not the Gold metal immediately, but
rather the rights to receive the borrower's Gold repayments over a span of time. Just like buying a home loan on the
secondary market. And the Money (Gold) of the central bank need not ever move or change ownership unless the borrower
defaults on the loan, and the CB is obligated to deliver on its guarantee for the full repayment in Money(Gold).
There is nothing sinister in all of this. The price of Gold has fallen simply because anti-gold sentiment has been fostered
throughout the common investment markets while the principle buyer at the Golden "Rotterdam market" had found another
avenue in which to obtain the Money (Gold) desired in exchange for oil profits. This is very much like the off-market
Bundesbank offerings that I mentioned about earlier. Please appreciate the patience in this approach, and the commitment it
shows to Money (Gold), knowing full well that for many years it might be getting ever cheaper, while they would appear
the fool for buying it from the top prices all the way down to the lowest. But the big payoff is in the end--which is near--and
I'll get to that.
Now that you grasp the basics, let's take things up one level. So many Money (Gold) loans were written, that the House of
Saud in our example spent down their past petrodollar surpluses. What now? It is time for banks to do what banks do
best...create new money. This is the typical example I promised you earlier:
The miner approaches a bullion bank for a Money (Gold) loan. Let's assume the current dollar price of Money (Gold) is
$400 per ounce, and the miner needs $20 million to pay Caterpillar for equipment. The bullion bank (such as can be found
operating in the network of the London Bullion Market Association--LBMA) writes the Money (Gold) loan contract
specifying the term of repayment of 50,000 ounces of Money (Gold) plus interest at 1% - 2%. The borrowing miner
collateralizes this Money (Gold) loan with company stock, the deed to the mine, etc., and is sent down the road with $20
million in currency for Cat. Where did this cash come from? The bullion bank turned to the House of Saud, which is
currently out of currency. However, using their oil in the ground as collateral, the bullion bank is able to write them a
currency loan out of thin air (just like banks can do) with which the Saudis purchase the repayment rights on the Money
(Gold) loan. They will be receiving future Gold for their future oil! As they sell oil, they will use their dollar revenue to
repay their currency loans, and in the meanwhile, the miner's Gold loan repayments will be directed to the Saudis' account.
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What does the bullion bank get for all this trouble? First, the central bank gets 1% - 2% for underwriting or guaranteeing the
loan. (Just like the underwriting done with Fannie Mae.) The bullion bank had added on top of this low interest rate an
applicable margin for its cost of funds to establish the final interest rate for the miner that borrowed the Money (Gold). This
rate might run 3% - 5% (while currency loans would demand much more.) Each year the miner produces Gold, and after
paying the required installment of Money (Gold) for the Loan, the remainder of his annual production can be sold on the
spot market for currency used to meet business expenses.
There's one hitch. Because the biggest Gold buyer is no longer shopping on the spot market, the pricing pressure has come
off, and prices could very well be expected to fall. To protect against this leading to the possible bankruptcy of the miner,
and hence his default on the repayment of Gold, the terms of the Loan might also require that the miner lock-in a certain
amount of future production at the current Gold prices at the hedging counter. (Economists first scrutinize the mining plan to
ensure that it will in fact be viable at current prices before granting the Loan.)
As described so far, it should come as no surprise that the House of Saud would also step right up to purchase the delivery
side of this hedged production. Enough must be hedged to ensure the mine will remain viable (even at lower prices) at least
long enough to repay the Loan. Lets assume this mine is operating today with Money (Gold) at $260 per ounce, while their
cost of production is actually $320. The current price of Money (Gold) is not a factor on the Loan repayment...they owe
50,000 (plus interest) ounces, regardless. Any additional production would be sold under the terms of their hedge, at $400
per ounce, and they can pay their bills comfortably and stay in business. Is the House of Saud a fool for paying $400 long
ago for the Loaned ounces, and for paying $400 today to honor such hedged ounce agreements? You or I could pay $260
today for that same ounce on the spot market. Have you started to develop a new opinion of your currency, or at least a new
opinion of Money(Gold)?
OK, so what else does the bullion bank get out of this, other than the applicable margin on the Money(Gold) loan mentioned
above? It also collects the interest on the currency loan that was written to the Saudis using their oil as collateral. You can
see how the mechanism that has brought us temporarily cheap Money (Gold) over the years has also given us cheap oil not
subject to the same shocks witnessed in the Seventies. You can also see why the economists can look at the Saudi balance
books and see tremendous currency debts and budget deficits where once there were surpluses that threatened to buy up the
world. They have in fact bought up a significant portion of the Gold mined well into the future...through Loans and Hedges
bought all the way down from the top. So who are we to question whether to exchange our currency for Gold now or
tomorrow, and to gripe over a missed opportunity of $10? The equation is simple. If you have cash, buy Gold immediately,
because the downward trend has become terribly unstable. Here's why...
The various financial Hedge Funds saw how easy it was for miners to raise low interest capital, and further appreciated the
fact that even if they were not themselves a producer of Gold, the Gold itself needed for repayment could be purchased on
the spot market at ever lower prices. The Hedge Funds could meanwhile invest the capital received through taking out this
Loan and expect to have a double profit potential in the end. (The infamous Gold Carry Trade would invest the currency
received through the 1-2% Gold Loan into U.S. bonds that yield over 5%.) And of course, with the proper central bank
guarantees, the House of Saud would be there to buy up the repayment contracts expected on these Money (Gold) loans
also.
The problem is that these speculating Hedge Funds have cumulatively driven the price so low (well beyond where mines
would have long ago stopped seeking this type of Loan) that some unhedged mines are shutting down or going bankrupt.
This aggravates the spot market with thin supplies of real metal reaching it (due to so much production already having
delivery obligations) such that it becomes hypersensitive to any real effort to make substantial purchases there.
As a result, the Hedge Funds will be in for a rude awakening in their efforts to purchase the Gold needed to repay their
Loans. And the bullion banks are sweating, because they stand next in line having facilitated the Money(Gold) loans and
pledged to the CB's that they were credit worthy of the CB Gold guarantees. And the important Oil Producer sees that the
big bucks paid long ago for future Gold delivery has actually purchased only uncertain arrival. And further, some miners,
despite their hedges, have played fast and loose liquidating them for cash, and through general mismanagement have not
been able to stay so viable as to ensure future operation and delivery of the repayment terms.
The CB's are fretting because their guarantees were used over and over again, and they are on the hook for a lot of Money
(Gold) when the speculating Hedge Funds and bullion banks find it impossible to cover their Loan repayment obligations on
the spot market as the price races away from them due to the hypersensitivity that low supply has caused. Shades of
Rotterdam. Currently aggravating this spot market problem is the massive demand by individuals brought about by the low
prices and concerns for Y2K. I hope this give you new perspective on the push lately by some CB's to free up some Money
(Gold) from the vaults, whether it is Bank of England, IMF, or maybe even Swiss. It should also give you perspective on the
anti-gold propaganda delivered regularly by the media. Consider that a skyrocketing price of Gold would not only be
viewed by the masses as a viable investment avenue, it would also tend to shake the confidence in paper currencies, and
threaten the banking system and Wall Street in general.
It is this same currency, borrowed against oil collateral for the purchase of Gold, that has added the massive liquidity to the
world over the past decade and a half that many people have used in turn to fan the flames of the stock markets here and
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overseas. That's a lot of cash born unto Gold, and were it not for the prospects of receiving the real wealth of Gold metal,
this supply of currency would have been stillborn, and oil would likely only come forth by way of brute force rather than by
civil, economic means. I realize that I have left a lot out, but this should get you started along the clear road traveled by
smart currency. Now, knowing what you know, what would you do with your dimes? Because this is really his tale, not
mine, I'll leave you once again with perhaps my favorite statement made by Aragorn one evening last month among his old
friends. "If I were given a dime for every time I cursed the market for providing easier gold, I'd have a dime...and that one
was found on my way over here.
Everyone, your comments are welcome. And thanks again to MK for the USAGOLD forum and for the opportunity to
obtain a world-class Money education and shiny yellow metal diplomas all at the same place!
Gold. Heading to the moon at a world near you. ---Aristotle
________________________________________________________
Click on the link at the top and dig around for much much more on this subject!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Sunday, July 5, 2009
How The Dollar Made It This Far
Duality of value is a funny thing.
If you have a gun pointed at me and I have an identical gun pointed at you, they (the guns) are worth the same. Yet, if I am
wearing a bullet-proof vest, my gun has more worth. Not much, just a little more. Strategic location! In 1933 dollars outside
the US were worth their weight in gold. Yet, inside the US they were not. The same dollar had a dual value dependent on
location.
Oil, gold, minerals and one's bank account can all have dual values based on their strategic location. Another form of duality
exists for most things. Gold has a jewelry value and a monetary value. Its price is reflected in the degree of total demand
generated from each value. In fact everything we own has our personal sentimental worth and a "monetary" value. After
1980, oil also reflected this different duality.
In the late 60's and early 70's some US strategic leaders were beginning to understand the "monetary value" of oil. It was
becoming clear that local oil reserves, not gold was the real backing behind the robust US economic engine. Like gold
today, oil back then was worth a whole lot more than the amount we were paying for it.
It was recognized that even though the old (gold) money system of the 60's had priced oil favorably for the US, its (US) oil
reserves were running out at that price. We needed a higher price for oil in order to build local reserves. At the very least, we
needed higher prices to discover higher cost reserves located in the "Strategic Americas" (both north and south).
The potential (indeed, it was reality at that time) for the Middle East to continue producing reasonably priced oil for gold
(dollars) stood in the way these needed higher prices. In order to resolve this, we moved off the gold standard (1971) and
onto the oil standard. Again, in hindsight it was a masterful play. You see, in duality, oil in the Middle east was worth more
than other oil if it could back the dollar in world settlement.
The US had already placed it's currency on an oil standard years before (in practice anyway). They were expanding the
money supply directly in relation with the increased production of goods that modern oil use was providing. Of course they
ran away with the process as is always the case. Gunning the debt money supply and justifying it by extrapolating growth at
ever increasing rates. Dollar creation overran the ability of the gold exchange standard to balance it. Still, in all fairness, the
old system was built on a much slower creation of production efficiencies and couldn't accommodate this modern surge of
wealth (and debt). Let's face it, the world has no precedent for the last 30 years of growth.
After 1971, the value of the gold backing lost, was found in oil. In reality, the value of oil to the world economy was
increasing much faster than value of gold lost from dollar default. Even at the higher prices per barrel the need and demand
for oil proved to be a far superior "monetary backing" for the dollar than gold. As long as the majority of oil producers
agreed to receive dollars for oil, the stage was set for a renewed surge in growth the world over.
During the '70's, dollar price inflation was bad, but by no means did we see the "runaway price inflation" that should have
come from a reserve currency without gold backing.
In practical theory, oil now backed the dollar as world oil payments were settled in dollars. In return, gold now backed oil
from a US guarantee of an open market for the metal. Over time, a portion of oil dollars could be replaced with real gold
through actual physical purchases or in participation with evolving world gold banking (paper gold). Even though the dollar
gold price had surged, the higher oil prices were allowing a percentage of those dollars to be converted back into gold at the
old gold/oil rate. [Note: After the gold window closed, dollars surrendered for gold REMAINED in circulation!]
Slowly, the old dollar holdings (prior to 71) were effectively being used to reclaim gold. The expansion of the world dollar
money supply was seen as reflecting the more modern importance (value) of oil in the economy. As long as growth in the
production of economic goods outstripped dollar price inflation, the dollar could be expanded to match the unrealized value
held in oil.
Again, "strategic location" of the world's major oil reserves was the backbone behind this "duality" in oil's value. Gold in
Fort Knox could not back the dollar anymore, because the US had shown that they could just withdraw it from backing. In
fact, the entire validity of backing ANY currency with a fixed gold amount was in question with this new age of "super
nation blocks". For it to work again, gold and the reserve currency backed by it would have to reside in different "power
blocks" to guarantee delivery. That wasn't going to happen. Indeed, with supply of the world's major oil reserves being
controlled outside the US, the dollar was now backed more effectively by a commodity that could be used to devalue it
(through the oil price) should the money supply run wild.
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[See The Judgement of Value. This is key. If I print dollars, the judgement of value of those dollars belongs to whomever I
offer them to. Under the gold standard, the value of the dollar was set by the printer himself. An unstable and unsustainable
system!]
This system [of EXTERNAL backing] came into balance, as the value received from oil by the goods producing world
outran the loss from price inflation initially created from rising oil prices.
Today, the situation is changing in a much more dramatic way.
Throughout the 80's and 90's, an increasing dollar reserve base impacted the economies of foreign nations as the US dollar
trade deficit and the debt that represented it expanded without relief. After over three decades of non-stop foreign dollar
inflation, the dollar float has become so large that any transition from dollar settlement into "Other" settlement will
permanently remove it from reserve status. These events we will witness and document will be the "Facts" of a dollar fall
from grace.
The strong US economic success [is best expressed] in our SOL (Standard Of Living). Dollar exchange rates, interest on
dollars, stock market values, home values all represent what an American "can buy" if they decide to spend their wealth.
Not what they presently have as owned wealth, paid up 100% [or liquidated 100%]. This leveraging of dollars created an
"illusion of savings" that in effect allowed a high SOL.
In other words, we lived high on the hog because our equity values and savings don't really exist. Time has transformed the
entire dollar system into a giant "futures contract" that only represents the wealth we could obtain in partial "future
purchases". Just like the gold market, we mostly trade paper wealth and call it real. Yet, if a large percentage demand for
delivery ever happened, the contracts would fail. Yes, our wealth and economy status is really based on us cashing in and
buying just a little at a time. If we didn't, the illusion would be exposed.
Our present dollar economy is "super leveraged" not just into the future of US goods production, but it also completely
depends on future foreign fulfillment to produce those real goods. Truly, most of our present sizeable financial wealth is
little more than a function of the "acceptance of dollars overseas" by others.
In reality, if this foreign reserves chart was ever forced into reverse, no amount of real US goods production could be bought
using present dollar price rates.
Foreigners could never spend their dollars at a rate that matches our SOL values. Indeed, some of the biggest players now
know it! It's all an illusion that has spanned 35+ years from the loss of the gold standard and it's about to be tested.
Indeed, even now the paper gold market expressed a major "duality" in real value depending on the strategic location of it's
contracts. Some leveraged gold banking backed with Euroland guarantees is today far superior after the Euro success. [See
Deutsche Bank and the ECB] (I think this concept is hard on most people. Still, it will look much different after the train
wreck that is coming.)
Going further into the duality of values, Oil prices today are on the rise and doing so in total conflict to perceived
marketplace function. It's no mistake as to why this dollar price rise is happening now. Just as a high gold price would
expose the dollar by presenting it's true past inflation (world dollar money supply growth), a rising oil price exposes the US
economy to the super leverage it contains. Especially if one can grasp how that economy was built on oil backing through
dollar settlement. Once the threat of a dollar crash is made possible by high oil, expect big oil to run elsewhere for
settlement for international trade. Perhaps run is not a good word? Let's just say a transition will begin that shows the world
the trail ahead.
But the market has yet to fully grasp the impact of these events and still bids contract gold at par.
Our [FOA and ANOTHER] stance is and always has been that the world will be using paper digital currencies for the rest of
our lifetime. I for one, have never heard any official voice his stance that we will move back into a gold standard. Their
direction has always been to keep a reserve currency system and strengthen it with a free physical gold market trading in the
background. In none of our meetings have we heard where a fear was expressed that the governments will lose control of
digital currencies and give it (control) back to gold. That is simply not going to happen, no matter how severe a down turn
the loss of the American dollar system creates. Believe it.
The dollar system is failing as we move into another stronger (relative to fiat currencies) money system. The future will see
us all using digital currencies, for better or worse. Therefore, by logical extension if I must use a reserve currency of
account, I move into one that has the best strategic ability to survive and denominate my assets. In addition, the Euro's
creators are restructuring the gold market to the physical bullion holders advantage. This is the only reason I "Walk In The
Footsteps Of Giants". They created this bullion path and the world will follow in due time. Therefore, my position of Euro
assets and physical gold. Mostly (because I am American), I lean to gold for this transition.
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One can take the radical position that the world financial system is going to end without the dollar. You can also say that the
Euro will fail as this process evolves. One can buy gold for these reasons only and still prosper, whether your grasp of
politics leads you to this conclusion or not. Our sole reason for writing is a private commission to share official directions
and perceptions with the average citizen of the world. Nothing else.
Still, stand alone logic and history promote that the world will lose the present system to paper inflation and move into
another as it has done before. With this, gold will bankrupt the outgoing system as hyperinflation runs through it. In a
broader view, all total dollar dependent economies (Canada, Mexico, Japan, etc.) will share this fate.
This view gives you no facts only our perceptions from the builders of the future. We offer only the events as they occur for
our proof. Indeed, strong events are ahead on this gold trail we all walk.
- FOA paraphrased by FOFOA
Posted by FOFOA at 12:15 AM
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Thursday, July 9, 2009
Call Me Contrarian

In the years leading up to mid-2007 keen observers noted dangerous leverage in the US debt markets and some predicted
that the bubble would pop. Predictions like this were contrarian while the market was rising, and they were ridiculed. But
then when the bubble did pop, those same contrarians became nearly household names as network TV invited them on to
explain their predictions.
From mid-2007 though the end of 2008 a great deal of pressure on the system from the dangerous leverage was relieved.
Many pundits switched sides to join the pre-2007 contrarians, and the spotlight widened. By late 2008 through March 2009
a few optimistic analysts telling investors to buy back into the markets became the new contrarians.
In 2009 we have witnessed a shift from a pseudo-free market overloaded with debt and leverage to a more controlled market
driven by public sector stimulus money. This publicly supported market includes the big Wall Street banks as well as some
in Europe. Stimulus money and quantitative easing has shifted much of the pressure from the debt bubble onto the public at
large.
Through the process of watching this slow-motion train wreck (still ongoing), the consensus opinion about danger in the
system has shifted from an imminent threat to a long-term threat. Before 2007, a few "doomers" were contrary to the
consensus, and for the most part they were right. Late in 2008 and early 2009, a few optimists were contrarian and for the
medium term, they have been right. There were some excellent bargains during that time that have paid off very well.
The point is that during times of transition, surprises are always the order of the day. Look to the consensus on both sides,
optimistic consensus and pessimistic consensus, and expect a surprise different from that consensus, depending on which
direction we go.
One of the few things we are confident about is, some very improbable things will happen. Surprises will occur so often
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they will become routine... I am sure this was only the beginning of a parade of shockers.
-Richard Maybury 06/09
This is true because the market CANNOT reward the majority for long. A zero sum game, the market must reward a
minority. If too many people pile into one line of thinking, the market is primed for surprise.
Because of the slow-motion train wreck we are all passengers on, we have reached a unique dichotomy of opinions. This
divergence can be boiled down to the inflation-deflation debate, with a few variations. On the inflation side we have both
optimists and pessimists, who view the coming inflation as either good or bad. And on the deflation side we have mainly
pessimists who see continued downward pressure on the stock market, the housing market and consumer prices as well.
Running parallel to these general impressions, we have a crazy-out-of-control government that has given in to the
temptation of printing its way out of this mess. The deflationists view this as an exercise in futility, while the inflationists
say that you cannot print these amounts of dollars without it affecting the markets sooner or later.
A few cunning analysts are hedging their bets saying we will see another deflationary collapse first, followed by a bout of
high inflation. But nearly all of the pundits who are still predicting "doom" have lengthened their horizon to several years to
make way for the slow speed at which this train is tumbling down the tracks.
Frankly, I'm not buying it.
Call me contrarian, but I say that when the rubber band breaks this time it will snap back with a speed and fury that will
make your head spin.
In fact, I think that the longer this drags out (and I'm only talking weeks and months now), the more abrupt the correction
will be. While at one time it may have happened over a month, it could now happen overnight! The laws of economics can
only be violated for a limited time frame. So far that time frame is four months and counting. Or viewed another way, 15
years and counting. Viewed yet another way, 38 years and counting. And viewed one more way, 96 years and counting.
These are four waves of economic violation that are converging right in front of us.
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What kind of correction are we looking at?
I think we will have a correction of ALL FOUR waves of economic and monetary violation... all at once!
To see this, you must view the imbalance that has developed during each of these time frames. On the medium scale we
have the imbalance of debt in the West with surplus in the East. This imbalance is an ongoing flow that has not only gone
parabolic, but is projected to continue through at least 2025 (BIS study)! How can a trend that has gone parabolic in only 15
years continue for another 15 years?
In the shortest time frame, the imbalance is between market technical patterns, managed through media spin and "other
means", and long term (secular) market fundamentals. This imbalance is most obvious in the divergence of the public sector
and the private sector. The public sector has been bailed out by the private sector without its consent. In fact, against its
wishes. This has created an imbalance of fairness that is boiling under the surface tension of the green shoots media hype.
Both the 38 year timeline and the 96 year timeline have created an imbalance in the fractional reserve system that has also
gone parabolic in the last decade. I am talking about gold. No, the price of gold has not gone parabolic, but the ratio of
available gold to outstanding paper currency HAS gone parabolic.

The central banks of the world are well aware of this. It is why they have slowly, inconspicuously changed from net sellers
into net buyers. This gradual shift is extremely significant, because as net sellers they were supporting their own fiat regime.
But now as net buyers, they, as a group, are stressing it. Why would they do this unless they knew it was about to reset?
This fractional gold reserve imbalance is the one imbalance the media and governments do not want you to know about.
This is the one that will RESET the entire system. This imbalance, once corrected, will make central bank fiat currencies
sustainable once again. This is why they are net buyers! Here at FOFOA, we like to call it FREEGOLD!
Do I think this magnitude of a reset could happen overnight? Yes, I do. Why? Because that is the way you get the most
"bang for your buck". Surprise is the order of the day! "Devaluations always happen by complete surprise as to exert
maximum leverage effect."
It matters not one iota how well you do in the stock and bond markets leading up to the reset. Neither does it matter what
the "gold market" does between now and then. The ONLY thing that matters is how you are positioned on that one - fateful day! Everything will be reset and surprises will abound.
Some of the entities that you think most deserve to be wiped out will turn out to be the BIGGEST beneficiaries of this
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"overnight" transfer of wealth. And others who thought they were fully hedged will be wiped out. These are the kinds of
surprises I expect. I am truly in the mode of "expecting the unexpected" with a timeline shorter than a normal TV season. ;)
Call me contrarian. But please don't call me a "doomer". I do not view this as doom. I realize the difference between the
monetary system and the real economy. I recognize the difference between real capital and illusory wealth. The current
monetary system is like a virtual grid, an electronic parasite overlaid on the real world. It can completely vanish and leave
the real world totally intact. I look forward to a new beginning for the entire system. A healthy start like we have not seen in
generations.
This reset is not something I am pushing for. It is not something I even wanted a mere year and a half ago. Instead, it is what
I see as inevitable. Yes, many will be hurt and I will mourn their losses as some of my own loved ones are not well prepared.
But what can I do more than I am already doing? We cannot fight the inevitable. We can only prepare.
Some have said that I am only viewing the forest and not the trees. That I do not care for the individual trees that will be
engulfed by the forest fire. I do care, and this is why I blog.
There is NO SOLUTION that will save everyone's dollars. There are simply too many of them. There is NO SOCIALIST
PARADISE. There is only reality and, living in it as we do, we must each walk our own Trail into the future.
Perhaps I am wrong and this fateful day will come later than I expect. I hope I am wrong. More people will make it to the
safe harbor in the meantime. But do I venture out into the open sea while I wait? No, I remain moored to my anchor.
So call me contrarian, but follow the consensus voices out into the choppy waters at your own peril.
Supplemental reading:
What did the top central bankers of the world know and when? This is an excellent forensic examination of our monetary
leaders. One has to wonder, if this much was known at the top level of central banking, shared, published and ignored by
those with the most power, what preparations were made by the central bankers that did not ignore the warnings?
The Man Nobody Wanted to Hear
DER SPIEGEL

What do you give the leaders of the free world in a gift bag? What if they are sitting around talking about money? Why...
gold coins of course!
G-8 Leaders To Receive Gold Coins
AP
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United Future World Currency

Disclaimer:
The above is presented for entertainment purposes only and in no way constitutes financial advice. Please consult with a
REAL financial advisor before making any rash decisions. They will probably direct you to some of the new and improved
securitized investment vehicles. Yes, they will pay you interest, until they default and you lose your principle or until the
whole darn thing is toilet paper. But then again, I am not a financial advisor so I probably don't know what I am talking
about. Remember what they say, "gold is not a financial investment because analysts cannot value it because it does not pay
interest". I couldn't agree more!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Wednesday, July 22, 2009
Bondage or Freegold?

"When confronted with a situation that appears fragmented or impossible, step back, close your eyes, and envision
perfection where you saw brokenness."
- Alan Cohen
"To visualize is to see what is not there, what is not real -- a dream. To visualize is, in fact, to make visual lies. Visual lies,
however, have a way of coming true."
- Peter McWilliams
"What the mind can conceive and believe it can achieve."
- Napoleon Hill
Spend Currency, Save Gold
It is the concept of becoming a Super-Producer (producing more than you consume) that creates the need for savings. We all
do this over the course of our lives if we plan to live a long time. It is a well-known fact that old people have a difficult time
producing. There comes a time when we must retire on our Super-Producer fruits of yesteryear.
John Locke made the point in 1690 that metal money gives men something lasting to keep, that will not spoil, and does not
infringe on anyone else's daily lives.
Today, while in our producing years, we transfer our excess value into bonds. That is, someone else's bondage to us. A
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SPECIFIC SOMEONE! We hold as wealth reserve a contract that says someone SPECIFIC will provide for us later when
we can no longer provide for ourselves. These contracts are reputed to be better than gold! But are they?
This system on its surface is clearly a Ponzi scheme, requiring an ever-growing future army of laborers lured into debt in
order to service the Super-Producers of yesteryear. But there are bigger problems than just the pyramid structure of the
system.
Rather than staying balanced, the globe has divided into hemispheres where one side is producing more and the other is
consuming more. The producing side is accumulating enormous amounts of contracts holding the consuming side in
bondage well into the future. So it would seem that future generations in the West would be supporting an aging East (netnet) at some point in time.
The problem is that the trend is now visible to all. The West is shrinking while the East is growing, both in population and
economically. Futurecrash is clear to anyone with eyes! So I ask again, are these contracts really better than gold?
If we hold gold as a wealth reserve instead of A SPECIFIC ENTITY'S bondage, we have exchanged SPECIFICITY for
DIVERSITY. We now hold a claim on the future services of ANYONE IN THE WORLD who is willing to work for us (for
gold)!! We eliminate the risk that our PERSONAL, SPECIFIC SERVANT may fail to perform for us in our time of need.
In the opaque world of paper investments we must CHOOSE which entity we want to service us in the future. Perhaps we
choose a Vanguard Mutual Fund. Or a global company like General Electric. But how do we know they will perform for us
when we need them.
With gold we have eliminated the risk of choosing the wrong entity. Instead, we have our own small share of a future claim
on the entire workforce of the planet!
This simple difference between holding debt and holding gold is getting a lot of publicity right now, not through the media,
but through the window of reality!
The journey through China
There was an interesting article in (I think) early '08 when the dollar was tumbling fast. It was about Chinese merchants
dumping US dollars on their local banks as fast as they came in. In China, it was illegal to exchange dollars for yuan
anywhere except the banks. And the banks were overwhelmed by the demand for renminbi. The PBOC was printing
currency as fast as possible to keep up with the demand, but it was not fast enough. Long lines were forming at the local
banks and some merchants were being turned away at the close of business, doomed to hold their depreciating US dollars
for one more day.
I think it is helpful to consider the journey of a dollar in today's system.
If I am an importer of goods into the US, I simply pay foreigners with my home currency. But if I happen to be an importer
elsewhere, there is a good chance I will have to first buy US dollars before I can pay for my shipment. If I am an exporter in
China, I am prepared to receive both yuan and US dollars. But for my operating expenses I need only yuan. So I must go to
the bank often to turn in my dollars.
My local Chinese bank then gives the dollars to the PBOC who prints new renminbi ("people's currency" in Chinese,
denominated in "yuan and jiao" like "dollars and cents").
Sitting at the core of the Chinese economy of 1.3 billion Super-Producers, the PBOC ends up with an astounding amount of
US dollars which it pays for with its printing press. This yuan inflation (printing) is a burden on the Chinese economy which
must be offset by the central bank's investment of the accumulated US dollars in future usable wealth reserves.
Today, US Treasury debt is the primary option for such large hoards of greenbacks. No other entity offers as large of a future
"debt service" as the US government. So the PBOC ships the accumulated dollars back to Washington DC who spends them
back into the US economy. In exchange, China receives a contract stating that future US taxpayers will labor in service to
China.
The problem is that our debt has grown so large that we are now servicing it Ponzi-style and with the printing press.
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So the Chinese printing press (yuan) is backed by the US Fed printing press (dollars) which is backed by Chinese REAL
labor (and goods) which is backed by the Chinese printing press (yuan) which is backed by the US Fed printing press... and
on and on and on....
Jumping back to the Chinese merchant who needs yuan to pay his operating expenses, we must remember that he is also a
Super-Producer, producing more than he consumes. So he has an inflow of EXTRA yuan to store for future retirement. His
three choices are keep the paper yuan (not a good idea with inflation), buy a specific entity's future bondage, or buy a share
of the entire future global workforce (gold). This third option has only recently been made available to Chinese citizens.
If our merchant chooses gold, he settles the world's debt to him for the time being, a debt which he can reactivate later by
selling his gold in exchange for whatever paper medium is best at that future time for obtaining the goods and services he
needs at that time.
It is helpful also to follow the path of the renminbi he exchanges for gold. His gold dealer will redeploy the majority of that
renminbi in search of replacement gold, because that is his business. That is his operating cost. This path leads ultimately to
either the public's gold, the CB gold, or new gold from the mines. This path of yuan seeking gold bids for the best value
from each of these three sources. This yuan is now a heat-seeking missile aimed directly at Freegold. Multiply this effect
over the entire globe and imagine the force of trillions of heat-seeking missiles all seeking the same thing! What do you
think would be the result?
Note also that China recently offered its own bondage (backed by the printing press) as an option to help absorb some of
this massive yuan monetary inflation, an offering that was basically rejected.
No Reserve? Yin and yang!
Let us now visualize what global trade would be like without a global reserve currency. Most people seem to believe that a
global currency is necessary for global trade. That if the dollar were to lose reserve currency status because of
mismanagement, it would have to be replaced with a One World Currency, or an SDR, or some other existing currency like
the yuan, euro or dinar. But is this really true?
Importers from many countries other than the United States must already use currency exchanges in order to transact
business. It is only the privileged importers that are allowed to skip this step. In many cases, the trade is done in US dollars
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even if the US is not involved in the transaction! This is because of the wide availability and convertibility of US dollars.
But if the importer, instead of purchasing US dollars, purchased the local currency of his exporting country, the whole
process would be simplified by one step. All exporters would receive payment in their local currency and would avoid the
need to visit the bank so often!

The only transactions which would be complicated by this change would be those originating in the zone of the reserve
currency. There the importers would have to do the currency exchange from dollars to yuan INSTEAD of the Chinese
exporter!
This simplification of global trade would eliminate the journey the dollar makes back to the Washington DC spending
machine. Each currency would only circulate between the public within its own zone, importers and exporters, the banks
and the currency exchanges. And the exchange rate of all currencies would match the purchasing power parity (PPP)
between countries based on the balance of trade! If the PPP got out of whack, then arbitrage would automatically step in to
equal it out. How? Through the free trade of GOLD within each currency zone!
You see, with no global reserve currency in play, no single currency zone will have the wherewithal to manage the price of
gold. It will float FREELY against all currencies within their own zones! And the only entities that will NOT benefit from
this transition are the US Federal Reserve and the US Treasury! Yes, all other "evil powers that be" will benefit along with
J6P! This is why there will not be resistance once the dollar goes!
If one country exports more than it imports, a shortage of its currency will develop on the currency exchange. This will
drive up the price of that currency, also driving up its purchasing power relative to gold which trades in all currency zones.
If exchange rates resist this gold PPP then gold will become underpriced within that surplus zone and the arbitrageurs will
swoop in and bid it back up!
Thinking back to our Chinese merchant who buys gold with his extra yuan, under this new system, without a global reserve
currency, his purchase of gold is one small piece of the global puzzle that both settles AND balances international trade!
Ender says it well
If you and I are allowed to buy gold with our currency, we have settled other's debts to us. On a personal level, acquiring
gold allows you to settle other's debt to you. This act of settling others debt to me (as the case may be) does not destroy any
currency nor relieve those that are still in debt to others of any burden. What it does offer is a means for me to buy a wealth
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reserve that stands on its own merit.
Doing a little calculus, if you sum an infinite number of little gold buying transactions you end up with a means of
settlement for economies as all the little gold bugs enter the market and buy wealth reserve with their surplus currency. The
currency remains in circulation and gold moves into its settlement role. 'Nations' and 'States' worth of people may be seen as
settling, but the Nation and State still have the same amount of currency in circulation.
Independent of the nation state, those with surpluses that are currently held in currencies may find that the nation state is
placed in a position to create MORE currency rather than less. That design in the system will always, over time, create a
situation where more currency will be available to chase items that work as wealth reserve.
Now, back to the Freegold concept. Because gold is a wealth reserve, it will work just as well for a person as it will a nation
state. In the marketplace, if gold is plentiful, its 'price' will be low. Likewise, if it is scarce its price will be high. If a nation
state marks its gold to market and thins the gold market, it may find a high 'price' for all the nuggets the nation holds on
reserve. This implies that if the nation state does NOT SELL gold in the open public market, all us little gold bugs
(advocates) will be the ones that offer up our gold (in exchange for currency) that helps settle the imbalances that occur in
global/national/local trade. If 60 billion needs to be settled every month and only a few ounces are available, those few
ounces may absorb the imbalance.
In a Freegold system, the actual gold metal market determines the exchange rate of a currency. The nation state can
liquidate/acquire less/more gold but the balance sheets will show the change allowing the businessman to determine where
or not the currency is being managed respectably.
In a Freegold system, the incentive is for the nation state to create an environment where the gold price is continually falling
in that local currency. If so, people will want to hold that currency knowing that they will be able to buy MORE gold
tomorrow (or in the future). It will setup an environment where the businessman will WANT TO invest in that economy
knowing that when the payoff comes - years from now - they will be able to convert it into wealth reserve.
Freegold is beneficial to everyone - except those that can print a currency out of thin air that can be used to buy goods
anywhere in the world. You and I CANNOT print money. You and I can only go into debt for currency today (Committing
future work for currency today). That going in debt subjects us to the political ramifications of the management of the
currency. That may be good or bad depending on how it's managed.
Gold stands separate of this mis-management.
And, as you may have already figured, the way the reserve-currency of the world has been managed, gold is extremely
undervalued. We are going through the process of discovery - where those with paper riches figure out that it's really not real
until it is settled. As the settlement process accelerates, so will the scarcity of gold.
Stand for Gold settlement. It is the honorable thing to do.
Sincerely,
FOFOA (and Ender)
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Monday, August 3, 2009
The Call of the Century

Making market calls, or "predictions", is a common practice. Timing is always the hardest part. If your sole source of
income is derived from the success of these calls or predictions, it is advantageous to attach a timing that is far enough out
that it allows for new information to surface that can be used to mitigate any damage done to your reputation should that
call be wrong.
Normal market calls usually state that for fundamental or technical reasons, a trend line is due to change directions. But in
the short run, where market calls normally reside, fundamental forces often take a back seat to momentum. It has always
been this way, which makes fundamental-based timing more difficult. But now more than ever, it seems that fundamentals
have taken a seat all the way at the back of the bus.
Generally, the purpose of market predictions is short term profits. For this reason, the business of calling markets has shifted
over the last year, far away from fundamentals. I am not saying that no one is making fundamental calls, only that many
newsletter writers who make their living doing this are saying two very different things out of two sides of their mouths.
On one side, they are saying "go with the flow for a profit" and on the other, "fundamentally we are due for a big change".
So the way they reconcile these two different predictions is by setting up a boundary between the short and long term, a
boundary which they will keep pushing forward through time until, unexpectedly and catastrophically, the short and long
terms collide. Then they will finally claim magical predictive powers, even if their followers have lost everything.
This business of calling markets is a lot like the modern version of investment banking; totally focused on short run profits
while long run catastrophe looms large.
Soft Supply, Hard Demand
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It is often repeated that our markets are driven by supply and demand. In fact, supply and demand is probably the most
closely watched fundamental of the market callers. They look for various signals that demand is rising, or supply is falling.
Perhaps they are thinking too hard in a very soft world. Or could it be the other way around?
When we think about supply and demand, it is helpful to think of an ancient barter world, modern paper trading tends to
muck it up a bit. So think about a supply of chickens at a Medieval fair. Let's say there are 10 chickens cooped up in a
booth, with several buyers bidding for the chickens with their various goods. The first bidder take two chickens for the price
of two bushels of apples. He hands over his apples and walks away with the two chickens.
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Now, the rest of the bidders are faced with the hard reality that there are only 8 chickens left where once there were 10. This
is called "hard trading" and the bidders are able to form "hard opinions" about the real supply and demand in front of them.
Next let's imagine that the first bidder only had to put up 5 apples as margin and then wait until the end of the fair to decide
what he wanted to do with his purchase. How would this affect the rest of the bidding? Now the other bidders must make
value assessments based on "soft opinions" relying on conjecture like "that first bidder rarely takes delivery of his chickens,
he's just in it for the quick apple." This is soft trading.
Soft trading tends to draw in a lot of bidders (traders) who are willing to put down a margin requirement in the hope of
making a small profit at the end of the fair. The seller of the chickens may have 30 different buyers for his 10 chickens, each
putting down 5 apples (or whatever their good is). At the end of the day, 5 buyers will go home with two chickens each, 10
buyers will receive their 5 apples back plus 3 more apples in profit, 15 buyers will lose their 5 apples, and the seller will end
up with 10 bushels plus an extra 45 apples while the "price" of chickens actually falls! This is because the seller, who had
only 10 chickens to sell, flooded the market with 60 "paper chickens" driving the price down and at the same time making
himself an extra profit.
Why More Buying means Lower Prices! (in paper markets)
In the leveraged market of paper gold, the more buyers that show up, the lower the price will go. Here is how it works. Let
us say that we want to play on the front lines of gold price discovery; the futures market. We believe fundamentally that the
price of gold must rise, so we become buyers of future gold. But let's say that we only have $5,000 to play with. So we pay
our $5,000 margin to gain control of a $100,000 contract for 100 ounces of gold. If gold goes up $50/ounce while we hold
this contract for future delivery, we will make $50 x our 100 ounces, or $5,000. A $50 rise in gold only represents a 5%
increase, but our profit was 100%! We doubled our $5,000 turning it into $10,000!
Here's the problem. We don't have enough money to pay $95,000 more for the physical gold. And the bullion banks KNOW
this. They know that there is a 90% probability that we will not take delivery. So when we placed our bid for 100 ounces of
gold, they simply issued a brand new paper contract, not backed by real gold! This is pure paper gold inflation. And the
more contracts there are, the lower the value of each contract. The same way supplying more dollars makes the value of
each dollar fall. It really is the same thing!
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This is how a million new paper gold buyers, or ETF subscribers can actually make the price of gold FALL! All the fresh
demand is met immediately with fresh supply, inflation in the paper gold market. This increases the supply that is visible to
new bidders, lowering the value of each unit.
Only the buying of physical gold, taking it into your possession, puts upward pressure on the price. All other buying puts net
downward pressure!
The last 20 year record of gold prices clearly shows a gradual shift from the total confidence in the paper contract market of
the early 90's (contracts were "as good as gold"), to the massive inflation of the paper gold market in the late 90's (falling
price), to the gradual shift from paper to physical of the last 8 years (rising price), starting from the top (the "giants") and
trickling on down to you and me, J6P.
Gold and the Dollar
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The history of the dollar's relationship with gold has been extremely consistent. It is a tale of equilibrium followed by
extreme disequilibrium, followed by a reset, over and over again, several times now. The distortion of equilibrium is
ALWAYS caused by the dollar suppressing the price of gold while freely inflating itself.
From 1913 until 1933, the price of gold remained fixed at $20 per ounce. As paper money increased during those 20 years,
the pressure on the system, seen in the growing knowledge that gold was becoming more and more underpriced, needed to
be released. So in a drastic reset, gold was forcibly confiscated, outlawed, and then up-valued by 70%. Wow!
Then once again, pressure grew as dollars continued to multiply like bacteria while the international settlement price of gold
stayed fixed at a constant $34 per ounce. In the 1960's, central bank gold became segregated from the public as a parallel
"free gold market" emerged. Central bank gold circulated at $34 per ounce while private gold changed hands for as much as
$45 an ounce.
This development was a free market step forward in the evolution of gold, called at the time "the demonetization of gold".
But some economists noted that the price did not take off as they had expected it to in the 1960's. This was because the "soft
opinion" of the time (rightfully) conjectured that the CB gold would not remain segregated forever. And sure enough, in the
1970's this came to pass.
In the 70's, of course, the demon(et)ization of gold became official policy. But as in all things, just because the government
says it is so, doesn't necessarily make it so. And as the dollar's exponential, bacterial growth continued, so did the appetite
for gold as a physical money to hold and store wealth as a reserve, a monetary function officially removed from legal tender
currency by "the demonetization of gold".
But through this process of the 1970's something new emerged, "the dollar standard". It took a little while to iron out the
kinks and figure out how things were going to work, but by the early 80's the whole world was sailing into the uncharted
waters of plentiful international liquidity, growth of wealth and industry through leverage and other financial wizardry, and
headlong into the harsh realities of an exponential growth storm.
All the while, the gold market was quietly reorganizing in its new, "demon(et)ized" role. Mining interests cozied up to the
new powerhouse forces running the world. Barrick Gold was formed. Forward sales and hedging developed. And the paper
gold market was born.
Throughout the late 80's and early 90's this new dollar standard and paper gold market seemed to be working to everyone's
advantage. Europe and the US worked together to keep the price of gold steady and low and to keep the dollar "as good as
gold" for oil and other global interests. This low and steady price also allowed longer term contracts to be established,
promising the continued flow of the cheap oil that was necessary for this "new growth" economy.
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Paper gold had not yet inflated like it did later under the official strong dollar policy, so these long term forward gold
contracts seemed sustainable and paper gold traded "as good as gold" for the time being.
But then in the mid-90's, the central banks started to realize the extent to which their gold was flowing out in support of the
dollar. They tightened up and traded mainly amongst themselves to create the illusion of heavy gold traffic. This was done
to encourage the forward sales (hedging) of the mining interests, to support liquidity in the paper gold markets which were
starting to inflate through naked short selling, and to lure into the market new physical gold from weak hands through a
falling price.
Around this same time Larry Summers arrived on the official scene with a copy of his 1988 paper, Gibson's Paradox and the
Gold Standard, and "The Strong Dollar Policy" was born.
The birthday of the Euro was also fast approaching at this time, and the US knew that the Euro would benefit from a rising
physical gold price. So perhaps the Strong Dollar Policy was, in part, a preemptive reaction to the birth of a new competing
currency. In any case, it is around this time that the paper gold market EXPLODES with "fresh (paper) supply" and its
initial purpose, "to guarantee the continued flow of cheap oil necessary for a growing economy", begins to erode.
It is also around this time that Europe and the US part ways as a "gold alliance" in support of the "petro-dollar". Europe
adopts a new policy of "Freegold" by quarterly marking its physical gold reserves to market bullion prices while the US
pretends its gold doesn't matter and leaves it booked at $42/oz. The US also convinces London to join it in the printing of
more paper gold to support the dollar. And the BIS sides with Europe.
Certain oil producers who have been accumulating gold through forward mining contracts don't like this new extreme paper
gold inflation. It threatens their method of compensation and they stand ready to raise the price of oil. Europe and the BIS
see this development and stand aside, endorsing the flood of paper gold knowing that the rebound effect can only be good
on the day the Euro is born.
And then, on January 30, 1997, the daily volume of paper gold sales on the London Bullion Market Association (LBMA) IS
LEAKED through an article in The London Financial Times (FT). Posted by "The Red Baron":

The London Bullion Marketing Association (LBMA) can only be adequately described as "a riddle wrapped in a mystery
inside an enigma."
It shyly emerged upon the news airwaves on January 30, 1997. Its appearance was almost as an after-thought, deceptively
innocuous with few superlatives to distinguish it from the daily diarrhea of financial news spewing forth from the bowels of
the world's money centers. Few readers took note of it... most gave it little import. To my knowledge it was an esoteric
select few at the Kitco Gold Chat group, who really zeroed in on the draconian significance of the news.
Was the news a bureaucratic slip of utmost discreet information - indeed top secret data - or was it a well-timed and
methodically planned leak to the press. Or perhaps it was the "whistle-blowing" of an irate employee, who was passed over
for promotion? Who really knows? In any case we will provide all the details surrounding this monumental announcement...
and allow the reader to draw his own conclusions.
The LBMA Announcement Literally at the crack of London dawn on January 30, 1997, the London Financial Times printed the following:
The London Financial Times
http://www.ft.com
Gold global market revealed
THURSDAY JANUARY 30 1997
By Kenneth Gooding, Mining Correspondent
Deals involving about 30 million troy ounces, or 930 tonnes, of gold valued at more than $10 billion are cleared every
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working day in London, the international settlement centre for gold bullion.
This is the first authoritative indication of the size of the global gold market, and was revealed yesterday by the London
Bullion Market Association.
The volume of gold cleared every day in London represented nearly twice the production from South African mines in a
year, Mr. Alan Baker, chairman of the association, pointed out.
It was also equivalent to the amount of gold held in the reserves of European Union central banks...
For 8 months following this strange event, the chat room at Kitco (the ONLY gold chat room at the time) buzzed with
intrigue about the meaning of this revelation. Then out of nowhere, someone started posting under the name ANOTHER,
offering a plausible explanation for everything that had been happening in plain sight. But the real kicker was ANOTHER's
call -->PREDICTION<-- of the END of the dollar as the global reserve currency! Back in October '97, this call was
COMPLETELY UNPRECEDENTED!
It became apparent to those who followed ANOTHER that he was closely tied to the monetary faction that opposed the
massive inflation of dollars and paper gold. It became clear that he was somehow associated with the ECB and/or the BIS. It
also became clear that he had been writing through an intermediary, an American friend, in order to ensure his anonymity.
This friend came to be known as "Friend of ANOTHER", or FOA for short.
Their "call" ended up being HUNDREDS of posts over more than FOUR years! And they did not just drop this bombshell
and walk away. They carefully explained everything in great detail, taking the time to answer many of the questions that
were literally HURLED at them.
Could this be "the call of the century"??
Can you name me ONE other analyst who had this conclusion, at this time, with this recommended course of action?
Anyone?
Few would dispute this call today. Only the timing seems a little suspect. But let's explore this "timing" issue for a second.
What is the ONLY important thing about timing on a call like this? It is being EARLY! That's right. When this happens, you
are either early or you're late. There will be NO in-between. Granted, some others made this call in the late 70's. They were
perhaps too early. But just to be sure, let us look at the results of ANOTHER's call so far.
If you had followed ANOTHER's advice to accumulate ONLY physical gold metal at the low prices of the day ($280-$320)
you would not only have missed the pain of the "Dot Com" collapse, but also the real estate collapse and the recent stock
market collapse. Not only that, but you would have seen your savings DOUBLE in Euro value and TRIPLE in dollar value.
Not bad for a decade with so much pain!
Now, I'll admit that this is not exactly like getting in on Google's IPO, but wait a minute, not ALL of his calls, his
-->PREDICTIONS<-- have come to pass yet! I know some of you have made a small fortune on last year's spike in oil. And
others made a fortune in real estate over the past decade, as long as you CASHED OUT at the right time! But what
ANOTHER's call means when it finally comes to pass is that all profits of the past decade could potentially be WIPED OUT
over night if they are not positioned properly. It also means that some, the few people who understood what is actually
coming, will be the beneficiaries of a ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME transfer of wealth that is merely a SIDE-EFFECT of the
natural adjustment process that all fiat currencies must go through when they resist nature.
Meanwhile we have some of the most famous market timers like Richard Russell now calling for a Bull Market in stocks
based on Dow Theory. Russell is simply giving into the obvious manipulation to make a short term profit. Anyone who has
followed this blog for a while knows that I think the markets are HOPELESSLY RIGGED right now and that anyone with
any sense would not go near them. Here is another example I came across recently of someone who recognizes the paper
game is totally rigged, yet still encourages playing ball:
Catherine Austin Fitts (transcribed)...
You know, I suspect that we're watching a market where the players who have inside information, because they are, you
know, trading on behalf of the Plunge Protection Team, and they own the central bank, I mean you're looking at the firms
who are members of the New York Fed, and own the lead central bank, and so, create the currency. So they have incredible
inside information. And I suspect that they are using that information to make a lot of money in the markets both legally and
probably illegally.
What we're advising people to do is essentially withdraw from a rigged game. And so don't invest in large corporations and
large government securities. But rather, practice financial intimacy which is investing in who and what you know. So the
reality is that this game is not to the advantage of the small investor, and the question is how can we switch out of it, and
start investing in things where we can have confidence in either the ethical nature of the company and the products and
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services, or the ethical nature of the market in which we are participating? So generally, my recommendation is to stay away
from large and mid-cap stocks and also to move out of the US markets. There are countries and areas of the world that are
more ethical.
Why? Why not invest in the one asset that is a true monetary wealth reserve? An asset with a very limited downside and a
virtually infinite upside! An asset that is a future claim on ANYTHING in the world, not just one specific local company. It
is even a monetary wealth reserve FOR THE CENTRAL BANKS!!! This function [wealth reserve] of money has been
STOLEN from us by the central bankers and their fiat currencies, in which ALL other investments are denominated! This
function, the wealth reserve, was second only to the trade function of money for thousands of years. We lost this function of
money when actual physical gold stopped being used as currency. But the idea of this function persisted, driven by the greed
of the bankers to not only skim profits from trade, but to take the much larger skim that comes from savings!
This reset of value is going to be a one-time-event when it finally happens. After that, things will be in equilibrium again.
And this event will have little empathy for your cricket-like jump-skillz as the shoe drops. Many skillful traders will be
completely squashed.
The big debate right now seems to hinge on a slow collapse versus a fast collapse, and internal versus external. My gut tells
me it is likely to be fast and external. What better time to take down Wall Street than while they are still long the dollar,
short the Euro, and short gold? Wall Street is far too confident in its own manipulative power, and I imagine a strong
movement sooner rather than later to take it down. The rest of the world has to be worried about an organized dollar
devaluation from the inside, so why wait? The spineless parasites in Washington don't have the backbone to make a big
move until they are SURE they can blame someone else. But whoever STARTS the panic, profits most!! "The early bird
gets the worm", as they say.
I believe that the collapse of the dollar is directly linked to the paper gold market. Much is written about how gold will
profit from the falling dollar. I think it is the other way around. It may just be a semantic difference, but I really think that
gold is the key! And I feel privileged to have found the one explanation that makes so much sense. The call of the century,
made less than 12 years ago, unfolding in front of our eyes today!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Sunday, August 9, 2009
Brown's Bottom
The day after Brown's announcement...
FOA (5/8/99; 20:16:12MDT - Msg ID:5772)
BOE!
ALL,
Well, by now everyone must be aware of the "open management" of the gold price. "Another" had been bringing this picture
to light long ago. In puzzle form, he offered ideas, Thoughts and directions for consideration. Only a short time ago most
analysts completely wrote off such "thinking" as being absolutely "on the fringe of reality"! Today, the "absolute fact" is that
gold is used and managed as a "world currency" of major importance. After the BOE announcement on Friday, currency
traders are grasping the concept that gold is, as never before "at the center of reality"!
Many different factions are maneuvering gold these days, and each has their own agenda. The IMF / dollar faction, many
years ago, went along with Europe in lowering the gold price in dollar terms. It made the dollar look stable and enforced its
continued use as the "currency of settlement" for strategic commodities. Any country running a balance of trade surplus of
dollars, was free to buy gold at a stable to lower price, and partially replace the paper dollar reserves. Because the dollar is
the "world reserve currency" many countries ran dollar surpluses with trading partners outside of the US. In this light we
can see how the integrity of the dollar was expanded, even in countries of nonnative dollar origin!
Not only was physical gold purchased, but paper gold with distant CB backing was also accepted. Ever wonder how all of
this gold was placed? You see, over the last many years, there has been a quiet boom going on in gold ownership. The sheer
number of world gold buyers has more than doubled, along with the amount of gold owned! The problem is that the amount
of physical gold in existence has not doubled, only the warehouse receipts.
Most of it never, ever left the vaults, as the true placement was done in receipt form. Yes, slowly, over the years, even major
private bullion holders offered up their physical for "convoluted, future delivered, leased and released gold". Much of what
is now held is little more than a form of gold options for "future deposit". Not unlike the "cash dollar that is supposed to be
in your bank", but really isn't? As the bank only holds your deposit as a "credit" to your account, so is much of the world
traded gold "only a credit of account"!
When Central Banks (mostly the European, at first) began to lease / lend gold, they were beginning what was to become
"the master plan". The creation of a broad, liquid paper gold market that would ultimately undermine the dollar, in time. As
I said above, initially it was offered as an "appeasement" for continued dollar use. However, even the IMF / dollar faction
never expected the successful creation of another competing reserve currency, the Euro! Right up to its offering, the political
money was on the side of a complete failure, 100% with ten to one odds.
Not only did they lose, the Euro even accepted a percentage of gold as Euro reserves. If that wasn't enough, the ECB also
instituted a policy of "marking to the market" its gold reserves and effectively blocking any new sales or leases. These
actions, as subtle and misunderstood as they were have had the effect of officially making gold money again. Yes, this new
broadly traded paper gold market, standing side by side with the physical market has become a world currency.
The problem this creates for the IMF / dollar is that most, if not all of this new gold market is settled in dollars! Dollars that
broke a contract with the world in 1971 and went off the "gold exchange standard" at $41 to the ounce. The same dollar
reserve currency that is not supported when the gold price rises. If the ECB does nothing but stand firm by not allowing
physical out of its vaults, the dollar will be trapped by gold. The US treasury cannot use gold as a backing reserve as the
ECB does, because the BIS would claim it at $41 to settle trade imbalances. They have that authority and as such it leaves
the US the only option of outright gold sales. However, with the dollar as "the" reserve currency, we can expect many
nations to bid "aggressively" for any US gold. China, among others comes to mind! That is what America found when they
tried to auction its gold in 1978. The Euro carries no such baggage.
This all leaves us in the present political situation, where the IMF entity, that was formed to replace the gold standard, is
now trying to back the present paper gold with physical to prevent a run on the dollar. It is a futile effort as the ECB / BIS
have grown the gold market into massive proportions by encouraging the many year expansion of holders through paper
securities. All denominated, ultimately, in dollars. We will see $10,000 gold, count on it! It's the only way this can be
resolved. That same figure will create massive backing for the Euro and hasten its journey into world reserve currency
status. Expect most of the ECB liability for gold to be easily converted into Euros at the dollars expense.
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Posted by FOFOA at 12:35 AM
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Friday, August 14, 2009
The Waterfall Effect

Well, the inflation-deflation debate has surfaced once again. Not in a big way, but in a way that drives me to clarify my
position a little. Perhaps you will be surprised.
Divergence
Today's economy consists of an expanding divide driven by opposing forces. Like the jaws of life, they are ripping open a
gap between reality (real economic goods) and fantasy (the US dollar). On one side we have the collapsing real economy,
and on the other we have unprecedented electronic reproduction of the base unit of measure. On one side we have the
exponential expansion of social promises denominated in trillions of dollars, and on the other we have a real economy
incapable of delivering such value.
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This divergence has been ongoing for some time. But in 2009, the angle of opposition has finally reached 179 degrees. The
graph of opposing parabolic trends is almost complete. The only possible outcome at this point can be the Waterfall Effect
as described by Martin Armstrong.
The Waterfall Effect describes the "overnight" collapse of a complex system, without even the forewarning of a run up (like
gold in 1980 or the dot com run up). The following two graphs demonstrate this effect as seen in the collapse of Roman
money in the 3rd century AD. The similarities to today are chilling.
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The economy is such a complex organism with so many variables that it simply cannot be controlled. It is the height of
arrogance that our politicians and so-called economists think they can control it. And it is the absolute height of arrogance
that they attempt to do so in such a way as to ALSO benefit their selfish goals. With this level of stupidity, unintended
consequences become many orders of magnitude more probable than the intended consequences. In fact, betting on the
exact opposite of stated political goals is a sure bet for the long run right now. And the payoff will be tremendous!
In "How ALL Systems Can Collapse Overnight", Martin Armstrong uses the concept of entropy. Entropy is the amount of
chaos, disorder or unknowable elements in any system. A system has low entropy when it is highly organized, ordered,
controlled, contained, and all the elements are known. A system has high entropy when it is disordered, chaotic, out of
control, and many elements cannot be known. Science teaches us that everything in the universe ultimately ends in absolute
entropy (chaos) through the passage of time. In other words, ashes to ashes and dust to dust.
One thing that can affect the natural progression of entropy along the way is adding energy into a system. In certain closed
systems with a high degree of order and control, adding energy can actually reduce entropy, increasing organization and
order. This can be seen in the wonders of life and reproduction. In the closed system of a baby, we add energy (food) and
watch it grow. Ultimately, though, entropy wins out and we return to dust.
But adding energy to a system usually has the opposite affect. It speeds up the journey to absolute entropy. This can be seen
in an explosion. A bomb can take an entire building from low entropy to high entropy in a fraction of a second. Another
example is a forest fire. The fire is energy added to the system (the forest) and it speeds up the journey from order to chaos.
A fireman can slow this process because he has the knowledge that adding water, another form of energy, will affect the
progression to entropy in a positive way. But what if the fireman was acting without perfect information? What if the
fireman sprayed gasoline on the fire?
I will say it once again because it is worth repeating; the economy is such a complex organism with so many variables that it
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simply cannot be controlled... ESPECIALLY by politicians. The same fuel that ignited this fire is being used to put it out!
The fact of the matter is that this entropic journey our economy is on must be played out to its natural end. There is no
amount of information or energy the politicians or so-called economists could come up with that would be able to turn back
time. Nature must play out. And by adding imperfect, frantic energy, by adding fuel to the fire, they are doing the equivalent
of setting off a time bomb. They are ensuring that we will all have to ride the waterfall!
Deflation Talk
Deflation is the shrinking of the money supply relative to the economy. It causes the purchasing power of money to rise and
prices to fall. But according to our modern deflationists, today's deflation comes at a time of shrinking economy and rising
money supply. According to them it is driven by the lack of demand from the collapsing economy, and it is defined by the
falling price of assets like homes.
Robert Prechter is out and about today talking about the deflationary depression, with stocks, commodities and real estate all
falling together. He says that we are just coming off a top the likes of which have not been seen in 200 years. He says that
the best way to ride this out is in the "safest possible cash equivalents".
Basically, he sees this next major down-leg in the depression taking stocks, commodities and real estate down another 85%.
He says that oil will ultimately fall to between $4 and $10 per barrel! The danger in making a prediction like this is while it
may be fundamentally sound, it is still denominated in the dollar, a piece of paper with shaky credibility.
While I view Robert Prechter as extremely bearish, I must say that I agree with him to a certain extent. The extent at which I
do not agree with him is the steady state of the dollar. Prechter views the world through his Elliot Wave cycle theory, which
is not unlike Martin Armstrong. But the problem is that the waves he measures are against the backdrop of a steady state
dollar.
Like Prechter, I expect all aspects of the economy will continue downward to depths below that of the great depression. But
during the great depression, we did not have Ben Bernanke and we did not have a purely symbolic currency as a measuring
stick. We had a gold-backed dollar.
Think about this for a minute. The average retiree on Social Security receives about $1,100 per month, or $13,000 per year.
This is a dollar denominated promise. If the crash from top to bottom is 90% or more as Prechter predicts, this would give
each and every Social Security recipient the equivalent purchasing power of $130,000 per year when purchasing real estate,
the stock market or even commodities. Basically everything.
And this will be true not only for Social Security, but for anyone on the receiving end of a dollar denominated promise,
including all pensioners, anyone with a tenured job, like teachers and government workers, and including everyone in
Congress. Virtually everyone with an income or cash savings will see their purchasing power rise ten-fold!
The problem with this view is that the real economy right now cannot even afford to deliver real economic goods at
TODAY'S dollar purchasing power, let alone another 800% rise in purchasing power, with Ben printing new ones the whole
way there.
So Bob and I both see a waterfall approaching, but how can we reconcile our seemingly opposite views on deflation?
Currency is the key!
Take another look at the first chart at the top. Something has to give, and soon! Think of those two diverging lines as fingers
stretching a rubber band. Then ask yourself, what IS that rubber band? I'll tell you. It is the dollar, the unit of measure for
everything economic.
There is a quote I like that comes from Le Metropole Cafe. It goes, "we will have deflation in everything we own, and
inflation in everything we use". This is partly true. It is true during the run up to the rubber band snapping. It is true until we
hit the waterfall. At that point I have my own version of the quote. "We will have hyperDEflation in everything measured
against real money, GOLD, and we will have hyperINflation in everything measured against paper dollars."
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So, just to clarify one more time, we will see hyperinflation in gold as the dollar collapses on the world stage and loses its
global reserve privilege. This will be followed by nominal hyperinflation in all things priced in dollars as the US frantically
prints more and more to support its dying dream of a socialist paradise. The distribution systems for these new dollars will
be wide and varied. But distribution will not be through wages tied to economic increases in production (traditional
inflation). It will be through a variety of programs that will be called "stimulus". (See my "New Stimulus Plan" and "Free
Money" for clues).
The deflation that Prechter sees (as well as Mish, Denninger, Ackerman, Weiss and many others) is very real. It is the
collapsing economy and paper financial structure. It is real deflation in real terms. But unfortunately for them, the dollar is
not the true base of the pyramid, and it will only benefit temporarily as a "pass through level". (See "All Paper is STILL a
short position on gold").
Hyperinflation (a currency event as Jim Sinclair so eloquently tells us) is always concurrent with deflation (economic
malaise) when measured in real terms (gold). The dollar is only paper, and it is being printed like crazy. So to measure
things in dollars becomes very confusing when looking to the future. The above-mentioned deflationists cannot imagine the
hyperinflation event that I describe because they are stuck on their cycles and technical analysis that has always been
measured in dollars. But in this crisis, the currency itself is the key. All else is noise.
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Sincerely,
FOFOA
References:
Images 1, 3 & 5
Image 2
Image 4
Prechter 1
Prechter 2
New Stimulus Plan
Free Money
All Paper is STILL a short position on gold
Jim Sinclair "Currency event"
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Thursday, August 20, 2009
FOA to Martin Armstrong - 1999
Here is an interesting "open reply" FOA wrote to Martin Armstrong in 1999. This was less than 5 months before Martin was
jailed for contempt of court. Martin's original letter was to someone else on Kitco who then sent it by email to FOA who
responded openly on USAGold...
________________________________________________________
FOA (08/20/99; 12:46:41MDT - Msg ID:11630)
Open Reply To Mr. M. Armstrong
I must reply to this private letter that was sent to me. It was written to Cage Rattler by Mr. Martin Armstrong.
Date: Sun Aug 15 1999 07:28
Cage Rattler ("Gold was a store of value throughout ancient times, however money NEVER was!" - M Armstrong)
ID#33182:
Copyright © 1999 Cage Rattler/Kitco Inc. All rights reserved
Armstrong:
Dear Bob:
You are making the opposite mistake of Karl Marx. Marx assumed that everyone in the private sector was corrupt and
therefore that property held in the hands of government would be fairly managed. Marx never accounted for human nature
and it doesn't matter if control over money is private or public, both have historically tended to exploit it for personal gain.
Money is ONLY a medium of exchange and it is NOT, and has NEVER BEEN a store of value. Gold in itself has been a
store of value as demonstrated in Korea and Asia. Gold was a store of value throughout ancient times, however money
NEVER was! These are two separate issues that should not be confused.
FOA:
To the contrary, Mr. M, these are two separate confusions that deal with the same issue! Your assumptions always conclude
that the values established in a public "marketplace" represent the private views of the majority of people. In other words, if
someone trades anything using the marketplace price and using the accepted mediums, the mechanics of that trade must also
represent the mindset of the person. Throughout history, it rarely has. Your view is further skewed with the "control over
money" issue. The world has always assumed that the "people" want someone to control the money, be it public or private.
When one looks closely into the private actions and reactions of people during various civilizations, the mindset of the
majority (the average citizen) was always that we don't need "money at all". Just let us alone so we can trade our things. The
modern argument of the Public vs Private "control" always found the banks as representative of the term "Private" and the
government put forth as "public". The "free market citizen" was never considered as a viable contender to pick the trading
medium.
Banks, long ago assumed the roll of making and controlling money for private interest because they saw that the "free
citizen marketplace" seemed to always use gold to trade with You say:
Money is ONLY a medium of exchange and it is NOT, and has NEVER BEEN a store of value
The problem with this is that in the old "free" marketplace, these people never thought of their use of gold as using
"money"! It was only a "thing" that most of them found to be the best item to trade with. For them (again average people)
gold held its own particular independent store of value just like anything else they owned. Indeed, in their mind it wasn't the
"medium of exchange" money concept of the bankers in a later time. I submit that even the term of "money" in the early
bible was not in the same banker context. Back then it was more closely associated with a "thing of personal value" that
could just as easily be "used" as traded. Therefore your statement,
Gold was a store of value throughout ancient times, however money NEVER was!
does not present a valid conception for comparison. It was the banks that, in the assumed role of creating money for
commerce, decided to make and control the "CONTENT OF THEIR CREATED MONEY". In this action, by no means did
they represent the perceptions of people who can be depicted as the third party in this debate of control. Yes, banks were
owned by private interest, but that should not imply that they presented the private viewpoint. Yes, the people did use the
created money (both coin and paper receipt) for trading, but the mindset of that early evolution did not hold that this "bank
money" was solely a "medium of exchange" Rather it was a receipt for a tradable item of use. The "medium-only" concept
came into play as the banks lent out more receipts than they had or they could not collect upon failed "real gold loans". That
excess of gold receipts in circulation could then be perceived as the "medium of exchange modern banking concepts refer
to". We then clearly proceeded to the era you next present ( as it is explained in reverse):
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The Greeks, Romans and everyone along the way ALWAYS and WITHOUT EXCEPTION played with the gold content of
their coinage which led to Gresham's Law - good money drives out bad money. Whenever money was debased, older issues
of higher metal content were hoarded. They then ceased to be MONEY (medium of exchange) and became a (STORE OF
VALUE).
With the clear viewpoint that I presented above, we can see that this next statement does not apply to a post contraction
"free market trading arena". Rather it is the present conjecture, using the present thinking in a prosperity-mode mindset that
assumes the private and public terms as the only viewpoint. They are only two parts of a three part society.
If you think that a return to a gold standard in some way will eliminate these issues, you are wrong! No matter if it is the
private sector or the public sector, whoever ends up in charge will always play games.
Indeed, if a true free market in gold was established and all gold was coined and sold into the market place, games would
still occur. However, new concepts for hard times would require mines to make all coins to conform to set standards and pay
their taxes to governments with the same (however high that might be). In addition, they would pay their help and buy
supplies with the same. Private stores of gold (both government and private) could choose if they wanted their bullion
coined or not for a fee. Yes, the value of gold would gold very high compared to real things, but it did that long ago, before
banks called it a "medium". Anyone that owned gold would be rich. So what? Anyone today with a lot of cash is rich, again
so what? Gold money is spent and loaned and, in general, always circulated. Just as in the early days before banks when
gold was just another thing of wealth, but not the only store of wealth in a person's portfolio of things. Yes, banks and
governments would fail and go bankrupt as they always did. Yet, the money supply would never be changed because of their
failures. People that loan gold money would learn not to count that asset loan as part of the money supply as today.
Further on you state:
Gold is a store of value today - but it is NOT money. It is NOT acceptable to pay your VISA, rent or to buy food unless on a
barter basis. Only dollars ( money ) is acceptable in the US, and now Russia while it may be yen, marks francs, deniers or
whatever in other nations.
Again, you assume that gold is not money because it is not accepted as "the medium" in the Government / Bank operating
economic system. I submit that this perception represents a short conclusion. If we extend the thought we find that no
government or bank said that gold was not money. They only decided to not "use" gold as "legal tender money". Both of
these entities chose to pursue this route because they wanted to create more "money" than was in existence. Something they
could not accomplish using a money that possessed a "store of value".
As I pointed out, the "citizen" and their trading are the "private free market" that the world economy is and has always been
based on. This market place does not need "more created money" as it worked fine using the old "store of value gold" as
long as the market could increase or decrease it's purchasing power as measured against all goods and services. Banks and
governments fought hard to stop this function because it took power away from them and returned it to the economy.
As a result, history proves how poor of a job government and bank paper money has done without using gold. Your
description that follows is an excellent example of the battle between the first party governments and the second party
banking systems. The third party private person will be impacted from this abuse of the money system, however, our heart
was never in it. Your words:
I simply disagree with your interpretation of 1929, the Fed and the wildcat banking era. Your view of anti-central bank was
shared by Andrew Jackson who was bitter because he had lost money and was turned down for loan in his youth. When he
became President, he destroyed the Bank of the United States and with no central control, the entire banking system quickly
fell into trouble. There are countless "broken bank" notes that collectors can buy today from every little one-horse town in
the country. Some were in the hands of local politicians who quickly exploited the system and bankrupted their
communities. The Constitution specifically prohibited the States from issuing money and because of the hyperinflation of
the 1700's.
You are also misinterpreting dictating private investments with restrictions of asset class and leverage. You now have a
perfect example of your no interference policy for the private sector. Long Term Capital has just blown up by leveraging
positions to the extent of $1 trillion. The uncontrolled activity of this one hedge fund is going to disrupt the free markets
everywhere in ways you have not yet even noticed. There needs to be a rule of law that establishes the basic guide lines. It
should NOT expand into regulation of every aspect over investment. What an individual does with his own money is his
own business. However, when institutional money is gathered and used at the discretion of fund managers who buy into the
latest hype like Russia, then allowing this type of investment to be carried out with ANY restrictions whatsoever, is
extremely dangerous. LTCM is a significant threat to both bonds and stocks right now. A few other funds are now rumored
to be in a similar position. Such unbridled leverage threatens to bring down a lot more than anyone suspects. I think there
will be investigations and a whole new set of regulations that will come out of this debacle. The Fed is currently calling
around the street in an attempt to assess the damage. There will come a day when you will see that the proposal of that I
have made to merely regulate asset class will be far more attractive after the next set of regulations come storming out from
all government bodies that will seek to restrict every aspect of investment. What they don't understand - they ultimately kill.
Your argument for no regulation will not even be seriously considered by any government body I have ever testified before.
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In reality, there may be no way out, because the people themselves will demand action because they have lost money in
stocks caused by hedge funds in Russia and interest rates like LTCM. They will in the end bare the blame and a host of new
regulations will spring forth in an effort to appease the people who demand government action.
-Martin Armstrong
FOA:
Sir, I have commented on your thoughts because it is important to present the flaw in this perception. Some of your analysis
is in the context of a rebuilding of the government/banking financial system after a great contraction. It places little support
to gold as a choice to preserve wealth during this event as gold will not be in demand.
I submit that you have misread the historical attraction to gold that private citizens impart upon this metal. The human factor
always has and always will gravitate to using things as trading items. We were born a people of earth with senses that touch,
see and feel for value. Whether our trading things can be considered money, a medium of exchange, legal tender or a store
of value, was never the issue. Governments and banks made them an issue so as to circumvent our value of trade for their
benefit.
As such, when the next downturn threatens to destroy the perceived values created in fiat currencies and securities, people
will then circumvent these modern concepts and return to trading the most convenient things. History, not modern computer
research, has shown that we will return to gold.
Thank You for your time.
FOA
Posted by FOFOA at 11:06 PM
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Friday, August 21, 2009
Confiscation Anatomy - A Different View
Foreword
Please do not take this post as a definitive, final statement on this very complex topic. This is only one view of many that
explains why confiscation will not happen. Once you understand the dynamics of a completely demonetized, free, nonfractional, physical-only gold market (freegold), it will become clear that this is where the river of time is taking us. This
particular post is meant only to encourage a focused discussion on this "concern", for the benefit of us all. In fact, think of
this post as a primer or introduction if you will. Or if you prefer, think of it as a dose of ocular Xanax for your "gold-angst".
Anatomy of a Straw Man
This tired old topic of gold confiscation seems to surface far too often within the online gold community. In the spirit of
colorful analogies I'll liken it to a noxious vial of fox urine strategically placed to scare hungry little bunnies away from the
delicious golden strawberry patch. Fox urine seems more appropriate than a simple scarecrow. But as we all know, a
scarecrow is not really alive, and urine does not really eat bunnies.
The most important thing to keep in mind during this discussion is the macro, or global economy. The US is but one global
player among many. This is not a simple story about stupid US politicians versus helpless US citizens. Instead, it is a grand
story of giants. It is a story about the US government versus the rest of the world. And it is not just about this present crisis.
It is a story that covers many crises and 96 years in the life of a single paper contract called the US dollar. In this global
macro view, that a 1933 confiscation happened at all means that a 21st century one will not. That option has already been
fully exhausted!
Anatomy of a Dollar Collapse
The dollar is going down, and there are a couple of ways this could play out, but one is more likely than the other. To
understand why this will not lead to the confiscation of our gold, we must first understand the corner the dollar has painted
itself into, and what its future options really are.
As I have explained many times, freegold and hyperinflation are separate events. Freegold is the establishment of a physical
gold market after the paper gold market is arrested through default, breaking the dollar's grip on gold, and also breaking the
dollar's international settlement function.
The first way this collapse could play out is a quick devaluation of the dollar, say, over a couple weeks, followed by the
emergence of freegold. Think of it as the riverbed at the bottom of the waterfall.
The second and more likely way this will play out is with hyperinflation thrown in, perhaps lasting many months or years
after the initial plunge/devaluation. The overwhelming evidence that this will be our path is the political control the
Executive Branch is exercising over dollar monetary policy. Jim Sinclair believes this is a serious threat:
China wishes the annihilation of the Fed policy of “Quantitative Easing.”
The Fed wishes to accommodate China.
The US Treasury is absolutely opposed to any such consideration as it would cement the present Administration into a one
term wonder.
The US Treasury must win this battle because the boss of this opposition has the power to appoint the new Chairman of the
Fed, either Summers or Geithner.
Political control of the US Fed and therefore of monetary policy is in the cards...
...political control of monetary policy is CERTAIN as the Fed cannot win this contest against the Administration in the form
of the US Treasury.
Bernanke becomes a team player or a team player will replace him.
The latter is becoming a probability as it is hard to trust a prior adversary. (Link)
I suppose you could picture this one as a waterfall with no riverbed at the bottom. Instead, the water falls all the way to the
fiery pit of Zimbabwe hell where it burns into nothing but a curiosity for future historians and possibly a cheap eBay
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collectable, "The $11 trillion bundle - Now even YOU can pay off the US national debt".
Anatomy of a Gold Run
In the 1920's, if you had a dollar you held a contract for 1/20th of an ounce of gold. In essence, you had loaned your gold to
the US Treasury and the dollar was your note on that loan. You could walk into the bank and present your note and it was
the bank's job to provide you with gold or to die trying.
The problem was that the Federal Reserve system issued more notes than it had gold. So the whole "fractional reserve
system" relied solely on the confidence that you COULD receive your gold, knowing full well that all people could NEVER
receive all their gold.
By taking a look at the modern paper gold market, a striking similarity should start to emerge.
COMEX is primarily a betting operation that pairs up long bettors with short bettors. Only a very small percentage of these
bettors actually take the physical gold. So the COMEX relies on the market's confidence that you COULD receive your
gold, knowing full well that all the bettors could NEVER receive all of their gold at the same time (or ever for that matter).
So COMEX is essentially existing the same as the banks during the Roaring 20's.
In the crisis of the early 1930's, too many people went into the banks to withdraw their gold. And fulfilling their duty to
provide gold or die trying, many banks died. This is the fate the COMEX has to look forward to.
Imagine if one favored entity, say Goldman Sachs, decides to take delivery on futures contracts that amount to perhaps 3%
of the total open interest. Then imagine that all the short sellers exit the market through a cash deal with an offsetting long
position. Where does the Goldman gold come from? Let's say for convenience that the entire registered stock of COMEX
gold is eligible to meet Goldman's delivery. Great! The bank (COMEX) was able to cash Goldman's check! But what
happens when the other 97% open interest sees this action and wants delivery too? Or even just part of it?
In any bank run, the first few people in line do get their cash. But ultimately, it is the flood that ensues that kills the bank. An
innocent bystander might hear a rumor that the bank is about to fail. When he arrives at the bank he sees the long line and
starts to panic. But then he sees a few customers coming out with their cash, so he calms down and gets in line. But will he
make it through the doors before the bank closes for the "holiday"?
Anatomy of a Gold Default
In its role as the global reserve currency, the dollar must have two vital things: value and function. It is indisputable to
rational minds that gold is true money. The universal way fiat currencies are measured for value is by how much gold they
can be exchanged for. So the dollar has value on the global stage because of its ability at any given moment to buy gold. For
function, the dollar is needed to repay all dollar-denominated loans and contracts around the world. But a dollar will always
be able to pay one unit of any dollar-denominated loan, no matter what the value of that dollar is. So a failure of the dollar
would be defined as a failure of value, not function. A dollar collapse would be defined by its inability to be exchanged for
true money, gold, at any reasonable price.
What does it mean for a bullion bank to fail? Just as a regular bank would fail from a massive withdrawal of deposits
beyond its ability to pay, we could say that a bullion bank has failed if it can't supply the gold necessary to honor its
obligations. You can be sure it will first exhaust itself by trying to obtain whatever gold can be obtained on the spot market
to fill its obligations prior to failure as an institution. But this is where the price would race away on the spot market paving
the way for a complete run on all physical gold, permanent backwardation in the forward gold market, the withdrawal of all
offers to sell physical gold, and a complete failure of the spot market to exchange gold for dollars at any reasonable price.
And so, we would have the official failure of the dollar as well.
This is how a failure of the paper gold market, a DEFAULT on paper gold, will mean the collapse of the dollar. You will
have the dollar on one side, gold on the other, and COMEX contracts in between the two of them. This will essentially pit
gold and the dollar against each other, forcing them to arrive at a settlement in a dollar-rich/gold-starved arena. Could the
dollar ever deliver on its physical gold contract obligations? No way. Which do you think will be left standing?
Back in 1933, the dollar DID default on its contractual gold obligations. In essence, the US government kept the gold that
its citizens had loaned it and told the citizens to eat the loss. The government told them to simply keep the paper promissory
note and pretend it was still "as good as gold".
At the time, the Bretton Woods agreement was more than a decade away, but there were still a whole lot of dollars floating
around the international arena. So in order keep international trade goods flowing into the US, the US government said that
dollars that worked their way into the international central bank clearing system could still be exchanged for physical gold.
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To facilitate this convertibility in a time of dire crisis, it took three more drastic steps. First the government defaulted on
41% of its outstanding international gold obligations by devaluing the dollar 70%. (The world DID take notice of this 41%
default!) Second, it called in the local gold to establish a fresh hoard for backing the international dollar. And third, it made
gold ownership illegal in the US, a capital control move to prevent capital flow out of paper and into physical gold on the
open market.
Then, in 1971 the US did it again, this time defaulting on 100% of its gold obligations to the rest of the world. Something to
think about: The US did this while it still had a lot of gold. Why was that? If it was going to take the world off the gold
standard, why not do it when the gold ran out? At least then it doesn't make you look like a cheat. As Another liked to say,
"think long and hard on that one"!
Gold is off the table
The US gold hoard is now off the table. Think of a poker cheat who pockets his winnings yet still wants to play. When he
loses he writes paper IOU's to the other players. Can he ever pull his money back out of his pocket without having it taken
away? Think of an individual who declares his own insolvency and defaults on his obligations to pay, only to resurface later
with a windfall inheritance. What problems will he face?
In 1971 the US refused to ship any more gold. It defaulted on its international obligations. It took its golden chips off the
table but continued to play in the game. But the dollar didn't change. It still remained an international contract for gold.
Watch the announcement:
Nixon Closes the Gold Window
As a politician, the President did not want to interrupt television viewers watching the tremendously popular TV series Bonanza, not wishing to
potentially alienate those voters who fanatically followed the cowboy series. He was advised that the practical decision was to make an
announcement before the stock markets opened on Monday (and just when Asian markets also were opening trading for the day). On 15 August
1971, that speech and the price-control plans proved very popular and raised the public’s spirit. The President was credited with finally rescuing
the American public from price-gougers, and from a foreign-caused exchange crisis.

This was cheating, plain and simple. The international financial system and the global market place run on procedure
protocols that are not binding. They are not binding, but without them, international trade would stop altogether. Just
because a rule is not binding does not mean it is not important. And just because a non binding rule is broken, does not
mean it disappears.
Why do you think the US gold hoard was never publicly audited after this? And why do you think the book value of that
gold was left frozen at $42 per ounce, never marked to market bringing it "back into play"?
There are two international bodies that facilitate the international financial and monetary system, the IMF and the BIS.
These two bodies are in opposite camps. The IMF is in the dollar camp. Its sole purpose is to ensure that third world
countries can pay their dollar-denominated debts in order to keep the dollar alive. If that debt from third world countries
could no longer be serviced, it could no longer be held as an asset within the financial system. Therefore, the IMF issues
highly leveraged dollar loans to these countries to make sure that payments continue. In exchange, it locks up real world
capital as collateral for the loans. This is NOT a system that supports third world economies. It is a system that supports the
dollar's reserve function at the EXPENSE of third world economies. If the IMF stopped functioning, so would the dollar.
And the US government would lose its external funding.
The BIS, on the other hand, coordinates central bank transfers to facilitate international trade balance. If the BIS stopped
functioning, so would international trade. This clearing system is fractal in that imbalances are first cleared locally, then
regionally, then nationally, then internationally. If the BIS didn't deliver, food would not arrive at your local store, at least
until a local production, distribution and clearing system was set up.
This leaves us with a one-sided dependence dynamic in which the BIS and the rest of the world could, if they wanted to,
stop supporting the IMF and let the dollar die. But on the other side, the dollar cannot survive without the BIS. But why
does this matter? What could make the dollar even think about abandoning the BIS?
Well, if the US ever put gold back on the table through another confiscation of its citizens' gold, the BIS would call in all of
its outstanding claims in gold at the rate of $42 per ounce. And the BIS would not be alone. Other entities would have legal
claims for gold at $20.67 per ounce, and others at $35 per ounce. How much gold was either confiscated or defaulted on
without due process of law? Claims of perpetual entities never go away. If the US government ever exposed its own gold (or
its citizens' gold through confiscation) to the light of day, it would expose itself to all kinds of claims and an international
legal mess. Under international law, the US is still an OUTLAW when it comes to gold!
This is why gold is off the table. This is why we can never go back to a gold backed dollar. It is also why they cannot call in
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gold AGAIN under the same dollar that they did in 1933. To call in gold at a specific exchange rate now, the US would first
have to back the dollar with gold at that rate and then call it in. That would expose the US gold to international legal
challenges for redemption. If they simply called in the gold without backing the dollar, the US government would be
exposed to thousands of internal law suits. These law suits would rightfully demand a retroactive reversal of 1933 before
any new confiscation could take place. They would demand that US official gold be distributed to all citizens at $20 per
ounce BEFORE it could be turned back in to the government.
The US government will never take this risk! It will never expose itself to this legal nightmare! The US is already a golden
outlaw!
If the coming dollar collapse takes the first waterfall route and hits the riverbed, how would an insane and illogical
confiscation play out? Well, if the US dropped out of the BIS to secure sovereignty over its confiscated gold, the BIS would
halt all international dollar traffic and probably try to use those dollars to buy gold on the international free market. The
dollar would be instantly dead.
But what if the dollar falls all the way to the pits of Zimbabwe hell? What if the US simply declares the dollar dead,
confiscates the gold, and then starts a new gold backed currency? Wouldn't that work? I will tell you now that it would never
be accepted on the international market as an exchange contract for gold! Even at $10,000 or $100,000 an ounce. The world
is not that stupid. The US has defaulted on its gold obligations to the world TWICE now. The first default was 41% and the
second was 100%. What will it be next time? No, the US will never be trusted to issue paper promises for gold again!
Freegold is the only option!
The US government and the US dollar is caught up in this massive Catch-22 because of its own past cheating actions. This
is why a future gold confiscation is simply not in the cards. This is why the Fed will appear more and more INSANE in its
futile attempts to save the current system, all the way to the fiery bottom. And this is why freegold is the only possible end
to this system.
Bottom Line: It takes AAA credibility to gain the confidence needed to run a fractional reserve paper gold scheme. The US
government spent all of its credibility on a failed scheme long ago. And now the current COMEX scheme will face the same
fate, thanks to the inflating of paper contract supply to meet demand, far in excess of physical supply, in the sole support of
the US dollar printing authority that needed support since it had already defaulted TWICE!
And when the dollar finally collapses in value, a THIRD and final default will take place. The US government's existing
dollar-denominated debt of $11 trillion will become instantly worthless.
And once the printing press source of funding is gone, the US will be forced to settle its trade deficit with real money on a 1
to 1 basis, no more fractional reserve shenanigans. If this is done centrally, as it is now, then the government will face a
whole world of claims saying the gold already belongs to them. For its past sins, the government cannot take this chance.
The other way to settle an ongoing trade deficit is on the local level, through millions of small transactions.
This is freegold. And this will pit trader against foreign trader, rather than government against government, or central bank
against central bank. It will allow for trade goods to flow across borders and keep the economy alive so that the government
can continue to collect taxes. This system will become very clear, very fast. It may be hard to imagine right now, but once it
is forced into action by necessity, it will be clear. Even to the US government.
Freegold is not about huge profits for owning gold. It is only about the protection of wealth for everyone in the world. The
huge profit only happen once, during the waterfall. It is a one time event. After that gold becomes the only store of value
that keeps up with inflation... automatically!
I had wanted to end with a recent comment on this subject which prompted this post. But rather than extend this already
long post any further, I will end with a simple link. Here is Ender's excellent explanation of why a freegold financial system
is the only option left to a government that cornered itself long ago. Ender's comment will give you a glimpse at how this
new freegold system will actually benefit governments while gold confiscation would hurt them. Remember, the
government already has a monstrous system of confiscation in place. It is called TAXES. And freegold will stimulate the
exact activity that generates the most confiscation, er... taxes. That would be local business investment! So take a break and
then come back and read Ender's great two part post.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Thursday, August 27, 2009
No Free Lunch

Modern fiat currencies are not going to disappear, no matter how hard Obama and Bernanke try to destroy them. They are
simply too good of a medium of exchange. The ease with which labor is divided over the whole globe and capital exchanges
are transacted across thousands of miles, instantaneously, is a planetary first! It is a marvel of the modern computer age!
Even in collapse, man has shown his resilience in using these modern fiat mediums. Just look at Mexico. Still using the
peso, albeit in a slightly different form. Mexico is proof that in most cases there is a riverbed somewhere down the waterfall.
Zimbabwe is proof that this is not always the case.
The electronic form of fiat digits occupies no physical space whatsoever. Think about this. And even the paper form can
explode in face value and continue holding only the same amount of space. So as a medium of exchange, it does not really
matter the value of each individual digit. I can do a good day's work for you and you may pay me $100 or $1,000,000,000,
depending on the value of each digit. The value of the digit doesn't matter. The currency still functions fine as a medium of
exchange.
Then of course there are adjustments to be made. Like "lopping off zeros" and printing colorful new bills. In the virtual
world of electrons these adjustments a are minor task for a computer programmer. You see, managing a fiat currency is easy.
Heck, even Gideon Gono and Ben Bernanke can do it!
Here is the problem though, kids. Most mature investors retain their life savings fully invested within the financial industry,
denominated in dollars, and will not get off these tracks even when they see the train coming. They will stay there because it
is impossible for them to believe they occupy the wrong position! Who can blame them or call them fools? They have been
trained their whole life to believe in saving for the future inside of a monetary system that serves no purpose other than as a
medium of exchange.
Worse, they perceive that all of their assets are correctly valued by this system that does not care about the value of a digit.
How can they possibly be correctly valued in a system that only functions properly as a medium of exchange, not a store of
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value? How can assets meant to be stores of value be correctly valued when denominated in a unit whose value DOESN'T
EVEN MATTER in the context of its primary function? They can't. They shouldn't. They aren't. And soon this FACT will be
known by everyone.
This fantasy illusion that the dollar can be a store of value is built upon a foundation of raw sewage, that all people in the
world using the dollar in its PRIMARY FUNCTION will continue to act NORMALLY no matter what happens. That
homeowners will continue to make dollar payments on loans that are twice the size of their house. That retirees will
continue to buy and hold crappy investments. That toxic financial instruments will continue to yield interest and trade at par
even when the underlying cash flow has been declared DOA. That holders of physical gold will continue to surrender their
precious at the rate of one ounce per 950 US dollars. That oil producers will continue to ship oil to the US military at the
rate of one barrel per 70 US dollars, even when those dollars smell like fresh ink. That a nation of 1.3 billion will continue
to work their hands to the bone in exchange for US dollars that stink of wet ink. And that the entire planet will continue to
honor the US leadership with the amazing privilege of being the only entity in the entire solar system that gets a free lunch.
You see, the truth of the matter is that there is no free lunch. Yet the US federal government is now funding its fantastical
folly at the rate of TRILLIONS per year through the Federal Reserve's printing press, nicknamed POMO. If the dollar
doesn't collapse in purchasing power, this could go on FO-EVAH!! Free lunches for everyone (in the United States)!!! We
can all work for the government!! Be a G-man! A nation of G-men!! How cool would that be? Look, they make more
DOLLARS too...

There is only one way this madness stops. It is not going to stop by Ben Bernanke telling Obama "no more!" It is not going
to stop by Congress suddenly slashing its pork-laden budget to sustainable levels. It is not going to stop by the real economy
suddenly rising to the occasion. Yet it WILL stop soon. This insanity is sucking the very air out of the global economy like a
pyromaniac's fire that extinguishes itself in an airtight space once the air is gone.
It is a truth about inflation and hyperinflation that only the VERY FIRST entity to use the newly created money profits from
the exercise while everyone else suffers. This is because newly created money draws in real economic goods and services to
the printer at the same rate as they were offered in the open market before that new money was created. And the printer
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receives this SUBSTANTIAL PORTION of the real economy at precisely ZERO cost when that new money comes via
Ben's mouse named POMO. This 'f irst spender' effect can be seen both in the BOOM TOWN that Washington DC has
become in the middle of a damn depression, and in the LAVISH lifestyles lived by Gideon Gono, Robert Mugabe and all of
Mugabe's cronies and friends.
If you can imagine the real economy, the gross national product of everyone's efforts in the whole country for one year, as a
bloody red flow animated on a map of the United States, then imagine that at least 20% of this lifeblood of the US (all goods
AND services) are flowing right into Washington DC! No wonder 3 out of 10 people in this country work for the
government! No wonder DC is the only place in the country that is THRIVING right now. It is receiving 20%+ of
EVERYONE'S efforts at ZERO real cost. Is that freaking amazing or what??!!
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Is anyone getting the feeling that something just isn't right here? I sure am. And I'm not here to talk about karma or some
kind of magic universal justice. I am here to talk about the invisible hand of the planetary market organism. It is this giant
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invisible hand that is moments away from cutting off the power.
There are some clever deflationists that will tell you that the dollar is going to rise in value giving Ben, Tim, Barack and the
entire DC gang a lengthy free lunch, all because of the giant debt overhang in the economy that backs the US dollar. The
thinking goes something like this. The world is full of debt. The dollar is backed this debt, and is therefore balanced by it.
As long as the debt remains, it must be serviced with dollars which drives up the demand for dollars, and therefore the value
of dollars. If the service of the debt starts to fail then the dollar will start to fall making the service of the debt easier (with
cheaper dollars) and the service will then resume, raising the dollar back up. I call this the see-saw theory. I see what you're
saying, now let me saw it in half.
You see the biggest debtor of all is the very printer of the currency all that debt is denominated in. And this debtor is now
picking up ALL of the slack left behind by everyone else. Only his debt service will never fail, because he can print that
service with the click of a mouse. And since he doesn't have to seek dollars on the open market, his debt has the OPPOSITE
effect of all other debt. Instead of driving up demand for the dollar, it drives it down (and drives up supply at the same
time)!
Normal debt = dollar demand up, dollar supply down.
US Fed Gov't debt = dollar demand down, dollar supply way the f up!
As the dollar starts to fall in value, this has no effect whatsoever on the ability of the world's biggest debtor's ability to
service it, and therefore has no see-saw-leverage effect that raises the value of the dollar back up. Instead, it has the exact
OPPOSITE effect... once again. Because now this biggest debtor must print even MORE dollars to suck in the same
SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT of the real economy at ZERO cost. It is a brutal cycle, and it has just begun! Notice that I said
substantial AMOUNT this time, and last time I said substantial PORTION. That's because as this cycle proceeds, the
AMOUNT of the real economy that the government sucks in at ZERO cost actually grows in proportion to the real economy
that is shrinking. If the deflationists are right, then someday we WILL all be G-men!!
Additionally, there are some misinformed hyperinflationists that believe hyperinflation will be our savior. That it will
alleviate all the debt and free up the housing market to rise once again. In response to this view, some deflationists have
argued that hyperinflation or currency collapse will never come in time to save the debtors. Very quickly, I would like to
dispel this malformed (from both sides) argument. Hyperinflation, by its very nature, will come well before all of the debts
are cleared. It will be "the cleaner" called in by the invisible hand to mop up the massacre. But it will not deliver a free
lunch to the many debtors who have no real savings, and certainly none in REAL money. They will find out that even
though their debts are now payable in much smaller dollars, that even those smaller dollars are hard to obtain in necessary
quantities. They will wish they had hoarded some miniscule savings in physical gold before the crash with which to settle
their debts. As hyperinflation or currency collapse takes hold, they will find that debt settlement requirements race just
slightly ahead of the ability to pay through normal economic means. You see, hyperinflation is really just a deflationary
collapse party with Gideon Gono or Ben Bernanke spinning the tracks we all dance to.
"So what are you saying FOFOA? Just spit it out already!" Okay. Here is what I see coming. I see the US dollar, a medium
of exchange, devalued by the external world sometime soon and its CHARADE as a store of value exposed and brought to
conclusion. This is the only way I think things can play out now based on what I have seen over the past year. Furthermore,
I believe there will be a flood of "dollars" as the dam breaks, spilling from the make-believe $600Trillion+ financial paper
economy into the $60Trillion global REAL economy. And I believe a highly disproportionate amount of this flood will be
absorbed by gold! I believe this may actually be a primary plan for some very large physical gold holders in some very high
places. In fact, I would bet on it!
Furthermore, I believe that if you are not already positioned in the safety of real physical gold when this happens, you will
not be able to get there until after the flood recedes. I believe that things could get ugly and life could get real hard if and
when this all goes down. But I also believe that having some gold will make life easier on you, by quite a lot. Of course
there are some other obvious preparations that everyone should make, like stocking up on food and water, the necessities of
life. But it is very expensive and difficult to prepare in a survivalist kind of way for every possible scenario. Some can do it
and that is a great thing. But for the rest of us, gold is a good substitute for the unknown. A substitute with tremendous
upside potential at this particular time in history!
I have made a few 'survivalist' purchases myself, that go beyond metal and beyond the norm. I have a specific thought and
use that goes with each one. In most cases they are items that could a) become very useful in a lifesaving way under certain
scenarios, and b) become valuable for barter because they will be scarce. I do not recommend these items for everyone
because we all have our own unique situation. But this list should at least give you some food for thought, and I'm sure
some of you all can add more things in the comments. Anyway, here is my short 'beyond gold' list:
Guns, including large home protection and small concealable
Ammunition stockpile
A concealable bulletproof vest
A generator
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Gasoline storage
Plastic water storage
Water purification tablets
A portable ceramic water filter
Freeze dried food
N95 masks
Camping gear
There are some other low cost, low probability, high impact items that I like. These include IOSAT tablets and surgical kits.
They say it is easier to find a doctor than it is to find a doctor and an OR! Others, like my gasoline will definitely be used in
one way or another. The generator is still in the box, so it could be a barter item or a necessity at some point. Who knows?
But I doubt it will lose value like the dollar will.
So there you have it. No Free Lunch! For ANYONE! Do what you can to take care of your family. And if you think the
government will carry you through this on its own Free Lunch program, guess again! The power is about to be extinguished
by a giant hand.

Sincerely,
FOFOA
PS. Here are some online vendors that I have used successfully. These are not recommendations nor are they paid
advertisements. They are simply where I bought my sh-t.
http://www.nitro-pak.com/
http://www.ammoman.com/index.htm
http://bulletproofme.com/
Posted by FOFOA at 10:32 PM
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Monday, August 31, 2009
Dollar Repudiation
Every day I read new articles about how and why a purely symbolic unit of account, a book entry, a piece of freaking
manmade paper is going to RISE in value simply because a couple hundred million sheep can no longer be trusted to pay
their bills. Are you kidding me? It is the SYSTEM that is failing. The system IS the dollar. The dollar IS the system! And
the trusted administrators of this system are right now FLAUNTING their power to create new digits at will TO BUY
THEIR OWN FREAKING DEBT!
Sure, I have some dollars. I have just what I need to pay my bills for the next few months. But not in my savings. Not in my
portfolio. I just gotta wonder how confident these deflationists really are, that they have gone to 100% cash. 100% TOILET
PAPER! Or are they just trying to conjure up some confidence through repetition? I suppose if you say it enough, it must be
true! But I'll tell you, it sure feels good to know I'm holding real physical gold right now, not some silly piece of paper. Or
worse, some quack's digital book entry that says I'm entitled to some silly paper!
What exactly is a dollar? And what value does it hold?

Of course a dollar holds the momentary value that producers and hoarders of real goods and services are willing to
surrender for silly paper at any given point in time. The key is that value is determined by producers and hoarders of real
stuff (not by printers and hoarders of paper stuff), and that their opinion of paper changes its value over time.
During the credit expansion phase of the system there are opposing forces that magically manage the value of a dollar. The
first force is that credit creates many new plastic digits that bid on the same stock of real goods and services, putting upward
pressure on prices. The second force is that the credit expansion process creates a paper Ponzi profit pyramid which lures
producers and hoarders of real stuff into the paper world, putting upward pressure on paper. These opposing forces keep
common prices in check. Another see-saw balancing act that makes price and value appear stable when it is most certainly
not.
Then in the next phase, as the paper Ponzi profit pyramid pops, we see these forces play out in reverse! A flight from Ponzi
paper and at the same time a disappearance of plastic phantom digits bidding on real stuff. More price and value stability!
Well I'll be...
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This economics thing can sure be confusing! By the way, please review my April post, The Judgment of Value to see who
exactly sets the value of a dollar. It is this "judge" who is currently and temporarily dazed by these confusing forces!
What formerly made this "judge" want our worthless paper (the paper Ponzi profit pyramid) is no longer functioning
properly. Yet he is still accepting our paper at the same previous rate. At least he is for the time being, probably because we
are shoveling into his wheelbarrow a little slower now. But what is he going to do with all this paper now that it is paying
0% interest, and now that the paper Ponzi profit pyramid seems to have morphed into a black hole space vacuum monster?
It is true that we did hit him upside the head pretty hard with our shovel last September. And he may still be dazed and
confused from the blow. Or maybe he is only pretending to be as he plans his escape.
About these "value judges", from The Judgement of Value:
The mechanism by which they pass this judgement [on our dollar] is an enormously complex concept. Our government tells
us this concept is called "inflation" (or "deflation"). They tell us that these people of great control either "inflate" prices or
"deflate" them. But in reality, these people are simply trying to balance the goods they can receive in the future against what
they are willing to part with in the present. To do this, they weigh what they have in stock against what they need and want.
And they pay close attention to the cost of those other things as well as the availability and time horizon for acquiring them.
So these "judges", these price-makers and value-setters are actually looking at the dollar's "store of value" function. And
they are analyzing it relative to their own time horizon for purchases. Presently they cannot count on interest or the paper
Ponzi profit pyramid to protect their paper holdings over time. They can only look at their own FUTURE JUDGEMENT as
it pertains to and creates either future inflation or future deflation. They must judge the present based on a guess at their own
FUTURE JUDGEMENT!
The problem right now is that these "value judges" are seeing the trend AGAINST future goods being offered in exchange
for US dollars. Sure, the US will always offer its exports in exchange for dollars. But the main export of the US is paper
Ponzi pyramids, which have fallen out of fashion. It is the rest of the world's "real stuff" exports being PRICED
EXCLUSIVELY IN DOLLARS that gives this paper any value over time. And on this front, the future looks grim.
Of course we are now talking about the "medium of exchange" function of the dollar. And while this function will continue
INSIDE the US, the only thing that matters to our "value judges" is if it will continue OUTSIDE the US. And remember, the
dollar, like a drunken sailor, has sowed its seeds far and wide! But it is not the holders of those global dollars that
determines their value, it is the holders of the real stuff they buy!
Of course, over time some of these producers have also become hoarders of US dollars in the form of Treasury debt! These
dollar stockpiles are now stored in the central banks and sovereign wealth funds of some powerful judges. And based on this
knowledge, we silly Americans tend to think, A-HA, we've got them! They are caught in our paper trap! They are in a
Catch-22! They HAVE to keep shipping us their real stuff in exchange for our worthless paper! But do they? Is there really
no escape from this "trap"?
There is no way these powerful judges could ever sell or unload all of those dollars they hold as US debt. But remember, it
is held by their central banks, not private interests. So, the CB's would not be looking to "spend" these reserves in the usual
way. They obtained them as their local economy generated excess sales to the US (for them a trade surplus) and their private
citizens wanted to hold local currency assets, not dollars. So the CB's printed local currency and traded it with their citizens
for these excess dollars. Then they traded the dollars for US debt so as to earn interest.
Now, exactly what good are these debt holdings as long as their country continues to run a trade surplus? Not much if the
locals don't want to hold dollar Ponzi pyramids. In the end, if the CB's were to sell these Treasury holdings it would crater
the US debt markets long before any real value was obtained. And, to further their problem, the real value could only come
after spending the dollars to buy something real. Now what does a CB spend its reserves on, cars, TVs, other currencies?
No, the way CB's balance paper currency Ponzi value risk is through the age old asset of gold. Indeed, if a CB already has
enough gold, all it needs to do to secure its net value is to use the medium in jeopardy, the dollar, to bid on its
counterbalancing asset, gold. Then as dollar assets crash, gold rises in value to fill any void left by the dollars... and then
some!
CB's deal in paper and gold. When the value of one starts to fail, they transfer that value to the other. This is what they do.
They certainly aren't done yet. But they have definitely started.
India Times
Central banks turn net buyers of gold in second quarter of 2009: WGC
19 Aug 2009, 1905 hrs IST, Devangi Joshi, ET Bureau
Another interesting development during the quarter was that Central banks were net buyers for the first time since at least
2000. They bought 14 tonnes of gold, more than what they sold.
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And it appears that some judges have already ruled.
The Times of India
China world's 5th largest gold holder
Saibal Dasgupta, TNN 25 April 2009
BEIJING: Large scale hoarding of gold by China may have been partly responsible for the near tripling in prices of the
yellow metal in the past six years. Figures released by the country’s State Administration of Foreign Exchange shows
Beijing boosted its gold reserves by 76% since 2003 to become the 5th largest holder of gold in the world.
And others are taking notice.
Gulf News
Oil pulls Saudi economy down
By Vidya Diwakar, Staff Reporter
Published: August 19, 2009
"I think that eventually we are going to need to run an exchange rate more independent from the one fixed to the dollar, but
this should best wait until there is a GCC currency," Dalton Garis, an Associate Professor of Economics and Market
Behavior at The Petroleum Institute in Abu Dhabi, told Gulf News.
The dollar repudiation has begun!
China to Boost Yuan Swaps, Payments on Dollar Concern
By Bob Chen and Judy Chen
April 2 (Bloomberg) -- China’s leaders, increasingly concerned about the nation’s $740 billion of U.S. Treasuries, are
making it easier for trading partners and consumers to do business in yuan.
The People’s Bank of China has agreed to provide 650 billion yuan ($95 billion) to Argentina, Belarus, Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Malaysia and South Korea through so-called currency- swaps. More such arrangements are being planned so
importers can avoid paying for Chinese goods with dollars, the central bank said. In Hong Kong, which has pegged the
currency to its U.S. counterpart since 1983, stores from Park’n Shop supermarkets to jewelers accept yuan.
And the endgame may be sprung at any time.
How China Will Handle the Yuan
Minyanville
Aug 28, 2009
Lance Lewis: You notice the extra chunky volume in the Chinese Yuan ETF (CYB) yesterday at the same time that the
dollar reversed violently?
Ryan Krueger: I do now. And the cash markets in beans are way above the futes even with this ramp job. Hmmm...
Lance: I’m telling ya. Something is up with China and the yuan. It would explain a lot. What if it were close to revaluing
against the dollar?
...
Lance: Exactly! That’s my point. It’s the only thing that fits. If so, the dollar would get smoked, literally, “overnight” and
gold would explode. Bonds would probably get crushed, too.
So what happens when a currency is repudiated by the world?
Let's take a look at what happened in Iceland ten months ago. Practically overnight the Krona lost more than half of its
purchasing power. Luckily the Krona was a small fish in a big pond and a number of bigger fish came to its rescue including
Germany, the Netherlands, the UK, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Poland, Russia and the IMF. These big fish put a
bottom under the Krona waterfall, but for the local Icelandic population, the damage was already done.
Call it a currency collapse, a hyperinflation, a devaluation or a repudiation; call it whatever you want. But the cost of
everything people use and need in Iceland doubled or tripled in one month. And at the same time, the things they counted on
as a store of value, the banks, real estate and the local financial industry collapsed. Hit from both sides! A brutal double
whammy!
You see, in Iceland almost everything produced is an export, and almost everything needed is an import. And imports and
exports are the hardest hit in local hyperinflations.
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Local hyperinflations primarily affect imports and any domestic product that can be exported. In other words, if it can be
sold somewhere else for better money then it EXPLODES in price. But locally produced and consumed products and
services become quite cheap in real terms. And by real terms, I mean for those who have some gold! This includes real
estate, which is difficult to import or export!
But who is going to come to the rescue of the biggest fish of all? Who is going to bail out the dollar and put in a bottom?
The aliens? I have a sneaking suspicion that the dollar's collapse will be a little different (read: worse) than past recorded
events. It will certainly be a sight to behold. Just think about it; Where will you be, what will you be doing, how will you
react, and how will you be feeling when it starts? Gold delivers a LOT of peace of mind in this regard!

Where is your nest egg tonight? Is your portfolio all "in cash" right now, ready for the deflation? How nimble are you? Are
you fast enough to swim up a waterfall?
FOFOA
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Sunday, September 6, 2009
The End of a Currency

Debt Based Money and Interest Rates
Isn't interest the real price of money? As more and more people demand money through credit, this drives up the cost of
money, right? This drives up interest rates. Rising demand for easy money causes rising interest rates which cause falling
bond valuations.
Does it follow that artificially lowering the price of money will raise demand for easy money? Does it follow that artificially
propping up the value of bonds and bills will levitate a plunging real world economy that is built on credit and debt?
Don't bet on it!
As the stock market rises during "normal" times, rising interest rates follow. Likewise, as the stock market falls, so do
interest rates. Economic expansion and contraction drive real interest rates in a "healthy" fiat system. This is the check and
balance that keeps the system "healthy", keeps it in relative balance.
What we are witnessing today is NOT a healthy fiat system. What we see is NOT a healthy economy. In fact, practically
everything we watch today on CNBC is the result of government acts. The government wants desperately to save the stock
market, not the economy... because over the past 30 years the stock market has gradually become the US economy!
Wonderland Breaks from Reality
Remember this graphic?
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All those fake numbers being put out by Wall Street, the government and CNBC showing magical growth on the Ponzi
paper digit (Alice in Wonderland) side of the equation must be juxtaposed against the real world manufacturing economy
that has been in decline for 30 years.
This is the 30 year digital/Ponzi-paper inflation crescendo that has finally crested and, like an ocean wave, will curl over and
break. This is also the 30 year engineered interest rate decline that has finally reached its nadir, 0%!
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So is the price of the dollar actually zero? Perhaps price and value are the same thing in this particular case!
What did I say at the top? "Rising demand for easy money causes rising interest rates..." So what does a zero Fed Funds rate
say? Zero demand for worthless money? I don't know. You tell me.
Here is what I see: 30 years of digital/financial Ponzi-paper inflation has gradually decreased the efficiency of all capital
investment, everywhere! Mal-investment is so ubiquitous now that it cannot even be distinguished! Confidence in the future
is at an ALL TIME LOW! And mass-confusion about inflation, deflation, stagflation, etc... is at an ALL TIME HIGH! We
have truly built our own Tower of Babel!
Sound Money
"...achieving 'sound money’ is the easiest thing in the world! Just stop creating more of it! That’s all you need!"
-Mogambo Guru
Imagine a hypothetical perfect gold standard. There is nothing but gold used as money, and its supply remains constant. As
man labors and builds, the economy will grow, and gradually one piece of gold will equal more and more real goods and
services. Over time, in this perfect gold standard, the value of that piece of gold will rise and the cost of goods and services
will fall.
Now imagine a lender and borrower. The lender lends 10 ounces of gold to the borrower, who then trades it on the open
market for the goods he needs to be productive, say, farm equipment.
Let's say the term is a 5 year loan and there is no interest in this perfect world. After 5 years, the borrower must return the 10
ounces of gold that he borrowed.
During those 5 years, the value of gold will rise and prices of goods will fall, what we currently think of as "deflation". So in
5 years when the farmer must reacquire gold on the open market, he will have to surrender more goods than he received for
that same gold 5 years earlier. Likewise, the lender will receive his gold back with greater purchasing power than it had 5
years earlier.
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In essence, the lender received "interest" and the borrower paid "interest", even though the money supply remained the
same. All that changed was the economy against which the money is measured! The interest was the productivity that the
borrower added to the economy. The lender profited from this economic growth and the borrower labored to meet his
obligation.
So in this perfect world, the price of borrowing money means keeping up with the average productivity of everyone else in a
growing economy.
In other words, money is priced in goods and labor. The price of money is goods or labor. You must either create them or
surrender them for money.
Now, in our imperfect world, we can borrow without being productive with the money we borrow. We can borrow for pure
consumption! But to do so we must pay the interest out of our own body. We must eat away at our own net capital to pay the
vig if we choose not to be productive. Like a stranded starving hiker whose body begins to devour itself. Herein lies the
fatal flaw in our system.
Fiat systems work the opposite of gold. While gold increases in value against the real goods that price it, fiat money supply
grows commensurate with the goods and services it is priced in; the money supply tracks the economy!
This is supposed to create "price stability" during an economic expansion. You cannot have price stability in an expanding
economy on a pure gold standard, you instead get "the evil deflation".
And in a perfect fiat system, where no government or central bank cheats by creating money at will for the "inflation tax" it
provides, and all borrowing is for productive purposes, the system could be quite sustainable for a very long time.
Sure, it is still essentially a Ponzi scheme because if everyone paid back their debt all at once the money supply would
vanish except for the monetary base. But in our perfect scenario, there is always new volume added to the economy to
match the production of new money, and prices remain stable.
But this is not good enough for the bankers and governments who add little real value to the economy. They want something
for nothing. So they cheat, which leads to a collapsing real economy set against a mountain of debt money that must grow
like a cancer until it kills the host system.
The only conclusion to this systemic flaw is not deflation like we saw in our perfect gold standard. It is not price stability
like we saw in our hypothetically perfect fiat system, nor is it even normal inflation like we get in the early stages of a real
world fiat system. No, the only conclusion is repudiation which leads to currency collapse, hyperinflation and the end of the
system.
So what is the price of money? It is the real economy that it is juxtaposed against. Too much easy money always comes at
the cost of the destruction of the real economy!
Hyperinflation
Hyperinflation is a mass psychological event. It is the revelation that the juxtaposition of paper obligations and the real
economy no longer match in any way that can be resolved. It is the epiphany on a mass scale that the proverbial music has
stopped and not just one, but millions of musical chairs are missing.
One of the biggest misconceptions about hyperinflation is that it is initially caused by the massive printing we saw in
Weimar, Germany and Zimbabwe. But the fact of the matter is that all the inglorious printing, the dropping of zeros, and the
million-dollar-notes are simply a subsequent RESULT of the initial condition that caused the currency repudiation.
In dollar terms, the hyperinflation of fantasy digits has already happened! It has been accumulating and accelerating for at
least 15 years now. The stage is now set for repudiation on a global scale. What ultimately follows will be up to our wise
leaders in Washington, DC. But it is my guess that they will follow the time-tested political path of printing more currency
and passing it out. At that point, we will see a familiar sight:
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But just know that the wheelbarrow is only a symptom of the disease, not the disease itself. The disease is already present in
the dollar, and unfortunately it is terminal.
Protect Your Savings
Currency digits that are not spent on consumption can either be held in their raw form (cash) or stored. Storage of excess
digits is available in both paper form and real world elemental form. Over the past 30 years the paper storage of digits has
grown many times faster than the real world storage options. And right now, because of "fractional reserve debt" (that it is
mathematically impossible for all debts to perform), the paper option is burning in the public square like so many books in
1933 Berlin.
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So you can view this as deflation if you would like. But as the entire world watches Ponzi-paper storage burn and runs to
safety, you have to wonder, will they stop running once they reach the raw digits of paper created by Ben Bernanke? Or will
they keep running to the golden safety of a physical element created in the stars billions of years ago?
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This is what it is all about: Capital Flow! You may not have much capital yourself, but if you want to make the right
decision for your own savings, you must put yourself in someone's shoes who does. You must follow in the footsteps of
giants!
A Little Context from a Friend
It was when the British Empire started to lose its colonial wealth generating tools that the pound sterling lost its dominance
and standard value. This is the only story that I intuitively compare with the actual status of the dollar. The sterling didn't
go "hyper", but it lost its intrinsic value provided by the enormous amount of goods and services that it represented. The
colonies produced these valuable products for practically nothing. So, behind each printed note, there was an enormous
amount of tradable tangibles.
As soon as we start to increase the amount of paper to compensate for a contraction in goods and services, we are
depreciating that piece of paper. In the case of the pound sterling it was easier to understand how the crumbling colonial
wealth eroded the corresponding value of the same existing amount of paper. The same exercise is more difficult to proof for
the dollar. But we have some criteria:
- What will happen with global dollar-debt against the increasing amount of dollar-paper?
- Up until now, declining interest rates, put some lid on the expanding debt. When do we reach the confidence-culminationpoint? How will we react once we realize thoroughly that nothing is what it seems? My guess is pure HYPERINFLATION.
This extremely strong tendency of more paper for less goods and services is similar to what happened with the sterling and
its colonies.
Gold and oil are, IMO, two beacons to signal the above looming dangers. Presently, they don't seem to do their job. The
valuations of currencies, relative to each other, is very confusing. Gold and oil are the most universal standards one can
come up with.
We are probably making a mistake by considering the dollar-paper against other paper. We are comparing how good we are
as Americans or Europeans against the Turkish or South Africans. We lost an important universal standard... 38 years ago
(smile).
My intuition tells me that ALL paper is depreciating. Or is it that services are more and more over-valued? Isn't it strange
that most produced goods decline rapidly in price while services are constantly rising in price? Aren't we doing something
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similar to the British empire? Surfing the world in a quest for the lowest price for manufactured goods, undervaluing
Chinese/Indian etc... services and overvaluing the services we provide to ourselves? This global imbalance cannot exist
forever. The outcome is most probably an inflationary solution.
Words of Wisdom
And since I, myself, am a mere shrimp following giants, I will close with a few selected quotes from FOA on The Gold
Trail:
The dollar is toast because most of the world doesn't like the management policy. They didn't like it in 71, but tolerated it
because gold was suppose to keep flowing in repatriation payments. And if they didn't like it back then, they god awful hate
it now!
We like to think that the dollar is what it is because we are so good. (smile) But, the truth is that for over a two decade
period +, none of our economic policy, our trade financing policy, our defense policy or our internal lifestyle policy has
pleased anyone outside these borders. We managed the dollar for us (U.S.) and the rest could just follow along.
Our fiat currency has survived all these years because others have supported our dollar flow in a way that kept it from
crashing its exchange rate. We talk and think like we are winning the tug-of-war when, in fact, they just aren't pulling very
hard.
My friends, a national fiat in our modern world only functions if the whole world uses and supports its flow and most
importantly likes its management (political styling is the catch word). This support and use of our dollar can and will change
faster than many think possible. Our dollar is not going to become a "banana" or "nada" in the future, as auspec notes. It
already is and has carried this trait for some time now as does every fiat today. The only thing that keeps them from
cascading away is world support and use.
That dollar value is there now, you just don't see it yet. The price inflation that many don't or can't see happening, will be the
result of our currency management changing to confront the nature of all the above. As this happens the US will have to
raise rates even as it massively prints more currency to support our internal economy [obligations!]. Our entire economy
will slow and fail as this price inflating process moves on. Some will call it stag/flation, but will change that description as it
becomes more of a crash/hyperinflation.
We must not confuse a currency's "total demise" or "falling out of use" with a "loss of identity". In our time there have been
few major moneys that went away. Today, we have a whole world of national fiats "in use" and "not demised" that still carry
their nations identity. They lose value at an incredible rate, are mismanaged to the highest degree, are laughed at and
despised. But, still they are "in use" as they function for their governments and economies. Make no mistake, the entire
internal US sector can and will function as its currency runs a price inflation just like these third world countries. We will
adapt as they have by dropping our living standard accordingly.
The prestige that we have the largest military force in the world does not help our money problem. We talk as if we will let
any country die that does not use our money or support our currency. I point out that the British also made such comments
and it didn't stop their downfall. Nor the Russians.
I point out that many, many other countries also have the same "enormous resources; physical, financial, and spiritual" that
we have. But the degrading of our economic trading unit, the dollar, places the good use of these resources in peril. We buy
far more than we sell; a trade deficit. Collectively, net / net, using our own resources and requiring the use of other nation's
as well. Not unlike Black Blade's Kalifornians sucking up their neighbors energy supplies (smile). We cannot place our
resources up as example of our worth to other nations unless we crash our lifestyle to a level that will allow their export!
Something our currency management policy will confront with dollar printing to avert.
No, this country will not turn over and simply give in. But, we will give up on our currency! Come now, let's take reason in
grasp. Our American society's worth is not its currency system. Around the world and over decades other fine people-states
have adopted dollars as their second money, only to see their society and economy improve. Even though we see only their
failing first tier money. What changes is the recognition of what we do produce for ourselves and what we require from
others to maintain our current standard of living. In the US this function will be a reverse example from these others. We
will come to know just how "above" our capabilities we have been living. Receiving free support by way of an over valued
dollar that we spent without the pain of work.
And lastly, a Q&A w/ FOA:
Q: [Will we see] Brazilian or Weimar style hyperinflation of the USD? The Big Banana, or the 'little banana'?
FOA: Full on, wide open, in your seat, flat out! It's in the pipeline!
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[Note: Zimbabwe's hyperinflation hadn't happened yet when this was written]
Q: Debt is designed for default as fiats are for debasement. [Right?]
FOA: My friend, debt is the very essence of fiat. As debt defaults, fiat is destroyed. This is where all these deflationist get
their direction. Not seeing that hyperinflation is the process of saving debt at all costs, even buying it outright for cash.
Deflation is impossible in today's dollar terms because policy will allow the printing of cash, if necessary, to cover every last
bit of debt and dumping it on your front lawn! (smile) Worthless dollars, of course, but no deflation in dollar terms! (bigger
smile)
Q: At $30,000 POG [115 times the current price at the time this was written] the US[$] as we know it will be no more,
agreed?
FOA: Agreed, but still in use. Just like all those Pesos around the world! But remember, at the very least, the first $10,000
[38 times the POG at that time] of that figure would represent the current purchasing power of the dollar today. We will
most likely get there long before price inflation jumps way up, once the current dollar gold market fails and gives way to a
free physical price[...]
Q: What advantage would it be to the Power Elite to destroy the dollar?
FOA: Wrong context. What advantage does the Power Elite gain by expending assets to save an already failed currency.
Better to do what major players have done for centuries and are doing now, buy gold and evolve your power base to use the
next reserve.
Q: The end of a currency's lifetime always ends in gold debasement?
FOA: In almost every case. Sometimes in the open, sometimes hidden.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Friday, September 11, 2009
Evolution!

Let us take a trip back in time to visit the first users of gold. We'll travel back 6,000 years to the very end of the Stone Age, a
period where the first metal tools start to appear along side the stone tools that were used for the previous 6,000 years. This
was a time of human transition, sometimes called the "copper age" or the "bronze age", followed by the "iron age".
Stone Age tools
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During this period of time we see the emergence of agriculture which allowed for the storage of food which created the first
cities that could support the first division of labor. We also see the emergence of the first long-distance trade routes between
cities and civilizations. 5,500 years ago we see the emergence of Mesopotamia, "the cradle of civilization", on the Tigris and
Euphrates rivers in modern-day Iraq, followed a couple hundred years later by Egypt on the Nile.
The discovery of metal literally changed the world, bringing it out of the stone age and into civilization. This "cradle of
civilization", called "The Fertile Crescent", was also the birthplace of writing, recorded history, and the wheel!
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Trade
During these ancient times, the force which most drove the development of civilization was trade. Trade, or commerce,
allowed the division of labor to flourish and spread. But money had yet to be conceived. To ancient man, trade meant the
exchange of real goods. Spices, silk, oils, incense, ivory and live animals were popular long-range trading items because
they were transportable and durable. But for one who was setting out on the trade road with his camel bearing the weight of
his goods, one item stood out head and shoulders above the rest.
That item was gold. Its most precious quality was that it always traded for the most goods, especially on the road. In town,
you could trade your perishable items directly for other needed items. But on the road, gold ruled.
I can imagine that the first man to trade gold would have offered it at a pretty low price. But as the shiny metal began to
circulate throughout this young economy, its unique qualities quickly raised its value above all else. Gold was a beautiful,
soft, malleable metal. It was easily divided, melted or bent into form. And it was rare, in an age when metals were just
coming into wide use.
Bronze Age weapons
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As copper, bronze and iron quickly found their place in agricultural tools, cooking wares, weaponry and armor, gold found
its home in the luxury of kings! And once again, this gold was not money. It was simply one of many metals and trade
goods. But it was by far the best. You might find it difficult to trade silk to a pig farmer for a pig, especially if that farmer
had no wife. But you would have no trouble trading gold for whatever you needed as it found its ultimate backing in the lust
of kings and giants.
Store of Value
As division of labor matured, a new need arose in this ancient economy. Through division of labor, some men were able to
find a trade craft at which they especially excelled. No longer did everyone have to spend half the day tending to food.
Some men were able to produce goods of a value in excess of their own daily needs. And for this, a good store of value was
needed so that men could hoard their productive efforts for later use.
As the exchange good which brought the most value in trade for its weight, gold quickly became the store of value of
choice. And it also had other important qualities which made it an excellent store of value for these ancient "superproducers".
Because gold was proving itself most valuable as a mere medium for trade and as a luxury for kings, it was not used in
essential activities like fighting and cooking. So an ancient "mogul" could hoard as much gold as he could muster without
depriving his countrymen of the necessities of life. It was a stand-alone store of value that did not invade the rights of others
to their share of the limited resources necessary to the support of life.
It was completely durable. It did not rust, tarnish or rot. And it was soft and malleable making it easily divisible when called
upon for trade. It was rare and difficult to remove from the earth, and most importantly, it was coveted by kings! Its value
was assured and backed by the lust of Giants!
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What needs to be understood from this story is that gold, as a simple good for trade, assimilates the qualities of our modern
understanding of money. And not only that, but it is democratically elected through unanimous participation for this singular
task. In the monetary and currency vacuum of antiquity, gold became both the medium of exchange par excellence, AND
the store of value of choice for kings and commoners alike. This was natural selection. This was evolution!
Money
The first known use of the word 'money' was in the 1200's at the height of the Dark Ages which ran from the fall of the
Roman Empire in 476 AD until the Renaissance of the 1300's. [To be fair, I should note that modern academics (who also
notably embrace Keynes and Marx) no longer refer to this period as "the Dark Ages". It is now called "the Middle Ages".]
The word 'currency' did not enter the lexicon until more than 400 years later, in 1699, 12 years before the founding of the
South Seas Company and 21 years before the infamous "South Seas Bubble" which cause massive international financial
ruin.
I bring this up because the very concept of money and currency is most certainly a modern construct that has been imposed
on gold to the detriment of society at large. Historically, gold filled two purposes by popular demand. It quickly evolved into
the medium of exchange of choice in the absence of any forceful government interference. And it has, for 6,000 years, filled
the need for a durable store of value that does not infringe on the rights of any other living human being.
Gold Coins
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The coinage of gold in ancient times marks the emergence of a third function. By coining gold, it also became a
standardized unit of account. This not only made trade easier, but it also allowed for the emergence of taxation!
The first gold coins were made by the Egyptian Pharaohs around 2700 BC and were given as gifts from the king, not
circulated in commerce. Not until more than 2,000 years later, around 560 BC, did gold coins start circulating. From that
point in history, gold coins have had a very long run as 1) a medium of exchange, 2) a store of value and 3) a unit of
account. This run lasted from 560 BC until 1933, a total of almost 2,500 years!

Through most of this 2,500 year history, gold coins functioned and circulated solely because of their intrinsic premium
ability to fill an essential need. Only in modern times has man's collectivist association found selfish advantage in legislating
a specific, faulty medium of exchange and a unit of account.
Survival of the Fittest
The next stage of this evolution is upon us today. Society's collective ambitions have betrayed the working producers of the
world. And now no store of value endorsed by the collective is safe. Yet physical gold's store of value function is still
backed by the desire of kings and giants all over the world (e.g., India, Arabia, China, Russia, Central Banks... all physical
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gold advocates - all net accumulators).
As a collective society engaged in the stealthy proliferation of contractual paper debt, we have evolved a paradox in which it
is commonly understood that more wealth comes from less work. The individual has forgotten the age-old wisdom that he is
responsible for his own well being, and exchanged it for the illusion of collective responsibility.
The individual still claims all the rights which have been hard won through centuries of blood, sweat and tears, yet now he
shifts the obligation of providence onto the collective. Now in full, unstoppable, political swing, this movement has turned
the world's producers and savers against the infantile collective. Their goals and desires are no longer aligned. Their future
plans no longer coincide. Their support for each other, no longer exists. The warning bell has rung.
This debauchery has led to the rediscovery of gold by individuals the world over as a self-defense reflex against the lust of
the collective. Gold will increasingly be held privately and physically as all other "on the record" stores of value are taxed
and pillaged to oblivion by the hungry collective. This cycle will continue, growing exponentially, until the hunger is broken
through either starvation or a return to responsible production.
3 Stage Rocket
Some say that biological evolution happens in fits and starts, a theory called "punctuated equilibrium". It states that
evolutionary change is characterized by short periods of rapid evolution followed by longer periods of stasis in which no
change occurs.
In economic terms, we have just entered one of the rare short periods of rapid change. And in so doing, an unparalleled
opportunity is presented to all commoners who would hold physical gold through the duration of this "punctuation". It is a
de facto transfer of wealth that will rival some of the greatest windfall gains in history.

Imagine with me a three stage rocket which has just launched to take us to our next level of stasis and equilibrium. In the
first stage of this ride, the fractional reserve paper market for gold will break up and all the existing gold demand will rush
from paper into physical. These are the "gold bugs" that were fooled into paper promises. This stage represents a newfound
equilibrium between already existing supply (physical gold) and demand (all gold investors). You can do your own
calculation of the ratio of paper gold to physical, but I will tell you it is not small.
The second stage of this rocket ride begins as the first stage propellant (paper gold market) is jettisoned. During this second
stage we will witness the massive force of trillions of dollars as dollar reserve holders all over the world bid on rising
physical gold as there will be not much else for them to do with their dollars at that point.
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As the first stage brought "the gold market" into equilibrium, this second stage will bring "the dollar" into equilibrium, as it
finally reaches a depth of value to match its long term history of over-creation - 50 years worth!
The third and final stage of the rocket ride could be called "the momentum effect". Seeing the first two stages in full swing,
everyone else will rush out of any paper asset still liquid enough to obtain even a tiny amount of gold. And with this stage
will come the hyperinflation in the prices of all other real goods as the US Fed frantically prints more dollars to pay the
government's nominal obligations in addition to its hyperinflating daily expenses.
This printing response will add fuel to "the momentum effect" stage rocketing it from what would normally be a bubble into
a sustainable rise which will only plateau once the madness ends.
And may I remind you, the madness has only just begun.
Stasis
When things finally settle down, we will enter a new era of equilibrium. Some things will remain the same while others will
have changed forever. Here are just a few of the changes I imagine.
Gold will trade in physical form only. No longer will the owners of gold trust the custodianship of foreign nations.
Fiat currencies will still function in trade and as a unit of account, repositioned at their new values, wherever debt is
required. But they will have to undergo a process of credibility re-establishment, much like a bankrupt individual, before
they will ever again be used by people as a reliable store of value.
For producing individuals and nations alike, gold will become the wealth reserve of choice for the preservation of
purchasing power earned through productive labor. Believe it or not, I think that our freshly neutered governments will
support this development as they will ultimately view it as the only means to slowly rebuild what has been lost, in a
sustainable way.
So am I an optimist or a pessimist? I guess that is for each individual to decide. But I'll give you a tip. Get some physical
gold before you think too hard on it!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Tuesday, September 15, 2009
Gresham's Ghost
Gresham's Law states that bad money drives good money out of circulation. In other words, debased money drives nondebased money under mattresses and into shoe boxes.
Sir Thomas Gresham

Sir Thomas Gresham (1519-1579) lived during the reign of the Tudors in England. Those of you who have been watching
the excellent TV series, "The Tudors", will appreciate this history. Gresham's father, Sir Richard Gresham, served as the
Mayor of London, a member of parliament, and was knighted by Henry VIII.
Thomas served Henry VIII in his younger years and went on to serve King Edward VI (son of Henry and Jane Seymour),
Queen Mary (daughter of Henry and Catherine of Aragon) and Queen Elizabeth (daughter of Henry and Anne Boleyn) in
the role of royal financial wizard.
Henry VIII and Edward VI, during their reigns, drastically debased the silver coinage of the kingdom through both weight
and purity. In 1544, young King Edward VI issued a coin containing just one third silver and two thirds copper — equating
to .333 silver, or 33.3% pure. The result was a coin copper in appearance, but relatively pale in color. A shocking
debasement considering England's first silver coins were .999 pure, followed by .925 which later came to be known as
sterling silver.
The Tudors
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Then, in 1552, a penny's weight was cut to only 8 grains (0.52 g). The penny began at 22.5 troy grains of fine silver and was
reduced to 15 grains around 1420, then to 12 grains in 1464, and 8 grains in 1552.
In 1551 Thomas Gresham was called upon by King Edward VI to rescue the pound sterling which had embarrassed the king
as it collapsed in value. Gresham's solution was to manipulate the value of the pound sterling on the bourse (exchange) in
Antwerp (modern-day Belgium) through "ingenious, arbitrary and unfair means". His methods were so successful that King
Edward later discharged almost all of Gresham's personal debts.
Sir Thomas Gresham went on to serve Edward's two half-sisters as they took succession of the throne. Another interesting
story is the fictional excerpt from "The Virgin Lover" related by John Rubino in
A Tremendous Secret. Sir Gresham was Queen Elizabeth's closest monetary advisor at the time:
The year is 1560 and the young queen Elizabeth rules a country nearly bankrupted by a Spanish alliance that produced only
war and debt. The English treasury has been systemically debasing its coins by clipping and shaving them, so that their face
value vastly exceeds their gold content.
Elizabeth’s advisors have decided that the monetary system needs to be reset, and have been importing borrowed gold. On
the appointed day they intend to call in the circulating coins and replace them -- by weight rather than face value -- with
newly-minted coins. This devaluation will transfer citizens’ wealth to the government, impoverishing the former and
enriching the latter. And if all goes as planned it will come as a surprise to most of the country.
But Elizabeth’s lover, Sir Robert Dudley, learns of the plan and is not happy:
Queen Elizabeth I
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Elizabeth turned and smiled at him and took his hand and held it to her cheek. “My Robert.”
“Tell me, my pretty love,” Robert said quietly. “Why are you bringing in boatloads of Spanish gold from Antwerp, and how
are you paying for it all?”
She gave a little gasp and the color went from her face, the smile from her eyes. “Oh,” she said. “That.”
“Yes,” he replied evenly. “That. Don't you think you had better tell me what is going on?”
“How did you find out? It is supposed to be a great secret.”
“Never mind,” he said. “But I am sorry to learn that you are still keep secrets from me, after your promises.”
“I was going to tell you,” she said at once. “It is just that Scotland has driven everything from my mind.”
“I am sure,” he sad coldly. “For if you had continued with your forgetfulness till the day that you called in the old coin and
issued new, I would have been left with a small treasure room filled with dross, would I not? And left at a substantial loss,
would I not? Was it your intention that I should suffer?”
Elizabeth flushed. “I didn't know you were storing small coin.”
Sir Robert Dudley
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“I have lands; my tenants do not pay their rents in bullion, alas. I have trading debts which are paid in small coin. I have
chests and chests of pennies and farthings. Do tell me what I may get for them?”
“A little more than their weight,” she said in a very small voice.
“Not their face value?”
She shook her head in silence. “We are calling in the coins and issuing new,” she said. “It is Gresham’s plan -- you know of
it yourself. We have to make the coins anew.”
Robert let go of her hand and walked to the center of the room while she sat and watched him wondering what he would do.
She realized that the sinking feeling in her belly was apprehension. For the first time in her life she was afraid what a man
was thinking of her -- not for policy but for love.
“Robert, don't be angry with me. I didn't mean to disadvantage you,” she said and heard the weakness in her own voice.
“I know,” he said shortly. “It is partly that which amazes me. Did you not think that this would cost me money?”
She gasped. “I only thought it had to be a secret, a tremendous secret, or everyone will trade among themselves and the
coins will be worse and worse regarded,” she said quickly. “It is an awful thing, Robert, to know that people think that your
very coins are next to worthless.”
Here is an interesting fact: Sir Thomas Gresham did not formulate "Gresham's law"! It was actually a well known concept
of the time, though it didn't carry any name. It wasn't until 300 years later, in 1857, when an economist named Henry
Dunning MacLeod attributed Gresham's name to the concept.
I think it is clear from this story that Thomas Gresham was not exactly a hard money hero. In fact, he was an agent of
monetary control and debasement. Which brings me to the main concept of this post, that Gresham's Ghost is still with us
today, debasing our medium of exchange and unit of account and driving the evolution of money to Freegold.
Money. It is what confuses our soul and drives us to do that which makes absolutely no sense. It is only because we have
been led by a chronological history, rife with warnings of debasement, into thinking that we must retain that which is only
an ephemeral medium of exchange as our ultimate store of life-long value. Do the truly wealthy hold rooms-full and
truckloads of paper cash? Hell no! They hold real stores of wealth, like artwork, antiques, property, collectibles and land.
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Why then have we, the subjects of the world, the masses, been led to only hold that one faulty medium of exchange as our
main store of value? Why? Because it is the one thing in this world that is vulnerable to the collective, the government and
banker debasement and the surreptitious theft of the inflation tax!
With each new advancing stage of civilization we climb one step higher on the ladder of economic sophistication. And once
there, we perceive the need for a more sophisticated way to use money. We are told that this newfound monetary
sophistication is responsible for our higher standard of living. What a lie!
It is here, at this step of sophistry, that men always attempt to combine receipts with real wealth. Each time we come to this
point, each new idea throughout history promises to undo the prior problems. And each time the wealth of the common man,
his life-long savings is risked, plundered and squandered once again as the world tries to make gold into something it isn't.
It is the mashing of the gold wealth concept with the circulating credit receipt concept that opens the door to some of the
greatest problems man has ever seen. Take, for example, the period of the modern gold exchange standard. 1913: Creation
of the Federal Reserve System. 1914: WWI. 1923: Weimar hyperinflation. 1930: The Great Depression. 1939: WWII. 1950:
The Korean War. 1959: The Vietnam War. 1971: Off the gold exchange standard.
Inflation of the circulating money supply is simply a fact of life in our imperfect world. The collective or the King always
finds a way to inflate or debase money to its own advantage. And if circulating money is gold, or based on gold, then
inflation is historically done through the golden spoils of war or confiscation. The cry of the hungry collective is "if fiat is
our money, we must borrow it. We must print it. If gold is our money we must take it. We must have money when it is
needed!"
It is for this reason that electronic fiat money is here to stay. Yet evolution still takes us forward, not back. Gresham's Ghost
is with us today, driving the finite physical gold supply of the world into private hands, into mattresses and shoe boxes as
the collective's play money is inflated to the heavens. Moving forward with the flow of evolution means embracing this fiat
money experiment that society will always tamper with, and at the same time owning the wealth of ages as the ancients did,
in your possession. In this way, the average family can know their wealth is real while society at large pursues its greedy
folly while issuing unlimited receipts of credit.
Embrace Gresham's Ghost, for it is leading us to Freegold!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Sunday, September 20, 2009
Shake the Disease

Here is a plea
From my heart to you
Nobody knows me
As well as you do
You know how hard it is for me
To shake the disease
That takes a hold of my wealth
In situations like these
On this blog I write mostly about two things: the dollar and gold. The disease and the cure. On the dollar side, I usually
focus on the inflation-deflation debate and my view that hyperinflation is both imminent and inevitable. On the gold side I
focus mostly on freegold, the impending emergence of a physical-only gold market, and also on the tremendous benefit of
holding physical gold through this transition.
These two subjects relate fractally to everyone. What is best for the individual producer/saver. What is best for the various
collective producer/saver groups. And what is best for the entire planet. This is not a patriotic issue. It is common sense!
Today we have a disease that has crippled our global economy. All existing real-world capital is still out there, but for some
reason it won't circulate. Forcing paper capital through our planetary veins is not a solution any more than transfusing water
to replace the blood stream would keep a dying man alive. We need real blood to survive. This is a natural law.
Our disease is a parasite which has spread throughout the entire circulatory system, collecting and clotting blood in only
non-vital, non-productive organs like the appendix and Goldman Sachs. To cure this disease we will have to remove the
parasite, the diseased organs, and transfuse new, healthy blood. This disease is in violation of natural laws, and its cure will
be a natural solution.
"Early in life there is one thing that people learn about natural laws: laws of nature do their own enforcing, and when not
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obeyed, they do their own punishing. The mere attempt to disobey a natural law, intended or not, exposes a person to
whatever punishment that law imposes."
-Richard W. Wetherill (1906-1989) Quote found in an advertisement in Scientific American, Sept. 2009, p. 103
Let us imagine this long, stringy parasite as a Matrix that is covering the entire planet. Yes, like the movie.

Today, all of our perceptions exist inside this Matrix, the "transactional currency matrix". A transactional currency is any
medium of exchange. It is any currency used to transact the exchange of real goods needed for life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness. The exchange, or flow, of these real goods is the life blood of our global economy. The flow of purely symbolic
digital currency units used as an arbitrary unit of account at that fleeting moment of exchange, is not life blood. But
according to Ben Bernanke, it is.
Ben Bernanke has announced that he conquered the recession by creating enough new symbolic digital currency units to
raise the nominal GDP. Wow! With his mouse and keyboard, Ben has raised the sea level of this arbitrary unit of account by
which we measure the GDP. So now the recession is over, huh?
Well, a recession is two or more quarters of contracting GDP. So, I guess if Ben printed the GOV and PPT enough dough to
stop that GDP mess, then it must be over. Hooray!
While we're on the subject, let's take a quick look at a couple more definitions. A "depression" is a contraction of real GDP
growth of 10%. And a "Great Depression" is a contraction of real GDP growth of 25%. But what happens if they just keep
on printing money, so that in the accountants' fancy books, nothing contracts ever again? All is well. Right?
In his ongoing series of interviews focused on the inflation-deflation debate, Jim Puplava's latest offering is a "face to face
debate" between Daniel Amerman (who's writings heavily influenced my popular post, All Paper is STILL a short position
on gold) and Mike Shedlock (Mish). This program is good and worth your time:
The Great Deflation/Inflation Debate with Daniel R. Amerman & Michael 'Mish' Shedlock
WindowsMedia MP3 RealPlayer WinAmp
One thing that Mish has difficulty understanding is the sheer frivolity of a completely unbacked, purely symbolic currency.
Sure, it has lasted for 38 years now. And sure, it supports a matrix of great weight that has its tentacles in every corner of the
world. But neither of these weighty arguments changes the core nature of the dollar to anything more than a purely symbolic
idea or thought. Mish just doesn't get this point. To him, the weight of the world scrambling for dollars as global credit and
debt collapses makes the dollar as good as gold.
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And here is something I think they both missed in this debate. See my diagram above. They both seem to agree that the Fed
is the fulcrum between the global dollar matrix and the value of the dollar. Daniel Amerman argues that the Fed can crush
the dollar's value at will. And Mish argues that the sheer weight of the global matrix prevents the Fed from having any
control over the value of a dollar.
The way I see it, the Fed is not the fulcrum. As I have said many times, first in The Judgement of Value, the Fed makes your
money, but it cannot tell you what it is worth. That judgement of value is reserved for the recipient of those dollars. The Fed
has no control over the value. In fact, I believe the weight of the Fed itself belongs on the side that puts constant downward
pressure on the dollar, 24/7. And everything the Fed does adds weight to that side. Here is how I see the fulcrum...

The dollar is "out on a limb" in the truest sense. And its fate lies mostly in external factors. Sure, the US could decide to
devalue the dollar. But all it can really do is create more of them. The rest of the world must decide if that is enough to
devalue. In this sense, Mish is right. The Fed has less control than it thinks. But Dan Amerman is also right. The dollar is
nothing but a concept, a thought, an idea, a purely symbolic unit of account, and if the world decides it is not worth its
weight, it will quickly hit the floor.
This part is important, because most people don't get it. The US dollar IS our debt to each other and to the world. The US
dollar is backed by all the goods and services WITHIN the United States. Legal tender laws say it is so. The dollar currently
buys many things outside of the United States, but there is no law that says it always will. The only law protecting dollar
holders all over the world says that their dollars can be exchanged INSIDE the US. So when Ben Bernanke issued $500
billion in swaps to 14 different foreign central banks in 2008, each one of those dollars became a new claim against us, the
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US. It is here in the US that those dollars are legal tender. No where else. No where else in the world is anyone required by
law to accept those dollars for real goods and services.

So when the world was in dire need of $500 billion, it should have come to our markets and bid up the value of our dollar at
the window! Just like Ben said it would! But instead, Ben DOUBLED the number of outstanding, external claims on goods
and services within the United States. Did our economy double to cover (back) these new claim checks with real goods and
services? Nope, the opposite happened. Our economy shrunk. And that is the way things are going, have been going, and
will keep going until the dollar hits the floor.
Of course Mish would argue that these trillions being created by Ben are offset by the credit contraction. But there is a
qualitative difference between new dollars created through credit, and those claims created by Ben Bernanke. When new
dollars are created through the credit system, they are backed by expanding asset values and by the debtor's promise to work
them off. When Ben creates dollars to swap with Europe they are backed only by our countries' contracting economy. So in
my view, what Mish sees as a mitigating or balancing factor, I see as an exacerbating one.
Mish is right. It boils down to definitions. And Dan Amerman is right too. The focus must be on what the individual investor
can do to protect his wealth. What they avoided (seemingly at all costs) was specific questions and answers. Is it best to hold
dollars? Or is there something better? Mish would tell you to hold dollars. Dan Amerman will tell you there is something
better. I am here to tell you that even though they wouldn't say it, the answer is so very simple, physical gold.
Read my post All Paper is STILL a Short Position on Gold to learn why it is so simple. You don't need a fancy derivative
specially positioned to make money in inflation. Not this time, anyway.
The world is now aligned for the emergence of Freegold. There is almost nothing left standing in the way anymore. The
time has arrived that the world will shake the disease that drains real wealth from every corner of the globe in a futile,
desperate effort to preserve a failing system of oligarchical centralized banking.
As we wait for the next shoe to drop, be it an unexpected collapse of the banking system, an organized bank holiday, an
over-expected collapse of the stock market, an overdue collapse of the bond market, a collapse of the paper gold market, a
collapse of the currency exchange markets, a planned devaluation, or something else entirely, we must use this time given
us to prepare for the worst. What comes at us is the extreme end of the high impact, low frequency end of the Martenson
spectrum. It is an event of the rarest possible nature, certainly once in a lifetime, probably once in a century, and perhaps
even a one of a kind.
And as for impact, it will be complete. Entire fortunes accumulated over centuries will vanish overnight. And new fortunes
will be created in a sweeping transfer of stored wealth from those holding paper to those holding physical gold. This will be
a natural event, even though it does have a few "giant" advocates. A natural response to the decades-long violation of natural
economic laws. As the global economic organism, the collective mind of the planet comes to the epiphany that paper debt
pyramids aren't worth the paper they are written on, this will happen.
And because it is such a complete impact and absolutely the rarest of events, you cannot possibly prepare too early or too
much. Mish says that you are a fool to play the inflation trade until it comes time for the government and the Fed to devalue
the dollar. He says that you need not worry about the inflationary impact on your savings until all the consumer debt is
cleared from the system. This is possibly the worst advice ever. Would you let your children play in a forest because the
forest fire still looks like it is a couple miles away? Would you play football at the edge of the Grand Canyon? Would you
take your kids swimming at the edge of a giant waterfall?
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As Daniel Amerman says, the United States has no choice now but to keep its dollar-denominated promises and obligations
with the printing press. Perform in form, default in substance! But if the external world does not devalue the dollar, the US
will be able to perform in form AND substance, through only the printing press, while the rest of the world ships us the
goods and services we require to maintain our high standard of living. This is the outcome Mish describes! Sure, he'll say it
can't go on forever. But how long? I say no longer. It is done. D-U-N done! But the deflationists say it can continue at least 4
or 5 more years. Most of them believe it will be at least a decade before we see hyperinflation or a total collapse of the
dollar.
"Perform in form, default in substance" has already begun. It is underway now. Bernanke is trying to hide it, but doing a
poor job. It won't last long. Perhaps weeks. "Perform in form, default in substance". This is the final, terminal stage of the
disease. Our creditors know they are already being screwed with every Fed purchase. But as long as they continue to judge
the dollar valuable, the US default will remain focused outward on the world, spewing massive losses on everyone but the
United States itself. But once the dollar is judged valueless, in that instant, the focus will reverse and nature will impose her
justice.
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It is now that the world is going to shake the disease. And once it does, we will finally have a tradable wealth asset, existing
along side and providing balance to our transactional currency. No more will common working men and women be
relegated to saving only a transactional currency while the truly rich save real wealth. "Finally, we will all have a wealth
reserve that places our footing in life on equal ground with the giants around us. Gold! Understanding the events that got us
here and how they will unfold before us is what the GoldTrail is all about."
"Hear me now, what the wealthy and powerful know: real value does not have to always be stated or converted throughout
time. It need only be repriced once during the experience of life, that will be much more than enough!"
Finally, here are three concepts to keep in mind as you wade through the barrage of conflicting information day in and day
out.
1. Paradigm shifts happen very fast with a distinct element of surprise. As Richard Maybury says, sentiment can turn on a
dime. And when it does, that which seems solid can crumble in an instant. For a scale example please see Bear Stearns and
Lehman Brothers.
2. Natural paradigm shifts are preceded by a "head fake". In the moments before a tsunami, the water recedes. In the
moments before hyperinflation, you will be faked out by pseudo-deflation or rigged stability. For an example please see
Argentina and Zimbabwe...
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3. Natural paradigm shift transitions, by design, surprise and financially destroy the vast majority while only the smallest
minority gains greatly from them. Even some of the staunchest honest money advocates may find that things won't play out
as they had expected. Can you imagine the crushing disappointment? In one of Another's very last published messages sent
to his American friend FOA, he said this...
"Truly, this failure of current gold will be reflected as anguish in these western goldbugs, both bankers and investors... Your
work, good man, has been as trying to reconcile the religions of this world. Telling both they are just, while only one can be
right in the end. So it is in this day of gold."
Another's message was to take physical gold into your physical possession. This, he said, will explode in real value as paper
wealth burns in the great fire that is coming.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Posted by FOFOA at 8:41 PM
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Tuesday, September 22, 2009
A Question on China
In a recent comment on this blog, Belgian asked Ender, "Is there already enough goldmetal within Chinese borders to let
freegold break free ?"
This got me thinking. Back in 2001 there was some discussion of "who is Big Trader?" I believe that Belgian took the
position that it was probably Saudi Arabia. But then it was pointed out that Another had said "Big Trader" was "HK people",
meaning Hong Kong.
Big Trader - circa 1997
MK: "As implied by ANOTHER's own words, his motivation for these postings was the discovery by "big traders" in the
Far East of this opportune facility to buy gold at ever lower prices."
Another: "When everyone that has exchanged gold for paper finds out it's real price, in oil terms they will try to get it back.
The great scramble that "Big Trader" understood may be very, very close."
"The problem is, "if the CBs don't expand their roll as "primary suppliers" LBMA will implode and in the process create the
greatest bull market in oil and gold the world has ever seen. That is why some "Big Traders" are holding ONLY gold as
events unfold. Interesting, don't you think?"
"That's why "Big Trader" and his bunch closed out all paper and pulled in bullion. Don't worry about the CBs selling
everything, the market is huge compared TO WHAT THEY HAVE! And Comex is nothing, if "only a silly game".
Worldwide trading in gold could be cut in half and still equal all the metal in existance!"
"Well a funny thing happened right after the Gulf war ended. What looked like big money before turned out to be little
money as some HK people, I'll call them "Big Trader" for short, moved in and started buying all the notes and physical the
market offered. The rub was that they only bought low, and lower and cheaper. They never ran the price and they never ran
out of money. Seeing this, some people ( middle east ) started to exchange their existing paper gold for the real stuff. From
that time, early 1997 LBMA was running full speed just to stay in one spot! In other words paper volume had to increase to
the physical volume on a worldwide scale, and that was going to be one hell of a jump. It could not be hidden from the news
any longer."
And one more from JTF (Oct. 12, 1997): "My assessment is the following: The Central banks began the gold market
manipulation by offering private gold to brokers. Since they could use their own real gold as "insurance", they did not need
to sell their own gold. As the paper gold (the derivative gold?) became popular, all the trading of US$/oil/US treasuries
became based on the paper gold method. Eventually "Big Trader" or some other individual stepped in and started pushing
down the "paper" price of gold. Other traders, possibly those selling oil decided that they wanted to go back on the gold
standard, and wanted real gold. Now however, the paper trading volume was so high that the Central Banks could not
possibly maintain control of the markets, let alone supply enough real gold to cover all demands. If we are now talking
about the CB selling of 1/3 to 1/2 of their gold, the public will find out, with catastrophic consequences, regardless of how
"worthless" that gold they were told is. Looks like the choice between the proverbial rock and the hard place! Is there really
any gold in Fort Knox?"
One interpretation could be that the exposition of the daily trading volume of the LBMA on January 30, 1997 was driven by
massive Hong Kong buys, in essence, busting open the gold for oil charade of the paper markets. What followed were posts
by "Big Trader" (HK?) and Another (BIS?) explaining what had happened, in their cryptic way, the only way they safely
could.
The logical question that follows is "did these HK purchases require the physical transfer of gold to HK in 1997, or just the
'paper cornering' of it?"
Another clearly said that the CB's would have to step in as primary suppliers or the whole thing would fall apart.
The Day Backwardation Came
Well, two years later on May 7, 1999 we had the BOE announcement and "Browns Bottom" where the Bank of England
became a primary supplier of 400 tonnes.
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This action was followed four months later on September 26, 1999 by the 'Washington Agreement on Gold' during the IMF
meeting in Washington, DC. Under this agreement, 15 European CB's agreed that no more than 400 tonnes of gold (between
the lot of them) would be sold in any given year. This agreement was in direct response to "Brown's Bottom" (and I'm
guessing to prevent rogue politicians from doing what Gordon Brown had done with "the people's gold").
Three days later, on Sept. 29th, the paper gold market almost imploded. On this one day, gold went into "backwardation"!
Please CLICK HERE and look at the GOFO rates on Sept. 29, 1999 (and those just before and after).

And here is a graph showing the downward spike of "backwardation" on that day:
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It is also interesting to follow the comments from that day in the USAGold forum archives. If you read the whole day you
can see how sentiment changed within the period of one day. Something must have happened behind the curtain on that day.
Click here and read from the bottom up. You will witness a shift from the early morning before the markets opened, through
the trading day, and ending on a different note at the end of the day. Interesting in hindsight, knowing that was the day that
backwardation came!
2009
Now jump forward 10 years to 2009.
April 24 (Bloomberg) -- China boosted its gold reserves by 76 percent since 2003 and has the world’s fifth-biggest holding
by country, said Hu Xiaolian, head of the State Administration of Foreign Exchange.
Then, September 3, 2009, Hong Kong announces its wish to recall its physical gold:
Hong Kong recalls gold reserves, touts high-security vault
In a challenge to London, Asian states invited to store bullion closer to home
HONG KONG (MarketWatch) -- Hong Kong is pulling all its physical gold holdings from depositories in London,
transferring them to a high-security depository newly built at the city's airport, in a move that won praise from local traders
Thursday.
Also in 2009, we have the IMF announcement that it will sell 403 tonnes of gold. (There's that 400 tonne number again!)
We also hear that China might like to buy that gold from the IMF. And it is also interesting to note that IMF gold is actually
the "membership fee" of its member nations. It is even possible that the IMF gold vault only contains the paper promises of
its member nations. But that is a subject for another day.
Recap
So let's recap our scenario. Prior to 1997 we have an "oil for gold deal" that is run through the paper gold market. It is a
means of price suppression so that private gold will be sold to "buyers in the know" at ridiculously low prices. Then right at
the beginning of 1997 we have Hong Kong entering this market - as a buyer - "to get in on the deal".
Then, on January 30, 1997, the monstrous paper volume is exposed under mysterious circumstances. We then have the
appearance of "Big Trader" and "Another" on the only internet gold message board of the time, explaining what is
happening and how individual gold investors should react.
The events that followed over the next 12 years, including the price rise from $265 per ounce to $1015 per ounce (383% rise
so far), seem to confirm that something happened in 1997 to change the gold market.
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My Question
Back to Belgian's question to Ender: "Is there already enough goldmetal within Chinese borders to let freegold break free ?"
Something else happened in 1997 that may be relevant in the context of all of the above.
From Wikipedia: "Beginning as a trading port, Hong Kong became a crown colony of the United Kingdom in 1842. It was
reclassified as a British dependent territory in 1983 until the transfer of sovereignty to the People's Republic of China in
1997. <-"Joint Declaration of the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government of
the People's Republic of China on the Question of Hong Kong, "The Government of the People's Republic of China
declares that to recover the Hong Kong area (including Hong Kong Island, Kowloon and the New Territories, hereinafter
referred to as Hong Kong) is the common aspiration of the entire Chinese people, and that it has decided to "resume" the
exercise of sovereignty over Hong Kong with effect from 1 July 1997."
BBC: On this day in 1997
July 1, 1997: Hong Kong handed over to Chinese control
Hong Kong has been handed back to the Chinese authorities - ending more than 150 years of British control.
So my question to all of you is this: Do you think the 1997 Chinese recovery of Hong Kong from the British was related to a
substantial 1997 shift in Hong Kong's accumulation of gold metal from the West?
FOFOA
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Sunday, September 27, 2009
Say Goodbye to Wall Street

So many faces in and out of my life
Some will last
Some will just be now and then
Life is a series of hellos and goodbyes
I'm afraid it's time for goodbye again
Say goodbye to Wall Street
Say goodbye, my baby
Say goodbye to Wall Street
Say goodbye, my baby
Equity versus Credit
This is the difference between gold and dollars. One is limited and the other is unlimited. Gold and equity are limited.
Dollars and credit are unlimited. The two cannot be mixed without a negative outcome for society.
Imagine two neighbors. Both are unemployed, yet neither are worried about it at the moment. One neighbor has a stash of
gold coins. The other has a FICO score of 800. One has equity, the other has credit. For the time being they can each live on
what they have. Eventually both will have to get a job, but hopefully you can see the difference.
Gold Credit?
In my post, The End of a Currency, I wrote about a perfect gold standard in which there was no monetary inflation and no
monetary interest on loans. Someone asked, "why would anyone make a loan in this perfect system?" The simple answer is
that they would not.
The more complicated answer is that savers would not loan their gold in the way we think of loans today, with only a piece
of paper obliging the borrower to return the gold plus some interest. And certainly not with a mere piece of paper requiring
the return of only the principle. Even if it would be worth more when it was returned, the same positive result could be had
by burying one's gold, eliminating risk.
No, the way that gold would "go to work" in this perfect gold standard is only through equity investment. One man might
provide the gold while another would provide the labor and knowledge and together they would share in the profit or loss of
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the joint venture.
(On a side note, all major religions originally promoted only this kind of economic activity. Loans for a specific nominal
return that included interest were forbidden. Christianity called it usury. Judaism called it neshekh, meaning "a bite". And
Islam called it riba, meaning "excess or addition".[1][2])
Which Came First, the Chicken or the Egg?
Which came first? The greed of the banksters to make usurious loans to the people? Or the demand of the people to borrow
frivolous capital for whatever economic activity they chose without sharing profits?
Adam Smith (1723-1790) taught us that economies emerge as bottom-up spontaneous self-organized order that naturally
arises from social interactions, not from top-down bureaucratic design. This is also true of banks.
Banks emerge in economies because man has the innate desire for a credit-based system in which he can engage his own
economic folly at someone else's risk. Given pure equity, the individual man will not lend, but still demands to borrow. And
as a society, we (rightly or wrongly) end up demanding that the risk of loss is spread far and wide. We say, "don't mind
borrowing it, but damned if I'm gonna lose it!" (See: FDIC)
And with the recent bailout of the banks, it is repelling to think that we are responsible. It is true. We are all, as a society,
responsible for the actions taken. It was a foregone conclusion a long time ago. That if losses ever loomed large enough to
bring down the system, society at large would end up covering the losses. This is the very nature of the system we have built
as a society. A system that sprung up from man's desire to borrow, not from man's desire to lend or steal. That came later.
I do not make these statements in support of the bankers or the bailouts. I find them just as revolting as the next guy. But as
a pragmatist, I am looking for a realistic explanation of what is happening.
Inflation
As a credit-based system emerges along side an equity-based monetary system, all kinds of problems arise for society, not
the least of which is inflation. The interest portion of all loans requires growth in the money supply over time. And on a
large economic scale, this growth can be quite substantial.
As the lenders' credit-paper notes are "seasoned" over time they begin to circulate as near-money at a discount to the
original equity they represented. And as the "money supply" grows, so does the disparity of value between credit and equity.
At first, governments always keep the two tied at par through legal tender laws, but this only drives real equity into hiding
and credit must expand even faster to cover the loss of equity from the monetary system. But sooner or later the credit
portion must be devalued against the equity portion and ultimately, the link between the two is severed.
Society as a whole decides what society's official money is. And once the link between credit and equity is stretched to the
breaking point, credit alone is declared to be official money. Thus begins the ultimate unrestrained inflation.
Political Risk
Money, whatever it is declared to be, is constantly at risk from the body politic. The infantile will of the collective is the risk
faced by all monetary systems. If gold is a part of that system, then it is the people's gold, their savings, that is at risk from
the collective's grabbing hands. The collective is most often described as the government, but governments cannot take bold
actions without at least the implicit support of the majority.
In our current crisis, it is the dollar that is at risk. The collective has given implicit support to unlimited government printing
in hopes that it will slow the fall from the collapse of credit derivatives. We now also have the central bank of central banks
suggesting printing support to guarantee the sum total of bank credit derivatives numbering five to ten times larger than the
entire value of all equity on the planet earth.
Central Banks Must Agree Global Clearing Supervision, BIS Says
Sept. 14 (Bloomberg) -- Central banks must coordinate global supervision of derivatives clearinghouses and consider
offering them access to emergency funds to limit systemic risk, according to the Bank for International Settlements.
It is the political will of the collective, now facing momentous losses, that is the biggest threat to the dollar. This will is
already set in stone. And we have yet to see the full impact of this will as pension funds fail and state and local governments
face inevitable insolvency.
The dollar's collapse through the loss of its reserve status has already begun. But it is the political risk, this political will
inside the US that ensures that this collapse will be a hyperinflation the likes of which the world has never seen. Never
before has a global reserve currency imploded. The stage is now set, the audience seated, the lights dimmed, and a low,
rumbling, tympanic drum roll can be heard rising from under the stage.
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Evolution of the Dollar
Over the past 65 years, the US dollar has been parlayed into a cost advantage for the United States greater than any other
currency scheme throughout all of history. The reason this advantage has been so great was that the true inflation cost of the
currency was concealed from the pricing markets.
In the fiat-gold systems of the past, steep price inflations always signaled that the official money was about to be destroyed
and redenominated. This fear carried forward into our present purely symbolic currency system, but we soon evolved to
accept price inflation as the cost of doing business. As long as it was low enough that we could out-gain it through other
investments, the benefits that our fiat trading economy provided were readily accepted.
Over time we have grown numb to the slow, hidden increases of the inflation tax. In moderation, this tax would have been
somewhat acceptable, in an immoral sort of way, as society stole the productivity and efficiency gains (from those that could
provide such) to pay for itself. But alas, hidden theft is just too good of a process for our collectivist political system not to
expand on.
And in the US it is our political system's MO that government does exactly what the majority demands, and then expands
the inflation tax to cover it. It has been this way since before we were born!
The Catch
But here's the catch. Since 1971 at least, and probably since 1944, the US dollar has been EXPORTING most of its
inflation. And in doing so, it has built up an enormous inflation tax deficit on all dollar based assets. The full amount of this
deficit is unknown because it has been masked, hidden, rejigged, absorbed and papered over time and time again. But one
thing is for sure. The full price of this tax is way, way above anything we imagine. Most of it hidden over many years in the
"dollar reserve function".
As a credit-based currency expands, the market acts as the lever that balances equity values against the expanding currency
within its legal tender zone. But in the case of the dollar, a constant outflow lasting decades has been absorbed and held in
reserve (think reservoir) outside of the dollar zone.
In addition to this main monumental price deception, the little bit of price inflation that actually did seep into the dollar zone
was either suppressed through the gold and oil price manipulation scheme, masked by CPI rigging, or simply papered over
with low interest rates and intentional asset bubbles. In other words they handed out free money to pay for what little price
inflation actually showed up, in the form of HELOCs on overpriced homes.
So even though prices have risen over the last 40 years, don't assume the inflation tax has been paid. Don't even assume we
have made a down payment on it. Just think about the gains we have seen in the US ever since our purely symbolic currency
became the global reserve. (Actually, ever since our gold-backed paper fiat currency became the global reserve and then
somehow managed to retain that privilege after switching to pure fiat!) Think of the standard of living improvements. Think
of the growth. Think of the military expansion. Think of the social program expansion. Think of all the spending we've done
over the last 40 years, compared to the producing we've done.
Our spending has gone parabolic while our production has collapsed. And now we are mostly a service industry workforce
and a consumer driven economy. The result of decades of decadence. The result of public and private profligacy. And now
the tax is due.
Hugo Salinas Price's graph [3] gives us a good visual depiction of some of this unpaid inflation tax.
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Payment of this enormous inflation tax deficit will present itself to us as a sudden hyperinflation. It will be perceived and
reported by the media as something that was done to us by China. But now, at least you know the truth.
Refuge
The taxman is at our door. The mother of all taxes is now due. But curiously, there is a refuge. There is a haven in which
you can hide. Can you guess what it is?
Of course it is physical gold in your physical possession. But gold will not just protect you from this 65-year inflation tax.
As the system collapses from its own weight, gold will first reveal its true value. And then, from there, it will hold its true
value as paper burns all around it.
And once we make it through this firestorm to the other side, gold will continue to be THE world class refuge from the
future inflation tax that is sure to come.
You see, the Siamese twins, credit and equity, have finally been separated. Gold has been demonetized! It is now a world
class wealth asset. A tradable wealth asset. A portable wealth asset. A durable wealth asset. Money, which has been deemed
by society to be fiat currency only, no longer needs to carry the heavy burden of ALSO being a store of value. No longer
must we raise entire industries that suck in generations of our best and brightest talent for the sole purpose of designing
paper wealth derivative products in a vain attempt to make money be a store of value. No longer. Say goodbye to Wall
Street.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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[1] History of Usury Prohibition
Wayne A.M. Visser and Alastair McIntosh
Centre for Human Ecology
[2] Islamic finance principles to restore policy effectiveness
Willem Buiter, Financial Times
[3] A New Magna Carta for Our Times
Hugo Salinas Price
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Sunday, October 4, 2009
How To Dig a Hole To China
Since winning WWII, we in the West have been the driving force of the greatest era of peacetime growth, prosperity,
expansion, technological advancement and human achievement the world has ever seen. Right? Well, without knocking the
wonderful experience of the last 60 years, let us take a look at how this boom was financed.
In my last post, I began with the difference between equity and debt (or credit). Here are three illustrations I drew to
conserve a few words...
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(To be continued...)

Down to Brass Tacks
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IronHead asked about my Thoughts on a Freegold price discovery mechanism. Peter Asher then suggested (through some
old posts) that if gold was declared to be "international legal tender", then there would be no "price", simply exchange rates
between gold and various international fiat currencies.
Let me first tackle the legal tender issue. Legal tender only kicks in once a debt is established, like when you eat in a
restaurant before paying. It relates to the settlement of that debt. But I view legal tender rules as they relate to two separate
functions, cash and credit. We are already free to barter amongst ourselves on a small scale. Craigslist even has a barter
section! What is stopping you from paying for second-hand merchandise with your gold? If you make a business out of it
you will probably run into trouble with the IRS, but not for small individual purchases. But for larger cash deals which
require official registration, like purchasing a car or a home, you must pay in dollars so that the government can collect the
appropriate tax.
In Freegold I imagine that these types of cash purchases will be explicitly allowed in gold, in order to collect the tax.
Otherwise governments will run the risk of revenue lost to a black market. By allowing cash purchases in gold, the
government can track and tax a certain segment of commerce that would otherwise go underground during a crisis. Much
like the arguments for legalizing illicit drugs. But I wouldn't go so far as to call this legal tender. More like "allowed tender".
The credit deal, or debt portion of legal tender is the contractual protection offered by the court system. I imagine that this
will not change. Courts will only be able to enforce settlement in dollars. You can't force a closed tractor factory to deliver a
tractor it never made, but you can force it to pay the equivalent in dollars. You can't force a barren mine to dig up gold it
never had in the first place, but you can force it to liquidate assets and pay in cash. In this way, gold will not be legal tender
and will not trade as a currency as a means of price discovery.
No, price discovery will be through physical delivery only. Price discovery will be strictly on the cash market.
When I buy gold from my dealer face to face (the only true cash market), he quotes me a price based on his ability to
replenish his stock immediately. Usually he phones his supplier and receives a current quote. This will be the price
discovery mechanism. Each gold dealer will rely on his most trustworthy supplier. And that supplier will rely on his
supplier. And so on. This will create a network of gold dealers that will monitor the flow of Freegold in and out of the
system. If the price is too low, then no gold will be flowing in and too much flowing out. If the price is too high, then
everyone will want to sell and there will be no buyers. This global network of gold dealers will efficiently set the physical
price based on immediate physical restocking after any purchase.

And on the inflation/deflation debate... Forget about it. For us savers, just focus on the dollar and gold. When you hear about
a "dollar devaluation", what that means is an across-the-board price inflation based solely on PAST monetary inflation. That
is the very definition of a dollar devaluation. Jim Sinclair has offered some important information recently. (See: "The New
Definition Of The Dollar" and "The Non Safe Haven US Dollar")
What he is saying in a nutshell is that some Global Giants with very deep pockets have rationalized that gold is going up
and the dollar is going down. And in order to make themselves some ENORMOUS profits, they will be turning their
considerable market-moving weight to work with, rather than against, this trend. He has given us a specific date when this
will all start happening in earnest. And for those of you that have read "Our Crowd" as he advised, you know how he gets
his information.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Saturday, October 10, 2009
Your Own, Personal, Freegold

Feeling unknown and you're all alone
flesh and bone, by the telephone
lift up the receiver, I'll make you a believer
Take second best, put me to the test
things on your chest, you need to confess
I will deliver, you know I'm a forgiver
Reach out and touch faith
Your own, personal, Freegold
Paying for Profligacy
The financial people of the world, Wall Street, and the "big money banksters" have all been bailed out by the Fed, the US
Treasury and Congress through TARP and dozens of other Ponzi schemes. In addition to these bailouts, the Obama socialist
dream including the ill-conceived stimulus plan has, and is, being funded totally through public debt. Does this mean that
you will owe it all back in the future? Does it mean that you, your children, your grandchildren and your great grandchildren
will be paying for all this profligacy and theft sometime in the future?
No it doesn't! The fact of the matter is that transfers of real wealth always happen in the present. When you borrow money,
you are bringing your future earnings into the present and spending them now. So, in other words, you are acquiring real
goods and services in the present and promising to work it off in the future.
But what if you die tomorrow? Or what if you go bankrupt in a year and never pay off your debt. Or what if hyperinflation
makes it possible for you to pay off your debt with a single gold coin in your pocket?
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Let's say you borrowed $100,000 to buy a fast boat. You now have a boat, a real hard asset transferred to you in the present.
Someone somewhere had to work hard for many months to build you that boat. And now that wealth has been transferred to
you in the present for nothing more than a promise of future payment. And as I have recently shown, that future payment is
far from guaranteed.
So if all transfers of wealth always happen in the present, how should we properly view the transfer of wealth to Wall Street
and Washington, DC by pure government fiat, that is happening right before our eyes?
First of all, we must understand that in today's world, this transfer of wealth will NOT be paid by our children and
grandchildren in the future. Instead, this theft of present real, hard equity will be paid in the present, right now! It will be
paid through the total loss of purchasing power by anyone holding dollars, dollar denominated long term contracts, dollar
denominated bonds, or dollar denominated Ponzi paper promises of any kind including annuities, corporate debt, and even
those promises made by the present Congress of the United States of America.
Our future obligations like Social Security and Medicare will not be paid in this way. In fact, they may never be paid at all.
But the current debt will, as will the present transfer of wealth to Wall Street and Washington DC! (See: Washington, DC BOOMTOWN in No Free Lunch)
The good news is that there is a way for you to avoid paying your share. If you are a good little socialist that would like to
pay your fair share of Washington, DC's present profligacy, you can stop reading this blog right now and turn on CNBC.
Just follow the advice you hear and you will be sure to pay your fair share!
Gold Standard?
There are plenty of blogs about what we should do as a society. About how we need to start a new gold standard; a return to
honest money. How we must return to a hard, commodity-based currency that will restrain the profligate governments and
their greedy bankers from inflating the money supply at will. But what we must understand, what is often difficult to
understand, is that there is a big difference between what SHOULD happen and what WILL happen. There is a difference
between FIGHTING for something and simply OBSERVING the real world to plan your next move. There is a difference
between being an ADVOCATE or PROPONENT and being a PASSIVE OBSERVER of the changes we are actually living
through.
This blog takes the latter position in all of these cases. If you would like to be an activist for a better world, this may not be
the blog for you. But if you are a hard working producer and a saver worried about how to protect your purchasing power
from the hungry collective, this blog may be just what you are looking for!
Money Versus Wealth
Modern man has dug himself so deep into the hole of debt that he will never get out!
What I mean by this statement is that he will never again accept a 100% Pay-As-You-Go monetary system. This is not to
say that every man in the world wants it this way. Indeed, most of "our crowd" would like to go back to a gold standard of
some sort. But for the Global Collective, this is simply not acceptable.
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As we know, some nations, corporations and individuals are already so deep in debt that they will never get out. But what I
am talking about is mankind's addiction to money being a form of credit. Man can no longer live with the idea of a gold
money that cannot be inflated. Better said, "if you cannot borrow it, lend it or inflate it, it's not a money we can use."
It is with this understanding that I attempt to show you how natural evolution is returning to those of us that wish to live a
"pay-as-you-go" lifestyle, the most important role of gold: the store of value function! The ability to retain hard-earned
purchasing power intact, over any period of time.
The idea of any "basket" of finite commodities used to back a "super-sovereign currency" is this same supposed "perfect
vehicle" as the old gold standard. It is the same concept that we used to tie gold into a credit inflating system. Just as the
early bankers did by first promising to issue singular gold storage notes instead of circulating actual bullion through the
economy.
It didn't take long for the basic cravings of humans to demand a subtle change in the workings of that system. That is, "lend
us some of those gold receipts so we can buy a better lifestyle today and pay for it tomorrow". "If later we cannot pay for it,
all of us will get the rules changed so you bullion storage guys can just print some more gold storage receipts".
Any "commodity basket" currency will ultimately be inflated beyond the commodity itself, punishing those who save that
currency as if it truly represented those commodities.
Think of the IMF right now printing a trillion brand new SDRs, supposedly a balanced "basket" of national currencies. Yet
they can print them at will, whenever the global collective demands more money. Remember, the collective demands that
money be available whenever it is needed, no matter what money is declared to be!
History has proven that when real wealth units are tied to our credit money, credit inflation blurs our ability to measure our
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worth. It is for this reason the Austrian definition of monetary inflation is so important. To view inflation only as it is
reflected through rigged CPI pricing measurements removes the perspective necessary to see what is actually happening to
our paper-denominated wealth.
And once again, we as a society make the demand that drives the "buy now pay later" illusion. So, our demands will be met
with bankers' supply in the form of more Ponzi credit IOUs for gold, or commodities, or national currencies (or whatever)
that doesn't actually exists. Both then, now and in the future!
Further, people today never value their wealth in terms of other wealth items. Such as in an ancient "gold wealth barter
system" context. Modern Western thought cannot conceive this because there is no standing wealth medium that can mark
to the real market all forms of real value! Gold is and was the only wealth asset that could do this well. Again, as long as
gold is tied into a money credit system - as the dollar reserve still tries to do - its value will be subjugated by the credit
inflating needs of society. In this function, gold cannot be saved as a "wealth asset" that measures our true worth. A worth
that carries our savings from generation to generation. But it will again... soon.
Be HAPPY that our collective WILL NOT go back to a gold standard, but will instead leave gold FOR US as a stand-alone
wealth reserve asset that will put anyone who holds it on an equal footing!
Official money has always... ALWAYS been a political beast. As I said in a recent post, when the collective decides it needs
money, it will have it. It will take it by force, or it will print it. Always has... always will. Even if we returned to an "honest
money", this simple fact of life will not change!
Another simple fact of life: The people want credit! They don't want to "pay as you go". Ever since the concept of money
and credit combined, this has always been the case, and it always will be the case, at least for the rest of our lifetime.
This is the basic reason modern economic systems use a fiat as their trading unit. Barter along with its finite payment is no
longer wanted as a trade vehicle. You see, once society has a "money" unit declared and usable, the credit expansion
qualities of said fiat money are restrained by tying the "transfer of ownership" to some physical barter unit. In other words,
gold only gets in the way of man's socialist credit expansions.
If we combine credit with "honest money", the "honest" money supply becomes automatically inflated and subsequently
DISHONEST as a store of value. This is unavoidable. It happens in a gold standard, in a gold exchange standard, and today,
under the global, purely symbolic fiat "trust me" standard.
Money is always subjugated to the needs of the state. And when it is, who pays? The savers do!
Here is a simple equation. (Savings) = (Production) - (Consumption).
And another one. (Debt) = (Consumption) - (Production).
Production and consumption both happen in the present. Savings and Debt represent the belief that this PRESENT transfer
of real wealth will be settled some time in the FUTURE. This is not the case today! To believe it is to put your faith (and
savings) into highly flammable paper "promises to pay" as some sort of rickety store of value.
The monetary economy is like a see-saw, with money on one side and all the real, solid 'wealth of the world' on the other. As
the money supply is expanded and diluted it is weighted down driving up the nominal value of all real wealth.
In our modern world of collective control over money dilution, any real, solid wealth item tied to the monetary system is
wrongfully placed on the money side of the see-saw, and must be taken down in value along with the money.
Freegold is different as it places gold opposite the money supply for the first time in history! Gold can still be held as a
wealth reserve by the money-diluting collective, but it will automatically offset any profligacy by rising in price as money is
weighed down through printing. Gold will be truly demonetized. We are almost there. All that is left is for gold to break the
chains of the dollar, the Fed, and its proxies like Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan. We are so close!
Freegold for Everyone!
I will now demonstrate from a practical perspective how the transition to Freegold will work using the Eurosystem as a
primary example. This same, simple principle demonstrated by the balance sheet of Freegold's very own architects will also
work on all scales, even for you as an individual. Yes, you can have your own, personal, Freegold!
In July of 1998 the ECB and Eurosystem Freegold concept went public. The ECB would take in a small portion of the
overall Eurosystem foreign exchange reserves as its own. Of those reserves held by the ECB itself, 15% would be gold.
Furthermore, any change in the Eurosystem's consolidated foreign exchange reserves, consisting of 30% gold at that time,
would be subject to the approval of the ECB.
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ECB Press conference: Introductory statement
The Governing Council furthermore agreed that this initial transfer should be in gold in an amount equivalent to 15% of the
sum I have just mentioned, with the remaining 85% being transferred in foreign currency assets. I should stress that the
decision on the percentage of gold to be transferred to the ECB will have no implications for the consolidated gold holdings
of the ESCB.
The precise modalities of the initial transfer will be finalised before the end of the year.
Before the end of the current year the Governing Council will also have to adopt an ECB Guideline pursuant to Article 31.3
of the Statute of the ESCB, which will subject all operations in foreign reserve assets remaining with the national central
banks -including gold - to approval by the ECB.
In connection with the setting-up of common market standards, the Governing Council also reached agreement on a number
of issues related to the quotation and publication of reference exchange rates for the euro. Specifically, it was agreed to
recommend to market participants the "certain" method for quoting the exchange rates for the euro (i.e. 1 euro = X foreign
currency units) and to have daily reference exchange rates for the euro computed and published by the ECB.
So, upon establishment of the Euro, the plan was that gold would remain an important part of the foreign exchange reserves
for the entire Eurosystem, and that their value would be quoted each quarter in the consolidated statement priced in euros.
That was step one. Put 30% of your savings into physical gold and then mark it to the market price quarterly!

Step 2 said that going forward there was no need to worry about keeping the physical gold portion of your savings at 30%.
Just do it once and watch what happens!!
Remember, this was 1999. And ever since they have been net sellers of gold under the control of the Washington Agreement
which was signed on Sept. 26, 1999, renewed on Mar. 8, 2004 and again on Aug. 7, 2009.
So in 1999 they had 30% of their savings in gold. Since then they have liquidated a small, controlled amount of that gold on
a regular basis. Now let's take a look at where they stand today, in 2009!
Eurosystem International Reserves
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Today the total Eurosystem reserve assets stand at 428 billion, including foreign currency reserves, IMF reserve positions,
SDRs, foreign assets and, of course, gold! 428 billion Euros total. And the gold reserves now total 233 billion Euros. So in
the past 10 years, through many liquidations, gold has now grown to 54.4% of the total reserves!!
But wait! There's more. Have a look at this news article from last Wednesday, Oct. 7:
ECB-Gold reserves up 6.26 bln euros after repricing
FRANKFURT, Oct 7 (Reuters) - Gold and gold receivables held by euro zone central banks rose by 6.26 billion euros to
238.169 billion euros in the week ending Oct. 2 after a quarterly revaluation, the European Central Bank said on Tuesday...
Gold holdings rose because the quarterly revaluation more than offset the sale of 15 million euros worth of gold by one
euro zone central bank, consistent with the 2004 Central Bank Gold Agreement, the ECB said.
So in just this latest quarterly report filed on October 7th covering through Oct. 2, 2009, despite selling more gold, the
Eurosystem's total gold holdings ROSE another 6 billion Euros through the simple process of marking to market the gold
held in reserve! You can see it here on the official quarterly financial statement, line 1 (a seriously bold position to place a
very serious wealth reserve... LINE 1)...
Eurosystem Consolidated financial statement - as of Oct. 2, 2009
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So let's see. Just in the past quarter of 2009 those Eurosystem gold reserves have swollen from 54.4% to 55.6%!

Can you see what is happening? Can you see what will happen when gold heads for the moon? Can you see how "dollar
reserves" are becoming less and less significant at exactly the same time as physical gold is taking over the balance sheet?
This is why China is buying gold. Very soon China's balance sheet will be swelling in size even as it writes off its remaining
dollar holdings. They will become worthless. Even so, their balance sheet will EXPLODE in real value!
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Now think about your personal balance sheet. Think about your savings. Would you like to lever your savings so that your
purchasing power is preserved even as the dollar is devalued? Or would you rather lever your savings to EXPLODE in
purchasing power as gold explodes in value?
In the 90's it was fairly common advice to put 10% or 15% of your portfolio into gold. What do you think was the reasoning
for this advice? Can you see now that we are living the last days before this "insurance" will pay off big time?
Somewhere between 0% and 100% lies the exact percent that will perfectly preserve the purchasing power of your savings
today. Anything above that number will EXPAND your real savings as we transition into Freegold. Anything below it will
DIMINISH your purchasing power. So what is the magical number? No one knows. It is unknowable! Is it 1%? Is it 5%? In
my view it is probably somewhere between 3% and 10%. But as I say, know one knows. This is why FOA said the REAL
LEVERAGE is in physical gold in your possession. Not in leveraged contract paper!
When you buy gold coins, you remove your savings from the reach of the collective. You remove your wealth from the
expansionary, dilutionary practices of the entire financial industry. Have you noticed how even good companies like to
inflate their stock by issuing more? It's called stock dilution! The entire international financial industry is at risk right now.
Remove your wealth from the system! Don't end up paying for the collective's profligacy WITH YOUR SAVINGS!
Some day in the future we will know what that magic number was on October 10th, 2009. And anyone who went double
that number, doubled their savings... and so on. Imagine if you put 20% of your savings into gold coins! Or 40%! How
about 80%? Or even 90%! Or, God-forbid... 100%. So grab your calculator and have some fun with numbers! Just
remember to go with a percentage that matches your personal level of understanding and comfort. This is the best advice I
can pass along!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Wednesday, October 14, 2009
Fair Value Gold?
I was asked by email today what would be my counter-argument to this new piece by Paul van Eeden. I thought I would
share it with you. But first, here is a snip from Paul's article, "Gold is over $1000 an ounce - Now what?"
Given that the gold price is trading at a 25% premium to its fair value and that we can imagine several scenarios whereby
the US dollar could rally and the gold price could fall, it seems to me that betting on a higher gold price right now is merely
a bet on the Greater Fool Theory. That is not to say that the gold price could not continue to rally - markets can remain
irrational far longer than rational people ever imagine they would. Personally, though, I have no interest in buying an overpriced asset in the hope that it will become even more over priced - not even gold.
Here was my reply...
The dollar is so much more than just its quantitative body, its size. If it was not, it would have surely collapsed back in the
1970's after being set free from gold. But something else developed, an insatiable demand for dollars that allowed for the
supply of money to be increased time and time again with little inflation showing up in prices and almost a negative affect
on gold over a 20 year period. How was this possible in a world that was supposed to actually perform under Austrian
principles of monetary inflation?
Obviously the printing of money and the expansion of credit had little to do with gold price inflation, at least from 1980
through 2001. 1971 to 1980 and 2001 to 2009 were different, but what was happening? Was it a shift back and forth
between a quantitative monetary effect or something else entirely?
What changed in our first and only 38-year experiment with a completely symbolic, unbacked fiat currency was that, from
an Austrian perspective, we were shocked and surprised to find such a tremendous demand for such a singularly worthless
currency.
This demand came from its ease of use and from the ease of credit creation and international transactions. We got little
plastic cards and key fobs that could pay for anything from gas to groceries. The banks got the equivalent of the Midas
touch when it came to credit expansion. And the globalization movement got the most liquid capital movements ever
imagined.
Perhaps it took 9 years for all this new demand to mature, but once it did, we got the 1980's!
But did you notice something about all the demand developments I listed? The were all based on the dollar's ease as a
transactional unit. None of them were based on its intrinsic value. None were based on its store of value function. None
were because of its superior use as a denominator of debt. Only for its ease in issuing debt.
But for hundreds if not thousands of years these two separate functions of money have been ingrained into our human
psyche as one and the same. Money, as we know it, is both a transactional medium and a store of value.
So in the 1970's, we watched as acceptance of this new symbolic transactional unit grew. In the 80's and 90's we watched as
the dollar exploded in quantity and global use, with relatively little inflationary impact. And then in the new millennium, we
are seeing another shift: the recognition that the dollar is really only good for its transactional use. But quite poor as a store
of value.
So gold's price rise is not a function of inflation, as van Eeden says, but is instead a function of a global sea change away
from using the dollar as a store of value. When viewed from this perspective, gold's rise has only just begun.
What do you think allowed for 20 years of dollar expansion with no gold price inflation? It was the soaking-up of newly
created dollars as people all over the world held them as a store of value. Wall Street exploded as the enabler of this
misguided demand, while the real demand was for the dollar's transactional ease. China followed, as did much of the
developed world. But now this trend has reversed.
This is why van Eeden's money supply analysis is meaningless. I fully expect transactional dollar demand to swell from
time to time as large holders of debt liquidate into a new form of savings. This is because that fading value must pass
through dollars to get where it is going. But you must understand that whatever the USDX does, it does not represent new
savings flowing in.
The transactional money supply is tiny compared to the supply of dollar-denominated savings. It is a bottleneck that must be
traversed to get into gold. So the USDX is a misleading metric for those of us watching gold rise in value. Jim Sinclair will
be right in the end, but the path there may still hold some confusing hiccups along the way.
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The quantity theory of money DOES apply, but in a much more complex way than van Eeden shows. Too complex, in fact,
for anyone to fully understand. The QUALITY of money also applies, alongside the quantity.
For this reason, my personal focus on the quality and quantity of money revolves around hyperinflation, a currency event
that is separate from the rise in gold which is driven by the first ever separation of monetary functions. The various
qualities of modern money can be simply viewed as M0, and then M1, M2, and then M3 and broader. My argument is that
only M0 matters once hyperinflation takes hold. And that all of the money creation over the last year has been M0. I argue
that large swaths of wider money have been converted to M0 by the Fed, like turning a living creature into stone. I also
argue that guarantees foreshadow future M0 conversion, and that guarantees are being handed out like candy on Halloween.
For all these reasons I see the tinderbox of hyperinflation being rained down upon by hot embers from the forest fire of
burning dollar-denominated derivatives and other Ponzi paper.
It is the principles above that must be understood because any quantitative analysis in today's rigged financial environment
will deliver dubious results.
I notice that van Eeden focuses on the collapse of credit money but discount's the Fed's current monetization as being "only"
$900 billion of base money (M0). Then he says,
And while the increase in the US money supply as a result of the Fed's priming is material, and has maintained US
monetary inflation at historically high levels, it is nowhere near hyper-inflationary rates, nor is there any reason to believe
that hyperinflation is remotely likely in the US.
Here is where Richard Maybury's description of "velocity" (as opposed to money supply) comes into play. Velocity, as
Maybury says, can turn on a dime, and has the same effect as increasing the supply!
Hyperinflation begins as the dollar is first repudiated as a store of value (a reversal of velocity), and second as an
international transactional unit. Hyperinflation does not begin with the printing of million-dollar-notes. That comes later as
the government responds to the failing dollar value in the way we all know it will. Iceland's government did not have this
option last year. But the US does. It will print to "slow the pain". But in reality it will be causing long term pain that will be
felt by the whole world, especially us in its legal tender zone.
To make the kinds of quantitative conclusions that van Eeden makes is to assume that free market adjustments to the real
value of the dollar are fully up to date. This is the wrong assumption, as the dollar's (non) value has been masked for 38
years by both willful acts of the Fed, and also an irrationally exuberant market for Ponzi paper.
In 1971 the dollar became intrinsically worthless. But the advent of computers made this symbolic currency explode in
value as a transactional unit. Only now, 38 years later, are we starting to realize that transactional value and time-store-ofvalue are not the same thing.
So to assume, as van Eeden does, that gold's value should simply counter-lever the supply of worthless dollars completely
ignores the global separation of monetary roles that is happening today. This is NOT simply a figment of Another's
imagination. You can see it on all scales from individuals on up to the CBs if you bother to look outside of the United States.
From a quantitative perspective, like van Eeden takes, we could be looking at something on the order of a $60 Trillion flow
that will move from symbolic-idea-denominated savings into hard gold savings, when all is said and done. And as this
happens, the very denominator of the former will explode numerically so that the final outcome will appear much different
than any quantitative analysis could even deliver at this point in time.
On the issue of interest rates, the dollar is only as valuable as what it can purchase either inside the US or outside. The
outside is now working on other forms of pricing, so the dollar's only future value must be juxtaposed against what it can
purchase inside the US, even for those holding dollars on the outside. And any increase in interest rates, whether marketdriven or Fed-driven, will have a decidedly negative affect on an already failing economy. In other words, 'not much to
purchase here'. This is why, and how, an increase in interest rates this time around (unlike 1980) would only exasperate
hyperinflation and send the price of gold into the outer solar system.
The dollar is in a serious Catch-22 this time around, which is why I say my conclusions are unavoidable.
Van Eeden assumes that gold is always going to be the inverse of the dollar. But even Another and FOA said that, in the end,
the dollar and gold will rise together. I have been saying this for a while too. It will be the final exit from paper into gold
that must pass through the bottleneck of a few trillion transactional dollars. But this belief that van Eeden and so many
others have will cause them to miss out on the greatest transfer of wealth ever.
In this same vein, technical analysts and Elliot-wave deflationists will also sell gold as it hits $1,300, the worst trade in the
history of planet Earth!
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Regarding China: China is in a badly manipulated and rigged position right now as well. Only its position is the inverse of
ours. In my last post I said that (Savings) = (Production) minus (Consumption). The Chinese people are in a position of
forced savings by their communist collective. They are being forced to produce, but not to consume the fruits of their own
labor while it is being shipped to the USA. And the communist collective is stockpiling this windfall profit by printing local
currency like it's going out of style, stealing purchasing power from its own people as it forces them to save.
But as trends reverse, which they are now, these same people who have been forced to delay consumption will suddenly find
themselves supporting their own economy as they use their savings to purchase a higher standard of living. On top of this,
they are now starting to save gold! Which will only AMPLIFY this effect as we transition to Freegold!
Another concept that van Eeden ignores is that at the same time as the dumping of the dollar in international transactions is
being discussed, China is signing new international deals for the renminbi. I don't believe that China wants to print the new
global reserve currency. But this new usage demand for the renminbi will have the de facto result of soaking up some of this
Chinese inflation. And as this slow, global process moves forward, I think a lot of people (including the Chinese themselves)
will be surprised at the result.
I do not believe that Chinese communism has created a great economy. I only believe that the mistakes they have made
simply happen to be the inverse of ours. Dumb luck! And that everyone will be surprised how things actually play out.
I believe that we are witnessing a market-driven global shift to meritocracy; economic power based on merit and credibility.
I believe Martin Armstrong nailed it when he said this will be the end of socialism. And honestly, I wouldn't be surprised if
the transition to Freegold signals the beginning of the end for Chinese communism. I'm not predicting this (it would take 20
years or more), I'm just saying I would not be too surprised!
Given that the gold price is trading at a 25% premium to its fair value
Fair value against what? A piece of paper? Or fair value against the REAL wealth of the world?
In my opinion, time will reveal who was "the Greater Fool".
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Saturday, October 17, 2009
Gold is Money - Part 1

Does this strike you as a curious title for an FOFOA blog post? I'll bet some of you are saying yes while others are thinking
"huh? What kind of a stupid question is that?" Onward...
One of the greatest compliments I receive is when people say that I write in a way that anyone can understand. But one of
the reasons my posts come across this way is that I really try to avoid stereotypical and dogmatic words. I especially try to
avoid words deeply embedded in our elite academia. The problem is that these words carry so much baggage. They carry a
standardized mental picture that is often wrong. In fact, some words carry multiple images specific to different factions of
belief.
This "word problem" creates confusion and often stirs misguided debate founded on different definitions. "Inflation" versus
"deflation" is a perfect example. So to avoid misunderstandings, I try to explain my Thoughts through descriptions rather
than dogmatic words.
Hyperinflation, however, is one word I do use, because I think it portrays the best visualization I can deliver as to how the
dollar's collapse will unfold. At the same time, I am careful to explain that I believe gold's price explosion is a totally
separate event that is coming. It is not DEPENDENT on hyperinflation. In fact, hyperinflation could theoretically be
avoided while gold's price explosion cannot.
Along these same lines, explaining myself descriptively, I state that my position is "deflation in real terms"... in terms of
gold! What makes it so difficult for traditional "deflationists" to grasp this concept is that deflation (my description of
deflation) will end in hyperinflation! "Hyperinflation", as I have shown, has much more in common with their understanding
of "deflation" than it does with the common understanding of "inflation". As I like to say, the only thing hyperinflation and
inflation have in common is nine letters. And I also like to say that in the end we will have hyper-DE-flation in all things
measured against gold, and hyper-IN-flation in all things measured against dollars.
I am opening with this long prelude only to demonstrate my "descriptive" intentions as I now tackle the most dogmatic and
divisive word of all... MONEY! What is money? Answer this question honestly and I think a lot of what I write may
suddenly come into clearer focus.
Gold is Money
This is the dogma among most in our crowd, is it not? Gold is money! Who on earth can dispute this (practically) divine
statement? Well, I'm not here to stir up trouble, so I will leave this one alone for the moment. But I hope we can all agree on
at least one thing for the moment. How about this one?... "Gold is a form of wealth!" Hopefully we can at least agree on this
statement as we proceed. Gold is a form of wealth.
Functions of Money
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"Money", as it is understood today, has three main roles. The late Dr. Willem F. Duisenberg, former President of the ECB, in
his famous acceptance speech for the International Charlemagne Prize in 2002 stated it well...
What is money? Economists know that money is defined by the functions it performs, as a means of exchange, a unit of
account and a store of value.
Our modern understanding of money is that it has three roles or functions: 1) A medium of exchange, our
TRANSACTIONAL currency, 2) a unit of account, a "number" used for comparing relative values, held in each person's
memory AND on paper for bookkeeping (and legerdemain), and 3) a store of value, or wealth.
What I would like to do now is to take a broader view of money. A thought experiment that will transcend the last 38 years
of our monetary experience. I hope to transcend even the last century, the last 233 years of our United States, perhaps even
the last millennium. Let us think about money in terms of the last 2,500 years. And perhaps then we can gain a new
perspective that yields a fresh understanding of what the heck is going on right now!
Etymology
Etymology is the study of the history of words. Now I am no expert, but I would like to point out what the dictionary says
about 'money' and 'currency'. From my post, On Hyperinflation:
Two definitions are important in this discussion. These are from Webster’s Dictionary:
Currency (1699) 1 a: circulation as a medium of exchange b: general use, acceptance, or prevalence 2 a: something (as
coins, government notes, and bank notes) that is in circulation as a medium of exchange b: paper money in circulation c: a
common article for bartering d: a medium of verbal or intellectual expression
Money (13c) 1 : something generally accepted as a medium of exchange, a measure of value, or a means of payment
Note that the first known use of the word Money in the English language was in the 13th century. The word Currency didn't
make it into the English language until more than 400 years later.
Note also that the appearance of the word 'money' in the English language came 800 years after the fall of the Roman
Empire.
Thought Experiment
Now on to our Thought experiment. This comes to us courtesy of FOA on The Gold Trail. I have edited the length of FOA's
presentation for the purpose of this post, but will keep it in blue to differentiate the source. The entire post can be found at
the link above.
Owning wealth aside from official money units is nothing new. Building up one's storehouse of a wealth of things is the way
societies have advanced their kind from the beginning. What is new is that this is the first time we have used a non wealth
fiat for so long without destroying it through price inflation. Again, a process of using an unbacked fiat to function as money
and building up real assets on the side. Almost as if two forms of wealth were circulating next to each other; one in the
concept of money and the other in the concept of real wealth.
This trend is intact today and I doubt mankind will ever pull back from fiat use again. Fiat used solely in the function of a
money concept that I will explain in a moment.
Understanding all of this money evolution, in its correct context, is vital to grasping gold's eventual place in the world. A
place where it once proudly stood long ago.
All of this transition is killing off our Gold Bug dream of official governments declaring gold to be money again and
reinstitution some arbitrary gold price. Most of the death, on that hand, is in the form of leveraged bets on gold's price as the
evolution of gold from official money to a wealth holding bleeds away any credible currency pricing of gold's value in the
short run.
To understand gold we must understand money in its purest form; apart from its manmade convoluted function of being
something you save. Money in its purest form is a mental association of values in trade; a concept in memory, not a real
item. In proper vernacular; a 1930's style US gold coin was stamped in the act of applying the money concept to a real piece
of tradable wealth. Not the best way to use gold, considering our human nature.
By accepting and using dollars today that have no inherent value, we are reverting to simple barter by value association.
Assigning value to dollar units that can only have worth in what we can complete a trade for. In effect, refining modern
man's sophisticated money thoughts back into the plain money concept as it first began; a value stored in your head!
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So you think we have come a long way from the ancient barter system? Where uneducated peoples simply traded different
items of value for what they thought they were worth? Crude, slow and demanding, these forms of commerce would never
work today because we are just too busy, right? Think again!
Lean back and think of all the items you can remember the dollar price for. Quite a few, yes? Now, run through your mind
every item in your house; wall pictures, clothes, pots and pans, furniture, TVs, etc... Mechanics can think about all the
things in the garage, tools, oil, mowers. If one thinks hard enough they can remember quite well what they paid for each of
these. Even think of things you used at work. Now try harder; think of every item you can remember and try to guess the
dollar value of it within, say, 30%. Wow, that is a bunch to remember, but we all do it!
I have seen studies where, on average, a person can associate the value of over 1,000 items between unlike kinds by simply
equating the dollar price per unit. Some people can even do two or three thousand items. The very best were some
construction cost estimators that could reach 10,000 or more price associations!
Still think we have come a long way from trading a gallon of milk for two loves of bread? In function, yes; in thought no!
Aside from the saving/investing aspects of money, our process of buying and selling daily use items hasn't changed all that
much. You use the currency as a unit to value associate the worth of everything. Not far from rating everything between a
value of one to ten; only our currency numbers are infinite! Now, those numbers between one and ten have no value, do
they? That's right, the value is in your association abilities. This is the money concept, my friends.
Unlike the efficient market theory that was jammed down our throats in school, we all still use value associations to grasp
what things are worth to us. Yes, the market may dictate a different price, but we use our own associations to judge whether
something is trading too high or too low for our terms. We then choose to buy or sell at market anyway, if we want to.
In this, we have moved little from basic barter. In this, we are understanding that an unbacked fiat works because we are
returning to mostly bartering with one another. A fiat trading unit works today because we make it take on the associated
value of what we trade it for; it becomes the very money concept that always resided in our brains from the beginnings of
time.
In this, a controlled fiat unit works as a trading medium; even as it fails miserably as the retainer of wealth the bankers and
lenders so want it to be.
So how did your Thought experiment go? Did you come to the conclusion that the concept of "money" in its most pure and
primal form is the mental association of values in trade? That it is the actual thought process inside of our minds that we use
to associate the relative value of real things? "Money is just a book keeping accounting of real wealth!" "Why do we need to
save this stuff anyway?"
So, to assign this concept to one of the three "functions" of modern money, the pure money concept fits best within the unit
of account function.
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Modern fiat currency, our modern physical transactional medium fits best in the means of exchange function. And real
wealth, with gold as the most liquid, durable and portable example par excellence, fits best in the store of value function.
History
Now let us take our Thought experiment back in time, before the words money and currency entered the lexicon. In those
times, gold was just another form of wealth that was traded in simple barter. But gold had certain qualities that made it
especially convenient to trade. And it also had qualities that made it especially good to hold as wealth! For one thing, it was
not needed for other functions, so one could hold as much as possible without infringing on anyone else!
A hat was also wealth. So was a pig. A hat could be traded for a pig just as easily as a piece of gold. But pigs were for eating
and hats were for wearing. And if one man became wealthy enough to hoard all the hats, there might have been an outbreak
of sunburned heads! :)
The point is that gold was not "the pure concept of money" any more than hats were, or any more than paper dollars are "the
pure concept of wealth"! When the ancients stamped gold into coins, they were simply making a true barter item, a wealth
item more recognizable and easier to use. Even without any legal tender laws, this barter item, coined or not, still carried its
value in its weight.
But as "the pure money concept" (the unit of account function) crept in and attached itself to the numbers stamped on gold
coins, the door was opened to the debasing of wealth and public theft through the clipping and diluting the metal content of
the coins. Enter the appearance of Gresham's Law!
Even still, was gold really what we think of as "money" back then? According to FOA, the answer may well be no:
We were first alerted to the "gold is money" flaw years ago. When considering the many references to gold being money in
ancient texts, several things stood out. We began to suspect that those translations were somewhat slanted. I saw many areas
in old texts where gold was actually referenced more in a context of; "his money was in account of gold", or; "the money
account was gold", or; "traded his money in gold". The more one searches the more one finds that in ancient times gold was
simply one item that could account for your money values. To expand the reality of this thought; everything we trade is in
account of associated money values; nothing we trade is money!
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Well, I put it off at the beginning of this post, but I'll ask it again now... Gold is money! Who on earth can dispute this
(practically) divine statement?
I ask this again only as a rhetorical question. Because as I pointed out in my long prelude, this post is all about confusing
and misleading dogma presented through the use of stereotyped words. Money being the worst of all!
Are we using Wim Duisenberg's definition of money, consisting of three roles? Or are we using our own newly discovered
"pure concept of money" definition, consisting of only one of those roles? Or are we suggesting, when we say "gold is
money", some NEW definition based on a hybrid role assignment? What is "honest money"? And what does someone mean
when they say "gold is money"?
Can you see how common words that different people define differently can cause great confusion and disagreement, even
when it is not really warranted?
And can we now agree on these three statements at least? 1) Gold is a form of wealth. 2) The pure concept of money fits
best within the unit of account function. 3) The word currency best describes what we currently use in the medium of
exchange role.
Okay, with this newfound partial agreement in place, let us take a look at where we are heading. And let's see if we have
gained any new understanding. Here is a little more from FOA:
Today's talk is, once again, a more detailed continuation of our theme: the evolving message of gold. I'll begin now.
Our modern gold market price illusion is little more than a product of the fiat dollar system; a design that denominates gold
credits in a contract form. Is it a free market? Why yes, very free. But... TOO free, in the sense that contract supply is totally
unlimited. Investors bought into this market even though they fully well knew 90% of the volume was represented by only
cash equity on the other side. Knowing that, they somehow expected that those contracts were limited in creation by the
fixed amount of gold in the world. Their mistake, not the market's.
Clearly, anyone schooled in classic hard money Thought should have known that this was just another gold inflation; a
transitory era between money systems. This was a time to gather gold over the years, not invest in the leveraged aspects of
gold's new fiat versions. Nor, to buy into the gold industry that owed its life and cash profits to the maintenance of such a
system; transitory as it was. The expanding fiat universe was best used to gather real wealth each time the transactional fiat
currency cycled through your domain.
Anyone that understood this knew that this is how you handle an evolving process. For myself and others, knowing that
gold's inherent value could not change much and was historically undervalued in its comparative value to all things, we
bought gold in quantity. We tossed aside Western concerns about shifting currency prices of gold.
This entire paper-gold trading realm represents the conclusion of a convoluted, decades long attempt by mankind to tie his
fiat money concepts to physical gold. These centuries of gold/money tie-ins will end in a colossal breakup of the entire fiat
money-plus-gold concept; leaving gold and fiat to trade independently of each other.
Unfortunately, it's on the dollar's watch this will all end as this gold failure is running in parallel to the dollar ending its
position as a world reserve currency.
The above is a good summary of FOA's message. I am sure that some of you have read The Gold Trail, but I'm curious if
you felt a slightly deeper meaning in it now that we have discussed the pure concept of money. And if so, you should try
reading the whole of A/FOA again! It can be found at the top of my favorite links to the right.
You know, I often visit websites and forums that proclaim, "Gold is Money!" I have no argument with them. Obviously they
are talking about the store of value function in Wim Duisenberg's definition of money. I mean, clearly gold is not our
currency nor unit of account. And sometimes I visit sites that proclaim "We must return to honest money!" And again I have
no argument. I understand that they are simply fed up with the built-in inflation in our modern medium of exchange that
infringes on their store of value concept. I couldn't agree more.
Yet here I am to tell you that gold is now becoming completely demonetized! That the odds of us going back on the old gold
standard are right around zero! That the inflating paper gold contract market has kept gold in a monetized state, even though
we left the gold standard. But that is now coming to an abrupt end. I am here to tell you that even if we get some sort of new
super sovereign global reserve currency with a certain "portion" held in gold, this will not mean the remonetization of gold!
Look no further than the political stylings of the Euro to see how this new super sovereign currency would work. Gold may
be a portion of its reserves, just like the Euro. But also, just like the Euro, that gold will be marked to market! (See: Your
Own, Personal, Freegold)
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Indeed, Duisenberg also had this to say in his famous speech:
[The Euro] is the first currency that has not only severed its link to gold, but also its link to the nation-state. It is not backed
by the durability of the metal or by the authority of the state.
Yet somehow its required 15% gold reserves have risen to 55.6% in ten years! And for some reason its gold reserves are still
on LINE 1 of its financial statement! Hmm...
But current global confidence is too shaken for a new reserve currency to work just yet. Gold may end up being the single
object that restores confidence enough for a new reserve system shared by many nations, but not at today's gold price. Not
anywhere even close to it!
The human concept of money is changing whether we like it or not. It is being torn apart. Gold, as a wealth reserve and
wealth asset, will exist and trade parallel to the world of fiat, the world of credit and debt. Producers and savers will finally
have the option to switch tracks so to speak. To get on a parallel track that avoids the inevitable collision with the debthungry collective their savings have always faced.
And as we pass through this phase transition, as gold switches from the transactional track to the wealth-reserve track, it
will take on a whole new meaning... and a whole new value! The non-dollar part of the world already knows this. This is
why they are buying gold now! You see, as a truly demonetized wealth asset, gold has a much much higher value to
mankind than it does as a transactional money. To get an idea of the difference, just compare the basic transactional money
supply with the vast quantity of so-called "paper wealth dollar derivatives". This should give you an idea of what is coming!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Wednesday, October 21, 2009
Gold is Money - Part 2

In our last discussion we distilled the pure concept of money down to the innate human ability to mentally associate relative
values. Today we will expand this thought in order to apply it to some very different functions we associate with our
modern, common understanding of money. Hopefully this exercise will help to reveal a deeper understanding of where we
are heading.
Confusing the Human Instinct of Value Association
Taking the pure concept of money further, we can say that money is the range of numbers that we hold in our memory, or
numbers that we write on paper in a bookkeeping account, for the purpose of value association.
Imagine an ancient barter system, where one cow trades for two goats. And one goat is worth five chickens. In our mental
association of values we might use the chickens as the primary basis and attach a value of 1 to a chicken, to make trading a
little easier. So a chicken is 1, a goat is 5, and a cow is 10. We now have a simple monetary system of 1 through 10 in which
the numbers themselves are our money, and an object of wealth, the chicken, is our unit of account.
So if I have two cows, three goats, and 25 chickens to trade, I might calculate in my head that I have a total trading value of
60 monetary units with which to trade. That number 60 is my primitive concept of money. But I wouldn't say that my
money account was only in chickens. I would have to say that I have a total value of 60, but my money account is in
chickens, goats and cows.
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Over time it was discovered by early man that gold was the most accepted tradable wealth of all, and soon almost everyone
was accounting for their wealth using gold as the basis for the mental unit of account. Gold was better than chickens for
many reasons, not the least of which that sometimes chickens died. Also, gold could be divided into smaller and smaller
pieces. When you did this with chickens, again, they died. This was certainly acceptable at meal time, but not out on the
road, traveling the trade routes.
So the pure concept of money was the account, the rating system for value, the worth association in your head. Physical
gold became the main wealth object used in that bookkeeping practice. This is how it was for at least a thousand years. But
as all things evolve, man eventually became accustomed to speaking of gold in the context of money accounting. Even as
languages evolved the concept of money accounting and the physical wealth holding of gold became mingled as one and the
same.
This transition was subtle and unnoticed, an evolution transcending generations and even civilizations. But it has led to what
has become a major conflict in the money affairs of our modern world. As gold receipts took over as the concept of money
accounting (the mental value association role), man became confused as he now had to value his cows and goats against
chickens that were never there in the first place. Receipts for chickens that far exceeded the actual chicken count. And how
to value real chickens in this case? One imaginary chicken receipt = 1 real chicken??
You see, man has not changed as much as we might think since his barter association days. We freely exercise our skill at
the value associations of all real things. Real things must remain free to float up and down as the reality of supply and
demand dictates in order for our innate skill to be most efficient. Our inherent need to constantly change valuations as we
see fit is what is driving physical gold to break free from its modern monetary attachment.
We inherently want to use gold as a wealth item par excellence. We want to trade its changing value within the same
universe of floating values that all other tangibles trade. But for the benefit of the bankers and the US Govt, in the pursuit of
stable credit and debt values, we have tried to fix gold's value to our "pure concept of money" so that banks can lend THE
MONEY CONCEPT ITSELF, in lieu of lending real things, or real gold. Gold cannot be rigidly fixed to any money concept
that must constantly inflate in order to survive, as any lendable and borrowable fiat currency must do, because physical gold
is in finite supply.
Lending a Mere Concept
Today's dollar is a purely symbolic currency. It is not officially attached to anything. Our modern money system, like those
in the past (even ones attached to gold), is built upon the notion that a mere CONCEPT can be lent in lieu of actually having
to lend (temporarily part with) something of real value. The banking system wants to lend us 'the number 10', and have us
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pay it back, with interest, in chickens, goats and cows. They literally want to have their cake and eat it too.
This system of lending a purely symbolic monetary CONCEPT instead of lending real wealth requires the perceived value
of that CONCEPT to remain relatively stable or else the entire banking system will collapse. It is to this end that bankers,
governments, politicians and economists always try to entangle (think: forced quantum entanglement) gold into the money
system and control its value in order to keep their CIRCULATING DEBT CONCEPT viable and valuable.
This is the problem with the architecture of the dollar, versus how all non-reserve fiat currencies will work in a free gold
environment. The dollar must cheat in order to retain any illusion of stability. There are other ways for a fiat to remain
stable. Responsible currency management is one. And in a system where the value of all real things (including gold) float
freely against the parallel universe of fiat currencies, this will be how they will work.
When the dollar became a mere concept in 1971, so did all fiat currencies in the world. Their only value lies in the tradable
value associations we give them, based on what can be purchased in the parallel universe of real things. But because we
have been encouraged to save these symbolic debt concept units in lieu of anything with real value, a mismatch has grown
to epic proportions whereby not even a fraction of these debt units can be traded back into the real economy at anywhere
near today's prices.
We have lent, borrowed, saved, sliced, diced, sold, resold and insured so many units of a mere CONCEPT while neglecting
to pay attention to the comparative size of the real economy with which the CONCEPT must run in parallel.
Our political drive, our collective spirit, and our American lifestyle has encouraged the near-exponential growth of this
system so that we could buy real goods from others without sending them real wealth in return. So that we could grow and
expand our great nation on a CONCEPT alone! We have proclaimed a strong dollar for the past 15 years, promoted it to be
"as good as gold" and not only a perfect substitute, but a much better substitute for real wealth holdings... "because you
must earn a YIELD". The dollar is even held as a "hard money" wealth reserve behind other currencies!
And over this period of the last 38 years, while our dollar perfected its role as a medium of exchange, it also left in its wake
a world chock full of worthless CONCEPT-denominated paper wealth that people and nations bought and held in lieu of
anything real. Today we are in a transition that will take us out of this jumbled mess and, in the process, will destroy much
of our wealth illusion as it appears to simply evaporate away. But the truth is that it was never there to begin with!
Saving the System - Not its Value

It was said, many years before Paulson, Bernanke and TARP, that the financial system will be saved at any cost! Apparently
this statement has proven to be true. But at what cost?
You see they are now faced with a dilemma they will not discuss publicly. On one side is their product, the conceptual unit
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of credit account, their currency. And on the other side is their offspring, the financial system, Wall Street. What saves one
will kill the other. They can save the present value of their product and kill their offspring through starvation. Or they can
save their offspring by delivering what it desperately needs to survive... a constant expansion of credit (aka monetary
inflation). But this will, of course, kill the value of their product, the currency.
They can save one or the other, but not both. And it was always known, but has now been proven, that the system will be
saved at ANY cost. (Unfortunately for them, they did not think it through far enough to realized that the cost of saving their
offspring will also kill it and a whole lot more. But that line of Thought is straying a little too far from the topic of this post.)
In order to survive, the system, the financial industry, Wall Street NEEDS a constantly increasing supply of CREDIT! If the
population won't give their own blood to save this dying Frankenstein monster, then the CB's and governments WILL! It is
happening now. Right under our noses. For more than a year now!
This is why it is SO important that we hold only physical gold in our own personal possession in order to escape this tangled
mess. Only touchable, graspable physical gold metal under full ownership conveys ALL of the properties that have come to
be attributed to this kingly wealth asset. By contrast, financial contracts denominated in gold as facilitated by bullion banks,
gold derivatives, gold loans, gold depositories, gold pool accounts, gold ETF's, or known by any other name, are all at their
core pure and simple... (wait for it)... CREDIT. And what feeds the monster?? All together now... CREDIT EXPANSION!!

And because the underlying potential for depositors to exercise their claim on the gold metal within the system poses a
constant threat (to pull the rug out from under the confidence in this particular variety of credit) which grows as the credit
expands, a limit is eventually reached where the participants will tolerate no further expansion. And guess what? We may
have just reached that limit!
The bottom line is that the banking system will be "saved" at the expense of sacrificing the market value of every last credit
instrument they have created. Anyone and everyone with their savings inside the system will take a serious purchasing
power haircut. The only people that will enjoy the full value of their wealth (and more) are the ones who hold it outside of
the imploding system. Inside the system, credit of any color, green OR yellow, is only credit.
Long versus Short
Today's paper currencies are not just a medium of exchange, but they are still a pretty good store of value in the short term.
The greater the rate of price inflation, the shorter the term that you will want to be holding the actual currency. Wealth
assets, on the other hand, are the store of value for the long term. This differentiation is understood by almost everyone
today. And it is so close to the concept of Freegold that it will not be "a giant leap for mankind" to get there.
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The only difference is that right now, most of the public has come to believe that wealth is simply paper ownership of
wealth producing industries and paper claims on real assets that can never be recovered at today's values. This is true for
most all items, not just gold. And as we hold these paper documents for the long term, understanding them to be better than
holding the actual currency because they provide a "yield", the recoverability of the underlying real asset is being constantly
eroded away. In other words, we are unknowingly losing principle at the same time as we think we are gaining a yield!
From 1980 to 2001, the expansion of the financial industry far beyond the means of its parallel real world counterpart was a
signal that our human instinct to buy things, or assets (even if only paper debt assets), rather than to hold the actual
currency, was still intact. But the fact of the matter was that the dollar currency itself was expanding during this time period
at a furious pace to meet its global usage demand WITHOUT causing the price inflation that should have accompanied such
an expansion.
This strange "pseudo-deflationary" signal (versus gold) during a time of high currency inflation might have told the people
that it was okay to hold the currency itself during this period. That something odd was afoot. As the currency was expanding
with such ease, but at the same time gaining purchasing power especially against gold and oil. But the people only spent
their currency, which demonstrated their natural inclination. To spend currency, and to buy real wealth assets for the long
term (even if those assets were little more than a value illusion).
But today a totally different signal is being broadcast loud and clear, and being equally ignored. That gold is now about to
resume its historic role and value as a wealth asset, long suppressed by its troubled association with inflating transactional
currencies.

Ever since our dollar became a mere concept in 1971 it has required the illusion of a stable gold price in order to remain
viable in its various roles. And a stable gold price it has had! Yes, even with the spike in 1980 and the quadrupling in price
of the last 8 years, gold has remained relatively stable and locked into its confusing association with inflating currencies,
mainly with the help of the inflating paper gold market, but also through anti-gold propaganda.
If gold had truly abandoned its currency role in the 1970's, and taken on the unfettered role of wealth reserve par excellence,
we would have seen prices in the many thousands even before the 1980 price spike. The dollar and its insidious wealthderivative offspring had multiplied that much even before the official link with gold was finally broken.
Half versus Whole
Our ancient instincts have not gone away. We have not "advanced" as much as we think. Our use of "the pure concept of
money" has not changed since the days when we engaged in direct barter trade. We still want to accumulate wealth item
along side and separate from our transactional "pure concept of money" which is really just a number in our mind, or
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marked down on paper. We know that this "number" is not something to be saved, except perhaps for as long as it takes to
arrive at the next transaction. (See: Fekete's A ‘fairy’ tale)
You see our modern money concept has been surreptitiously eroded into only one half of our ancient barter understanding of
the money concept, and one half does not equal a whole. Most of today's money, other than the monetary base, is borrowed
into existence. It represents a debt, and a debt is an incomplete transaction. It is only one half of what our instincts require as
a wealth reserve, which is a fully completed transaction resulting in an accumulation of hard value. And yet we still buy
these "wealth assets" denominated in only "half a concept", half of the monetary concept that our mind intuitively
understands.
This is a flaw! It is a big one, especially now as "the other half" is waving the white flag of surrender and default. Some very
smart analysts see this as deflationary. They truly believe that the waving of the white flag will make this "half a concept"
actually rise in value against its parallel real world economic counterpart. But that is not what will happen.
Paradigm Shift
What will happen is a paradigm shift. The paradigm shift will be the sudden planetary recognition that the global
debt(concept)-based paper investment pyramid is collapsing from its own weight and size. And that the best safe haven
retreat is physical possession of the one and only hard asset that is globally recognized as an official monetary wealth
reserve, an officially recognized hard collateral asset, a true national treasure, and an historic denominator of wealth with a
history longer than recorded history itself!
As I see it, we are running out of time... fast! All it takes is for one event to destroy global confidence. One event. Maybe the
current rumors will turn out to be just that, rumors. I hope so, because the dominoes that would fall will stretch all the way
to empty shelves at your local grocery store. But even if the current rumors are a dud, how many other explosive
probabilities are lurking in the murky swamp of banking, finance, money, and paper gold?
Clear anecdotal and circumstantial evidence is emerging that some sort of a squeeze is underway against institutions that
might be short gold. A PR battle royale is also underway in the media to counter the effects. It is amazing to me that we can
still walk into our local coin dealer and buy gold at a small premium to the paper price. But this, too, is probably part of the
confidence battle that is being waged. Someone may be going to great lengths to ensure that the shortage at the top is not
visible at the bottom.
The mint has already canceled certain gold coins because of too high of a demand. We have gold hitting all time record
highs. Yet the mainstream media think it is most important that you understand the solid fundamentals behind each downtick in gold.
I hope you can see what is happening. The giants are battling it out like Greek Titans while the masses are being subjected
to an anti-gold propaganda machine of unthinkable proportions. All I can say is don't delay if you are still planning to move
your savings out of the Frankenstein feeding tube and into the safety of gold. If you are waiting for a dip or a correction,
you may just miss the greatest transfer of wealth the world has ever seen. Any price within $2,000 of today's gold price is a
steal. Forget about corrections, even if they come. It is only a matter of time until physical gold runs dry, the paper markets
suffer "an event", and the value of physical gaps up higher than ANY of the analysts have predicted. Don't miss this one
time event!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
THOUGHT, concept and some writing credit goes out to Randy (@ The Tower) circa 2001, and of course to my Trail Guide! Thank you for your
priceless guidance!
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Monday, October 26, 2009
Gold is Money - Part 3

Allow me to start by beating a dead horse. There is a vital difference between what may in fact be the ideal, perfect
monetary system and what are the real monetary changes we are heading straight into today. My purpose for writing this
blog is to share with you, and in return to receive your feedback on my own discovery and understanding of the latter. There
are plenty of other sites that discuss the former.
If we can discover together where we are heading financially, economically and monetarily, and why we are heading there,
then perhaps we can know, in advance, how the understanding of the global consciousness will evolve and unfold in the
coming weeks, months and years. And, with this understanding, hopefully we can gain a certain peace of mind with regard
to our own financial decisions, positions and future as we head into very stormy waters.
I know from my own experience that a little peace of mind is a priceless asset. It is one worth sharing, and one worth
growing. Sharing and growing this asset together with you is my goal. Onward...
Our Understanding of Money
Let us quickly run through an assortment of common understandings of the term 'money'. The most common, mainstream
understanding of money is that of a device bearing three functions. The three functions are 1) medium of exchange, 2) unit
of account and 3) store of value.
A more purist understanding states that money is only a medium of exchange. And that the usability of money in other roles
flows from its declared form. For example, if our common medium of exchange is physical gold only, then it is also an
excellent store of value.
In fact, as a medium of exchange, money is only one half of a full barter exchange. The other half is when you change your
money into that item you desire. But when physical gold is the common medium of exchange, then it is possible that the
concept of a "medium" (or middleman) is incorrectly applied, because if gold was what you were after (for its store of value
function), then the exchange is completed in only one step! Direct barter!
Finally, there is our new understanding of "the pure concept of money" which is our innate human ability to associate
relative values. And within this understanding of 'money', it became clear that in order for our ability to function properly
and efficiently in the way it has evolved over millennia, gold must be free for each of us to impute value to it.
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Gold Exchange Standard
Our most recent experiment with gold as the conceptual medium of exchange ended badly. The purist understanding of
money, the common medium of exchange, longs for it to be a real commodity, or at least linked to a commodity so that the
actual medium can have a relatively stable value and double as a store of wealth. But when we lock a finite commodity into
a parity relationship with an inflating paper currency, we only drag down that commodity's relative value compared to the
rest of the real world as the related currency is inflated.
Over time, pressure builds up in this relationship set at par, the same as pressure builds between two business partners where
one is lazy and unproductive and the other must carry the business through hard work. Sooner or later some of that pressure
must be released and parity must be broken. Perhaps the lazy partner's equity position in the business is cut or reduced to
reflect his lack of contribution, buying the ill fated relationship a little more time. This is what Roosevelt did with the
dollar/gold relationship in 1933. But eventually these mismatched partners will have to part company once and for all. Just
as gold and the dollar did in 1971.
In 1971 official parity was broken, but not forgotten. In the years since, an unofficial parity of sorts has been maintained
through the paper gold market. Paper gold, like dollars, can be expanded and inflated while being locked at a par with the
real thing. This is still going on today. But the pressure has been building for a long time now. This pressure held in the
parity relationship between paper and physical gold is about to blow.

Gold Coin Standard
Even the gold coin standard we had leading up to the creation of the Federal Reserve System ended badly. You see, people
put their gold coins into the banks and the banks lent them out. And then when confidence suffered a shock and the banks
faced a run on gold, the system collapsed, many banks failed, and people lost their gold.
Human people want to be able to borrow money in the present that they plan to earn in the future. Not all people want to do
this, but enough to influence the system certainly do. And this practice, by its very nature, expands the money supply
beyond its physical commodity limits, even in a pure gold coin standard.
During the late nineteenth century, all the major nations of the world moved toward a gold coin standard, wherein the gold
coin itself was the common currency and medium of exchange. Between 1873 and 1912 some forty nations used it.
[Answers.com]
The following is a post by Randy (@ The Tower) describing the end of the gold coin standard and the dawn of the Federal
Reserve System (in blue).
Continuing our investigation into the meaning/essence of "money"... In 1907 America was on the Gold standard and
WITHOUT any central bank. Many modern goldbugs might be inclined to yearn for those "good ol’ days" when "money
was money and banking was as it should be!"
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However, that year is best known by the Panic of 1907 in which the people's economy was plagued by runs on trust
companies, banking panics, and a bear market in stocks. Across the nation, banks were unable (and refused) to deliver gold
coins and currency to satisfy the requests of depositors for withdrawals of money from their own accounts -- and 246 banks
collapsed. It is not difficult to see how the frustration of depositors unable to obtain currency from banks (even solvent
ones!) holding their deposits would lead to pressure for political intervention and change.
For a quick exercise in perspective, imagine what you would do today if faced with the same situation in which your bank
could not give you any currency ($1s, $5s, $10s, $20s $50 or $100s) to carry away with you as a representation of the
money residing in your bank account. No problem. You would simply write a personal check to meet your spending needs,
or perhaps ask for a bank draft, or wire the money wherever it needed to go. Amazing! What IS money??? How did you get
yours; where did it come from? How do you know what its value is?? Ponder that, and now we return to our glimpse at
history...
In the wake of this banking panic, a National Monetary Commission was formed to undertake a scholarly look at the
failings of America's financial system. Of these, the four major flaws cited were that the banks were decentralized, clearing
methods were inefficient, the huge cash holdings of the federal government were not distributed where most needed, and the
currency supply was inelastic. (Please ponder for a moment how or why the CURRENCY supply would ever be an issue if
the amount of MONEY found in banks were at a one-to-one ratio with the currency (gold) that represented it. Surely, in this
absence of a central bank there couldn't be more money than gold coin! That's impossible!! ) By 1911, the Commission had
recommended a plan for a "Reserve Association of America" as the solution to these defects, giving rise two years later to
what became our central bank -- The Federal Reserve System. However, that's another story for another time.
Through the coordinated stabilizing actions of three prominent NY bankers to arrest the banking panic [J.P. Morgan, George
F. Baker (First National Bank), and James Stillman (National City Bank / Citibank)], their wealth and power was perhaps
made more conspicuous in the eyes of the nation than perhaps it would otherwise have been. A prominent Wall Street
lawyer named Samuel Untermyer suggested that there was a "Money Trust", and The Wall Street Journal also took notice of
affairs and wrote, "So long as Congress will not give us what every other civilized country possesses, a central bank, it
forces Wall Street to improvise something of the kind itself."
The House Banking and Currency Committee formed an investigative subcommittee to determine whether a Money Trust
existed in NY. The chief counsel was Sam Untermyer, and I think you might gain some insights about the true nature of
money from the testimony delivered by Morgan and Baker before the committee in Washington DC at the beginning of
1913.
In questioning Baker about the proposal for banking reform regarding expanded disclosure of bank assets and investments,
Untermyer probed, "Why should not the assets, and the detailed assets, be a matter of public knowledge?"
Baker replied, "Business would come to rather a standstill."
Untermyer demanded, "I want you to explain to the committee why."
Baker declined, "I can not explain it."
Untermyer pressed further, "You mean you can give us no reason?"
Baker admitted, "It would be exposing all the details of that business to the whole world."
After following a sidetrack in questioning, Untermyer returned to this issue, asking, "Why should the public do business on
confidence when it can get the facts?"
To which Baker proclaimed, "Mr. Untermyer, THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE OF BANKING, perhaps more than
some others, is CREDIT." [emphasis added]
It seems that George Baker sensed (rightly?) that the public, familiar with their Currency being a tangible asset (gold coin),
would NOT be readily comfortable with the truth about Money. That is to say, that they might struggle to accept the reality
that their Money Supply, as represented on the books of the bank, was created by credit, and existed through the grace of
confidence. In effect, the tangible Currency had become a mere symbol for the Money (credit) it represented while
circulating outside of bank account ledgers.
If you don't care to believe my assessment, I have another point for you. When Untermyer had J.P. Morgan on the witness
stand, he asked him, "Is not commercial credit based primarily upon money or property?" [In this exchange, it appears that
Untermyer ignorantly used the word "money" as equivalent to gold coin, a usage which Morgan plays similarly until his
concluding point about granting CREDIT.]
Morgan responded, "No, sir, the first thing is CHARACTER." [emphasis added]
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Untermyer, shocked, reiterated, "Before money or property?"
Morgan reassured, "Before money or anything else. Money cannot buy it. [credit]"
Untermyer remained obstinate against this notion, as though there were communication difficulties, and pressed again on
this point.
Morgan then conclusively stated his conviction on the point that commercial CREDIT is based on character: "Because a
man I do not trust could not get MONEY from me on all the bonds in Christendom."
From two eminent bankers who surely knew their business, you now have it that the creation or granting of Money (the
extension of Credit) has more to do with the creditworthiness of the borrowers than the collateral that secures against
possible default. And recall, these comments occurred while on a gold standard AND in total absence of a governmentsponsored central bank -- which was authorized (against Baker's preference) a year later.
As you come to understand how Money and Credit are interrelated, the more you will understand the separate Wealth of
gold and why you need it now more than ever.
The point here is that our modern understanding of money, or any money concept for that matter, combined with our
modern taste for borrowing, lending and trading of credit and debt, may not NECESSARILY be a perfect fit with a pure
gold standard. Even a gold standard, with gold as the actual currency, is manipulated by the banks through confidence-based
lending schemes. Sure, a gold standard somewhat limits the collective in its more nefarious pursuits, but it also has flaws
that always seem to lead to the same conclusion... failure.
Perhaps it is time for us to consider another alternative, even a natural one that is happening whether we like it or not. How
about a new, de facto, free market-driven stasis instead of the old de jure (rigged) false parity relationship... how about
Freegold?

The Fourth Dimension: Time
At any given moment, a snapshot of our world appears to be only three dimensions; left/right, backwards/forwards,
up/down. But with the passage of each and every moment, the world changes. Values change! People change. Everything
changes. And all of these changes happen as we move through the fourth dimension, time.
This fourth dimension is very important as we consider the pure concept of money. For it is in this fourth dimension that our
pure concept of money resides!
If time was not a factor, then anything accepted as a generic medium of exchange could perfectly perform all the functions
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commonly linked to the term 'money'. You do your work (somehow without the passage of time) and get paid, and then
spend your money on anything within that same moment in which your work's value was judged against the entire universe
of real things. A perfect stasis of values would exist everywhere, all at once.
But here in the real world we must be concerned about how far we carry our money through the fourth dimension. Without
this vital consideration, we stand to lose everything!
Breaking the Triangle
In part 1 of this series I used a diagram I created called The Modern Money Triangle. The three corners of the triangle
represented the three primary functions of our modern understanding of money.

But as we pass through the coming phase transition in which the parity between paper gold and physical gold will be
broken, cracks will start to form in certain parts of the triangle.
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The fractures you see in this diagram are time related. On a short timeline [length of time is the key variable: "t"] fiat
currencies will perform our necessary monetary functions, medium of exchange and unit of account. But at some point on
the x-axis, 'length of time', we will switch to a different medium, gold.
On a long timeline, gold will perform our necessary monetary functions perfectly, store of value and long term unit of
account. By the way, there is no upper limit on the x-axis of 'length of time' when it comes to gold. If plotted out it runs to
infinity!
The outcome will be my new Freegold Quadrangle!
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The "x-axis" represents the amount of time you are willing to hang onto the fiat currency you either earn or receive in
payment. If the monetary authority is printing money, "t" will be shorter and shorter. In a hyperinflationary situation "t" will
slide all the way to the left with a value close to zero. [1]
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As the new Freegold system of natural, pristine balance emerges, the fiat monetary authority will find its wisest move is to
keep the money supply under control. And with a "wise" CB, gradually the "t" value will shift back to the right, little by
little.
The further "t" moves to the right, meaning the longer people are willing to hang on to their fiat, the more investment will
flow into new businesses in that currency zone, and the more tax the greedy collective can grab. This is how it will work.
But even MORE interesting to us physical gold advocates is how we will get there!
In part 2 of this series I explained that "they" will save the system at any cost. And that this stance presented them with a
dilemma. You see, if they don't save the system then "all paper will burn" and gold will "shoot the moon" as the wealth
reserve par excellence. But if they DO save the system, "the cost" will be the devaluation of the dollar along with all fiat
currencies... and gold will "shoot the moon" as the wealth reserve par excellence.
Q.E.D. [quod erat demonstrandum].
The Catch-22 of Modern Paper Wealth
The phrase "Catch-22" is common idiomatic usage meaning "a no-win situation" or "a double bind" of any type.
[Wikipedia] "The catch" in our modern concept of paper wealth is that on one side it is collapsing from its own
unsustainable debt service making it, in fact, a non-wealth. But on the other side, if we rescue it from its own un
sustainability by guaranteeing or propping up the debt service, we collapse the very denominator of the wealth itself, the
currency, and make it a non-wealth. It is a lose-lose situation... a Catch-22!
Do you remember the 1985 movie Wall Street? In it Gordon Gekko liked to buy whole companies through the stock market,
shut them down, break them up, and then sell off the pieces. He had figured out that the pieces were more valuable than the
whole. Remember in the end of the movie he went after Blue Star Airlines? My, how things have changed in 24 years.
On Friday we learned that Japan Airlines is now completely worthless. Its net worth is now NEGATIVE $8.8 billion!
JAL faces $8.8 billion excess debt if liquidated: source
TOKYO (Reuters) - Liabilities at Japan Airlines Corp (Tokyo:9205.T - News) would exceed its assets by as much as $8.8
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billion if Asia's largest airline by revenues were liquidated, a source with direct knowledge of the matter said on Friday.
The estimate of JAL's negative net worth, calculated by a government-led task force in charge of its restructuring,
underscores the depth of the problems facing the airline as it seeks aid from banks and the state to avoid bankruptcy.

Did you know that on Friday people were still buying JAL at a market capitalization price of $3.4 billion even though it was
worth [NEGATIVE] -$8.8 billion? One thing I know for sure; Gordon Gekko would NOT have been interested in this one.
Which begs the question, how is the rest of the (publicly traded) economy doing after 24 years of debt accumulation?
This is where the $-debt regime has left us. With empty, hollow shells of corporate entities enslaved to produce revenue
only to service their unsustainable debt. What if the owners of JAL decide to leave their vacuous corporate shell behind like
a hermit crab abandoning his home, for the greener pastures of a fresh start? That debt hole, the $8.8 billion, is what we hold
today as wealth!... inside the financial system! It is gone, not there, if they walk away. Just like an underwater homeowner
walking away from his home. If the debt-slave quits, the value illusion is gone!
The entire financial industry today is marked to model, myth, illusion, whatever... just not reality. It is amazing that we even
got a story like this, exposing a small portion of the gap between reality and "high finance". JAL is a dead man walking.
At least we are getting some honesty with regard to the real value of JAL. How about the rest of them? How about the
banks? Who's debt do YOU hold as wealth? How is THEIR balance sheet doing? Do you have any idea?
Gold is pure equity... no one's debt. No one to walk away. No one to default in bankruptcy. Nothing to liquidate in an
attempt to recapture 10 cents on the dollar.
The entire US banking system today is built upon the idea that debt-slaves will continue servicing their debt on millions of
underwater houses marked to mythical values at which the loans were established. If you hold your wealth within this
freakish system... all I can say is good luck!
The knowledge of the difference between principle and interest must be dead. Everyone is chasing an imaginary yield from
entities with negative equity today... with their hard earned principle savings. Can you believe it?
But don't worry about JAL. It won't be quitting. It has been deemed too big to fail! This means that the printing press will
guarantee not only its debt-slave service, but its executive bonuses as well (to keep the slaves in the field)!
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Next up, the idiotic concept of too big to fail is set to bring down all the imaginary currencies, and with them, the system
itself. And once again, gold is not only immune but highly levered in the OPPOSITE direction.
Consider this: You may not fully understand where we are heading. You may be figuring it out at your own pace. But the
millions of ungodly fortunes in the world (yes, there are millions of fortunes) don't have that luxury. They must figure it out
FAST... or die.

Survival of the Fittest
Try to imagine each and every fortune that exists today as a distinct animal. These "fortunes" can be held by individuals,
organizations, by funds, or even by sovereign collectives. They can also be held in any number of vessels at this current
time. For instance, the Saudis' fortune is largely held underground in oil deposits. Other fortunes are in paper financial
products, like your pension fund, and others are already in gold.
As we move forward, the law of nature, the survival of the fittest will come more and more to the forefront. The wholesale
creation of new digits is one way that some of the more inbred fortunes are trying to survive. Will it work? Others, with a
deeper gene pool, are fleeing to the safety of gold.
Imagine this world of TOO MANY "fortunes" vying for survival in the limited landscape of the real world which is actually
too small for them all to survive. The fortunes that have moved entirely into physical gold have already staked out their
claim to a specific volume of real estate that is needed to survive in this brutal world. They now own their own territory, a
true slice of the real world pie, on which to live and thrive.
Those that are still trying to increase their claim size by inflating paper digits may miss out because the landscape of reality
is quickly being bought up by the more clever and observant animals. Survival of the fittest! Those fortunes that make the
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right moves in these trying times will be the ones to survive and thrive. The rest will die.
These "fortunes" are the giants. Their titanic battle for survival in the limited real world is what will take us where we are
going. They need to figure things out quickly if they want to survive. Natural selection will pick the winners and kill off the
losers. Today this epic battle nears its climax.
Stake out your own claim today before this final act unfolds. Then spread the word to as many people as possible. This is
the best we can do, Lilliputians that we are.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
[1] No, the y-axis is nothing but a perpendicular connecting line to a parallel function. I am making a point with the help of visual aids and
common understanding. I am not making a mathematical proof. Sorry if I offended any mathematicians with my terminology. :)
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Sunday, November 1, 2009
Money Talk Continued

We had a good discussion on the concept of money developing after the last three posts. Here are a few of my comments, re
posted by request:
_________________________________________________________
This first one was a response to a question about a potential dollar rally during another global liquidity crisis...
Hello Anonymous (6:05PM),
Here are some thoughts and comments as you requested:
We need to keep a few principles in mind in order to understand what is being discussed in these confusing discussions
about a liquidity crisis, currency swaps, and supposed dollar strength. My apologies if I simplify this too much for your
taste, but my thoughts are simple ones...
1) First of all, what are all banks and bankers afraid of? A run!
2) Hyperinflation coincide with a multiplication of the monetary base (which is the natural response to the market devaluing
"broad money", near-cash credit assets), not with the credit expansion of broad money through commercial bank lending.
3) The USDX measures the supply and demand of actual base money needed for transaction clearing, not the willingness of
banks to stick their necks out further. Base money is the "reserve" in the term "fractional reserve banking". We could call it
"fractional base money banking".
4) Currency devaluations are long term and permanent. USDX quotes are short term and temporary.
5) There is no difference between the $ and the $-financial industry ($-FI). What is bad for one is bad for the other. A run on
the system is just as bad as a run on the banks, or a run on the dollar. Any run screws them all.
6) Much of what we all think of as money (dollars) is not really dollars in the same sense as the dollars needed in a liquidity
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crisis. We think of money mostly as M2. But a liquidity crisis requires MB (Monetary Base, or base money)
7) "The system", meaning the worldwide financial industry is divided into sub-systems; The Federal Reserve system, the
Eurozone system, the British system, etc... What differentiates these sub-systems from one another is their own currency,
which can be created on a whim by the central bank and lent to banks that need extra funds with the CB taking collateral
from the borrowing bank in the form of assets denominated in that currency.
8) Each sub-system is a completely interconnected network of financial institutions, including commercial banks,
investment banks, brokerages, etc... 99% of all transactions within each sub-system clear without ever having to move
money (dollars). For example, within the bigger banks, most transactions clear in-house. One person might buy a house,
taking out a new loan for $100,000 while some other bank customer sells his house paying off his $100,000 loan. These two
transactions cancel each other out in-house. Inter-bank transactions cancel each other out as well. For the most part, finance
and banking is a zero-sum game within each sub-system, from stock transactions to bond transactions to new loans to
settled loans to you writing a check to your dentist. If one bank ends up with more at the end of the day and another with
less, then the central bank clears the trade with a book entry transferring "reserves" from one bank to the other. Even new
loans do not really create the kind of money that is needed in a liquidity crisis. They create credits issued by the bank,
liabilities that are counterbalanced by the debt papers you signed. Those credits entitle the bearer to dip into the bank's
actual dollar reserves, but do not create new dollars. The only new dollars that get created are when the bank must move
funds to cover fractional reserve requirements. Those funds then become new monetary base. THOSE are the kinds of
dollars needed in a liquidity crisis.
9) Each sub-system has a TREMENDOUS amount of flexibility since the CB acts as the ultimate clearing house between all
the financial institutions in that sub-system. And since we are now on a purely symbolic fiat currency, the CB can create any
liquidity the system needs. If one bank comes up so short at the end of the day, owing another bank more reserves than it
has, then the CB just creates new reserves and lends them to the bank that is short and the CB takes assets (from the
borrowing bank) onto its own balance sheet to counterbalance and collateralize the loan of fresh new money. This flexibility
has virtually eliminated all banking liquidity problems within any given sub-system. Only an actual bank run on physical
cash within a sub-system presents a real threat. And if that run happens to only one bank in that sub-system, then that bank
is sacrificed. If a sub-system-wide run on cash were to happen, we would have a bank holiday while they figured out the
best way to devalue the monetary base and increase it.
10) Viewing the whole worldwide financial system, in which the BIS acts as the ultimate clearing house, there is much less
flexibility because the BIS does not print the currencies it clears. The BIS would prefer ITS central clearing to be done in
gold bullion, stored in its vaults and moved from one countries slot to another when necessary. But the $-system doesn't
want to play that game. Even still, 99% of the worldwide transactions clear without the need to transfer any funds around...
as long as it is a "business as usual" day.
11) Problems start to arise in the international clearing house when daily transactions become unbalanced, meaning too
many people trying to do the same thing all at once, with no one willing to do the opposite thing. The two sides of a zerosum game are never in perfect balance, but they are usually close enough that market pricing takes care of the difference. (If
there are too many sellers then the price drops until the sellers equal the buyers.) But sometimes an event happens that
spooks the markets and sends everyone to one side of a trade all at once. Prices go into free fall which spooks the markets
even more. Then the exchanges are shut down "to let cooler heads prevail". But this only spooks the market further. Finally,
at the end of the day, the clearing house is left with a big one-sided mess to clean up.
12) Here is the big problem. Each of these sub-systems has its own currency which its CB can print at will... flexibility! But
with the dollar being the global reserve currency, there are lots and lots of dollar-denominated assets held by financial
institutions in many non-$ sub-systems. So when there is turmoil in the dollar-denominated markets, the non-dollar subsystems run into a clearing problem because they can't print dollars to help banks that owe other banks more dollars than
they have. So they turn to the BIS, who also can't print dollars. Only the Fed can. So the Fed ends up being the de facto CB
to the world. But it is not the clearing house for the world, and it does not take assets onto its books from those foreign
banks that got into trouble. Instead, it lends directly to the other CB's which print some of their own new currency and send
it to the Fed in exchange. This is why it is called a "swap" instead of Quantitative Easing. They are swapping freshly printed
currencies instead of assets for currencies. All base money! The same as cash. TWICE as potentially inflationary as QE on a
global scale because two sides are now exposed to currency risk.
13) When the Fed makes these international currency swaps, it doesn't send pallets of hundred dollar bills on a plane. It
simply makes a contract with the foreign CB and a book entry. The contract is a two-way promise to later provide pallets of
physical cash if anything goes wrong and cash is needed. And with this promise in hand, the foreign CB makes a similar
contract (promise) with the European bank that got in trouble. The foreign CB promises to later provide physical cash if
necessary (if something goes wrong), and the bank submits assets to the CB as collateral. Next the troubled bank passes
those dollar promises (IOUs) on to the bank it owes the dollars to and that bank credits its customer's account with dollars it
doesn't have, but now has indirect access to (if needed). The idea is that as things return to normal and transactions start
clearing in a more balanced state that ultimately the dollars that were needed will be able to be gotten on the open market
without causing a spike in the price and they can work their way back to the foreign CB. The troubled bank, for example,
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can later trade assets for dollars and pay back the foreign CB which will then pass those physical dollars on to the bank
holding the IOU. And now that the European problem has been cleared, the foreign CB can cancel that portion of the twoway swap agreement with the Fed. And no physical dollars need cross the ocean. And that portion of the currency risk is
eliminated.
14) Base money is either physical cash or a liability (IOU) that traces directly back to the Fed, which includes reserves held
at the Fed. In other words, it is physical cash, or the promise of physical cash from he who can print physical cash. The Fed
is willing to issue these promises willy nilly but hopes it doesn't actually end up having to do the printing.
15) The USDX is a measure of dollar exchanges with other currencies that happen on the open market. The Fed can
counteract a rise in open market dollar demand by providing a supply of dollars directly to banks within its own sub-system,
or indirectly to foreign banks through swaps with other CB's. Last year the Fed had a lot of practice doing this fast. I am
sure the contractual transaction with the foreign CB's took several hours and included recording video teleconferences in
which the agreements were legally bound. But now that they have experience doing this in a crisis, next time it will
probably be almost instantaneous.
16) So as long as there is more demand for dollars than supply, the Fed can control the price of the dollar on the USDX by
its own willingness to lend dollars at zero interest with toxic assets or foreign currency as collateral. This costs the Fed
nothing, except currency risk and bad PR at blogs like mine. But where the Fed loses control is when there is more supply
than demand. And that is what is coming because of this very inflationary policy of providing dollars to save the system at
any cost.
17) The problem is with the assets that are being swapped around for dollars, whether with the Fed or with the foreign CB's.
These assets are becoming less and less liquid because they are not valued correctly. If they were valued correctly, the banks
would be insolvent and have to file bankruptcy. They wouldn't even have enough assets to settle their debts by swapping
with the CB's. This is why the assets need to remain marked to myth. But this makes the assets only sellable to the CB's.
The open market doesn't want them. So the clearing mechanism that is needed to reverse the flow of supposedly temporary
base money into the system is breaking down. The Fed tells us with a straight face that it can reverse everything it has done
so far. But that is only the case if the free, open market is willing to take up all the slack the Fed put out there by private
investors buying toxic assets at marked to model prices.
18) So the next time the Fed has to create a trillion new dollars of liquidity, it is likely going to stick in the system as base
money that cannot be removed. Ultimately the Fed will be contractually obligated to print actual bills and supply them to
the banks and CB's that hold the contract for them. And this is what devalues the dollar.
Conclusions: The USDX is a rather poor metric by which to judge the dollar, even in the short term. As long as there is a
demand for base dollars, like there is in a panic or a crisis, the Fed has total control over whether it wants to let that demand
bid the dollars on the open market, or provide them itself. And the Fed cares more about the financial system than the value
of the dollar, so it will surely provide any liquidity that is needed.
The next crisis, if it is mainly in the US financial system, will likely not spike the dollar because the Fed has total control
and flexibility within its own system. If it is spread throughout the world it may spike as foreign banks bid up dollars on the
exchange, but the Fed is now more experienced than it was a year ago and will likely put a lid on it very quickly.
But this next dollar shock will probably be irreversible, unlike the last. And in such, it will increase the global supply of
dollar monetary base by a large percent. Perhaps by 100% or more. This alone will devalue the dollar and be the cause of
the next shock which will require a similar response by the Fed, perhaps increasing the base by another 50% as China and
others dump the last of their bonds onto the open market in a highly one-sided transaction sending the value of the bonds to
zero, US interest rates to something so high they are non-existent, and the purchasing power of the dollar down into the
stinky, Zimbabwe dirt.
So in short, I guess I agree with David Bloom. Of course it COULD rally, but I don't think the Fed will let it (unless it
happens to have some T-bonds to sell that week!). Letting it rally too high would crush the financial system (by driving asset
values into the dirt) which the Fed wants to save at any cost. Even though the cost will be the crushing of the system. The ol'
Catch-22.
Sorry if this seemed a bit simplistic or a little elementary. Of course there are more complicated issues involved, like the $
carry trade and cross-currency investments. Derived foreign exchange activities become very complicated very fast! Too
complicated for the banks, obviously! But I hope I at least covered the basics of the problem, enough to explain my answer.
You all will be sure to let me know if I got something wrong... I am sure of that! ;)
Sincerely,
FOFOA
PS. This is the big secret that George F. Baker didn't want to tell Congress in 1913. That most all of what we think is money
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is really just promises issued by banks to supposedly credit-worthy entities giving them the right to withdraw value from a
small reserve of actual money, but at the same time praying to God that they don't! It's like saying, "here you go, it's all
your's, whenever you want it come and get it" with their fingers crossed behind their backs hoping you won't ever actually
"come and get it".
But whatever happens in the short term, the USDX will ultimately collapse just as Jim Sinclair says because ultimately it
DOES represent a preference of currencies for use in international trade. And we know where that is heading, especially
while the Fed hyperinflates the monetary base trying to save its own precious global $-FI!
_________________________________________________________
And in response to "Then why is the FDIC closing so many banks?"...
Hello Allen,
The FDIC is closing banks because they are insolvent. This is actually a system-wide problem as so much of the asset base
is built upon the housing and commercial real estate sectors. But the bigger banks are being protected by accounting rules
that let them lie about the value of their complex derivatives.
The smaller banks still hold a lot of raw mortgages, not yet securitized. These losses are harder to conceal. Many banks are
still lying by not foreclosing even on badly delinquent homeowners. But this is only making the problem worse and
"kicking the can down the road".
These smaller banks don't have the assets to acquire the loans they need to cover their liabilities. They are insolvent, just
like the big banks, but they can't hide it anymore, thus they get closed.
This is what people mean when they say, "this is not a liquidity crisis, it is a solvency crisis". "Liquidity" means being able
to get money for your assets from the CB (or from the open market). "Insolvency" means you don't even have the asset
values to do that!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
_________________________________________________________
Some comments on Fekete's latest...
Wouldn't it be great if they just did away with all legal tender laws? Perhaps they could just keep one stating how they want
you to pay your taxes. But let the courts defend any and all contractual agreements no matter what they are denominated in.
And open the mint to free coinage! Of course this is all part of the world that SHOULD be, not the one that WILL be. So it
doesn't give us much guidance for preserving (and increasing) the purchasing power we have NOW.
Isn't it interesting that the legal tender laws came out in 1909, just two years after the panic of 1907? As Fekete says, they
led to the governmental ability to finance the world wars. But is legal tender really the problem? Or is it that the people
continued to confuse the store of value function with the other monetary functions? If we now return back to the system of
1906, are we not returning to a system that has already reached a less than ideal end several times? Perhaps it would be
better to embrace the separation of monetary functions as this will take away the ability to finance wars the same as a new
gold standard would. Right?
Is it really the forcing of paper to be used as money (medium of exchange/unit of account) that allows the collective to rob
the citizens? Or is it the conning of people into holding said paper as a store of value?? I think it is the latter much more
than the former. Both to some extent, but more so the latter.
If people only hold the currency for the short time period of the medium of exchange function, then there is much less for
the inflation tax to tax. The higher they turn up the inflation tax, the shorter the time people will hold the paper. In this case,
the inflation tax would only be on the difference between your work contribution to the economy and what you could buy
with your paycheck two weeks later. And the tax base would be limited to the amount of currency in circulation. But if
people hold paper as wealth, the taxable base is orders of magnitude larger, and the inflation tax can be administered more
slowly and surreptitiously because of the larger "tax base".
Imagine if every saver in 1909 started holding only gold coins in his possession as soon as they passed the legal tender laws.
The parity between paper and physical gold would have snapped long before even the roaring 20's. Roosevelt would have
confiscated gold valued in the many hundreds. But people trusted their governments back then. So it was easy to CONvince
people that it was better to hold paper with a "yield"!
Fekete notes that no one hoarded gold until AFTER war started in 1914, at which time gold "went into hiding". But imagine
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if gold went into hiding in 1909 right after the legal tender laws were introduced. Perhaps then, there would not have been
war at all. Or at least it would not have been so well funded!
It would sure be nice if Fekete would apply his brilliant mind to this Freegold concept! But alas, he is advocating for a new
gold standard. A non-inflationary system, so we can all hold the same money we use in trade as a store of value.
Perhaps the next step in monetary evolution after a period of Freegold will be the elimination of legal tender laws in certain
zones in order to gain economic advantage. This would likely be followed by the re-emergence of Fekete's "real bills". Of
course I am only speculating way out into the future.
My point is that I like Fekete's analysis. It has great value! Hopefully he can help steer the direction that economic study
turns as we pass through this crisis. But what are the odds that the governments of the world will suddenly listen to Antal
Fekete and reverse the course of the Titanic in time? Zero perhaps? And even if they did, what would be the immediate
consequences? The unintended ones?
My only point is that any superficial differences between Fekete and this blog boil down to the perspective with which we
attack the problem. As you say, Shanti, "another angle"!
Fekete takes an activist approach while I take a passive one. Fekete would like to fully remonetize gold, locking it into all
three monetary functions. I, on the other hand, can see that we are already in the process of fully DEmonetizing gold, which
will unlock a tremendous hidden value that is desperately trying to bust out of its shell. In the end, Fekete says that he wants
people to have "the right to park their savings in gold coins, as they did before 1909." But they DO have that right already!
They just haven't realized how good it will be... yet!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
_________________________________________________________
On "is it possible that most of what we think of FED is mistaken?"...
Hello Anon,
You are inching closer to the truth than you may think. The whole system is an elaborate, global illusion. The money itself is
an illusion. Why do you think banks are now offering CD's with no early withdrawal penalty? It is a gimmick. It is a
carefully constructed illusion. The main goal is to keep people from withdrawing their perceived value from the system.
And to create a believable illusion, they have to say, "look, you can withdraw it whenever you want". Study the logical
reasoning behind Certificates of Deposit and you will see that a CD that you can close at any time is an oxymoron. It is a
new gimmick for desperate times. The whole system and all Fed statistics are a gimmick now, to keep you in their system.
FOFOA
_________________________________________________________
And finally, a little bit from FOA...
It is the dollar and all of its flaws that have led us to this place in history. Because of the dollar's obsession with gold, we are
now entering a period where for the first time the monetary functions will separate out of necessity. It didn't have to be this
way, but now it is. As FOA said,
"To their amazement, it turns out today, that digital use demand was the best function that supported their efforts all the
while; by increasing the world's use and need for currency. Had they understood this modern economic function early on,
they could have somewhat printed the currency outright with almost the same result while arriving at today's destination.
They could have let gold float, not to mention they could have skipped a large portion of the debt build up that will now end
the dollars timeline."
What he meant was that the post 1971 "purely symbolic dollar" architects thought they needed to cap the price of gold in
order to keep the dollar in use. But in fact, it was the dollar's ease of use in the trade function that kept it in demand. Not its
illusion of being a store of value. And had they realized this concept then, we could have had freegold soon after 1971 and
the dollar would have lasted well beyond 2010. But instead, they set in motion a sequence of events that could only end one
way, in the permanent backwardation of the gold market, meaning the emergence of a physical-only gold market at a much,
much higher price, and also the end of the dollar's use in global trade.
This is where we are today. And as you watch the volatility in the markets (look a the Dow over the last few days!) think
about this statement FOA made eight years ago...
""""""It's not that price inflation may erupt --------- It's not that the massive dollar debts won't be paid--------The risk is; that
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our money system requires dollar (goods prices) and debt stability -------- so without said stability the currency system
fails""""""
Without an international floating gold reserve pricing, to balance against their devaluing debt reserve, the entire dollar
banking system can only rely upon extreme dollar inflation to float its accounts. Price inflation will have to be ignored. To
this end the group of dollar supporting countries, we refer to as the dollar faction, has locked itself into a box. It must find a
way to float gold prices"
"The entire dollar banking system can only rely upon extreme dollar inflation to float it's accounts."!!! It must ignore the
(hyperinflationary) consequences of this policy and just do it. This is what S(herlock Holmes) uncovered!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Tuesday, November 3, 2009
Freegold

Every time gold has a big up day like today I see a lot of forum comments from people that say "you can't eat gold". Or, "I'd
rather buy some farm land". Or, "Gold is no different than any other commodity, why not buy silver? Look, in percentage
terms silver went up twice as much as gold today!" Or, "Gold is not good for anything. It is useless. Its value is a myth!"
What all these people don't understand is that gold is truly only a wealth asset. It is a tangible, tradable wealth asset that is
valued by central banks, by the elite, by the wealth giants of this world, and even by the little guy. Especially in regions
outside of the US dollar currency zone. But what is so special about gold's price movement this time around is that this is
the very beginning of a functional transformation for gold. Gold is right now in the process of complete demonetization. It
is being set free from the dollar which has held it captive in a monetized (controlled parity) state for a long, long time. Gold
is transforming into a completely demonetized wealth asset. And along with this move will come a whole new level of
value, completely detached from any linear analysis of gold's dollar-based price history over the past century or two, or
three.
People seem to have the most difficulty understanding how gold will have a much higher value as a pure wealth asset than it
had as a medium of exchange or unit of account. As a currency circulates through the economy, productive participants
squirrel away a little wealth each time the currency passes through their grasp. They do this by purchasing whatever they
perceive to be the best wealth asset at that time. This wealth asset accumulation grows, over time, to be much greater in size
than the whole of the circulating transactional currency. For example, the global money supply (monetary base) is around
US$5 trillion. [1] Yet the global stock and bond markets are currently valued at around US$120 trillion and all the markets
combined (stocks, bonds, forex, credit derivatives, hybrid securities, options, futures, forwards, swaps, OTC derivative, real
estate, etc...) are currently valued at well over US$1,000 trillion. [2] [3]
Even though gold is no longer used as money, it was still confined in a pseudo-monetized state for the last few decades
through the dollar system's paper gold market, which intentionally inflates the supply of paper gold beyond its underlying
physical backing in order to keep the much smaller physical gold market locked in a relative parity with the dollar. Consider
that all known above-ground gold (approx. 5 billion ounces) is worth only about US$5.4 trillion at today's prices. Does this
sound like gold is trading at par with wealth, or with transactional currency?
What Another and FOA came forward to tell us back in 1997 was that the European architects of a new regional currency
had already thought this whole debt accumulation process through to the end, and were preparing for just such an
unavoidable eventuality. That structurally, the new Euro monetary system had been designed to withstand this single,
inevitable event; the complete demonetization of physical gold!
Another and FOA revealed their knowledge under the cover of anonymity on an Internet forum over a period spanning four
years. But other clues to this underlying design were also released through official public statements over the past decade.
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Please compare and contrast these statements with what you get from CNBC, the Fed, the Treasury, and everyone else who
speaks on behalf of the dollar.
In July of 1998 the brand new ECB announced that gold would be included as 15% of the required foreign reserve assets
behind its new currency and that the gold asset would be marked to the market price each quarter, a decidedly NONmonetary thing to do! You don't mark your "cash" to market, but you do mark your ASSETS to market.
In September of 1999 the European central banks met in Washington DC and signed "The Washington Agreement on Gold".
Here was their press release after the meeting:
Press Communique - 26 September 1999
Statement on Gold
Oesterreichische Nationalbank
Banca d'Italia
Banque de France
Banco do Portugal
Schweizerische Nationalbank
Banque Nationale de Belgique
Banque Centrale du Luxembourg
Deutsche Bundesbank
Banco de España
Bank of England
Suomen Pankki
De Nederlandsche Bank
Central Bank of Ireland
Sveriges Riksbank
European Central Bank
In the interest of clarifying their intentions with respect to their gold holdings, the above institutions make the following
statement:
1. Gold will remain an important element of global monetary reserves.
2. The above institutions will not enter the market as sellers, with the exception of already decided sales.
3. The gold sales already decided will be achieved through a concerted programme of sales over the next five years. Annual
sales will not exceed approximately 400 tonnes and total sales over this period will not exceed 2,000 tonnes.
4. The signatories to this agreement have agreed not to expand their gold leasings and their use of gold futures and options
over this period.
5. This agreement will be reviewed after five years.
It is believed by some that while this Washington Agreement was a uniquely positive event for the gold market, that the real
purpose of this agreement and its public statements on CB gold sales was the cooperative and coordinated redistribution of
publicly held gold in preparation for the coming revaluation that I call Freegold. That the purpose was to use market-priced
transfers of gold between central banks, in broad daylight, to create a careful distribution of gold, proportional in size to
other reserves held by each central bank, before the inevitable reset the entire financial system.
In 2002 in his acceptance speech for the International Charlemagne Prize which was awarded to "the Euro" that year, ECB
president, the late Willem F. Duisenberg had this to say:
The euro, probably more than any other currency, represents the mutual confidence at the heart of our community. It is the
first currency that has not only severed its link to gold, but also its link to the nation-state. It is not backed by the durability
of the metal or by the authority of the state. Indeed, what Sir Thomas More said of gold five hundred years ago – that it was
made for men and that it had its value by them – applies very well to the euro.
Why would he say it was the FIRST CURRENCY to sever its link to gold? Hadn't the dollar done that in 1971?? Perhaps he
meant something deeper!
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In 2004 the European central banks renewed the Washington Agreement and this was their press release:
ECB Press release
Joint Statement on Gold
8 March 2004
European Central Bank
Banca d'Italia
Banco de España
Banco de Portugal
Bank of Greece
Banque Centrale du Luxembourg
Banque de France
Banque Nationale de Belgique
Central Bank & Financial Services Authority of Ireland
De Nederlandsche Bank
Deutsche Bundesbank
Oesterreichische Nationalbank
Suomen Pankki
Schweizerische Nationalbank
Sveriges Riksbank
In the interest of clarifying their intentions with respect to their gold holdings, the undersigned institutions make the
following statement:
Gold will remain an important element of global monetary reserves.
The gold sales already decided and to be decided by the undersigned institutions will be achieved through a concerted
programme of sales over a period of five years, starting on 27 September 2004, just after the end of the previous agreement.
Annual sales will not exceed 500 tons and total sales over this period will not exceed 2,500 tons.
Over this period, the signatories to this agreement have agreed that the total amount of their gold leasings and the total
amount of their use of gold futures and options will not exceed the amounts prevailing at the date of the signature of the
previous agreement.
This agreement will be reviewed after five years.
During the next five years to 2009 the central bank gold sales gradually dwindled, not reaching their prescribed limit, until
finally in 2009 the central banks, as a community whole, actually became net BUYERS of gold rather than sellers! [4] [5]
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[6] And when the central bank gold agreement (CBGA is the same as the WA) was renewed this past August, the ceiling was
lowered from 500 tonnes to 400 tonnes per year. Not that it mattered anymore with the banks being net buyers now. It was
simply a formality this time. Here is the latest CBGA press release, again reaffirming the importance of gold:
PRESS RELEASE
7 August 2009 - Joint Statement on Gold
European Central Bank
Nationale Bank van België/Banque Nationale de Belgique
Deutsche Bundesbank
Central Bank and Financial Services Authority of Ireland
Bank of Greece
Banco de España
Banque de France
Banca d’Italia
Central Bank of Cyprus
Banque centrale du Luxembourg
Bank e ntrali ta’ Malta/Central Bank of Malta
De Nederlandsche Bank
Oesterreichische Nationalbank
Banco de Portugal
Banka Slovenije
Národná banka Slovenska
Suomen Pankki – Finlands Bank
Sveriges Riksbank
Swiss National Bank
In the interest of clarifying their intentions with respect to their gold holdings the undersigned institutions make the
following statement:
1. Gold remains an important element of global monetary reserves.
2. The gold sales already decided and to be decided by the undersigned institutions will be achieved through a concerted
programme of sales over a period of five years, starting on
27 September 2009, immediately after the end of the previous agreement. Annual sales will not exceed 400 tonnes and total
sales over this period will not exceed 2,000 tonnes.
3. The signatories recognize the intention of the IMF to sell 403 tonnes of gold and noted that such sales can be
accommodated within the above ceilings.
4. This agreement will be reviewed after five years.
European Central Bank
Directorate Communications
Press and Information Division
Kaiserstrasse 29, D-60311 Frankfurt am Main
Tel.: +49 69 1344 7455, Fax: +49 69 1344 7404
Internet: http://www.ecb.europa.eu
And just yesterday, during the LMBA conference in Edinburgh, Scotland, keynote speaker Paul Mercier, 'Principal Adviser
in Market Operations' and 'Chairman of the Working Group on Monetary and Exchange Rate Policy Instruments and
Procedures' for the ECB said, "gold is no longer important from a monetary point, but is important as an asset."!!!
Did you catch that? Here it is again...
...gold is no longer important from a monetary point, but is important as an asset.
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Here is a little more context from Dow Jones:
Gold To Remain Important Asset Of European Central Banks-ECB
EDINBURGH -(Dow Jones)- Gold will remain an important asset for European central banks as risk diversification
becomes a more significant issue, the European Central Bank said Monday.
Speaking at the London Bullion Market Association conference, Paul Mercier, deputy director general of market operations
at the European Central Bank, said gold is no longer important from a monetary point, but is important as an asset.
"Gold makes sense as a contributor to risk diversification," Mercier said. " Even if some central banks continue to sell and
there is a new potential seller with the IMF, I wouldn't conclude that gold holdings in central banks will decline in the
coming years."
He said the Eurosystem holds 10,800 metric tons of gold, roughly one third of world gold reserves.
-By Devon Maylie, Dow Jones Newswires
And then of course, today we learned that the IMF has "redistributed" 200 tonnes of gold to India! Surprise surprise!! One
can only wonder what message was intended with this sale. The message I take is that there is a new floor under gold now!
A new put. A new bid. And clearly more than just the Chinese want it!
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Nov. 3 (Bloomberg) -- The International Monetary Fund said it is selling 200 metric tons of gold to the Reserve Bank of
India for about $6.7 billion...
The transaction, which involved daily sales from Oct. 19-30 at market prices, is in the process of being settled, the IMF said
in the statement. The average price in the transaction with India was about $1,045 an ounce...
The lender has said it is ready to sell directly to central banks and later make transactions on the open market if necessary.
The IMF official declined to say whether other central banks have expressed interest in purchases.
But what is most significant about this ongoing redistribution of gold, the "important element of global monetary reserves",
in preparation for the Freegold value reset, is that in countries like India, China and in the Eurozone this redistribution is
even inclusive of us little people, not just the central banks, elites and giants! In China, the government is encouraging its
citizens to buy gold and silver. In fact, it only recently opened up this market! And in India the State Bank of India recently
announced in its annual report:
The number of branches for retail sale of gold coins has increased from 250 in 2008 to 518 in 2009. The Scheme will be
extended to cover all important centres of the country in 2009-10 by increasing the number of branches selling gold coins to
about 1100.
They are trying to make buying gold coins EASIER for the people in India! And so it is in Europe as well! In the Euro
currency zone, the VAT (value added tax) was removed from gold but not from silver (or anything else for that matter), and
gold is now sold to the public right through the commercial banking system!
It is only here inside the wonderful dollar currency zone that we are "sheltered" and "protected" from the truth about gold!
Did you notice that the UK central bank, The Bank of England signed the first Washington Agreement but not the second or
third? The BOE is a staunch supporter of the Fed and the dollar system.
But outside of the dollar faction, serious preparations are underway for the end of dollar supremacy and the emergence of
the completely demonetized gold wealth asset, and all that it will mean! And it will mean and reveal a whole lot of truth
about the world we live in! It will reveal the end of dollar and US hegemony. And it will reveal the emergence of a de facto
worldwide meritocracy. It will reveal that most of what we thought was real wealth based on an unsustainable debt pyramid
was just an illusion of wealth! Gone... to where all illusions eventually go.
I read where some of you say I am wrong about Freegold. That it won't or can't happen because country A isn't ready for it,
or country B doesn't want it. Or that "the elite" will never allow it. Etc... etc... Blah blah blah...
Well, Freegold, or whatever you want to call it, is kind of like a runaway freight train coming right at us. It is not stoppable
and it is not controllable. It has a mind of its own and too much momentum to do anything but prepare for its arrival. It is
not for any elite or any country to decide when and if it happens. It is only for them and us to be as prepared as possible
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when it does.
Here is one more interesting story from this week:
Saudi: dollar role 'confused' in oil pricing
KUWAIT - Saudi Arabia's top monetary official said denominating oil sales in dollars does not necessarily mean that
payments from those sales are received in dollars or that investments would be done in dollars either.
"The pricing issue has no relationship with the payment issue and doesn't have a relationship with the investment issue,"
said Muhammad al-Jasser, Governor of the Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, at a financial conference. "There is a big
mixup between the three roles for any currency."
"The dollar is the most used currency in pricing all imports and exports, especially for commodities and not only in the Gulf
-- even the Europeans still price in dollar," Jasser told reporters.
"But pricing in dollar does not necessarily mean that you receive in dollar and does not necessarily mean that you will
invest in dollar," he said
"That's why I think that it is important not to confuse between the three roles for any currency, whether it is the
dollar, sterling, the yen or the euro," Jasser said.
Allow me to translate this for you:
"For the time being, we will continue using the dollar in FOFOA's "pure concept of money" function, the mental unit of
account, because that is what the world is used to. But soon we will no longer be using the dollar in its other functions vital
to US hegemony. We are already phasing out the transactional function, the medium of exchange role, and we are no longer
using the dollar in the store of value function for our wealth."
Does it strike any of you as much as it does me, how insignificant another $6.7 billion in the IMF coffers seems when
compared to the quite significant 200 metric tonnes of physical gold being transferred from one single entity to another?
This is the largest single publicized gold purchase in at least 30 years! When you think about the Fed literally PRINTING
$300 billion for the US Treasury over the last 6 months, or the $500 billion in currency swaps, or the unknown $trillions in
Fed quantitative easing, it really makes you wonder if this was the best way for the IMF to raise another $6.7 billion.
This striking paradox WILL be corrected, by the way, through Freegold.
For a bit of perspective on India's score, the heaviest load ever carried by the largest airplane in the world was 253.82
tonnes, but that was a short, low altitude test flight exceeding its rated capacity by 4 tonnes. The heaviest single job this
flying behemoth has ever been hired for was a generator weighing 187.6 tonnes. It has also carried train locomotives that
weighed less than India's new gold. So India's gold would certainly be considered a "full payload" for the largest plane in
the world. And there is only one of them! With any other plane it would take several trips. This is the Ukraine-based
Antonov An-225, which can be hired for a job like this through a broker in Beverly Hills.

So India, if you would like some help bringing your gold home, let me know. My fee will be modest. I actually have hired
this plane before. It is true! Although it was not for transporting gold. So what do you say? Let's make some history, set a
world record for the most gold transported on one plane, and avoid that Somali coastline in the process! You can find my
email address, India, by clicking on the donate button to the right. ;)
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Sunday, November 8, 2009
The New Global Reserve

Someone once asked me if all of our thoughts were on the level? Well, at a young age I often thought there was a difference
between fact and opinion; then I learned that everything spoken was opinion and anything written was fact! A few years
later, someone told me that anything spoken is not true and anything written is opinion! Last year I was told that everything
is an opinion and nothing is true! Ha! Ha! So, today, I state for the record that all of our Thoughts are Absolute fact! (smile)
-- FOA (08/06/01)
You know, I am not making this stuff up. What I write on this blog comes from journey, discovery and understanding of a
train of thought that was many decades in the making. A thought process that began in the 1960's, around the time that
Charles de Gaulle, president of the French Republic, began to seriously question the sustainability of the Bretton Woods
system.
The process of journey, discovery and understanding of the transition we face today, on a collective scale, has taken just as
long as the unfolding of time itself. Isn't this a curious thought?
Please join me on the Gold Trail and discover with me the anti-dollar train of thought that has not only been coming down
the tracks of time straight at us for more than 40 years, but is bearing straight down on us today. Or, dismiss these thoughts
if they make you uncomfortable because of everything the dollar system has taught you since 1971. But do so at your own
financial peril.
I do not want a one world currency, and in fact, I think it is most unlikely. I am not anti-dollar. I am not anti-American.
Quite the opposite! I am simply an observer, reporting what I see... from my own little perch on the poop deck of the
Titanic.
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A Paper for your Property
Let's start off with a fantasy visualization. Have you ever checked your coat at a show? Yes, some people still do this. And
the coat check clerk will give you a small paper ticket with which you can retrieve your coat at the end of the show. No?
You've never done this? Okay, then imagine the valet ticket you get when you drop your car off at the front of a nice hotel.
One small piece of paper with a number on it represents your right to later retrieve your car.
Now imagine that I, a smashingly handsome salesman-type character hanging out near the valet line, offered you a very
special valet ticket, one that was good for ANY car in the valet lot! How much would something like that be worth? How
much would you pay for such a magic ticket? (Assume that it is totally legal.) And if you bought it from me, how long
would you feel comfortable holding the ticket before you "tested it out" to make sure it was really what I said?
Now imagine that I offered you another special valet ticket. Only this one was good for any car on any valet lot anywhere
in the world! Would this one be worth a little more? Assuming you redeemed the first ticket I gave you successfully, would
you be willing to take this second, "global" ticket home with you? Maybe test it out somewhere else, like Italy?! On a nice
Ferrari perhaps?
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Now imagine that both tickets performed perfectly and legally as advertised. Can you imagine how such extremely special
tickets might circulate as currency, only rarely getting turned in for a car? Especially if they cost less than the outright
purchase of a car?
So now that my little experiment with special valet tickets has caught on, imagine that I start printing them wholesale and
selling them far and wide. They clearly exceed the number of cars parked in valet lots around the world at this point. And
perhaps at some point soon you will realize that such a wide distribution of these special tickets raises the odds of your own
car being reclaimed by someone else!
You see, even if all these fantasy auto ownership transfers were somehow legal, the circulation of "universal valet tickets"
would make car ownership very AMBIGUOUS. If you hold a ticket, do you really own a car? If so, what kind is it? And if
you own a physical car, how long before someone takes yours?
I suppose at this point you would stop leaving your physical car with the valet! Right? With odds like this, sooner or later
someone is going to take YOUR car, and perhaps it will be the last one in the lot! And as this perception spreads, less and
less cars will be entrusted to young valets around the world, putting them out of work and sending them to the
unemployment line. And with empty valet lots all over the world, what do you think will happen to the value of all my little
paper tickets?
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So... Is Gold Money or Not?
When gold was used in straight trade it was not money. It was simply gold, an item to barter with. In fact, it was the very
best possible item to barter with. And because it was the very best property to own for future trading purposes, it became the
wealth reserve par excellence.
The very concept of money evolved from the coinage of gold (the barter item) allowing for a numerical accounting system
backed by rudimentary laws. This allowed for the emergence of great civilizations. These civilizations died off eventually
when the legally enforced parity between the numerical accounting system (money/a medium/an incomplete
transaction/ambiguous ownership of the physical world) and the physical market place (gold/barter/complete transactions)
was stretched to the breaking point.
What we have today is a breaking point that will return gold to its ancient job, wealth reserve par excellence. In this role,
gold will be revalued by the global marketplace, in its physical form only, to somewhere between one and two orders of
magnitude higher than it is today!
Perception is the key. Early in the life of a currency (like my valet ticket currency or paper gold) full value parity is the
perception of the masses. But there always comes a time when the masses begin to perceive that the outstanding claim
checks outweigh the tangible deposits. And you can imagine what this shift in perception does to the per unit purchasing
power of the paper tickets.
When we proclaim "Gold is Money!", we give the bankers full license to treat gold just like they treat money. This opens
the door to AMBIGUOUS notions of ownership and lost purchasing power of the metal itself.
The best reason to pursue this concept, to cement in our minds that gold is simply property, simply the very best tradable,
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tangible item, is to end the misguided attempts to use gold as a currency by those who will not let gold simply be gold. So
we call it "wealth", since our Western upbringing forces us to "pigeon hole it" (and "wealth" IS what is should be called
anyway). But be careful calling gold money, unless you are prepared to retract your statement when unexpected wisdom
visits you like puberty some fine day!
A deep contemplation of the "honest money" concept will reveal some longstanding misconceptions about gold, the
physical item. Your personal journey to understanding money must *MUST* encompass two very influential factors. The
first is banking. And the second is government (or law). In other words, you can't claim a full understanding of the money
concept without a commensurate understanding of its defining institutions.
Banking institutionalizes the accounting of money while government, or the Rule of Law, institutionalizes the vitality of
monetary contracts. How well these two operations serve a society is revealed in the value that society entrusts to its
monetary unit.
Gold is the perfect physical property existing in nature, used by and passing through these evolving money systems in
cyclical ways. The exchange of a lump of gold for something else of value, say a chicken, is a barter exchange. It is a full
transaction of physical items. There is no "medium" in this exchange. But it was the evolution of gold from lump state into
coined state that catalyzed the emergence of the money concept as a pure numerical system.
The money concept emerged as this new numerical accounting system peacefully coexisted with the physical barter
exchange world of the property item gold. Together they grew and matured, because an UN-COERCED marketplace of
physical exchanges (including gold) was allowed to "GEL" with the new Rule of Law and the new numerical accounting
system. This symbiosis, while it lasted, allowed for great advances in human civilization!
The problem with the US dollar as a monetary concept is that it was never actually allowed to gel with an un-coerced
marketplace. And the problem with gold today is that it has a low barter value because it is not free to behave like a piece of
physical property. It is encumbered by the bullion banking system as a token standing behind an artificial value created by
derivatives trading.
The risk that has developed is that the US dollar will collapse if this low priced gold is removed! This low priced gold is
THE stabilizer in the unbacked US dollar's 38 year bid to be the world's currency. But if low priced gold becomes HIGH
priced gold, then perhaps the dollar has failed in its bid to be "money par excellence".
Newer currencies like the Euro are trying not to make this same mistake. They want the marketplace to form a stable
network of pricing and contracts without the false pretenses surrounding gold. They are refining the evolving money
concept in the hope that it will gel with the physical marketplace. They mark their gold reserves to whatever the market says
they are worth, and they don't fear a price rise because it will only make their reserves more valuable.
In fact, they even encourage the free trading of gold by making it available at common places people go! Why do you think
this is not done inside the dollar's zone?
If this new and improved money concept works well throughout the transition to Freegold, currencies like the Euro that
adopted this new concept may actually become the world's first full fledged money, in the most proper use of the word! In
fact, by trading peacefully along side an un-coerced gold market, they could even be said to be "honest money"! At least as
honest as the Rule of Law that stands behind them.
This is not an argument for saving, holding or trading these currencies for profit, but instead it is an argument for using as a
medium only currencies that "gel" with gold used as a parallel reserve!
But of course, as we know, the Rule of Law can change as the hungry collective elects socialists into office. This is why we
will use honest gold property as our core wealth holding! We will own it to compensate for the human inability to create
PERFECT money!
In other words, because we have to settle for using, AT BEST, a system of honest money which will always be flawed by
human nature, we need GOLD to return to its ancient job description as perfect property. The kind of stuff that can be
OWNED, not "as money," but rather, OWNED....... (wait for it......).... UNAMBIGUOUSLY!!!!
Political Money, Political Gold
Today the ten-year-old Euro currency is not defined as any certain quantity of gold. Instead, it uses gold as a financial
reserve so that each increase in the price of gold brings an increase in the Euro's reserves and thus an increase in the value of
the Euro itself! This Freegold concept is closer to the tenets of Libertarianism than the gold standards of the past because of
the gold exchange restrictions that always inevitably followed a gold standard.
Freegold is not a new currency. Instead, it is a completely sustainable exchange system between transactional fiat currency
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and gold, the wealth reserve par excellence!
On an individual level, the idea that your wealth is meant to be placed in harms way in order to earn a yield is a perpetual lie
of the current inflationary system. Low risk yields cannot beat real inflation in the long run, and they often don't in the short
run either. Your hard earned wealth was never meant to be risked. It only needs to be preserved!
We view the US dollar's value today through the window of the USDX, a relative comparison of the dollar with its most
significant trading partners, primarily, the Euro. But imagine the situation of an exploding gold price combined with a
terminal dollar. The ECB could easily use not only its dollar reserves to buy up spot gold, but it could also print Euros
outright to buy any gold still offered for sale.
The dollar, on the other hand, must SELL gold if it hopes to slow its own collapse. So the dollar must sell gold to defend
itself, while the Euro is free to BUY gold while defending itself from a systemic collapse!
Freegold will not compete with the Euro the way it will with the dollar. Freegold is not a competing currency to the Euro,
but instead it is a wealth building asset within the Euro's monetary construct! As this transition unfolds, even the raw
printing of Euros for gold, normally an inflationary event, can strengthen the Euro from within its golden asset base.
Architecture! Planned, executed, now in use.
FOA taught us that clarity in understanding this new gold market comes from the understanding that there are many political
factions involved in this dramatic monetary evolution. The largest pro-gold factions are actually those that want a global
currency that is not subject to the health of the American economy (or ANY economy for that matter). Currently, most forex
reserves held by foreign central banks are merely a debt of the US government, backed only by a properly functioning, taxpaying American economy.
You would be surprised how clearly this concept is understood outside the USA. It is quite an uncomfortable position to be
in, to have your wealth's very existence depend on your neighbor's ability to produce enough income to service his
unsustainable debt!
These most-pro-gold factions are not necessarily the ones you would think. They are much of Europe and the oil producing
Middle East for the most part. These are the major factions that will be hurt least by a collapse of the dollar's economy,
because they have been preparing for it for decades. But others, like China, are starting to come on board with this antidollar, pro-gold movement. (Perhaps even India too?)
These political factions are not interested in a new gold standard like the failed Bretton Woods system. No, they are seeking
something far better. They no longer see any advantage in holding a Treasury promise of future payment (half a transaction)
over holding physical gold as a payment in full. The fact that Treasury's pay interest has become a joke in these central
banking circles. They see clearly now that economic instability and currency fluctuations can easily wipe away any interest
earned, overnight!
No, the only reason left for holding these paper reserves is the futile effort to stabilize a collapsing system. You hold foreign
currency today so that you can sell it to buy back your own currency if it falls. Or you buy foreign reserves to lower your
own currency if that is desired. This is not a game of wealth accumulation as it has been played. And this fact is not lost on
many countries outside of the dollar zone.
On the other hand, buying gold on the open market, using either your own currency or your excess Treasury's and dollars,
creates a far different exchange/reserve dynamic. It takes physical gold off the market, increasing its value. Gold has always
been the dollar's only competitor for global exchange reserve status. And no nation will ever run out of its own currency
(which it can print) when buying gold. Of course this will drive the price of gold sky high, but from a CB perspective it is
viewed as taking on reserves, not selling them off.
Basically, this is the direction the entire non-dollar world is heading. This new system is not being built on the foundation of
any single nation-state or economy. In the future, any one fiat or its attached economy can fail completely without bringing
down the whole system. This is what stability is all about. It is the separation of the money concept from both gold, the
tangible, tradable physical wealth reserve, and from the albatross of the hungry nation-state.
Would you like to get a glimpse of the future the way the Giants see it? Pick any price for gold. Say, $39,000 per ounce.
Then list out the CB reserves of each country as they are now, and also as they will be when their dollar "assets" are worth
maybe a nickel on the dollar (purchasing power) and gold is $39,000. This will give you the "birds-eye view" that they have
their eyes on. With this view it is easy to see why there is a movement to end the dollar standard, which is backed only by a
healthy US economy. In other words, it is currently unbacked!
When you understand how it is, that it is economically (and therefore politically) undesirable for other major currencies to
appreciate against their peer currencies (which is exactly what would happen to any currency replacing the dollar’s reserve
status), you will subsequently know why gold shall continue to emerge as the de facto solution to the international reserve
question.
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And here I emphasize de facto rather than de jure because this has become a global phenomenon driven by a natural
evolution (survival and ascent of the fittest) and does not require any additional international treaty or enabling
legislation as a prerequisite or for motivation.
The breeze is fair and the road ahead is clear for the ascent of gold. -- Unknown (but wise) Author (11/05/09)
Sincerely,
FOFOA
Credit for elements of this Thought mash up go out especially to Aristotle and FOA, but also to Belgian, The Invisible Hand, MK, and of course
Another. I stand here in full view because I stand on the shoulders of true Giants! Thank you all!
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Thursday, November 12, 2009
Gold Urinals or Smokes?

In the comments section tonight, someone asked, "What happened to the price of gold in Russia when they defaulted? If
anyone knows or can send a link, that would be helpful."
An answer was proffered that I thought was worth posting. At the bottom of this post I have included a link to Alf Field's
latest, about Zimbabwe. Here is the anonymous reply that came in about two hours ago...
Regarding of price of gold after Russian default:
I was quite young then, and didn't know anything at all. I just reached 18, when the hyperinflation broke out. Honestly, I
can't tell you much about gold, because it didn't exist in my experience. I can only tell you what I was smart enough to
notice.
First, when you talk USSR, you have to understand that we were living inside a propaganda aquarium that was inside of the
propaganda aquarium that exists from our common point of view today. Meaning, that for us then, to know the truth as
average American knows it, was a huge progress already, unthinkable, and you could find may-be one in a hundred (maybe) who even knew enough to understand that USSR is just a big bold lie. I am not aware of any single soul who knew more
than that, no-one who could participate in this current discussion.
Gold. All we knew about it is that urinals supposed to be made of it when we reach the communist prosperity. And, a lie that
USD is backed by gold. Nothing else about it. We knew that Stalin mined gold, and that gold mines are still in operation,
but we thought it was all for the jewelry. I did not know that Stalin purchased every bit of "landlease" from US for pure
gold, until I was here. They told us that "landlease" was a completely free, selfless gift from the United States, and that
without that gift, we would have fell under Germany. As far as I know, every honest person loved US for that magic help in
the worst time.
At any time before and during hyperinflation, one could go to the swap meet and sell his jewelry to gypsies. This was a
better deal that Soviet "ALMAZ", a government run jewelry store that was the only other purchaser of gold. ALMAZ was
giving us a penny on a dollar and Gypsies were giving us two, but were much more riskier to deal with, as they used all
kinds of tricks.
Most everyone I know sold their family gold, what small amounts they had, to survive the hyperinflation. Sold for nothing,
due to widespread lack of knowledge and consequently lack of marked, also helped by import controls and price controls.
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Personally, I had no gold. My father was an important communist, and my mom was a typist. Our family heirlooms were
taken back during the revolution, in 1917.
My mom paid for 18 years into my "maturity fund", which sat in the Savings Bank and accumulated tiny interest. As I
reached 18, then a withdrawal could be made. This was a thousand rubles, big enough to buy several boxes (not cartons) of
imported cigarettes. Through her cries I did just that and hide it all. About a week later, the news anchor said that the rumors
of devaluation were completely off base. The next day, Saturday, the finance minister personally assured everyone on TV,
that everything is honky dory and no devaluation is even in the plans.
The devaluation announcement was made on Sunday, yes, the next day after that. Suddenly, all money were not good for
anything. You had to stand in a huge line to get in to the bank and then to exchange only a small amount of old money into
the new banknotes 1 to 1. Everything above that, burned.
After that, the price increases really started in earnest. I couldn't decide what to do with my smokes, because the prices were
going up so fast.
So, we were surviving like most everyone, by stealing from factory plants. Somehow, all of that industrial high quality stuff
ended up abroad. I saw it all on swap meets in Turkey, few years later. Wherever one had been working, this is were he took
the stuff from. Again, I can't trace it for you who was providing the other side of transactions, as I wasn't asking myself
those questions.
When prices finally began to stabilize, the country was swept clean, of most of the industrial base. This is how we paid for
it.
Those who just purchased homes, found themselves to be able to pay them off awesomely quick, because prices were
increasing faster than any interest owed, and the salaries were increasing too, although at a magnitude slower pace, but still
much faster than the rate of interest. Some folks made last bulk payments equating years of normal payments with just their
last paychecks.
But this was happening only to relatively high income ones. Those on the bottom, saw real estate prices running away
forever.
I sold my smokes pack by pack, basically where there were no stores, along with smuggled moonshine. Smokes turned out
to be the ultimate store of value par excellence even showing some ROI. I can't think of any other commodity that did so
good and wasn't perishable as sugar, tires and flour that other folks hoarded.
I have found out that this is the single item that is always in demand, and easily traded and sold. Smokes were also easy to
buy in bulk even as the whole thing already started to slowly unfold.
I say that this is the item to spend the last paper that you know will burn, but it is too late to buy food or better stuff. Some
people had literally warehouses of tobacco products.
So, that is it. I am sorry I can't tell you anything useful about gold.
End.
Zimbabwe: A Fresh Start
by Alf Field
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Sunday, November 15, 2009
Is the Dollar "Good as Tungsten"?

A chief Austrian finding is that counterfeiting causes malinvestment. The fact that most counterfeiting is done by
governments and called monetary policy does not change the consequences one iota. --Richard Maybury
Counterfeit n (15c) 1: Forgery 2: something likely to be mistaken for something of higher value.
Imagine if the Louvre crafted a near-perfect counterfeit Mona Lisa and hung it in the gallery behind bulletproof glass. Then
imagine that the Louvre held a public auction selling the real Mona Lisa, but also refused to admit that the one in the gallery
was a fake. Ridiculous! Isn't it?
In most cases a counterfeiter wants to pass off his work onto an unsuspecting and paying public or to a specific mark. This is
true for works of art as it is for currency. The counterfeiter must make his work at least good enough to pass muster with the
inteded mark.
But it is a special kind of counterfeiter that hides his deception as a prized possession within his own collection, only to sell
the real thing in hopes of reducing its value. And I do mean special as in education, Olympics and central bankers.
Alan Greenspan
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The Tungsten Story
I'm not going to say too much about this story yet because I am still skeptical. I'm not skeptical because it doesn't fit the
context that we know. On the contrary, it almost fits too perfectly. But this, I think, is my main point in this post. What is
most important as we observe this unfolding story is our clear understanding of the context that surrounds it.
We live today in a world of rampant fraud and misinformation. Not much is surprising. In fact, I fully expect some surprises
which will DWARF this tungsten story. But still, so far this story relies on the credibility of only one analyst who has
uncovered, and/or been given, some incredible information. If the story is true, then we will soon receive corroborating
stories from other sources for reasons that I will discuss in a moment.
If this story turns out to be true, then the context discussed on this blog and delivered by ANOTHER 12 years ago explains
it perfectly. This context stands alone and aside from this tungsten story. Also, if the story disappears or turns out to be false,
it does not invalidate the pre-existing context that would have explained it.
Skepticism
Some believe this story is a myth because gold bars are melted down all the time to make coins, jewelry, or specialized gold
disks for industrial plating used in commercial-grade electronics. This argument doesn't hold water with me. As I said in this
comment, "You would not just set them loose on the market. You could not afford for them to get sold to the commercials
who would melt them down..."
No, if this story is true then the delivery of tungsten bars to the Chinese was a fatal "leak". And not necessarily an accident.
What I am skeptical about is this part:
I know folks who have copies of the original shipping docs with dates and exact weights of “tungsten” bars shipped to Ft.
Knox.
Not that Rob Kirby is lying, but this part of the story seems less likely to me. First of all, you would have to move the new
gold in and the old (real) gold out at some point. It seems unlikely to me that you would do this in a way that would a)
create shipping docs, and b) leave them existing in the hands of c) someone who was free to later talk about it to Rob Kirby.
I would like to see these documents released online to be scrutinized. I would be happy to release them here. ;)
The one other thing I would like to see before I attack this story with the deadly seriousness it deserves, is some sort of a
corroborating story out of China that they indeed unearthed a tungsten scandal. Perhaps there already is one. If so, please
post a link in the comments section!
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The fact of the matter is that there should not have been any gold flowing in or out of Fort Knox during the mid-90's, let
alone the whole enchilada. So "shipping docs with dates and exact weights" of the bars would be very interesting to see.
Larry Summers

On The Other Hand
On the other hand, like I said at the beginning of this post, the Kirby story fits the known gold manipulation paradigm
perfectly. Let's have a quick review.
In his article, Rob Kirby says:
And here’s what the Chinese allegedly uncovered:
Roughly 15 years ago – during the Clinton Administration [think Robert Rubin, Sir Alan Greenspan and Lawrence
Summers] – between 1.3 and 1.5 million 400 oz tungsten blanks were allegedly manufactured by a very high-end,
sophisticated refiner in the USA [more than 16 Thousand metric tonnes]. Subsequently, 640,000 of these tungsten blanks
received their gold plating and WERE shipped to Ft. Knox and remain there to this day.
The mention of Rubin, Greenspan and Summers especially caught my eye. It tells me that Rob is thinking the same as me if
this story is really true. For the sake of this quick run-through, let's imagine the tungsten bar story is true.
If so, this epic journey of stupidity by these three men began way back at the beginning of the Great Depression in 1930
when John Maynard Keynes wrote in his "A Treatise on Money" that interest rates and general price levels (infation) were
observed to be correlated. Keynes called this Gibson's Paradox.
John Maynard Keynes
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58 years later, in 1988, while at Harvard University Larry Summers published a paper called Gibson's Paradox and the Gold
Standard. In the paper he theorized that government bonds could be made valuable by manipulating the price of gold
downward. GATA summarizes it like this:
Essentially, the scheme as implied by Summers' paper is to keep interest rates down and government bond prices up by
rigging the gold market, gold and interest rates ordinarily being inversely correlated.
I've long had a hunch that the scheme became U.S. government policy because of President Clinton's resentment upon being
told, soon after taking office, that the foremost objective of his administration should be to placate the bond market. There is
a famous quotation about this in Bob Woodward's book about the Clinton administration's early days, "The Agenda." The
full book isn't available on the Internet but the quotation appears in several reviews of the book that have been posted.
Clinton says:
"We're Eisenhower Republicans here. We stand for lower deficits, free trade, and the bond market. Isn't that great? ... We
help the bond market and we hurt the people who voted us in."
Bill Clinton

So Clinton was elected in 1992 and took office on January 20, 1993. Meanwhile Larry Summers, who is known for
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proposing brash ideas, had left Harvard in 1991 and joined the World Bank as Chief Economist. On April 5, 1993, less than
three months after Clinton took office, Larry Summers left the World Bank to join the Clinton administration as
Undersecretary for International Affairs in the Dept. of Treasury.
One month later, on May 18, 1993, Alan Greenspan made an amazing statement at a Fed meeting that has only now come to
light:
"I have one other issue I'd like to throw on the table. I hesitate to do it, but let me tell you some of the issues that are
involved here. If we are dealing with psychology, then the thermometers one uses to measure it have an effect. I was raising
the question on the side with Governor Mullins of what would happen if the Treasury sold a little gold in this market.
There’s an interesting question here because if the gold price broke in that context, the thermometer would not be just a
measuring tool. It would basically affect the underlying psychology.”
--Alan Greenspan (05/18/93)
Less than three months later, on exactly Aug. 5, 1993, the (c)overt gold manipulations begin:
The appearance of the intervention in NY, repeatedly led by principal actors JP Morgan Chase and Goldman Sachs, is so
marked that a particular day August 5, 1993 can be identified as the date of onset of the anomalous downward trade in gold
on the NY Comex. [1]
How do we know the date when the systematic interventions began? By observing their execution times. These actions are
not divided evenly throughout the day, but instead tend to focus on important time points such as the PM-Fixing and the
New York closing price. Additionally, COMEX trading hours are preferred. This creates an intra-day pattern that can be
statistically identified and allows us to pinpoint the starting date of the interventions on August 5, 1993 (*). [2]
Robert Rubin

Of course Robert Rubin joined the team as Treasury Secretary on January 11, 1995, promoting Larry Summers to Deputy
Secretary. This lasted until July 2, 1999 when Summers took over Rubin's job as Secretary of the Treasury!
A few years ago a man named Frank Veneroso did some amazing reseach on the mid 1990's and the gold market. This report
is a must-read. Here was his conclusion about the mid-90's:
What are the implications of all this dry statistical analysis for the claims of GATA? To our mind, it is very simple. There is
much evidence that the consensus data on supply and demand is wrong and that the supply coming from the central banks is
higher than the consensus estimates. In our opinion, the fact that the central banks do not acknowledge this but simply keep
affirming the consensus data---despite abundant evidence to the contrary---represents considerable support for the
allegations of GATA that there may be something deliberate and intentionally clandestine about the large flows of official
gold that have been depressing the gold price.
Now, with all of this context in mind, let's take one more look at Rob Kirby's "conspiracy theory"...
Roughly 15 years ago – during the Clinton Administration [think Robert Rubin, Sir Alan Greenspan and Lawrence
Summers] – between 1.3 and 1.5 million 400 oz tungsten blanks were allegedly manufactured by a very high-end,
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sophisticated refiner in the USA [more than 16 Thousand metric tonnes]. Subsequently, 640,000 of these tungsten blanks
received their gold plating and WERE shipped to Ft. Knox and remain there to this day.
Can you see now how his mention of Rubin, Summers and Greenspan caught my attention? I am still a little skeptical of the
details, but the story sure seems to fit. It will be interesting to watch what else develops.
Clash of the Titans
I mentioned earlier that I would talk about why I believe that more information will definitely be forthcoming if this story is
indeed true. Well, here it is.
Us little people (the Lilliputians) tend to believe that "the Giants" have a master plan for controling us and stealing
everything we have. This is simply not true, hard as it is to believe for us lilliputians. Just because things work out a certain
way doesn't mean it was planned just that way. Yes there are many evil plans. Yes there are some really bad guys. But with
all the players in the global scheme of things the law of probabilities says that some will come out way ahead and be
dubbed... "the masterminds".
But the way it works in reality is that there is a battle royale raging between these "Giants". I call it the Clash of the Titans.
And in this tungsten story, as it stands today, one of these Giants has royally screwed another, and maybe many more.
Any Giant sitting on a hoard of 400 oz. LGD bars today as his personal wealth reserve is checking them out very closely.
Count on it! And this includes some very large investors in GLD (among other ETF's) that were certainly not "in on the
scam".
So keep your eyes peeled for relevant stories and please post them here. I don't have time to read everything. Like I said in
my linked comment above, "if this duped buyer found out what he had, he might be inclined to keep it a secret until he
could unload the bad bars on someone else." But now this strategy has changed. Now that Rob Kirby has published his
articles, these "duped buyers" will come to the conclusion that it is better to blow the lid off this scam and go after the perps.
My Conclusion
It has been speculated by many people over the past decade that once we are in the heat of the fire the US Treasury's gold
will be employed in defense of the dollar. Perhaps this was what some of the Giants were counting on. Before 1971 the
dollar was considered to be "good as gold". Since then it was considered to be "hard currency" amongst a world full of soft
currencies. Perhaps now it will be considered to be "Good as Tungsten"? I wonder how this will affect the next move from
the People's Republic of China. Hmm....
Sincerely,
FOFOA
_______________________________________________________
This post was based on Rob Kirby's article,
On Doing God’s Work
“Gold Finger” - A New Take On Operation Grand Slam With A Tungsten Twist
November 12, 2009
which can be found at the following websites:
http://www.f inancialsense.com/fsu/editorials/kirby/2009/1112.html
http://news.goldseek.com/GoldSeek/1258049769.php
http://www.marketoracle.co.uk/Article14996.html
These next three were the articles leading up to the "Gold Finger" article. All extremely relevant must-reads:
Central Banking: A Blight On Humanity
October 9, 2009
Blight on Humanity Addendum
October 15, 2009
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28 days before he published "Gold Finger", Rob Kirby published this email from an acquaintance in Blight on Humanity
Addendum:
I discussed these irregularities with a very informed source [the same one who informed me of specific [allocated] trades
settled last week] and the reply I received was as follows:
“What can I tell you that you don't already know?
They are all scrambling big time since a number of large interests have demanded audits. Independent auditors are NOW
descending onto the various vaults to verify, validate and certify.
They can move this as many times in circles as they like to try to fool people.
In an Asian depository they’ve found “Good Delivery” bricks that had been gutted and filled with tungsten.
Soon, there will be xxxx hitting the fan all over place.”
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Saturday, November 21, 2009
Gold is Wealth

Why should we own gold? What is gold good for? What does it mean to say "gold is wealth"? And what exactly is wealth?
We have contemplated the pure concept of money. [1][2][3] How about the pure concept of wealth?
We all have needs. In fact, we all have the same needs in sustaining our lives. In some things, some of the most essential
needs, we are all equally and extremely wealthy. We could even build a pyramid of these needs and their supply relative to
our demand for them. In many cases, the most needed things are in such complete supply as to overwhelm demand. No need
to hedge against a future shortage of these things through derivatives or swaps. You see, wealth in fact is anything that helps
us in meeting our future needs. To have more than you demand for immediate survival is to be wealthy!
Take, for example, the Higgs Boson. Assuming this particle actually exists, it is the foundation of all things, of all life. It is
something we all need in order to survive! We would simply disappear (or not exist) without it. It is what makes matter
matter, so to speak. And again, assuming these things really exists, then there must be plenty of them around. More supply
than we demand. Or at least, theoretically, the perfect supply to meet demand at all points in time.

Another essential need we all have is gravity! What would you do if you ran out of gravity? Float away? Thankfully we
have a plentiful supply of gravity that "outweighs" demand. ;)
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How about sunlight? Are you wealthy in sunlight? Well, we may not all be equally wealthy when it comes to sunlight, but
there is no doubt that we all need it to survive. And amazingly enough, supply seems to always meet demand without the
need for hedging or storing sunlight for future use.

Moving on up the pyramid we come to oxygen. Yes, there are some situations in which it pays to store oxygen for future
use. If you are planning a trip to outer space or, perhaps, to the bottom of the ocean then it would make sense to hedge your
bets and load up on more oxygen than you think you might need. The risk:reward ratio highly favors a surplus of oxygen in
situations where it is possible for demand to outrun supply!

Topping off the pyramid we have the needs we humans all strive to secure, food, clothing and shelter. And in our modern
world of electronics and internal combustion we could also add energy to this list. Under the most extreme conditions, we
could probably find wood to burn in the forest for cooking and heating. But who wants to live like Ted Kaczynski (prearrest)? Even Mad Max had fuel for his car!
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But luckily for us, 5,000 years of trade have taught us that we don't need to plan as meticulously for survival as an astronaut
or a deep sea diver. As Aristotle [4] explains:
We can generally blunder our way through day to day and year to year in the comfortable fact of life that, through the open
market--through the ability to trade with others--we can generally obtain what we materially need in one facet in exchange
for some of our own wealth in another facet. Food for clothing seems like a pretty reasonable medieval exchange, doesn't it?
We all know the inefficiencies of barter, don't we? As civilization and trade evolved from the dawn of man to the 20th
century, Gold revealed itself to be the single most reliable, universal agent that could be traded in various quantities for
anything anywhere on Earth. Maybe most remarkable in this is that Gold is not itself something that is needed or consumed
in satisfaction of our basic material needs for survival. But due to it being perfectly and uniquely suited for this universal
role in trade for any other person's available wealth as necessary to meet our own specific needs, Gold has become such a
near proxy for the real wealth we require for life that many of us have permitted ourselves the casual inclusion of Gold into
our otherwise strict definition of wealth.
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Those in the financial industry have come to call this universal wealth asset (Gold) by the name "money," but that
unnecessarily confuses the issue. In their efforts to facilitate various objectives in modern life, those in the financial industry
endeavored to master the alchemist's craft--to methodically create "money" from such substances as worthless base metals
or from paper. Even the village idiot can clearly see that "the bankers and others" didn't succeed in creating Gold. But the
village idiots were never so sure that these nickel coins and paper notes weren't in fact successfully turned into this other
thing that the experts called "money." As for me, I'm comfortable calling these lesser creations by the name "currency," and
further, I recognize that they can and do serve a useful purpose in modern society. With this distinction I am not so easily
baffled as the village idiots into thinking that these currencies created in the image of "real money" can actually attain the
superior wealth function of the asset they sought to imitate--that being Gold. And you shouldn't be fooled either.
Every currency made in imitation of Gold goes hand in hand with the financial architecture that supports it right into the
trashbin of failed efforts, and are logged into the collective wisdom of those who vow not to be fooled again. Based on the
"conception, care, and feeding" of the various currencies and their supporting architectures, the life span--or timeline--of
predictable rise and fall milestones may vary in length from one currency to another. They may serve a purpose while they
last, but they all suffer the same eventual demise at the hands of inflation. Remember, these currencies are man's artificial
attempt, time and time again, to imitate Gold for use in modern commerce. They are built for speed--built to be borrowed
specifically, and spent rapidly! They are not suitable for saving. For that you must turn to the master--the near-wealth proxy
upon which all currencies must bow down in inferior imitation.
So you see, learning how the world works is all about each man coming to the understanding about the real wealth we all
require to best ensure our survival. Knowing that Gold is the master proxy for our life's day-to-day and year-to-year shifting
requirements for food, clothing, shelter, and energy, it simply makes more sense to gather in Gold for later use than to gather
in clothes (that we may outgrow,) food (that may spoil,) houses which are more than our needs, or energy (that we can't
store.) You see, time bears witness to this undeniable fact: Gold can be called wealth because it is an enduring wealth proxy
in exchange for our life's needs. Currency, on the other hand, serves a specific modern economic purpose--to be borrowed
and inflated in placation of man's immediate desires. It is not wealth, it fails as a proxy for the Gold it tries to imitate. Do not
confuse the two.
I think we can chop off the bottom four "foundational" layers of our pyramid now, since they are in full supply. Let's think
of them as the solid ground upon which this wealth pyramid stands.
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Now that we have established a solid pyramid of life's necessities and the need for a pure wealth concept in order to secure a
future supply, let us take another look at John Exter's inverse pyramid of paper products based on wealth derivatives. I first
introduced this concept on my blog in the post called All Paper is STILL a short position on gold. And by the way, George
Washington himself [5] helpfully pointed out that the image I used, from Wikipedia, may not be the correct Exter pyramid.
Perhaps Trace Mayer's pyramid [6] is better. In any case, let's make a fresh one for our conceptual purposes:
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Next, let us place this paper derivative inverse pyramid atop the real wealth pyramid. Let's see how it looks!
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Does it look a little like an hourglass?
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Now picture this. The inverse pyramid on top is actually ten (10) times larger than the pyramid on the bottom. And it is 100
to 200 times larger than the golden capstone!
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In ancient times gold was the very best item for trading and as such, it became the very best wealth reserve. Later, gold
became currency and came to be known as money. Today, gold is commonly believed to be only a commodity and is traded
as such.
I propose to you that we can estimate that as a mere commodity today, gold is relegated to a trading range of between $700
and $5,000. As a currency, which it has not been since at least 1933, it would be range-bound between $4,000 and $11,000
according to Jim Rickards. [7] And set free to fill its ancient role as a wealth reserve, gold will rise to somewhere between
$10,000 and $100,000 in today's dollars.
Be wary of the "men's suit comparison". Just a couple hundred years ago a wealthy man amidst 1 billion others on this
planet might have had a handful of fine men's suits, a nice house and a large plantation. Today a wealthy man would have
dozens of fine suits, a couple mansions, a large yacht, 29 flat screen TV's, an iPhone, and a sizable paper-wealth trading
account. And that is among 6.75 billion souls on the planet. Compare wealth with wealth, not suits with suits.
Can you imagine a gold price of AT LEAST $100,000 per ounce? How about a real purchasing power increase, measured in
today's dollar purchasing power, to somewhere between $10,000 and $100,000? In the bell curve below we can see that the
most probable PP landing zone is between $25,000 per troy ounce and $85,000 per troy ounce. Can you think of a better
reason to invest in physical gold coins right now? How about protection from hyperinflation? $100,000 is the bare minimum
in this case. The top is infinite! Imagine $12 trillion per troy ounce... the size of today's US national debt reduced to one
single gold coin you could buy tomorrow! Can you imagine it? It doesn't really matter if you can't see it like I do, as long as
you buy the coin. As JFK liked to say, "a rising tide lifts all boats", not just the ones that believe in rising tides.
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You don't have to buy my story as long as you buy gold!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
[1] Gold is Money - Part 1
[2] Gold is Money - Part 2
[3] Gold is Money - Part 3
[4] Full credit goes to Aristotle for his acute clarity of Thought. Sir Ari, where are you?
[5] The first president of the USA converses with FOFOA
[6] The Great Credit Contraction Liquidity Pyramid - By Trace Mayer
[7] Jim Rickards on CNBC's SquawkBox, 11/19/09
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Tuesday, December 1, 2009
Metamorphosis

Let's spin this globe and take a look at things from a slightly different angle. If we could inventory the entire planet, every
real, solid, tradable item we came across would belong to someone. Someone somewhere, or a group of someones would
have bragging rights to each and every thing on this planet.
Each one of these items that is the least bit tradable would have some sort of value attached to it. Of course some things are
not tradable. For example, a mountain in the United States that has been designated by the collective as public land is not a
tradable property. Neither is Antarctica.
But those things to which property ownership rights can be transferred must have a value of some sort. And this value is a
numerical representation of their relative usefulness or desirability to humanity when compared to everything else. Of
course, less tradable items, like the Kremlin or the White House, need not have a calculable value in any real sense.
Equity versus Debt
Equity is the value of a person's interest in a piece of property in excess of all other claims against that property. If you
financed your home you probably pay a little principle and a lot of interest each month on your loan. The principle portion
of your payment generally gets added to your equity position in your home.
In the modern world you can obtain bragging rights to a piece of property in a number of ways. But that doesn't necessarily
mean you own it. If you purchase something for cash then you have full equity in that item, and no one else has a claim
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against it. Or you can also obtain bragging rights by borrowing, leasing or financing that same item. This is different than
paying cash because it delivers to you the use of that item, but not the full ownership.
Now some items that we find in our planetary inventory are productive equipment items. These are things that if used
properly can increase the amount of wealth in the world. A giant crane, for example, can be used to build new structures that
can then be valued and traded relative to everything else in the world.
With nearly 7 billion people in the world today, the various tasks of production have been divided to the extreme. For
example, you will be hard pressed to find a man operating a crane, who also owns that crane, and also owns the project he is
working on as well as the land underneath it. If such a man exists, then it is surely a very small project in his own backyard.
So cranes are generally loaned, leased or financed to those who want to build, by those who want to own (productive
capital). And the return to the owner of the crane is a function of the value of the use of the crane. Not the appreciation in
the tradable value of the crane itself. Can you see the difference? If someone owns a full equity position in a piece of
productive capital, he does so in order to earn a return, a yield based on the value of the USE of that capital. He does not
count on the value of the crane increasing in the future so that he can sell it for a profit. There is a big difference! Think
about this.
Ponzi Value

Let's imagine I personally paid cash for my home. It was not my best investment as it turns out. But at least I have a full
equity position in it. (Let's ignore the separate issue of property taxes to the collective for the sake of this discussion).
My next door neighbor, on the other hand, financed his home. Earlier this year he realized that his equity position had gone
very negative and he walked away. Today, 9 months later, his home still sits empty.
But here is my question: Who actually owns that home next door? And what do they actually own? What value (relative to
the rest of the real world) do they actually hold? And how does that true value they own compare to the numerical value
they believe they own, the one that is printed on their monthly portfolio statement?
The answers to these questions are not as clear as they might seem, at least not the answers I am seeking. We could simply
walk down to the county recorder's office and pull the title to that property. It would give us a name, perhaps two names,
and a value number. But even the bank's name on that title does not represent a full equity position in the house.
If we were to look at the bank's balance sheet we would see that house (now that my neighbor has left) listed in the asset
column and a corresponding number in the liability column (the remainder of the loan my neighbor abandoned). The two
numbers will probably cancel each other out. Perhaps it says $400,000 next to the house in the asset column, and -$400,000
in the liability column, for a net position of zero. The problem is that the house can only sell for $250,000 in today's market.
This makes the bank's true net position a negative number, -$150,000. And that is only AFTER the bank sells the house. In
the meantime, there are costs associated with holding the title, which the bank currently must pay. So who owns the house
next door?
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For the answer I am looking for we need to play things out the way they should have played out and drill down to who
would end up with a full equity position on that house next door. I am also interested in what would be the true relative
value of that equity position and how that number compares to this person's or group of people's perception of the value
they hold today. Who is it? What do they think they have? And what do they really have?
Drill Down
If the bank was left to its own devices it would have to reconcile its assets and liabilities which would leave that bank
insolvent with a negative net worth. So the bank is obviously not the true owner (with bragging rights) of the house next
door. What about the bank's managers? Nope, they will be out of a job after liquidation of this insolvent bank. What about
the bank's stockholders? These are the real owners of the bank. Nope. As it turns out, they own nothing but a really big
negative number. In other words, they own a very real debt that must be paid! Funny how this bank stock traded at hugely
positive numbers for the last two years while what was really traded was ownership of a debt!
So in a full liquidation of the bank's assets, who gets them? Well, the way it is supposed to work, the holders of bonds issued
by the bank would be the ultimate recipients of the liquidation value of the bank. These are the people that loaned money to
the bank. But in the case of commercial banks this seniority ladder is further complicated by an even more senior creditor,
the depositor.
Now, in a full liquidation of all insolvent banks we would need to see all homes "owned" by the banks (REO's) go on the
market until they were sold. We would see prices fall until they reached a level in which the entire market could be cleared
and all debt positions change hands into equity positions.
A rough estimate of this scenario would mean an additional haircut of 50% from current housing price levels. So in the case
of my next door neighbor, the empty house of debt would likely be filled with a full equity position (along with all others)
at, say, $125,000 (50% of $250,000).
Moving from Debt into Equity Positions
So in the above scenario we have moved all property from a position of debt ownership to a full equity position that can be
balanced against the rest of the real world. And in the process we have completely wiped out the original homeowner (who
lost all perceived equity in his home), we wiped out the bank (which became insolvent and had to be liquidated), we wiped
out all the banks stockholders (debt owners), and we, at best, gave the bondholders a 70% haircut on their savings. At worst
(with an insolvent FDIC) we also wiped out all the bondholders and gave the depositors a haircut on their deposits!
Of course this didn't happen because of the FDIC, which is really just a fancy façade in front of a printing press. But if the
FDIC was needed to make the depositors whole, then the bondholders were wiped out anyway.
This is the deflationary collapse scenario. This solution for changing debt into equity preserves the sanctity of the senior
debt holder (only to the extent of the true value of the physical assets) and the numéraire (denominator) of the debt (the
dollar). It keeps the dollar intact and, had it been allowed to play out, would have likely allowed the US Treasury to
continue issuing bonds for another whole cycle. But this scenario was never meant to be. It wasn't even an option.
Some people have proposed a different way that debt positions could have been forced and crammed into equity positions
had it been done early in the crisis. You see, the difference between debt and equity is that debt is denominated by the
numéraire (the dollar), ranging from 0 to infinity, while equity is denominated in percentage terms of ownership, ranging
from 0 to 100.
This is why the stock market is known as the equity market, and the bond market is the debt market. When you buy a stock,
you are buying a percentage of ownership in that company. But when you buy a bond, you are buying a debt specifying a
fixed payment denominated in dollars.
In the stock market you share in the profits or losses of the company, but you are theoretically isolated from the volatility of
the numéraire. In the bond market you are theoretically isolated from the performance of the company or public entity, but
you are exposed to the risk of total loss through a purely symbolic currency.
The way some say they could have forced debt positions into equity positions would have been to forcefully convert all debt
(bonds) into percentage shares of the debtor. Then they would give enough shares to the debtor to match his initial starting
capital (down payment). His initial equity position. This keeps the debtor in the game, which keeps the underlying asset
valuable to a greater degree than in a massive liquidation of like-kind assets. (This would work similarly for underwater
public companies and underwater homeowners alike).
Let's say the ultimate bond holders owned 75% of a $400,000 house upon loan creation and the homeowner put down a
25% down payment. Then the value fell by half. Now the entire asset is worth $200,000 and the debtor is in the hole for
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$100,000, while the bondholder is still showing a $300,000 "asset" on his books. Choice A; the debtor walks away and the
house liquidates for $125,000 and the bond holder gets $125,000. Choice B; the homeowner gets 25% equity in $200,000
and stays... no liquidation! Now the bondholder has a real equity position of $25,000 or 20% more than under choice A!
And the system becomes stable and sustainable once again because it is now based on equity, not debt!
There is a precedent for this type of non-usurious system in the Bible and other religious texts. [1] But alas, it would be too
logical to do it the easy way. So instead we will do it the hard way. Since we didn't do it by force (forced equity), or allow it
to happen within the system's "rules" (deflationary collapse), this highly unstable system will be forced to stabilize itself.
Sustainable Stability, Stable Sustainability
Say that ten times with your eyes closed! :)
Debt is inherently unstable. This is because debt can be destroyed instantly by non-payment, by default. "I'm not going to
pay" or "I can't pay" simply destroys debt instruments held as a wealth reserve. In today's marketplace new debt is created
extremely easily and casually. A new debt instrument is issued with the ease of a single signature, and then that debt is
traded into the marketplace, marked to market as time passes and paper circulates.
Here is a news story that demonstrates the marked to market instability embedded in a fixed debt. Nakheel, the developer of
palm tree-shaped islands off the coast of Dubai asked to have marked to market trading of its debt paper halted while it
worked out the details of its default because the trading itself could affect the details yet to be worked out. [2]
DUBAI – Dubai's Nakheel asked for three of its listed Islamic bonds worth $5.25 billion to be suspended pending details of
restructuring plans at its parent company, a move likely aimed at dampening speculation on the bonds.
The request briefly stalled but did not stop trading in the bonds, which are exchanged over the counter and not on the
bourse, where the listing is regarded as a technicality.
The request also added to confusion that has reigned in the markets since the Dubai government last week said it would seek
debt standstill agreements from creditors to Nakheel and Dubai World...

"Speculation on the bonds" means the marked to market trading of this "over the counter" debt instrument. Even the
anticipation of a debt default can crash a system built on debt! And non-payment is not the only path to default.
If you are the world's largest engine of easy and casual debt creation and also the maker of the paper that denominates it,
there is another way to default. And there is another kind of default the market can anticipate. Devaluation!
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Another threat of extreme instability in a debt-based system is the chain reaction effect. Almost every entity that issues its
own debt also holds the debt instruments of other entities as its reserves. So when one large entity defaults, the falling
domino effect can be systemically catastrophic. And to complicate things even more, the methods of stemming systemically
catastrophic consequences themselves have an even worse systemically catastrophic outcome; the collapse of the numéraire.
Debt is unstable because it is entered into (created) so lightly, and it is based on the assumption of a fixed future
performance by an entity or individual. An assumption that is currently proving to be flawed during an economic
contraction.

A system that is built upon equity positions is much more stable as equity agreements are entered into with much more
gravity. If both parties share in the risks and rewards of future performance they will take everything more seriously. Also,
equity agreements are based on the flexible assumption of variable future performance! A much more realistic assumption.
Finally, equity agreements by their very nature are more tied to the size of the real physical world than are debt agreements
which are created at the drop of a hat.
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This is why the global equity markets are about half the size of the debt (bond) markets. It is also why a virtual mountain of
derivative "insurance policies" has grown around the debt markets like a terminal cancer while no such equivalent
monstrosity strangles the equity markets. Credit default swaps and interest rate swaps are all a futile attempt to make an
inherently unstable debt-based system stable and sustainable. There is no such need or incentive in an equity-based system.
In an equity-based system, any entity can still issue unlimited paper notes if it wants. Just like the US government does in its
crazy debt-financed world. The difference is that the marketplace will price that paper against the real underlying property
as it is issued. If a company doubles its issue of stock certificates to raise cash, then the price of each outstanding share will
be cut in half. If a sovereign money-printer doubles his currency base to pay his cronies, then the value of each currency
unit will be cut in half. But in today's debt world, a company can keep issuing more and more bonds until it ultimately
collapses under the weight of its debt service. The same goes for countries.
Sustainability
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Instability is the greatest burden the current system places on the real economy. It is what makes it unsustainable. As I read
in a recent article:
Business is complicated enough without being inadvertently drawn into the [currency] exchange rate business...
Companies can hedge [this currency risk], to the tune of a notional value of roughly $600-trillion these days. But whereas
larger companies, and those in developed countries, can rely on such hedging, companies in all the developing world
cannot. [3]
So the instability of this debt-based system grows ever more dangerous as efforts are made to stabilize it. The growing
mountain of derivatives is truly a house of cards capable of bringing down the whole system! How's that for stability and
sustainability?
The question then becomes how will Mr. Market convert debt into equity and bring the system back to a state of sustainable
stability and stable sustainability? Obviously our money masters have refused to go there willingly. Obviously our banks
have refused to give up their debt positions. So what is next?
Metamorphosis
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I found this great line in Topaz' Time Currency blog:
The first rule of Faith-based systems is that any and every thing must have a paper equivalent for "valuation" purposes ...in
order to compare apples and apples.
This is a great quote on many levels. Today we use these paper equivalents not only for valuation purposes, but also as a
way to "save the real thing for future use". The quote also shows the mind set of the system. Paper compares with paper as
apples to apples. But can this really be true when comparing equity paper with debt paper and its cancerous tumor of
derivatives? With global equity markets at around $35 trillion and global debt markets ($70T) plus their derivatives at more
than a quadrillion?
If Mr. Market is going to bring things back in line with reality, how will this be accomplished given the disparity of value
between debt and equity?
Remember earlier I said this:
In the stock market... you are theoretically isolated from the volatility of the numéraire. In the bond market you are
theoretically isolated from the performance of the company or entity, but you are exposed to the risk of total loss through a
purely symbolic currency.
The purely symbolic currency. This is how Mr. Market is going to bring the paper world back into balance... apples to
apples. In one fell swoop a foundation for stability and sustainability will emerge through natural morphosis!
Deflation?
If today's deflationists are correct then the numéraire will remain strong or even grow stronger while the world runs from
equity ownership of the physical world into the warm embrace of casual debt creation stabilized by its own Ponzi-like
exponential growth pattern.
Think it through. We don't just muddle through from here. We either shift toward equity or debt. We are currently not in
stasis.
Perhaps at some point the Fed would like to crash the equity markets in order to drive you into its warm (debt) embrace. As
someone from London once said, wash, rinse, repeat. Right? Will this be enough to convince Mr. Market to give up on
equity positions? Could a stunt like this be enough to convince a world full of realists, producers and savers to hand their
claims on real property over to the paper pushers in exchange for a signature?
For those of you who can't already see the obvious answer, as Another once said, "time will prove all things."
What about Gold?
Gold is a little different. Yes, it is the ultimate equity position with assured future global liquidity. Yes it is the ultimate
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wealth reserve as a known timeless claim on anything you may need in the physical world of your future. But it is also a
multi-generationally depressed numéraire of the value of the entire physical planet.
Yes, apples to apples. Paper to paper, physical to physical.
Let's try a simple word replacement in Topaz' quote:
The first rule of [physical equity]-based systems is that any and every thing must have a [physical numéraire] equivalent for
"valuation" purposes ...in order to compare apples and apples.
I will leave you to do your own math on where the real value of physical gold will come to rest on the other side of
morphosis. I have already presented my calculation in other posts.
The bottom line is that debt (credit) markets appear to work great in a seemingly perpetually-expanding economy, but they
are completely unstable, unsustainable and deadly in a severe contraction.
An equity-based system is stable and sustainable and a debt-based system is not. Mr. Market knows this in the same way a
million individual ants can find the same piece of meat a mile away. And for the record, I don't buy the idea that an evil
cabal can stop the tide from coming in.
I leave you with this little ditty from Bloomberg last Friday...
Nov. 27 (Bloomberg) -- Wall Street’s system for determining payments on derivatives linked to the debt of defaulted
companies is showing cracks less than a year after securities firms changed practices to avoid “Draconian” regulation.
Credit-default swaps tied to Thomson SA, the Paris-based owner of film processor Technicolor Inc., paid some holders 30
percent less than those with contracts expiring a day later. In Japan, owners of swaps on Aiful Corp. haven't been
compensated, though one of its banks said the consumer lender skipped loan repayments. Dealers can't agree whether to
reimburse investors in Mexican cement maker Cemex SAB’s debt swaps.
Disparities are arising in spite of practices adopted in April and July to standardize settlements and curb risk in a market that
exacerbated the worst financial crisis since the 1930s by contributing to the downfall of American International Group Inc.
Analysts at Bank of America-Merrill Lynch, Barclays Capital and UniCredit SpA say changes are needed as dealers
examine how to interpret existing rules to maintain investor confidence.
“The first cracks are being shown in the protocols,” said Edmund Parker, head of derivatives at Chicago-based law firm
Mayer Brown LLP in London.
The rules are being tested as the global default rate rises...
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Wednesday, December 9, 2009
Gold: The Ultimate Un-Bubble

**Newsflash**
The gold bubble has not popped! ...because gold is not in a bubble. There is no gold bubble. There is no such thing as a gold
bubble. Never has been. Never will be. 1980 was not a gold bubble. And anyway, today's situation is entirely different.
In fact, gold is the opposite of bubbles. It is the inverse, the recipient, the beneficiary of "frothy air" that escapes at lightning
speeds when bubbles pop. It has already capitalized on the demise two bubbles this decade. And it is now about to absorb
the froth spontaneously expelled by two more, the two biggest bubbles the world has ever seen.
For all you technical analysts out there plotting and planning your eventual exit from gold before the blow off phase, I have
a new pattern to introduce to you. I call it the Orbital Launch Pattern, or the Inverted Waterfall. In this pattern there is no
blow off! It looks something like this...
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As you can see, it is the inverse of The Waterfall Effect [1]:
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Think about what happens when a rocket shoots for space. Its fuel is consumed in the heat of fire, it sheds its extraneous
dead weight which falls back to earth and burns up on reentry, and its underlying asset, a satellite, stays up in perpetual
orbit.
What causes bubbles to form?
The answer to this question lies in a simple comparison of a few actual bubbles. Most recently there was "the Housing
Bubble" and before that, "the Tech Bubble" or "Dot Com Bubble". In 1929 we had "the Stock Market Bubble". There were
the concurrent bubbles in 1720, the British "South Seas Bubble" and the French "Mississippi Company Bubble". And of
course there was "the Tulip Bubble" of 1637 in Holland.
In all of these bubbles demand quickly overwhelmed supply in a feedback loop whereby new demand joined the stampeding
herd causing the price to rise, causing more new demand to join the stampede and so on. A self-reinforcing feedback loop.
Then leverage or credit was added to the rocket-fuel mixture boosting prices to even higher stratospheric levels. With cheap
credit even the shoeshine boy could get in on the action!
And with the shoeshine boy in, new and improved Ponzi-paper derivative financial trading products were created allowing
the hyper-acceleration of speculative trading. Accelerated paper trading created shortages in the underlying object of desire
which in all the above cases was something that could be produced to meet demand. But these temporary shortages blasted
the price even higher drawing more lemmings into the stampede.
At this stage euphoria, greed, delusion and mania took over. This was when, in most cases, over-supply had been stockpiled
to meet the delusional demand and the true insiders took their profits and got the heck out. Cheap credit was then cut off and
the weakest players were forced to sell causing a panic in the herd of lemmings who promptly ran straight off the cliff.
Of course there were subtle differences in each bubble. But the commonality was that the underlying object of desire in each
case could either be easily ramped up to meet demand through a little extra human effort [2], or it could at least be valued
objectively through common metrics like income, rent, earnings, interest or through careful valuation of its component
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elements.
The true fair value of the underlying object of desire became obscured by frantic greed-driven trading of, in most cases, its
paper equivalent. Then, with leveraged profits driving the paper trade and ramped-up production of the physical object,
separation between paper and physical was imminent.
Separation of paper and physical. Sound familiar? Well it's not the same as gold. It is the opposite.
Take the tulip craze. In the early 1600's a rare tulip virus was identified which made tulips bloom in a brilliant mosaic of
colors. These rare flowers soon became a status symbol. Then in 1625 an especially rare "mosaic virus"-infected tulip bulb
was found which rose in price to around $25,000 in today's dollars. The trading of "paper tulips" went delusional and by
1627 one of these rare bulbs sold for the equivalent of $75K! This price caused speculators to quickly cultivate this rare
breed of tulip proliferating its valuable offspring. As the offspring multiplied the rare bulb became much less rare. Then,
"one day in Haarlem a buyer failed to show up and pay for his bulb purchase... within days tulip bulbs were worth
only a hundredth of their former prices. The tulip bubble had burst." [3] Can you see the difference yet?
In 2000 the Dot Com Bubble ended with a wave of dubious IPO's for tech and Internet companies with little more than a
clever idea. The Housing Bubble ended with a rash of ridiculous condo conversions (old apartment buildings flipped into
condos) and a giant inventory of new homes that could not clear at even half the price.
To make matters worse, the easy credit that had fueled the Housing Bubble became a drain on the real economy and when it
was cut off, the Ponzi financing available to individuals came to an abrupt end.
Pop Goes the Bubble
So as we can see, one of two fundamental things causes bubbles to pop, and sometimes both. In one case, frenetic delusional
demand outpaces supply until malinvestment delivers a surplus supply and then the bubble is done. In the other case,
frenetic delusional over-valuations outpace rational objective metrics until easy credit must be cut off to save the banks and
insiders and then the bubble is done.
Post-Pop
Normally bubbles stay popped for a generation or more, at least until the pain of spontaneous impoverishment is forgotten.
Of course, once the underlying object of repulsion undershoots a fair valuation the forces of currency inflation resume a
gradual ascent. But this phenomenon is anything but bubble re inflation.
In some cases post-pop bubble froth appears to flow directly into new bubbles, as in the case of the Housing Bubble
following the Tech Bubble. From this perspective, we are living in a "bubble economy", which is actually true. But these
serial bubbles are really just the result of Central Bank inflationary policy meant to dull the pain of newfound poverty like a
shot of heroin, and not a flight of real, hard-earned capital.
The flight of hard-earned, highly valued capital always flows down the inverse pyramid directly to the safety of its solid
foundation. (Please see: All Paper is STILL a Short Position on Gold)
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Golden Receivership
In 1971 we could say that the high value of the US dollar was actually in a bubble. The clearest sign that this bubble was
about to pop was Charles de Gaulle's demand of US Treasury gold as France expressed its desire to end the dollar's wealth
reserve function. In pure desperation, the gold window was closed and boarded up like a bungalow in the Keys before a
hurricane. This display of pure weakness and fright was like a pitchfork impaling the dollar bubble and gold promptly rose
2300%.
In 1929 the Stock Market Bubble burst and even though gold was under strict parity rules, severe pressure had to be
released by raising its price 70%. But even this wasn't enough to contain the panicked flight of capital so domestic gold
possession had to be outlawed as well.
In 1720 France, John Law's paper currency and "Mississippi Company" bubble popped. The entire capital flow went right
into gold and silver. A frantic Law first limited the amount of gold that could be redeemed to stem the flow, then attempted
to turn his company stock into actual currency, doubling the money supply and further impaling his bubble. Ultimately he
outlawed the ownership of gold in a desperate and feeble attempt to save his dying bubble. But this only made things much
worse for him and he was finally forced by the King to flee France for Venice where he died penniless eight years later. [4]
Lastly, from the day the Dot Com Bubble popped until the Housing Bubble popped (7 years later) gold rose 140%. Then,
again, from the Housing Bubble implosion until today (a little more than 2 years), gold has risen another 70%.
Two Historic, World-Class Bubbles are About to Pop
Bubble #1: Government Debt (with a nominal value in the tens of TRILLIONS)
Bubble #2: Perceived Wealth, denominated in purely symbolic, un backed, unsustainable-Ponzi-debt-based currency (with a
nominal value in the HUNDREDS of trillions)
Darryl Robert Schoon writes:
In the early stages of capitalist systems, interest and principal can be serviced out of the debtor’s cash flow. In the final stage
of “mature capitalist systems”, they cannot.
Capitalism’s final stage is what Minsky calls “ponzi-financing”, when debt payments can only be made by additional
borrowing. This is what the US, the UK and Japan are doing today, having to borrow against tomorrow in order to pay
yesterday’s bills.
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For 50 years, not one Dollar of new debt created by the US government to fund the activities it does not wish to tax for has
been repaid. The debt has simply been “re-financed” with new debt being sold to retire the existing debt.
(www.the-privateer.com)
At some point, the end finally arrives. Ponzi-financing cannot service debt forever. Investing in unhedged paper assets is the
bet that it can. Gold is the bet that it cannot. [5]
Amazingly the mathematical upper limit of Ponzi-finance coincides perfectly with the mathematical limit of the 28-year rise
in past-issued bond valuations!
It is the 28-year hyperinflation of the US$-denominated debt asset bubble that is about to pop. When interest rates are falling
(like they have been for the past 28 years), the value of past-issued debt assets rise. Anyone who has been playing the bond
market since 1981 has made a "gross" killing! (Please see: Bill Gross):

Bill Gross buys $23M mansion in Newport
Friday, August 14, 2009 10:20 PM PDT
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Here is the chart of interest rates since 1981:
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Flip it over and you will see the chart of Bill Gross' profits during that same time frame:
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Of course the inflation of this 28 year mega-bubble was given an assist by the systematic suppression of gold prices
beginning with Barrick in 1983 and accelerated by Rubin and Summers in the early 90's with their Gibson's Paradox scheme
and Strong Dollar Policy.
But the thing about THIS bubble's rise that is so different from any rise in gold is that the price of past issued debt has a
natural upper limit. And the "lowering of interest rates scheme" has a physical floor, an inevitable and unavoidable dead
end... call it ZERO.
Yes, we have seen a couple ventures into negative interest rate territory lately. But this is simply anathema to the very
concept of money, period. It is the ultimate froth, the last breath of air you can blow in before a bubble pops. It is the sure
signal that the end is nigh.
When interest rates hit ZERO, they only have one way to go. And that means that the value of past issued debt, the very
kind of TRASH that China is sitting on a land-fill mountain of, only has one way to go... DOWN. This is the very definition
of a bubble that is about to pop. As Peter Schiff calls it, this is The Mother of All Bubbles! [6]
There is no such thing as a Gold Bubble, Never was, Never will be
Investment demand, the kind of demand that uses any object of desire as an investment rather than a useful commodity, can
obviously flow into almost anything; Tulip bulbs, stocks, bonds, real estate, computer geeks working out of their garage,
etc... And as investment demand exceeds utility demand, malinvestment occurs producing the object of desire beyond its
commodity demand, creating an inventory surplus.
But changes in the gold price are mostly driven only by investment demand. Industrial supply and demand in gold is very
stable relative to investment supply and demand. So any significant rise in the price of gold is a clear indication of growing
investment demand and is also a positive confirmation of the premise behind that demand, that gold will rise. This creates a
self-affirming feedback loop of positive reinforcement.
And since gold production cannot be ramped up to meet demand like it can in bubblicious items, there is no reason for gold
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to fall back. Gold mining does not debase gold in the same way that dollars, tulips, homes, Dot Com IPO's or government
bonds are debased through production. Mine production is taken from known reserves that are already valued, owned and
traded, and all gold on the planet Earth is a fixed amount, the same fixed amount it was a million years ago. All we do is
move it around, like poker chips on a table, to those savers that value it the most.
Furthermore, the price of gold is completely arbitrary. This means that gold can go as high as the people of Earth want to
take it without EVER exceeding objective valuations by common metrics like earnings, interest or the sum value of its
component elements. Gold IS the element. It cannot be broken down further, except perhaps by the LHC.
One of the most common criticisms of gold's use as an investment is that it cannot be valued the way stocks, bonds and real
estate can. They are all commonly valued by their yields, and gold has no yield, therefore it cannot be fairly valued, or so
the argument goes. But if we invert this argument then gold can never be OVERvalued either, whilst those other things can,
and are... in a bubble!
The price of gold is arbitrary, ergo, there is no such thing as a gold bubble.
And finally, as gold's role in the world evolves from barter item to pure numéraire, to transactional currency, to simple
commodity, and ultimately to wealth reserve par excellence, its value relative to the rest of the world can (and has) shifted
both up and down by as much as two orders of magnitude. Such phase transitions in the functional value of gold completely
invalidate "fair value" methodologies like that used by Paul van Eeden.
1980? This Time is Different!
The only way for a purely symbolic fiat currency to survive the sudden, self-reinforcing and complete coup de grâce (death
blow) from its nemesis, gold, is for the central banker to get ahead of spontaneously exploding interest rates without
completely demolishing the economy on which it feeds like a mutant parasite.
In 1980 this was possible, but only barely, through a drastic rate increase to 20%, and only because the economy and the
national debt load was much different at the time. If the same thing was tried today the economy and the government would
come to a standstill, followed by a complete and utter collapse. For this reason it is not only unlikely, it is impossible.
In 1980, the US was a net creditor nation with a balance-of-payments surplus. The financial industry was small and stable.
And the US was not subservient to foreign creditors. Today the national debt is over $12 Trillion, the US Treasury Secretary
must kowtow to the Chinese, and the financial industry is a brittle behemoth built on derivative quicksand. [7]
Because of these fundamental differences in 1980, Paul Volcker was able to successfully defend the dollar against the same
existential threat which WILL take it down this time. That threat is capital flow into the dollar's lifelong nemesis, gold!
You can thank all the players and their activities as identified by GATA for making this time different. You can thank the
mining giants that sold forward paper contracts for their future gold. You can thank our Central Bankers who leased half of
their gold into the market to squash their foe. You can thank Rubin and Summers for their "Strong Dollar Policy". You can
thank Alan Greenspan for the easy green. You can thank them all for making damn sure that this time there is absolutely
nothing the Fed will be able to do, nor will it want to!
Interest rates will rise with a vengeance, and soon. And the Fed will have no way to get out in front of them, and no desire to
do so either, which would make the Fed look like the entity that single handedly destroyed the economy and the
government's golden egg-laying goose. No, the Fed will prefer to let Mr. Market destroy its Ponzi currency scam with the
Chairman's remote aspiration of avoiding the hangman's noose-wielding angry mob outside with nothing left to lose.
Unlike 1980, this time gold will go up and stay up! I'm not saying there will not be a temporary overshoot in actual
purchasing power. But with the specter of hyperinflation looming, it will not be worth the attempt to capture the overshoot.
An exit from gold may just capture YOU in the wrong paper at the most wrong time in all of history!
A Functional Change for Gold
Some people call it the spontaneous re-monetization of gold. [7] They mean that gold will resume one of the three basic
monetary functions under the common concept of money. I, on the other hand, call it the complete and final demonetization
of gold, meaning gold finally breaks all parity with paper equivalents and trades only in its physical form, trading as the
inverse of paper. These re/de-monetization differences are only semantic. We are talking about the same thing. See my three
part series titled Gold Is Money for more. [8][9][10]
As gold exchanges its commodity label for that of wealth reserve par excellence, it will mainly replace the debt-asset trade,
not the equity or stock trade. But the equity trade will fall by a significant margin as well, in relation to gold, because the
frothy debt trade has pushed far too many conservative investors into the risky equity market.
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Orbit = Perpetual Levitation
Just as when bubbles pop they stay popped, so too when the ultimate Un-bubble Un-pops it will stay Un-popped!
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Probability Distribution
So how much of your perceived wealth have you locked into a real, solid, "good as gold" wealth reserve? I shouldn't have to
say this because it is so obvious, but it is clearly better to "cash out" of the paper game and "lock in" your profits BEFORE
the two biggest bubbles in history pop. That way you beat the rush, so to speak.
As for the coming rush, by my back of the toilet paper calculation I figure we will soon witness somewhere between $XXT
and $XXXT of perceived 2009 dollar "wealth" capital flow into roughly $XT worth of gold on a global scale. For this
reason I created my probability distribution curve:
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And for those of you that don't yet understand the difference between Freegold and Hyperinflation (which is apparent
through statements like "what good is $100K gold if a roll of toilet paper costs me $100?"), I created this second
"purchasing power" distribution curve to clarify my position:

A Final Note
For you new readers and those who are reading this post on other websites, I would like to state for the record that my
thoughts are not original. My blog now has 90 original articles written by me dating back to August 23, 2008. They are a
record of my journey understanding the writings of the enigmatic Another and FOA, and how they relate to our current
crisis. It is to these two anonymous messengers that my blog is a humble tribute.
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Sincerely,
FOFOA
[1] The Waterfall Effect
[2] Gold Price is No Bubble by James West
[3] The Dutch Tulip Bubble of 1637
[4] That's Not How Bubbles Work
[5] 2010 READY OR NOT HERE IT COMES Constant prosperity through credit is no more possible than constant peace
through heroin
[6] The Mother of all Bubbles by Peter Schiff 2008
[7] Why the Global Financial System is About to Collapse
by "John Law" 2006
[8] Gold is Money - Part 1
[9] Gold is Money - Part 2
[10] Gold is Money - Part 3
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Tuesday, December 29, 2009
Gold: The Ultimate Wealth Reserve

What is the main difference between a commodity and a currency? Consumption! A currency circulates through the
economy as a medium of exchange but is not consumed. A commodity is a useful basic economic good that is produced,
traded in common units and prices all over the world, and then consumed by industry or individuals.

Here is a list of commonly traded commodities from Wikipedia:
Agriculture
Corn
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Oats
Rough Rice
Soybeans
Rapeseed
Soybean Meal
Soybean Oil
Wheat
Cocoa
Coffee C
Cotton No.2
Sugar No.11
Sugar No.14
Livestock/Meat
Lean Hogs
Frozen Pork Bellies
Live Cattle
Feeder Cattle
Energy
WTI Crude Oil
Brent Crude
Ethanol
Natural Gas
Heating Oil
Gulf Coast Gasoline
RBOB Gasoline (reformulated gasoline blendstock for oxygen blending)
Propane
Precious Metals
Gold
Platinum
Palladium
Silver
Industrial Metals
Copper
Lead
Zinc
Tin
Aluminium
Aluminium alloy
Nickel
Recycled steel
And what is the difference between a currency and a wealth asset? Time and appreciation! The main difference is the
amount of time that each is held. A currency is earned and spent in a short timeframe and wealth assets are accumulated and
held for longer timeframes. Here is a list of some common wealth assets:
Endurable Wealth Assets
Real Estate
Fine Art
Antiques
Collectibles
Gold
Other Precious Metals
Gemstones
Rare Classic Cars
Securities
Stocks (Equity Ownership)
Bonds (Debt Ownership)
CD's (Currency Time Deposits)
What separates "endurable wealth assets" from the rest of the physical world of consumer goods is their tendency to
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appreciate against the currency. Take classic cars for example. They usually appreciate versus the dollar while regular everyday cars depreciate as soon as you drive them off the lot! The same goes for Fine Art versus Not-So-Fine Art, and antiques
versus their contemporary equivalents.
It all comes down to time... and appreciation over time. This is the difference between Wealth, Currency, and the rest of the
real consumer world. The goal of wealth is, and always has been, to retain and/or gain purchasing power during the test of
time.
But what is Purchasing Power? In a world where our currency is an ever-depreciating piece of paper such a concept is
difficult to measure. I suppose it depends mostly on what you will need and want to purchase in the future when the time
comes. And with a world full of things to buy and always new things coming to market, how can one possibly track such
purchasing power accurately?
As a whole, we (the human race, the marketplace) are constantly measuring our currency and our wealth against a world full
of physical things to buy. You see, there are two sides of this fence. On one side is our money, on the other is the things we
buy. And as a group we measure the two sides against each other as time passes to make sure that the present and future
division of the real physical world matches up with the currency and wealth scheme we are running parallel to it.

This process of measuring the two sides of the fence against each other is a very complex process, perhaps too complex for
even a super-computer. Both sides of the fence experience the push and pull of supply and demand. Currency is in constant
demand as men work in order to feed their families and, because currency is only held for a short timeframe, it is also in
constant supply. So a very high, almost infinite demand for currency can be quite easily met with a relatively small supply
when time is factored in.
Imagine an island of 100 men with a money supply of 1,000 sea shells. That's 10 sea shells for each man. But over the
course of a year each man on the island works and earns an annual salary of 100 sea shells. So the total economic power of
the island over a year is 10,000 sea shells. We could say that the GDP of the island is 10,000 ss. We could also say that the
demand for sea shells is 10,000 over the period of one year and that demand is met by a supply of only 1,000 sea shells.
Now imagine that ownership of a piece of real estate on this island costs about 2 year's salary, and that there are enough
pieces of land for each man to either own or rent one. So each piece of property might cost about 200 ss. The entire island's
worth of residential real estate would be in the ballpark of 20,000 sea shells, twice the GDP. Yet the money supply still
remains at 1,000 sea shells and that limited supply somehow meets demand.
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The reason this works is because sea shells are the currency. They circulate and pass from hand to hand over a short
timeframe. This is called velocity and it has the exact same effect on the value of a single sea shell as does the size of the
money supply. On our island 1,000 sea shells change hands 10 times per year creating an island GDP of 10,000 ss. If they
changed hands 20 times a year the GDP would be 20,000 ss. Or if we doubled the money supply to 2,000 sea shells that
changed hands 10 times per year it would also yield a 20,000 ss GDP. So velocity and money supply of the currency have
exactly the same effect.
This is the main difference between currency and wealth on their side of the fence as we measure their value against the
other side of physical things. Currency has a fast velocity of circulation while wealth items have a very slow velocity. We
hold a currency unit for maybe a month while we hold wealth items for years and years. So wealth items, as a store of
purchasing power measured against the physical world, carry an almost 1 to 1 value ratio across the fence while high-speed
currency carries a fractional value.

It is my contention that the denouement of our current state of affairs will carry gold from the commodity zone, across the
fence, over to its ancient role as THE wealth reserve par excellence, bypassing completely the velocity-suppressed state of
transactional currency. And that this shift will alter all value perceptions in the most astonishing ways one can imagine.
Consider that it is the bankers and central bankers that have gradually compressed the spring that is gold wealth first into
velocity-bound circulating currency coins, then into fractionally reserved currency and finally into the mold of a common
commodity, all the while protecting their own hoard and calling it a "reserve". What do they know that we don't? It is simple
really. They know that eventually the spring must explode.
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In the meantime, these same bankers have made a KILLING selling us all on the idea that paper indentures are the real
value to be had. That by indenturing each other in perpetual debt servitude we can, as a planet, rise to a new and unlimited
level of wealth in a world of limited resources. But the problem is that all this debt has now finally exceeded its own ability
to continue existing parallel to a productive world. It can only exist now by Ponzi-cannibalizing itself to its own end. This is
where we are today. The spring is held down by only a thread.
To get a handle on the potential energy stored in this "spring", let's take a look at how gold in its commodity mold compares
to just one small piece of the rest of the physical world... oil. The total of all "proven" oil reserves in the ground are about
1.2 trillion barrels. Currently oil in the ground is trading at around $15/barrel. So the oil "slice of the pie" is worth around 18
Trillion USD. [1] Meanwhile all the gold ever mined is around 160,000 tonnes or about $5.5 Trillion at today's price. [2]
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So confined to its central bank-commissioned commodity prison all the gold in the world is only worth about ONE-THIRD
of all the oil in the world! Or said another way, oil could corner the gold market THREE TIMES OVER. This is what
Another meant when he said:
Oil is the only commodity in the world that was large enough for gold to hide in.
Here is the full context of his statement:
Date: Sun Oct 05 1997 21:29
ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:
Everyone knows where we have been. Let's see where we are going!
It was once said that "gold and oil can never flow in the same direction". If the current price of oil doesn't change soon we
will no doubt run out of gold.
This line of thinking is very real in the world today but it is never discussed openly. You see oil flow is the key to gold flow.
It is the movement of gold in the hidden background that has kept oil at these low prices. Not military might, not a strong
US dollar, not political pressure, no it was real gold. In very large amounts. Oil is the only commodity in the world that was
large enough for gold to hide in. No one could make the South African / Asian connection when the question was asked,
"how could LBMA do so many gold deals and not impact the price". That's because oil is being partially used to pay for
gold!
You see it was oil in the ground that was used to secure gold in the ground through the paper gold market of the 90's. But
those "gold in the ground contracts" would ultimately be backed by above-ground gold from the central bank vaults, at least
to oil they would, or else oil agreements would be similarly discarded. This was the message Another brought. His insider
knowledge that explained not only the volume explosion on the LBMA, but also the low ($300) price of gold happening at
the same time as physical was drying up to the point that central banks had to provide supply.
People wondered how the physical gold market could be "cornered" when its currency price wasn't rising and no shortages
were showing up? The CBs were becoming the primary suppliers by replacing openly held gold with CB certificates. This
action has helped keep gold flowing during a time that trading would have locked up.
In my last post, Gold: The Ultimate Un-Bubble, I made a few predictions about the purchasing power of gold after the
restoration of its ancient role. But probably the most important line in that post was this:
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The price of gold is completely arbitrary.
Understanding this concept is the key to understanding coming events that will confound almost any observer. So let's
expand it:
The value of gold relative to the value of anything and everything on the planet Earth is completely arbitrary.
Or:
The value of gold is completely arbitrary.
Gold is neither expensive nor cheap. It is theoretically free. It is a monetary conversion, like buying a Treasury or a money
market fund. To the Giants, do you think gold is a game of "how big is my slice of the pie?" Or is it "how much is my slice
of the pie worth?" Is it better to have a 15% slice of a commodity pie, or a 5% slice of the wealth pie? Is it more likely that
all the gold in the world combined, when used as a wealth reserve, will be worth a large percentage of everything? Or that it
is worth only 30% of the known oil reserves?
My friends and I are Physical Gold Advocates. We own physical outright and do so employing the same reasoning mankind
used in owning gold throughout most of history. However, there is a major difference between our perceptions of this
historic reasoning and the current Western perceptions so many of you are attuned to. Our's is not a mission to unseat the
current academic culture concerning money teachings; rather it is to present the historic and present day views of the
majority of gold owners around the world. Those of simple thought and not of Western education. Plain people that, in bits
and pieces, own and use the majority of above ground gold.
Most contemporary Western thought is centered around gold being money. That is; gold inherently has a money use or
money function; built into it as part of the original creation. This thought presents a picture of ancient man grasping a
nugget of gold, found on the ground, and understanding immediately that this is a defined "medium of exchange"; money to
buy something with. This simple picture and analysis mostly grew in concept during the banking renaissance of the middle
ages and is used to bastardize the gold story to this day. Even the term "money", as it is used in modern Bible
interpretations, is convoluted to fit our current understandings.
Much in the same way we watch social understandings of music, literature, culture and dress evolve to fit current lifestyles,
so too did gold have a money concept applied to it as it underwent its own evolution in the minds of political men. This is
indeed the long running, background story of our Gold Trail; an evolution, not of gold itself, but of our own perceptions of
this wealth of ages. A evolving message of gold that is destine to change world commerce as it has never changed before.
Onward my friends
In ancient times there was no concept of money as we know it today. Let me emphasize; "as we perceive money today".
Back then, anywhere and everywhere, all things known to people were in physical form. All trade and commerce was
physical and direct; barter was how all trade was done.
If one brought a cart to market, loaded with 20 bowls and 20 gold nuggets, he used those physical items to trade for other
valued goods. The bowls and gold had different tradable value; as did every other thing at the market. Indeed, gold brought
more in trade than bowls. Also true; if a barrel of olive oil was in short supply, it might bring even more in trade than all the
gold in the market square.
The understanding we reach for here is that nothing at the market place was seen as a defined money value. All goods were
seen simply as tradable, barterable items. Gold included. Truly, in time, some items found favor for their unique divisible
value, greater worth and ease of transport. Gems, gold, silver and copper among others, all fit this description. These items
especially, and more so gold, became the most tradable, barterable goods and began to exclusively fill that function.
But the main question is: was there money in that market place? Sure, but it was not in physical form. Money, back then and
today, was a remembered value in the minds of men. Cumbersome it may have been, but even back then primitive man had
an awesome brain and could retain the memory values of thousands of trades. In every case, able to recall the approximate
per item value of each thing traded. That value, on the brain, was the money concept we use today.
Eventually gold climbed to the top of in the most tradable good category. Was gold a medium of exchange? Yes, but to their
own degree, so were the bowls. Was gold a store of value? Yes, but to a degree, so were dinner plates. Was gold divisible
into equal lesser parts to define lesser barter units? Yes, but to a degree one could make and trade smaller drinking cups and
lesser vessels of oil. Perhaps gold became the most favored tradable good because the shear number of goods for good
traded made a better imprint on ones memory; the worth of a chunk of gold in trade became the value money unit stored in
the brain.
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Seeing all of this in our modern basic applications of "money concept", almost every physical item that naturally existed or
was produced then also held, to a lesser degree, gold's value in market barter. But most of us would have a hard time
remembering a bowls value and thinking of a bowl as money. The reason this is such a stretch for the modern imagination is
because bowls, like physical gold, never contained or were used in our "concept of money". Back then, as also today, all
physical items are simple barterable, tradable goods; not of the money concept itself. Their remembered tradable value was
the money.
Money, or better said "the money concept", and all physical goods occupy two distinct positions in our universe of
commerce and trade. They have an arms length relationship with each other, but reside on different sides of the fence and in
different portions of the brain.
For example: say I take a bowl to the mint and place an official government money stamp on the underside. The bowl now
is stamped at $1.00. Then I take one tiny piece of gold to the mint; one 290th of an ounce or at today's market a dollar's
worth. They stamp that gold as $1.00. Which
physical item would be money? Answer; neither.
Using ancient historic reasoning and the logic of a simple life; the bowl could be taken to the market square and bartered for
another good. Perhaps a dinner plate. In that barter trade, we would most likely reach an understanding; that the "bowl for
plate trade" imprinted our memory with what a digital, numeric dollar concept is worth. Again, the 1.00 unit was only
stamped on the bottom for reference. While the dollar concept is only a rateable unit number to compare value to; like
saying a painting is rated from one to ten when judging appearance.
We could do the exact same thing without 1/ 290th ounce piece of gold as with the bowl above. In the process we again
would walk away with the knowledge of what a $1.00 unit of money value was worth in trade. The physical gold itself was
not the money in trade; the value of the barter itself created the actual money value relationship. Again, the most important
aspect for us to grasp here is this:
----- The use of physical gold in trade is not the use of money in trade. We do not spend or trade a money unit, like the
dollar, to define the value of gold and goods: we barter both goods and gold to define the worth of that trade as a
remembered association to the dollar money unit. That remembered worth, that value, is not an actual physical thing. A
dollar bill nor an ounce of legal tender gold represent money in physical form. Money is a remembered value relationship
we assign to any usable money unit. The worth of a money unit is an endless mental computation of countless barter trades
done around the world. Money is a remembered value, a concept, that we use to judge physical trading value. ----Onward
Naturally, for gold to advance as the leading tradable good it had to have a numerical unit for us to associate tradable value
with. We needed a unit function to store our mental money value in. In much the same way we use a simple paper dollar
today to represent a remembered value only. Dollars have no value at all except for our associating remembered trading
value with them. A barrel of oil is worth $22.00, not because the twenty two bills have value equal to that barrel of oil:
rather we remember that a barrel of oil will trade for the same amount of natural gas that also relates to those same 22 units.
Money is an associated value in our heads. It's not a physical item.
The first numerical money was not paper. Nor was it gold or silver; it was a relation of tradable value to weight. A one
ounce unit that we could associate the trading value to. It was in the middle ages that bankers first started thinking that gold
itself was a "fixed" money unit. Just because its weight was fixed.
In reality, a one ounce weight of gold was remembered as tradable for thousands of different value items at the market
place. The barter value of gold nor the gold itself was our money, it was the tradable value of a weight unit of gold that we
could associate with that barter value. We do the very same thing today with our paper money; how many dollar prices can
you remember when you think a minute?
This political process of fixing money value with the singular weight of gold locked gold into a never ending money vs gold
value battle that has ruined more economies, governments and societies than anything. This is where the very first "Hard
Money Socialist" began. Truly, to this day they think their ideas are the saving grace of the money world. It isn't now and
never was then.
When investors today speak of using gold coin as their money during a full blown banking breakdown, what are they really
speaking of?
In essence, they would be bartering and trading real goods for real goods. The mention of spending gold money is a
complete misconception in Western minds. Many would bring their memories of past buying with them and that is where
the trading values would begin. Still, it would take millions of trades before the "market place" could associate a real trading
value to the various weight units of gold. It took mankind hundreds of years to balance the circulation of gold against its
barterable value. Only then could a unit weight value become a known money concept. In that process, in ancient times,
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gold had a far higher "lifestyle" value than it has seen in a thousand years. This value, in the hands of private owners, is
where gold is going next.
If you are following closely, now, we can begin to see how easy it is for the concepts of modern money to convolute our
value and understanding of gold. It is here that the thought of a free market in physical was formed. Using the relationship
of a free physical market in gold, we will be able to relate gold values to millions to goods and services that are currency
traded the world over. Instead of having governments control gold's value to gauge currency creation; world opinion will be
free to associate the values of barter gold against barter currency. In this will be born a free money concept in the minds of
men and governments. A better knowledge and understanding of the value of all things.
-FOA (2001)
What does "Gold is Wealth" really mean? It means that gold, all of the gold, is set parallel, on the opposite side of the fence
from the rest of the world of consumer goods and endurable wealth assets, as the numéraire of wealth in its role as the one
physical holding par excellence for the purpose of preserved purchasing power over long timeframes. That is, denominating
global wealth in its physical form only, non-fractionally reserved, non-transactionally diminished through the velocity of
exchanges, but in its stationary, one-to-one relationship with the rest of the world's wealth, plus or minus a few lesser
competitors.
What's next
Time and volatility are now the greatest threats to the current global fiat regime. As time passes volatility will rise. Volatility
means price action in BOTH directions, with only one possible conclusion. For this you must be mentally prepared to not
end up a victim of meaningless signals.
The current façade of stability is highly manipulated and controlled, but cracks are opening and we are starting to see
through the curtain to the wizard at the controls on the other side. Things are not as they seem. Signals are much more
confusing in times like these.
Debt is the very essence of fiat. But as debt fails, the fiat currency can spike sharply in response. Expect the end game to
look very different from what you have been told. The dollar as rated by the USDX, a flawed rating system, may rise briefly
to something like 150, a level certainly not expected for a currency on the verge of a hyperinflationary collapse! The
COMEX gold price, which is really just the price of paper, may drop to $200 or lower before trading is halted.
You can expect this kind of "spiritual experience" price volatility to be heralded as proof that the goldbugs were wrong all
along. But don't be fooled. Many a strong hand will turn weak at the worst possible time. Many a bug will be lured by the
warm glowing light only to be electrocuted. Don't be one of them.
Remember that ANY volatility is the enemy of the system. Even the price movements that don't go your way are still
bringing down a system that has become a complete farce. Hold tight your gold wealth for a brighter day comes. The world
of paper debt is, and has been, circling the edge of a lavatory vortex from which there is no escape.
The “PRICE” of short-term paper simply “cannot” be seen to go above PAR …as that in itself rings the death-knell of the
System.
Yield in the short-end is essentially determined by how much you pay NOW ..to get back Par over the time period. When
you pay $1001 to get back $1000 in 3 months …you're in negative yield. Of itself an oxymoron …and declaring for all the
World to see …there IS no monetary Future.
Can ONLY happen in a “Global” Fiat construct FOFOA …the likes of which holds sway at present.
This System is unique in that we've "never" had an arrangement in place before where there was "no escape" monetarily
speaking.
In the past, when the economic situation in (say) the UK deteriorated, one simply transferred to a stronger currency ...or
Gold ...or Silver ...as they were all monetary functionaries of specie ...or at least "some" of the available currencies were.
We now have the situation where the entire System is stressed beyond coping ...with the $US/Oil configuration backstopping said System.
It (the REALITY) will permeate ALL facets of "future-derived" valuations FOFOA. Bonds, Stocks, Real-estate ...and even
our beloved PM's. (as they are NOW priced with a futures-leaning bias)
The closer you get to the Kernel however (short end of the curve ...<6mo)>DX
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...that's why it's SOOO important NOW to dis-associate mentally from the $US pricing of PM's.
We KNOW they're "worth" more ...what we have to realise is ...they're essentially "priceless" under the current regime
...despite what the current market tells us.
What is being priced as Gold ...TODAY ...and what you hold in your hand ...are vastly different. (but you already KNOW
that ;-)
-Topaz
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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